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They who believe that they have'Truth ask no favour, save that of being heard: they dare the
judgment of Mankind : refused Co-operatiun, they invoke Opposition, for Opposition ia their

Opportunity.

—

£oitor.
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TRUTHS TO TEACH.
At the opening of our Twelfth Volume, it will not be out of place to indicate

some of the objects which this journal endeavours to explain and enforce. The
strangers who look into our pages weekly, sometimes ask what are our aims?

Some deny we have any ; others imagine aims for us, for which we should not like

to answer. It may inform the critics of the blank school, and correct the gratui-

tous idealists, to recite the purposes which make the practical characteristics of

our advocacy.

1. To teach that the Churches, in affirming the existence of a Being independent

of Nature, affirm what they do not know themselves—that they who say that they

have discovered Deity assume to have found out what he has evidently chosen to

conceal from men in this life by endowing them only with finite powers—that

while the science of theology (if such it may be called) can only assure us that Deity

iSy without being able to tell us what he is, or how he exists, can be nothing more
than a science of conjecture—that whoever bids us depend upon the fruition of a

future life may betray us from the well use of this world—and whoever teaches

us that the special help of Providence is available in this life, does betray men
more or less to their own destruction.

2. To teach men to limit, therefore as a matter of truth and certainty, their

affirmations to what they know—to restrict, as a matter of self-defence, their ex-

pectations to that which their experience warrants.

3. To teach men to see that the sum of all knowledge and duty is secular—that

it pertains to this world alone.

4. To teach men to see that morality has an independent origin—that it has

natural sanctions of the most effective kind, and that men may deduce (as Bishop

Butler expresses it) their course of life and behaviour from that which their real

nature points out.

5. To teach men to trust Reason throughout, and to trust nothing that Reason

does not establish—to examine all things hopeful, respect all things probable, but

rely upon nothing which does not come within the range of phenomena, or of com-

mon consciousness, or assumes the form of a law.

6. To teach men that the universal free, fair, and open discussion of opinion is

the highest test of vital truth—that only that theory which is submitted to that

ordeal is to be regarded, as only that which endures it can be trusted—that the

discussion of opinion is therefore our interest, and to promote its utterance on the

part of others a duty. G. J. H.

[No. 286.]

[ONE PENNY.]
[No. 1, Vol. XII.]
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ATHEISM AND DEISM: A MANUAL OF THE ACCREDITED
WRITINGS OF OPPONENTS.

[To comprehend in all their various bearings the exact strength and resources of

an opponent, is the first condition and primary desideratum in effective contro-

versy ; and in the controversy which atheism and freethought is now waging with

theology, this principle should never be lost sight of. Freethinkers have had fre-

quent occasion to complain of the injustice of their antagonists, who have written

or spoken against their views without thoroughly examining them, or reading their

accredited works. In this manner mistaken opinions are circulated, and they have

lost sight of the fact that in misstating or misunderstanding the principles of

freethought they have failed to combat its views successfully. The plan upon

which controversy is often conducted, is admirably illustrated in the following quo-

tation from * The Rudiments of Public Speaking and Debate :'—
' A seeks to bring

B to the adoption of his opinions ; the general course of procedure is this. A
commences to unfold, expatiate on, and enforce his views. He expects thus to win

B to their entertainment. But the mistake is a grave one. A argues at B when
he should reason with him. A thus stands on a platform of his opinions and

preaches to B, who is perched on a platform of his own. A thus expects B
to come to him ; B probably expects the same of A. Thus both expect what

neither intends The business of A, the converter, is to go down to the plat-

form B stands upon, to inquire his principles, study his views and turn of thought,

until he finds some common ground of faith, morals, opinion, or practice with

which he can identify himself.'

Now it would be unwise to assert that atheists, or freethinkers generally, never

err in this respect. It is the conviction, indeed, of the present writer, that they

have erred frequently ; that they have failed in many cases to secure a judicious

vantage ground upon which to combat the opinions and views of opponents, and

the consequence has been that they have preached at them instead of reasoning with

them. The following list of the accredited writings of antagonists has been drawn

up in this belief, and in the hope that, though somewhat imperfect, it may prove a

manual whereby the strength of opponents may be measured, and their views

fully considered.]

1. De. Wotton.—The treatise entitled * Some Thoughts concerning a Praper

Method of Studying Divinity,' by William Wotton, D.D., first published in 1734,

is still considered a valuable manual for theological study, although in some cases

the works recommended by him have been superseded by later writings. He says,

' The chief enemies whom we have to oppose are Papists, Dissenters, Arians, and

those whom we commonly call Deists Against those who deny either the

existence of God, or any actual revelation of his will to mankind, this age has pro-

duced more excellent writers than all the ages that have gone before us. The
opinions of the ancient philosophers upon the subject are very accurately de-

scribed and explained by Dr. Cudworth in his " Intellectual System of the Uni-

verse." The existence of a God, and the necessity of a Providence, as they may
be proved from the works of the creation, are proved beyond contradiction, and
the particulars demonstrated by Dr. Bentley and Dr. Clarke, in their " Boylean

Lectures ;" by Dr. Cheyne, in his " Philosophical Principles of Natural Religion j"

and by Mr. Derham in his " Physico-Theology." Judge Hale's "Origination of

Mankind" is likewise well worth reading upon this subject j and Dr. Jenkins's

"Reasonableness and Certainty of the Christian Religion," with Bishop Stilling-
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fleet's " Origines Sacrse" (especiallv the posthumous editions), contain great variety

of useful and curious learning upon these heads.' In another part of the treatise,

the Doctor gives in detail the principal writings of the various opponents of tbf^

views of the church ; but these include no works professedly by atheistic authors.

His introductory remarks to this portion of his subject, are strikingly confirmatory

of what we adduced at the commencement of this paper. ' The knowledge of what

our adversaries say, is of almost absolute necessity to an English divine. Here
particular care must be taken, that we do not acquiesce in the accounts which our

friends give of the opinions of those from whom they dissent. If we misrepre-

sent what they say, we shall not only be sure to hear of it again with reproach,

but, what is worse, whatsoever we can urge against them will lose all its weight

:

and as all men have a right to be heard, so no man's defence can be so fully or so

fairly (at least not so satisfactorily) represented as in his own words.'

2. Peofessoe Van Mildeet.—The following is from the list of works recom-

mended to students of divinity in 1818 by Bishop Van Mildert, then Regius Pro-

fessor of Divinity in the University of Oxford. Natural Religion :—Ellis's

Knowledge of Divine Things from Revelation, not from Reason or Nature.

Campbell or Leland on the Necessity of Revelation. Paley's Natural Theology.

Revealed Religion :—Leslie's Short Method with the Deists, and his Truth of

Christianity Demonstrated. Paley's Evidences of Christianity. Bishop Stilling-

fleet's Origines Sacrse. Bishop Butler's Analogy of Religion. Bishop Sherlock

on Prophecy. Bishop Newton's Dissertations on the Prophecies. Bishop Wat-
son's Apology for the Bible.

3. Peopessoe Lloyd.—The list of Pi'ofessor Lloyd, published in 1828, is much
more comprehensive than the foregoing. It includes, besides what is here quoted,

a valuable collection of the evidences.

Deish.—First Deistical Objection;—The Mysteries of Religion. Answers:

Bishop Butler's Analogy of Religion. Bishop Stillingfleet's Mysteries of the

Christian Faith (in the Euchiridion). Second Objection :—That Human Reason

is sufl&cient to discover the relation and duty of man to God. Answers : To show

how much unassisted human reason has been and is able to attain, from Plato,

Cicero, and Epictetus, and the barbarous nations of modern times : Lelaud's Ad-
vantage and Necessity of the Christian Revelation. Leland's Paganism and
Christianity Compared. Third Objection:—Against the notion that the established

order, harmony, and regularity of the natural world have been, at any time, inter-

rupted by miracles. Answers : Skelton's Deism Revealed. Bishop Berkeley's

Alciphron. Fourth Objection, Hume's :—To the testimony for miracles. An-
swers : Bishop Douglas's Criterion. Campbell's Dissertation on Miracles. Le-
land's View of the Principal Deistical Writers. Fifth Objection :—To the quan-

tity and sufficiency of moral evidence,—The nature of this kind of evidence may
be learned from Aristotle's Ethics, lib. 5. The objections to be answered from a

study of the evidences.

Atheism.-- Epicurean : To be found in Lucretius. Bentley's Sermons against

Atheism. Pythagorean : Revised by Spinosa and Toland. Clarke on the Attri-

butes. Chap. 1 of Sumner's Records of the Creation.

4. Peofessoe Bubton.— It is needless to quote this professor's list on Deism
or on natural and revealed religion ; almost all the works recommended by him are

mentioned in the preceding. What follows is the list of works confuting
* atheism and infidelity.' Van Mildert's Boyle Lectures (1802-4), and Rise and
Progress of Infidelity. Paley's Natural Theology. Bentley's Confutation of
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Atheism. Dr. S. Clarke on the Attributes. Dr. J. A. Harris's Refutation of the

Atheistical Objections against the Being and Attributes of God. Reimanni His*

toria Universalis Atbeismi et Atheorum (1725).

Such are the accredited writings of the Established Church in opposition to the

opinions of Deists and Atheists. I have been chiefly indebted in this compilation

to the ' Bibliotheca Parva Theologica,' published for the use of the students of

Oxford, by Mr. J. Henry Parker. The following works may be added as connected

with the subject, though not recommended specially by any authority:—Brown's

View of Deistical Writers. Dr. Pye Smith on the Relation between Scripture

and Geological Science. Archbishop "Whately's Historic Doubts relative to Na-

poleon Bonaparte (see ' Reasoner Tracts,' Nos. 5 and 6). Spectator.

THE LATE MRS. MARTI ]^,

ADVOCATE or FREETHOUGHT.

It seems hardly a real thing to write the word * late ' in relation to one bo familiar

to us all.

Respecting the purchase of the ground (for the burial) by the friends of the

JReasoner, we have received the following letter from Mr. Trevelyan :

—

'In the death of Emma Martin all people sustain a serious loss. So great moral

courage and self-denial, combined with a powerful intellect and skill in debating,

has seldom fallen to the lot of woman; and such powers she well employed in de-

pressing priestcraft and in elevating morality and reason. I shall feel pleasure in

subscribing towards the expenses of her grave, at the same time I think it would

have been better, and more in accordance with rationalism, had her body been con-

sumed by fire,under the management of the officers of the Society forBurning the Dead
— the ashes put into an elagant urn, to be placed in a niche of some hall belonging to

an Institution of the people whom she served so faithfully. As a phrenologist, I think

it a great pity the skulls of all eminent people are not kept. What I give depends

how subscriptions flow in ; at present put me down £1, as larger sums only deter

others from giving their mite.'

The plan of burning the dead will, we hope, be introduced into this country.

W. J. B. has written also on a plan of establishing a Necropolis for ourselves. We
shall probably be able to lay his views before our readers. Others than ourselves,

have advocated a more rational way of interring the dead than the common one,

but nothing has been done. Our friends, who have less care for prejudice than

our Christian neighbours, may perhaps be able to set an example.

In many towns in the provinces the friends of Mrs. Martin are preparing to

forward subscriptions towards erecting a plain, brief memorial over her grave, so

that the visitor to the Cemetery may recognise the spot where she lies.

For the present we acknowledge the following remittances : beginning with one

guinea from Mrs. Matthews, who wishes to see as many names of women as pos-

sible among those who join in this tribute, as an acknowledgment of the value of

that advocacy of woman's social elevation which Mrs. Martin so ably rendered.

W. J. B.,* £3 13s. 6d.; Arthur Trevelyan, £1 ; Friends at the Communist
Hall, Glasgow, per Mr. George Millar, 7s. ; Richard Hunt, per Willis Knowles,

Hyde, 2s. 6d. ; Willis Knowles, Hyde, 2s. 6d. G. J. H.

* This gentleman sent a cheque for £5, to be appropriated as required ' for the dead
and the living.' "What was needed for the completion of the subscription for Mrs.
Lennon was to be placed to that account—the remainder to the above purpose.
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(iFvamtiiattflii at ll)e \Bre^9,

A Romanist in England and a Romanist in France.—"Which are we to

believe, Father Newman, aiming to make Popery appear lovely in the eyes of

heretics, or the French journalist, writing unshackled amongst Romanists ? We
will put the paintings side by side :—

'

Father Newman.
' Doubtless, in the long course of

eighteen hundred years, there are events

which need explanation, or which the

world might wish otherwise ; but the

general tertorof the traditions of the pa-

pacy have been mercy and humanity.

It has ever been less fierce than the

nations, and in advance of the age; it

has ever moderated, not only the fero-

city of barbarians, but the fanaticism of

Catholic populations.

* The Church has been a never-failing

fount of humanity, equity, forbearance,

and compassion, in consequence of her

very recognition of the natural impulses

and instincts, which Protestants would

vainly deny and contradict; and this

is the solution of the paradox stated by

the distinguished author I just now
quoted, to the eflfect that the religion

which forbids private judgment in mat-

ters of revelation is historically more
tolerant than the religion which upholds

it. His words will bear repetition :

—

" We find in all parts of Europe scaf-

folds prepared to punish crimes against

religion ; scenes which sadden the soul

were everywhere witnessed. Rome is

one exception to the rule ; Rome, which

it has been attempted to represent as a

monster of intolerance and cruelty. It

is true that the popes have not preached,

like the Protestants, universal tolera-

tion, but the facts show the diflference

between the Protestants and the popes.

The popes, armed with a tribunal of in-

tolerance, have scarce spilt a drop of

blood; Protestants and philosophers

have shed it in torrents.'"

Paris Univers,

*A heretic examined and convicted

by the church used to be delivered over

to the secular power and punished with

death. Nothing has ever appeared to

us more natural, or more necessary.

More than 100,000 persons perished in

consequence of the heresy of Wick-
liffe ; a still greater number by that of

John Huss; it would not be possible to

calculate the bloodshed caused by the

heresy of Luther, and it is not yet ovec

After three centuries we are on the eve

of a recommencement. The prompt

repression of the disciples of Luther,

and a crusade against Protestantism,

would have spared Europe three centu-

ries of discord and of catastrophes, in

which France and civilisation may
perish. It was under the influence of

such reflections that I wrote the phrase

which has so excited the virtuous indig-

nation of the Red journals. Here it

is :
—" For my part, I avow frankly my

regret is not only that they did not

sooner burn John Huss, but that they

did not equally burn Luther ; and I re-

gret further that there had not been at

that same time some prince sufficiently

pious and politic to have made a crusade

against the Protestants." Well, this

paragraph might have been better pen-

ned ; but as I have the happiness to be-

long to those who care little about forms

of expression, I will not revoke it. I

accept it as it is, and with a certain sa-

tisfaction at finding myself faithfulto

ray opinions. That which I wrote in

1838 I still believe. Let the Red phi-

lanthropists print their declaration in

any sort of type they please, and as often as they please. Let them add

their commentaries, and place all to my account. The day that I cancel it they

will be justified in holding the opinion of me which I hold of them. (Signed)

Louis Veuillot.'—Birmingham Mercury.
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The Rev. Mr. Williams's Lectttre.— 'On Wednesday evening last

a lecture was given by the Rev. Charles Williams, Baptist minister, of Ac-

crington, in the Wesleyan school-room, in reply to one given by Mr. Holy-

oake, of London, on the previous Friday evening. The attendance was ver y

large, there being nearly 500 present; the Rev. H. Lings in the chair. The

lecturer introduced the subject by remarking that the peculiar and irregular

structure of Mr. Holyoake's lecture had put him to considerable incon-

venience and trouble. He then reduced Mr. Holyoake's lecture to logical order

;

after which he divided it into three parts, which order he followed in his own ad-

dress, viz., the points on which they agreed ; the irrelevant and incidental topics

introduced by Mr. Holyoake ; and what aught to have been the subject of his

lecture, viz., " The moral innocency of speculative opinions (even the most extreme,

when conscientiously held), with a view to show how far a man may dissent from

the religious opinions of his neighbours, and yet hope to live in truth and die in

peace." As Mr. Holyoake said nothing to show how such a man could live in truth and

die in peace, the lecturer remarked that he would not therefore discuss that question.

Mr. Williams concluded his able lecture, which was heartily cheered throughoutj

in the following words :—" I admit that the onus of proof rests upon us, but

also ^contend that the onus of inquiry is yours. And because you can inquire

if you will, and it is from want of inclination if you don't : I consider that it is

unfair and unjust, and therefore morally wrong, to hold opinions of a negative

character respecting the religion of nearly all our neighbours, except first of all

sincere inquiry be made into the grounds of such a religion. On the other hand,

if after fair and lengthened examination, any religion or opinion still appears falsSj

I hold that the man who thinks so is morally innocent, because it is not his in-

clination which is at fault, but the paucity of proof and insufficiency of evidence.

I speak as unto wise men, judge ye what I say." As discussion was allowed,

Mr. Edwards, Mr. Uttley, and a third person (a young man), all strangers to Ac-

crington, made objections and asked questions, to which the lecturer ably replied.

After the chairman had left the chair, two of the above objectors challenged Mr.

Williams to a discussion on the doctrine of philosophical necessity.

—

Preston

Guardian, Nov. 1.—[Mr.Edwards attended at the request of the friends in Accring-

ton, and he has announced a reply to the Rev. Mr. Williams.]

Notice op the Lecture to •which Mr. Williams Replied,— 'On

Friday evening, October 2i b, a lecture was delivered by Mr. G. J. Holyoake,

of London, editor of the Reasoner, on " Speculative Opinion," in the Bay Horse

Inn Assembly Room. The room was crowded, and the lecturer, who was listened to

with great attention, discussed several propositions in a very clear and concise

manner, one of which was—That the understanding is the subject of evidence and

not of will, and that the opinions of men, whether expressive of an affirmative

or negative, were such by virtue of evidence, independent of the will, and the

holding of such opinions, either in one case or the other, was morally innocent.

From this he calculated that man holding opinions the most extreme, inasmuch as

they were innocent, might hope to live in truth and die in peace. At the close of

the lecture several questions were put y Mr. Williams, the Baptist minister, a

Mr.;MacGregor, and others, all of which were an.swered by Mr. Holyoake. Mr.
Williams announced that, as the time was so short, he would reply to Mr. Holy-

oake's lecture on Wednesday evening following. The meeting shortly after ter-

minated. According to Mr. Williams's announcement, he delivered his repiy on

Wednesday evening last. A notice will be found in another paragraph.'

—

Preston

Guardian (same date as above).
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DR. ELLIOTSON AND MR. WAKLEY, M.P.

BY CHRISTOPHER.
A PEW years ago Dr. Elliotson became
convinced that an agent existed which
would act favourably in the cure of dis-

eases which had defied all the varied

powers of drug and potion. By dispas-

sionate observation he became assured

that mesmerism was a power overdisease,

and as a matter of course he published
his conviction to the world. The emi-
nent, polished, thriving practitioner,

firm in his own hope and desire to bene-
fit mankind, dared the practice of the

day, risked the confidence of his patients

and the enmity of professional rivals. .

In this spirit he began the quarterly

magazine entitled the Zoist, of which we
have before us the thirty-fifth number.
The Zoist is a chronicle of the numerous
and various cases of cure accomplished
by the agency of mesmerism. Each
case is given with the utmost explicit-

ness with respect to names, dates, and
places of abode, so that the public is

enabled to judge of the accuracy of its

statements.

Those who know anything of the con-

ditions of fashionable professional life

will easily understand that bo great a
deviation from conventionalism by Dr.
Elliotson, would produce very decided

effects upon his patients, especially on
the ladies, and more particularly those

of the hypochondriacal class.

According to the dictum of a West-
end physician whom we encountered a
few weeks since, only to have heard of

mesmerism was sufficient to give any
one a ' smack of the Yankee,' which is

considered a reproach throughout the

length and breadth of high life. This
conjuring property in the mere report

of mesmerism was ascertained by the

physician referred to thus : he has
many patients, some of them duchesses,

and, better still for his purse, some
dowager duchesses, who were no more
likely to declare for mesmerism than for

Bloomerism, or, indeed, commit them-
selves to anything associated with, or

construable into, an Americanism.
Hence it struck the medical adviser to

the dowagers, that only to hav5 heard of

the new process of treatment * would
suffice to indicate any one's relationship

to brother Jonathan, from whom all new
things, and mesmerism in particular,

have received the politest attention.' It

is known that aged ladies of high life

would rather submit to the nightly in-

trusion of burglars than suffer the in-

dignity of an invincible American lock

upon their doors, and that (should they

be put to such straits) they would rather

put to sea in a tub than be wafted across

the ocean in the most charming style in

a fairy-like barque of republican build.

Hence the politic course of the physi-

cian cited, and his like, who, wise in

their generation, knew how to take ad-

vantage of the amiable antipathies of

their antiquated patients, when they

classified mesmerism (to which Dr.
Elliotson had lent his great name) with

the latest arrivals from New York.
Such was, and is, the genteel, quiet

sort of opposition which the learned

doctor receives from his 'West-end
brethren. Nor are the doctor's oppo-
nents confined to adepts in the use of

insinuations.

He finds in a medical paper called the

Lancet an opponent offensively perso-

nal, untruthful, and cruelly unjust. The
conductor of this opposition is Mr.
Wakley, the popular coroner for Mid-
dlesex and M.P. for Finsbury. We
select some of his latest remarks on
mesmerism and its promoters. Mr.
Wakley says mesmerism is ' synony-
mous with folly, fraud, and crime,' that
* it is quackery,' and that ' Dr. Elliotson

should be numbered with the Holloways,
Culverwells, and Morrisons.' The in-

dignant coroner talks largely of having
'denuded mesmerism and exposed its

arrogant pretensions and gross false-

hoods.' Mr. Wakley further intimates

that Dr. Elliotson ' is a delinquent,' and
that he ought to be expelled the medical
profession. Dr. Elliotson is Harvian
orator of the Royal Medical and Chirur-

gical Society, and in accordance with the



custom, has his bust in the Society's

library. ' The presence of this bust,'

says Mr. Wakley, * is a flagrant disgrace,

and it ought to be expelled.' Further,

Dr. Elliotson is described as ' pursuing

his frauds amongst lunatics and fools ;'

that ' out of the college he is simply

ridiculous,' and that within, ' he is a

scandalous nuisance and an insufferable

disgrace.' Mr. Wakley also intimates

to Dr. Elliotson and those who consort

with him, that he shall ' bestow upon
them nothing more formidable than con-

tempt.'

Mr. Wakley gives the following spe-

cimen of the contempt and something
more which he bestows upon mesmeric
patients. Having heard that Sir Ben-
jamin Hall, M.P. for Marylebone, had
suffered himself to be benefitted by the

treatment of Mdlle. Julie de B , Mr.
Wakley advises that this example of Sir

Benjamin's 'confidence in the profession

'

be remembered when he next solicits the

votes of the electors {Lancet^ Feb. 8th

ult.)

The hon. member for Marylebone was
very unfortunate in his choice of a re-

medy. Doubtless he little thought how
dearly he would have to pay for it ; he
could not have been aware that it would
cost him his seat in Parliament. If Mr.
Wakley's hatred of mesmerism should

carry him so far as to unseat a brother

M.P. for seeking from it relief in his

afflictions, it is not to be wondered at

that he should desire Dr. Elliotson's

expulsion from the Medical Society.

Sir Benjamin may represent Maryle-
bone in a state of blindness, but to es-

tablish his sight by means objectionable

to Mr. Wakley at once disqualifies him
to fill that honourable post. We can
imagine the electors of Marylebone
having turned out their member at the

instigation of the Finsbury dictator, and
then that energetic official causing the

victim to undei'go still farther degrada-
tion: for instance, having been deprived
of his place in the House of Commons,
he could not consistently be allowed a
place in the Common Council, at the

Vestry Board, Board of Guardians, or at

the table of any respectable family.

Certainly he might feel very grateful if

allowed to be at large, since it could be
shown very satisfactorily, on the princi-

ple by which he lost his seat, that an
indictment for highway robbery or wil-

ful murder could be preferred against

him with every chance of conviction.

So much for Sir Benjamin.
For the Harvian orator. Dr. Elliot-

son, seeing that he is the avowed cham-
pion of mesmerism, and persists in the
publication of the Zoist, spite of the in-

junction of the Middlesex coroner, it is

quite impossible to foresee the extent of

his degradation. As far as we are

enabled to anticipate the pleasure of his

Finsbury majesty, the editor of the

Zoist will be unceremoniously stripped

of his diploma and kicked out of the

Medical Chirurgical Society, then be
burnt in effigy, and have his bust, which
is now in the library of the Society,

pounded into powder.
The world knows that Dr. Elliotson

was long since at the head of his profes-

sion, and that he has made invaluable

contributions to the literature of medi-
cine, and consequently to associate him
with the vulgar quacks of the day, is

simply an attempt to impress the public

with an untruth, and to perpetrate a
libel of the worst kind. The denying
Dr. Elliotson's learning and ability is

an unpardonable abuse of the privilege

ot a public writer, and calculated to

create distrust and to make journalism
a contemptible profession. By painstak-
ing observation and research, Dr. Elliot-

son acquired all those distinctions for

which a man may wisely thirst, the re-

spect of the wise, and, what is more to

be desired, the consciousness of having
devoted his youth and manhood in de-

vising how he might alleviate the ills of
suffering humanity. He was profound
and philosophic in the lecture room, and
patient and careful in the sick chamber.
If reputation, honourably acquired, be
any guarantee for the speculations of a
scientific mind, then is Dr. Elliotson

above reproach. He believes in mes-
merism, and his belief is entitled to re-

spect; he makes statements, the results

of his ardent studies, and those state-

ments are entitled to honourable notice.

This is not a question of the value of

mesmerism merely, but a question of

etiquette, whether a learned professor

ought to be abused from week to week
without regard to the common dictates

of truth and decency, solely for pursuing
what seems to him an honourable course.

It is for this reason that we have deviated

from our ordinary topics of discussion

I



to notice an instance of intolerance, in

which we are concerned in common with

all who love courtesy and are interested

for freedom of inquiry.

Mr. Wakley knows nothing of the

artizan class (whom he affects to serve)

if he imagines they will approve of his

want of generosity. And let him beware
that he does not so far commit himself
in the intolerant course he is pursuing
as to lose the countenance of that class,

who love fair play, and have only re-

posed in Mr, Wakley because they
thought he was manly and liberal.

We will repeat the description ofa pic-

ture we had occasion to notice in this pa-

per a few weeks since, which we fancy
presents features somewhat analogous to

the case between Mr. Wakley and Dr.
Elliotson. It is a picture of Hell, and a

Florentine physician is represented being
worried by devils. It would appear this

physician had the honour to make some
advances in science, which were consi-

dered heretical by the Church, and for

which he was tried, convicted, and pub-
licly burnt. His accuser was another
physician, named Dino del Garbo. This
fellow the painter has placed in heaven.
The arrangement was dictated by the

Church. Thus the accuser is enabled
to look down upon his brother in tor-

ments.
When this infernal picture was

painted, there is no doubt it was thought
very fine, and that the faithful looked
upon the heretic (whose name was
Ascoli) with contempt rather than com-
miseration. The picture was painted
at a time when brutality was in the

ascendant, and when the priest, when he
saw fit, could put his foot upon the neck
of the best man breathing.

Numbers of like cases of persecution

for differences of opinion are upon re-

cord; hundreds (like the one cited) have
been recorded in paint, dismal to look

upon, and we know not how many have
not been recorded. They should be a
warning to the envious and intolerant.

There are always men standing in the

position to each other of Dino del Garbo
to Ascoli—such is the relative position

of Mr. Wakley to Dr. Elliotson. We
can almost conceive that if Mr. Wakley
might ' do his do,' we should have
another burning like that in the grand
square of Florence in the year 1327, in

which catastrophe Mr. Wakley would be

the chief instrument, and but for the

advance made in general morality a pic-

ture would be painted representing Mr.
Wakley in heaven and Dr. Elliotson in

the other place, and the engraver would

be called into requisition to multiply

copies of the same to give away gratis

to the readers of the Lancet.

Mesmerism has proved itself a cura-

tive agent—its only fault appears to be

that it has conquered disease, a§ the

Austrian generals said of Napoleon,

contrary to all the rules of war. Of the

reality of its influence, there can scarcely

be a doubt when a man of such per-

spicacity as the Archbishop of Dublin
accepts the presidency of a mesmeric
hospital. It is an unusual sight to find

more philosophy and progress in an

archbishop than in a member of parlia-

ment. Certainly mesmerism seems to

explain the nature of many of the scrip-

ture miracles. This goes against the

profession of the archbishop, yet he

bears a noble testimony to what at least

many of the public regard as adverse to

branches of his own doctrine. Finally,

we can reassure Mr. Wakley that if his

own advice is to be repeated to the

electors of Marylebone, he will be in-

structed in the same lesson for a better

purpose. And if Marylebone finds its

member disqualified because of having

chosen his own mode of recovery when
afflicted, Finsbury Radicals may find

their member disqualified when he be-

comes intolerant and offensive, and

points like a common priest the preju-

dices of the public against an eminent

professional man for the simple main-

tenance of his scientific convictions.

The following extract will show the

views touching miracles propounded by

Dr. Elliotson, containing useful defini-

tions :

—

It is certain that among all heathen

nations from the remotest antiquity, and

among Christian nations from the apos-

tolic age to the present moment, clair-

voyance and apparent miracle have been

taking place. A miracle etymologically

means merely something astonishing,

perhaps unaccountable on the principles

known to the witnesses and others who
hear of it : and, in this sense, there

always have been, and to the greater

portion of mankind still are, miracles.

But a miracle properly means an occur-
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rence which the laws of nature positively

could not have produced, and which has

occurred through the exertion of a super-

natural power. In this sense we may
presume that there has never been a

miracle among heathen nations, nor

among Christians, since the apostolic

age. What in an ignorant a;je and
nation appears a miracle, and what in

an enlightened age and nation (though

the ignorance, cruelty, immorality, and
childish views, desires, and occupations

prevalent more or less among the

greater proportion of mankind in even
every human country at this very mo-
ment, compel me to regard our civilisa-

tion us worth the name merely by com-
parison with what is greater barbarism)

passes among the badly educated, how-
ever high their rank, pretensions, and
authority, for a miracle, is no miracle at

all in a better-informed age and nation,

and among the few who are eo enligh-

tened and have so cast oflF the prejudices

of false education (perhaps in too humble
a position to be considered superior

men and women, and perhaps manually
labouring persons) as to take a clearer

view of the world around them, made
up of inanimate, vegetable, and animal
portions into one, and, to our apprehen-
sion, infinite and eternal whole. The
miracle of one age, or of one class of

persons, is no miracle to another age or

another class of persons. Phenomena
produced by men a little acquainted—and
no one is more than a little acquainted—

•

with optics, mechanics, electricity, mag-
netism, chemistry, &c., of nature, have
in all ages caused the uninformed to re-

gard them as dealing with imaginary,

poetical beings called spirits, and term
them sorcerers and dealers in black arts

with an arch spirit, whom these unin-

formed style the devil, and believe to be

a real personage, though so clearly figu-

rative and poetical.

But to such extent does ignorance pre-

vail even in Great Britain on the subject

of mesmerism, that these natural tacts

are ascribed by thousands to superna-
tural agency: in fact, to the devil. Mr.
Sandby is said to have bestowed too

much of his excellent book, called ' Mes-
merism and its Opponents,' and which
every person should read, to show that

mesmerism is not satanical. But I am
satisfied that he has not written a line

too much. Two peeresses living in

Square, fine looking women, who
go to Court and the House of Lords in

all the splendour of the English aris-

tocracy, yet are so stupidly ignorant as

to believe mesmerism the work of the

devil. Many among the higher orders

are equally ignorant and siily. Many
clergymen of the Church of England
still talk the same non sense ; and religious

ladies without number, even Protes-
tants, who consider the Roman Catholics

altogether superstitious, and themselves,

with all their ignorance and superstition,

not superstitious at all ; as well as pea-

sants and a swarm of the frequenters of

all kinds of places of worship in towns.

Voltaire advises the devil never to

address himself to the faculty of physic,

but to that of theology, when he wishes

to impose upon mankind. However, in

1726, a poor woman, at Godalming in

Surrey, pretended that, after a violent

longing for rabbits while pregnant, she

brought forth these animals, and per-

suaded her apothecary, Mr. Howard, a
man of probity who had practised for

thirty years, or, in common language, a
highly respectable practitioner of great

experience, that in the course of about a

month he had delivered her of nearly
twenty rabbits. George the first, not
thinking it impossible, sent his house-
surgeon, Mr. Akers, to inquire into the

fact ; and the royal house-surgeon re-

turned to London, convinced that he
had obtained ocular and tangible proof
of the truth, and promised to procure
the woman a pension. The wise king
then sent his serjeant-surgeon, Mr. St.

Andre; and the serjeant-surgeon re-

turned to town a firm believer. They
both returned with rabbits as proofs, and
the rabbits had the high honour of being
dissected before the king. An elaborate

report of their production and dissection

was published by the serjeant-surgeon;

and the honest, severe, vain, and vision-

ary Arian clergyman, Whiston (of the

faculty of theology indeed), in a pam-
phlet (for a furious controversy arose

between the believers and unbelievers),

showed that the miracle was an exact

fulfilment of a prophecy in Esdras. An
eminent physician. Sir Richard Man-
ningham, backed by Caroline, the Prin-

cess of Wales, detected the cheat, and,

on a threat of a dangerous operation and
imprisonment, Mary Totts confessed the

whole.
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e9ur ISlatform.

Prom which any earnest of>ponent may controvert our opinions, and from which any may expound view*
not coincident with our own, if tending to the Rationalisation of Theology.

CRITICISMS OF THE 'PEOPLE.'

Sir,—Theists and Christians, being more apt to judge from their impressions of

us than from our own words and conduct, often make a most untrue assertion res-

pecting the reason of our standing apart from our fellows in matters of faith.

Despite our emphatic repudiation, they persist in saying that we derive our unbe-

lief more from our observation of the ill-conduct of the professors of their doctrines

than from an impartial examination of them.

A stranger, hearing this so often repeated, would think we employed our time

in villifyiig our opponents, instead of attacking their arguments. Those who have

read onr works must know better, and consequently cannot honestly say it ; and

those who have not, ought not to speak at all. I never see the People, but I know
enough of that periodical to feel surprised at tl:^e language which I find by the

Reasoner for the 15th was employed by it in reviewing the history of your trial.

Adversaries who study our writings in a tolerant spirit cannot but perceive that

the conduct of the professors of theism or Christianity is never willingly made the

subject of our animadversion, but that, on the contrary, it is repeatedly forced upon
our observation by the blind policy of our opponents themselves. How often are

we gravely informed that Christianity or theism, as the case may be, influences

the morality of men, and exhorted to conform on that ground ! We then natu-

rally call in question the morality alleged to be called forth by the faith of our

antagonists.

W"e are also told that love and charity are the essence of Christianity. Is it sur-

prising that we should retort upon the speaker the amount of intolerance which
has been, and is still, lavished upon ourselves and others ?

It is only upon such grounds as these that the conduct of Christians and theists

is called in question by Freethinkers, and the former will perceive that their per-

tinacious (perhaps unintentional) allusions to their extra morality compel us to

defend ourselves ?

This new method of accounting for our nonconformity is undoubtedly a great

step above the notion of the natural depravity of our minds, but yet it is un-

deniable that they are both in some measure the oflfspring of the same discredit-

able spirit. A little further observation will convince the People, and all who
entertain a similar error, that allusions to the general conduct of our opponents are

never employed otherwise than as weapons of defence. H. J. U.

THE BRADFORD TEETOTAL HALL.

Sir,—In your * Open Page,' Reasoner No. 283, is a paragraph from Mr. Ryder,
stating that he had applied for the Temperance Hall, Bradford, for a lecture by
you, and that it had been occupied by Mrs. Martin a week. These statements are

incorrect so far as the name of the hall is concerned. The place in which Mrs.
Marrtin lectured in July, 1850, was the Teetotal Hall, and not the Temperance
Hall, Bradford, and it was the Teetotal Hall that Mr. Ryder applied for and was
refused. I attended every lecture. No doubt they have produced good eflfects

and the reason assigned for not allowing you to occupy it is, that they have sus-
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tained a loss by Mrs. Martin's lectures, consequent upon several friends of Zion

leaving them on account of the manner in which she shook the pillars of Zion.

So it appears that those who have possession of the hall are prepared to give up

principle to expediency.

The teetotallers in Bradford seem to have very little liberality, for they shew

such by not letting the room to Mr. Ryder when he applied for it, the place being

erected by public subscriptions with the understanding that it should be conducted

on principles of perfect religious liberty. They are as dogmatic a class of men as

ever I conversed with, for they appear as if anything they say ought not to be con-

troverted. The place in which you and Mr. Bowes discussed was the Temperance

Hall, Bradford, and in which you subsequently delivered two lectures. I was

present every evening. Knowing that you are wishful to have accurate reports of

everything sent you, and seeing that the Temperance Hall, Bradford, had been

written instead of the Teetotal Hall, Bradford, I was induced to write the fore-

going in order to make the correction. It is necessary that correspondents be

very particular in giving names of places.

Shelf, Nov. 1,1851. , John Shaepe.

[We are obliged to Mr. Sharps for the emendations he supplies.—Ed.]

THE SWEDENBORGIANS.

LETTERS BETWEEN HIRAM UTTLEY AND DR. BATLEY.

Intellectually the Swedenborgians in every part of the country seem to me in

a very unsatisfactory state. The exalted notions I had formed of them from indi-

rect knowledge of metropolitan members of that church, are becoming quite dis-

sipated. They have one attitude of antagonism, and a taste for mere disputation.

A triumph over opponents seems to them a higher object than effecting the con-

viction of their opponents. Any distaste they awaken on the part of others, any

disinclination to debate with them, which it is impossible not to feel, they count as

a tribute to their power, and as arising in a dread of them. The lectures of the

late Mr. Wilson are prefaced by a story of his victory over Carlile, which seems

merely to amount to this, that Carlile acquired a dislike to him. Yet they repre-

sent this as Carlile's dread of Wilson as an adversary. Contempt may cause one

person to avoid another, but contempt is no proof of dread ; and to excite dislike

is not exactly the quality upon which philosophical Christians should pride them-

selves. •

At Burnley I experienced the greatest repugnance to discuss with the Rev.

Woodville Woodman, on account of his treatment of Mrs. Martin in London,

which a recent minister of the Church of England protested against no less than

myself. Yet from what Mr. Woodman has written in the Intellectual Repository,

it is clear that he regai'ds the silence of atheists with respect to his challenges as

originating in the strength of his own positions. His letter to the Intellectual

Repository respecting myself, I have carried about the country with me for months,

with a view to answer it, but (through mere repugnance) I have never been able to

enter upon it. He will, I expect, count this as another of his triumphs.

In the Burnley debate (before recounted) he said he challenged me to a public
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discussion. To which I merely replied that I had reason to believe that he con-

nected with his challenge a condition which he had reason to know I should reject.

He confessed that his condition was that the whole proceeds of the discussion

should be given to some public charity. My answer was, that he had a perfect

right to put that share of the proceeds which he could claim to any purpose he

pleased ; but when he assumed the right to give away also the moiety belonging to

me, it was simply an impertinence. He said, let my friends support me as his

friends supported him. My friends, I answered, would no doubt do so when
I should request it, but that I never would consent to their doing so while I had
health and strength to provide for myself. If he choosed to live by charity well

and good ; it was not to my taste. Hereupon he protested against being consi-

dered to live by ' charity j' to which I replied that it did not matter to me how he

lived. I was willing to believe that he lived honourably; but 1 would take good

care that he nor any other man compelled me to live by * charity'—that 1 would

refuse to debate with any man who denied my right to live by my own labour.

When my own expenses were met out of my moiety of the proceeds of any debate,

my opponent, if he pleased, might put the surplus in his own pocket, for all I

cared for it—but it should be by concession, not a proceeding which he should

dictate. Mr. Woodman did not any more press the matter, nor argue against these

representations.

The following correspondence between my friend Hiram Uttley, Surgeon, of

Burnley, and the Rev. Dr. Bayley, of Accrington, a Swedenborgian preacher and
teacher, in whom the reader will find, not what he may have been led to expect,

judging from the respectable character of their great founder, but a mere repro-

duction of Woodmanism. The following are the letters, which are curious, as

evidencing the intellectual state of Swedenborgianisra at this period—that is, at

least, of the class of provincial representatives of it. We give the first two now,
and shall continue them next week :

—

Hiram Uttley to Dr. Bayley (Letter 1). Burnley, Sept. 8th, 1851.

Rev. Sir,— I beg leave to tender you a challenge to meet Mr. Holyoake in dis-

cussion at Burnley on the merits of Christianity as a moral agent.

You being more liberal in opinion, will perhaps have less scruple to meet him
on that subject than some of the more bigoted of the Christian sects.

If the above challenge meet with your approbation, I shall be glad to hear from
you by return of post.

Dr. Bayley to H. Uttley (Letter 2). Accrington, Sept. 9th, 1851.

Sir,—Happily the moral influence of Christianity, which you propose to be dis-

cussed between Mr. Holyoake and myself, is one that may very well be left to take

care of itself, without any assistance from me. No good man will fail to perceive

the moral influence of true religion, and the Saviour leaves it to be known by its

fruits. For myself, I have neither time nor inclination to take part in the meetings
at which the friends of each party would be sure to claim the victory.* Truth
wins its way and fulfils its mission in quiet conviction, not in noisy brawl.t

• Dr. Bayley must assume that he should 'present his case so successfully, that the
audience on both sides would not be able to see any great force in the opposite side.—Ed.

t This can never happen unless the disputants set the example. Dr. Bayley, there-
fore, must either intend to ' brawl ' himself, or assume that I shall.—Ed.
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:
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Thb purpose of this Library is to supply accredited "Works in the departments of In-
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volumes will form a Shilling Series; the smaller a Sixpenny Series. Their appearance

will be announced in the Reasoner, and through the Newspapers.

Rationalism (understanding by it the development of the Reasoning habit in matters

of Religion) has proved itself susceptible of progress— Morality has ever been a thing

of growth—VoVitics is enlarging its sphere, and is being allied to Social Science—yet

few special expositons of these subjects have, of late years, been offered to the people,

who have been left to the guidance of the uncertain periodical, or the hasty disquisition

of the newspaper. The nature of the instruction wanted has prevented the usual teachers

of the public from attempting it. The Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge ex-

cluded this class of topics altogether, or what was equivalent—accorded them only one-

sided treatment. Publishers of Information for the people, and devisers of popular

Libraries, keep on the side of conventional opinion, affecting, like Mechanics' Institu-

tions, to take a neutral course, but in reality giving advantages to the dominant party,

and imposing silence on the weaker.

Another evil to be corrected, is the irresponsibility of popular advocacy. An op-

ponent now may take up any of the nameless or unrecognised publications issued, hold-

ing Freethinking responsible for every incoherent utterance made in its name—or the

Times f and its elaborate echo the Quarterly Review, may attach to Democratic Politics

the onus of answering for every expression of opinion which ignorance, excitement, or

adroit absolutism, may present ostensibly in its cause.

Several eminent friends of the people have desired to remedy this dangerous deficiency

in popular literature, but have been deterred by difficulty of agreement, and by the con-

sequences of personal implication. Publishing houses standing on the side of the people

and Freethought, shrink from this course for commercial reasons. If the object is to

be accomplished, it must be undertaken (as we have ascertained by repulsed entreaties

and deferred hope) by those who cast their lot with unfriended truth. To propose to do

what is here indicated for the public at largCy would be a presumption which would be

punished—as all presumption ought to be—by public distrust. But, in a relative sense,

it may be done for the Class identified with Freethought and the Political Sovereignty

of the Individual.

The programme of progress includes three elements, viz., Destruction, Construction,

and Culture. In the first of these departments, the parties represented in this pro-

spectus are credited with having attained proficiency. They will try to win some

credit as to usefulness in the remaining respects.

An essential object is to create, or bring together in a portable form, Literature by

which we may consent to be judged, which shall be a well-advised and dispassionate

expression of principles not taken up in antagonism, but adopted in conviction and

enforced as a protest alike against that Progress which is anarchy, and against that

Order which is merely prostration in Intellect, and despotism, in Politics.

If we except a few earnest and eloquent books which have lately appeared—not •

however, in price or style addressed to the many—we may say that a wide field is open,
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to us between the dilettante Scepticism of gentlemen, and the undisciplined Rationalism

of the poor—a field which no one occupies, and no one will occupy ; and not to invest

it ourseWes, were to betray an incapacity to comprehend what the destiny of the day

places in our hands, or to avail ourselves of the opportunity which those who perished

in the cause of Freethought (intellectual and political) won for those of this generation

who stand on their side.

Very likely we shall not be able to realise our own ideas at once, but names ofwriters

we may hereafter be able to announce, may create confidence in our attempt. The

works to he included in the * Cabinet of Reason ' will be Secular in character, and

will include Controversy, Government, Social Science, and Education (juvenile and

adult), in the sense of Exposition, Discipline, and Development.

The Volumes already in preparation include the following, of which the first-named

will shortly be ready :— ' The Task of To-Day,' by Evans Bell. * Organisation, not of

Arms, but Ideas,' by the Editor. ' Painting and Sculpture in Relation to the People,'

by Henry Merritt. * Passages in the Life of a Mechanic,' by Ion. ' Letters of an

Egyptian Kafir (infidel),' by a Philosopher. * History of Freethought among the

People in the Nineteenth Century,' by Eugene. * "Why do the Priests avoid Contro-

versy, and the Philosophers Discountenance it P' By the Editor.

QUIDEiTO THE LECTURElROOM.
Literary Institution, John St., Fitzroy Sq.—Nov.

2.'»rd[7], Henry Knight, 'Philosophy of .Plato.'
25th L84], Discussion in the Coffee Room.
Western Literary Institution, Leicester Square.

—Nov. a3rd [7], Thornton Hunt, 'Lecture on
the Week.'

Hall of Science, City Road.—Nov. 23rd r7L
Thomas Cooper, ' Roman History.'

National Hall, 242, High Holborn.—Nov. 23rd
[8], P. W. Perfitt, 'Bishops Bonner and Gardiner.'
South London Hall, Webber Street, Blackfriars

Road.—Nov. 23rd [74], 'Robert Owen and his
Contemporaries.'

East London Literary and Scientific Institution,
Bethnal Green.— Nov. 23rd [7i], E. Taylor,
' Nemonics, or the Art of Memory.'

Institute of Progress, 10a, Upper George St.,

Sloane Square.—Friday evenings [8], Discussion.
Nov. 23rd [71, a lecture.

Eclectic Institute, Denmark Street, Soho.

—

Every Friday [8^], Mr. J. B. O'Brien, ' Home and
Foreign Politics.' Every Sunday [74], on ' Moral
and Social Science.'
Areopagus Coffee and Reading Room, 59, Church

Lane, Whitechapel.—Every Sunday, Monday, and
Wednesday (8), a Lecture or Discussion.

City Forum Coffee House, 60, Red Cross Street.
—Every Sunday, Monday, and Thursday [8^], a
Discussion.

Commercial Hall, Philpot Street, Commercial
Road East.—Every Tuesday and Thursday even-
ing [8], a Discussion.

Mr. Gardner's School Room, Preston.—The
Friends of Political and Social Reform meet every
Sunday at 2 p.m.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

SUNDAY EVENING LECTURES.—Western
Literary Institution, 47, Leicester -square

(west side).—On Sunday evening, Nov. 23rd, 1851,

IMr. Thornton Hunt will deliver a I.pcture on the

Week, its Events, Achievements, Spirit, and Pro.

gress ; the third of the series, which he will con-

tinue every Sunday evening, in the newly-arranged

and re- decorated lecrure-theatre of the Institu-

tion. The lecture always to begin at 7 o'clock

precisely. Doors open at half- past 6. Admission:
Frontseats, Is. ; reserved seats on platform, 28. 6d.;

and (to facilitate the attendance of the working
classes) a large number of comfortable sf;ats at 3d.

Tickets, admitting to the shilling seats for the
first course of six lectures, 4s. each; to be ob.

tained at the Institution ; at Home's Library,

Leicester Square ; at the Coventry Hotel, Coventry
Street ; or on application by letter to Mr. E. P.

Kingston, 14, Featherstone Buildings, Holborn,

to whom all communications concerning the lec^

tures may be addressed.

THE BIBLE OF REASON; or, Testament of

1851, On Saturday, November 29th, will

bt published. No. 1, price 2d., 16 pages 8vo., to be

continued weekly, of Part 4 of Ihe Bible of

Reason Supplement, or, Testament of 1851.

Chap. 1.—The Universe. Chap. 2.—The Earth.

Chap. 3.—Man. Chap. 4.—Miscellaneous. The
whole tending to familiarise the public mind
with the truthful deductions of science. The
work will correspond in type and paper with the

Bible of Reason already issued.

Bible of Reason, containing Parts 1,2,3, s. d.

bound in 1 vol., cloth 7 6

To be had also in 36 numbers, each at ... . 2

Volney's Ruins of Empires, 1 vol 3

Ditto Lectures on History 1

Ditto Law 01 Nature 4

Paine'a Political Works, 2 vols in 1 5

Ditto Theological Works, 1 vol 3

Godwin's Political Justice, 2 vols, in 1 5

London : J, Watson, 3, Queen's Head Passage,

Paternoster Row.
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Mr. HARiio-HAREiNa,a Dace, is desirous of obtaining subscribers to his ' Dolores/

an historical tale of South America, which is to appear in eight books at 6d. each,

or twenty-two weekly numbers, containing IG pages, at 2d. each. The volume,

bound, will be 4s. 6d, Subscribers of one guinea (paid in advance previous to

December, 1851) will be entitled to seven copies. The publisher, on the receipt

of subscriptions, will deliver to the subscriber a written guarantee for the delivery

of the work. The seven copies will be forwarded, in numbers or parts, to the

address of the subscriber. Subscribers sending their orders after the 1st Decem-
ber next will receive six copies, instead of seven, at one guinea. Subscriptions

will be received by Mr, James Watson, 3, Queen's Head Passage, Paternoster

Row, or by Mr. B. D. Cousins, Printer, Helmet Court, 337^, Strand. This work
is in the form of a romance. The author describes himself as an exile, and pub-

lishes his work (which has previously appeared in New York) as a means of

subsistence.

Mr. Turner, of North Shields, will find the word he cites changed in future

editions of the ' Last Days of Emma Martin.'

Mr. Bayley Potts is informed that a ' True Reasoner' is not Mr. Frank Curaon,

the gentleman whom he addresses, but a Minister in a distant town.

Mr. William Coningham, of Brighton, has published ' Twelve Letters ' addressed

to him ' by John Sterling.' A very limited number was printed for private circu-

lation in 1848 ; they are now reproduced at one penny, with the generous view of

promoting their circulation among the people. Carlyle's noble life of Sterling has

created an interest in the author of these * Letters,' which are alike remarkable in

circumstance and character.

Many persons have lately asked for copies of the reprint from the Leader, sold

at one halfpenny, entitled the ' Workman and the Exhibition.' We have to in-

form them that copies can now bfe obtained through the publishers.

Cicero gives the following description of the manner in which opinions were
formed in his time:—* The seeds of virtue are (he says) planted by nature in our
minds ; but as soon as we are born, we are surrounded with false opinions, so that

we almost imbibe error with our nurse's milk. As our education proceeds, we con-

tract farther errors from our parents and teachers, and we learn the fables of the

poets, which take root in our mind.'

The American Citizen relates,that ' At a public sale of books, the auctioneer put
up Drew's Essay on Souls, which was knocked down to a shoemaker, who very
innocently, but to the great amusement of the crowd, asked the auctioneer " if he
had any more works on shoemaking to sell ?'"

A mayor of the depdrtment of the Haute-Saone, some short time since, had the
following curious decision placarded on the church door—' Whereas at all times
there have been disorders and always will be ; and whereas at all times there have
been laws to repress them, and always will be ; and whereas magistrates are ap-
pointed to have them properly executed, I ask ought we or ought we not to do our
duty ? If we do our duty, we are calumniated, and if we do not do it, we are also

calumniated. Well, then, taking those things into consideration, I declare if that

horde of good-for-nothings who are in the habit of frequenting the churchyard during
divine -service shall continue to do so, they will have to come into collision with me.'

^""I'^'^l ^r^°.l?*^
byHolyoake, Tyndale, & Co., 3, Queen's Head Passage, Patemoster-row ; and Pub-

lislied by J. Watson, 3, Queen's Head Passage, Patemoster-row, Wednesday, November igth, 1851.
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THE CELEBRATION OF THE SOCIETY OF REASONERS.

The meeting we have now to report was the first of the kind held, and it exceeded

in unity and effectiveness any week-day unpolitical celebration held for a long

time in the metropolis. By Sunday evening it was reported that nearly 300

tickets were disposed of for the tea-party, and by six o'clock on Monday evening

the Hall and Saloon were crowded by persons of both sexes, from every part of

London where work is done for progress. The Hall of Science, City Road, in

which the celebration was held, is now the most agreeable lecture-room to which
the people have access in London. The decoration is rather superior, and the

addition of a large glass chandelier imparts an air of elegance to it. At eight

o'clock the public were admitted (a crowd had assembled at the door half-an-hour

previously), and the after-tea proceedings commenced.
Mr. Thornton Hunt presided, who said he was happy to meet the friends of free

debate and open action. If he had a mission at all, it was to promote interchange

of opinion among men, and concerted action. There needed movement to put
down the spirit of inquisition still strong abroad. He had commenced to lecture

at the Western Literary Institution in Leicester Square, and an advertisement had
been sent to the Times, whence it had been returned—refused insertion. The
reason was found in certain words underlined by the Times ofl&ce in the advertise-

ment sent back. These words were * Sunday Evening Lectures,' ^Spirit and Progress/
* Thornton Hunt' Such was the decision of the Providence said to reign in Pud-
dledock. The tardy conquest of truth might be likened to the experience of those
who explored a new land. At first tall trees were noted, and men declared the land
was filled with tall trees. Further on the pioneers came upon trackless waters,

and then the belief arose that the new world was all ocean, and the believers in tall

trees were scandalised thereat. After a while the explorers came to lofty peaks of
land, and then the believers in mountains were Apposed to the believers in waters.

At last some high summit was reached, commanding, as it were, a view of the
whole expanse of truth, enabling the observers to reconcile all faiths. Let then
the search go freely on, and the end would be well.

The following report was then read by Mr. Adams :

—

* The committee in presenting this their first report for the consideration of
their friends and the public, deem it necessary to take a retrospective survey of the
events which have led to the formation of the East London Society of Reasoners.
On the opening of Victoria-park the entrances, especially on a Sunday, were be-

tNo. 287-1 INC. 2, Vol. XII.]
[ONE PENNY.l
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sieged by a society of Christians, calling themselves the Victoria-park Mission.

The intolerance generally manifested by the preachers of that society was car-

ried to an extravagant extent, which soon called forth opponents from the free-

thinking body. Finding ourselves misrepresented and abused, we resolved to

organise a system of propagandism, in order to place our opinions before the

public in the light in which we view them, inviting our opponents at the same

time to fair and open discussion, believing such to be the only legitimate means

by which freedom of utterance and religious liberty could be established. The
progress we have made is illustrated by the fact that on the commencement of our

labours two dozen copies of the Reasoner only were disposed of weekly, but the

sale has steadily increased, and now extends over twenty dozens. Our progress in

this and other respects is traceable to the labours of Messrs. Savage, Boggis,

NichoUs, Henry Holyoake, Pooley, Coombs, and especially to those who have

taken an active part in the distribution of the Reasoner and other works embody-

ing our views. Having made honourable mention of our friends, we have now to

perform a duty more pleasing still, namely, that of thanking our opponents, Messrs.

Crellin, Curzon, Carr, and Macintyre, whose fair and manly opposition have ren-

dered the discussions interesting and valuable. Our propagandism was carried on

during the whole of each Sunday by addresses and discussions. To the passer by,

Bonner's-fields presented an animating and interesting scene, there being assem-

bled on Sundays sometimes one or two thousand persons, who regularly attended

for the purpose of information on religious, social, and political subjects. The
progress made and the large meetings we could command, attracted the attention of

the religious of the neighbourhood, who directed the attention of the authorities,

through the medium of the Morning Advertiser and Morning Chronicle, to the open

air meetings for the diffusion of what they were pleased to call ' infidelity ' and
' Socialism.' It may interest our friends to know that our sphere of action was

not confined to theology alone, but that social and political reforms came under

oar consideration. During the past summer parliament was petitioned in favour

of the repeal of the taxes on knowledge, also against the Sabbath Observance Bill.

Besides repeatedly raising subscriptions for the Italian and Hungarian refugees, a

Chartist locality was formed, and the East London Institution engaged for the

purpose of furthering the cause of the people by lectures and public meetings.

We found upon the commencement of our movement that the formation of public

opinion in our favour was necessary, to ensure which we acted upon the policy so

often enforced in the Reasoner, of claiming a fair and impartial hearing for our oppo-

nents, and awarding to them the same honesty and sincerity of purpose which we

claimed for ourselves. By this line of conduct we won respect and many valuable

adherents, whose adhesion gave power and importance to our cause, and led to the

formation of the Society of Keasoners. The next practical step taken was the

engagement of the Lecture Hall, Commercial-road, In this Hall we have advo-

cated our principles by lectures arid discussions, which have been listened to by

crowded audiences. The clergy of the neighbourhood have attended and taken

part in the discussions, and imparted much interest to the proceedings. The in-

crease of our members and hearers renders it a matter of necessity that we should

engage a larger and more commodious hall, in order to give to our opponents and

ourselves an opportunity of speaking to greater numbers. We have to mention

now with pride and satisfaction the influence which our advocacy has had over our

opponents. Not being satisfied with the opportunity the rostrum afforded to refute

our arguments, they have started in opposition to our organ, the Reasoner, religious
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periodicals of their own. The Christian Reasoner, which laid claim to better inten-

tion than talent, told its tale in its first number of sixteen pages. The one follow-

ing came into existence under the title of the Christian, and if marginal proverbs,

fair play, and Swedenborgian articles will refute atheism, it bids fair to fulfil its

mission. In concluding our report, we call upon all favourable to free expression

of opinion to give their support in extending our sphere of action, and promoting

a reformation in the various religious systems of our country.— J. P. Adams,
Secretary.*

Mr. C. F. Nicholls moved the adoption of the report, observing that all reports

seemed to have one feature—they were all good reports. He trusted, however,

that their report would be found to be accurate in its statements— under, rather

than over, the truth. He was glad an organisation of Reasoners was growing up
in the East of London, whom he trusted would enforce their views, not only by the

logic of speech, but also by the logic of life.

Mr. Brooks, surgeon, seconded the adoption of the report. He was, he said,

glad to find so excellent a tone adopted with respect to opponents, whose sincerity

was recognised and whose services were acknowledged. Reason was the hand-

maid of those higher faculties out of which the moralities spring. Meetings like

the present one led to organisation, by stimulating the afifective faculties ; and he

trusted that the young pioneers around him would carry the kindly feelings ac-

quired there among opponents. At Philpot Street the conduct of the audiences

had been so good, that respectable persons, formerly kept away by apprehension,

now attended. Let them remember that the beauty of impression comes by per-

sonal conviction.

Mr. O. J. Holyoake said, one of the most agreeable things of that agreeable

evening was to find the chair occupied by a gentleman who, moving in literary

circles and political life, choosed to observe for himself manifestations of opinion

with which he did not coincide. It proved to the public, who needed to be taught

that truth, that fraternity of intercourse might exist with the people without com-

plicity of sentiment. It aflforded him (the speaker) great gratification to find that

the Society of Reasoners, with whom he had had no communication, whom his

avocations had never permitted him to visit, had arisen, confederated, and worked

so well. The manner in which they had reported their proceedings, and the com-

mendable candour in which that report had been spoken to, proved that progress

had been made in mastering the principle of advocacy—that they had learned that

moderation and accuracy were strength. There was hope of organisation when

persons were found who knew how to take sides, and who knew why to take sides.

Their opponents were pledged to a principle of free-will which condemned them to

impotence. If they (the Society of Reasoners) took for their guiding words

importunity and assiduity, it was not possible for them to fail. One side trusting

in the capricious power of free-will, the other working by circumstance, there

could be no doubt of the result, if the necessarian rationalist worked with vigour.

It was a want of self-respect and self-reliance to reiterate complaint or reproach

against the Christian on account of his intolerant exercise of legal power or con-

ventional influence. The theological reformer ought to reduce his task to the

simple problem of making it impossible that the Christian should retain the power

to harm him. That the strangers present might understand what were the aims

of the party represented that night, the speaker read the ' Truths to Teach,' with

which our Twelfth Volume commences.
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Mr. W. D. Saull said that he was one who had grown grey in the service of

reform, and, as he contrasted the gory past with the smoothness of the present, he

saw great signs of encouragement everywhere—such signs as he never saw before.

Old opposition seemed asleep ; our old opponents were quarreling among them-

selves, and they knew not themselves what the end would be. London required a

larger Hall, and he would aid by £"500, and by a larger sum if the project went on
well. He was glad their young friends were labouring to extend their advantages

and views to others, for such was the duty of them all.

Mr, Robert Cooper, in a fervid speech of eulogy, proposed ' Robert Owen, the

Philanthropist.'

Mr. J. D. Collet proposed the * Freedom of the Press.' He said three things

needed to be impressed on the public press—Liberty, Veracity, Responsibility.

Till the Kossuth demonstrations in this country the German people almost be-

lieved the Times to be the only English paper. Such a journal as the Leader

could have no adequate influence until the taxes on knowledge were repealed, mak-
ing the best papers universally accessible and known. Except the Times, none of

the daily papers in this country were supported by their circulation. The proper

publicity of progressive opinion demanded a fiscally free press. The * Manchester

school' had at least one virtue, what they mean they say, and what they say they

do. If all who wished the freedom of opinion would imitate that rule, we should

soon have a free press.

Mr. Henry Holyoake said he believed it would be found that the Victoria-park

Mission had been actuated by a desire for the triumph of truth and not of party,

and in impressing this character on their labours they were so much indebted to

Mr. Adams, that he would move that the thanks of this meeting are due to Mr.
Adams for the active and energetic discharge of his duties as secretary to the

East London Society of Reasoners.

Mr. Pooley, who ascribed his own conversion to Mr. Adams's labours, seconded

the motion in a very pleasing manner.

Here a gentleman in the body of the Hall said he had been, he was happy to

say, a Freethinker for many years, but he had not before been aware that the

Society of Reasoners existed. He begged to cflfer his services to that body.

The chairman acknowledged a vote of thanks passed to him on the motion of

Mr. W. D. Saull, and said he had not attended a meetisg among any class of

society in which he had witnessed so perfect a feeling of concert as that night had

presented.

Mrs. Austin Holyoake presided at the pianoforte, and sang at intervals in the

speeches. Mr. Lowry sang several songs of according sentiment, and Mr. Thomas
gave the * Bishop of Blois,' by the Rev. T. Barham. G. J. H.

THE REV. MR. LAYHE ON THE LITERATURE OF THE
WORKING CLASSES.

Last year we had a short, and not unprofitable controversy with the Rev. Mr.
Layhe, of Manchester. Lately we had the pleasure of receiving from him the

* Seventeenth Report of the Ministry to the Poor of Manchester,' accompanied by
the following letter :—

* Sir,—Much as both my judgment and feelings are repugnant to the views you



advocate, I nevertheless respect you as, in the main, a fair and honourable oppo-

nent. It would give me great pleasure could I see you abandon the dreary and

hopeless unbelief on which you are now, as it appears to me, wasting your ingenuity

and your life, and devote your well-endowed mind to objects really deserving of

its'powers. I would fain hope sometimes, when I hear of your enduring misre-

presentation and scorn with dignity, that you are not far from the kingdom of

God ; and sure I am that the Deity has not left himself without witness in your

nature. "Will you accept of the enclosed Report, in which some reference is made
to you and your friends ? Believe me, yours very truly,

* 7, Whitley Terrace, Rochdale Road, * John Layhe.
Manchester, Aug. 25, 1851.'

The Report itself is one of the most intelligent and morally useful which has

come under our notice. We mean this to be applicable to other parts than that

which we quote. The following extract, upon ' the literature of the working

classes,' contains a reference to the JR,easo7ier, to which Mr. Layhe alludes :

—

'Another important point connected with the working classes is literature. It

has been said by Lamartine in his '' Genevieve," that there is little of this which

enters into their experience of life, and the scenes of their trials and virtues. In

this remark there is much general truth. The heroes and heroines celebrated in

history, biography, and fiction, for the most part are not in their position, or of

their order. The thoughts of such personages flow not in their channels— their

agency moves not in the customary and familiar haunts of humble life. But this

view of the case is becoming less applicable every day. A literature for the great

mass of the people is rapidly growing up, and, what is more, many of the lowly-born

and hard-handed classes are contributing to its resources. A volume of such contri-

butions has not long since been completed, in connection with the Working Marias

Friend, consisting of the supplements to that useful periodical. This little work is

itself a tribute to the same cause, and contains much excellent counsel to those in

narrow circumstances, particularly in its articles on domestic economy. Every

now and then, too, men like Thom, the weaver poet, Somerville, the whistler at

the plough, Cooper, the author of the " Purgatory of Suicides," and Joseph Barker,

the tribune of the people, are rising up, who are destined to exercise an important

influence, for good or evil, upon the opinions and fortunes of their order.

*It gives me no little satisfaction to report, that this kind of literature is not

only increasing in amount, but, as it appears to me, at the same time improving

in character. Some of the most infamous of the low-priced publications have

ceased to exist during the past year, and tlieir places have not, I think, been sup-

plied by others as objectionable. I have not noticed of late such a profusion of

the inflammatory trash, made up of mystery and murder, debauchery and madness,

as a year or two ago darkened the windows of the little book shops. Fain would

I hope that this indicates a corresponding improvement in the taste of readers.

But the supply of poisonous literature is still large, and is extensively administered

through the medium of low circulating libraries, as well as by the sellers. Done
up into volumes, these mischievous works are repeatedly issued, and their influence

continually renewed. This perhaps is the most serious feature of the case. It is

bad enough to have the mysteries of real or imaginary crime set forth on frail

sheets of paper in an exciting mode. But these numbers are very perishable, and,

left alone, would soon be destroyed or lost. At this stage, however, they are bound

up for the circulating library, and the pestiferous influence of them is prolonged
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for years. The chief advantages gained, then, by the stoppage of their publication

are, that some limits are put to their existence, and that they are exhibited no

longer in windows, to tempt and debauch unwary youth.

'The only cheap periodicals often met with in the houses of the humbler classes

are the London Jotirnal, the Family Herald, Reynolds' Miscellany , 2ini\ the Work-

ing Man's Friend^ to which reference has already been made. I have heard the

contributions of working men to the supplement of that work, proudly mentioned

as a proof of what could be achieved in literature by those engaged in manual

labour, and was glad to find that the distinction was valued. It is rare, indeed, to

meet with a copy of Chambers'' Journal, or Dickens^s Household Words in the same

circle; and Eliza C'ooFs Journal, though perhaps a little more in request, is only

admitted into here and there a dwelling. I have been informed, indeed, by a book-

seller, that for a periodical to sell freely to this class of readers, one of the condi-

tions is, that it be illustrated, and a still more important one, that the price do not

exceed a penny. An additional halfpenny is said to be an effectual barrier to its

sale in this quarter. Cheapness, however, and other merits, will not ensure it a

passport to the humble cottage. The Family Economist is a proof of this. It is

both cheap and admirably conducted, but it wants the tone which is suited to work-

ing class tastes. In regard to style, nothing ever hit this better than Mr. Barker's

People, but it was very objectionable in spirit, and only fell in too well with popular

antipathies. Holyoake's Reasoner meets with little* encouragement, because it

is the advocate of atheistic views, and treats of abstract topics in a manner which

is too hard and dry to be interesting to the masses. The chief merit of the

editor is, perhaps, the improved moral tone which he has introduced into the

literature of unbelief. He discusses serious questions with decorum, however

marred that may be with flippancy and pretension, and evidently aims to deal

fairly and honourably with his opponents. It is greatly to be regretted that a

man of so much nobility of nature should have no faith in God, and no hope in a

future state.'

Ourselves, and correspondents also, may possibly profit by the criticism of Mr.

Layhe upon the style of the Reasoner. It would, perhaps, be too much to ask

that reverend gentleman to favour us with a specimen of the mode of treating

* abstract topics ' which shall not be ' too hard and dry to be interesting to the

masses.' Perhaps, however, he might select some paper of mine, treating upon

some * serious question with decorum,' which he is frank enough to admit may in

some degree attach to it, and point out in what respects it is 'marred by flippancy

and pretension.' When one bo competent and so candid as the Rev. Mr. Layhe

declares that he discovers these faults, there is reason to suspect their existence.

They are faults, however (especially that of pretension), which we theoretically

and strongly dislike, and should be glad to see the rule expressed by which they

may be detected and avoided. If Mr. Layhe's time should permit him, and it

should not be incompatible with his duty or his conscience to instruct an opponent,

he will make me his debtor by the service he will render. G. J. H.

* Mr. Abel Heywood, of Manchester, in his evidence before the Select Committee
on Newspaper Stamps, gave the circulation of the Reasoner in Manchester at ' about
400 a-week'— a circulation equal to that reported by the same gentleman of the ' Black
Monk,' the * Blighted Heart,' the ' Bridal Ring,' and ' Captain Hawk,' put together;
and these publications certainly do not labour under the disadvantage of being either
'hard ' or ' dry.'
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THE CHINESE EDICT AGAINST CHRISTIANITY.

We take from a Bombay Christian

newspaper the following copy of the

Edict of Prefect Wan against Christi-

anity. The editor of the paper from
which we quote prefixes his account by
the following disparaging words, but we
leave it to our readers to judge whether
Prefect Wan has not a sense or two left

yet.

*We alluded in our last,' says our
Christian editor, * to the capture of a
French missionary in the interior : the

facts appear to be as follows. The
daughter of a Chinese Christian, in the

department of Kia-ying Chau, married
a heathen husband. His family, either

irritated at his wife's attempts to con-

vert him, or prompted by general zeal

against strange doctrines, which are

severely punishable by law, moved ihe

Prefect Wan, a roan addicted to wine
and poetry rather than business, to per-

secute the Christians residing within his

jurisdiction. One place of worship, at

least, was destroyed, and sundry Chris-

tians taken into custody; among them
a French missionary, supposed by his

fellow sufferers to be a native of Kwei-
chau. They declared him to be such
to the officer before whom he was
brought, and as he did not undeceive
him, he was kept with others for five or
six days in prison; his treatment had
then become so intolerable that he dis-

closed the truth, which, at first, the

authorities refused to believe. He had
been seized on the Slst August, but
news of his arrest did not reach the

French Minister until the 17th Sep-
tember. He immediately wrote to Sii to

obtain his release, and forwarded to him
a copy of a denunciation of Christianity

issued in his department by the Prefect
Wan, which had been transmitted to

him with the intelligence of the mis-
sionary's detention ; and it is satisfactory

to be able to add, that the Imperial Com-
missioner at once undertook his libera-

tion, and the recovery of the church
furniture and personal property stolen

;

he also promised to call upon the Pre-
fect to give an account of the offensive

proclamation. The missionary arrived
in due time at Canton, and portions of

the missing property have already been
forwarded thither.

' The Prefect commences his edict of

intolerance with an evident allusion to

the Decree obtained by M. Lagren6 in

1845. He pronounces Christianity to

be not only illegal, but absurd. He
maintains that the Saviour did nothing
more than a conjuror or an experienced
physician, that he taught nothing more
of good than the ethics of China teach,

and that he did inculcate much of harm,
inasmuch as his doctrine leads directly

to the subversion of domestic absolutism,

and reverence for the dead. The Gos-
pel narrative he strives to shew is in-

credible and contradictory, and its mira-
cles, in particular, he either disputes, or
matches with Chinese fables. The most
singular feature of the whole production
is his comparison of the condition of be-
lieving Germany and infidel Japan,
drawn from the Hdi Kw6h T'H Chi ; it

is also curious that he should quote,

perversely of course, the figurative lan-

guage of the tablet supposed to have been
erected by the Nestorian Christians.

The tone of his refutation shews clearly

his utter unacquaintance with the Old
Testament ; a source of danger to the

perfect understanding of the new creed
by Chinese proselytes or disputants,

against which Dr. Morrison, or Dr.
Milne, early forwarned the foreign mis-
sionary.

* In the following translation some
words which, with us usually begin with
capital letters, are not so printed, as
the Chinese text affords them no parallel

distinction. In the proper names, of

course the use of capitals is unavoid-
able.'

The following is the edict :

—

Wan, Prefect of the inferior depart-

ment of Kia-ying* Chau, translated

• The minor department of Kia-ying is

in the north-east of the province of Kwang-
tung, and tquches upon Fuh-kien. The
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to his present post from another of the
same degree, raised ten steps, and re-

corded ten times, puts forth a proclama-
tion in earnest language, that the hearts
of men may be rectified, and that the
laws may be had in due respect.

Be it known that there is in the
western world a doctrine of the lord
of heaven which originated with Jesus.
So long as the barbarians propagate or
practise this amongst themselves, ex-
pounding its books, and worshipping ac-
cording to its ritual, there is no occasion
to take notice of it; but it is not per-
mitted them to enter the Inner Land to

propagate this doctrine, and natives of
the Inner Land who invite men from far

places to flock hither, who, in league
with them, inflame and unsettle the
minds of the people, who inveigle females
[to join their sect], or commit any other
offences contrary to the law, are punish-
able under the statute still in force. The
provisions of the code are explicit; who
shall venture to act otherwise than in ob-
servance of it ?

In this department the literary per-
suasion* is held in chief esteem; the
character of its people stands high ; de-
scended from and connected with men in

oflSce, fragrant with scholarship, they are
assuredly not about to desert the learn-

ing of the sages and worthies of the

Central Kingdom, to run wildly after

another doctrine. It has come to my
knowledge, notwithstanding, that the

simple, unenlightened population of the

village of Chu-kang and its vicinity have
of late invited hither men from afar, and
have seduced some to link themselves
with these ; and that females as well have
joined [their society] : a serious intrac-

tion of the laws. It will be my duty to

seek out and apprehend such persons as

may be guilty of so inviting [foreigners]

and of connecting themselves with them,
and to punish them severely, in confor-

mity with the old established law ; and,

farther, to put forth an earnest proclama-
tion: I issue this accordingly, for the

full information of the military, common
people, and others.

officer in charge of it is of the upper 5tb
;

the prefect of a Fu, or department, is of the

lower 4th grade. (See Meadows's ' Desul-
tory Notes,' p. 86, § 8,)

* The three persuasions are, the Con-
fucianist, the Rationalist, and Budhist.

You should all be aware that Jesus,
born in the time of Ngai Ti, of the flan
dynasty, ranks no higher than Hwa T6h,*
Chuh-yu, and others of the same class

;

being merely skilled to relieve mankind
by curing them of disease. His power
of breaking seven cakes into food for

three thousand men, is not either any
more than the witchcraft of the rational-

ists, by which things are shifted from one
place to another: in other ways he had
no peculiar ability. As to his extrava-

gant title of the lord who made heaven,
bethink you, the Three Sovereignst
(B.C. 3369-2622), the Five Emperors
(2168), Yau, Shun, Yu, T'ang (1743),
Wan, Wu (1105), the Duke of Chau, and
Kung the Philosopher (Confucius— 500),
spread abroad civilisation, as the agents
of heaven, during thousands and tens of

thousands of years; the different coun-
tries beyond the sea had from an early

date rulers, and peoples, forms of go-

vernment, and laws to punish crime : did

none of these exist until Jesus appeared
to create them in the time of the Han?

It will be found, in the Hdi Kwoh Tic
Chi, that Maria, the mother of Jesus,

was the wife of a man named Joseph;
that he (Jesus) broke off" all intercourse

^ith his father, and regarding himself as

the offspring of his mother, conceived
while she was a virgin, falsely aflirmed

that he was her illustrious son created

by heaven. The converts to his doctrine,

therefore, allowed no sacrifices or obei-

sances to be performed to ancestors or

sovereigns, or before any sacred repre-

sentations of supernatural beings (shin-

k''il) ; they distracted the people witti

doubts, and misled them to believe that

• Hwa-t6h,the Galen of China, flourished

about A.D. 230. He was put to death by
a minister, who applied to him to cure a
pain in his head, which Hwa-toh said could

only be alleviated by allowing his brains to

be taken out and washed. Chu-yu belonged
to a later period.

t The three sovereigns began to reign

B.C. 3254, succeeding three whose reigns

had extended over 81,000 years. Yu re-

paired the damage done by the deluge.

T'ang was the contemporary of Joseph.

"Wan Wang, the literary, was the father of

"Wu, the martial, monarch, who overthrew

the last of the Shang dynasty, the Sardana-

palus of China, B.C. 1112.

X Morrison's ' Syllab. Diet.,' 3265-6290.
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there was no heaven, no law, no father,

no ruler (sc. superior to Jesus), and that

there was no such thing as filial piety

or loyalty, no sympathy with one's kind,

and no moral duties : for which cause

the wrath of heaven was excited, and the

judgment of heaven fell upon Jesus; on
its behalf the king of Judaea seized him,
and, his guilt being proved, punished
him, according to the laws of the realm,

by nailing him upon a cross,* His
blood flowed until his whole form was
covered with it; he was unable to move
his body; and so in seven days he died,

and orders were given to the local

authorities to have him interred. But
his vagabondt disciples fabricated a re-

port that, when he had been three days
buried, he revived, and after forty days
took his flight upwards. This tale was
devised with a view to delude men by the

doctrine they preached, and it, again,

resembles that of Sun-ngan,J who
drowned himself when his troops were
defeated, and was reported by his fol-

lowers to have become a water-sprite;

or that of [the rebels of] the White Lily
faction,§ who were put to a slow and
ignominious death by being cut to pieces,

when their fellows gave out that the

body, killed by a metal weapon, || relaxed

[its hold of the spirit, which] disengaged
itself, and ascended to another state

amongst spiritual beings.

The fact could not have been as it is

stated, for, if it were, how should a body

* A cross, lit. a frame in the shape of the

character Sheh, ten.

j- Vagabond, lit. his followers, who had
no lawful calling or means of subsistence.

I Snn-ngan, a pirate, who harassed the

seas of Cbeh-kiang shortly before tiie over-
throw of the Sung dynasty, in 1281.

§ The white lily was the emblem or

badge of a seditious society, which gave
much trouble in 1812.

II
The phrase is one in vogue amongst

the Rationalists, or sect of Tau, and would
seem to have been first employed in the
narrative of Yen Chun-king, President of

the Board of Ceremonies, alDout 750, who
was reputed to be possessed of certain su-

pernatural powers. He was killed in an
encounter with banditti, and his spirit was
said to have escaped to the immortals. In
his lifetime he had objected to become a
Tiu priest. It is not necessary to the ac-

complishment of the miracle that the sword
should be of metal.

that was lord of heaven be yet so little

lord of itself, as to let ordinary mortals

cause its death by binding and nailing it

fast? The idle fiction of his disciples,

that, as lord of heaven, he suffered pu-
nishment of sin for the sake of man, is

also extremely ridiculous. So, to hide

the traces of the death upon the cross,

the body which was high minister of

heaven and earth could do everything

but remit men the punishment of their

sins, and to do this was obliged to under-

go punishment on their account

!

Then, this doctrine pretends to the

encouragement of virtue and the repres-

sion of vice ; but this is the language
constantly held by the literati [Con-
fucianists]. Its dogma that those who
believe in the lord of heaven will be made
happy, and that after death their spirits

will ascend to heaven—and those who
do not so believe will be visited with

misery, and that, after death, their spirits

will enter the prison of hell—is of the

same import as the saying of W"uSan-sz,*
* Those who are good to me are good,

those who are evil to me are evil.' Sup-
pose the believers in the lord of heaven
all robbers and vicious persons ; happi-

ness is to be hereafter bestowed upon
them all, while those who are not belie-

vers, although just men, with a store of

merit, are all to be hereafter subjected to

misery. Never was the fair order of

reward for virtue and punishment for

vice so inverted and confused. Is it not

fatal to what heaven [sc. nature] teaches

us to be right ?

Again, the terms, 'palace of heaven'
and ' prison of hell,' are simply a piracy

from the lowest class of Budhistic works

;

[Christians] notwithstanding, vilify the

Budhists as people for evermore fallen

into the prison of hell ; if so, who has
seen them there ? The crucifixion of

Jesus alive is like the tree of swords
and the mountain of weapons in the hell

[of the Budhists], perfectly [incapable]

of proof.t

* Wu San-sz, prime minister, under the

Empress Regent, Wu-chau, about 700.

He rebelled against her son Chung-tsung,
and was put to death.

t The mountain of weapons, <fec., are

Budhistic terrors. The writer says ironi-

cally that there is satisfactory proof of their

existence, as there is of what is asserted

about the crucifixion. It is more probable
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It will next be found that of all nations
beyond the sea, none so much believes in

the lord of heaven as Germany, and yet
[its inhabitants are] scattered, [its power]
is in ruins,* and more than one partition
of its territory has been made : why, as
believing in the lord of heaven, has hap-
piness not been bestowed upon it ? Of
those that do not believe in the lord of
heaven none can compare with Japan

:

on a quay in their port is engraven a
crucifix, and every merchant who repairs
thither, and does not, as he lands, tread
on the crucifix, is immediately beheaded
as a warning to others ; there is besides
this, outside the city-gate, an image of

Jesus sunk in the ground, so that it may
be daily exposed to the insult of being
trampled on ; and yet this kingdom has
endured 2000 years; why has not the

lord of heaven visited it with calamity ?

It follows accordingly that the statement
regarding the power to confer happiness
or misery is utterly without foundation

;

it will merely make the simple people, in

this life, leave their ancestors without the
power of enjoying the oblations (due to

them) of sweet-smelling incense, and of

the oflferings which should be set before

them in sacrificial vessels ; while after

death, they are to become blind ghosts,

undergoing in addition [to the above pri-

vations] the torments of burning till their

bones are scattered in ashes.f What
happiness results from such a doctrine ?

Again, as to the adoration of the cru-

cifix, the stone| tablet of the * luminous

that the negative is omitted in the copy
from which the translation was made.

• There is greater force in the expression

than can be given without a paraphrase.

The first part of the sentence is borrowed

from Mencius speaking of the utter disseve-

rance of all ties, social and political, conse-

quent upon misrule ; the latter dissyllable,

' mass in fragments,^ is taken from the his-

tory of the H^n dynasty, at the close of

which (A.D. 226) ' the shrines of the dei-

ties of the land were desecrated, and laid

low ; the divisions of the empire were as

the fragments of a hill that had fallen, like

a potsherd that is shattered.'

t Burned to ashes. The corpses of rebels

are so disposed of, after they have under-

gone a slow and ignominious death by being
cut to pieces.

I Luminous doctrine. Allusion is made
to the tablet of stone at Si-ngan Fu, sup-

doctrine' says [A16a] signed with a

cross* to determine the four quarters (sc,

of the heavens;) the professors of this

creed, it is not known at what period,

thence devised the tale of [their teacher's]

crucifixion : but were their tale fact, it

would still be quite inexplicable why the

worshippers of Jesus should adore the

instrument of his punishment, and con-
sider it so to represent him as not to

venture to tread upon it. Would it be

common sense, if the father or ancestor

of a house had been killed by a shot from
a fowling-piece, or by a wound from a
sword, that his sons or grandsons should

adore a fowling-piece, or a sword, as their

father or ancestor ?

Although an ordinance of a late date

did give permission to barbarians to ex-

pound their religious books to each other,

it gave none to them to stray into the

Inner Land, mixing with its people, and
propagating their doctrine amongst them

;

and if there be any passing themselves
off as barbarians, or any inviting men
from far places to flock hither, leaguing

with them to excite and unsettle the

public mind, inveigling females [to be-

come converts], or otherwise oflFending

against the law, they will be punished,

as of old, under the statute, with strangu-

lation summarily, or strangulation after

detention in prison, or transportation

to greater or less distances, or flogging

with the heavier bamboo; the law ad-

mits of no leniency. * • * *

posed to have been raised by the Nestorian

Christians in 771. For a full account of

the inscription see the ' Chinese Repository,'

vol. XIV., pp. 201-29, where it is also

translated in the Latin of Kircker, the

French of Dalqui^, and the English of Dr.

Bridgman. There is a version of it and a

narrative of its discovery in Italian, in

Bartoli's memoirs of the Jesuits.

Signed with a cross to determine.

PwCan-ting (Morrison : Syllab, Diet,

8743-10227). Pwcan is limite partiriy

ting is regiones determinare. The Roman
augur drew an imaginary line across the

heavens with his staff from east to west

:

Dextra raanu baculum sine nodo aduucum
tenens, quem lituum appellaverunt

regiones ab oriente ad occasum determina-

vit : Liv, 1. 18. The word pwcan is also

found in the sense of drawing a line between

things of good and ill-omen, in the ceremo-

nial of the Sung dynasty.
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Prom which any earnest opponent may controvert our opinions, and from which any may expound view
not coincident with our own, if tending to the Rationalisation of Theology.

THE POPULAR CHRISTIANITY.

Sib,—Without prolonging the introduction of my letter in thanking you for

the justice—but seldom given an opponent—you have done me in the publication

of my first letter expressive of objections to what I conceive to be errors entertained

by yourself and others, in No. 268 of the Reasoner, and hastening onwards rather

than apologising for slight imperfections which I could wish had not been so

readily sent you. I would commence expressing my own idea of your position in

relation to the term ' modern apostle of atheism.' I have said I object to this title

when applied to yourself—I may now add when used under any circumstances—as

in itself inappropriate and absurd. You will comprehend the thought when I have

defined what appears to me the strict and proper meaning of the word atheists,

among whom there can be neither ancient nor * modern apostles.' I can conceive

of overstrained mental proportions, of disingenuous mental development of any

degree, as leading to idolatry—by no means to atheism. Shall any one look into

another's soul and tell what it is that soul most earnestly and deeply reveres, and

not obtain the master key to his whole nature ? Is it known what most readily

calls up one another's truest, deepest response, and haunts with intensest interest

and affection ? what are the secret soliloquies of an unguarded hour ? and what the

occasions which give the spirit freedom, calling forth the unstudied laugh, the

flowing voice, the easy look, the unsophisticated truth of heart—and is there not in

this obtained a juster insight into character, a wiser and more natural right to call

another by a name than the corrupting influence of bigotry, or a manifest unwhole-

some fear for truth's imports ? Do we see another obtain and bow before an out-

ward something greater and purer than himself? and carried onwards in the great

common world of thought and feeling to ought of wonder, worship, reverence, or

aspiration ? and rest in whatever of words by which he may happen to give vent

to such sentiments from within. Should we not honestly confess that whether

claiming afl&nity with the ' First Fair,' the * First Beautiful,' the ' First Good,' or

speaking with wondrousness and awe of * inherent and eternal power,' ' necessity

thou mother of the world,' &c.; that these are idiosyncracies of a spirit living in

another atmosphere at infinite remove from that state of mind which alone of all

others justifies even the appellation atheist?^

Of many men we should not hesitate to say that their aim in life is comfort,

wealth, and reputation—that they are surrendered to a vulgar life of selfish con-

servative ease and incapacity—conceive no higher being than to be renowned

and happy, regardless what they become meanwhile that they can have, possessing

a divine aspiration for nothing, a human appetite for all things. Do they work ?

it is that they may rest the more. Do they give ? it is that they may be * called of

men' benevolent. Do they pray 'lead us not into temptation?' they would not

wish to fall into imprudent mistake, or inadvertently lose the path of abject and

self-satisfying conventionality. Do they say ' deliver us from evil ?' alas ! is it

other than the evil of trouble of that personal eflfort necessary to individualism of

* Lest any should misunderstand me, I may remind you I am not now classifying

the theory of the Keasoner by gaining it a distinctive name.
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life ? They never rush on toil or strife, they crucify no affections as at-one-ment

and in deliverance for human wrongs; they stretch no reason till it aches in search

of truth, nor toil till human weakness cries for rest. A brooding power and in-

spiration yet unknown must reawaken the eternal within ere they so much as see

* men as trees walking.' !Such souls, self-conscious of no heaven above or * within

them,' live on principles purely mercantile and selfish ; God and the ' Book of

Life' must be reduced to clerk and common ledger ere their names are written on

its page. Themsevles easy, grand, and famous are their pantheons, the mightier

living and the mighty dead ; mere personal greed their only good. They call no

idols of the mind a God, or represent this state of mind by any other name.

They neither serve nor worship greater than themselves, and were heaven and God

alike away, it were the same to them. Their lives are altogether Godless. This

alone is atheism—these men are the atheists.

Such a state of mind cannot be produced but by the operation of many and

avoidable causes. It cannot be regarded but with strong aversion ; and he who

perceives the vastly grand and glorious— calling it by whatever name—and is en-

tranced with reverence and awe, though his progress shall not yet have reached

the affections of his soul, cannot justly be classed in any honourable controversy

with an undevout and vicious state of mind like this. Maudlin ' orthodoxy ' has

yet to learn itsimpotency by any species of injustice, by any baptisms of sounding

names, to benefit a cause which claims a firmer and surer foundation than inap-

propriate epithets would supply. Idolatry is possible and repeated, other than

practical atheism never yet consistent or consisting. Practical atheists fill our

chapels and our churches, saying 'Lord, Lord, save us good Lord,' and * taking

the sacraments,' whilst the great spirit upon whom it appears to call is no eternal

within them, no living God, but a stiff, dead lifelessness, a conventional formalism

and respectability. And here I cannot but remark, that not by such badges as the

one Mr. F. has chosen for yourself, but by other and worthier means, open only it

is true to men reverent of others' intellects, affections, and consciences—of truth

can any grapple fairly with your mistakes, or effectually lead on the thoughtful

and devout young spirits of our day. One cannot but express a hope that Mr. F.

may not be amongst those whose preaching * as by law established ' leads thought-

ful minds into theories worse than nonsense.

To me the characteristic of all idolatry is in this, that the mind holds to a need-

lessly false and partial representation of the divine nature, whilst a better faith

maintains an idea which is relatively true and perfect in itself for all present prac-

tical purposes, failing indeed in its attempted grasp of the dimensions of the

eternal's reality, but not in the quality of even so infinite a spirit.

More may be said of a similar character with this when I endeavour to fulfil the

intentions avowed concerning the second letter, and to show that the doubt of the

existence of a personal God cannot be maintained but at the expense of reason

and our religious nature, and to give what is evidence irresistible and satisfactory

of God's existence to my own mind.

It will be seen that this letter is no development of my own conception of the

essence of the popular Christianity not inconsistent with it, not out of place.

It will, I suppose, be left to me hereafter to show that you hare not been opposing,

as Mr. F. asserted, ' the opinions and practices of men as Christianity,' &c. The

occasional teachings of the pulpit are not consonant with the honest and intelli-

gent conviction of many, if of any, in the most numerous Protestant churches,

which conviction I term the popular Christianity. A Minister's Son.
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THE SOURCE OF MORALITY.

Sir,—It is stated by your correspondent, H. G. Wintle, that morality is *in all

cases subservient to, and dependent upon, Christianity;* and that the * Christian is

the only strictly moral man.' The authors of the greater part of the * most moral

book extant' were, therefore, not moral men ; and the countless myriads of human
beings that have lived and died without hearing the sound of the word ' Chris-

tianity ' have, according to Mr. Wintle, all been immoral characters. What a

melancholy picture, morally viewed, of * God's universe ' is here presented ! But

I would ask H. G. W. how he reconciles this state of things with his belief that

the world is controlled and governed, morally as well as physically, by an all-

powerful and an all-good being, who is the source of every virtuous thought,

desire, and intention ? And I would further ask him whether he is 'honest, just,'

&c., simply and solely because a certain book tells him to be so ? and whether he

refrains from 'licentiousness, adultery, covetousness,' &c., from fear of future

punishment, or in the hope of future reward ? If so, I would not give much for

his morality. And what is this, in Mr. Wintle's estimation, all-important Chris-

tianity ? I take Christ's sermon on the mount as a fair sample of Christianity, in

which I find—' Love your enemies, and pray for them which despitefully use you,'

&c.—'Give to him that asketh,' &c.—'But I say unto you, that ye resist not evil;

but whosoever shall smite thee on thy right cheek, turn to him the other also '

—

' And if any man will sue thee at the law, and take away thy coat, let him have

thy cloak also'—' And whosoever shall compel thee to go a mile, go with him twain'
—

' Take no thought for your life, what ye shall eat, what ye shall drink ; nor yet

for your body what ye shall put on '—
' Take, therefore, no thought for to-morrow,'

&c. Now all this is so strongly opposed to human nature, that I fearlessly assert

it has never yet been carried out in practice by any sane human being, nor ever

will be. And precepts which never have been, and cannot hey reduced to practice, I

pronounce worthless. All that is really valuable in the New Testament—such as

doing to others as we would have others do unto us, forgiving injuries, and the

like—was taught and practised centuries before the time of Christ. But, after all,

of what value are all the virtues enumerated by H. G. W., when * the most moral

book extant ' designates them ' filthy rags ?' Thomas Billington,

MIDDLESBOROUGH-ON-TEES AND PRESTON.

Whitehaven is hlaek haven—Blackburn is far from being a white burn : but

Middlesborough-on-Tees deserves a better name than it has. One of the pleasantest

visits of the year has been the one to that juvenile town. Twenty-one years ago

there was only one house in the place, where a busy population, growing manu-
factures, and excellent docks, now attest a flourishing community.

The three lectures delivered there were given in the Town Hall. One calling

himself Dr. Wray, Mr. Charles Bell, and others—one a Mr. Puggins—took part

in the debate. What I considered the essential points of assailment were, how-

ever, not those chosen by the opponents, so that my task was easy.

Among other curiosities of opinion advanced by Mr. Bell was, that he did not

accept the interpretations of the thoughts of Christ recorded by the Apostles in

their Epistles. Why he trusts the Evangelists I could not find out. If, however,

we allow that the Apostles did not know the truth, it it harder still to allow that
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it is revealed to Mr. Charles Bell, draper, of Middlesborough-on-Tees, so late as

1851.

The Mechanics' Institution held an annual meeting while I was there, which

afforded me the opportunity of hearing the Dean of Ripon. The Sunday preced-

ing my lectures some ministers were simple enough to advise their hearers to keep

away from the Town-hall, and to my astonishment the astute Dean of Ripon fell

into the same snare, and gave analogous advice to the audience. He warned the

directors of the library against * infidel' books, to which I replied on the following

night. The dean was the only unctions speaker on the platform, and his speech

was an admirable composition of an old English gentleman ' all of the olden time ;'

but its want of adaptation to the audience addressed was remarkable. It missed

their instincts, their passions, and their wants, showing us that the English

churchman can never influence the people. The two extremes against which he

cautioned the Institution were the * heights of infidelity and the absurd and atro-

cious folly of Bloomerism.' With the good dean the last flounce in the lady's

dress determined the morality of the wearer. If one shopkeeper should address

the public denouncing the commodity of his neighbour of the same trade, cau-

tioning them to deal only at his shop, the staleness of the trick and the im-

pertinence of the recommendation would excite simple derision. The Dean of

Ripon could not see that he did a similar thing in advising the workmen to read

books on his side and not those on the side of the freethinker, who equally with

himself appealed to the public ear for the public good. Apart from this the dean

made a generous speech, and evidently wished well to the working people, whom
he had come some distance to address.

While at Middlesborough, an opportunity was afforded me of visiting Kirk-

leatham and the Eston iron mines. Since the lecture was delivered, others have

taken place in Middlesborough. Mr. C. Bell has delivered counter expositions on

the Being of a God, on which criticisms have been sent to us; but Mr. Bell's

mode of treatment does not appear to have interest enough for the distant public

to read about it. Some local writer has issued a * Tract for the Time,' in reply to

the * Arguments and Statements of Mr. Holyoake.' The ' Tract' is free from im-

putation, and must be the production of some thoughtful hearer. Yet what I

stated as distinctly as I could to be the points which determined my disbelief, the

writer does not perceive or notice. Should he afford me the opportunity of per-

sonal debate on my next visit, an instructive understanding may be come to, either

to myself or the writer.

The lecture in Preston was delivered in the Earl of Derby's cock-pit, a place

now put to a more instructive purpose. The seats are arranged as in the interior

of ft cone, and so steep that I had to hold by a table to prevent me falling forward

while I spoke, there being no proper place to speak from. Though the evening

was Sunday, the seats were well filled ; and, though Preston is prejudiced, great

decorum was observed, and a vote of thanks was nearly unanimously given for the

lecture. Many persons put questions, and some offered objections. One speaker

invited me to a discussion with Mr. Bowes, which I declined. The reasons I

alleged for doing so proved very unpalatable to the friends of Mr. Bowes, but they

brolight it upon themselves by calling upon me for them. The audience seemed

generally to coincide with the reasons I gave. Two or three other lectures at an

early date were asked for by some hearers.

Although the lecture was delivered on Sunday night, the Preston Guardian gave

a notice of it. Gr- J« Holyoake.
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KOSSUTH ON STATE RELIGION.

Sir,—Allow me to call your attention to the following passage in the eloquent

address of Kossuth to the people of the United States :
—

* The principle we an-

nounced was, that either the state should protect no religion, no nationality

—

leaving all to the fr«e action of the people—or that it should protect all alike.' A
sound principle, worthy to be followed by all enlightened nations.

Dawlish, Nov. llth. J. B.

WHETHER CHURCH OR NOT?

SiE,—As you, in superscribing my last article (No. 276), used the words ' New
German church of humanity,' you will allow me to state that only the so-called

Germano-Catholic branch of our reform, of which the chief representative is

Rouge, pretends to be or to become a church, and that even of that same many
congregations have abandoned the pretension of being a church, or at least mem-
bers of any one ; but the other branch, the Free Congregations, the chief repre-

sentative of which is G. A. Wislicenus, did never and nowhere have any such pre-

tension—they, on the contrary, combat against the very idea of a church in the

most decided manner. To prevent the slightest mistake, I beg you to insert these

few lines in your next number.

Paris, Nov. 18th, 1851. C. Scroll.

GUIDE TO THE LECTURE ROOM.

Literary Institution, John St., Fitzroy Sq.—Nov.
30th [7j, Thomas Cooper, * Roman History.' Dec.

2nd [84], Discussion in the Coffee Room.
Western Literary Institution, Leicester Square.

—Nov. 30th 17], Thornton Hunt, ' Lecture on
the Week.'

Hall of Science, City Road.—Nov. 30th [7],

Samuel M. Kydd, ' Social causes of Revolution.'

National Hall, 242, High Holborn.—Nov. 30th

[8], P. W. Perfiti, • Queen Mary.'
South London Hall, Webber Street, Blackfriars

Road.—Nov. 30th [74], 'Robert Owen and his

Contemporaries.'
East London Literary and Scientific Institution,

Bethnal Green.— Nov. 30th [7|], Mr. Thomas,
' Genius and Writings of Douglas Jerrold.'

Social Institution, Charles-street. Old Garratt,

Manchester.—Nov. 30th i\l], James Campbell,
'Life and Poetry of Burns.' [64], 'The Peoples
of £urope and the Peace Society.'

Institute of Progress, 10a, Upper George St.,

Sloane Square.—Friday evenings [8], Discussion.
Nov. 30th [7], a lecture.

Areopagus Coffee and Reading Room, 59, Church
Lane, Whitechapel.—Every Sunday, Monday, and
Wednesday (8), a Lecture or Discussion.

City Forum Coffee House, 60, Red Cross Street.

—Every Sunday, Monday, and Thursday [84], a

Discussion.

Commercial Hall, Philpot Street, Commercial
Road East.—Every Tuesday and Thursday even-

^^S [8], a Discussion.

Eclectic Institute, Denmark Street, Soho. —
Every Friday [84], Mr. J. B. O'Brien, ' Home and
Foreign Politics.' Every Sunday [74], on ' Moral
and Social Science.'

Mr. Gardner's School Room, Preston.—The
Friends of Political and Social Reform meet every
Sunday at p.m.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

THE BIBLE OF REASON ; or, Testament of

1851. Now publishing, price 2d., I6 pages
8vo., continued weekly. Part 4 of Ihe Bible of

Reason Supplement, or, Testament of 1851.

Chap. 1.—The Universe. Chap. 2.—The Earth.
Chap. 3.—Man. Chap. 4.—Miscellaneous. The
whole tending to familiarise the public mind
with the truthful deductions of science. The
work will correspond in type and paper with the
Bible of Reason already issued.

Bible of Reason, containing Partsl, 2, 3, s. d.

bound in 1 vol., cloth 7 6

To be bad also in 36 numbers, each at ... . 2

Volney's Ruins of Empires, 1 vol 3

Ditto Lectures on History 1

Ditto Law of N ature 4

Paine' s Political Works, 2 vols in 1 5

Ditto Theological Works, 1 vol 3

Godwin's Political Justice, 2 vols, in 1 ... . 5

London : J, Watson, 3, Queen's Head Passage,

Paternoster Bow.
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The Manchester Guardian contains the following instance of the difl&culties of

oath-taking :—On Sunday evening last the dwelling-house of the Rev. P. P. Car-

penter, Unitarian minister, in Cairo Street, Warrington (son of the late Dr. Lant

Carpenter, of Bristol), was entered during his absence, and several articles of value

were stolen. On the following morning the reverend gentleman issued the follow-

ing notice :
—

' Robbery—Whereas, certain person or persons did feloniously enter

my dwelling-house last evening, between the hours of five and eight p.m., while I

was engaged with my congregation in the discharge of my ministerial duties j and

having burst my desks, drawers, and bureau, did abstract therefrom a plain gold

mourning ring, with the name N. Pearsall thereon ; also a silver coin with the

letters I. S. on one side, and two candlesticks on the other side ; also gold and

silver coin belonging to myself and my housekeeper, of the value of about £10

;

and did also abstract from my plate basket three silver table-spoons, engraved P.

P. C. ; I hereby give notice that I offer no reward for the discovery of the said

parties—if for no other reason, because 1 have incurred sufficient loss already. If,

however, the parties should be discovered, I do not intend to prosecute them— 1.

Because my evidence will not be received in a court of justice unless I swear,

which I am forbidden by our Lord to do (Mat. v., 34); 2. Because I believe that

transporting the said parties or sending them to gaol would make them worse than

.

they are, and I am forbidden to recompense evil for evil (Rom. xii., 17); and, 3.

Because that would be a strange way of showing the forgiveness which I am bound

to exercise (Mat. vi., 15). If the said parties should see this document, and if

they will come to see me, I hereby promise to do them no harm, and I shall be

glad of an opportunity of conversing with them. If they are afraid to meet me
now, we shall meet hereafter when we stand together to render up our accounts at

the judgment-seat of Christ (2 Cor. v., 10). Lastly, I earnestly beg of them to

give up their present evil courses (Eph. iv., 28), and to live a useful and a holy

life, that they may have part in the mercy of God which is by Christ Jesus (Rom.
vi., 21-23). Philip Pearsall Carpenter, Minister of the Gospel, Chapel-house,

Cairo Street, Warrington, Monday morning, Oct. 20, 1851.'

Our friends in Leeds have opened their new Hall. The tea-party held on the

occasion was attended by persons of both sexes. The Sunday evening discussions

between Mr. Barber and Mr. Smith continued their interest. There is satisfaction

in finding friends in Leeds attaining to organisation and usefulness. Leeds,

which was once so honourably distinguished, has scarcely had a bookseller to ex-

hibit the Reasoner, the sale of which Mr. Ruddock reports now increases there.

A friend in Blackburn forwards to the office a letter from the Preston Chronicle^

signed * Common Sense '—an able vindication of Mr. Holyoake against the Com-
missioners. Had it arrived earlier it should have been inserted in our history of

that proceeding.

The Zoist, of April 1845, says that ' Matter and all its properties are facts

;

spirit and its properties are fancies, and unnecessary fancies too.'

^" Monthly Parts of the Reasoner are uniformly ready in a double Supple-
mentary Wrapper every Magazine day. Volumes of the Reasoner are made up
(and can be had bound) Half Yearly.

London: Printed by Holyoake, Tyndale, & Co., 3, Queen's Head Passage, Paternoster-row; and Pub-
lished by J. Watson, 3, Queen's Head Passage, Paternoster-row, Wednesday, November 26th, 1851.
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FULFILMENT OF DEMANDS.
When Augustus de Morgan was some time ago opening a class at University
College, he expounded to his pupils his own particular views, but ended hj say-

ing it does not matter whether you agree with me or not; you have the materials

of thought before you, and you can form your own opinions. This was the true

independence of Science, and is the kind of independence which must exist in a

party which is to endure. The report given of the Celebration of the Society of

Reasoners indicates something of this quality. The absence of nearly all invective

or reproach in the speeches of this meeting was a new feature. It has not occurred

before. What is better, this neutrality was not owing to personal influence, but

founded on principle, which is well understood by those who adopt it, and which
will no doubt be followed for its own sake. A passage in the report, which seemed
to exaggerate the numbers attending Victoria-park on Sundays, was restated on
the public suggestion of Mr. NichoUs. Christian opponents present seemed
satisfied with the representations made, so far as they were personally concerned,

as they offered no objections, of which opportunity was afforded them. It is a

great thing for the young men of the working classes to perceive that accuracy

is influence, and that moderation is strength. Those who observe the language

used by public parties will be aware that the moderation of invective, remarkable

among the middle class, is chiefly a matter of courtesy. In crises of excitement

and anger, middle class orators break out into imputations as readily as the work-

ing class, which shows that fairness of judgment is not a matter of rule, but of

caprice, or accident, or particular influence.

We trust that the new Library announced in these pages will further the habit

among our readers of proceeding upon convictions of their own. If any act with

us, we wish them to do so, not in mere imitation of our example, but from under-

standing and agreeing with the reasons on which that example is founded. The
special works we may re-edit or issue in the way of original volumes, will be accre-

dited, not in any presumptuous sense, but in the sense of care taken that the works

issued shall be written by those who have given patient thought to the subjects

treated, and that any quotations used may be found somewhere in the writings

of the author referred to, and if possible in the volume named—which will be some
advance in point of accuracy observed in too many works, issued to * sell ' among
the people.

The success of this undertaking will depend much upon the help rendered by
our readers. Even the sue of the Volumes must be influenced by the numbers

[No. 288.J INo. 3, Vol. XII.]

[ONE PENNY.l
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sold. If the first volume should be taken by each reader of the Reasonery It will

enable subsequent volumes to be larger for the same money than otherwise will be

possible. Mr. Adams, the indefatigable secretary of the Society of Reasoners,

we are informed, is collecting names of subscribers in that association and else-

where, and it is likely that one hundred copies of the * Task of To-day ' will be

taken in that quarter. If this example should find imitators in the provinces, we

shall be able to proceed successfully, without incurring the expensive (and to us

indeed impossible) course of much advertising.

We have not yet reached that point where criticism bestowed upon us assumes

a very definite or instructive form. Some, like the Rev. Mr. Layhe, say our style

is too ' abstract* and * dry,* others that it is too light and gossipy. One Mr. Plufi",

of Glasgow, thinks we are fastidious and avoid the term atheist. Others condemn

us for obtruding it so frequently upon our readers. Our desire is to state our case

plainly, in simple language, and earnestly; and we leave the *dry,' and the * ab-

stract,' the * light * and the ' gossiping,' to take care of themselves. Giving an

account of ourselves in the whole extent of opinion, we should certainly use the

word Secularist as best indicating that province of human duty which belongs to

this life. Describing ourselves in relation to Christians we never hesitate to use

the term atheist, and think it a privilege to be able to disassociate ourselves by so

broad a line, from a class of believers who seem to us to do dishonour both to

Nature and to reason.

It is with young writers as it is with young speakers. The young speaker must

often consent to hesitate and stammer, in order that he may avoid inflation, and

learn to say exactly what he means, although he may be dull and tiresome in doing

it. So with writing ; we shall often be imperfect and often prosy, but by patiently

holding fast to the wholesome purpose of meaning something, readers will tolerate

us for what we intend, and some day we may attain to grace and liveliness. But,

by the way, we must make sure of pertinence. Our trust for any enthusiasm that

may be awakened on our side, lies in the perception of the things we teach, or

endeavour to teach. It is on this ground that we look for support. It is on this

ground that friends make contributions to the Propaganda Fund. We are not so

obtuse or vain as to suppose that it is for what we do do, but for what we attempt.

This courtesy on the part of our readers has brought us to our 288th number. We
hope to repay this trustfulness adequately.

Since the notices of the work on the * Soul,'* by F. W. Newman—a work more

fully described as an essay towards a Natural History of the Soul—many of our

readers have bought copies. But these parties, possessing the original volumes

themselves, desire to place it in the hands of others, but are not able to do so, to

any extent, on account of its cost. To meet this want a careful digest of the book

was made in these pages, accompanied by criticisms. These articles, revised, have

been reprinted in a separate form at Threepence ; the * Philosophic Type of

Religion * is therefore available for circulation. It is also true that many readers

who desired to see the work of Mr. Newman, have been unable to do so at all,

owing to the price of ifr^six shillings. The work on the * Soul' is perhaps the only

definite statement of the Religious question on the Rationalistic side. It has not

only all the ability of the Rationalist authors, but it has what their works too often

• Mr. Seholl informs us that this work by Mr. Newman has 'been translated into

German (Leipzig : Brockhaus). The ' Logic of Death ' has also appeared in the same
tongue.
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lack

—

purpose. You know what is aimed at—the reader has a si/stem before him.

Also there is the union of the moral aspect to the intellectual phase of Rationalism.

Hitherto Rationalism has been so much critical, that the public hardly believe that

any moral bearing belongs to it. We ventured to think that our readers generally

would like to know something for themselves of this book, and knowing that it

must be impossible at its published price, therefore an epitome, accurate (it is be-

lieved in all its many quotations^, has been issued at Threepence.

It has often been objected to us that we do not sufficiently explain what we
would put in the place of religion. This small work contains an answer to that

objection. It has been objected to us that we do not sufficiently consider the posi-

tion of the Christian, or the young inquirer, and do not present such statements

of our principles as he can approach without dread and read without offence. It

is said that we continually write for those who are converted, and already think

with us, and that those without our pale have nothing addressed to them. The
reader who wishes to work as a propagandist will find in the ' Philosophic Type'

precisely that kind of work which he needs, and will see that the accusations above

recounted are no longer true. This little Essay has been published in a separate

form, carefully revised, for another reason—that it may be presented to the Chris-

tian inquirer and the Christian Teacher.

The Reverend Robert Hall said (what we shall not forget till it is withdrawn),

and many who ought to know better quote his saying, that atheism is a bloody and
brutal system, which leaves nothing above us to excite awe, nor around us to

awaken tenderness. The regard spontaneously expressed in former instances, of

the death of our friends, and recently in the case of Mrs. Martin, is proof to the

contrary. The John Bull, the Guardian, the Church and State Gazette, have, and

we believe some other papers have, assailed the Leader on account of its impartial

insertion of the * Words Spoken ' at her grave. The Church and State Gazette

(Nov. 7) says, * The writers in such a paper deserve to be known. First, and

chief, is Francis William Newman, brother of the pervert, and, like him, holding

that Scripture miracles are hard of belief, and that ecclesiastical miracles partake

of much the same quality. Next is Walter Savage Landor ; after him we find

the Rev. Mr. Kingsley, who wrote " Alton Locke," a Chartist novel, and who is an

ordained minister of the Established Church. Froude, who was of that same
church, and who wrote the " Nemesis of Faith," is another. Foxton, also for-

merly a clergyman, Larken, Dawson, Neale, Owen, Thornton Hunt, Holyoake,

Mariotti, Martineau, Mazzini, and others, '* whose names are reserved for special

reasons," are the remaining members of this chosen band. It is well that they

should be known ; and it is quite as well that we should add that the Westminster

Review has now fallen into the hands of a publisher, the principal of whose

writers will be found is some of the names printed above.' The John Bull (Nov.

8) adds, * Now, have Mr. Kingsley and some others on this list in the first place

seen this article ? or, having seen it, have ^they (for we assume their disapproval

of it) considered how serious the matter for disapproval is ? or having considered

this, have they withdrawn their names from the Leader? or not having done so,

will they ? for it is indeed quite necessary for their character as Christian teachers

that they should.'

All this is gratuitous insolence, and ought to be regarded as such
;
yet it has

been successful in one instance. One minister has submitted to this dictation,

and withdrawn his name from the Leader. The people owe something to the

Leader, which pursues an independence in spite of this arrogant intimidation. In
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replying to these attacks, the Leader has observed that if these critics want war

they shall have it, and to the knife. "We hope the critics will persevere. Another

reason we have in referring to Mrs. Martin, is to say that the little pamphlet en-

titled her * Last Days' (two copies of which can go for a penny) should be distri-

buted among Christian congregations, and especially ministers. Every Clergyman

throughout Great Britain, all the tribe of the Erskine Neales, all who fabricate

Infidel Death-bed Repentances, ought to be supplied with a copy. The reader

who reflects upon this will find it to be not only an act of respect to the dead, but

an act of self-defence on the part of the living. G. J. Holyoake.

MR. THORNTON HUNT AND THE * TIxMES.'

Mr. Thornton Hunt has lately been lecturing on the topics of the week on a

Sunday evening, and, in order that this should be as widely known as possible, an

advertisement was forwarded to the Times. It was duly received by the clerk and

paid for, but not inserted. It was returned underlined as follows :—

T
HORNTON HUNT'S LECTURE, to-morrow.—Mr. Thornton Hunt's second

Lecture on the Week will be delivered To-morrow (Sunday) evening, in the

Great Lecture Theatre of the Western Literary Institution, 47, Leicester Square,

at 7 o'clock precisely. It will be a complete summary of the Events, Achievements,

Spirit, and Progress of the Week. Admission : to the front seats, Is. ; to the

working classes, 3d. The second lecture of the series.

^ejcctaD.

This is an instance of newspaper scrupulousness rather extraordinary. Had a

professedly religious paper acted the same part it might have been understood.

The public may profit by being told that the Times acts on its usual policy in re-

jecting the advertisement. It would visit with reprobation any one who should

assert that it was not a Christian and religious journal. Probably it is. But

then it has a strange way of showing its piety, unless the giving publicity to places

of resort of questionable repute be considered consistent with Christianity. Sun-

day evening lectures at an Institution of high standing, by a gentleman of great

literary ability and unimpeachable character, are refused notice; while what are

by many considered dens of vice and resorts of the profligate, gain ready adver-

tisement in the Times.

It would appear that the Times considers the Casinos and public dancing rooms

less objectionable than * Sunday evening lectures ' upon the topics of the week.

The working classes may be tempted into vice and improvidence for six nights,

but they shall not learn wisdom and refinement for one; they may be debased for

a whole week, but they shall not be improved politically, socially, or morally, for

a single night. A paper holding such principles as these may well object to

* Progress,' for the spirit of progress is adverse to this policy.

The Times has striven hard to destroy the character of Kossuth ; to injure the

political influence of Lord Palmerston on account of his liberality ; and it en-

deavours to neutralise Mr. Thornton Hunt's usefulness as a public lecturer by

refusing to inform the public when and where he can be heard.

Working men are beginning to regard Sunday evening lecturers as their most
valuable teachers, as is shown by the crowded state of the lecture halls on those

nights—yet the Times, calling itself the poor man's defender, refuses to announce

such lectures. Austin.
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Opinion of Lord John Russell on Civil Equality.—It is not very long

since one of the members for the City of London (Lord John Russell) made a

memorable declaration in his place in Parliament ; memorable, in chief, for its

distinctness, for he had before avowed the same principle, in common with many
other leading statesmen. * It appeared to him,' his lordship said, * that while they

(the Parliament) were perfectly right in doing all they could to promote the

Christian Religion, and its diffusion throughout the globe, they should feel that

Christianity derived no force from any mode of extension which could in any way
or degree be called civil persecution, and it certainly appeared to him (Lord John
Russell) that the exclusion upon any such grounds, of persons from office, they being

loyal subjects of Her Majesty, was a species of persecution altogether inconsistent

with the high and pure spirit of Christianity;' therefore, according to Lord John
Russell's opinion, to exclude any person from a civil office (as was done by the

Ward at the last election) on account of his religious opinions, is nothing more
nor less than persecution. I am free to admit such may not be intended j but, be

it remembered, intentions do not alter results in such cases. The influence of that

Gospel whose proudest boast is that it is glad tidings to man, surely should not

be wrested to be made a source of social privation to any, Jf such a rule as that

which Lord John Russell lays down had been expressed by a party of less eminence

or authority than the first member for this great city, and first minister of the

Crown—had it been the utterance of a proscribed body or a suffering sect—though a

truism, still it would have been open to the suspicion of being an aspiration which

the State could not recognise ; but when the speaker is the mouthpiece of the

government, and that speaker, too, celebrated for his constitutional views and

practical comprehension of the genius of the English political system, the maxims
he delivers come tons with the authority of history, the weight of experience, and

the sanction of the Crown. Surely that which is the principle of the Cabinet of

Queen Victoria may be accepted with dignity as a rule of the Ward of Walbrook

;

and he who asks for the recognition of a political truth no more foreign than this

to English precedent, cannot be justly regarded as supporting his cause by any

unusual or illegitimate appeals.

—

Address to the Electors of the Ward of Walhrooh,

by Robert Le Blond.

A Confutation of Atheism.—All the learned men of the world, and the world

itself, have confessed that there is a God ; and why should any few wicked men
think themselves wiser than the world ? Some of the deniers of the Godhead

have denied that there was any God at all, others that he took the care of govern-

ing and guiding the world. But as for the most famous philosophers of all ages,

they have confessed that there is a God. Socrates calls him the great judge, as

Tully witnesseth ; Plato acknowledged him in all his works ; Aristotle, the greatest

of all, who indeed was equivalent to all the philosophers, I may justly say there is

almost no leaf in his works but in it he inserteth the name of God (even as almost

no page of the Bible but in it is understood the name of Christ), calls him ' The

first cause, the cause of causes, the essence of all things, the eternal light.'

Aristotle when he lived was accused by Hiero, the priest, because, contrary to the re-

ligion of his country, where many Gods were worshipped, he acknowledged but one

only true God. To leave particular men, what do the atheists answer to the

judgment of the world, the consent of all nations ? Tully draweth his argument
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in this manner, ' That there is a God is without question, because all nations do

acknowledge and confess him by the instinct of nature.' And in another place

he saith, * The consent of all men is the voice of Nature itself.' AH nations em-
brace some religion or another, have their altars, their priests, their Gods ; as the

Hebrews from Moses, so the Egyptians from Mercury, the Cretans from Melissus,

the Latins from Janus, the Bomans from Numa, the Greeks from Orpheus and

Cadmus, and all nations from one another. St. Augustin says, concerning miracles,

* Miracles are not so necessary as in times past they were ; formerly they were

necessary that so the world might believe, but now he is a miracle himself that

will not believe when the whole world believeth. But I say as he is a wonder that

will not believe that which the world believeth, so he is a monster who will not

confess that which the world confesseth. Another argument to know God is the

great multitude of miracles which have become manifested to the world, even such

things as are far above the strength of nature, and therefore must needs proceed

from some higher and supernatural cause ; and who is that metaphysical cause

but even Natura NaturauSy or God himself. For example, Eutropius shows us

that the year after St. Paul's death the city of Colossus was swallowed up for

despising Paul's doctrine. It is well known that by an earthquake Sicily was made
an Island, which before was one main continent with Italy ; how Europe and

Africa were parted, when Spain was divided from Burbary. And that I may speak

that which mine eyes have seen, Vienna, the chief city of Austria, is now more
subjected to earthquakes than other places in the world beside, in so much that

there is scarce one house that hath not one rent or other in the stone wall, which

came only by earthquakes. And because that place hath been so afflicted, one of

the Bishops of that see hath devised a certain prayer continually to be said in the

Churches of Vienna, to this effect, that God would defend that city from earth-

quakes. Let the atheist satisfy me by a natural cause concerning these matters,

else let him confess that there is a supernatural cause, which must be a God.

What call they say to so many strange eclipses, to so many prodigious rains—as

when it rained blood, flesh, stones, coals of fire, of which they may read at large in

Pliny, Plutarch, and other authors ? What say they to so many comets appear-

ing in the air, after which still do ensue the deaths of so many princes :—as by

the comet which appeared in the year 1506, after which occurred the deaths of

Philip, King of Spain, son and heir of Maximilian, Emperor of Germany ; of Albert,

Duke of Bavaria, Pope Julius the Second, John, King of Sweden and Norway,
LewiSjKing of France, the Emperor Maximilian, the Bishop of Spires, Archbishop
of Cologne and Magdeburg ; the Venetian wars, the wars between the Turks and

Persians ; Christian, King of Denmark, driven out of his kingdom, Hungary
invaded and Rhodes taken by the Turks, Lewis, King of Hungary, slain :—who can

give a natural reason of this comet, and many others like unto this ?'

—

Extracts

from ' A Confutation of Atheismj by John Dove, D.D.; published in the year 1605.

Eternal Salvation.—We do not know any chapel where the doctrine is

preached that all will be saved eventually. It seems about as great a heresy as

that everybody will eventually go to Hell. The nearest approach is atheism,

which holds death to be an eternal sleep ; or perhaps Socialism, which deems all

religions to be fudge, and prejudices of education.— Weekly Dispatch, Nov. 23,

1851.
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THE ORIGIN OF CHRISTIANITY.

BY VALERIUS.

It is generally understood that Chris-

tianity arose in Jadea ; that some Jewish
fishermen and others were its original

expounders ; and that its extension, first

throughout Judea, and afterwards over

most of the civilised world, was owing
entirely to propagandism

—

i. e., to the

preachingof the Apostles, their disciples,

and successors. People are so accus-

tomed to believe all this, that assertions

to the contrary are apt to meet with im-
mediate discredit, if not with derision

j

and indeed comparatively few men, even
amongst the best educated, care to ex-

amine into a matter so almost universally

taken for granted—so generally stereo-

typed as the origin of Christianity.

Nevertheless there exist many consider-

ations, and some historical evidences,

which go to assign a very different ex-

planation to the rise and progress of the

Christian religion.

To enter into the historical view
of the case at all fully would in-

volve many quotations and some criti-

cism ; while, on the other hand, to

waive authority on a subject of this kind
subjects a writer to deserved question

and plausible attack. Deprecating this

dilemma, we proceed to offer some gene-

ral and historical considerations which
seem to show: that Christianity is just

a new and modern phase of Paganism
;

the Paganism of the Greeks and B-omans,
as the latter was the Paganism of the

Egyptians and Indians.

Let us remark, in the first place, that

all religion is to be traced to an astrono-

mical origin ; and that most of the doc-

trines common to every religious system
were originally propounded under the

veil of allegory. In the very origin of

religious worship this must have been
well understood by all who professed, or
rather practised an original observance
of certain forms, rites, or ceremonies.
But soon there came to arise a distinction

between the astronomers and others,

who portrayed the phenomena of nature
under the personalities of their own ex-

Btence, and the mass of the unenlight-

ened, who had no mental intercourse

with natnre, and who were incapable of

comprehending any of the wonders of

creation. The latter, who corresponded
in all ages of the world to the various

grades of slaves—entirely occupied in

manual labour—could not rise to the

comprehension of allegories ; and hence
they came to adopt as realities what
were originally meant for nothing more
than signs, likenesses, and marks of re-

presentation.

The religion of the ancient Egyptians
was, as many authorities intimate, pro-

bably an astronomical and allegorical

system, the doctrines of whose worship
ultimately came to be esoteric to the

priests, and exoteric to the mass of the

people. That is to say, the initiated, or
those who had the time, the knowledge,
and the ability to devote themselves to

an examination of the wonders of the

physical universe, regarded the rites and
doctrines of religion as mere symbols

;

whereas the common herd (the brick-

makers of the Pyramids, for example)
were wilfully left in the error they

adopted; and which is the very same
error under which a great portion of

mankind labour to this day, viz.—that

the signs and symbols used in the alle-

gorical worship of nature were, in them-
selves, realities, without any reference to

what they were, and are, intended to

represent.

The religion of the Greeks (from
whom the Romans unquestionably de-

rived their mythology) there is strong

internal and other evidence to show,

was borrowed" principally from the my-
thology of Egypt. Indeed, this will

seem only a ^atural consequence, if it be

a fact (as there is certainly much lin-

guistic and traditionary evidence in its

favour) that the Athenians were origi-

nally an Egyptian colony. The reli-

gions or mythological doctrines of the

Greeks were also esoteric and exoteric—
that is to say, explained and understood
on physical principles by the priests and
the philosophers amongst themselves.
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but inculcated directly and supernatu-

rally upon the common herd of the

people. The trial and death of the great

and good Socrates—who seems to have
spoken too esoterically to the people, to

have attempted partly to undeceive them
as to the nature of the gods and the

other symbols they * ignorantly wor-
shipped '—furnish an undoubted case in

point.

More especially, the Roman mytholo-

gy, completing as it were the link in the

chain which connects remote Paganism
with original Christianity, deserves our
notice. That the Romans adopted, almost
unchanged, the mythology of the Greeks,
is a fact so well established that we shall

not stop to consider it. That the philo-

sophers and the better-informed amongst
the Romans regarded their mythological
fables in a very different light from that

in which they encouraged the * ignolicle

vulgui ' (the common people) to believe

in them, is also a notorious fact. Yet it

is a fact which has been studiously kept
in the back ground by most Christian

historians. Still more have such histo-

rians blinked the evidence which goes to

prove most clearly that the leaders of

the great sects knew well enough, and
often expressed, whence their mytho-
logy arose. The frequent references

made by Roman authors, not to the

Grecian merely, but also to the Egyptian,
mythology, imply unmistakeably that

they were conversant with the fact, that

the Roman was a system of mythology
derived through Greece from Egypt.

In Cicero's treatise * Concerning the

Nature of the Gods,' amongst many other,

the following passages, put into the

mouth of one or other of the three or

four supposed disputants, show plainly

that the interlocutors granted to their

religion an Egyptian origin, and dis-

cussed amongst themselves its figurative

meanings in a very different fashion

from that in which they ventured pub-
licly to represent it:

—

*Do not, however,' says one of the

speakers, ' conceal your principles from
me, as Pythagoras was in the habit ot

doing from those who were not his dis-

ciples ; and do not designedly speak ob-
scurely, like Heraclitus. But, as I may
observe among ourselves, you do not un-
derstand them (your principles) your-
self.' Again :

* When I consider what
is advanced by the Stoics, my contempt

for the ignorant vanishes. These are

their divinities: the Syrians worshipped

a fish ; the Egyptians consecrated beasts

of almost every kind ; the Greeks deified

men ; and all Greece pay divine honours

to Leucothea, &c., to Hercules, to ^scu-
lapius, and to the Tyndaridse ; our
people, to Romulus, &c These are

the Gods of the illiterate ! How much
more reasonable are the notions of you
philosophers! Let the world, then,

be a deity ; for that is, I conceive, what
you mean by

'* the refulgent heavens above,

Which all men call, unanimously, Jove."

But why are we to add more gods ?

What a multitude of them there is, for

every constellation, according to you, is

a Deity.' Lastly, observe this passage :

• Nor indeed does his (meaning Aris-

totle's) schoolfellow, Zenocrates, evince

more wisdom on this subject, in whose
books, written concerning the nature of

the gods, no divine form is described

;

for he says that there are eight gods;

that five of them are called ; that the

sixth is contained in all the fixed stars,

which are to be considered as one simple

Deity, made up, as it were, of different

members; as the seventh he adds the

sun, and the moon as the eighth.'

The above passages contain most preg-

nant allusion not only to the existence of

two kinds of religious doctrine— an
esoteric and exoteric— but also to the

astronomical origin which the Roman
owned (through the Grecian) to the

Egyptian mythology. The passage last

cited, in particular, conveys a perfect

epitome of an astronomical religion

;

for, according to the Zenocrates here

cited, * there are eight gods, (and) five of

them are called.' The five gods thus

said to be called are the five wandering
stars, comprising all the planets known
to the ancients, and named or ' called '

gods, as Jupiter, Saturn, Mercury,
Venus, Mars. The fixed stars, the sun
and the moon, completed the eight dei-

ties of Zenocrates, whose system of re-

ligion was in fact emblematical science,

although the slavish multitude knew it

not. No doubt he, like Cicero and
others, connived — as had done the

priests and philosophers of Egypt before

him—at the worship of minor deities

—

beasts, birds, or illustrious dead men,
caring little what the mass of the people
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worshipped. And thus well might Ci-

cero put into his own or another philoso-

pher's mouth the exclamation, * These
are the gods of the illiterate.'

The foregoing observations may pos-
sibly appear to many of our readers
something too much of a preface, but
their bearing is of great importance

;

they prepare us for riveting, as it were,
the chain of that evidence by which
Christianity comes to be firmly bound
together with Paganism.
Let us now go back again once more

for an instant, and inquire whether, in

the dim past of a worship possibly as

old as the Egyptian itself, we can trace

anything analogous to the fundamental
doctrine of the Christian religion.

The Sanscrit mythology, variously and
often confusedly spoken of as the reli-

gion of Brahma, Vishnou, and Ohrishna,
has, in these latter days, been made the

subject of careful research. And that,

fortunately by high authorities, whose
Christian tendencies bar the idea of any
intention on their part to furnish pur-
posely the discovery which unmistake-
ably they have made, to the eflfect that

in the god Chrishna, of the ancient

Indians, an unmistakeable prototype of

not only the Apollo, the Adonis, the

Bacchus of the Greeks, but also the

Christian Christ is to be traced.

The following extracts are taken from
the celebrated ' Asiatic Researches,' as

revised by ' the pious and learned' Sir

William Jones. ' That the name of

Chrishna,' says Sir W. Jones, * and the

general outline of his story, were long
anterior to the birth of our Saviour, and
probably to the time of Homer, we know
very certainly.'

Again : ' In the Sanscrit Dictionary,

compiled more than two thousand years

ago, we have the whole story of the in-

carnate Deity born of a virgin, and mi-
raculously escaping in his infancy from
the reigning tyrant of his country.'

Again :
* I am persuaded that a con-

pection existed ^between the old idola-

trous nations of Egypt, India, Greece,
and Italy, long before the time of Moses.'

* Very respectable natives have as-

sured me that one or two missionaries

have been absurd enough, in their zeal

for the conversion of the Gentiles, to

urge that the Hindus were even now
almost Christians, because their Brahma,
Vishnou, and Mahesa were no other

than the Christian Trinity, a sentence in

which we can only doubt whether folly,

ignorance, or impiety predominates.'
* The adamantine pillars of our faith

cannot be shaken,' says Sir William,
making evidently a strong effort to shake

off from his own mind the heavy weight

of analogy which he has just been press-

ing upon his readers ;
* cannot be shaken

by an investigation of heathen mytholo-

gy. I, who cannot help believing the

divinity of the Messiah, from the undis-

puted antiquity and manifest completion

of many prophecies, &c., am obliged of

course to believe the sanctity of the ve-

nerable books to which that sacred per-

son (the Messiah to wit) refers.'

The above Christian testimony to the

antiquity of the worship of Chrishna,

and to the independent existence of the

story which represents this god as an

incarnate deity, and an awkward proto-

type of the Christian Christ, has, of

course, been attempted to be grappled

with. In a succeeding portion of the

same * Asiatic Researches,' Dr. Bentley

endeavoured to prove that the story of

Chrishna, instead of being, as Sir Wil-
liam Jones believed, very certainly ' an-

terior to the birth of our Saviour, and

probably to the time of Homer,' was
actually invented six hundred years after

the establishment of Christianity ; and
that ' the story was laid about the be-

ginning of the Christian era.' This dan-

gerous attempt to prove too much, by

admitting the common origin of the

stories of Chrishna and Christ, and then

representing the former as an Indian

copy of the latter, instead of bolstering

up Christianity, has met with the fate

it richly deserved ; and that, at the

hands of another celebrated Christian,

whose candour as an historian partly

overpowers his prejudices as a devotee.

Mr. Higgins, in his splendid work on the

'Celtic Druids,' thus deals with the

question :
' A gentleman (Dr. Bentley)

in the " Asiatic Researches," has lately,

by means of the most deeply learned and

laborious calculations, discovered that

the history of Krishna, one of the most
celebrated gods of the Hindoos, was in-

vented in the year of Christ 600, and
that the story was laid about the begin-

ning of the Christian era. This goes

directly to overthrow all the Hindoo
calculations. He has proved this as

clear as the sun at noon. He has abso-
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lutely demonstrated it ; but It is unfor-

tunate for this demonstration that the

statue of this God is to be found in the

very oldest caves and temples throughout

all India—temples the inscriptions on

which are in a language used previously

to the Sanscrit, and now totally unknown
to all mankind, any day to be seen among
other places in the city of Seringham

and the temple at Malvaripicrum.'

*It has moreover been satisfactorily

proved, on the authority of a passage of

Adrian, that the worship of Krishna was

practised in the time of Alexander the

Great (330 years before Christ), at what

still remains one of the most famous

temples of India, the temple of Mathura

on the Jumna, the Matura Deorum of

Ptolemy.'
So much for this very imperfect view

of a kind of evidence which, if on ex-

tended and unflinching investigation it

be found that Christianity cannot, or

dare not, bear the ordeal of it, then is

Christianity fixed on the horns of a per-

plexing dilemma indeed. For, in such

case, either must Christianity give up its

claim to the title of a new and indepen-

dent religion, or its advocates must
roundly reject the authority of all pro-

fane (so called) history whatever, toge-

ther with all the linguistic, geographi-

cal, and traditionary parallels which

legitimately flow from history. In any

case, the many volumes which have been

given to an inquiring world on the mere

evidences of Christianity, come to be

valued as so much waste paper in the

meantime. For, until it shall have been

shown, and that beyond the possibility

of reasonable, not to say critical, doubt,

that neither the mythology of India nor

Egypt, nor that of Greece and Rome,
one, any, or all of them, have nourished

and brought forth Christianity, the

creeds of Christendom have need of no

other evidences, and admit of none.

When the advocates of Christianity

shall have triumphantly carried the

above general position (a feat not yet

achieved), much will still remain for

their accomplishment in a narrower but

still a preliminary field of controversy.

And this would bring us to the so-

called canonical revelation, contained

principally in the gospels of the New
Testament scriptures, concerning which

(particularly as regards the three first

gospels) it were not diflficult to show

that they are neither canonical* In any
legitimate sense of the term, nor yet the

expression of a new revelation.

* This remark may appear strange to

many, but if by a canonical gospel be
meant an original, and of course admittedly
divine, scripture, then the gospels of the

New Testament (at all events the three

first of them) are not in our apprehension
canonical, inasmuch as we believe them to

have been fabricated at Alexandria in

Egypt, and not at Jerusalem in Judea, by
the Therapeutan raorik«j (the sect called

Essenes), and not by Matthew, Mark, and
Luke. At present we cannot enter upon
the evidence which goes to establish this,

hut one or two sentences, indicative of

the line of argument we might adopt, it

may be worth while to append here.

Firstly, then, be it remarked, that on the
very face of them the gospels are not ad-

vanced as original documents, for they are

the gospels ' according to,' that is, after

the version of, Matthew, Mark, and Luke,
who manifestly got the subject-matter of

them from some previously- existing writ-

ings. Secondly, the highest existing au-

thority, as a father of the Christian church,

who can possibly be quoted, Eusebius to

wit, has given us, as the title of the fourth

chapter of the first book of his history,
* That the religion published by Jesus
Christ to all nations is neither new nor
strange.' Not only so, but he has ex-
pressly said, in the seventeenth chapter of

his second book, * Those ancient Thera-
putffi were Christians, and that their an-

cient writings were our gospels and epis-

tles.' Thirdly, in case it should be ob-
jected that the above pregnant admission
of the great Christian father does not
stamp the Theraputae (the Essenes) as a
sect anterior to Christianity (so called),

observe the following passage from that

standard modern biblical expositor, Mo-
sheim (vol. i., p. 196) :

—
* It was in Egypt

that the morose discipline of asceticism,

(}. e., the Essenian or Therapeutan disci-

pline) took its rise ; and it is observable

that that country has in all times, as it

were by an immutable law or disposition of

nature, abounded with people of a melan-

choly complexion, and produced, in propor-

tion to its extent, more gloomy spirits than

any other parts of the world. It was here

that the Essenes dwelt principally long

before the coming of Christ.' Couple the

admissions of ancient Eusebius with those

of modem Mosheim, and the conclusions

to which we must some day come are

nearly irresistible.
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Prom which any earnest opponent may controvert our opinions, and from which any may expound views

not coincident with our own, if tedding to the nationalisation of Theology.

THE BRADFORD TEETOTAL HALL.

A LETTER FROM THE TRUSTEES.

Sir,—T find in your journal of Wednesday, October 29th, 1851, an article by

Mr. Rider respecting the Temperance Hall in Bradford. 1 beg most respectfully

to tell that gentleman, and the public generally, that he has misrepresented the

building of the Hall, and the parties holding it. The Hall was built by private

donations, and the members taking up one pound shares, and other friends, as

you will see by looking over the papers I have sent you. It is tru^, that we have

got up galas and tea parties, but not for that purpose alone, they were principally

for the working of the society, except on one or two occasions, when the building

fund got part of the money. Mr. Sturge gave £10, but not upon the understand-

ing that it was open to all parties. He was made aware of the object by us what

the building was for, and he also wished us to let it when it did not interfere with

the object we intended it to promote, and that was civil and political, religious and

commercial freedom, but not in the sense Mr. Rider wishes to convey, nor any

other gentleman either. We have gone beyond what Mr. Sturge wished us to do.

We had Mrs. Martin in the Hall it is true, and we have to smart for it,j and Mr.

Rider knows full well that a great amount of persecution was heaped upon our

heads. Ministers and others held us up to public contempt; nor was that all, our

funds suffered materially ; some of our own members left the association on ac-

count of it. Now this was acting on that generous principle which Mr. Rider

speaks about. This taught us a lesson which Mr. Rider cannot deny ; and I will

tell him, in the first place, the society suffered in all its varied workings and ope-

rations, and this we cannot prevent so long as we are the creatures of circum-

stances. The trustees are all of them working men. They have this Hall upon

their shoulders, and all its encumbrances when demands are made on them. They
cannot go to their pockets and pay them, for a very good reason, their wages being

so low, if they were willing: and 1 may also add, that the society is not a self-

supporting one, nor ever has been. Now comes the test of freethinking and act-

ing with society as it is. Mr. Rider has no sympathy with teetotallers, that is a

well-known fact to us. This is our object, as specified in the deeds. Then comes

the letting of the Hall ; and the policy we have pursued we have learnt by sad ex-

perience, that to let it, without putting a question to any who may apply for, it will

not answer our purpose, nor advance our cause. We feel anxious for every one

who wishes to spread truth to have an opportunity of so doing. We do not ob-

ject to Mr. Holyoake having the Hall ; we have a high opinion of him as a man,

and he shall have it as soon as the Wesleyan Reformers. We told Mr.

Rider so; we only wish him and the parties that engage him to so select their sub-

jects as will not compromise us betwixt them both. This we told Mr. Rider he

should not do ; but as I suppose as he is a freethinker and a free actor he would

drive us into a corner where we could not act on either principle ; and if he

says that they as a body have and would support the Hall, I can only say that

some five or six of them have ; and if he wishes to taunt us with it we will

return them their money back again and respect them as gentlemen. Now I hope,

Mr. Editor, that you will peruse these rules and reports and papers, and tell us
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whether we abstain from liberality altogether or not : men must look at the past

and the present and prepare for the future. I hope in justice to us, and in honour

to yourself and the public at large, that you will find room in your journal for

these blundering remarks. Please say what course you would take under similar

circumstances. By so doing you will perhaps do both sides good. I shall not

trouble you any more, but should like to have a personal interview with you when

you come to Bradford. Abraham Sharp.

P.S.—I make you a present of these tracts for the benefit of the public.

STERLING'S LIFE, BY THOMAS CARLYLE.

Sir,—The oracle has spoken. The mystic Carlyle was followed by Christians

as well as Freethinkers ; in his dubiety of speaking the religious thought there was

utterance in favour of them, and the Freethinkers prophesied, from the character

of honesty about the man, that he miist come to the same conclusions as them-

selves. We have here a verdict in our favour. Christians are told to come out of

Christianity—at least, of what they practise as such. We may not be able exactly

to know what Carlyle's opinions definitely are, but they certainly are no longer

orthodox; and he evidently has a contempt that they should be so considered.

We may gather from Christians what they think of it. The Times' critic, in his

review of this work, says the Christians have exposed 'a hideous anatomy of infi-

delity by aid of its scalping-knife.' The Oxford Chronicle is of this opinion. The
Guardian says we have got to the ' dregs of Carlyle.' They accuse him of having

played the Mephistopheles to Sterling, and from a true believer made an infidel of

him. Christians will not allow that anybody thinks for himself, and becomes free

by his own reflection. Everybody, so they reason, has an infidel friend to whom
he is indebted for his thought. The Guardian^ however, points to the letter of

Sterling to Carlyle, on * Sartor Resartus,' in which letter Sterling remarks that the

fault of Carlyle's book to him (Sterling) is that Carlyle or his tailor does not

believe in a God. Carlyle does not deny this insinuation. The present *Life of

Sterling' tells us more of Carlyle than it does of Sterling. I have the

impression, from having some time ago read Hare's Sterling, that Hare throws

more light upon Sterling's infidelity. The Guardian pipes a note of triumph when
Sterling, in his last letter to Carlyle before his death, avows his confession that

nothing regarding the future is certain. That is what we have always been con-

tending for, and declare our belief that not only it is true, but is the only possible

statement, and the only one that really confers happiness upon the possessor. The
Christian Guardian, of course, laments over the sea of doubt into which the disbe-

liever launches his craft. We charge him with having a worse uncertainty. He
does not know which of the many creeds of Christendom is right, and on the one
side on which he stands there is heaven for the very few, and hell for the many.
On the other hand, we say a state of doubt and suspense about things unknown is

more natural to man, and a far happier state. Is not that the state of thought in

which we learn in all things how very little we do know ? We have always infinity

to doubt about for an infinitesimal certainty, even in affairs of daily life, and such

is the impression of the man of science. The atheist knows nothing as to the future,

and owns as much j every religious sect assumes to know all about it, and what is

it they know ?—that they do not know whether they will be saved or damned !

W. J.B.
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LETTER FROM MRS. LENNON.

Sib,— I am requested by Mrs. Elizabeth Lennon to return her most grateful

acknowledgments of the receipt of an order for ,£5, payable to her in your name,

from readers of the Reasoner, which she has drawn from the post-office to-day. She

begs to return her sincere thanks to those generous friends who, although to her

strangers, have contributed so largely towards the unlooked-for gift ; and to you
she will ever remain grateful for your disinterested exertions and benevolence

towards herself and, at present, helpless children. With best wishes for your

welfare, I remain, sir, yours truly,

To Mr, G. J. Holyoake. Charles McKim.
Ginns, Whitehaven, Nov. 20th, 1851.

Mr. Wilson, on behalf of the friends in Whitehaven, also sends a letter. He
remarks, * Could the late Mr. Lennon have known that his fellow-workers would

so handsomely have appreciated his efforts, he would have been a second time re-

warded, for his. labour, to him, conveyed its own remuneration. Again I say to

you, sir, and to the other friends who have done this good deed, accept the thanks

of the friends at Whitehaven. You have done the cause much service, and we
hope you will insert thus much in the Reasoner on our behalf.'

THE S W ED ENBORGI ANS.

Hiram Uttlet to Dr. Bayley (Letter 3). Burnley, Sept. 14th, 1851.

Rev. Sir,—I can endorse your last sentence, namely, * That truth wins its way

and fulfils its mission in quiet conviction, not in noisy brawl :' but this is not the

opinion of many who profess to call themselves Christians; they appear to think

that belief depends upon themselves, not upon evidence, and therefore can be

changed like the casting off of an old garment ; but I am glad to find that that is

not your belief, for I think that this is a fatal error in the Christian system.

I would not again have troubled you (nay, I should not have done so at all had

it not been for some of your friends stating that if you had a challenge given, you

would accept it), only I should wish to know if you have any moral objection to the

correspondence betwixt us being published in the Reasoner, so that both you and

the friends to freethought may stand right with the public in this matter.

With regard to the moral influence of Christianity being left to take care of

itself, I think that you are in this case in error, for I conceive that morality is a

progressive thing ; and if that be true, it behoves us to examine the moral status

of that system of morals which has been in existence for the last eighteen hun-

dred years or more, and if we find anything rotten in its principles (which I think

we can) they ought to be exposed.

You state that * No good man will fail to perceive the moral influence of true

religion.' This much I might grant you ; but first I should -wish to know which

is the true religion, for of the hundreds of religions in the world surely they all

cannot be true, and if not all, who shall decide which is the true one ?

Dr. Bayley to Hiram Uttley (Letter 4). Accrington, Sept. 16th, 1851,

Sir,—My many duties have prevented me from replying to yours by the last

post, but 1 take the earliest opportunity afforded me to state that those friends of
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mine who informed yon that I would accept a challenge sent me, knew me but

little if they supposed 1 would do so, unless I had some well grounded conviction

that real usefulness would be the result. If it were the practice for calm, thought-

ful men to attend such discussions,* and from the love of truth to weigh delibe-

rately what was advanced, and then firmly to act upon their convictions. I should

be most happy to meet Mr. Holyoake, or any gentleman of the same class of

reasoners. I can assure you that I am not unacquainted with the arguments and

statements of either ancient or modern writers who are included in the class of

freethinkers, and my deliberate judgment is, that their forms of error are quite

as vulnerable and groundless as are the mistakes of the superstitious, and have

far less good in connection with them to give them a plausible cover to recommend
them to the unwary. Their moral influence is feeble indeed. All their denials

of the great principles of true religion, based only on their doubts (as if a doubt

were on argument), and for which there is absolutely not a single positive argu-

ment, will ever be repulsive to men in proportion as they love goodness ; for as

men love real goodness in heart and life, they will love the principles which lead

them to be good, and these principles are truths.

Bad men will cherish infidelity, and the worse they are the more will the asser-

tions of scepticism, supposed to be arguments, seem to be weighty, the weight

being in the downward tendency of their moral principles. Well disposed but

inconsequential thinkers may be infidels, and of this quality of mind forgive me
for saying your letter is not an indistinct example. But I have never known, and

my reading has not furnished me with a knowledge of any instance of a truly

good acbd clear-headed man who disbelieved the existence of an immutably good

author of all good things, of the existence of an eternal world, and of man's im-

mortality. What I mean by inconsequentiajl reasoning, permit me to illustrate

by the first paragraph of your own letter, and I might take any other paragraph,

for the same style prevails in them all. After approving of what I say respecting

' truth winning its way in quiet conviction, not in noisy brawl,' you state * this is

not the opinion of many who profess themselves Christians.* You then state,

* they appear to think that belief depends upon themselves, not upon evidence j*

and, lastly, you say yon think ' this is a fatal error in the Christian system.'

Here your first ground is a declaration that the opinion in question is not the

opinion of many who profess themselves Christians. This declaration of yours

would certainly be denied by every intelligent man professing himself a Christian.

Then you say ' it appears to be the thought of these persons that belief depends

not upon evidence, but upon themselves.' You would look in vain for any pro-

fessing Christian community or creed to endorse this assertion of yours. And
lastly, you conclude ' that this is a fatal error in the Christian system.' Accord-

ing to your own statement you have only an opinion of some who profess them,

selves Christians, who, you say, appear to think so, but who would no doubt deny

that they have any such opinion, and who certainly have not delivered such an

opinion in any public document ; but this you confound with the Christian system,

of which it forms not the remotest part. It is not by such reasoning, my dear

sir, that truth is illuminated either in science or religion.

Another specimen of similar looseness of thought is very palpable in your last

paragraph. You admit the propriety of my remark, with a proviso that first you

• The popular value of discussion is, ihat it compels men who are not thoughtful to

think.—Ed.
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woald wish to know which is the trne religion. You appear to make an admission

that good persons will not fail to perceive the moral influence of true religion

;

then you add a proviso which destroys the admission, and there you leave the

matter.

The subsequent remark *that there are hundreds of religions in the world,' and

who shall decide which is the true one? seems to imply that because there are diversi-

ties of thought on religion, just as there are on every other subject, therefore there

is no true religion, the absurdity of which will appear if we apply it to any other

subject ; or it may mean that you take it for granted that some one else than your-

self must decide for you which is to be your religion before you can resolve upon

anything in reference to it, which is equally ridiculous.

Permit me, in conclusion, to entreat you to enter into a close examination of

yourself in relation to your own scepticism,calmly and conscientiously, quietly and
firmly. Let no regard to notoriety influence you. Particularly inquire if it has

made, or if it has the tendency to make, you a truly just, truly pure, truly gentle,

and thoroughly true man. Do this not confusedly, but patiently and particularly,

and I have no doubt such examination will aid you to become a real Christian.

1 have no objection to the letters being published in the Reasoner if they be

published entire, nor any objection to meet Mr. Holyoake or any other champion
of infidelity, if suitable time, place, and conditions be agreed upon. Your invita-

tion contained no conditions, nor even an authorisation to make the offer. The
conditions must include the arrangement, * That neither of the discussing parties

must derive any pecuniary advantage from the discussion, but the proceeds must
be devoted to some charitable purpose.' As to other regulations, I require only

that they shall be fair and equal.

GUIDE TO THE LECTURE ROOM.

Literary Institution, John St., Fitzroy Sq.—Dec.
7th [7], Ebenener Syme, 'Doom of Despotism.'
0th [8^], Discussion in the Coffee Room.
Western Literary Institution, Leicester Square.

—Dec. 7th [7], Thornton Hunt, * Lecture on
the Week.'

Hall of Science, City Road.—Dec. 7th [7],
Thomas Copper will lecture.

National Hall, 242, High Holborn.—Dec. 7th,

[8], P. W. Perfitt will lecture.
South London Hall, Webber Street, Blackfriars

Road.—Dec. 7th [74], Walter Cooper, ' Review of
Alton Locke, the Autobiography of a Chartist
Tailor and Poet.'

East London Literary and Scientific Institution,
Bethnal Green.—Dec. 7th [7i], A University
Graduate, ' Tendency of the Age, Social, Political,
and Theological.'

Institute of Progress, 10a, Upper George St.,
Sloane Square.—Friday evenings [8], Discussion.
Dec. 7th [7], a lecture.

Areopagus Coffee and Reading Room, 59, Church
Lane, Whitechapel.—Every Sunday, Monday, and
Wednesday (8), a Lecture or Discussion.

City Forum Coffee House, 60, Red Cross Street.
—Every Sunday, Monday, and Thursday [S^], a
Discussion.

Commercial Hall, Philpot Street, Commercial
Road East.—Every Tuesday and Thursday even-
ing [8], a Discussion.

Eclectic Institute, Denmark Street, Soho.

—

Evcrjr Friday [8^], Mr. J. B. O'Brien, ' Home and
Foreign Politics.' Every Sunday [7^], on ' Moral
and Social Science.'

Mr. Gardner's School Room, Preston.—The
Friends of Political and Social Reform meet every
Sunday at 2 p.m.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

THE BIBLE OF REASON ; or, Testament of
1851. Now publishing, price 2d., \6 pages

8vo., continued weekly. Part 4 of Ihe Bible of
Reason Supplement, or, Testament of 1851.
Chap. I.—The Universe. Chap. 2.—The Earth.
Chap. 3.—Man. Chap. 4.—Miscellaneous. The
whole tending to familiarise the public mind
with the truthful deductions of science. The
work will correspond in type and paper with the
Bible of Reason already issued.

Bible of Reason, containing Parts 1,2,3, s. d.

bound in 1 vol., cloth 7 6
To be had also in 3& numbers, each at ... . 2
Volney's Ruins of Empires, 1 vol 3
Ditto Lectures on History i o
Ditto Law of Nature 4
Paine' 8 Political Works, 2 vols in 1 5 o
Ditto Theological Works, 1 vol 3
Gjdwin's Political Justice, 2 vols, in 1 ... . 5

London : J, Watson, 3, Queen'a Head Passage,
Paternoster Row.
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Our e^jpm pagt.

' The Task of To-Day,' by Evans Bell, being the first volume of the * Cabinet of

Reason,' is now ready, in a coloured wrapper, price Is.

The word Rhemar occurring in 'Practical Grammar,' R. C, a Teacher, has referred

to various Dictionaries without being able to find the word. The following passage

from the Grammar of Hugh Doherty will afford the desired information :
—

* The word
Grammar is derived from the Greek word Gramma^ which means a simple letter

of the alphabet, and in a regular mode of definition it should not extend beyond
the mechanism of putting letters together, so as to form single words. The second

branch of language, which contains the mechanism of putting words together, so

as to form single sentences, should be derived from the Greek word Ehema, which

means a word, and which, by being anglicised, like the word Gramma, would
become Rhemar. We should then have four distinct words derived from the

Greek, and representing the four distinct branches of mechanism for letters, words,

arguments, and discourse, of Grammar, Rhemar, Logic, and Rhetoric'

Mr. Niven lately sent us a letter, which, though having merit, we have declined,

as the topic he chooses seems exhausted. Howerer, as he introduces Confucius,

we say that we should be glad if J. D. N., or other writers, would favour us with

a brief summary of what Confucius did teach (on morals coincident with Christian

ethics), with authentic dates. Chambers's Paper/or the People on ' Confucius' would

afford the facts, if no more trusty source is at hand.

The Christian Reasoner, which now appears as the Christian, has given up its

title of ' Reasoner.' Did it so soon exhaust its stock of reasons—or was reasoning

found an incompatible habit for Christians ? The Christian, No. 3, opens thus :

—

' Throughout the length and breadth of the land two powers are at work—Faith

and Infidelity. Into these two great divisions all others are merging. Are you

[the Christians of England] ready for the coming struggle ? It is coming, and

that rapidly. Discussion on questions of religion is rife everywhere. Not only

the place of worship but the Market-place is full of it. You cannot stiAe it. How
are you going to meet it ?'

A correspondent in Blackburn lately forwarded us a copy of a newspaper, and

to show us whence it came put his name upon the cover—that name cost us Is. 4d.,

it being contrary to Act of Parliament to put more than the address on a news-

paper. Had a penny stamp been put upon the paper it might have been written

all over.

Mr. Wilhelm Wolff, late editor of the New Rhenish Gazette (a democratic paper

of Germany, and one that fought the battle of truth bravely and long), and a

democratic member of the Frankfort National Assembly, is an exile in this

country. He is desirous of employing himself as a teacher, and is qualified to

instruct in the Classics, French, German, Arithmetic, History, and the branches

of a sound popular education. Friends of democracy may serve him by giving

or finding him employment in teaching. His address is 3, Broad Street, Golden

Square.

London: Printed by Holyoake, Tyndale, & Co., 3, Queen's Head Passage, Paternoster-row; and Pub-
lished by J. Watson, 3, Queen's Head Passage, Paternoster Row, Wednesday, Dec, 3rd, 1861,
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THE RELIGIOUS CHARACTER OF THE * WEEKLY DISPATCH.'

It is not an uncommon thing to hear charges made against atheists as wanting

taste, delicacy, and consideration of others. They are accused of irreverence, out-

rage, and blasphemy. It will surprise many to be told that there is a great mistake

about this. Those who profess atheism reflectively maintain their own opinions

on grounds which teach them to respect the opinions of others. The Secularist

(employing the larger and more comprehensive designation of the atheist) indeed

opposes what he conceives to be the errors of others, but he does it as a matter of

self-defence, and not in the way of outrage. So far as those represented by the

Measomr are concerned, it may be said that we have protested against the entire

policy which assumes to diffuse opinion by creating a sensation. The only healthy

excitement is that which follows from the exact enunciation of new truth. What-
ever departs from this may indeed create a sudden impression, but it is gain for

the day and loss for years.

Let those who accuse us of a tendency to irreverence with respect to that which

we hold to be serious or good (and none feel reverence except for what they deem
serious or good) take the trouble to note what is going on around. Let them
observe the men who have the name of God continually on their tongues. The
men who stickle for * true religion ' are precisely those who shock you by their

levity, their coarseness, and offensive imputations. There is scarcely an irre-

ligious thing which has been published, nor harsh imputation which has been

made for years past, which has not been the work of your sound Christian, who
will not use the term atheist, it is so indecorous a descriptive. Things are said and

done by those who adopt the Christian name, and to whom it no doubt belongs in

their opinion, which we could neither justify nor imitate. The JB^asowgr may be

searched from the first number to the last, and neither in editorial nor communi-
cated papers will anything like the irreverence be observed which may be found in

Christian journals and rational religious periodicals. , To name instances is easy

enough, too easy, but not necessary. Attention once directed to the fact, the

reader^s experience will supply him with cases, A man calls himself a Christian

he ends every period by the name of God, and he is enabled to write or spout any
outrage upon the serious Christian or the conscientious atheist with the full ap-

plause of the public. A remarkable instance is the Weekly Dispatch, which affects

Christianity. It is shocked at Harriet Martineau's letters, which it calls atheistical,

[No. 289 ] [No. 4, Vol. XII.]

LONE PENNY .^
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not happening even to know what Atheism is. At all times it is vehement in its

professions of Christianity and * true religion/ yet there is no paper that does so

much to vulgarise infidelity, and bring it down to contempt, as the Weekly Dispatch.

In invective, in imputation upon the preisthood, it sets an example disastrous to

the character of freethinking. There are connected with this paper eminent and

able writers, who will always command public influence and esteem, but the writers

of its theological and controversial articles adopt that tone which enables the

pulpits to triumph over freethinking by simply quoting samples of its temper and

taste. The priests are under no necessity of answering their arguments—often

under no necessity of even alluding to them. The language in which these argu-

ments are put is such that the priest is enabled to cite their imputative injustice,

and get acquitted on that point, and no further inquiry is desired or attempted by

the inflamed audience.

We decline to bear the Christian name. "We refuse to employ the term God,

not having any definite idea of it which we can explain to others—not knowing any

theory of such an existence as will enable us to defend that dogma to others. We
therefore prefer the honest though unusual designation of atheist—not using it in

the sense in which it is commonly employed, as signifying one without

morality, but in its stricter sense as describing those without any determi-

nate knowledge of Deity. Let the public make us responsible if it will for

this course, but let it not confound us with those who play fast and loose with

language and conviction, and under the cover of the Christian name trample on

Christian conscience. Words to us are sacred things, and we use only those con-

sciously for which we can answer. We wish not to be confounded with others

with whom we have no common quality.

Lest what is here said should be taken for more than it means,, let it be added

that the Dispatch renders undoubted service by its publication of special advances

in theological opinion—by the generous words it has often pronounced for the

persecuted. But there is the same uncertainty, which is observable in the Times,

as to what its preferences are. It will applaud a principle and denounce all who

stand by it, as it has often done. But its worst failing is in its tone, temper, and

language. It is mere middle class Chartism in politics and religion. The present

writer lately demonstrated this in another place respecting political advocacy.

The Reasoneri^idLt too unimportant a paper to be compared by the public with the

Dispatch. But as the Dispatch is considered an infidel paper, many religious

persons have began to ascribe to us its qualities, and look at us through its spec-

tacles ; and, as we use a name more alarming to Christians even than * infidel,' we

are assigned a yet lower deep in the deeps of freethinking. It is therefore in self-

defence that these remarks are made. What has transpired in provincial dis-

cussions held during the summer, and the criticisms to which we shall be subjected

ere long, render it desirable that we disassociate ourselves from the infidelity of

the Weekly Dispatch, always antagonistic, coarse, and imputative. We have no

unfriendliness to the Dispatch, nor are these remarks made in any personal spirit.

They are the same views which we have entertained since the Reasoner commenced.

The Dispatch more resembles the Times than any other paper issued, not in its

principles, but in its policy and manner of maintaining them. It is the Times of

the populace, and takes the course we have alluded to as a matter of nature and

calculation. It will not be disconcerted at these strictures, as it has its own reasons

and preferences for its conduct. Daily a more general recognition of freethinkers
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is growing up, and we have to give an account of ourselves in the higher courts of

public opinion. Those who will be our judges will classify us in the usual way,

unless we take care in time to classify ourselves. If we are silent as to what we

are, and as to whom we do or do not resemble, it will be our fault if we are mis-

taken for others, and made responsible for opinions we do not hold, for conduct we

have never pursued, for tastes which we do not possess, and for examples we have

not set.

In the religious object the Dispatch is understood to profess—the reformation

of theology—we desire to be considered co-workers, writing side by side with it, at

such remote distance as so small and infantine a journal as the Reasoner may be

supposed to occupy. But we wish it also to be understood that we reason from

different principles, and conduct our work in a different way. We neither want

to be regarded as in opposition to the Dispatch, nor as the same.

G. J. HOLYOAKE.

LETTER FROM THE REV. MR. WOODMAN, WITH NOTES BY
MR. G. J. HOLYOAKE.

Sir,—In your notice of the discussion which took place between you and myself

at the close of one of your lectures in Burnley {Reasoner, Noo 284) you refer to

what occurred between me and Mrs. Martin when I was lecturing in London last

February. As Mrs. Martin's career in this scene of existence has closed, I should

not have made any reference to her unless you had revived that matter ; and as

you allude to what you are pleased to call 'a report' which you gave in the Rea-

soner, I respectfully crave permission to supply a few items which you have

omitted.

'The head and front of my offending' in the case of Mrs. Martin, was that hav-

ing occasion, in my first lecture, to refer to priestcraft, with the view of showing

that the intrinsic truth of Christianity is not affected by it, I took the opportunity

of stating also that there was such a thing as ' infidel craft,' and, as an illustration

of it, related how Mrs. Martin, when in Leeds the previous July or August, had,

in the bills announcing a course of lectures she intended to deliver there, chal-

lenged Christians to meet her in public discussion on the being of a God, &c.

This challenge was accepted by my friend, the late Mr. Thomas Wilson, of

Woodhouses, near Manchester, when Mrs. Martin, after raising various difficul-

ties, which Mr. Wilson obviated, at length positively refused to fulfil the challenge

she had given, unless she received four pounds for the first, and two pounds for

every subsequent night the discussion might continue (1).

I further beg leave to inform your readers that at my lecture, on a subsequent

evening, I read to the audience, in the presence of Mrs. Martin, an extract to the

same effect from a large printed placard, copies of which were posted throughout

Leeds and the neighbourhood, and likewise produced an attestation of the truth of

my statements in regard to Mrs. Martin, signed by the chairman of her com-

mittee, and by a member of Mr. Wilson's committee, copies of which are at your

service for insertion in the Reasoner if you desire it (2).

Now, sir, allow me to remark, if parties (although they may be of the same sex

as Mrs. Martin, and moreover personal friends of the editor of the Reasoner) pub-

lish challenges, and demand, when their challenges are accepted, to be paid for

fulfilling ihe engagements(3) involved in them, they must not be surprised should
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they be held up to exposure in their true colours, even though the * repugnance ' of

Mr. George Jacob Holyoake is very great ' on that account.

In your account of what passed at Burnley, you say that I astonished you by

stating, at the commencement of my remarks, that I did not intend to discuss the

lecture. Now, sir, I said nothing of the kind(4^. You next affirm that your lec-

ture was virtually on the * Moral Aspects of Atheism.' The title of your lecture

was 'The Doctrine of Utilitarianism considered, in relation to the subject of Life

and Death,' and the point I selected for attack was a statement you made in the

course of it
—'That the belief in a future state of existence was injurious, because

it was calculated to lead those who entertained it to neglect the uses and enjoy-

ments of the present life '(5). Now, as the whole of your lecture, so far as ii was

relevant, must necessarily turn on the question ' whether there is a future state or

not '(6); and, since it cannot be morally injurious to believe truth in preference to

error, the most direct mode of arriving at the true position, in regard to the sub-

ject discussed in your lecture, was that which I adopted—viz., first to decide

whether there are grounds to believe, or reject, the doctrine of the immortality of

the soul—a question that at once brings us to the subject of spirit and its existence

independently of the body. So far from my remarks being, as you affirm, a pre-

meditated{7) disquisition on matter and spirit, I was not even aware that you were

lecturing in Burnley till the post brought my letters at noon the same day, and

amongst them one which gave me the first intimation of it, accompanied with a

request that I would be present to oppose you. Even then I knew nothing of the

subject of your intended lecture, which 1 only heard on reaching Burnley, about

an hour and a half before the time announced for you to commence. The point of

attack I selected during the delivery of your lecture. Had the subject been the

' Moral Aspects of Atheism/ I flatter myself I should have known equally well

how to have met it(8).

Another statement in your report is, ' that I professed in the end to have learned

more that I could respect, of the nature of your views, than I had before become
acquainted with, and offered you my hand in public,' &c. I did not offer you my
hand because I had learned more that I could respect of your views (for nothing

fell from you that I was not fully acquainted with previously) ; what I stated that

I respected, was the candour for which I gave you credit ; believing that when
you stated, as you did, ' that you had been instructed by my remarks, and that

you had not believed it possible for spirit to be defined in so clear a manner as I

had defined it,' adding, * that you could wish the views I had given might prove to

be true,' with much more to the same effect ; I took it for granted you meant what
you said(9), and the remark I made when I offered you my hand, so far from ex-

pressing aught of sympathy or respect for your views, was the contrary. I said,

that * wherever 1 had reason to believe candour and sincerity to exist, although

they might be coupled with views, in my opinion, most lamentable in themselves,

and dangerous to others, I hoped that I should nevertheless be found ever ready

to do justice to whatever was entitled to my respect. I certainly did not suppose

that, at the time of making these professions, you were in reality laughing in your
sleeve at what you call my * innocent Swedenborgian platitudes '(10). It appears,

however, I was mistaken ; and I beg to thank you for undeceiving me, and, at the

same time, to assure you I shall not fall into the same error in future. One thing

you have omitted to inform your readers is, that after I had spoken thrice, you

begged off further discussion, on the ground of your not having had much refresh-

ment, and wanting your supper ! though I cannot help suspecting that, inoffensive
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less the most to do with the matter(ll).

As respects the conditions on which I oflfered to hold public debate with you, as

you merely characterise them as * being the usual Swedenborgian ones,' without
informing your readers what they are, I will just state that they are the same
as Mr. Wilson proposed to Mrs. Martin, viz.—' That the parties who discuss

have no remuneration, and bear their own expenses; the proceeds, after

paying the rent of the room and defraying the charges of printing, posting,

advertising, &c., to be handed over to some general public charity.' As you
express the hope that I will ' accept discussion on some equitable and honour-
able terms,' I can only express the hope, in return, that as the above terms are

most equitable, and honourable too, there will be no difficulty in the way of your
accepting them. I don't ask any man to help me to replenish my pockets out of

the public, and I have a right to refuse to be made a tool of for that purpose to any-

one else. I moreover give you your choice
; you may either come to me into Lan-

cashire, or I will meet you in London. Why, sir, you are continually throwing
down the gauntlet in your Reasoner, and taunting the ministers of religion with not
confronting you ; and on what equitable or honourable principles can you, when
the challenge is accepted, demand payment for taking part in a discussion which
you have provoked yourself? But whether you choose to meet me or not on these

terms, I shall not fail to confront you whenever you show yourself within a reason-

able distance of Kersley ; and though yon may again ' look up at me like one who
gazes on vacancy,' the public will not fail to see through your shallow artifices, and
estimate them according to their deserts (12).

Kersley, Nov. 7, 1851. Woodville Woodman.

MR. HOLYOAKE's notes.

(1). This is an error, as Mrs, Martin told Mr. Woodman herself. She merely
refused to debate unless she had a joint control of the proceeds, with a view to

meet her own expenses. If the half of the proceeds amounted to £4 on the first

night, and £2 on the second, she claimed those sums before any surplus was given
away. She did not require to be paid anything by Mr. Wilson. She did not con-

sider that Mr. Wilson had anything to do with the half of the proceeds she had
earned. She simply demanded that Mr. Wilson should content himself with dis-

posing of that which belonged to him.

(2). If the placards prove that Mrs. Martin demanded anything of Mr. Wilson,
we should like to see them.

(3). They rather demand their opponents shall not appropriate the whole of the

proceeds at their pleasure.

(4). Mr. Woodman is mistaken.

(5). My argument did not involve the truth of the doctrine, but the policy of it.

It was addressed not to the theologian, but the statesman, as the terms Mr, Wood-
man quotes imply.

(6). Mr. Woodman must be aware that besides the truth of religion there is

another question, namely, the parliamentary use of it. The statesman tells us he

does not care whether it is true or false. It is useful. This was the point I had
mainly in view, and which I was perfectly free to discuss alone.

(7). I concluded the remarks to have been ' premeditated ' because they had no
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relation to anything I had said, and because I had heard the same class of things

in London from Mr. Woodman, and they had been reported to me by others who
had also heard them elsewhere. Certainly they were foregone if not * premedi-

tated j' and they were stated on this night in so foreign and formal a manner, that
' premeditation' seemed their obvious characteristic.

(8). Mr. Woodman would have interested me much more if he had.

(9). So I did mean what I said, but what I said did not imply all Mr. Wood-
man reports. For instance, the phrase his * respect of my views' was intended to

bear the broader meaning of respecting the spirit of candour in which they were

explained, which Mr. Woodman admitted. I could not mean to assert Im coinci-

dence in my views, which he spent the whole night combatting. But of two

constructions, why should a Swedenborgian always put the worst, or the most un-

likely one, upon what you say ?

(10). Could I not respect the friendliness with which Mr. W. seemed to close

the evening without assenting to the force of his arguments? He does not learn

from my reports for the first time that I thought his arguments Swedenborgian

platitudes. My whole replies on that night went to prove the same thing. Cer-

tainly he spoke with considerable clearness of matter and spirit ; but clearness as

to what he meant does not imply conclusiveness as to the facts, as I explained at the

time.

(11). I entered the lecture room wet and cold and hungry, as I had been a cross

journey in the day on the business of a Parliamentary friend. Three hours after

I ventured to say I was in no less want of warmth and food. We had debated

nearly an hour and a half. It was then nearly 11 o'clock (I object to hold any

meeting after 10 o'clock, as workmen have to rise early in the morning), and I

gare up to Mr. Woodman the last speech, that he might have the fullest oppor-

tunity of explaining his own views. What makes controversy so tiresome usually

is, that neither disputant will give over. They contest like Billingsgate bellige-

rents for the last word. I never do, and I gave it up to Mr. Woodman, as I al-

ways find ministers love the last word. Besides these reasons, there was the one

of my actual fatigue, which I chiefly alleged. Yet Mr. Woodman finds that the

strength of his arguments had * most to do with the matter.' This is not worth

noticing, except to prove what I have lately said, that Swedenborgian disputants

never conceive that any one can have any motive for avoiding them except fear or

incapacity. It is this which makes controversy with them so distasteful. When
Konarski, feeble and cold, was led out to die, he said—* Put clothes upon me, or

the enemy will say that I tremble with fear, when it is with cold.' Konarski's

enemies must have been Woodmen.

(12). Mr. Woodman may present himself at my lectures as often he pleases, and

1 shall go as near Kersley as I can, in order to alFord him the opportunity. But

whatever term, courteous or uncourteous, Mr. W. may apply to it, I shall, as I

have already said, regard it simply as an impertinence, that he or any one should

propose discussions with me, and dispose of my moiety of the proceeds as well as

his own, and then lecture me upon the immodesty of my expecting to control

them myself. If Mr. Woodman regards himself as a *tool' for filling pockets

—

if he has no higher notion of debate than this when connected with the condition

of honourable self-existence— I will not debate with him anywhere by special

agreement. My answer to Dr. Bayley, of Accrington, further expresses my views

on this class of opponents, G. J. H.

U
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Cajpicd tat ^tutrn-

SMEE'S UNTRODDEN ROAD TO THE PROOF OF A CREATOB.

BY W. B. B.

In the preface to the work of Mr. Alfred
Smee, F.R.S., 'On the Sources of Phy-
sical Science/ we are informed such a
work would necessarily have been in-

complete without an inquiry into the
fundamental matter itself, and therefore
a chapter has been added whereby, it is

said, we come by ' an untrodden road to
the proof of a Creator, the reasoning in

support of which is quite independent of
the argument of design.' The material,
it would appear, is necessary to prove
the immaterial.

This notable argument that purposes
so much, we will take in our author's
own words, and as near as possible in
his own order of arrangement.

* The material universe is composed
of atoms or ultimate particles, to which
we give th« name of matter. The term
matter is given to whatever attracts.

Attraction produces all the varied phe-
nomena (par. 502). As attraction must
have preceded the greater number of
physical phenomena, we may also pre-
sume, or in fact we must admit, that

attraction itself must have had a com-
mencement. There must have been one
event which was prior to all others.
That first event must have had a begin-
ning (par. 504). This was the primary
attraction (par. 505). The first exertion
of attraction probably does not arise

from any principle attached to matter
(par. 506). This power of matter to

generate attraction in the first instance,

could never have arisen from anything
inherent ; we therefore are compelled to

admit, that from something extraneous
it derived its power. If we look at the
means necessary to endow matter with
the property of attraction, we are in-

stantly astonished at the unbounded
magnitude, magnipotence, and magni-
presence of that power, evinced over

enormous masses of matter, separated

by hundreds of millions of miles (par.

507). To the source of that immensity
of power, we attach the name of Creator

or Almighty (par. 509).'

This is the main argument. After-

wards he asserts matter is matter by the

will of the Creator, applies various names
to this Creator, and enumerates and de-

scribes his attributes.

The sum of the above is, something is

communicated—attraction, the alleged

cause of all phenomena—to something,

matter, by something, a Creator, sup-

posed to pre-exist. Here we might at

once conclude with the begged question,

but we feel desirous of examining the

list of attributes, and as the road also is

said to be an untrodden one, conse-

quently new, unless we go to the whole
length of it we may be accused of

slighting it.

So far forth attraction and matter
are presupposed to exist. It is not said,

although the argument as such is pushed
to a conclusion, that this Creator origi-

nated them ; he is so far a formative

creator, in effect the God of Aristotle,

who makes him the cause of motion,

supposing the universe to have existed

from eternity, connecting him with mat-
ter already formed, by the chain of neces-

sity, as the first spring of a vast machine.

From other parts of this * last chap-

ter,' and particularly from our author's

other works, we learn this Creator is in-

finite. That he is the creator of matter
which emanated from his will. If he be
infinite, nothing can be added, nothing
can be taken from. How matter could

thus have originated is inexplicable. If

it existed not in the will of this infinite

it existed nowhere, and a greater diffi-

culty, if possible, is presented—some-
thing from nothing.
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On his own showing, attraction must
be something distinct from matter to be
communicated ; but if matter be what-
ever attracts, it presupposes matter to

have that property. It cannot be matter
before it attracts, and being matter pos-

sessing attraction, the necessity to com-
musicate it is obviated, or his Creator is

involved in useless labour.

The reasoning used to prove that

matter does not possess attraction by
virtue of anything attached to it, is

curious. 'If matter exerted attraction

by virtue of some principle, essence, or
imponderable attached to it, then would
that principle exert attraction without
matter, at least we cannot conceive why
it should not.* Strange conclusion, for

if matter did so exert attraction, we are

only warranted in concluding it would
not do so without it, and not that that

principle, essence, or imponderable,
would exert attraction without matter,
which, apart from its invalidity as a con-
clusion to the above, is in itself an ab-
surdity. Assuming something capable
of acting upon nothing, attraction acting

without anything to attract. It will not
be denied this is a new argument, guilt-

less of design; the veriest niggard in

praise must admit it.

If the will of this Creator be considered

the cause of attraction and of matter, the

cause and effect argument appears, and
we are pushed from difl&culty to diffi-

culty. If it be considered contrary to all

principles of sound arithmetic that errors

oalance each other, so is it contrary to

all sound logic that difficulties explain

each other, or one obscurity clears

another.

Events are of great importance in Mr.
Smee's argument, and are supposed to

disprove, or non-necessitate, the eternity

of phenomena. To begin and to end are

characteristics of cognizable phenomena
named by us events, whether there is,

in the primitive atoms of which it is

assumed matter is composed, in their

intimate mingling, and separating by
their inherent energy, and in blending

of actions and reactions of multifarious

causes in few or many atoms, any sum
of action as an event, thai can be separated
from all others, we cannot tell.

Our perceptions of phenomena are in

Siich gross sums, our perceptions of

minuteness so imperfect, that we can

only distinguish, in the greater ac-

cumulation of supposed atoms, apparent
cessation or change of direction in

action, and are utterly incapable of de-

termining how few or how many causes
are active, or otherwise, in the production
of the simplest phenomena by which we
are consciously surrounded. Visible
beginnings, marked progression, and
visible endings, are generally termed by
us events j but it is unknown, and to

human speculation unknowable, whether
such really occur distinct in nature.

The futility of the design argument
appears to have been perceived j but if

it is supposed the present one will

achieve what the design argument can-
not, or if it be intended to support any
other argument independent of design,

it is not so likely to be successful as

may be anticipated, participating, as it

does, in the design argument itself. If

the communication of attraction be not
designed, or intended by a designer to

produce phenomena, there is an act

without a motive. The power argument
supposes intelligence added, and the

design argument supposes power added.
It matters little whether this famous
argument is independent of design or
not, when the existence of the object is

supposed, which is thereby intended to

be proved. Scarcely a proposition but
is ushered in with a * we are compelled,'

or 'must admit,' or there 'must have
been,' or ' we must assume &c,' without
adequate support in reasons why; until

we aie at a loss which most to complain
of, the want of reasons, or cool defiance

of them.
In enumerating the names of this sup-

posed Creator of matter and bestower of

attraction, we may observe how prolific

an author is in terms intended to shadow
forth his idea. If choice necessarily en-

sured the soundness of his argument,
conviction would be resistless. The first

step in description is that of a man,
namely— ' Author and Governor, Creator
or Almighty, His Majesty, a Power, the

Immaterial Deity, Divinity, God, Maker
of all things, teupreme Being.' It is

rather a proof of the vagueness and in-

distinctness of the idea sought to be re-

presented. Wanting a prototype, it

seems every new phase under which
this supposed Creator is contemplated
gives rise to a new term. Failing to
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clear the difficulty, they necessarily

cloud it, and render it more obscure and
incomprehensible.

We now turn to the attributes of this

Creator with the many names. ' Eter-
nity is his distinguishing attribute. Has
no relation to number. Is indivisible

and incapable of addition. Is neither

unity nor plurality. Has no form or
size. We can scarcely imagine him to

have the property of motion. Is not
subject to phenomena. Is omnipotent,
omniscient, and omnipresent.' If he be,

and be eternal, so is what we call matter,
which we cannot conceive to be annihi-

lated, and on that account cannot con-
ceive to have had a beginning. If he
has no relation to number, and is neither
unity nor plurality, he is a nonentity. If

no form nor size — inconceivable. If

without motion—powerless. If omnipo-
tent, why universal suffering upon earth?
which is the object, and within the power,
in some degree, of human benevolence
to prevent. If omniscient, he knows
our doubt and its consequences, yet con-
ceals himself. If omnipresent, how are

his inspired scriptures to be fulfilled in

the stated day of judgment, namely

—

' Depart from me, ye cursed ?' Where-
fore parade these attributes, if what our
author tells us be true—* it is useless to

conceal that these great and glorious

perfections are quite incomprehensible to

our senses, we can only appreciate ma-
terial impressions ?' In all this, except
the last admission, there is nothing new

;

and if the author of a new path be not
acquainted with all prior paths, he can-
not pronounce his own to be a new one.

If he is so acquainted, and yet bold
enough to offer his eclecticism as original

discovery, the gentlest view that can be
taken is, that such unwarranted assump-
tion is discreditable

J
and the severest,

that vanity, or some other motive, out-

weighed prudence and presumed upon
ignorance. Any one who will take the

trouble to examine Enfield's abriiigment
of Brucker's ' History of Philosophy,'
under the term ' God ' will find nearly
all Mr. Smee claims ; and will also, it is

likely, be impressed with the fact that

he has confused rather than rendered
clear his eclecticism. The only seem-
ing difference, the real one being in the
term, is the supposed cause of motion,
which is by Mr. Smee called attraction.

It is of no consequence if some of these

authors are diametrically opposed to Mr.
Smee—not one of the coincident doc-

trines are thereby invalidated. Nor is

it of moment if these ancients were or

were not the authors of the doctrines

attributed to them. It is enough they
were promulgated, and the fact of pri-

ority remains intact. Our philosopher's

claim should be a resuscitator of the

past, unwarned, unenlightened by the

oft-refuted opinions now vaunted by him
as new.
From matter to method is an easy

step ; the following may be considered a

specimen :
—

* We find that we cannot
determine the absolute attributes of the

Deity from physical science, but only
infer certain attributes, by not attribut-

ing to his divinity the properties of

matter ' (par. 510). ' We have found
that man has no conception of matter,

without the existence of a Supreme
Being. From natural science man only
knows God as being the creator and
maker of all material things ' (conclusion

par. 286). We run the circle without
profiit, and are again, as throughout, im-
pressed with confusion and contradic-

tion, as well as startled by assumptions
made with dogmatic positiveness, the

climax to which is found in his compla-
cent declaration of this 'immaterial
Creator,' possessing 'incomprehensible,
great, and glorious perfections ;' and we
breathe again. What is the value to us,

constituted as we are, of an immaterial,

impersonal, and incomprehensible God?
How are we to serve, love, adore, and
imitate him ?

One would think that all necessary to

solve and explain the question of Deity
are bold assumptions, power of language,

and the faculty or power of weaving so

intricate a web that we working men
have neither the intellectual exercise

nor time necessary to disentangle that

which, through ignorance, many dare

not break through. Our debt of grati-

tude is great to those who generously

and manfully stand by us, and will not

see us deceived by the show of learning

with which authority seeks to impose
upon us.

After all, we may be cautioned not to

attribute more to Mr. Smee's argument
than he claims—his proposition at the

commencement of this paper amount-



ing to no more than this : let. That
there is a Creator. 2nd. This has been
proved. 3rd. This untrodden road leads

to that proof. The general tenor of

his argument—the last chapter, and
other parts of his works—forbid this

meaning.
Before concluding, let us glance back

again. Matter is matter by the will of a

creator—the question is begged. At-
traction, the cause of all phenomena, is

communicated to matter by a Creator

—

again begged. Events must have had a

beginning caused by attraction commu-
nicated by the will of this Creator—again

the same : patiently we plod along this

rough ' untrodden road,' ever hoping a

diflferent disclosure, yet always the same,
all terminating in the insurmountable
barrier of a begged question. And it

cannot be otherwise, being chiefly the

efiect to cause argument and its conse-

quences, which assumes (self-existent)

matter and its properties as eflfects. We
can easier believe in the eternity of mat-
ter, than suppose a cause which bewil-

ders us in a chain of causes and effects,

sums of actions called by us events,

which begin and terminate for us—no-

where. We accept the lesser difficulty,

that matter is self-existent, and possess-

ing that, it possesses all necessary for

the production of phenomena. Mr.
Smee says, ' If we look at the means ne-

cessary to endow matter with the pro-

perty of attraction, we are instantly

astonished at the unbounded magnitude,

magnipotence, and magnipresence of

that power, evinced over enormous
masses of matter, separated by hundreds

of thousands of miles.' We are as-

tonished, but after recognising matter

with its properties self-existent, we feel

clearly acquitted from imagining any
other source, and giving it a name. We
bear in mind the valuable canon of

Newton — ' No more causes for natural

things are to be admitted than are suf-

ficient to explain their phenomena.' If

the universe does not explain itself, the
addition of something more obscure can
be no assistance.

As an inquiry into the fundamental
matter itself, it simply recognises all the
known properties of matter, and then
says, in substance, in par. 517, 'all that

materiality is, immateriality is not,' en-
dowing a bundle of negatives with the
potency to create. His work, he tells

us, would have been incomplete without
this inquiry into the * fundamental mat-
ter.' We are further told (par. 522), that
* what other attributes belong to the Al-
mighty, we are incapable of ascertaining

by physical science; and even the con-
templation of these, we must admit, will

suffice to fill our minds with an amaze-
ment productive of reverence, submis-
sion, and humility.'

In physical science, Mr. Smee has
dene noble service in communicating
a mass of useful information of pheno-
mena in things within and around us.

The step beyond is fatal to him, as to

others. Our hearts would beat with
delight to be assured to certainty that

the solution of this great problem lay

within the reach of our faculties. How
hard we should work to get at it ! How
patiently unremitting toil would be borne!
How pleasant the intensity of labour for

such a magnificent reward ! The great
thinkers of past ages left it unsolved.
The might of the present fails. Now
and then a hardier one than the rest

persuades himself he has solved it, and
endeavours so to persuade others.

Another and another air-built castle is

blown down, and scattered like cloud-
fragments. When will men be bold
enough to admit this truth—its impos-
sibility ? And when will society be
rational enough to receive it? Until
another or other faculties are added to

those we now possess, we must be con-
tent to remain in ignorance of origins

and essences, and learn to make the
best of this world as we find it.
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©ur platform.

From which any earnest opponent may controvert our opinions, and from which any may expound views
not coincident with our own, if tending to the Rationalisation of Theelegy*

THE LATE EMMA MARTIN.
Sir,—I transmit 20s. towards the expense of the proposed memorial to Mrs.

Emma Martin. I do not send mj real name, because I do not hold the opinions

she held and promulgated ; I do not, therefore, wish to be associated with them in

the minds of others. But I feel that she had as much right to advocate her views

as any other being, and that it is a duty to support those who vindicate the right

of free utterance. She was ill-treated by those who called themselves Christians,

and who forgot the noble and comprehensive benevolence of their great teacher.

I viewed her as an important agent in the hands of a wise and good power to work
out the liberty which Jesus and other great and good men taught, that all should

grant and secure for each. Those who have any indisposition to sustain this prin-

ciple, grounded upon their objections to the opinions of those persecuted, may be

sure that they do not clearly distinguish the right to speak from the opinion

uttered. Truth will not fail in an open encounter, and I desire to express my
respect for those who maintain the right to free utterance, without adopting their

opinions. We thereby reverence all those good and great ones who have gone

before us, and have, through suflFering even unto death, vindicated the nobility of

human nature, which is shown in the love of truth and the desire to diffuse it.

God has implanted this love in us, and the sympathetic craving for the appro-

bation of our opinions (our idols), which induces the desire for their dififusion ; and

to this the world owes its present knowledge. Compare what the world now
knows with what it knew three centuries since, and with the probable glories of

that future which is now casting its shadows before, and to what other cause can we
refer the onward aspirations of the wise and good, despite persecution and
suflfering, but to the desire for the approbation of our fellow men, and, to those

who entertain that hope, the hope of the future ?

The spirit who has gone from us was, I think, impelled by the Great Cause that

sent her here to do the work she has done ; and her mind, as I think, was clouded

as to that great and good Being, and the future of her agency.

We see the future as through a glass, darkly ; but that there is a future seems

to me more probable than that we were sent here merely to eat, decay, and die. It

It cannot be, I submit, that we exist for no other purpose, although we find our-

selves gifted with intellectual powers so far above the faculties needed for these

mere instincts. Thinking you are, and that she was, in error as to the things

to which I have here alluded, I am, with great regard for your moral courage, just

bearing, and struggles onward, Edward Search.

AN INQUIRER'S CORRESPONDENCE WITH DR. CUMMING.

Sir,—The Clergy, in their addresses to congregations where taciturnity is en-

forced, declare the doctrines which they promulgate to be incontrovertibly true.

But as they who are whole require no physician—or, to use plain language without

comparison, as they who believe require no admonition—it must surely be to the

sceptic alone that divine light should be conveyed. I submit to you the case of
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such a one seeking that light, and the very uncivil measure thereof which he re-

ceived, may be a warning to others who seek it. H. Lucas.

MR. LUCAS TO DR. CUMMING.

Reverend Sir,—Though aware that you can have but little time to devote to

matters apart from the regular course of your clerical duties, I hope the peculiarities

of my situation will induce you to give me the attention which, if Christianity is

any thing more than a fable, I stand much in need of.

I am, sir, an atheist. I reject all creeds pertaining to deities or supernatural beings.

But why, you will say, does this atheist make an especial declaration of his unbelief

to me ? I have a reason for it, sir. It is this : Mr. , of , having failed

to convince me of the dangerous position in which he, as a Christian, supposes

me to stand, urged me to attend your church this morning, believing that you,

alone, were able to bring me to that state of feeling which he desires. The address

which I heard you deliver having in no way changed my opinion, Mr. , still

hopeful of my conversion, wished me to seek an interview with you, before you left

the church; and authorised me to make use of his name in making known to you my
necessities. Believing, however, that you would prefer an address by letter, as you

could give it your attention when most convenient, I respectfully beg of you to

peruse the accompanying problem,* which contains the substance of my reasons

for being an atheist, and which I have caused to be printed for distribution.

Though I term it a problem, you may perceive, sir, that it carries with it its

own solution, which, I maintain, proves the impossibility of man having an im-

mortal part. But should I be in error, and should you be able to make that error

clear to my understanding, then indeed I must admit that my situation is most

perilous ; and I implore you not to withhold such proof from me.

Awaiting your reply, I am, rev. sir, yours most respectfully,

Weston Green, Thames Ditton, Nov. 23rd, 1851. H. Lucas.

DR. CUMMING's reply.

Sir,—I have received your note, stating you are an atheist, and your reasons for

your conclusions in the printed paper that accompanies your note. Your reasons

in the printed paper are so truly a tissue of illogical reasoning, intermingled with

what seems a kind of conceit,which I do not attribute to you, that it is really refresh-

ing to find so little can be said for atheism. Any one who becomes an atheist on these

grounds is deeply to be pitied on account of a weak mind, for which he is not to

be blamed. I have generally traced the conclusion ' No God ' to a life of sinful

indulgence that would not bear the inspection of God, but in your case I am thank-

ful to see that so horrid a creed is the effect of deficient intellect, and not of moral

depravity. I am quite sure that any intellect which concludes there is no God
from such premises as those you send me, would derive no benefit from any rea-

soning of mine. I therefore pray that the Holy Spirit may strengthen your mind,

and restore you to that greatest blessing—a sound mind in a sound body.

I am, sir, your obedient servant,

7, Montagu Place, Nov. 25. John Gumming.

• * The Soul : a problem ^—as it appeared in Reasoner No. 29, vol. x.
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MAN'S IRRESPONSIBILITY.

Sir,—Keeping the current interpretation of terms in view, when none else are

stated, my reply to the question ' What is conscience—does it imply responsi-

bility ?' is—conscience is the sum of man's ideas of right and wrong, for which he

cannot justly be held responsible, because it results from the combination of his

constitution and the circumstances in which he is placed ; and, seeing he made
neither the one nor the other, he cannot be reasonably held answerable for the

nature of the product.

This being the case, life's affairs are reducible to a calculable process, with

which society must take cognisance, in order that his sense of duty may be correct;

and, as each step he takes is pregnant with consequences, cautiousness of conduct

is suggested that happiness be secured. He is thus urged to realise integrity of

purpose, through the reciprocal force of society's care and the natural effects of

his actions. This may be classed as * argumentatively impotent,' but it certainly

appears consistent with the first principles of English Socialism.

Glasgow. Cleon.

[Cleon sent this letter long ago, concerning some use of the term responsible

which he disagreed with. To the audience to whom the word was used, the sense of it

was explained. Responsibility is in fact the condition annexed to the sense—or,

socially, the condition established by society for its own preservation.

—

Ed.]

THE CONGREGATIONAL UNION ON SCEPTICISM.

Dear Sir,—The Nonconformist, of October 23rd, reports a meeting of the Con-

gregational Union, at Northampton, at which the leadingDissenting divines were

present, and a paper was read by one of them on * Scepticism,' which Dr. Camp-
bell said was equal to anything that had appeared since Butler's ' Analogy ;' and I

think it worth your notice, because it recommended Christians who were qualified

* to challenge infidels to discuss publicly the evidences of Christianity.' The

report contains other things worth noting, but I have not a copy to send you.

R. G. Whiteman.

[We should be glad to receive a copy or notice of it, if the paper is published.—

Ed.]

REPORT FROM PAISLEY.

Sir,— Since we were favoured with lectures from Mr. Holyoake, we have had

lectures from Mr. Thomas Cooper and Mr. Charles Southwell. Mr. Cooper's

lectures were delivered with great energy to good audiences, who were deeply in-

terested by his varied delineations of character and his excellent memory, which

brought such a store of historical facts to illustrate his subject. We had, as it were,

a panoramic view of the progress of society placed before us, which enabled u8 to

form a correct idea of the individual and the times he was describing, Mr. Cooper

is particularly earnest in his addresses, and leaves a deep impression on his

auditory. Mr. Southwell's lectures were also well attended. More discursive than

metaphysical, his lectures please with their vivacity. They give evidence of greater

power of reasoning, to be brought out under more exciting circumstances.
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"We continue to meet as usual, twice every Sunday. Our Sunday school con-

tinues well attended—it promises to prove a powerful auxiliary to our Society.

Sixty copies weekly continues to be the average weekly sale of the Reasoner

with us. It can now be purchased from three booksellers in the town. The * Logic

of Death * still continues in demand. James Motherwell.

TO THE TRUSTEES OF THE BRADFORD TEETOTAL HALL.

Gentlemen,—The mistake concerning the name of the Teetotal Hall, which a

correspondent corrected, was not Mr. Rider's, it appears, but our own—so Mr.
Rider informs us. The request made to us in the letter from the Trustee, in No.

287, I am unable to comply with. Not being able to read the letter, it being

somewhat illegible, I transferred it to the printer, and did not see it again till in

proof, when it was too late to answer. Certainly I see nothing, in a cursory glance,

definite upon the matter in the Rules sent. It certainly seems to me that the

Trustees are free to follow out the line of duty as they understand it. If any

clause of a deed exists, or any rule can be quoted, making \i plain that the Hall

may be let for lectures a^atw^f religion, that would be decisive; if not, the trustees

are the only authorities as to its use. Though I should be pleased to lecture in

the Hall, I should be sorry to do so if it would injure social interests, which I

respect, and have no wish and no right to endanger. When I come to Bradford I

shall be pleased to have a personal interview with the gentleman who has written,

and will not hesitate to acquit the Trustees (so far as I am concerned) of any
charge of iptolerance, if I am able to do so.

' Religious liberty ' is not understood to mean liberty for persons who are not
religious. It ought to do so. No doubt Mr. Rider believes it should, and on this

ground he has probably misunderstood the public duty of the Trustees, and the in-

tentions of the founders of the Hall. G. J. H.

FREE DISCUSSION FESTIVALS.
At the Hall of Science, City Road, on Monday, December 29, 1851, will take

place the first Free Discussion Festival, in connection with the Secular Society.

W. J. Birch, M.A., in the chair. The friends of free discussion, to give effect to

their propagandism, require more frequent opportunities than they hitherto have
had of meeting in public for the interchange of ideas. It is therefore proposed to

commence a series of public festivals, which will afford this opportunity to the

friends of freethought. A feature in these festivals will be appropriate selections

of vocal music, and recitations of according sentiment with the principles sought

to be established The aim of these meetings will be to augment the strength of

the Secular body, and to develop the sentiment of organisation. On these evenings

freethinking propagandists will have an opportunity of learning what is to be

done, and upon what principles to act to ensure a wide and effectual prevalence of

their views. Mr. G. J. Holyoake, editor of the Reasoner, will lay before the meet-

ing, on the 29th, a statement of the present position of Secularism in the provinces.

Tickets for the tea. Is. each; admission after tea, 6d. Tea on table at half-past 6.

Further notice will be given.

THE PAST VOLUME.
To 87,850 Reasoners printing £227 18

Part covers pr.nted, posters, &c 7 8
Correspondence, stationery, advertise-

ments, &c 2613

251 19

By sale 79,956 Reasoaera ^192 10 6
Advertisements 18

John- street Institution ditto ...... .. 16
Reasoner Propaganda 51 15

Deficit.

246 9 6

596
251 19
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2Rea£f0ner prnjiasantfa.

To promote the efficiency of the Reasoner as an organ of Propap:andism, one friend subscribes 10s.
weekly, another58.,somea monthly sum,others Is.each weekly—others intermediate amounts or make
special remittances, according to ability or earnestness. An annual contribution of Is. from each reader
would be easy, equitable, and sufficient. What is remitted, in whatever proportion, is acknowledged
here and accounted for at the end of the Volume.

Subscriptions for Volume XIl.-—W. E. B., 10s,— H. C.,per Mr. Watson, Is.—
MuUier, for vol. 12, Is.—Willis Knowles, ditto, Hyde, 2s. 6d.—Richard Hunt,
ditto, ditto, 2s. 6d.—Mr. Pearson, City-road, Is.—R. W., per Mr. Sturzaker, Is.

—

J. Sturzaker, 2s. 6d.—Thomas Billington, Is. — Mr, Taplin, Oxford, Is.—W.
Lambert, ditto,- Is.—J. W., Liverpool, Is.— J. G. W., ditto, Is,—T. S. R., ditto,

Is. 6d.—T. Davies, Is. 6d.—Henry Clark, Derby, per Mr. Hagen, 5s.—Mr.
Draper, Is.—Mr. Rayment, Is.—Mr. Edmonson, 2s. 6d.—Mr. Carter, 2s.— David
Glassford, 5s.—John Kennedy, 2s. 6d.—Oliver MacGregor, 2s. 6d.—James Mac-
farlane, 2s. 6d.—James Motherwell, 2s. 6d.—Robert Caldwell, Is. 6d.—James
Robertson, Is. 6d.—James Glen, 2s.—J. T. D., Is.—James Currie, Is.—Daniel
Cameron, Is.—Robert Macfarlane, Is.—John Wright, Is.—Dougald Turner, Is.

—

David Hendry, Is.—Thomas Rae, Is.—Charles Macleod, Is.—John Glassford, Is.

Total, 71s.

GUIDE TO THE LECTURE ROOM.
Literary Institution, John St., Fitzroy Sq.—Dec.

14th [7], Thomas Cooper, 'Roman History.' l6th
[8^], Discussion in the Coffee Room.
Western Literary Institution, Leicester Square.

—Dec. 14th [7J, Thornton Hunt, ' Lecture on
the Week.'

Hall of Science, City Road.—Dec. 14th f?],
a lecture.

National Hall, 242, High Holborn.—Dec. 14th,

[8], P. W. Perfitt, 'Life and Character of Mary
Queen of Scots.'

South London Hall, Webber Street, Blackfriars
Road.—Dec. 14th [7^], Walter Cooper, 'Christian
Socialism, what does it mean, and to what will it

lead?'
East London Literary and Scientific Institution,

Bethnal Green.—Dec. 14th [7i], Mr. Wilkinson,
' Condition of the people under the ancient re-
publics.'

Social Institution, Charles St., Old Garratt, Man-
chester.—Dec. 14 [11], James Campbell, * Popular
Impostors.' mi ,

• Rival Schemes of Education.'
Institute of Progress, 10a, Upper George St.,

Sloane Square.—Friday evenings [8], Discussion.
Dec. 7th [7], a lecture.

Areopagus Coffee and Reading Room, 59, Church
Lane, Whitechapel.—Every Sunday, Monday, and
Wednesday (8), a Lecture or Discussion.

City Forum Coffee House, 6o, Red Cross Street.
—Every Sunday, Monday, and Thursday [8^], a
Discussion.
Commercial Hall, Philpot Street, Commercial

Road East.—Every Tuesday and Thursday even-
ing [8], a Discussion.

Eclectic Institute, Denmark Street, Soho.

—

Every Friday [8^], Mr. J. B. O'Brien, ' Home and
Foreign Politics.' Every Sunday [7^], on * Moral
and Social Science.'

Mr. Gardner's School Room, Preston.—The
Friends of Political and Social Reform meet every
Sunday at 2 p.m.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

THE BIBLE OF REASON; or, Testament of
1851. Now publishing, price 2d., 16 pages

8vo., continued weekly. Part 4 of Ihe Bible of
Reason Supplement, or, Testament of 1851.
Chap. 1.—The Universe. Chap. 2.—The Earth.

Chap. 3.—Man. Chap. 4.—Miscellaneous. The
whole tending to familiarise the public mind
with the truthful deductions of science. The
work will correspond in type and paper with the
Bible of Reason already issued.

Bible of Reason, containing Parts 1, 2,3, s. d.

bound in 1 vol., cloth 7 ^
To be had also in 36 numbers, each at ...

.

2
Volney'B Ruins of Empires, 1 vol 3
Ditto Lectures on History 1

Ditto Law of Nature 4
Paine's Political Works, 2 vols in 1 5
Ditto Theological Works, 1 vol 3
Godwin's Political Justice, 2 vols, in 1 ...

.

5

Just published, price Is.,

THE TASK OF TO-DAY, by Evans Bell, being
the first volume of the ' Cabinet of Reason,'
the essential object of which is to bring together,
in a portable form, a literature by which the class

of thinkers and writers identified with Freethought
and the Sovereignty of the Individual may consent
to be judged, and which shall be a well-advised
and dispassionate expression of opinions not taken
up in antagonism, but adopted in conviction, and
enforced as a protest alike against that progress
which is anarchy, and that order which is merely
prostration in intellect and despotism in politics.

London : J, Watson, 3, Queen's Head Passage,
Paternoster Row.

ASSOCIATION FOR BUILDING A HALL
(in the vicinity of the Hackney Road) to be

devoted to the purpose of education. Capital
4^125, in 125 shares of 208. each. Deposit Is. per
share, to be paid on allotment.

Notice.—All persons desirous of aiding the cause
can do so by taking up a share in the above associ-

ation ; and as the building is now in actual pro-
gress, funds are required immediately to complete
it. AH the shareholders who have not paid up
their calls are requested to do so. The committee
meet every Tuesday, at 9 o'clock, at Earee's Coffee
House, Hackney Koad. Tnere are vet several
shares to be taken up to complete the number
proposed in the prospectus. The building when
completed will hold about 300 persons ; a lease for

34 years, at a low ground rent, has been obtained,
and the moral advantages, independently ot the
cerraiQty ot Us capaUility to pay in a pecuniary
point to tie shareliolder-i, it is hoped will induce
the reader^j of the Reusoner to aid it.
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Our <Bptn Page.

A CORRESPONDENT (Mr. Henry Sculthorp) sends a letter to the eflfect that Mrs,

E. Sharpies Carlile is ill and in distress, and solicits assistance on her behalf,

accompanied by the following list of subscriptions already received:—T. Prout>

£1; W. D. SauU, 2s. 6d.; Samuel Wightman, Is.; Henry Sculthorp, Is.; W.
Hattersley, Is.; J, Cock, Is.; Mr. Phillips, 5s.; B. G., 2s. 6d. Total, £1 14s.

Mr. Sculthorp adds—' Subscriptions received by Mr. Watson, office of the Rea-

soner, or by Mr. Hattersley, pianoforte maker, near the railway station, Vauxhall.

Mr. James Bronterre O'Brien has announced * Letters and Tracts,' which will

embrace the entire range of political, moral, and social science, and treat of the

fallacies and misrepresentations of historians, publicists, economists, politicians,

and party leaders; of international rights and duties (including the solidarity of

peoples); of parliamentary and municipal franchises ; of real democracy and local

government (as opposed to class-legislation and centralisation under forms ot

spurious republicanism and constitutional monarchy) ; of social rights as dis-

tinguished from social systems ; of the home and foreign affairs of the day ; and of

the institution, objects and prospects of the National Reform League, in relation

to agrarian, monetary, and commercial reform. The ' Letters ' are to appear

weekly.

A discussion has been held in the Temperance Hall, Preston, on the ' Being of

a God.' We are not aware of the names of the parties. The proceeds of the two

nights, £3, have been given to the Hungarian Fund.

Literary notices, B. P., Leicester, is informed, do not pay advertisement duty.

X., of Newcastle-on-Tyne, has sent a reply to a ' True Reasoner,' which we

withhold, as a' True Reasoner' seems to have been sufficiently replied to already.

The books mentioned of Mr. Chilton's as for sale have been disposed of, as we

ought to have noticed before, saving correspondents making fruitless applications.

Will M. R., Manchester, favour us with his card ?

J. D. Parry, M.A., Cambridge, favours us with a further article on 'Superhuman

Power.'

T. E. G., of Ravensnook, confers a favour upon us by his friendly communi-

cation.

Will Mr. Matthews, of Birmingham, favour us with his address, and Mr. Ray's ?

J. M., Clerkenwell, is mistaken. We have not published such a passage.

Next week a report will appear of Mr. Holyoake's discussions in Northampton.

He lectured in Nottingham on Monday and Tuesday, and is to do so to-night.

The Rochester Gazette^ of Nov. 18th, says—At the Mayor's dinner, Gravesend,

on the 9th, (Edward Lacy, Esq., Mayor), after the toasts—Her Majesty, Prince

Albert, and Royal family, Her Majesty's Ministers—' The Church ' was given by

the chairman (the Mayor), ^ who hoped religious men would see the necessity of

setting their own houses in order, rather than adopt the practice of meeting ag-

gression by aggression.'

^^ Monthly Parts of the Reasoner are uniformly ready in a double Supple-

mentary Wrapper every Magazine day. Volumes of the Reasoner are made up

(and can be had bound) Half Yearly.

London: Printed byHolyoake, Tyndale, & Co., 3, Queen's Head Passage, Paternoster-row; and Pub-
lished by J. Watson, 3, Queen's Head Passage, Paternoster Row, Wednesday, Dec. 10th, I85I.
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THEOLOGICAL EXAMINER.

They who believe that they have Truth ask no favour, save that of being heard: they dare the
judgment of Mankind : refused Co-operation, they invoke Opposition, for Opposition is their
Opportunity.

—

Editor.
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THREE NIGHTS IN NORTHAMPTON.

Since the Rev. Mr. Phillips has commenced lecturing to Sceptics, in the New Hall,

Northampton, which he does every Sunday night, much useful agitation of Re-

ligious questions has arisen. Honourably permitting discussion after each lecture,

an opportunity of canvassing the merits of his expositions has been afforded. In-

quiry stimulated, Mr. Robert Cooper has been invited to lecture, and last week

he was announced to discuss with Mr. Phillips two nights on the * Divine Origin

of the Scriptures.'

On the 24th and 25th of November two lectures were delivered by myself, which

were so far well attended, that the expenses were nearly or quite met, which is the

first time that has happened in that town. Mr. Jones, formerly a Chartist lecturer,

was called to the chair both nights. Mr. Jones has held a discussion with Mr.

Bowes, on the Freethinking side, and defended those views in lectures. Mr.

Bowes, who had been lecturing four nights before my arrival, was absent from the

town while I was there. Yet he did not hesitate to announce reviews of my
lectures, which he did not even propose to hear. Some persons asked me to

discuss with him, which I declined, on the grounds that he did not command the

respect of the town, nor the press, nor represented any body of Christians of any

influence. Mr. Bowes's placard complained that I had not debated the Miracles

and Prophecies with him at Bradford. "Why should 1 waste my time in discussing

the questions of Miracle and Prophecy, when we have better ways of arriving at

the truth of the Gospels ? As well ask me to discuss the obsolete questions of

Lamp-lighting and Canal-conveyance now we have Gas-light and Railroads. I

conceded him the obsolete trivialities of Miracle and Prophecy, and besought

him to attend to questions more worthy of the public time and Christian attention.

But he still flounders about the stagnant pool of unwholesome authority.

Men are supposed to discuss for the sake of establishing some dogma : Mr.

Bowes discusses when the dogma is conceded to him. He has not ^hp capacity

of knowing when there is an end of arguing.

But I accepted discussion for one night with the Rev. Mr. Phillips, whom I

thought deserving of respect for his courageous defence of Christianity, when all

the other clergy of Northampton entrench themselves in excuses. Mr. Phillips

has improved both as a thinker and debater since I met him five years ago. A
gentleman, whose name I cannot recall, the Homoeopathic practitioner in the town,

[No. 290.] [No. 5, Vol. XII.]

LONE PENNY.]
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was proposed to the chair and presided with ability and perfect fairness. Both at

the debate and the lectures an unusual proportion of ladies were present, and many
of the best informed Christians in the town. At the end of the discussion Mr.

Thomas Roberts wished to speak upon the previous night's debate, and I asked

permission of the meeting for him to do so. Unable to express fully his own
views in a short time, I requested him to deliver a lecture on the subject, and he

has courteously informed me that he has come to the determination to do so,

taking for his subject * The Nature and Office of Reason.'

The most interesting feature of this visit, to me, was the appearance on the

second night of Mr. Hamilton, described as the editor of the Aylesbury News.

Some of our friends better know him as the writer of the Glad News Circular. He
said he had come forty miles to see and to hear the lecturer. He had taken notes,

and found that his lecture included thirty-seven doctrines, but he was bound to

say twenty-nine of those doctrines had his concurrence. He specified several.

He found more Christianity than atheism or infidelity in the lecturer. For

himself he would prefer hell to heaven, if heaven be a place where a God
resides who requires him to believe contrary to his reason. He agreed that

there might be conscientious atheists—especially that the Christian was found

to hide his head when Zion was to be defended. We were overrun by what

Carlyle had well called a putrescent, dead, damnable cant. We wanted that

Christianity which would give a Penny Loaf instead of a tract. Mr. Holyoake

had pleaded for moral acquittal in holding his opinions. What had he done that

he should be pardoned ? He who opposed the priest in these days, and tells the

whole truth, needs not pardon—he deserves applause. The clergy was an animal

that would fatten on any herbage. He believed in the resurrection, but it was in

the resurrection of noble character. Mr. Hamilton then proceeded to speak of

Christ in more eloquent language than I have heard improvised before. The
generous tone and impassioned utterance of the speaker contrasted remarkably

with the dull stolidity of Mr. Bowes, and the calculated formalism of Mr. Phillips.

It was difficult to reply to Mr. Hamilton. In the case in which he chooses specific

topics useful debate may be held. Such an opportunity will occur. On the third

night the following paper was handed to the chairman and read to the meeting:

—

'John Hamilton, before leaving Northampton, wishes to suggest to Mr. Holy-

oake that an inquiry on these two points would be important:— 1. Is Christ the

Revelation of God to Man? 2. Is Christ a Perfect Model for Human Character?

J. H. would very much like, in the spirit of generosity and truth, to discuss these

questions on two separate nights, and to make arrangements that would suit us

both in respect to time and place. J. H. would also like to see arrangements

made for publishing the investigation.'

To the whole of this I agreed, and hope to meet Mr. Hamilton in the next

year.

The following paragraph has been forwarded me from the Aylesbury News:—
* For the last three months the town ot Northampton has been the scene of ex-

traordinary religious excitement. The leading lecturers in defence of atheism,

from London, have been engaged in a contest with those ministers who were

disposed to enter the lists, and committees have been sitting on both sides to

arrange the weapons of war. The Christian Defence Committee secured the ser-

vices of Dr. Massie, Dr. Reid, of Norwich, Rev. Mr. Phillips, Mr. Bowes, and

other Christian orators j and on the other side a series of triumphs were announced
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to be wound up by Mr. G. J. Holyoake, one of the leading writers of the Leader

newspaper He lectured on Monday evening, and was answered by

Mr. Phillips, and on Tuesday evening the services of Mr, Hamilton, of Aylesbury,

were engaged for the same purpose. The scene of these encounters has been in

the large Lecture Hall of the town, which has been crowded by hundreds upon
hundreds of the people. Replies to the infidel reasoning have been given here every

Sunday evening, and the debates proceeded with in the course of the week. It is

remarkable that, with the exception of Mr. Phillips, all the twenty clergymen of

the town have refused ascending the platform and confronting the opponents of

the Christian system ; and it is also generally remarkable, as showing the tendency

of the age, that many hundreds of the working classes of Northampton have,

through the London lecturers, become the disciples of infidelity. These

lecturers are both talented and practical, and to beat them dov/n requires something

finer than the language of declamation or the weapons of cant.'

Of the lectures in Nottingham, I shall report another week.

G. J. Holyoake.

THE FUNDS OF THE 'REASONER.'

Last week the reader saw a statement of the Receipts and Expenditure of the

Reasoner during the past volume. It would have appeared before had it been

possible to have drawn it out earlier. We have been at much more expense dur-

ing the past volume than formerly, in the Monthly Parts, and other respects, so

that there is a deficiency in its actual cost, which the Propaganda Fund has not

made up. Perhaps during the current volume the readers maybe able to improve

either our circulation or the Reasoner Fund, so as to create some surplus for the

labour of editing. We only allude to this matter to show that we are justified in

asking the exertions and accepting the aid of the friends of our advocacy.

We have published contributions from Paisley. The friends there issued a

circular stating the grounds on which they rendered aid. It was expressed thus :

—

'Having learned from Mr. Holyoake, when recently with us, that he is preparing

many literary and illustrative improvements for the Reasoner, as fast as means

permit. One is—A Theological Register of the chief public arguments on both

sides of the topics he debates, so that any one may learn the present state of

opinion on these subjects. Another is—A Medallion Portrait Gallery of the

chief Freethinkers, accompanied by lives so written as to form a valuable Biogra-

phy of Freethinkers, and the progress of their opinions from the earliest to the

latest times. These and many other mattei's of importance, which he spoke of

while with us, involve much expense; and besides, his own absence from London
in confronting the enemy abroad, obliges him to expenses in conducting and writ-

ing the Reasoner while he is away. Hence some of us have thought that we would

get up a special subscription at this time to aid the Reasoner, as we have con-

fidence both in the ability of its advocacy, and the propriety with which it is con-

ducted. We have drawn up this circular to ask those to join with us who think
with us.'

This was signed ' James Motherwell,' who sends 30s. as the result of the ap-

plication in Paisley.
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In every direction we receive intimation of progress in the sale of the Rea-

sorter, which steadily augments. It ought to reach 10,000. Mr. Hagen, of Derby,

adopts the plan of ordering copies of booksellers to keep on sale, taking them finally

himself if undisposed of. He has ordered two dozen copies of the ' Last Days of

Mrs. Martin ' in this way. Other friends take the monthly part, which we are

accompanying with an expensive Wrapper containing directions to Propagandists.

Those who take the Part commonly take a weekly number also, to give away to

strangers. If each reader could do this our sale would soon double. The pro-

vision of Monthly Parts entails expenses which all familiar with the issues of

periodicals are aware are considerable.

Still by comparison we have been fortunate. The Christian Socialist (though

bearing a part unpopular name) is written in the direction of popular prejudice,

and giving less for the penny than ourselves, has incurred a loss of £320 during

the past twelve months. The Reasoner, written in opposition to the most popular of

all prejudices, the religious prejudice, has sustained in actual loss a far less sum, as

the reader has seen. Including the deficiency made up by the Shilling List, the loss

has been £5 9s. 6d.

Perhaps we may be able to realise some of the matters mentioned in the Paisley

circular earlier than the reader expects. There are several other things of interest

and importance in the process of development, but to specify them would be to

raise expectation and incur prematurely the responsibility of fulfilment. The

sole justification for alluding to them at all is to satisfy the reader that the plan of

action opening before us is such as to afford suflficient variety, and to leave him

under no apprehension of the sameness of the advocacy. ' It's the old thing over

again !' is an exclamation which we hope will not be found true of the Reasoner.

The very large price now given for complete sets of the Reasoner, for private and

public Libraries, is proof that we have, in some measure, attained to more than

ephemeral interest. What we immediately require more funds for is to enable us

to print a larger number weekly. To give to the press in Monthly Parts, and to

the Reviews in Volumes. It adds very greatly to the weekly expense to print this

reserve. Indeed our pledge to our readers to provide Monthly Parts already aug-

ments our outlay beyond the former average.

All the friends who subscribe to the Shilling List, or who have done so, are re-

quested (if they so choose) to furnish us with their names and addresses, which

will be registered. The reason of this will shortly appear. It is not mentioned

now because no inducement can be oflFered by us to subscribe, other than the

general interest in the cause itself.

While alluding to matters of finance, it may be told that a friend, who has used

the pens of Wagner and Co., of Birmingham, and finding them excellent * Scrib-

bling-Irons,' has presented us with twenty grosses, and twelve dozens of holders,

to be disposed offer the benefit of the Reasoner. The pens are 2s. per gross, the

holders 6d. per dozen. They lie at our Publisher's to be taken by our friends who

may need such things. They are really very superior pens. The makers no doubt

believe them to be good, for they, in advertising them, speak of them in that manner

(free from all puffing) which bespeaks consciousness of their excellence. Wagner
and Co. say :

* In submitting our pens to the public, we beg to say that they are

not the cheapest pens so far as first outlay is concerned, but the consumer will

soon find that 144 good and perfect pens at a reasonable price are quite as cheap,

and perhaps more so, than the gross of low priced pens from which the consumer

has to select as many pens fit for use as he can,' G.J. H.

^
.1
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*THE TASK OF TO-DAY.'

We have issued the first volume of the 'Cabinet of Reason.' The announcement

was withheld that it might actually be out before we said so, that the reader might

sustain no disappointment. The character of the ' Library,' as regards external

dress, those will be able to judge who care to see it. Of the character of the

' Task of To-Day,' as respects internal sentiment, the reader may judge from the

preface of the author, which is as follows :

—

'There are many people calling themselves Protestants, and boasting of their

right of private judgment, who look upon open and searchimg inquiry into the

truth of religion as wicked presumption. I could hare no hope of convincing these

persons of my modesty and good intentions by any apologetic or deferential pro-

fessions. And, indeed, no apology for writing this book could fall from my lips or

my pen with any degree of sincerity. I owe no apology to any one for making my
convictions public, when they have assumed an articulate form. Worthless as they

may be they are no longer my own property ; and as the alternative of not publishing

or avowing my opinions, I should be compelled at the least to give a hypocritically

silent assent to a system which in my heart and mind I deny and deprecate. My
opinion of the error and dange of such desertion of an obvious duty I have ex-

pressed in the concluding chapter, but I laid little stress on the venomous and

withering effect which such concealment produces upon the individual character.

A penalty must and will be exacted in loss of self-respect, of temper, and of a

purpose in life. And this for my part I do not choose to endure any longer. He
who shirks the first step in the ladder will never attain the second, but will wallow

at the bottom for ever j and if the first chance of doing a piece of honest work be

refused, a second may never be offered, or if offered, the man, debased by sloth,

sensuality, and insincerity, may be unwilling or unable to perform or perceive it.

The man is made by his work.
* Life is a very serious thing : every gleam of truth reveals to us more of the

laws of absolute fact, inexorabe and eternal, which makeup the inscrutable Future

and Invisible, as they do the visible and mysterious Present. Shall we raise our

puny hands or voices and fight against those laws I shall we lie against eternal

truth, or shut our eyes and ears against it ? 1 dare do none of these things de-

liberately. My share in the work of the world is doubtless of the minutest con-

sequence, but to me it is of infinite consequence. To me it is of infinite consequence

whether I live a tratior and a coward, or a true man. Good or bad, this is my
work; I found I had it to do, and I have done it. May I ever do so.'

In a note to the prospectus, which has been added since it appeared in these

pages, the fact of the Dedication is alluded to, which Dedication almost precludes

a notice of the work in the Reasoner. ' The first volume, the " Task of To-Day,"

was not originally written for this Library, and the Dedication it contains appeared

when there was no intention that the volume should appear in the " Cabinet of

Reason."

'

We may be pardoned this further allusion to this * Library,' as something of

public credit depends on its success. It is a case in which our resources are on

trial to produce that which shall really interest the public, and many will watch

whether we can find readers who will sustain so unusual an endeavour. We ask

our readers to help us in the way of giving personal publicity to the undertaking.

We do not ask more. We trust to the nature of the issues to do the rest. We
ought to be willing to abide by this test, and we consent to it. But not having the
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facilities of unlimited advertisement, possessed by great publishing houses, of

making known works, we roust depend, to a great extent, upon the personal in-

fluence, interest, and exertions of those friends whom we can address through

these pages. G. J. H.

FREE DISCUSSION FESTIVALS.

What is taking place in Paris, and what will follow in the way of the suppression

of all debate, are proofs of the truth that Free Discussion is the foe of oppression.

Facilities of free discussion should be one of the Institutions of a free people, as the

best guarantee of its freedom. But in the exercise of this great privilege care

should be taken that its safety be evident. No doubt inattention to this vital

point has often led the democrat to furnish pretexts to the despot, and the rational-

ist arguments to the Catholics. The institution of Free Discussion Festivals, if

supported as we have reason to expect, may be made a means not only of extending

the practice, but o^ vindicating the principle.

The Free Discussion Festivals referred to last week (of which the first will be

held on the 29fch. instant, at the Hall of Science) are occasions of fraternal meet-

ing such as have been for some time banished the metropolis. As they will par-

take of the nature of a Concert, and some expense is incurred to supply music,

the cost of admission is higher somewhat than to a mere Tea-party. It will, how-

ever, always be an object to hold festivals really worth attending at the lowest ad-

mission possible.

It has been suggested that friends should be asked to take Tickets, undertaking

to come themselves or transfer them to some one who would be interested in doing

so. Three hundred tickets so taken throughout the metropolis would ensure the

success of each Festival, which it is proposed shall be held monthly.

Meetings where friends may meet as friends, and not as strangers—where there

may exist decorum without constraint, order without formality, and amusement

without frivolity, the whole serving the purposes of relaxation and instruction, are

certainly desirable. The Secular Society (of which more will come before the

reader's notice) will take the responsibility of conducting the proceedings. On
the first occasion the chair will be occupied by W. J. Birch, to whom Free Discus-

sion in England has been so much indebted.

Each meeting will have submitted to it sentiments turning upon some points of

action. The celebration of some event connected with liberty of speech, the an-

niversary of some valued teacher of the people, may be the particular incident of

the evening. Accompanied with other proceedings, will be the presentaton of a

paper which may afterwards appear as a Tract for the purpose of circulation, being

a kind of official communication from the chief organised Society. The chief

speakers will often be from the ranks of those who have distinguished themselves

as the advocates of Freethought; and what may be communicated will, it is

hoped, partake of the character not of mere formal talking or speech-making, but

of distinct additions to our knowledge.

The sentiments will be spoken to by Thomas Cooper, author of the ' Purgatory

of Suicides,' Mr. J. Watson, Ebenezer Syme, late Unitarian Minister, Dr. Brooks,

Mr. G. J. Holyoake, and Evans Bell, whom our readers have known as 'Undeci-

mus,' as 'E. B ,' and now more fully known as the author of the ' Task of To-Day.'

G. J. H.
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GOVERNMENT OF THE LAWS OF NATURE.

BY F, B. BARTON, B A.

III. Continued from No. 283.

I AM inclined to assign health the first

place,because the health and energy of the
mind

—

i.e., of the brain—must depend
upon the health of the whole physical
system. The healthy and energetic man
will be best able to fulfil the purposes of

his being, and to promote by active ex-

ertions the welfare of his fellow crea-

tures. The langour, inertness, irrita-

bility, and despondency consequent on a
disordered nervous system are not cal-

culated to form a highly virtuous and
useful character. The horrible murders,
and extraordinary crimes now of so fre-

quent occurrence, appear to me to be
traceable to the excessive development
and irritability of the nervous system,
which is the characteristic of our present
civilisation.

The health of a community, says Miss
Martineau, must be an unfailing index
of its morals. This can excite no won-
der when we consider how physical suf-

fering irritates the temper, depresses
energy, deadens hope, induces reckless-

ness, and, in short, poisons life.

All other things, being equal, I should

say the healthy man must be the most
virtuous and useful character.

But the laws of nature do provide for

the moral government of man, as well

as the physical. There are moral laws

in the human constitution, as much as

there are what are termed physical laws,

though, properly speaking, the moral
is founded upon, or is but the result

of, the physical

—

i.e., of the cerebral

organisation, and nervous system. Man
has certain innate moral feelings. These
are quite independent of instruction.

They are exhibited in young children

before they have received any instruc-

tion. The simplicity and innocence of

children are proverbial, though they may
not be without exceptions. Moral feel-

ings are displayed by savage tribes.

Many savages have exhibited the most
amiable traits of feeling which would

have done honour to the most civilised

and cultivated people. A remarkable
instance of amiable character was pre-

sented by Prince le Boo, a native of the

Pelew Islands, the narrative of whose
life used to be a popular book for chil-

dren.

We find the inhabitants of the Society

and Friendly Islands thus described.

Amongst these inhabitants we discover

the liveliest gaiety, the most winning
and courteous address, and every ex-

pression of the warmest sensibility.

The European navigators, on landing
upon these shores, not only had every
mark of kindness lavished on them, but
these were conferred in a manner so

graceful and engaging as won every heart.

Captain Cook relates a remarkable
trait of honesty of the inhabitants of

MallicoUo. Sailing unexpectedly for the

island, while the crew were trading with
the natives, several came after the ship
when it had sailed a considerable dis-

tance, to give articles in exchange for

what they had received, and which the

seamen had left without taking. They
absolutely refused to take anything in

return, and expressed the highest satis-

faction at having accomplished their ob-
ject.

These savages had received no moral
instruction except from the teachings of

naiure. Their superstition does not ap-
pear to have recognised a future state of

rewards and punishments for moral con-

duct. No religion of savage nations ap-

pears to do so.

That man has a moral law in his con-

stitution, is expressly asserted by the
most eminent of the Christian apostles.
* When the Gentiles,' says Paul to the

Romans, ' that have not a law (i. e., an
externally revealed law) by nature, the
things contained in the law, these, not
having a law, are a law to themselves;
who show forth the works of the law,

which are written in their hearts ; their



conscience witnessing with them and
their reasonings between themselves ac-
cusing or excusing one another' (Rom.,
chap, ii., V. 14), Christ's declaration,
that to be fit for the kingdom of heaven
it was necessary to be like little chil-

dren, also refers to the innateness of the
moral sentiments.
The brute creation has also its moral

instincts, and its actions are governed by
law. ' The difference between mind in
the lower animals and in man,' says the
author of the ' Vestiges of Creation,'
' is a difference in degree only ; it

is not a specific difference. All who have
studied animals by actual observation,
and even those who have given a candid
attention to the subject in books, must
attain more or less clear convictions of
this truth, notwithstanding all the ob-
scurity which prejudice may have engen-
dered. We see animals capable of af-

fection, jealousy, envy; we see them
quarrel and conduct quarrels in the very
manner pursued by the ruder and less

educated of our own race. We see them
liable to flattery, inflated with pride, aud
dejected by shame. We see them as
tender to their young as human parents
are, and as faithful to a trust as the most
conscientious of human servants ' (p.
343). Walter Scott remarked that there
was scarcely anything which he would
not believe of a dog. Lord Byron con-
sidered the dog as superior to man in

disinterested and active friendship. Re-
specting the common distinction between
reason and instinct, the same author ob-
serves, * The elements of the mental
constitution are seen in mature man in

an indefinite potentiality, and range of
action. It is different with lower ani-

mals. They are there comparatively de-
finite in their power, and restricted in

their application. An instinct is nothing
more than a mode of operation peculiar
to the faculties in a humble state of en-
dowment, or early stage of development.
Such is the real nature of the distinc-

tion between what is called instinct and
reason. All faculties are instinctive

—

that is, dependant on internal and inhe-
rent impulses. This term is therefore
not specially applicable to either of the
recognised modes of the operation of the
faculties. We ooly in the one case see

the faculty in an immature and slightly

developed state; in the other, in its most
advanced condition. In the one case it

is definite, in the other indefinite, in its

range of action. These terms would
perhaps be the most suitable for express-

ing the distinction' (p. 352).

Bishop Butler, in a passage quoted by
Combe, admits that both man and the

brute creation are governed by the laws
of their constitution :

—

'Mankind has various instincts and
principles of action as brute creatures

have ; some leading most directly and
immediately to the good of the com-
munity, and some most directly to pri-

vate good. Man has several which brutes

have not, particularly reflection or con-

science, or approbation of some princi-

ples or actions, and disapprobation of

others. Brutes obey their instincts or

principles of action according to certain

rules ; suppose the constitution of their

body and the objects around them. The
generality of mankind also obey their

instincts and principles, all of them

;

those proportions we call good, as well

as the bad, according to the same rules,

viz., the constitution of their body, and
the external circumstances which they
are in.' In this last paragraph, it is re-

markable that the Bishop clearly lays

down Mr. Owen's doctrine of the for-

mation of character. Man's actions, he
says, arise from the constitution of the

body, and the external circumstances in

which he is placed.

Bishop Butler further states, that con-
science, or reflection, * plainly bears upon
it marks of authority over all the other

principles of action, and claims the abso-

lute direction of them all, to allow or

forbid their gratification.'

At the commencement of the passage,

the Bishop declares that, 'from con-

sidering the relations which the several

appetites and passions in the inward
frame have to each other,and,above all,the

supremacy of reflection or conscience,

it will as fully appear that our nature or
constitution is adapted to virtue as that

the constitution of a watch is adapted to

measure time.' It has been a very
general opinion amongst divines and mo-
ralists that man has an innate moral
sense or conscience, which is an unerring

director of what is right and a reprover

of what is wrong. Some have called it

the voice of God within the soul. Bishop
Butler, we have seen, considers that,

from the supremacy of conscience, our
constitution is specially adapted to vir-



ue. Dr. Chalmers, in his * Bridgewater
Treatise,' insists very strongly on the

powerful influence of conscience. Such
a view of the nature and power of con-

science is hardly consistent with the

prevalent religious doctrine of the innate

depravity of man's nature.

If man possesses an unerring feeling

to direct him to virtue, approving when
he does right and condemning when he
does wrong—if this internal monitor
may be called the voice of God, and warn
him from vice—man would not seem to

require an external revelation of the

divine will, with its future rewards and
punishments. His guide and* judge, his

reward and punishment, would operate

within him—a much simpler and more
effective contrivance than the cumbrous
machinery of an external revelation, with

its prophets and apostles, and its heaven
and hell.

It has been objected to the doctrine of

conscience as a safe guide of conduct,

that its dictates are not innate, but the

result of education, as appears from the

fact that conscience teaches diflferently

in different individuals, and in different

ages and nations.

This objection appears to me fatal to

the doctrine of the conscience or moral
sense being in all respects a safe guide

of conduct. The fact seems to be, that

man has feelings that prompt him
to desire to act justly and benevolently,

to do good to his fellow-creatures ; but

these feelings are not innately instructed

how most wisely and usefully to carry

their desires into effect. To do this they
require to be instructed and guided by
reason, knowledge, and experience—at
least this is the case amidst the compli-
cated circumstances and relationships of

a high degree of civilisation. In a sim-

pler state of society, or in a simple case

of emergency, the promptings of feeling

might safely be attended to; as when,
for instance, we are prompted to assist a

fellow-creature in danger. Here wherever
the benevolent feeling existed, the con-
duct would be the same.
Whatever may be the decision res-

pecting the nature and utility of con-

science, certainly those who believe that

it has been implanted by the Deity for

the purpose of guiding men to virtue,

and restraining them from vice, cannot
deny that, independently of the sanction

of a future state, man is under a moral

government from the very constitution
of his nature, and therefore accords to

the laws of nature.

If we are to suppose that mam has a
moral law written in his heart, as Scrip-
ture declares, and that his conscience is

implanted to reward or punish him, ac-

cording as he acts in obedience or dis-

obedience to this law—a future state of

retribution seems useless. Immediate
punishment is always more effectual than
future. If the innate moral law is suf-

ficient, a future state of retribution is

not required ; if the innate moral law is

not sufficient, he requires the further
sanction of a future state of retribution,

then of what use is it ? Why was it im-
planted, if it is inadequate for the purpose
of moral regulation ? Why institute two
rules and two sanctions ? The superior
must supersede the inferior. The ideas
of innate moral law and a future state of

retribution appear to me totally incon-
sistent. And two rules and two sanc-

tions can hardly be vindicated as both
established by a being of infinite wisdom
and goodness.

There is an interesting passage in the
* Vestiges of the Natural History of Cre-
ation,' on the subject of the mind being
as much under law as any other depart-
ment of nature. The author says :

—

' What has chiefly tended to take mind,
in the eyes of the learned and unlearned,
out of the range of nature, is its appa-
rently irregular and wayward character.

How different the manifestations in dif-

ferent beings ! how unstable in all ! at

one time so calm, at another so wild and
impulsive. It seemed impossible that

anything so subtle and aberrant could be
part of a system, the main features of

which are regularity and precision. But
the irregularity of mental phenomena is

only in appearance. When we give up
the individual and take the mass, we find

as much uniformity of result as in any
other class of natural phenomena. The
irregularity is exactly of the same kind
as that of the weather. No man can
say what may be the weather of to-

morrow ; but the quantity of rain which
falls in any particular place in any five

years is precisely the same as the quan-
tity which falls in any other five years at

the same place. Thus while it is abso-
lutely impossible to predict of any one
Frenchman that during next year he
will commit a crime, it is quite certain

1
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that about one in every 650 of the
French people will do so, because in

past years the proportion has generally
been about that amount, the tendencies
to crime in relation to the temptations
being everywhere invariable over a suf-
ficiently wide range of time. So also
the number of persons taken in charge
by the police in London for being drunk
and disorderly in the streets, is week by
week a nearly uniform quantity, showing
that the inclination to drink to excess is

alwaj^s in the mass about the same, re-

gard being had to the existing tempta-
tions or stimulations to this vice. Even
mistakes and oversights are of regular
recurrence, for it is found in the post-
offices of large cities that the number of
letters put in without addresses is year
by year the same. Statistics have made
out an equally distinct regularity in a
wide range with regard to many other
things concerning the mind, and the
doctrine founded upon it, has lately pro-
duced a scheme which may well strike
the ignorant with surprise. It was pro-
posed to establish in London a society
for insuring the integrity of clerks, se-

cretaries, collectors, and all such func-
tionaries as are usually obliged to find

security for money passing through their

hands in the course of business.' * The
philosophical principle on which the
scheme proceeds, seems to be simply
this, that amongst a given (large) num-
ber of persons of good character there

will be within a year, or other con-
siderable space of time, a determinate
number of instances in which moral prin-

ciple and the terror of the consequences
of guilt will be overcome by temptations
of a determinate kind and amount, and
thus occasion a certain periodical

amount of loss which the association

must make up.'

It is pretty well ascertained that the

instances of dishonesty yearly amongst
such persons amount to one in 500. The
author adds, in a note, *that the Guaran-
tee Society has since been established,

and is likely to become a useful and
prosperous institution.'

Our author continues—' This statisti-

cal regularity in moral affairs fully estab-

lishes their being under the presidency
of law. Man is now seen to be an
enigma only as an individual ; in the
mass he is a mathematical problem. It

is hardly necessary to say, much less to

argue, that mental action, being proved
to be under law, passes at once into the
category of natural things. Its Old
metaphysical character vanishes in a
moment, and the distinction usually
taken between physical and moral is

annulled. This view agrees with what
all observation teaches, that mental
phenomena flow directly from the brain.
They are seen to be dependant on natu-
rally-constituted and naturally-condi-
tioned orgai^s, and thus obedient, like all

other organic phenomena, to law ' (p.

334).

With respect to individual man being
an enigma, it may be observed that hav-
ing a general acquaintance with a man's
character, we can judge pretty accurately
how he will act under any given circum-
stances, which shows the subjection of

mind to law.

Man, then, as a moral being, is as

much subject to law as he is a physical

being. The passage we have just quoted
refers to man in the mass; but viewed as

an individual he is subject to a moral
law—indeed, were he not subject to law
as an individual, he would not appear to

be so in the aggregate. It cannot be
doubted that many are virtuous, are just

and kind, because their moral nature
prompts them to be so ; their happiness
consists in obeying the moral law that

is interwoven in their constitution; and
were they to violate this law to any
great extent, they would be punished by
an uneasiness and remorse that would
render life miserable. Persons thus

constituted can no more grossly violate

their innate moral sentiments than they

can wantonly so infringe the physical

laws as to incur personal injury or des-

truction, than they can deliberately put
their hand into the fire or draw a knife

across their throat—the fear of pain pre-

vents in either case, one physical the

other moral. Nay, strong as is the law
of self-preservation, usually considered

the strongest instinct, instances are by
no means uncommon of persons risking

their lives to save a fellow-creature from
danger or destruction, under the prompt-
ings of benevolence, or of enduring much
personal suffering, and death itself;

rather than violate their conscience or

sense of right and duty. In each of these

cases, the moral law prevails over the

physical—the love of virtue over the love

of life.
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Our piat(0i:m.

From which any earnest opponent may controvert our opinions, and from which any may expound views
not coincident with our own, if tending to the Rationalisation of Theology.

THE S W EDENBORGI AN S.

Hiram Uttley to Dr. Bayley (Letter 5). Burnley, Sept. 23rd, 1851.

Rev. Sir,— I should have replied to yours long before this, but I have had to

wait for an answer from Mr. Holyoake, which you will find enclosed.

In your first communication to me I thought you acted the part of a gentleman,

but in your last you have put on the garb of a priest, with all its dogmatism and

ill feeling, for which I do not thank you.

If I was to play the critic as you have done, I should find plenty of scope in

your last letter ; for instance, what can be understood by this sentence ? After speak-

ing of ancient and modern freethinkers, you say, * and my deliberate judgment is,

that their forms of error are quite as vulnerable and groundless as are the mis-

takes of the superstitious.' What do you mean by groundless error ? for surely

if error be groundless its advocates must be the promulgators of truth,* and,

therefore, cannot, as you state, * have far less good in connection with them than

the mistakes of the superstitious,' fori hold that truth, under whatever form, must
be good: I might therefore truly reply, in your most courteous language, ' It is not

by such reaB»ning, ray dear sir, that truth is eliminated either in science or reli-

gion.' You go on to state that * all their denials of the great principles of true

religion are based on their doubts (as if a doubt were an argument), and for which

there is absolutely not a single positive argument.' I should wish to know if your

true religion is founded upon demonstrative evidence; if it is, will you be kind

enough to demonstrate to me * the existence of your immutably good author of all

good things, of the existence of an eternal world, and of man's immortality ?' By
doing this you will confer on me, and on the world, one of the greatest obligations

to which man can be indebted to man. But let it not be understood by this that I

acknowledge that all denials of the great principles of what you call true religion,

are based upon doubt only ; far from it, for I think that sufficient evidence has

been brought forward to prove that the fountain from which you profess to obtain

your true religion is polluted, and that it contains things contrary to science and
true philosophy.

You then state that, ' For as men love real goodness in heart and life, they will

love the principles which lead them to be good, and these principles are truths.'

This appears to me simply a truism ; but you forget, like Christ of old, to show us

what truth is ; and so long as speculative opinions are to be the basis upon which

morality is to be built, we cannot expect any great progress in moral development.

In your next paragraph you impute motives to persons, in which it appears to

me you have no grounds, and for which I was not at all in expectation from you;

for I think it one of the most unfair of all the modes of argument (if argument it

* Upon considering this passage, it appears to me that Dr. Bayley may be referring

to error in the sense of considering some errors as being entirely without foundation
;

and again, other errors may be sanctioned by partial views of truth; and in this second
ease, the error would not be entirely groundless—while in the first case it might be.

Other parts of Mr. Uttley's letter have considerable force and justness of reflection,

especially the passage on morality being a development, and by inference that discussion
is a condition of its elimination.—Ed.
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can be called) in which an opponent can indulge, and for which there can be no

excuse, unless he was thoroughly acquainted with all the workings of men's minds.

You state that * Bad men will cherish infidelity, and the worse they are the more
will the assertions of scepticism, supposed to be arguments, seem to be weighty.'

It appears to me, that the reverse of this is more likely to be true. Bad men will

cling to that form of faith in which they can indulge their propensities unchecked
;

and a religion which teaches that ' good works are dead,' and that ' faith alone is

that which saves,' appears to me to be just that form of faith fitted for them, for

there can be no stimulus to moral action in such a doctrine, but it holds out the

most tempting bait for the indulgence of all selfish and immoral conduct.

When you state, that * Well-disposed, but inconsequential, thinkers may be

infidels,' you only state that which may also be true of Christians, in which I have

given you an instance of yourself in the former part of this letter; but this does

not prove that many infidels are not true reasoners.

A statement of yours, that * You have never known, and your reading has not

furnished you with the knowledge of an instance of a truly good and clear-headed

man who disbelieved in the existence of an immutably good author of all good

things, of the existence of an eternal world, and of man's immortality.' Well, sir,

if this be true (which I am inclined to doubt), would it, of itself, be any proof of

the existence of any one of the three things which you have named? I trow notj

and, moreover, to me it appears to be derogatory to the character of man, that he

should first look to the being of a God and his own immortality before he can be

good. This makes goodness to depend upon selfishness, not upon its own intrin-

sic value; but surely there is sufficient in goodness itself to make a man love it,

when he comes to know in what it really consists, independent of any supernatural

belief whatever.

What you mean by inconsequential reasoning you illustrate by the first para-

graph in my letter ; thus, when I state it is not the opinion of many Christians

that belief depends upon evidence, you say that ' This declaration would certainly

be denied by every intellectual man professing himself a Christian.' If you are

correct in your statement, there are not many believers in the free will doctrine

who are intelligent ; for, if they are believers in free will, evidence can have no

weight with them. If the will be free, they can believe or disbelieve at pleasure

;

so that my statement is perfectly correct.

You state that * I have confounded this statement with the Christian system, of

which it forms not the remotest part.' In this I must say that I believe you to be

in error ; for when Christ says ' He that believeth and is baptised shall be saved,

but he that believeth not shall be damned,' he says not a word about evidence—he

gives a command, which you must obey or be damned. Surely this is part of the

Christian system ; and if it is, where is the proviso for the person to whom the

evidence is not sufficient, excepting damnation ?

Then you give what you call ' Another specimen of similar looseness of thought'

—viz., * You admit the propriety of my remark, with a proviso, that first you

would wigh to know which is the true religion.' In this you misquote me. I

state this much—I might grant, but first I should wish to know which is the

true religion ; therefore I should only grant it you when you had pointed out to me
which was the true religion, and when I was satisfied that it was the true one. So

that, if there be any looseness at all in the case, it arises from your misquotation

or misapprehension of what I did say. I do admit that good persons will not fail



to perceive the moral influence of all truth, and of true religion amongst the rest,

if there be any true religion ; but not knowing, nor any person being able to de-

monstrate to me which is true religion, I have come to the conclusion that all the

religions in the world that are at variance with known facts must be false, and as a

consequence their moral influence must be pernicious. Under these circumstances

I do not see that my proviso destroys any admission which I have made.

On remarking upon the statement of there being hundreds of religions in the

world, and who shall decide which is the true one ? you say ' Seems to imply, that

because there are diversities of thought on religion, just as there are on every

other subject, therefore there is no true religion—the absurdity of which will appear

if we apply it to any other subject.' I should wish to know what diversity of

thought there is in mathematics, in working out a problem in Euclid, or in chemis-

try in the combination of known compounds ? But you appear to forget the great

difference in the two cases. In the one, if you happen to differ in opinion, and that

opinion be wrong, the only evil which can come of it will be a severe criticism in

some scientific paper; but in the other, according to Christian belief, if you do not

happen to be in the true faith your eternal destiny Is fixed, ' where there will be

weeping, wailing, &c., for evermore '—so that you must see that the difference is

great indeed. ' Or it may mean that you take it for granted that some one else than

yourself must decide for you which is to be your religion before you can resolve

upon anything in reference to it—which is equally ridiculous.' How you have

come to this conclusion I know not ; not from anything which I have stated, for I

have nowhere stated that I want any one else to decide for me. But this I do
state, that if there be a true religion in the world, that there can be only one, and
that if the immutably good author of all good things had wished us to believe in

a religion, that he would have so arranged it that all might know it without the in-

terpretations of priests, that he would not have left us in the dark with regard to

our eternal welfare, nor would he have suffered it for ages to be kept locked up in

the monasteries of the monks.

In conclusion, I should wish every man, whatever may be his belief, whatever
his church, whatever his means, faithfully to serve his fellow-man, by ennobling

his intellect, by cultivating his entire nature, and by peacefully leaving to others

any forms, any rites, any ceremonies, any dogmas, any interpretations, which he

in his conscience may think true. Not to tear out one another's eyes over the coat

of Jesus, Not to me, nor to you, is the most pitiable dreamer accountable for the

manner in which he may think. Aspire not, then, to be thy brother's judge.

Strive not to be thy brother's tyrant, rather to be his helper—his servant : and if

your religion does not teach you this, I would have you re-examine its foundations,

for it surely cannot be of truth.

Copy of the letter ' enclosed :'— Mr, Holyoake to Hiram Uttley (Letter 6).

Manchester, Sept. 23rd, 1851.

My dear Sir,—Understanding that you have communicated to the Reverend
Mr. Bayley, of Accrington, my willingness to meet him in debate, I write to thank
you for your friendly intentions in this matter.

From what I have heard of the Reverend Mr. Bayley, I conclude him to be a
divine of refinement and ability, from whom one may hope to learn something in

the respects of manner and quality of speech. I shall therefore be pleased with
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the opportunity of meeting him, and you have my authority to make this repre-

sentation to him, which I shall consider as done on my behalf.

If I am rightly informed, Mr. Bayley proposes to give the proceeds of the dis-

cussion to some charitable institution. I presume Mr. Bayley alludes to the half

which will be at his disposal. He does not mean to take my half and give that

away also at his pleasure. This kind. of charity to a charitable institution would

be such a discourtesy, such a want of charity to his opponent, that Mr. Bayley

cannot mean this. The Swedenborgian ministers seem earnest even toquerulous-

ness in their opinions ; but they are mostly gentlemen, and Mr. Bayley, I am told,

ranks high in that body. My personal expenses would not amount to much, and

when they were deducted from the proceeds, i. e.y the half at my disposal, the

surplus might be added to any gift of Mr. Bayley's to any charity he might select.

To this I should cheerfully consent.

Dr. Bayley to Hiram Uttley (Letter -7). Accrington, Sept. 26th, 1851.

SiE,—I have only to reply to your last, that it appears you invite me to discuss

with Mr. Holyoake on terms which I previously declared were inadmissible. If

the moral influence of infidelity were equal to that of the lowest form of religion,

its chief advocate in this country would not be under the necessity of making such

a stipulation. Its advocates and supporters would defray his expenses, as Chris-

tians do those of their missionaries. However that may be, I cannot allow myself

to be made an instrument to raise the means of defraying the charges of one whose

avocation I must regard as the perversion of talents which might be otherwise

far better employed. To use the proceeds for some unexceptionable purpose,

might be a set oflf against what I regard as little better than a waste of time ; but

to apply them to support the advocacy of opinions which are as mischievous as

opinions can be, I cannot sanction. It is not quite satisfactory to challenge with

such a proviso in the background.

I am sorry that the advice I gave you led you only to charge me with ill feeling,

and being clothed with the garb of the priesthood in dogmatism. The propriety

of that advice is quite as evident from your last epistle as from the former. That

mind must indeed reason very loosely that sees a proof of the declaration that * be-

lief does not depend upon evidence, is a part of the Christian system ; in the

words of our Lord, He that believeth shall be saved, and he that believeth not

shall be condemned.' There must be some inward bias that disposes you to see

a proof so clearly where it does not exist ; and to object so strenuously to the

myriad evidences which have taught the great, the wise, and the good, that the

great principles of religion are everlasting truths.

Much that you state against religion, had you been acquainted with mine, you

would have known to have no application ; but I have other duties to perform

which 1 regard as far more important than such a correspondence, and therefore

must beg to decline its continuation.

[The controversy ended here. The manner in which religious teachers are sup-

ported seems to me a form of charity, and Freethinking will neither imitate the

' lowest' nor highest forms of religion in this respect, it being better to develop a

self-sustaining policy. The part proposed for Dr. Bayley to take in discussion,

was that of an ' instrument ' in eliminating some vital truth. If he regards his

functions as merely those of defraying my expenses, I would much rather not de-
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bate with him, as I have more agreeable (and equally useful) ways of existence

than that of meeting a reluctant adversary, who seems to put a venal and sordid

construction upon that mode of vindicating opinion which another's conscience may
dictate. No Christian can continue any advocacy (without private fortune) unless

that advocacy contributes to his subsistence, any more than a freethinker can ; and

that policy which affects to do so, seems to me the policy of that friendly man in

the fable, who consented to have one of his own eyes put out in order that his op-

ponent might lose both his. My opinion of Dr. Bayley's doctrine is, that it is quite

as hurtful as he supposes mine to be. Yet I have no disinclination to contribute to

its dissemination, so far as the part proceeds of any discussion could enable him

to advance it. My confidence in discussion is greater than my confidence in money,

and the harm that may be done to error in debate, is above that which money can

correct.— G. J. H.]

CooTKHiLL Somnolent.—The Northern Standard, published at Monaghaii, a

highly Conservative journal, concludes an account of a meeting in the Court House

—

the Rev. John R. Darley in the chair—thus :
—

' The meeting was very thinly at-

tended by the townspeople. Indeed, we regret to remark, that latterly Cootehill is be-

coming quite indifferent to meetings having a religious tendency. Some time since we

were present at a meeting of the Protestant Orphan Society, and the attendance was

most disgraceful, numbering not more than two dozen. The evening following there

was a meeting of the Church Missionary Society, at which there were not more than

forty present. This is really too bad in a town famed, as Cootehill once was, for the

interest it took in all religious meetings. There's certainly something *' rotten in the

state of Denmark.'*

'
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Mr. George Dawson delivered a lecture on Co-operation, in St. Martin's Hall,

London, on Thursday week, on behalf of the London Central Agency. Mr. Dawson
was, as usual, very brilliant ; but either his friends did him, or he did himself, an in-

justice in entitling his lecture simply ' On Co-operation.' It ought to have been * On
the Immorality of Competition.' The term * Co-operation ' awakened the expectations

of a scientific exposition ; whereas, on this occasion, Mr. Dawson's business was with

the morality of the question, Mr. Owen was present, looking very well. Mr. E. V.
Neale occupied the chair. Mr. Lloyd Jones spoke after Mr. Dawson. Mr. Pare,

Mr. Conningham, Dr. Travis, and the leading writers and leaders of the Christian

Socialists, were among the auditory.

M. R., Manchester, writes : * Sir,—I read in your Reasoncr, and I need scarcely

say with regret, of the death of Mrs. Martin ; and T have also read with intense sa-

tisfaction of what has been said and done in her behalf, both by yourself and friends.

It is surely a consolation to think that the day is present with us when we can openly

and without fear of aught of evil coming upon us, regret the death of a fellow-atheist.

Much is due to the Reasoner for bringing about such a state of things, and it deserves

all thanks. The idea of a Memorial to her memory, I think, is exceedingly good, and

I ardently hope that it will be well supported throughout the country. It will be a

test of the sincerity of Freethinkers, and whether they are willing to have a substantial

mark of their own spirit chiselled into existance or not. Monuments belong to all ages,

but it will be left to our own to record the memory of an unbeliever in this way. Were
I in a position to enhance the work much, I would do so with pleasure ; as it is, I for-

ward my mite—let others do the same.' [From M.R., Is. ; J. M., Is. We have a

further list of subscriptions ready for insertion, and expect speedily to accomplish the

object sought.

—

Ed.]

S. D. C. writes :
—

* If I might delineate the " rule " you ask from Mr. Layhe it would

be this—Flippancy is the violation of that reipect due either to the subject spoken of,

or the feelings of the persons spoken to—and to avoid it, all that is needed is that you

appreciate healthily the nature of the respect thus demanded, and that, having appre-

ciated it, you preserve that appreciation throughout, not letting one faculty play false

to the other.'

The Nonconformist, of Nov. 12th, says :
—

* Certain it is, we think, that a desperate

contest is at hand, not between different nationalities, but between peoples and their

tyrants. We cannot doubt the issue. The monarchical system will be shivered to

atoms, and nothing but republicanism can supply its place. To this issue, kings and

their tools have brought the continent of Europe, from one end of it to the other.'

The Glasgow Freeman says that * Many minds look forward with a full assurance of

hope to an immortality beyond the grave, without being able to give even to themselves

any clear reason for the faith that is in them. In truth, most people believe, because

others believe ; because it is the general belief. Hence the anxiety that is felt when-

ever any distinguished individual or hear friend, or esteemed teacher, is known to have

any doubts upon the subject.'

Tickets for the forthcoming Free Discussion Festival at the Hall of Science, on the

29th of the present month, can be had of Mr. Truelove, 23, John Street, Fitzroy Square

;

Mr. Watson, 3, Queen's Head Passage, Paternoster Row ; Mr. Bendall, Hall of

Science, City Road ; at the Institute, Philpot Street, Commercial Road ; East London

Institution, Morpeth Street, Bethnal Green ; and at the Institute of Progress, 10a,

Upper George Street, Sloane Square.

London: Printed byHolyoake, Tyndale, & Co., 3, Queen's Head Passage, Paternoster-row; and Pub-
lished by J. Watson, 3, Queen's Head Passage, Paternoster Row, Wednesday, Dec. 17th, 1851,
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MODERN FREETHINKING: ITS DEFINITION, SPHERE, AND
DEFENCE.

The Reasoner, which was established in 1846, has come to be regarded as the ac-

credited organ of Freethinking opinions in Great Britain. Indeed, for a long time it

has been the principal professed exponent of these views, addressed to the working

and thinking classes.

The agitation of religious Thought on the continent, and the changes in opinion known

to be going on in the churches and congregations of our own country, carry with them

deep interest and important moral consequences. No man can consider himself well

informed who is ignorant of the grounds of these changes, and no man who would

avoid Rationalism can defend society against it—unless he understands it. The intel-

ligent Christian who shall study the question will find the actual freethinking spread-

ing everywhere to be very different from the imputed freethinking of the pulpits.

While continually exposed to persecution, Freethinking caught antagonism from its

opponents ; but this sentiment, being the accident of its early struggles, it has outgrown

and now presents the development of positive principle.

The Freethinking is the secular sphere. Drawing its line of demarkation between

the things of time and eternity, it works for the welfare of men in this world. It asserts

that Morality is deducible from the nature of things, and Duty from the Solidarity*

of human interests ; and concerns itself with G rowth and Developement, with Science

and Art, with Trust and Truth, with Service and Endurance.

Freethinking is not an absolute, but a relative, term.f A Freethinker is one free to

study both sides of every religious question, and free to follow Reason in contradistinc-

tion to Authority. But Freethinking does not, therefore, lead to Anarchy in Thought,

as the Catholic in error asserts, for it yields obedience to the authority of reason, which

is far more durable than the authority of a Church, a Book, or a name. Both imply

* A practical idea of duty arises in a sense of obligation. The sum of civilisation

and freedom we find existent, the benefits of which we accept, we are bound to preseve.

A sense of honour leads to this return. Living in society, we are continually in receipt

of advantages which in honour we are bound to reciprocate. A man who refused to accept

of the fruits of past civilisation bequeathed by his ancestors, and refused any aid at the

hands of his fellows, might be said to have no duties. But to free himself he would
have to isolate himself.

f It is frequently objected to jPr<?ethinking that it is impossible if the doctrine of

necessity be true. Those who make this objection regard Freethinking as an absolute

term.

[No. 291. J
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obedience, but the Authority of the day is the obedience of ignorance— always ready to

revolt when the light of knowledge breaks in; the other, the obedience of intelligence,

which becomes more certain as sound knowledge is augmented.

Declining to bear the Christian name on ground"? of conscience, the Reasoner does

not affect to accept it on grounds of convenience. Around us we see numbers of persons

who certainly no longer acquiesce in Christianity, yet use its nomenclature,regarding it as

the current coin conventional necessity imposes upon them as a medium of exchange.

Christianity is to them an article of commerce. They see that in the market of the

world it fetches money daily — that they who can talk its language get the

ear of the multitude, who are credulous ; and of the rich, who are politic. The
name of God is a figure of speech, worth all the simiiies of the rhetorician. It is

at once a passport to the applause of the vulgar, who think it piety, and to the conven-

tional, who profit by its prudence ; and the Christian himself sanctions this, as Carlyle

has bitterly said, because the Christian fears differences of opinion
; but there is one

thing which he does not fear which is worse than all—that is, hypocrisy.

Not unobservant of the profit made by conventional compliance, we decline it, and

devote the Reasoner to the frank exposition of secular opinions in their full extent, and

trust for acceptance with the public to the good faith of our professions and to what
of useful instruction we may be able to communicate.

We regard Free Discussion as the public policy of free people, who would ascertain

the truth and establish it. The theory we accept includes a natural barrier against the

contingency of justly-dreaded licentiousness, and it creates in us a conviction strong

enough to dare the judgment of others, and a conscience large enough to help the

development of all sincere opinion, without the apprehension which makes bigots of too

many, who cannot see how to do to opponents as they would wish to be done unto,

without at the same time helping the propagation of error.

In our controversies with the Christian we do not impugn his motives, nor call in

question his sincerity ; and all we ask is, that he shall not behave worse to us.

Our search into every system is directed after moral truth, and, less exacting than

the Christian, we accept it, whether given by Inspiration, confirmed by Miracle,

attested by Prophecy, or not. To restrict human expectation to that which is ascer-

tainable by reason must have the effect of concentrating attention on humanity, and in-

tensifying interest in human exertions. In Solidarity we find the encouragement to

public endeavour; and we sum up private duty in Honour, which is respecting the

Truth ; in Morality, which is acting the Truth ; and in Love,which is serving the Truth.*

In the defence and propagation of our opinions we proceed on a sentiment of self-

defence, both for life and death ; and the intelligent Christian will be ready to allow

that we find in the nature of things some justification for this course.

The Future is not the property of Christians alone. We may claim some insight

into it as well as themselves. The king of Death throws open his wonderful empire to

all the human race, and unfolds his solemn gates as wide to the pauper as to the king

;

and when one passes through into the terrible solitude of Eternity, where none can ap-

pear by proxy, none can take second-hand opinions to present. Where a man goes to

confront Destiny, and submit, it may be, to the interrogations of the Eternal, he must

stand dumb unless he has thought for himself, nothing can sustain him but the habit of

independence—nothing can give him courage but innocence—nothing can support him

but the integrity of his convictions. G. J. Holyoake.

* History of the Last Trial by Jury for Atheism in England.
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SCRIPTURAL TRACT SOCIETY.

Mr. Caldwell, of Manchester, the Secretary of this Society, sends us number
one of their Tracts, with a dedication to the Bishop of Manchester, as follows :

—

* My Lord,—In a speech delivered by your lordship at a late meeting, you

said, that after a long educational experience, you could not understand what was

meant by education without religion. You expressed a fear that the people of

Manchester would be asked, ere long, if they approved of a system of secular educa-

tion, apart from a religious education ? And you answer for the said people. No !

—

No, h/ the Bible on which wefound our hopes! No, by the Spirit of that God, whofor
80 many years has supported, and strengthened, and endowed ov/r Church with so

wiany precious gifts !

* Holding such opinions, your lordship ought to hail, with gladness, the advent

of this society, formed for the express purpose of publishing Scriptural Tracts,
from time to time, although we do not believe, as your lordship professes to do,

in the Bible being " God's Holy Word," or an elucidation of the natural truths

and laws ; and although we exalt secular over superstitious education, we yet believe

that nothing but good can arise from a thorough and searching investigation, and

we ask the people of Manchester, after perusing the subjoined and other Tracts

that shall appear, whether the Bible is not the main cause of that beggary of moral

and intellectual worth when compared with our great material wealth—whether

it is a proper book to be read in Churches, Chapels, or families. Let every father,

mother, brother, lover, friend, declare if the Bible can by any possibility improve

the character of their sons, daughters, sisters; companions and friends; we demand
— if it ought to be allowed as a class book for children.'

The remaining part of this address we do not think happy. The passages quoted

from Scripture we cannot reprint. They would be an oflfence to public morals

which ought to be held as an objection to those parts of the Bible where they

are found. "We would suggest to this society to publish dispassionately-reasoned

papers against these parts being put into the hands of the young, but give only

references to the passages. To reproduce them seems likely to extend the evil by

obtruding them on persons who might not otherwise meet with them or dwell

upon them.

Next, Mr. Caldwell's address ought not to be at the Co-operative Store. Such a

Store ought to preserve a secular character, and keep before the public on purely

commercial and social grounds. For if it loses customers through such an ex-

citing course of wall-bills as these tracts will prove, and it fails, its failure will be

put down to the defect of the Co-operative principle.

G. J. HOLYOAKE.

PROGRESS OF AMERICAN INFLUENCE.

It is gratifying to those who watch the march of events to mark how potently

coincidences operate to give them powerful development. Thus in the case of

Kossuth, the fact that his life hung so long in the balance, whilst in Turkey—that

the wolves, having torn his followers to pieces, were howling around his prison that

they might destroy him also—fixed men's attention upon the individual, and gave



personal interest to the national question embodied in the man. The rescue of

the man in whose fate their sympathies had been so long interested gave relief for

the aspirations which had been so long suppressed. The first-born of English

colonies, our own descendants, had just arrived at that maturity which enabled

them to interfere in European politics in favour of the policy of humanity and

human brotherhood, and to receive, protect, and rescue a man whom all men feel

to be worthy of the grand and great principle manifested in their interference—

a

man able to appreciate it, equal to its diflFusion, worthy of its application.

In this the United States illustrated that motto which the nations will learn to

adopt— ' My country is the world, my countrymen all mankind.' In this the

United States have, as a people, adopted the sentiment of Paine— the motto of the

Wilberforce of the United States, William Lloyd Garrison, who is daily increas-

ing in power and influence—notwithstanding that twenty years ago a mob were

about to hang him to a lamp-post, and though about ten years ago Congress would

not allow petitions against slavery to be read in Congress. It is now every day's

theme in America, and a world-wide question; and now that steam, railroads, and

electricity are at the service of man, and the people (not princes only) are

shaking hands together, every question having human brotherhood for its theme

and purpose will travel in ten years further than in past time it could circulate in

a century. Despotism has been powerful, because nations have been unable to

communicate. It is sympathy that strengthens the democratic influence, and

everything which spreads knowledge increases human sympathies and strengthens

brotherhood, and will repress rising despotisms.

E. S.

KOSSUTH AND THE FREE PUBLICATION OF OPINION AND
POLICY.

It is a fact, shown by Kossuth's appearance amongst us, that the people earnestly

and ardently welcome him, and the aristocracy hold back. Kossuth is the repre-

sentative of a people struggling for liberty, law, and order—for constitutional

government, having liberty as its end, law and order as its means, the progress of

man as its aspiration and sentiment. To this man and to these things the higher

cksses are cold; the people earnest and brotherly. The people see in this what

is the feeling and sentiment of their rulers, and they will see how necessary it is

they should watch aristocratic diplomacy, and insist upon its course of action

being brought before the public; they must no longer allow it to be a secret. Why
should that which belongs to the nation be kept hidden from the nation ? The rule

which induces men of action, knowledge, and prudence, to know their own affairs

is inverted in those large and more extended interests which concern nations

;

and it may be safely taken as a rule for judging our statesmen, that that which

they conceal is that which would not bear the light. This is shown by their own
conduct ; for when they are conscious they are acting according to public sen-

timent, they take care not only to make known the fact, but to blazon it. They

have, through the stamped press, ready instruments, and they use them both boldly

and baldly when they want to make political capital. The publicity which is

claimed for opinion is ever a proof of its good intention.

E. S.
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Writing for the Press,—Every attempt at expressing opinion, however ill

it may succeed, is a part of the process of self-education, and often the only mode
available to the poor. "Whatever shall render this more practicable and common
among the people does good, and to this end a few rules are submitted for the

guidance of our new correspondents unaccustomed to write for the press. Expres-

sion of opinion is the weapon of the multitude, who must be trained in its use.

Fortunately there is no direct law against 'drilling' the populace to the use of

these ' arms.' Nearly all persons who have penned a letter or an article afterwards

•desire to see it in print. Literature i^ a republic where all eminence is honourable,

and none can maintain station except by force of genius. But, by reason of the

necessary conditions of admission being overlooked, many sustain disappointment

which to them is inexplicable. Possibly such peisons may profit by the following

directions. Writers too eager to wait on method, or whose genius disdains the

observance of rules, can, of course, accomplish success in their own way; but to

the less fortunate a practical word may be useful : — 1. Use note-size paper, because

a large sheet covers the printer's case, and hinders his work. 2. Do not write on

the* back of the paper, as that doubles the time of printing the article; while one

side is being ' set up ' what is written on the back cannot be ' gone on with.' 3.

Write with dark black ink ; for an editor will read with reluctance what he sees with

difficulty, and the compositor, for the same reason, will dislike to set it up. 4. Al-

ways write a plain bold hand. Some hands which are elegant are too elegant to be

understood. If you send an indistinguishable scrawl, it will be thrown aside until

the editor has leisure to make it out, which may not be until the 'interest of the

article has passed away,' and it may be too late to print it. 5. Remember, that

whatever gives an editor trouble at his desk, doubles his expense in the printing-

office. The printers and readers waste time in deciphering bad MS.; and out of

any failure in interpretation commonly grows a charge against the journal for

* misrepresenting ' the writer. 6. If you know that the editor will take any trouble

to oblige you, why give him any trouble you please. If you are rich and can send

the printers a guinea for making out your letter, you may scrawl like a gentleman.

If you have a great name, so that the responsibility of anything you write ill will

attach to yourself and not reflect on the paper, express yourself how you please

;

you may scribble with a pin on your butter paper, and the editor will try to make
it out. But if the editor is under no obligation to you, if you have no guineas to

spare, if you are not so popular that anything must be printed that bears your

name, why cleave to good sense, good taste, correct expression, and a plain hand.

7. Never fear, as some do, that an editor will omit or abridge your communication

without cause. If it have value he will be glad of it. If it be, as all relations of

facts ought to be, briefly told, without declamation, digression, or imputation, it

will be impossible to abridge it. A well-written letter or narrative is incapable

of being altered or abbreviated for the better. Hardly anything is ever refused,

on whatever side written, if well done. The artistic taste of an editor for the

literary perfection of his paper is a ruling passion stronger than personal feeling

or political prejudice; and, next to the love of fair play, he is attracted by that

which is well done.

—

From the Wrapper of the Monthly Part.

Difficulties of Orthodox Missionaries.—An esteemed correspondent

sends us the following extract from Smith's * Gulf of Guinea,' relating the

author's success in an attempt to enlighten the King of Bonny, King Pepple, with
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an orthodox Bummary of Scripture truths I
' We have many King Pepples in our

own country,' remarks our correspondent, and hence the ill success of our orthodox

expounders of religion.' ' We had a long and serious conversation, ^nd got on
very well, till I told him how wicked man became, and lost all favour with God

;

but that he gave his only begotten Son, Jesus Christ, to die for the sins of the world,

that through his merit we might get to heaven, and be eternally happy. He
stopped me when describing Christ's sufferings and death by suddenly exclaiming,
" That be d——d lie ! No tell them d d lie ! Do you tink me a boy, or do

you tiiik I be fool, or what do you tink I be ? You say God was plenty vexed with

man for doing every worse ting, and then you tell me he go kill him Son to please

himself! What fool palaver that be ! Do you tink, 'pose my niggers do every

worse ting, I go kill my son to please myself ? No, never I I can't. It be d d

fool lie I" I got him pacified, and told him it was the almost universal belief

among white men, and among many black ones, too, that had " come up "

(become civilised); that the Bible said so ; and that God had told good men what
to put in the Bible; and what we know they were good men, because they did every

thing that was good, and wrought wonderful miracles, as a proof that their mission

was from God; and that their miracles had been seen by thousands of people.

" Ugh !
" said he, " I don't know. Does lie never live for books ? [are lies never

written in books]. When I hear of white men going faster than the wind, of his

going into the sea like a fish, of his flying in the air like a bird—and other strange

things—I think he be nearly the same as God ; but when you tell me them fool

palaver for God's Son, I tink white man be fool; that he pass fool [is worse than

a fool]. I tink he be no man at all." I tried to impress his majesty with an
idea of the justice of God, as well as of his omnipotence and wisdom, and that no-

thing would satisfy divine justice but such a sacrifice ; but he cut me short by
saying " Never mind ! let that stand I" '

—

Inquirer, Sept. 27, 1851.

Religion.
Here let vain priesthood, clad in gor

geous stole.

Learn what religion loses by control

;

The Gothic arch and richly fretted aisle.

By such a temple, but provokes a smile
;

There let the organ's solemn music rise,

And incense burn in costly sacrifice

—

The stream which murmurs through the
rocky vale.

The clouds which circling round those

mountains sail, [fail.

Shall wake devotion when such arts shall

Yes ! let man rear the gorgeous pile of

stone,

Not thus men worshipp'd in the ages gone,

Not thus the brave and apostolic band
Taught that devotion's flame was to be

fann'd

;

'Twas not in palace, temple, the pure lore

Was preached, which wildly flew from
shore to shore. [bowed,

First of man's blessings, until monarch's
And meek disciples became prelates

proud [deemed
In evil hour ! And oh ! who could have
That the pure, perfect doctrines mild,

which seemed

Sent down to earth from brighter worlds
above [love

—

To fit mankind for scenes of peace and
That the glad tidings, fraught with hope

and light,

Should, by perversion, make the wrong
seem right;

Should clothe with terrors new the

tyrant's might

;

[ish wand,
And touched by subtle priestcraft's fiend-

Steel against martyrs persecution's hand ?

Who could believe that precepts, whose
each line

Breathes forth a mercy general, divine,

Spreadipg a glorious hope from pole to

pole.

Without distinction as without control,'

Should be by man's perverted mind
abused.

Till sect to sect that mercy has refused

;

And priests and zealots, mad with im-
pious pride.

Kept grace for those alone their test has

tried,

And closed the gates of bliss on all

beside ?

—From an unpublished Poenij entitled

' Dovcdale.' Mon. Rep., p. 196. 1833.
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OBJECTIONS TO SOME PARTS OF THE NEW TESTAMENT.

There are, however, tenets taught
in Scripture and professed by Chris-
tians, in which reflective minds of
all ages have found it difficult to acqui-
esce. Thus : — however far we may
stretch the plea for a liberal interpreta-

tion of Oriental speech, it is impossible
to disguise from ourselves that the New
^Testament teaches, in the most unre-
served manner, and in the strongest lan-

guage, the doctrine of the efficacy of

prayer in modifying the divine purposes,
and in obtaining the boons asked for at

the throne of grace. It is true that one
passage (John, xi,, 42) would seem to in-

dicate that prayer was a form which
Jesus adopted for the sake of others :

it is also remarkable that the model of

prayer, which he taught to his disciples

contains only one simple and modest
request for personal and temporal good ;*

yet not only are we told that that he
prayed earnestly and for specific mer-
cies (though with a most submissive
will), on occasions of peculiar suffering

and trial, but few of his exhortations

to his disciples occur more frequently

than that to constant prayer, and no
promises are more distinct or reiterated

than that their prayers shall be heard
and answered. ' Watch and pray ;' * This
kind goeth not out but by prayer and
fasting ;' * What things soever ye desire

when ye pray, believe that ye shall re-

ceive them, and ye shall have them •/

' Verily, verily, I say unto you, whatso-
ever ye shall ask of the Father in my
name, he will give it you ;' ' Ask, and it

shall be given you ;' ' Thinkest thou that

I cannot now pray to my Father, and he
shall presently give me more than twelve

* * It is a curious fact that the Lord's

Prayer may be reconstructed,' says Wet-
stein, ' almost verbatim out of the Talmud,
which also contains a prophetic intimation

that all prayer will one day cease, except
the Prayer of Thanksgiving.' (Mackay's
Progress of the Intellect, ii.,S79.)

legions of angels ?' The parable of th©

unjust Judge was delivered to enforce

the same conclusion, and the writings of

the apostles are at least equally explicit

on this point. * Be constant in prayer ;'

' Pray without ceasing ;' * Let him ask

in faith, nothing wavering ;' * The fervent

eflFectual prayer of a righteous man
availeth much.*
No one can read such passages, and

the numberless others of a similar cha-

racter with which both Testaments

abound, and doubt that the opinion held

both by Christ and his disciples was that

* Jehovah is a God that heareth and an-

swereth prayer ;' that favours are to be

obtained from Him by earnest and rei-

terated entreaty; that whatever good

thing His sincere worshippers petition

for, with instance and with faith, shall

be granted to them, if consonant to his

purposes, and shall be granted in conse-

quence of their petition 3 that, in fact

and truth, apart from all metaphysical

subtleties and subterfuges, the designs of

God can be modified and swayed, like

those of an earthly father, by the en-

treaties of His children. This doctrine

is set forth throughout the Jewish Scrip-

tures in its coarsest and nakedest form,

and it reappears in the Christian Scrip-

tures in a form only slightly modified

and refined.

Now, this doctrine has in all ages been

a stumbling block to the thoughtful. It

is obviously irreconcileable with all that

reason and revelation teach us of the

divine nature ; and the inconsistency has

been felt by the ablest of the Scripture

writers themselves.* Various and des-

perate have been the expedients and sup-

positions resorted to, in order to recon-

cile the conception of an immutable, all-

wise, all-foreseeing God, with that of a

father who is turned from his course by
the prayers of his creatures. But all

* * God is not a man that he should lie,

nor the son of man, that he should repent.'



such eflforts are, and are felt to be,

hopeless failures. They involve the
assertion and negation of the same
proposition in one breath. The pro-
blem remains still insoluble, and we
must either be content to leave it so, or
we must abandon one or other of the
hostile premises.
The religious man, who believes that

all events, mental as well as physical,
are pre-ordered and arranged according
to the decrees of infinite wisdom, and the
philosopher who knows that, by the wise
and eternal laws of the imiverse, cause
and eflfect are indissolubly chained to-

gether, and that one follows the other
in inevitable succession—equally feel

that this ordination—this chain—cannot
be changeable at the cry of man. To
suppose that it can is to place the whole
harmonious system of nature at the
mercy of the weak reason and the selfish

wishes of humanity. If the purposes of
God were not wise, they would not be
formed—if wise, they cannot be changed,
for then they would become unwise. To
suppose that an all-wise Being would
alter his designs and modes of proceed-
ing at the entreaty of an unknowing
creature, is to believe that compassion
would change his wisdom into foolish-

ness. It has been urged that pi'ayer may
render a favour wise, which would else

be unwise ; but this is to imagine that

events are not foreseen and pre-ordered,
but are arranged and decided pro re

nata: it is also to ignore utterly the un-
questionable fact, that no event in life or
in nature is isolated, and that none can
be changed without entailing endless and
universal alterations.* If the universe

• Immediate proof of that system of in-

terminable connection which binds toge-

ther the whole human family, may be ob-
tained by every one who will examine the
several ingredients of his physical, intel-

lectual, and social condition ; for he will

not find one of these circumstances of his

lot that is not directly an effect or conse-
quence of the conduct, or character, or

constitution of his progenitors, and of all

with whom he has had to do ; if they had
been other than what they were, he also

must have been other than he is. And
then our predecessors must in like manner
trace the qualities of their being to theirs

;

thus the linking ascends to the common

is governed by fixed laws, or (which is

the same proposition in diflferent lan-

guage) if all events are pre-ordained by
the foreseeing wisdom of an infinite God,
then the prayers of thousands of years

and generations of martyrs and saints

cannot change or modify one iota of our
destiny. The proposition is unassailable

by the subtlest logic* The weak, fond
affections of humanity struggle in vain

against the unwelcome conclusion.

It is a conclusion from which the feel-

ings of almost all of us shrink and re-

volt. The strongest sentiment of our
nature, perhaps, is that of our helpless-

ness in the hands of fate, and against

this helplessness we seek for a resource
in the belief of our dependence on a

Higher Power, which can control and
will interfere with fate. And though our
reason tells us that it is inconceivable

that the entreaties of creatures as erring

and as blind as we are, can influence the

all-wise purposes of God, yet we feel an
internal voice, more eloquent than rea-

son, which assures us that to pray to

parents of all ; and thus must it descend

—

still spreading as it goes—from the present

to the last generation of the children of

Adam.'—Nat. Hist, of Enthusiasm, p. 149.
• The author of the Natural History of

Enthusiasm has a singular theory on this

point. He is not very clear, because clear-

ness would make his inconsistency and
the strangeness of his position too mani-
fest

J
but as far as we can decipher his

notion, it is this : He divides all events into

two classes—the certain and the fortuitous.

He conceives, as well as we do, that the
great mass of events occur according to

established laws, and in the regular process
of causation : and these he regards as set-

tled and immutable : but in addition to

these he considers that there are many
others which are mere fortuities, at the

command of God's will and of man's
prayers ; and that these fortuities are the

special province and means of the divine

government' (chap, vi.) Yet this writer

allows that all events and all men's lots are
inextricably woven together (pp. 132, I49)

j

how then can one thing be more fortuitous

or alterable than another? Moreover,
fortuity, as he elsewhere intimates, is

merely an expression denoting our igno-

rance of causation : that which seems a
chance to us is among the most settled and
certain of God's ordainments.
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him in trouble is an irrepressible in-

stinct of our nature—an instinct which
precedes teaching—which survives expe-

rience—which defies philosophy.

* For sorrow oft the cry of faith

In bitter need will borrow.*

It would be an unspeakable consola-

tion to our human infirmity, could we,
in this case, believe our reason to be er-

roneous, and our instinct true; but we
greatly fear that the latter is the result,

partly of that anthropomorphism which
pervades all our religious conceptions,
which our limited faculties suggest, and
which education and habit have rooted
so fixedly in our mental constitution

—

and partly of that fond weakness which
recoils from the idea of irreversible and
inescapable decree. The conception of

subjection to a law without exception,

without remission, without appeal,
crushing, absolute, and universal, is truly

an appalling one; and, most mercifully,

can rarely be perceived in all its over-

whelming force, except by minds which,
through stern and lofty intellectual

training, have in some degree become
qualified to bear it.

Prayer may be regarded as the form
which devotion naturally takes in ordi-

nary minds, and even in the most en-

lightened minds in their less spiritual

moods. The highest intellectual eflforts,

the loftiest religious contemplations,
dispose to devotion, but check the im-
pulses of prayer. The devout philoso-

pher, trained to the investigation of uni-
versal system—the serene astronomer,
fresh from the study of the changeless
laws which govern innumerable worlds
— shrinks from the monstrous irration-

ality of asking the great Architect and
Governor of all to work a miracle in his

behalf—to interfere, for the sake of his

convenience, or Ms plans, with the sub-
lime order conceived by the ancient of
days in the far eternity of the past ; for

what is a special providence but an in-

terference with established laws? and
what is such interference but a miracle ?

There is much truth and beauty in the
following remarks of Isaac Taylor, but
much also of the inconsistency, irreve-

rence, and insolence of orthodoxy [of

which we are able to quote but part].
* The very idea of addressing petitions

to Him who worketh all things accord-

ing to the counsel of his own eternal and
unalterable will, and the enjoined prac-
tice of clothing sentiments of piety in

articulate forms of language, though
these sentiments, before they are in-

vested in words, are perfectly known
to the searcher of hearts, imply that,

in the terms and mode of intercourse
between God and man, no attempt is

made to lift the latter above his sphere
of limited notions and imperfect know-
ledge. The terms of devotional commu-
nion rest even on a much lower ground
than that which roan, by efforts of reason
and imagination, might attain to.*

Prayer, by its very conditions, supposes
not only a condescension of the divine
nature to meet the human, but a hum-
bling of the human nature to a lower
range than it might easily reach. The
region of abstract conceptions—of lofty

reasonings—of magnificent images, has
an atmosphere too subtle to support
the health of true piety ; and in order
that the warmth and vigour of life may
be maintained in the heart, the common
level of the natural affections is chosen
as the scene of intercourse between hea-
ven and earth The utmost distances
of the material universe are finite ; but
the disparity of nature which separates
man from his maker is infinite ; nor can
the interval be filled up or brought under
any process of measurement Were
it indeed permitted to man to gaze up-
ward from step to step, and from range
to range, of the vast edifice of rational

existences, and could his eye attain it

summit, and then perceive, at an infinite

height beyond that highest platform of
created beings, the lowest beams of the
eternal throne—what liberty of heart
would afterwards be left to him in draw-
ing near to the Father of Spirits? How,
after such a revelation of the upper
world, could the affectionate cheerfulness
of earthly worship again take place ? Or
how, while contemplating the measured
vastness of the interval between heaven
and earth, could the dwellers thereon
come familiarly as before to the hearer of
prayer; bringing with them the small

* Is it not a clear deduction from this,

that prayer is a form of devotion conceded
only to our imperfect spiritual capacities,
and to be outgrown as those capacities are
raised and strengthened ?
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requests of their petty interests of the

present life These spectacles of great-

ness, if laid open to perception, would
present such an interminable perspec-

tive of glory, and so set out the immea-
surable distance between ourselves and
the Supreme Being with a long grada-

tion of splendours, that we should hence-

forth feel as if thrust down to an ex-

treme remoteness from the divine notice;

and it would be hard or impossible to

retain, with any comfortable conviction,

the belief in the nearness of him who is

revealed as " a very present help in

every time of trouble." Every am-
bitious attempt to break through the

humbling conditions on which man may
hold communion with God, must then

fail of success ; since the supreme has

fixed the scene of worship and converse,

not in the skies, but on the earth. The
scripture models of devotion, far from
encouraging vague and inarticulate con-

templations, consist of such utterances

of desire, hope, and love, as seem to sup-

pose the existence of correlative feelings,

and of every human sympathy, in him
to whom they are addressed.* And
though reason and scripture assure us

that he neither needs to be informed of

our wants, nor waits to be moved by our
supplications, yet will he be approached

with the eloquence of importunate de-

sire, and he demands, not only a sincere

feeling of indigence and dependence, but

an undissembled zeal and diligence in

seeking the desired boons by persevering

request. He is to be supplicated with

arguments as one who needs to be swayed
and moved, to be wrought upon and in-

fluenced ; nor is any alternative ofiered

to those who would present themselves

at the throne of heavenly grace, or any
exception made in favour of superior

spirits, whose more elevated notions of

• That is, they are based on erroneous

premises, supported by a natural feeling

—

the very feeling which, pushed a little

further, has originated prayers to Christ

in the English Church, and to saints and to

theVirgin Mary in the Roman Communion.

the divine perfections may render this

accommodated style distasteful. As the

hearer of prayer stoops to listen, so also

must the suppliant stoop from the

heights of philosophical or meditative

abstractions, and either come in genuine
simplicity of petition, as a son to a father,

or be utterly excluded from the friend-

ship of his maker.-*
The expressions in this last paragraph

appear to us, we confess, monstrous, and
little, if at all, short of blasphemy, i. e.,

speaking evil of God, What ! he, who
* both by reason and scripture ' has
taught us that he is not moved by our
supplications, requires us—'on pain of

being utterly excluded from his favour'

— to act as if he were ! He, who has
given us the understanding to conceive

his entire exemption from all human
weaknesses, requires us to proceed as if

we * thought that he was altogether such

a one as ourselves !' He, who has made
us to know that all things are ordered

by him from the beginning— * that with

him there is no variableness, neither

shadow of turning'—requires us to sup-

plicate, ' argue,' importune, as if we be-

lieved that supplication, argument, and
importunity could sway and turn him
from his purposes—commands us, in a

word, to enact in his august presence a

comedy, which he knows, and we know,
to be a mockery and a farce ! He, who
has given us, as his divinest gift, to ele-

vate, to perfect, and to purify, an intel-

lect bearing some faint analogy to his

own—punishes with ' exclusion from his

friendship,' those nobler conceptions of

his nature which are the finest achieve-

ments of this intellect, unless we con-

sent to abnegate and disavow them, or

pretend that we do so—for this appears

to be the signification of the last sen-

tence we have quoted. Such are the be-

wildering positions into which orthodoxy
drives its more intellectual disciples.

—

From W. Raihbone Grtg^s ' Creed of
Christendom.'

* Natural History of Enthusiasm, pp.

27-32,
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Our ^9latf0rm.

Prom which any earnest opponent may controvert our opinions, and from which any may expound views
not coincident with our own, if tending to the Rationalisation of Theology,

PKOGRESS IN GALASHIELS.
To the Editor of the Reasoner.

Sir,—The members of one of the churches in Galashiels lately invited the
Rev. A. Duncanson, of Falkirk, to lecture, with a view to counteract the influence

of freethinking eflForts recently made. Mr. D. consented, and, in the course of his

remarks, recommended Combe's * Constitution of Man ' as a most excellent book •

told them that God never laid men on beds of sickness for their good—what other

people were pleased to call special providence, he called general providence— that

fire, in any part of the world, would burn a Christian as well as an infidel, and that

if a Christian attempted to walk on the water he would certainly get drowned
that a rose would not grow less beautiful in the garden of an infidel than it would
in that of a Christian—that the Bible, in as far as evidence was concerned was
not to be considered as differing from other books, and that it was nonsense to ex-

pect supernatural assistance in the matter—that for his part, if it could be shown
that there was no God, and heaven and hell a human invention, he would still be

the advocate of morality for the sake of the happiness which it produces even in

this present world. The man who can say all this must be very considerably in

advance of his clerical brethren : but he went further, and told his audience that

those who call themselves ministers of the gospel were, as a body, always the last

to join in any great movement which had for its object the elevation and improve-
ment of humanity, and that not unfrequently they were found its bitterest oppo-

nents. Me denounced Calvinism as monstrous, and in his prayers supplicated

divine assistance in spreading the principles of liberty, equality, and fraternity

;

prayed also that all systems of centralisation, whether political or ecclesiastical

which had for their object the enslavement of either the mind or the body of man
might speedily be broken down, and contended that we must have free trade in

thought as well as free trade in corn. There is reason to believe that those who
invited Mr. D. did not expect him to give expression to so much of what we call

good sense, but what they consider ' not altogether scriptural.' W. S.

MR. BARTON'S ESSAY.
Sir,—The following are notes on an essay which appeared in No. 23 of your

journal, entitled ' The Government of the Laws of Nature,' by F. B. Barton, B.A.
* Wherever we see any manifestations of mind or intelligence, we always find it

accompanied with a brain or nervous organisation of some kind, from which it

appears to proceed, of which it seems an inherent property; therefore, as far as

our experience goes, we are justified in concluding that mind and brain are insepa-

rable.' If this doctrine, that intelligence is a property of organisation, were a de-

duction from common experience, then it would be commonly believed. No one
questions that the application of heat causes water to boil, for in all experience the

one event has invariably succeeded to the other, hence this is a property of heat

universally admitted ; and the fact that this proposition, that intelligence is a pro-
perty of matter, is so seldom made, and so generally rejected, is a full proof that
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it is not a dictate of ordinary experience. In some insects we find the highest

manifestations of intelligent forethought, accompanied with a very low organisa-

tion and no brain. But it is unnecessary to discuss the question of materialism

in this instance; for while ordinary experience and observation have impressed all

men in all ages with the conviction that the phenomena of nature resemble works,

or the products of design and intelligence, the same experience has not suggested

that intelligence is a property of matter. Hence the reductio ad ahsurdum, which

requires that from the same reasoning which is presumed to establish the aflBrma-

tive proposition, the negative proposition should be derived, is inapplicable.

' All we know are effects ; the cause or causes of their effects we do not know.'

But a cause exists ; and since a series of eflfects cannot be infinite, and that we
can only judge of the course of nature as we hare experience of it, there is no
other alternative between an intelligent author of nature and chance; hence the

common charge of folly on the atheist. Holding on chance to an infinity, he is at

least, as Voltaire says, very poor. If the atheist knows nothing concerning the

origin of nature, how has he come to accept a designation which implies a judg-

ment formed upon its origin ? *

* Granting the diflficulty of imagining anything eternal, anything without a cause

if something must be supposed to be eternal, why not suppose matter and its pro-

perties to be eternal V Since something exists, something must be supposed to be

eternal, but not an effect, and matter and its properties you admit are effects.

' If all that exists came from a being you call God, whence came God ? "What

caused his existence ? It is replied. He is without a cause; he is self-existent and

eternal. But how can this be if whatever exists must have had a cause ?' We
are led to seek a cause for the phenomena of nature, not because they exist, but

because their existence is contingent. This race of animals cannot be supposed

to be eternal, how then did it originate ? To put the old question, did the first

egg proceed from a bird, or the first bird from an egg ? You are altogether non-

plussed, and cannot ascribe the original of the race to a physical cause without

assuming a miraculous change in the whole constitution and course »of nature.

"We learn from observation of experience that a God exists, but our limited know-

ledge forbids us to say that this cause is not the first.

* The existence of God is conjectured to solve a difficulty, to account for what

exists.' The existence of God is an inference from what exists visibly, and is no

more conjectured to solve a difficulty than the doctrine of gravitation.

' Matter and its properties we know do exist—their cause we do not know ; and

what does it signify that we know not whence matter originated ? How would it

benefit us to know this ?' This is a question for the consideration of the atheist

as much as the theist. "What is not worth our while to affirm, is not worth our

while to deny. But this knowledge does exist, and we benefit by it.

'There is therefore no folly in denying a God

—

i.e., an invisible personal being;

but there is a graver charge against atheism,' &c. This is the honest definition of

atheism—the denial of a God ; and those who affect to style themselves atheists,

and yet refuse to accept the logical consequences of this denial, are liable to the

charge of the vanity of assuming a name for the purpose of exciting the admira-

tion or astonishment and notice of the world.

Inquirer.
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CHANTREY AT CHURCH.

Holland, in his life of the above-named famous sculptor, states—' It is a fact that,

except to be married or to put up a monument, Chantrey never was inside a church

in his life.' This account of Chantrey's church going is not quite accurate. The
biographer has been corrected in a letter to the Times, by the late incumbent of

Norton, on whose authority Chantrey, it appears, did on one occasion accomplish

the extraordinary feat of listening out one whole sermon. This, decidedly his

greatest effort, was made at the village of Norton. The worthy ex-incumbent

recollects the circumstance perfectly well, and he is not at all grateful to Holland

for trying to deprive him of the honour of having preached before Sir Francis

Chantrey, the famous sculptor.

The ex-vicar furnishes the following particulars respecting the most distinguished

member of his congregation :
—

' I remember, when I was vicar of Norton, he

(Chantrey) was present on the Sunday when I preached from the text Acts, chap,

xrii., verse 31, in which I reminded him that the most eminent sculptors and the

most gifted of men would not escape the judgment of the great and terrible day of

the Lord*'* The kindness and sagacity of the preacher, in adopting so explicit

a tone towards Sir Francis, cannot be too much admired. "We know that it is not

agreeable to one's feelings to be singled out from the flock for special comment

;

but still it was very honest on the part of the vicar to tell the great sculptor the

plain truth. The vicar was right in taking signal advantage of the first attendance

of Sir Francis to apprise him of the impartial nature of Christianity. The vicar

saw it would be dangerous to assume that Sir F. had ever read the gospel ; it was

therefore he took the course he did, and told him to his face, in the presence of a

number of people, that unless he came to church and behaved himself like a Chris-

tian he certainly would be damned. Such was the purport of the vicar's commu-
nication.

Chantrey, like the majority of great artists, most likely found Sunday, always

quiet, suited for critical work. Tracing the lineaments of statesmen, philosophers,

poets, kings, and heroes, was his usual employment; and he found it very difficult

(we can easily understand) to stop work like a machine for a certain number of

hours in every week; to neglect and forget peculiarities of countenance and nice

physionomical distinctions, was more than he could accomplish.

Notwithstanding Christians, in a worldly partial spirit, may tolerate artists and

those otherwise studiously employed who absent themselves from church, still, if

Christianity be what the ministers of the state-church proclaim it to be, why then

those who avail themselves of such privilege of evading the formula of Christian

life must assuredly take the consequences, to which the vicar of Norton referred

in his Chantrey sermon. Chantrey appears to have been a member of the state-

church, although not a very enthusiastic one. At his death (the same good vicar

informs us) he left four sums of money, of £50 each per year—£50 each to two

poor people, £50 to the schoolmaster, and £50 to the incumbent—these sums to

be paid annually, as long as his (Chantrey's) tomb shall exist in Norton church-

yard. Surely this last ^£50, thrown directly into the lap of the church, will go a

long way to prove Sir Francis orthodox. The ex-incumbent, it would seem, has

* After this extraordinary sample of the * glad tidings ' of Christianity, we think

Chantrey might well not repeat his visit to church.
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no doubt of it. He leaves people to draw this inference. He parades the sculp-

tor's gift in the Times, to destroy the conclusion that the public would otherwise
have come to— to wit, that Chantrey was no Christian. Surely the good vicar

would not have thought it necessary to open the columns of the Times merely to

state the exciting fact that Chantrey went to church once. No ; he relied upon
the enormous influence of £. s. d. One attendance at church, and £50 per annum
to the incumbent to give an eye now and then to your tomb, present a very res-

pectable example, worth the consideration of all wealthy Christians who are desirous

of monopolising Sunday to themselves, without risking either present reputation

or future expectations of heaven. Christopheb.

MR. SAMUEL CATLOW.

The past week has taken from amongst us one whose success in business was be-

ginning to reward his past exertions—one whom we have known as a friend and

coworker for many years in the social ranks. Mr. Samuel Catlow joined the

Rational Society's Branch hei-e—was a regular attendent at the institution— took

an active part in the duties of membership, when Socialism had its advocates in

this locality.

Since our cessation as a lecturing body, Mr. Catlow attended strictly to private

business, and elevated himself, by honourable perseverance, from an humble hatter,

of Denton, to a respectable tradesman, of Hyde.

He was kind and indulgent to friends, mild and nnassuming to strangers,

agreeable in company, and honest and upright in trade, regular and temperate in

his habits, quick to appreciate good principles, and never allowed unmanly des-

pair to mar the bright hope which rendered life cheerful in his social circle.

Mr. Catlow's death came suddenly. An attack of intestinal inflamation was the

apparent cause. He was averse to seeking aid from the medical faculty till the

danger grew too eminent for remedy. Mrs. Catlow and two children survive his

loss. He died Nov. 28, aged 37 years ; and ended that career of usefulness, which

all admire, in fair dealing, honest action, an truthful effort.

His funeral sermon was preached in the Unitarian Chapel, by the Rev. J. Brooks,

on Sunday morning, Dec, 7th, 1851. Mr. Catlow, when living, was delighted by an

intelligent discourse, either from a Lecturer or Minister. Philosophy and reason

commanded him from whatever source they emanated. On this account the

Unitarians approached nearer to his views than any other sect in the neighbour-

hood. He was latterly a seat-ho!der in their Chapel.

He held no party views, but admired the good and the useful in all. His

devotion to business allowed little time to read, but when such was the case,

his late favourite works were those of Shakspere and Shelley.

The fine old Unitarian Minister, the Rev. J. Brooks, adopted Mr. Catlow as a

member of their body, and said, in reviewing his life, so far as he knew—' his

youth was spent in integrity and honest effort ; as a tradesman he was universally

respected by all who knew him. Although but lately added to them, he was a

worthy member of their body, and an example to the living congregation for

imitation. He reverenced truth.' Such were the words spoken of one who

admired the philosophy of Owen, and subscribed to the Reasoner. Not a word was
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said about Mr. Catlow's private opinions ; not a word about his former connection

with us. The omission was natural; still words more agreeable on a course of

usefulness through life I have not heard spoken by a minister on any occasion

than those said on behalf of our esteemed and much lamented friend, Mr. Samuel

Catlow,

Dec. 8th, 1851. Willis Knowles.

Memorial to Mrs. Martin.—(Further subscriptions.)—Acknowledged No.

286, £5 5s. 6d.—W. E. B., 10s,; James Gray, Is.; John Brown and friends,

York, 5s,; H. P., 5s.; J. W. and J. G. W., Liverpool, Is.; Mullier, Is.; Mrs.

Ward, Leicester, Is.; Miss Eaton, ditto. Is.; Mrs. Holyoak, ditto, 2s.; Mrs.
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Since the announcement of * The Free Discussion Festival' in the Reasoner^ which
is to take place at the ' Hall of Science,' City Koad, on the 29th of this month, some
of our friends have told me they think one shilling per ticket too much. Ninepence is

a common charge for tea, and threepence cannot be too extravagant for a concert, if

such it should prove. H. T. H.
A friend in Coventry favours us with an article on Free "Will, and also the rules of a

Mutual Improvement Society existing in that city, accompanying them with the
following anecdote :

—
' The society whose rules I send you originated with a number of

young men, including the writer, who formerly belonged to a class held at a school-room

adjoining and belonging to one of the Independent Chapels in Coventry. When the

present writer was admitted, rather above two years since, he expressed his desire for

truth, and a determination to speak according to his convictions ; which was highly

applauded. But when he came to keep his word—when he and a few others acted

upon this—an amount of influence was brought to bear which ultimately ended in a

notice to quit served upon the whole society. The society then consisted of upwards of

forty members. Those among our members who were prepared to stand by the free and
open expression of opinion formed the society whose rules I send ; the greatest part ofthe

rest have since formed a society at the former place, and have established a test act to

keep out all wicked Freethinkers. It is the Book, the whole Book, and nothing but the

Book.'

The Exayniner says :
—'A meeting ofthe Lambeth Association for the Propagation

of the Gospel took place on Tuesday evening, and it subscribed nearly ^100 for the es-

tablishment of a Bishopric of Sarawak, "Why must there be a bishop in Sarawak ? Ac-
cording to the speakers, the whole territory, about the size of an ordinary English

county, contains only 40,000 inhabitants, the majority being Mahomedaus and heathens,

the Christians of all denominations about a score, and their pastors three in number.

All British India, with 100 millions of souls, has but three bishops
;
yet, according to

the Lambeth Propaganda, little Sarawak must have one to itself. What is his lordship

to do when he gets there ? Of course to superintend three clergymen, and nothing less,'

The author of ' Thoughts on the Nature of Man,' noticed some time ago in this

paper, has presented us with 5000 small Tracts, entitled * Christian Missions,' which are

in process of distribution through our office.

A friend, S. B. R., sends us a paragraph from the Bristol Mercury, to the effect

that—* The Rev. G. H. Davis is delivering lectures on infidelity at King-street chapel

on Sundays. The lectures have been attended by crowded audiences, amongst whom
were a number of Jews and professed infidels, a class for whom the lectures are chiefly

intended. In his former lectures the reverend gentleman showed that such a man as

Jesus did exist, that he was the long expected Messiah, and that he was a worker of

miracles, and showed the superiority of those miracles over those said to have been

wrought by the Simon Maguses of antiquity ; and on Sunday he pointed out the manner
in which the events in the life and death of Jesus verified the predictions of the prophets,

the last of whom flourished about 400 years before his birth. He showed that those

prophecies, instead of being vague and general, were detailed and defined, and then

answered the various infidel objections which were brought against their authenticity.'
"

[We have a friend listening to them, and if he deems them worthy of review he will

favour us with a communication.

—

Ed.]

London: Printed byHolyoake, Tyndale, & Co., 3, Queen's Head Passage, Paternoster-row ; and Pub-
lished by J. Watson, 3, Queen's Head Passage, Paternoster Row, Wednesday, Dec. 24th, 1851.
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THE 'LEADER' AND FREEDOM OF OPINION.

Some circumstances have lately transpired with respect to this newspaper which

ought to be known to our friends, and which entitle the Leader to their considera-

tion. In the fulfilment of its pledge to be an impartial chronicle of public events,

and to hear both sides of opinions, it gave insertion to the 'Words spoken at the

grave of Mrs. Martin.' It is the first time a paper of that class has done anything

of the kind within our experience. Another paper equally liberal would have

been afraid of consequences. But the Leader certainly has the merit of being

fearless. The first quality of leadership—courage—is certainly possessed by this

newspaper. Your whig is afraid to show fairness to a democrat, lest it should be

put down to whiggism verging on republicanism; so your rationalist newspaper

writer is afraid to show impartiality to a Freethinker, lest the impartiality should be

interpreted by the public as 'Infidelity.' Only a strong sense of justice and a

wise habit of boldness will enable a journalist to surmount those every day ap-

prehensions of the timid. The Leader has certainly proved itself above this con-

ventional alarm of the mediocre, and on this ground deserves the confidence and

support of those who profess friendliness to independent journalism, and well-

ajdvised freedom of opinion.

We have before referred to the attacks made by religious organs in consequence

of the course pursued by the Leader in the case in question. The Church and
State Gazette, of Nov. 21, returns, in a leading article of three columns, to the

subject. In one passage it says :

—

' Did the article in question [the address at the Highgate Cemetery] (a portion

of which was highly eulogistic of a lady who in the life time of her husband re-

sided with another man*) appear originally in any other paper ? Was it not con-

tributed by a gentleman whose name is advertised by the Leader as one of its con-

tributors ?—and so advertised, of course, for the purpose of extending the circula-

tion of the journal named among the class to whom the social principle of that

writer and the paper with which he is connected are supposed to be acceptable.

The Leader did not disavow the principles advocated in the panegyric on the de-

ceased lady. We quote, to save all mistake on this point, our contemporary's own
account of the matter. In allusion to the article in question, the Leader says:

—

In due time we shall answer another objection contained in this allusion.

[No. 292.] INo. 7. Vol. XII.]

[ONE PENNY.]
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" It was introduced by these words : In the current discussions on reformations

affecting women, the public will learn with regret the decease of one able to have

made valuable contributions to such a question. We also stated that it will be

news to many classes that such things are thought and said in this metropolis as

those in Mr. Holyoake's oration. To furnish such reports was obviously our duty

as journalists."

* If our readers will refer to our number for the 8th November, they will see

what the qualifications were of the lady who is pronounced by the Leader as " able

to have made valuable contributions to such a question " as that of a "reformation

affecting women." This, certainly, is no disavowal of the principles praised in

the article which followed ; and quite as little is there in the announcement that

"it will be news to many classes that such things are thought and said in this

metropolis." " News," certainly, but the Leader does not say " had news ;" but

intimates, on the contrary, that it was of that sort, obviously the duty of a jour-

nalist to provide !'

The Church and State Gazette must know that an Editor is not called upon to

state his assent or dissent touching every article of news. The supposition is

perfectly ridiculous. The Church and State Gazette does not do it. Let this

church paper object, if it will, to the principle on which the Leader is founded—that

of independence and impartiality towards all bodies sincerely maintaining specu-

lative opinions. If this principle of fairplay is wrong, doubtless the Leader is

wrong in the instance in question. But until this principle is denied, the ' sort '

of news it furnished in the case of the lady referred to, it was obviously the duty

of such a paper to provide.

The Church and State Gazette goes on to say, with more consideration than it

before manifested, and accompained by a regret which it is honourable to it to

express :
—

' The Leader asks us wherein lies the justice of " gibbeting " (as we

regret having so uncourteously said) the names of the contributors to a journal

professing such principles as those advocated in eulogy of Emma Martin. Of

making such an appeal, the Leader must take the unavoidable consequences. We
did, indeed, publish the names of certain parties as they are placarded in the

public streets for the purpose of drawing patronage to the paper in question.

What has resulted therefrom ? The knowledge that the list published by the

Leader itself is not to be trusted. The Rev. C. Kingsley has publicly, by letter,

expressed his indignation, not unmingled with disgust, at finding his name un-

authoritatively used as contributor to a journal to which he never furnished a

communication beyond a single letter of inquiry or complaint. The author of

" Alton Locke" emphatically denounces the unfair use made of his name, and

earnestly implores the world to believe that he is in no way connected with a

journal which tells that same world that he is one of its contributors.

' How far the other names published by the Leader as those of contributors to its

columns be correct or not, we know little and care less. There are some we would

wish to see denied : there are others that we might naturally expect to find in

such company. Among them is the name of Miss Martineau, whose last

" religious'' work, written in conjunction with a Mr. Atkinson, exacted a shriek of

remonstrance even from the not very delicate throat of the Weekly Dispatch /'

Against all this, and what else the Church and State Gazette advances, the

Leader knows how to defend itself, if it chooses. But there is one explanation

which the Leader in its pride will not condescend to make, which another paper
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may allude to without impropriety. We have not seen the letter spoken of as

being printed somewhere by Mr. Kingsley,and we cannot, without doing so, imagine

that that gentleman has thought himself justified in expressing either ' indignation

or disgust.' We will not wrong Mr. Kingsley so much as to suppose it. The

announcement bills of the Leader simply say that * contributions have appeared

from the writers named }' and this is true. It does not say that the persons named
are engaged contributors to the paper, which is always done, when that impression is

intended to be conveyed to the public, and which the Leader might have said with

respect to several names mentioned. In the early bills of the Leader the words

used were * communications have appeared ' from the writers named, which was still

farther removed from the idea of pretending that every name (or indeed any name)

was the name of an engaged contributor. An advertiser, not aware of the exacter

intentions of the writer of the original bill, first used the word * contributions.'

Not only does this word so used not signify a retained writer, but even the phrase

retained writer, would not imply one coinciding with every editorial article—much
less with every article of news that might appear. Nobody ever supposed it,

except the Church and State Gazette. Nor shall we believe that the Church and

State Gazette supposes, unless it distinctly says so, that Mr. Kingsley agreed with

the Leader on all points, or even in its general views, because he had sent an inci-

dental contribution to it. The statement of his having sent a contribution only

implies that he, in common with other very dissimilar persons, had thought the

Leader in some cases a medium of useful or necessary communication. Even Mr.
Holyoake, who is referred to as the author of the address complained of, does not

coincide with the Leader's views upon very essential points, any more than Mr.
Kingsley ; and the ari-angement of names in the placard was expressly adopted to

show this to the public, and to make most evident that a number of persons of

dissimilar views, having, at one time or other and under some circumstances or

other, made contributions to the Leader y could not possibly mean that there was
coincidence in the views of the writers, but that the Leader was not * one-sided,'

and admitted, as is the case with most newspapers^ no voice to be heard except the

dull and monotonous echo of their own.

Mr. Kingsley is sufficiently acquainted with the responsible parties at the Leader
office to know that the slightest intimation from himself would have been sufficient

to cause his name to be omitted. * Indignation ' was not wanted for effecting such
an object, nor was any ground for ' disgust ' afforded.

The Guardian has noticed this subject with much more dignity than the Church
and State Gazette, and we shall devote an article to the Guardian another week.
The main fact, however, for us to note is, that the Leader has given publicity

to views we hold to be important, and has paid a public tribute to one whose
memory we regard—that this act has been sought to be converted into a peril

;

and those who may be supposed to stand in fear of religious journals, or who can
be intimidated by them, have been warned to withdraw from the said paper. We
are therefore bound to do whatever lies in our power to defeat this object. If we
stand not by those who alone show us justice, we shall not deserve to find fair

dealing at the hands of the press. Those of our friends who take, or contemplate
taking, a London family newspaper, or have influence with those who do, should
lose no opportunity of giving the Leader the first consideration. As no person
should be suffered to wrong us with impunity, so none should be allowed to show
us an act of common fairness without meeting with important appreciation.

Nor is the course of duty now advised one of sacrifice. An efficient newspaper is
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a source of self-defence. Ev^ery man who would understand his political duty or

his country's condition, should have his newspaper, not only to read, but to pre-

serve for reference. It is a repertory of the facts of the times, and the facts of the

times are, in the hands of a wise man, the weapons of the times.

The value of a complete, well-compiled newspaper, was recently illustrated in an

unexpected manner. The great orator whose eloquence stirs the nations was

lately among us. All tongues spoke his praise, all pens inscribed his fame.

When he left us, three separate editions of his speeches were issued by separate

parties, not one of which was complete. Not even the reputation of Kossuth

could induce any conscientious publisher to bestow a few days over the actual

newspaper reports, and compare and collate them together, and issue a perfect

report. The marvellous address (for a foreigner to speak) to the Friends of Italy

is omitted entirely in two editions, and, excepting a short passage, in the third

separate publication of his speeches. Kossuth invited the editor of the Illustrated

London News to breakfast with him, yet this did not prevent Mr. Ingram letting

his edition go forth with the finest climax orator ever uttered cut into two parts.

Only those who have by them the Daily News, or some faithfully-compiled inde-

pendent weekly newspaper can now refer to all that Kossuth did say. Party

spirit will probably ever prevent any full report of all he said appearing in a dis-

tinct publication.

"When a newspaper is edited effectually, it becomes a power in the state—it in-

fluences the destinies and characters of a people—it is one of the instruments

which does the work of the world. We see in the care with which all bad govern-

ments hamper newspapers, the confession that their influence is vital. In due

time many reformations will creep in (perhaps reformations ought to have a more
respectable way of making their appearance, but at present we do not permit it),

making the newspaper an indirect means of adva^ncement, private as well as per-

sonal. In the prolix way in which penny-a-liners prolong their gatherings of

events, a bad example is set. Newspapers do not pay a man for the merit of his

recital—estimating it as worth more in proportion as it is brief yet complete, and

graphic, tragic, or pleasant in tone, as accords with the fact; but the reporter is

commonly paid by the number of lines, in proportion to the popular sentiment-

ality in which the story is dressed. The public like plenty for money, and are

satisfied with the echo of their neighbours' opinions, or with what they conjecture

are their neighbours' opinions. It is the least of evils that a reader's time is taken

up by the common prolixity of newspapers ; worse than that, the understanding is

paralysed, style is vitiated, and a weak habitof speech is generated. The proprie-

tors of newspapers have to suit the public in the article they produce, or they lose

all their capital; they cannot ^gac? the public, except at their own serious cost.

But when sensible of what may be done, and animated by the right intention, as

the conductors of the Leader appear to be, they unite the spirit of the missionary

to the temper of the journalist, and endeavour to guide the public taste^ as well as

teach the public how to realise the aspirations of the day.

In saying this, I am speaking of others. My known occupation in the provinces,

prevents the possibility that I can be awarding merit to myself. Whatever is occa-

sionally said by the journals, my connection with the Leader has always been more
friendly than official. Disagreeing with the conductors'.religious views, I could

never work except in secular respects upon the paper, whatever might be my op-

portunities. But I have always approved of the care taken in the statement of
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news, and the impartiality shown in the record of opinion. The working class

missing much of the inflation in style, and exaggeration of passion, which they

find in so many other papers, which inflation they mistake for truth, which exagger'

ation they mistake for strength : they are apt to consider the Leader as tame, or

not outspoken enough. To disabuse any of our friends of this impression is a

duty, and it is therefore I have referred to it.

Newspapers will never go out of fashion. On the contrary, men are daily ac-

quiring a distincter appreciation of life—more and more they perceive the truth of

Milton's declaration, that

To know
That which before us lies in daily life,

Is the prime wisdom
;

and consequently the mirror of the hour, the reflex of the world's changes, the

newspaper, will grow in interest. As men learn to use the Present as the material

for the Future, it will become of increasing and indefinite importance to learn (as

alone the «et(;s-paper can teach us) what that Present is. G. J. Holyoake.

THE SECULAR CO-OPERATIVE AGENCY.

Why we professed to discuss Christian error, or what we regard as such, is in

order to refute it; and we seek to refute it not for the mere pastime of the thing,

not from any feeling of mere antagonism, but because we see in it a hindrance to

secular good. It is as much a part of our profession and duty to point out modes

of moral conduct, as to combat speculative evil. Where the Christian proposes

the attainment of an object really good, we have no quarrel with him as to the end

he has in view ; we difier only as to whether he takes the right means to accom-

plish it, and in all cases we are bound «ither to accept his mode, or find another

which is better. Wherever a moral end is proposed, we believe there is a secular

path to it. This we always believed was the case with Co-operation, and the Central

Co-operative Store of London has for some time past assumed this character, and

Agency has become Secular. So far back as August, a lecture was published, en-

titled *Is Christian Socialism a Church Matter?' by Thomas Ramsay. This lec-

ture was delivered at the * Invitation of the C. C. Agency,' and is accompanied by
he prospectus of Messrs. Lechevalier, Woodin, and Jones, which places the

agency upon the grounds (which we think the wise grounds) of secularity, and neu-

trality in Christianity. The Christian Socialist is still sold at the Charlotte-street

Store, and so is the Leader. Perfect impartiality seems to be observed; and these

and similar publications are not supplied on account of religious views or other-

wise, they may be assumed to represent, but from commercial considerations.

They are papers advocating co-operation, and they are sold as such.

Mr. Ramsay proves, after—what we must be allowed to call -a way of his own,
that Socialism is both a Christian and a Church matter. In support of this extra-

ordinary view, he quotes a sermon by the Rev. Charles Kennaway, wherein we
are pointed to that period of the church's history when 'all that believed were
together, and bad all things common, and sold their possessions and goods, and
parted them to all as every man had need.' This he calls the principle of Chris-

tian Socialism. Of course you expect he is going to recommend it for the adop-
tion of that new sect; but Mr. Ramsay informs us that * such a community of

goods is no longer necessary, or expedient, or even scriptural.' After which, it is

hard to say in what sense there can be any Christian Socialism. This lecture has

L
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a short preface by the co-operative agency, which explains, in their own language,

the new relation which they have assumed. These are their words :
—

* Altboufh
the subject of Christian Socialism is, in this lecture, treated as a Church matter,

yet it is not to be understood that the co-operative agency is a church institution.

Many of its members are good Churchmen—clergy as well as laity—yet it (the

Agency) does not directly recognise the Church in its objects, or in its operations.

But the agency is capable, nevertheless, of being made available by the Church for

most important results, and its means are open to the adoption of churchmen, as

they are to any other religious community,'

We hope that the Church will not now be less disposed than heretofore, to avail

itself of the moral usefulness of which the Agency is capable of being the great

instrument, while the Agency itself, in putting oflf its former sectarian garb, be-

comes more intelligible to the public, and is more likely to receive a wide support.

G. J. H.

THE ESSAYS OF JANUARY SEARLE.

Through a man not being able to do all be wishes, he frequently omits doing what
he can. In this way, owing to inability to find time or space to notice a new book as

fully as one wishes or it deserves, it often happens that the book goes unnoticed

altogether. Hence we have omitted to notice in any foi'm the publication of a

work which our readers would be glad to read, and the public generally be pleased

to know. January Searle has published at four shillings, through John Chapman,
a collection of his Essays, Poems, Allegories, and Fables. They have appeared

in the Truth Seeker, and are of permanent interest to all truth lovers.

The title-page tells us the volume contains an elucidation and analysis of the

Bhagvat Geeta. Bhagvat Geeta is, however, a name not very likely to attract the

ordinary reader, who will not take it to be the name of the famous Bible of the

Hindoos. The article, however, bearing this name, is an elaborate and an able

exposition of the Theosophy (i.e., the God-wisdom) of the Hindoos. It (the article)

occupies fifty pages, is highly interesting, and replete with rare information. Those
who would study the religion of the Hindoos should look into it. Many Christians

after reading it will see reason somewhat to abate their extravagant boast of the

superiority of the Christian system. Besides this able paper, the reader will find

twelve essays and eleven poems, with a pleasing arrear of fables and allegories. On
a former occasion we have alluded to the essay on ' Sincerity ;' * Scepticism and its

Manifestations ' is another paper to which we must some time devote a special

article, as it contains more truth and error about Scepticism than is usually

brought together in one article ; and a writer so able, so liberal, and generally so

well-informed as January Searle, commands our attention upon such a subject.

G. J. H.

witn great advantage. The same number contains an extraordinary article on Marat,
which present him in a new light, and what was indeed needed, a partly favourable
one. Mr. Linton cites some facts supporting his representations; but there is a lack
of authority for that which will not be believed without authority, and that formal and
indubitable. 'Cromwell's Statue,' a song by Mr. Linton, in tde Decembernumber, is

one of the most stirring he has written. In January, 1852, the Republic will appear
as a weekly, at one halfpenny. G. J. H.
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Capicsf for ;gjtutfg.

RATIONALISM IN 'THE CHURCH.

BY FIRMIAN.

The state of the Greek text tn the va-
rious biblical manuscripts has, during
the last half century, been the object of

minute and learned investigations to

many eminent scholars on the continent.

Their critical researches, pursued with
the frequently diverse aims of the lin-

guist and the theologian, were rapidly

popularised in Book-land, where the

students sleep in metaphysical proof-

sheets, pillowed on polyglots. Mean-
while, not without an eye ever watchful
on the dissensions provoked by the ex-

posures of a corrupted text consequent
thereon, the biblical narrative was sub-

jected to the keen scrutiny and logical

dissection of the Rationalists. The con-
flict of papers and opinions thus stirred

in the German States, spread wide and
far beyond those limits, and by means of

reviews and translations soon made itself

felt in the heart of England. The arch-

name of Strauss refused to be kept se-

cret ; curious youth learnt it precociously

and questioned * what might this horror
be,' against the very sound whereof or-

thodoxy stood aghast.

Orthodoxy, deserted by her omnis-
cient, waiting in vain the long-de-
sired response to lengthy laborious

prayers, at last here and there shows in-

dications of betaking herself to the
worldly weapons of logic and learning,

wherewith her own strongholds have
been so successfully invaded. One re-

cent instance attracts our notice. A
champion from the establishment comes
forth, Alford by name, and standB
without an interpreter, speaking in the
mother tongue ; for this indiscretion he
receives noticeable reprimand from high
quarters, of which more anon.
The prologue of Mr. Alford's parley

runs thus:—'The Greek Testament,
with a critically revised text; a digest
of various readings, prolegomena, criti-

cal and exegetical commentary, &c., for
the use of theological students and mi-
nisters.'

What !' exclaim our veterans, ' what

have we to do with " revised texts,'

"various readings," " lacunas," and such
like food for bookworms ?' We' will

step aside for an illustrative reply. Dr.
Southwood Smith states that the earliest

manifestation in the infant of any other

than instinctive and involuntary action,

earlier even than perception of colours

and forms, is the apprehension of inse-

curity, evinced especially when in act of

being carried down the stairs, it betokens
a consciousness of the gravitating influ-

ence, clinging tenaciously with its baby
hands to the mother's bosom. This aver-

sion to the insecure and wavering, which
all of us, in varying intensity, retain

through life, is the basis whereon the

religion of the multitude supinely rests.

To the inheritors of the faith there is

the guarantee of their forefathers as to

the trustworthiness both of agents and
principals. To the converted there is

the declared danger of their state, the
means of ransom, the damnation in al-

ternative, and fear induces acceptance of

the proffered deliverance. Lulled into a

belief of security, they, together with
the easy, happy-go-lucky Christians, jog
along; and will hint at their shrewdness
with self-exposing natvete, as the climax
of debate, telling us that ' true or not
true, as it may turn out, at all events we
are on the safest side.' So general a

characteristic permits to us free access.

Here is an entrance not wisely to be
passed unheeding ; at this gate pride

holds no guard. When once attention

is awakened and fixed on the unmistak-
able indications of unreliableness in the

structure whereon safety depends, our
native aversion to insecurity prompts us
to forego the attitude of antagonism for

one of inquiry. It is under this appre-
ciative aspect that we give welcome to

all the minutiae of critical investigations

upon the scriptures. True that to us
the doctrine of the Three Incomprehen-
sibles in one rniity, the scheme of re-

demption, which picks out a few elect

morsels of humanity, and consigns the



residue to be smelted down in abysmal
furnaces : these and other cognate mys-
teriocities would not be a whit less un-

reasonable if the identical autoptic ma-
nuscripts of the gospels and epistles

were deposited in the British Museum,
with the cruical mark (f) of the author
testifying to the authenticity. But there
are minds to whom the multiplicity of

controverted points incidentally bearing
on this question of a correct text, will

open up avenues of inquiries in the
track of rationalism. The sense of in-

stability in the written word revealed,

notwithstanding ages of church diplo-

macy to gloss it over, will effect more to

the student far more than direct antago-
nism. Thus from the very eagerness
now rife in relation to this subject we
augur satisfactorily, assured that in the
laudable attempt to settle the text, most
indubitable aid is rendered towards un-
settling the doctrine—the basis doctrine
—Inspiration.

The reviewer in the Edinburgh shares
these anticipations with anything but
satisfaction, and rebukes Mr. Alford
accordingly, saying— 'It is the first

attempt, we believe, in this country to

discuss in a single volume all (or almost
all) the important problems which
philological investigations bring to light

respecting the authenticity, the genuine-
ness, the authority, and the specific

character of the writings of the New
Testament. As these momentous topics
are discussed in the vernacular language,
it is obvious that they will be brought
before the attention of multitudes who
are little, if at all, qualified to consider
them, and who will perhaps in some
instances remain unsatisfied with the
explanation of difficulties of which they
had previously never dreamed. We
freely confess that, with every disposi-
tion to give Mr. Alford credit for those
qualities which a scholar and a divine
ought to possess, we almost regret
that practical discretion did not suffi-

ciently operate with him to induce him
to clothe his remarks in a Latin garb.'
The animus which has ever guided the
churches stands confessed; but our re-
viewer overlooks entirely what Mr.
Alford has discerned, that whilst theo-
logians choose to shut themselves up in
the study, rationalism is abroad in vil-
lages as in towns, revealing the hidden
scripture, popularising the results of

critical investigations without abate-

ment, and preoccupying the field against

all scrupulous reservations.'

The Edinburgh reviewer shows an ex-

treme anxiety to assure us ' that the New
Testament remains of the same value

after all the changes which the principles

of sound philology require to be made
in the Elzevir Text. The sixth article

of the Church of England requires no
modifications, whether we adopt the most
interpolated or the purest of existing

MSS. Every portion of the creeds ad-

mits of the same scriptural proof of

which it was susceptible when the codices

used by Stephens were supposed to be

the best in existence. The private Chris-

tian, therefore, who has no call to exa-

mine into the matter, has neither any
occasion for disquietude.' An uneasy
solicitude, lest this statement should be

doubted, appears more than once or

twice; but the writer seems to have
lapsed from his usual cautiousness and
'practical discretion ' when he allowed

the following information to fall from
his pen :—

* For nearly a century the

Elzevir edition of 4261 was regarded

as the ne plus ultra of a correct text.

The edition was, however, critically

worthless. A compromise between the

Roman Catholics and Protestants, to

which the disputants on either side were
willing to appeal; the one regarded the

Complutensian edition, published at

Alcola, in Spain, under the auspices of

Cardinal Ximenes, as the standard

printed text ; the other held by the text

of Robert Estienne (Stephens). But in

the third edition pf Stephens, a conside-

rable step had been made towards a

compromise of critical exactness in fa-

vour of theological exactness, and it is

by an arbitrary union of this text with

that of Beza, that what has since gone

by the name of '* The Received Text"
was produced'. Ximenes, Stephens,

and Beza, three in onq truly a divine

compromise. How comes it, too, that

in the present day the Catholices hold

by one version of the Bible, the Pro-

testants by another, the Unitarians

by another, each party believing the

integrity of their doctrines is vitiated

by the text of the others ? Read-
ings and interpolations have some-
thing to do with this state of af-

ffairs. The most important support
of the doctrine of the Trinity, is
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from a passage held by first-ratescho-

lars to be an interpolation, and is

excluded by the Unitarian as an instance

of corrupted doctrine. The High Church
doctrine respecting baptism rests mainly
on the passage ' He that believeth and is

baptised shall be saved, but he that be-
lieveth not shall be damned,' which is

one verse in a batch of a dozen declared
spurious. Concerning these verses,

which are to be found Mark xvi., verses

9 to 10, Mr. Alford says evidence is very
weighty against Mark's being the author,

but he calls it nevertheless ' an authentic
fragment placed as a completion to the

gospel in very early times; by whom
written must of course remain wholly
uncertain; but having just the same
claim to reception and reverence as the
rest of the gospels.'

On the contrary, Cardinal Cajetan
considers that the suspicions entertained
of the passage by the early writers, pre-

vents its use for doctrinal purposes. And
the Edinburgh reviewer gives his dictum
that * it seems rash to regard it as

standing on so firm a basis as what pre-

cedes it,' and further adds, ' the difficulty

of reconciling the statements contained
in it with those of Matthew, undoubtedly
disposed some of the fathers to wish to

be rid of it.' Perhaps they wished also

to be rid of three gospels out of the four
which have cost so much labour in fruit-

less attempts to harmonise them. What
proof is needed stronger than these ad-
missions serve of complicity, connivance,
and corruption, for be it remembered
there is the anathema still on record
against the adding unto, or taking away
from, this infallible book, and Christians
never tire of recalling it, and exempting
the Bible from the errors incident to
literary productions.
Mr. Alford strongly discountenances

the prevailing system of harmonising the
Gospels; his italicised words are impor-
tant—' 1 do not see how any theory of
mutual interdependence will leave to
our three evangelists their credit as
able or trustworthy writers, or even as
honest men; nor can I find any such
theory borne out by the nature of the
variations apparent in the respective
texts.' And the reviewer 'entirely shares
his antipathy for the arbitrary proceed-
ings of modern harmonists'— adding
that Mr. Alford ' has done good service

by giving the coup de grace to a system
which is productive of more miscliief to

the cause of true religion than the efforts

of any one open enemy of Christianity

that ever lived.' The diflferent sections

of the church thus arvow themselves in

bitter opposition, not merely upon doc-

trines, but upon the very structure of

those infallible documents which are

their warranty. The veracity of the

title-deeds of Christianity is held by the

majority of believers to rest upon cer-

tain affirmed positions, while the mino-
rity aver that to acknowledge evidence

in proof of those positions is, in the face

of modern critical researches, to brand
the evangelists with dishonesty.

Ministers in their exhortations, blue

books in their statistics, societies in

their annual reports, show us that the

church has lost her hold upon the people,

and the chapel deplores a diminishing

flock. The faith of old lives not now.

The last Sunday—not in such temples of

glorious growth as in olden times the

faithful reared, pile on pile of solemn
grandeur, glorifying hill and valley with

their noble presence—reproachfully now
in their decay, testifying to the frailty

and decay of the faith they appealed to

;

not in one of these, but in one of God's
temples, which, in these days, men put
together in the economic-compo style

—

was preached a charity sermon. We
heard charity invoked, and the people
bidden to lay up treasures in heaven, to

invest their wealth in the mansions of

their Father's house. Scarcely had the

last sixpence jingled in the pewter plate,

when the organist, grudging an extra

note, gave in, and the unrobed minister,

passing hastily out on savoury errand with
his companion, lamented audibly the

lukewarmness and poverty of faith, as

disclosed in the charity of the heirs of

heaven. The mansions aforesaid, it

seems, did not prove an attractive invest-

ment ; and we who heard this confes-

sion, which certainly lacked * practical

discretion,' had tound the preacher's ex-

hortations less interesting than the ques-
tion of Austrian finance,to which between
whiles our reflections would unaccount-
ably stray. Teachers of Christian creeds
have been hiding from age to age the

difficulties which time has made mani-
fest with ^.ccumulative force. But in-

quiry sleeps not, even among the faith-
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ful ; they fear as the floctnations in the

state of Gospel credentials come plainly

into the light of daily routine, not con-

fined as heretofore to the Latin garb

and scholastic mystification, which our

reviewer is so anxious to preserve. In

such a position, is it wonderful that

investments in the mansions of our

Father's house become less promising,

and that the scrip is depreciating ?

Practical discernment puts questions,

rests not satisfied with technical evasions,

inquires for guarantee of authenticity

concerning the inheritance of the saints

;

hut no paid agent even can tell its where-

abouts, no map of locality can be pro-

duced. He merely points to copies of

documents, with * My dear sir, you see

'tis plain enough stated ; they say de-

cidedly it is—yonder—though we are

not exactly in a condition to point out

the spot ; but we are every day—every

day, my good sir— expecting the arrival

of the junior proprietor, to whom I shall

be happy to introduce you, most happy,
my dear friend, when all will be cleared

up to your perfect satisfaction. Yes,
you were about to observe—quite natural;

but as to that doubt of the authenticity

of the documents, raised by evil-disposed

persons, emissaries of another proprietor

in the eternal tropics, why we know
what to think of them. Is it at all pro-

bable now that these millions of share-

holders in the company of the saints

would have enrolled themselves had they

not been perfectly satisfied of the ge-

nuineness of the documents and the

authority we act under ? Cast aside

your foolish doubts, trust us implicitly

—we are worthy of all confidence, I can
assure you. Rely upon it, my dear sir,

we've never let the original parchments
out of our possession— since we lost

them.' Such is a faithful translation into

common-sense language of the answers
given to inquiries in these matters, and
our readers doubtless can testify, from
their own experience to ansv/ers quite as

illogical and inconclusive from recognised
teachers and pastors.

In tracing the course of Christianity,

we find a perpetual shifting of the doc-

trine of inspiration to various points of

centralisation. From the one extreme
of plenary inspiration to the other ex-

treme, which makes the Holy Spirit,

nothing more than an Instigator to the
work, both in time and place, the current
creeds have been fluctuating. The ple-

nary doctrine has of late times sensibly
weakened in influence; the advances of

philological criticism everywhere tend
to modify its acceptation. Mr, Alford
takes a view which converts the Holy
Ghost to the office of prompter to the
memory of the scribes who compiled the
gospels. We have not space for extracts

from the many pages which his summary
occupies. He bases his position on John
xiv., V. 26. The Comforter ^ shall bring
all things to your remembrance whatso-
ever I have said unto you.' And this

comment is given: ' It is on the fulfil-

ment of this promise to the apostles

that their sufficiency aa witnesses of all

that the Lord did and taught, and conse-

quently the authenticity of the gospel nar-

rative isfounded.'' These latter words he
emphasises by capitals, and it is under
this aspect that he accounts for discre-

pancies, and considers the endeavour to

reconcile them uncalled for and fruitless.

So that he speaks quite at ease of Mat-
thew's * squaring genealogies ;' and his

accounts often 'apparently second-
hand,' and * evidently not from an eye-

witness, some of the most striking cir-

cumstances are omitted.' Notices Luke's
use of 'classical Greek compounds,' of

John's ' purity of style,' and ' Matthew's
Hebraisms.' These phrases will give

hints of the pages which, destined for

young students, cause so much appre-
hension in the Edinburgh reviewer.

In closing one section of his prolego-

mena, Mr. Alford quotes from Bishop
Butler in defence of his disclosures.
' He who believes the scripture to have
proceeded from him who is the Author
of Nature, may well expect to find the

same sort of difficulties in them, as are

found in the constitution of nature.'

We think that under explanations in

this sort, the student in difficulties will

very probably, as the reviewer prognos-

ticates, remain 'unsatisfied.' The sophism
is so obvious, that we fear not the ulti-

mate issue of following out the parallel,

by applying to scripture the same laws

as we apply in all our relations to

* This very world which is the world

Of all of us ; the place where in the end
We find our happiness, 'or not at all.'
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not coincident with our own, il tending to the Uationaliaation ot Theology.

THEOLOGICAL CONTROVERSY IN A METHODIST CHAPEL AT
MOUNTSOUREL.

To the Editor oj the Reasoner.

Sir,—A8 you journeyed down the Midland Railway to your recent engagement

at Nottingham, you would observe on the left, after leaving Leicester about seven

miles, a straggling sort of place— a kind of cross between a village and a market-

town—in a mountainous and Malvern-like situation. That was Mountsorrel.

Well, just as you were preparing to confront any one who might put in an appear-

ance at Nottingham, a few freethinkers in this place were intent upon having * a

say,' by way of responding to a ' loud voice' which caught their ears in its travels

through the universe.

To be more intelligible. Mr, John Theobald, Primitive Methodist Preacher,

Anti-Mormon and Temperance Missionary, and tract vendor for the Peace and

other societies—a gentleman who * challenges the universe,' and employs the

* winds of heaven' as a publishing agency—has been lecturing in Mountsorrel

against the Latter-day Saints, and challenging discussion. The saints not appear-

ing, Mr. Richard Jarratt, a reader of the Reasoner, offered a few remarks on Mr.
Theobald's bill (in which he undertook to prove that the Mormon writings sanc-

tioned high treason, adultery, and murder), and submitted the possibility that

similar charges might be brought against the writings upon which he based his

* rule of faith.' The result was an arrangement for three nights* discussion between

Messrs. Theobald and Jarratt, in the Wesleyan Chapel, on the following subjects :

1st. * The existence of a God, external to, and independent of, matter.' 2nd.

'The authenticity of the Old and New Testaments.' 3rd. ' The value of Christi-

anity as an agent of civilisation and progress.' The debate took place on December
8th, 9th, and 10th. The chapel was crowded in every part, many coming from the

neighbouring villages, and hundreds being unable to obtain admission. Mr. Riley?

Baptist preacher, ably occupied the chair each evening. For what was advanced

in this debate, I must refer the curious to Mr. Theobald's report, as it is doubtful

if anything was said which is not already familiar to the readers of the Reasoner.

Mr. Jarratt is a hand-loom weaver, and had never before appeared on a public

platform. Under such circumstances, it was pleasing to notice the ease and

fluency with which he addressed a numerous auditory during the whole of the time

allotted him. Mr. Theobald, as one devoted to public life, did not contrast favour-

ably with his opponent. When led out into matters of science and history he was

lost and confused. It was only when 'giving us the Holy Spirit,' as he termed it,

that he appeared to advantage. And what an advantage I To hear a speaker

commence in low bass tones, and rapidly ascend to a piccilo pitch until another

semi-tone could not be screamed out. Pain was depicted in hundreds of counten-

ances during this * outpouring of the Holy Spirit.' Like yourself, I too have sat

under the ploughs and harrows of orthodox doctrine ; but here we had a ' skufller

'

and ' roller' at work together, making sad havoc with logic, * rhyme, and reason.'
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How sad to contemplate that this is the staple commodity presented to the

most sympathetic and active portions of our rural population. During the three

nights, Mr. Jarratt obtained, with but trifling exceptions, a fair hearing, although

his opponent was reckless in assertion and unscrupulous in imputation. As an

instance of Mr. Theobald's mode of procedure, it may be stated, that among other

things he charged Mr. Owen with advising that the working classes be killed off, as

they were expensive and troublesome. On the chairman being requested to

read Mr. Owen's words, it was found that Mr. Owen was pushing the political

economists to a consistent carrying out of their doctrines— that as mechanical slaves

were depreciating the marketable value of human slaves, the political economist

should be consistent, and put out of the way the old lumber of human slaves, as it

was both expensive and troublesome to stow it in gaols and workhouses. That

was the simple meaning of Mr. Owen ; but notwithstanding Mr. Jarratt's explana-

tion, I verily believe a majority of the meeting adopted Mr. Theobald's representa-

tion of the matter, from the uproarious conduct of his friends after reading this

passage. After this, how easy it is to account for outrageous charges against infi-

dels ! What a deplorable state of things that hundreds of unsuspecting persons

should drink in calumny, administered and countenanced, as it was in this case,

by pastors and public teachers.

The most novel feature of this discussion was presented on the last evening.

Mr. Jarratt was contending that Christianity was an impracticable system ; in

support of which he referred to the injunction of Christ's, where he charges those

who have two coats to give one away. Mr. Theobald said Christianity was practi-

cable, and, as he had two coats, Mr. Jarratt should have one if he desired it. Mr.

Jarratt at once accepted the offer, and the coat was handed to him amidst great up-

roar and cheering. If you, sir, have an idea of opening a museum of infidel and

Christian curiosities, I can guarantee you a contribution, as Mr, Jarratt, although

not overstocked with coats, I am sure will place that at your disposal.

On the whole, there is cause to rejoice that our views have had a place in the at-

tention of so many individuals in this district. It is not likely that Mr. Jarratt

and his friends will allow the inquiry stimulated to wholly subside, and these

mutual rubbings together will tend to polish the hardy sons of this locality of

granite, so that present crudities and imperfections may be obliterated by progress

and improvement. J. E.

Dec. 16th, 1851.

[When Mr. J. has worn it a reasonable time, deriving actual advantage from its

possession, which is the intent of its being given and the justification of receiving it,

we should like it darned and brushed for our Museum.

—

Ed.]

THE REPUTATION OF BLACKBURN.

Sir,—I have accidentally laid hold of No. 285 of your Reasoner, containing an

account of your two nights' discussion in Blackburn ; and on perusing the same,

I find your remarks on a letter which appeared in the Preston Chronicle, dated

September 25th, 1851, under the signature of ' Fair Play,' which letter was written

by me.

The views you took of the matter in hand betwixt yourself and the Commis-

sioners, I would beg in the preamble to say, were in accordance with my own
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thoughts on the matter. My letter argues that the blame rests not with the Com-

missioners, but with their agent ; and this you corroborate in your remarks—where

you state that ' The manager would be bound to compensate the experimenter

when he broke his word, for any loss he had occasioned the said experimenter by

giving him his word ; that is, he would do so if he was a friend to jPaiV-play.'

If you would have condescended to have made this honest declaration before the

publication of your letter of October 25th, in the same paper, it would have placed

the matter in a far diflferent light ; and (notwithstanding your determined attempt

to foist blame upon the Commissioners) I am at least grateful that my sentiments

and opinion should thus meet (on your ground) with such coinciding statements.

Nay, further ; I am constrained to believe, from the tenor of those remarks, that

your opinion really is that those who engaged you to come did really make a ficti-

tious statement of the intention of the meeting when they engaged the room, and

it is this unanimity of opinion that has caused me to intrude myself on your atten-

tion.

I must now ask you to define how (as you state in your letter from the Talbot

Inn) the refusal of the Commissioners to allow you the use ot the room, can in

any way concern (as you allege) the reputation of the town ? Surely the faults (if

such there are) of any body of public men (self-elected) cannot in any way affect

the reputation of the town ! Have you not, in this instance, allowed your momen-
tary discomfiture to gain the better of your usual feelings ?

Before entering further upon the subject, I feel anxious to ascertain whether

what has been said will find a welcome in your columns, the solution of which

anxiety will be ended by the appearance of your next number.

Brook House, Blackburn, Dec. 16th, 1851. Philip Ashton.

[The Commissioners, however elected, act in the name of the town, and any
rudeness or injustice they show to the stranger, is an imputation upon the town

j

and any stranger cognisant of the facts, would not willingly enter Blackburn if he

felt himself liable to similar treatment—treatment which no other party in the

town, of equal influence with the Commissioners, felt disposed to repudiate or pro-

tect him against. What station Mr. Ashton occupies in the town I have not the

pleasure of knowing—but unless he may be supposed to speak for the Commis-
sioners, I do not desire further to discuss their conduct, which is now a fa&t event

and one for public judgment. If Mr. Ashton's further letter relates to the abstract

policy of denying opinions, I am considered to represent, utterance, I shall insert

it.—G. J. H.l

SUPERHUMAN POWER.

Sir,—I had feared to trespass farther on you, but am sure both you and Mr.
Chilton will consider his challenge inclusive of myself.

I am sorry if Paley, whom I consider one of the most 'long,' or * clear'-headed

men that has lived, should, by any looseness of comparison, have laid himself open
to Mr. C.'s criticism, it being quite clear that he meditated a popular exemplifica-

tion of a great fact, fixed on much more ample grounds in his own mind. But if



the * stone,' according to Dr. Buckland's view, shows ' design ' as well as the watch

(while such view did not make Dr. B. an atheist,), by what strange process of rea-

soning does Mr. Chilton prove that this negatives design at all ? and, the why such

a difference of 'intelligence ' should be of importance to the argument, * past,

present, or to come,' is a mystery to my powers of perception.

The Duke of Wellington is ' Constable ' of the Tower of London; Thomas
Nokes, whose ability in reading is not to be trusted, is * Constable' of Mudwater

(pop. 99), Lincolnshire ; these, with a little stretch, though no disrespect to the

honest countrymen, may stand for the * watch' and the * stone'—but does that dis-

prove the common origin of the office ?

The question of probability between Mr. C. and myself is something of this

kind. What lower view could the stranger to watches take of one? would he

think it a * mineral?' a ' vegetable' would border on the ridiculous. Would he not

think it a machine, made by extraneous power ? If it had * stopped' when he

saw it, would he not have thought those wheels, those levers, and those chains,

had been at work, like the muscles or repose in a sleeping human body ?

With regard to the mere nature of the machine, there is some argument in

figures on the * face' of it for its connection with the measure of time. But this,

though Paley has made it a part of the subject, is really a minor one, the point

being whether it was a thing made by something greater than itself.

This, sir, is all I wish to say, did I swell it into pages of the Reasoner on Mr.

Chilton's letter. But, having been called out again (not to my regret) I ask, as a

boon, to add one or two things on my own account.

Mesmerism has been lately mentioned, and its supposed phenomena wished to

be proved * material.' Now, sir, I ask you to consider one thing. If that were so,

what could it tend to convince us of? Simply that what is called material is

actually * spiritual' also, including an incorporeal or trans-corporeal soul, and even

communion with departed spirits ? Mr. Smee, the able electrician or biologist,

is a spiritualist; also Mr. Crosse, the experimentalist, as he assured me in

writing. Dr. EUiotson is changed from what I have heard of him, if he is not

too.

Is there no distinct historical evidence for superhuman power, as well as the

origin of this planet, and the human race ? I by no means allude here to the

Bible alone, as an historical book, but to the records and traditions of all nations.

How many esteemed lawgivers do we read of as well as founders of different reli-

gions— Zoroaster, Odin, Mahomet, &c.—who proceeded on a general previous be-

lief at their epochs? but how strange that not even fancy has attributed to either

an invention of the foundation ! It is very easy to say this, that, and the other

thing have been inventions of priestcraft, but will any one have the kindness to

explain to me who invented priests at all ? Who, and when, procured that idea, even

in its most simple and unexceptionable form, to be received by distant and uncon-

nected nations ? The moral impossibility I will not dilate on. Priests being a

consequence of a belief in superhuman power, could not also have been a cause.

Or, in the language ot Grotius—the simplest definition ever given—* they must

have acted before they existed, which is impossible.'

London, Nov. 20, 185L J. D. Parry, M.A., Camb,
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HE WILL NOT BELIEVE.

Sir,—Passing Sans Street Wesleyan Chapel vestry a few evenings ago, my at-

tention was arrested by one of the ministers, whilst engaged in prayer, uttering

the following words, 'We must and will believe, we shall and do believe, against

all opposition.' There is, I think, but small chance of convincing men of error,

if all be as obstinately bent on believing as this reverend gentleman appears

to be. Veeitas.
Sunderland.

[What this gentleman says will have no power over what he will do when he
comes to see a new truth.

—

Ed.]

^^ For all other notices of Business, Correspondence, Propagandism, Lists of

Agents, Duties of Readers, on Writing for the Press, &c., see Supplementary
(double) Wrapper of Monthly Parts.

^°* Monthly Parts of the Reasoner are uniformly ready in a double Supple-

mentary Wrapper every Magazine day. Volumes of the Reasoner are made up
(and can be had bound) Half Yearly.

GUIDE TO THE LECTURE ROOM.
Literary Institution, John St., FitzroySq.—Jan.

4th [7], a lecture. 6th [SJ], Discussion in the
Coffee Room.

I

Western Literary Institution, Leicester Square.
— Jan. 4th [7J, Thornton Hunt, ' Lecture on
the Week.'

Hall of Science, City Road.— Jan. 4th f?].
Thomas Cooper, ' The French Revolution of 1789.'

National Hall, 242, High Holborn. — Jan. 4th,

[8], P. W. Perfitt will lecture.

South London Hall, Webber Street, Blackfriars
Road.—Jan. 4th [7^], Henry Knight, 'Mosaic
Theolopy and Christian Ideality.'

East London Literary and Scientific Institution,
Bethnal Green.—Jan. 4th [7i], a lecture.

Social Institution, Charles St., Old Garratt, Man-
chester.—Jan.,1 f7], Walter Cooper will lecture.

Institute of Progress, 10a, Upper George St.,

Sloane Square.— Friday evenings [8], Discussion.
Jan. 4th [7], a lecture.

Areopagus Cofifee and Reading Room, 59, Church
Lane, Whitechapel.—Every Sunday, Monday, and
Wednesday (8), a Lecture or Discussion.

City Forum Coflfee House, 60, Red Cross Street.

—Every Sunday, Monday, and Thursday [8^], a
Discussion.
Commercial Hall, Philpot Street, Commercial

Road East.—Every Tuesday and Thursday even-
ing [8], a Discussion.

Eclectic Institute, Denmark Street, Soho.

—

Every Friday [8^], Mr. J. B. O'Brien, ' Home and
Foreign Politics.' Every Sunday [7^], on ' Moral
and Social Science.*

Mr. Gardner's School Room, Preston.—The
Friends of Political and Social Reform meet every
Sunday at 2 p.m.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

THE BIBLE OF REASON; or, Testament of
1851. Now publishing, price 2d., l6 pages
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Reason Supplement, or, Testament of 1851.
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of thinkers and writers identified with Freethought
and the Sovereignty of the Individual may consent
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up in antagonism, but adopted in conviction, and
enforced as a protest alike against that progress
which is anarchy, and that order which is merely
prostration in intellect and despotism in politics.

London : J, Watson, 3, Queen's Head Passage,
Paternoster Row.
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(Bnv Open page.

C. S. Coventry writes:
—

' Allow me to suggest that, in all places where numbers of

the Reasoner are taken for distribution, some concerted arrangements should be made, so

that their distribution may not be a matter of chance. If those who subscribe for

extra copies in any locality would hold a meeting, and appoint one of their number to

distribute them, it would be more likely to be done regularly than if it were to be left to

the chances of private circulation. A number of names should then be agreed upon,

which should include men of all sects and parties, not forgetting the silent and inactive

Freethinker. Envelopes shoulc], also be bought at the joint expense of the subscribers,

so that all the copies might be properly directed.'

The Rer. C. Stovel, Baptist minister, officiating at Prescot Street Chapel, has

been present at the discussion at the Hall, Philpot St., Commercial Road, on two follow-

ing Sunday evenings ; and on the last occasion, having listened to an address in which

the speaker affirmed the human origin of Judaism and Christianity, expressed a desire

to have it stated in writing, with the author's name afdxed, that he might reply to it.

The chairman of the meeting requested the rev. gentleman to ascend the platform and

reply at once, but he refused to do so, and the speaker then promised to accede to

his request,

Carlyle, in his 'Stump Orator ' (p. 36), writes :—'Falsehood is a voluntary spoken

divergence from the fact as it stands, as it has occurred, and will proceed to develop

itself.'

We believe Mr. Robert Cooper's Address is 188, College St., Camden Town,

London. B. J., of Gomersal, and others, ask us to publish it.

Veritas, of Sunderland, having heard a sermon from Mr. Edmundson, Wesleyan

Local Preacher, Monkwearmouth, in which our views were much misrepresented, has

forwarded that gentleman a copy of the Reasoner and another publication, which he

thinks likely to correct his misapprehensions.

The report of the lecture in Nottingham, and discussion with the Rev. A. Syme, will

appear next week.

Mr. Humphreys, of Leeds, wishes us to give some directions for sending small sums.

To all such inquiries we answer— ' Such sums may be sent in postage stamps ;' and

another way would be for our friend to place his subscription in the hands of another

who is in the habit of communicating with us, and who is generally in receipt of small

sums from other persons, which are transmitted altogether.

John Foster, in his 'Miscellaneous Observations' (of preachers), says:—'It is

strange to observe how some men, whose business is thought and truth, acquire no

enlargement, accession, or novelty of ideas, from the course of many years, and a wide

scope of experience. It might seem as if they had slept the last twenty years, and

now awaked with exactly the same intellectual stock which they had before they began

the nap!'

"We have received from a friend the Lancaster Gazettes ^ containing a series of letters

against infidelity. These, together with the reviews in Mr. Oastler's Home, we hope to

find opportunity of noticing.'

The letter of 'P. T.,' with enclosure, came safely to hand. It would be a great

pleasure to know whom to thank.

London: Printed byHolyoake, Tyndale, & Co., 3, Queen's Head Passage, Paternoster-row; and Pub-
lished by J. Watson, 3, Queen's Head Passage, Paternoster Row, Wednesday, Dec. 3l8t, 1851.
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MR. EDWARD BAINES ON ATHEISM AND SECULAR EDUCATION.

The Sheffield Free Press, of Dec. 13th, 1851, reports that in the course of a lecture

on National Education, delivered in that town by Edward Baines, Esq., of Leeds,

that that gentleman said Mt was proposed [in the secular system of the National

Public School Association] to give a moral training ; but sedulously to inculcate

a few moral precepts in no religious view, was to exchange the sublime truths of

religion for a system of heathen ethics. There had been a vague notion abroad

that, after all, religion would substantially be taught in these schools, and he

quoted on this point some opinions expressed at the Manchester Conference by

the Rev. W. M'Kerrow, Dr. Hodgson, Mr. George Combe, of Edinburgh, Mr.

Holyoake, the atheist, the Rev. J. A. Baynes, of Nottingham, and Mr. Samuel

Lucas (the latter being the author of the secular plan of education), all of whom
said that it was to be nothing more than a secular plan of education ; and it had

been defined by Mr. Combe as " a kind of education, the issues of which can be

tested by the experience of this life."

'

The phrase * Mr. Holyoake, the atheist,' seemed to give offence to some persons

present. Mr. Baines, when returning thanks at the close of the meeting, observed

(we quote again from the Sheffield Free Press) :
—

' He had no intention of saying

anything that might be hurtful to the feelings of any one. (A voice: Holyoake.)

What of Holyoake? (You didn't speak very respectfully ttf him.) Well, he

alluded to Mr. Holyoake as an atheist, and he would beg to ask that gentleman if

he knew anything at all about Mr. Holyoake ? If he did, he would know that Mr.

Holyoake's boast and pride and glory was that he was an atheist. Mr. Holyoake
went about the country as an atheist, calling upon the ministers of religion to con-

tend with him. He was the most open atheist in the world, and therefore he (Mr.

Baines) was doing nothing wrong in adopting that gentleman's own terms. He
thought, however, that the gentleman who had referred to Mr. Holyoake had
better have got a little more information before speaking.'

There might be something in Mr. Baines's manner of speaking that gave the

impression of disrespect. A gentleman, a manufacturer in Birmingham, who was
present at the meeting, came to me the next night in Nottingham, and expressed
a similar feeling. But in this I am inclined to think there was some mistake.
What ground of complaint I find is in Mr. Baines's justification of himself. In
the phrase ' Mr. Holyoake, the atheist,' there is nothing whatever objectionable,

CNo. 293.]
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as it strictly implies one not able to give an account of the existence of a Being dis-

tinctfrom nature. Many persons mean by the term, also, one not able or not wish-

ful to give an account of, or to practice, morality—which would certainly be apply-

ing the term in an objectionable sense. But Mr. Baines, I believe, would not use

this term in relation to me in this sense. I see nothing disrespectful in it, in the

sense in which I suppose him to apply it. But beyond this point I am bound to

say Mr. Baines exaggerates ; certainly he does not speak with his usual care. I

certainly regard it as a privilege to be free from so many anxieties of gloomy

superstition which the perception of atheism includes ; but to say that I * boast' or

* glory ' in not being able to fathom the mystery of nature, is certainly to say what is

not true, and what Mr. Baines cannot substantiate by the production of any

remark ever made by me anywher,e. Mr. Baines cannot have spoken, from his

own knowledge ; he must have trusted to the reports of others who were ill in-

formed themselves. If Mr. Baines had ever inquired himself into the matter of

which he answered so confidently, a tithe of that practical research which he brings

to bear on the great question of national education would have checked him when

he said I 'go about the country as an atheist, calling upon the ministers of reli-

gion to contend with me.' It is quite true that I never conceal my atheism any-

where, and always avow it whenever it is necessary. But I do not parade it, nor

obtrude, nor even mention it, except where it is part of my professed subject. As
for ' calling upon ministers to contend with me,' this is a fighting portraiture of me,

a little overdrawn. My friends, where I happen to be lecturing, often send circu-

lars to the clergy and ministers, informing them that an opportunity will be

afforded them, if they please, of contradicting my representations. I accept con-

troversy

—

^ state my willingness (under conditions of sincerity and real difference

of opinion) to enter into it; but I believe I never penned or gave a challenge in my
life. At this moment I cannot recollect an instance.

It is true I am an atheist, and I have no objections to any one mentioning me as

such—that is a simple truth of my conscience and my convictions : but I am not

a * boastful,' ' proud,' ' glorifying,' or ' fighting ' atheist. Certainly I would rather

not be so represented ; and the gentleman who referred to me at the aforesaid

meeting, is not the only person * who had better have got a little more information

before speaking ' of me as such.

At the meeting at which the preceding incident occurred, Mr. Baines gave ex-

pression to his opinion of secular education The readers of the Reasoner know on

what ground we differ from Mr. Baines, but we never have presented any statement

of that gentleman's own views. In the following passage he has expressed himself

with so much comprehensiveness and liberality, that we are sure our readers will

be pleased to I'ead it, and respect opinions advanced with so much moderation.

Mr. Baines stated in the course of his lecture that ' The National Public School As-

sociation is formed to promote the establishment, by law, in England and Wales, of

a system of free schools, which, supported by local rates, and managed by local com.

niittees, especially elected for that purpose, by the ratepayers, shall impart secular

education only, leaving to the parents, guardians, and religious teachers the inculca-

tion of doctrinal religion, to afford opportunities for which the schools shall be

closed at certain times in the week. There was nothing, he said, in this basis

directly opposed to religion, and men of high religious character had expressed

themselves favourable to it; nor could it, he apprehended, be justly maintained

that the natural tendency of secular knowledge was adverse to religion. Accord-

ing to the axiom. Knowledge is, power, and, like all other power, it might be used
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well or ill. On the whole, its tendency was salutary ;* but without the guidance of

moral and religious principles, it might nourish pride, by the serious errors to

which the intellect and imagination are prone. Far be it from him, then, to con-

demn secular education ; on the contrary, he gave it his highest commendation and

approval. He contended that there was not an error of commission, but that there

was one of omission in this part of the scheme. To exclude religion from the

training of the young, seemed to him to be an exclusion of a most important

element in the formation of principles and of charactei', and therefore to be an

evil in tendency.'

This passage, as the preceding ones, is taken from the report of Mr. Baines's

lecture, given in the Sheffield Free Press of the date stated above.

There are many persons who might have made such remarks of misrepresenta-

tion as those noticed in the early paragraphs of this article, and I should not have

taken the trouble to have corrected them. But Mr. Baines is a man whose state-

ments are entitled to credence, and will receive credence unless contradicted

—

they will be accepted by a large body of persons whose incorrect opinion would be

a matter to be regretted. Many years ago—before Mr. Baines had given the proofs

of ability which his party, and the country, have since recognised—I was accus-

tomed to hear astute persons, who knew him personally, very highly estimate the

promise of his life. The persons who did this were neither of his views nor mine

;

and of late years other persons, then of a diflferent opinion, have adopted the wiser

estimate of his powers and perseverance. I mention this because I know many
persons who, from an imperfect estimate of the capability of such an opponent,

unwisely neglect many of his statements which might be, and ought to be, replied

to efficiently. Regarding him as the mouth-piece of a very religious party, they

count him also bigoted, and treat contemptuously much which is worthy of refuta-

tion. Remarking, ' Oh, it's only Neddy Baines, who says that,' they pass it by :

such people are not wise in their generation. David is said to have outwitted an

enemy because his enemy thought him mad—one of the Brutus family achieved

an eminent revenge by contriving to be thought an idiot—Louis Napoleon has suc-

ceeded in stealing the liberties of France through his opponents accounting him a
fool. There is great risk in underrating an enemy. Contempt is a dangerous
quality, unless vigilance and sagacity take care of it. G. J. Holtoake.

MR. SOUTHWELL IN DUNDEE.
We have received communications from two persons, inquiring concerning Mr.
Southwell's late appearance in Dumiee. Placards suddenly appeared upon the

walls of that town announcing a lecture upon 'Hell,' in which the disagreeable

word Hell was exhibited in letters of enormous size, arresting much attention.

When the time came tor the delivery of the lecture, a crowd assembled around
the door; but the doors were not opened, and Mr. Southwell never appeared.

It was said he had left the town shortly before. It was said that the magistrates

had interfered, but nothing seemed definitely known ; and as Mr. Southwell had
not communicated with any of our friends, they were unable to give any explana-

tion, and were moreover held to be compromised (by their Christian opponents)
by the non-success of the lectures, and we have been twice called upon to make
some mention of the matter for their public exoneration. The friends in Dundee
were very anxious to see and hear Mr. Southwell, and were much disappointed.

If the authorities did interfere, we should like to know on what grounds and in

what way. We presume it was something very unusual that prevented Mr. South-
well appearing. G. J. H.

* This expresses, no doubt, Mr. Baines's conviction, as he, as I before related in the

lecture at Galashiels, educates one or more of his own sons in a secular school.
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LIFE AND MOTION.

The Westminster Review (October, 1851), in an article on *Life and Immortality,*

lays great stress on the order of sequence of life and motion; it is the foundation

or corner-stone of the writer's building. Upon the question whether life was

before motion or motion before life depends, in the opinion of the reviewer, our

hopes of immortality. If motion be a consequence of life, then life must have

been be/ore motion ; and if before motion, and the cause of motion, then life is

something independent of motion ; and if not dependant on motion for its exis-

tence, then, when motion ceases, as in the case of a defunct organism, life may still

exist, and may continue to exist eternally. The argument, besides being very

abstruse, occupies so many pages, that extracting it entire is out of the question.

The reviewer commences his subject (the ' Origin of Motion ') by condensing

into a syllogism the argument of Plato, in the Ph»drus, for the immortality of

the soul. Thus

:

* The origin of all things is uncreate.

' The origin of motion is life.

* Life is therefore uncreate.'

Upon this the reviewer remarks:—'Of course, it cannot be denied that the origin

of all things is uncreate; for this is but saying that an origin is an origin. But
the second proposition, that the origin of motion is life, meaning life as manifested

within us, has to be established, and the proof is not made out.' The reviewer then

proceeds

—

' In what way life communicates motion we are not called upon to show,

nor need we stop to inquire ; for it is now well understood that we can learn

nothing more in any case of the connection of causes and effects than the order of

their occurrence We have before been led to remark that experience gives us

no other foundation for the ideas we form of death than a cessation of motion, with

silence, and a vanishing away. The antithesis is equally certain. We hare no

evidence of the existence of any other living being in the world than ourselves

than certain motions and sounds which we connect with the presence of a visible

object. Of a living principle within us the evidence is consciousness. We feel

that we live ; but we do not feel that another person lives. Nor do we see that he

lives; that is, we do not see the living person. We see a bodily form, but the

form may be that of a body from which life has departed. We are dubious that

it lives until we see it m^ve. The evidence of life in others is not direct, but

inferential j and our inferences are drawn from signs and sounds. Indeed from

signs alone; for sounds form but a secondary evidence of life. When a voice is

not familiar to us we identify the speaker, not by his words, but by his gestures. At a

public meeting we are often puzzled to know which of the persons on the

platform is addressing the assembly. We distinguish him at last by observing

the arms of one of them swayed in a particular manner, and, if we are near enough,

his mouth opening and shutting.' This is the substance of the reviewer's position

on the questions of life and motion, which he proceeds to analyse in several sub-

sequent pages, with, however, no further result than what is comprised in the

above—namely, that the motions of our friends and neighbours are the only

evidences from which we can infer that they live. A man stone deaf could not

hear his neighbour speak, and consequently would have no evidence but his eyes;

but how one stone blind would get on in determining the existence of others, he

having no other sense but his hearing, which the reviewer says is not to be
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depended on, I do not know, neither does he inform us. The sense of feeling is

not to be relied on, for a live man may feel cold and a dead one warm. Motion,

and motion alone, is, then, our only grounds for inferring the existence of others

besides ourselves ; and as men cannot move unless they are alive, and as we do not

see anything of the life which moves, but merely the motion, the result of the life

within them—why, it follows (the reviewer would say) that life must be something

independent of motion, and the cause of motion.

This is the evidence gravely put forward by the reviewer, as corresponding, * as

nearly as may be possible, with the data upon which are founded what are called

the exact and positive sciences,' for the independence of life—the existence of a

soul, in fact—which may exist eternally, since there is no evidence that it ceases

to exist with the cessasion of motion in the defunct organism. This is very much
akin to the assertion noticed in my previous article, respecting the want of evidence

of design in man's designer. Mrs. Glass's advice for cooking a hare applies to

this reviewer exactly, and I would say, ' First catch your soul, and then .'

The character of the article in the Westminster may be very properly described,

in my opinion, as metaphysics run to seed; the tendency of which has ever been
to bring metaphysical reasoning into contempt, and justifies the remark of

Frederick the Great, that ' a metaphysician is like a well-sinker, the deeper he
goes the farther he is from the light.' After all, it is only the old theological

position, that we know nothing of the essence of things. We almost invariably

see motion (in organisms) where there is life, and no motion or power of motion
when life is extinct—therefore, it is affirmed, life must be a something distinct

from motion, and which produces motion.

We know nothing of the life in others, says the reviewer. Do we know anything

of the life within ourselves ? We infer^ he says, that others live by seeing the

motions of their bodies ; but we feel that we live ourselves. * We feci that we
live !' Who or what is the we that feels that we live ? And what standard of

proof have we that such feeling is not a fallacy ? Feeling is sensational, and so is

seeing. If I know from my feelings that 1 live, why do not I know by my hearing

and seeing and feeling that my friend and neighbour lives ? I see my friend doing

the selfsame things as I do, or can do, myself—or, perhaps, something more, if he
is my superior; and unless I doubt my own existence, I cannot doubt his. 'The
antithesis,' as the reviewer says, * is equally certain :' if we feel and know that we
live ourselves, we equally see and know that our friend lives. There is an old

adage, acted upon by the celebrated Thomas Didymus, that 'Seeing is believing,'

but feeling is the naked truth,' the correctness of which,however, is not so certain as

that a round is not a square. A French criminal imagined that he was bleeding

to death, because he felt warm water trickling over his arm ; he was satisfied, if a
vein was opened, that he would die from loss of blood, and feeling the prick of the

lancet and the sensation of flowing blood—though he lost not a drop—he died ac-

cordingly, deceived by his sense of feeling. I may be answered, that it was imagi-

nation that killed the man ; well, but his imagination would not have been excited

if they had not pricked his arm and trickled the water over it. A man's feelings

may, then, deceive himself as to his actual condition ; but this the pathology of

human diseases abundantly proves.

We are told that the brain is the real sensorium, or seat of all sensations

—

whether of seeing, hearing, smelling, or feeling. Now the brain sometimes lies

dormant for a long period, as in swoons, catalepsy, injury to that organ, or the

like. But during these attacks or accidents the animal functions or motions of the
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internal mechanism of the oi'ganism still go on, though in a greatly subdued con-

dition. The patient still lives, but he knows it not, he feels it not. His friends,

however, are satisfied of the fact—they know that he lives, though he does not.

And what course do they adopt to restore consciousness to him, to make him feel

that he is still a living member of this breathing world ? Why they apply stimu-

lants to increase the motion of the fluids in his body, and thereby excite the dor-

mant powers of the brain and nervous system. The patient would have died had

motion ceased ; but increased motion produces increased life. How, then, can life

he B2XA to he anterior to motion? Life ceases with motion; but motion produces

and sustains life. Motion, then, is anterior to life— sensational, reasoning life.

But granting the motions of organisms to be derivative, and that the moving

principle is life, which existed before motion. Does it follow that each organism

must necessarily possess a something called life, to act upon it and set in motion ?

If so, the inferior animals must be endowed with this moving principle, this some-

thing called life, equally with men. And if the life of man is immortal, the life of

the inferior animals must be immortal also. Th€ sun, the earth, the moon, and

stars move, but they are not alive. Men make complicated machines capable of

very Icng-continued motion, but those machines are not alive. It may be answered

that machines do not think, and compare, and calculate, which man does. Men
have made machines for producing endless calculations with unerring correctness;

for writing verses ; and even for pronouncing words. Man sets them in motion

and keeps them in motion till they decay and wear out, or meet with some accident

which destroys them. Might not man be similarly set in motion and kept in mo-

tion by something external to himself; without necessarily possessing some inter-

nal, immortal property within himself for generating motion and perpetuating it

as long as his machinery will last ; which propei'ty then flies off as good as ever,

to exist eternally, unclogged by material machinery?

Motion, according to the reviewer, being our only evidence of life in others, a

moving locomotivie, or a clock, or a power-loom, would, prima faciey offer stronger

proof of vitality than a man sitting still in a chair, discussing with another some

abstruse mechanical or metaphysical problem. You could hear his voice, to be

sure ; but that would be nothing, without he gesticulated, which every man does

not. If you could see his thoughts, that would be a proof; but, as that is impos-

sible, the man might be dead, though speaking, for aught that you could know to

the contrary.

Descartes, whom the reviewer quotes approvingly, said, * Cogito, ergo sum '—

I

think, therefore I am. And this evidence of existence I consider infinitely superior

to the reviewer's, notwithstanding the objection which has been brought against

it, as to who is the I; for to doubt is to exist, and the *I' is the individual,

intellectual, moral, and physical—and if the physical does not think, the intellec-

tual does only through the powers obtained from the physical. Supposing the

reviewer could have been at my elbow when I obtained a copy of the Westminster,

and had followed me home, and saw me sit down and open the book at his article,

and also fix my eyes upon the pages, turning over the leaves at intervals till I

came to the end—and then that he should have seen me take my writing mate-

rials, and put upon paper the words of this article (no matter whether they touch

his arguments or not : they are manifestly an attempt that way); could he have

had any more doubt of my living existence than he had of his own ? Must he

not, from his experience, have been as certain of the one as the other ? If he had

no 'prooi, xibsolute and unmistakeahle,ihaX 7 was alive, what proof could he have
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that he was himself alive ? He, being alive, wrote a certain article; and I, being

alive, wrote an answer to it, which I could not have done, if dead. Would he not

feel this, would he not know it? "Would my existence be ' wholly inferential' to

him ? I cannot believe it, metaphysical subtleties notwithstanding.

I will now turn to another phase of this question. The Westminster says

—

' Dissect a hand that has been separated from the body by amputation, and what,

under the names of bones and veins and sinews, have we before us? Motionless

substances ; unconscious substances. Substances, therefore, that could not have

moved of themselves into the order in which we find them placed ; and that, when
first so disposed, must have moved in obedience to an intelligent impulse, not a

blind impulse—the impulse of a mind that could foresee and plan the end to he

answered by such means.' To this it may be replied, the bones and muscles and

skin of the hand did not come together as perfect bones, muscles, &c., just as

parts of a machine are prepared and put together by the machinist; if they were

there would be a closer analogy between the manufacture of a man and the manu-

facture of a watch than there is at present. The bones, muscles, &c., of the hand

are aggregations of molecules, eo minute as to require high microscopic power to

reveal them, brought together by slow and almost imperceptible degrees. And
when the hand has been severed from the body, either during the life of the body

or after its death, and no artificial appliances are used to preserve it intact, by like

slow and almost imperceptible degrees the aggregated particles of which the bones,

muscles, &c., are composed separate from each other, and enter into new combina-

tions. If it be contended that the motive powers which brought the particles

together to form the hand wore derived from, and specially directed by, infinite

intelligence, the same position must be taken in respect to the disintegration or

separation of the particles on occasion of the decay of the hand ; and if the hand

were supernaturally formed, it must also, by the hypothesis assumed, be super-

naturally decayed. If the particles could not move into their places without special

direction and enforcement, neither could they moveowi of the places assigned them

without special permission and enforcement. The sciences composing natural

philosophy would be thus completely destroyed, and all the hitherto recognised

modes of natural action be proved to be fallacious : all motion, all action,

whether of the organic or inorganic worlds, being clearly immaterial, and imme-

diately derived from and ending in immaterial intelligence. Such a position

would not tend to the moral and intellectual elevation of a universal presiding

and directing intelligence in the minds of men. But this, however, is beside the

question—there may be such a power. I am far from denying it ; but I am
equally far from believing it. The question is. Is life before motion, or motion

before life? Or rather, as I would put it, Does organic life precede organic

motion, or organic motion precede organic life ? or. Are the phenomena of life and

motion so iniimately associated that the finite powers we possess are quite inade-

quate to separate them ? We know that organic motion goes on when organic

sentient life is torpid ; whilst we never see any evidence of organic Ufa in the

absence of organic motion. What an unphilosophical, unwarrantable position is

that, then, which assumes that all experience demonstrates that life is prior to

motion, that life is something distinct from motion, and that, consequently, and

in conclusion, life is immortal

!

Bristol. W. Chiltoit.
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CHRISTIANITY WITHOUT CHRIST

Mr. H. T. Prinsep has just published
a brief condensation of the report made
by the two French missionaries, M. Hue
and M. Gabet, of their journey to Laza-
riste, the capital of Tibet, Tartary, and
Mongolia.

In the dress and character of Tibetan
Lamas, attiended only by a single ser-

vant, a man of a half-civilised race from
the vicinity of Koko-noor, who had been
brought to profess Christianity, these

two French gentlemen started from the
* Valley of Black Waters,' north of

Pekin, to live for years the life of Tartars
of the desert ; subsistingon their meagre
fare, and enduring all their hardships
and privations ; cherished and supported
during their severe trials by the high
aim of their sacred calling, and by their

devotion to the faith they desired to

spread. They took the line of the great
wall of China, but kept generally on the
desert side of it, and so followed up the
Hoang-Ho, or Yellow River, till they
reached and rounded its sources. Win-
tering in the valley of the Koko-noor,
Salt Lake, they next year crossed the
yet more mighty Yang-tse-Kiang, or
Blue River, and so reached the snowy
mountains and high table lands of Tibet,

which separate the waters of China from
those of India. They passed among the

mountains north of Bootan and Ava, and
so made their way due east to the plains

of * the Central Flowery Land,' where
these are watered by the Yang-tse-Kiang,
in its full magnificence. It is of this

journey, and of its hardships, perils, and
privations, exceeding perhaps those ever
endured by travellers who lived to tell

the tale, that M. Hue has given us his

recollections. But what is in our eyes
by far the most important part of these
recoyections of M. Hue is the details we
find there of the monastic and academic
institutions of Tartary and Tibet, and of
the studies, habits, and discipline of the
several classes of Lamas. The two mis-
sionaries lived for months together in

lamaserais, or convents, in the valley of

the Koko-noor, Salt Lake, associating

daily with Lamas of all degrees, and
mixing in their studies. Their infor-

mation on these subject8,therefore,is not
that of mere passing travellers; and
their observations on the working of the

Boodhist monastic system, in its in-

fluence on the people, and in its relations

with the Manchoo government of China,

derive additional value from their own
connection with similar institutions of

Europe.
The points of resemblance referred to.

commence even with the form of the

scriptures, or principal books of the

faith. The most important is the life of

Sakhya-Muni, whose doctrines are re-

presented as having been delivered in

discourses held to his ten disciples, or

as arising out of occasions not unsimilar

in some respects to those recorded in

our evangelists. The idea of a divine

spirit being moved to take on itself a

human form for the instructionTof man-
kind, and for the redemption of the hu-
man race from the sins into which it had
fallen by a course of degeneracy, is

Boodhistical. The doctrine of the fall

of man, that is, the Mosaic account of

the creation of the world, and of the

original sin of the father of the human
race, is no part of Boodhism ; and this,

we may remark, would most probably

have been found there if it had been a

religion borrowed from the Christian as

its antecedent. The spirit of Sakhya-
Muni is alleged to have been pre-ex-

istent, in a condition of sanctified holi-

ness, pre-eminent amongst the gods of

Tushita; and there, being moved to

become incarnate in the human form, in

order to redeem mankind from the sin

and degeneracy it had fallen into from
long tasting of earthly pleasures, and
from their corrupting influences, it

elected the royal race of Shudhoduna
for the birth. The conception of Maya-
Devi, the mother, is described as mira-

culous and mystical, and the birth as

attended with miracles, but not of the
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same description with those which at-

tended the birth of our Saviour. There
is, however, a holy man like Simeon,
who, admonished by an illumination of

the world, bears witness to the child's

I
divine mission, and laments that age

will prevent his hearing his doctrine.

Sakhya also at school displays learning

which confounds the doctors and pro-

fessors. He takes on himself the do-

mestic state, and marries twice ; but at

the age of twenty-nine, he is led to com-
mence a course of meditation, his at-

tention being directed to four subjects

in particular—old age, sickness, death,

and a future state. He gives up the

world to pursue his mediations on these

subjects, and to seek the truth. He
practises mortifications, until, finding

his body weakened, he bathes in the

Nyranjana river, and takes refreshment
afterwards to recover his strength.

This is a species of baptism. He is

tempted after his baptism by the God
of Pleasure, who makes offers of worldly

power, like those we find in the temp-
tation in the wilderness. But he re-

jects them, and overcomes and drives

away the tempter. After this his medi-
tations are rewarded by an inspiration

of the divine spirit, and so becoming a
supreme Boodh, he begins to preach his

doctrine, which is adopted first by ten

disciples of implicit faith, and then wins
over the multitude.

The precepts he inculcates are :

—

First, that there is sorrow in life. Se-

cond, that this sorrow is inseparable

from mortality. Third, that it may be
remedied. Fourth, that faith in his doc-
trine, and its reception and observance,
will give the remedy, which is, salvation

in an improved future state, preparatory
to absorption ultimately in the divine

spirit. He goes from place to place in

India, teaching this doctrine, and is fol-

lowed and revered, until he dies at last

in Assam at the advanced age of eighty,

his death being attended with many
prodigies. The body is burnt, and the

remains collected and revered as relics

of pre-eminent sanctity. A contention
then arises as to their disposal, and the
remains are divided between eight cities,

each of which erects a stupa, or mauso-
leum, over its portion.

There is in Boodhism no perpetuity
of punishment in a place of torments,
but the regeneration in inferior animals

is not very dissimilar to the purgatory

of Catholics, as was remarked by Father

Grneber; and the devas, or gods, of the

different heavens, are of the same class

with angels and saints. In every state

there is a means of reaching a superior

condition, if properly followed out; and

life is sacred and not to be taken with-

out sin, because of its being of the divine

essence, passing, in this world, through

the course prescribed towards final ab-

sorption. Such are the principal cha-

racteristics of the Boodhist doctrine.

We have still, according to M. Hue,
both at Koon-boom and in Tibet, the type

of the devotees who practised penances

and Baton pillars like Simeon Stelites.

The discipline, the habits, and even

the ritual of these monasteries of

Tibet and Tartary, have also a re-

markable resemblance to those of the

churches of Rome and Constantinople

in the middle ages. With respect to

the ritual, we have before noticed the

strong impression which its resemblance

in many points made on Father Grueber,

in the seventeenth century. Captain

Turner, the ambassador of Warren
Hastings to Tibet, in 1783, remarked
the great similarity which the chants of

alternate verses by the officiating priest,

and by the congregations of Tibet, bore

to the ceremonies of high mass in the

Roman Church. He was quite ignorant

of the Tibetan language, and judged
merely of the form, and manner, and
effect of what he saw and heard. M.
Hue confirms this report, as the result of

his longer and more accurate observa-

tion, based on some acquaintance with

the language of Tibet ; and he tells us

how intense and extensive is the study

of ritual in the Koon-boon monastic
college, and in similar institutions of

Lassa. Now Csoma de Koros has given

us translations and abstracts of some
part of what is thus chanted or recited

3

and we have ourselves been much struck

by the resemblance, in spirit and tone,

to parts of the Litany, and of the

Psalms, which are similarly read or

chanted in Catholic churches.

In the absence of authentic histories,

it is not easy to settle the precise period

when the doctrine and forms of Boodhist
worship were first established in the

east ; but no one has ever doubted their

great antiquity. The early missionaries

believed them to be a form of Chris ti-
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first apostles ; and hearing of the theo-

cratic government established in Tibet,

and occasionally amongst Tartars and
Mongols of the desert, carried back to

Europe tales of a Prester, or Presbyter

John, to excite the ifronder and stimulate

the zeal of the pious in Christendom.

But the more accurate and searching

inquiries of the present age have brought

out this religion in a new character, and
leave little doubt of its priority by
several centuries to Christianity, with

forms of worship and with doctrines,

corresponding closely with those which

so forcibly struck Captain Turner in

Tibet, and which excited the wonder of

the missionaries of successive centuries,

both there and in Mongolia.
That the doctrines of Sakhya-Muni

spread widely over the western world,

as well as over the east, is sufficiently

known and established. Pythagoras

brought the doctrine of transmigration

into Greece at a period so close to that

of the decease of Sakhya-Muni, as to

make it probable that he received it

even from himself; but we have no

direct evidence that the philosopher went

further east than Babylon. The fact,

however, that he derived his doctrines

from an Indian source is very generally

admitted ; and it has other points of

resemblance with Boodhism, besides the

belief in metempsychosis, or transmi-

gration of souls. The discipline he es-

tablished, and the life of silence and

meditation he enjoined, with the degrees

of initiation introduced, which was a

kind of successive ordination, correspond

exactly with thfe precepts of the Pita-

kattayan, and the practices reported in

the Atthakatha.

The Pythagorean institutions also are

described as very monastic in their

character, resembling thus closely, in

that respect also, the viharas of the

Boodhists of India, The doctrines of

Pythagoras were widely spread over

Greece, over Italy, and Asia Minor, for

centuries after his decease ; and under

the name of Mythraic, the faith of Boodh
had also a wide extension. The general

expectation of the birth of a great pro-

phet, redeemer, or saviour, which is al-

luded to even by Tacitus, as prevailing

at the period when the founder of the

Christian religion appeared, was, there

can be no doubt, of Boodhistic origin,

and not at all confined to Jews, or based
only on the prophecies of their scripture.

Although, therefore, the classic litera-

ture of that age affords no evidence of

the precise character of this Boodhism,
nor of the basis of scripture or tradition

on which it rested, still the two facts,

viz., first, the existence of these books
in India at the period; and, secondly,

the wide spread in the west of the

doctrines and belief which rested upon
them, may be considered as both well

established, and as not likely to be

denied.

Under the supposition of the pre-

existence of Boodhism, such as these

sacred books describe, and its professors

still preach, the rapid spread of Christi-

anity in the first and second centuries

of our era is not surprising. To a mind
already impressed with Boodhistic belief

and Boodliistic doctrines, the birth of a

saviour and redeemer for the western
world, recognised as a new Boodh by
wise men of the east, that is, by Magi,
Sramanas, or Lamas, who had obtained

the Arhat sanctificatiou, was an event
expected, and therefore readily accepted

when declared and announced. It was
no abjuration of an old faith that the

teachers of Christianity asked of the

Boodhists, but a mere qualification of

an existing belief by the incorporation

into it of the Mosaic account of the

creation, and original sin, and the fall

of man. The Boodhists of the west,

accepting Christianity on its first an-
nouncement, at once introduced the

rites and observances which for centuries

had already existed in India. From that

country Christianity derived its monastic
institutions, its forms of ritual, and of

church service, its council, or convoca-

tions to settle schisms on points of faith,

its worship of relics, and working of

miracles through them, and much of the

discipline, and of the dress of the clergy,

even to the shaven heads of the monks
and friars.

What is this but Christianity, wanting
only the name of Christ as its preacher,

and the Mosaic faith for its antecedent ?

It is these that the missionary must
seek to add.—From the Liverpool

Journal.
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Prom which any earnest opponent may controvert our opinions, and from which any may expound viewi
not coincident with our own, if tending to the Rationalisation of Theology.

A CATCH AT A STRAW.

To the Editor of the Reatoner,

SiK,—By accident a copy of the ChemUal Record fell in my way. One of the

headings of an editorial article in No. 2 particularly took my attention— namely,
* The Mosaic Account Vindicated.' It appeared to I e Mr. Nasmyth's new
* Theory '* that had charmed its editor into large capitals, supposing this * Theory

'

had achieved such vindication. On turning to the * Theory ' given in the same

number, I was much pleased with it, and which, with your permission, I will here

give :—
* Whatever be the nature of solar light, its main source appears to result from

an action induced on the exterior surface of the solar sphere. The true source of

the latent element of light is not in the solar orb, but in space, diflFused through it

and exbaustless. The sun is an agent for the bringing forth into vivid existence its

due portion of the illuminating or luciferous element. Its unequal diffusion

through space will account for the appearance and disappearance of stars, and

variations in their brilliancy ; also for the variations of the light and heat of the

sun in its transit through regions in which the light-yielding element may abound

or be deficient. As heat is derived from the same source, the glacial and torrid

periods of geology are thereby explained and accounted for. This view of the

source of light accords with the Mosaic account of the creation, in so far as light

is described as having been created, in the first instance, before the sun was called

forth.'

There is great probability in this ' Theory ' being correct ; but it is catching at

a straw to suppose it proof of the Mosaic account. All the materials necessary

for the production of any phenomena may exist, but unless the conditions neces-

sary for those phenomena take place, no specific phenomena are manifested.

Oxygen and nitrogen, the principal materials of air, may respectively exist; but

if the necessary condition forv their union be not complied with, they will not

form atmospheric air. So with oxygen and hydrogen in forming water ; and so

with all other elements. Mr. Nasrayth admits that the sun is an agent for the

bringing forth into vivid existence its due portion of the illuminating or luciferous

element. For solar light—the light understood in Scripture—the sun is necessary
;

therefore, to say light existed before the sun is contradictory. One element may
have existed in space before the sun, or the sun and its portion of the light

element may have existed before the space element ; we may even suppose all the

materials to have existed before light. Yet light—a phenomenon, not a separate,

distinct thing out of the impression we have of it—necessarily requires, on his

own * Theory,' on the surface of the solar sphere the proper conditions necessary

for its manifestation. No sun no light, is unquestionable. Sun, its due portion

of the luciferous element, latent element in space, and conditions necessary for the

evolution of light—then light, not before.

I may be supposed to be over anxious about Mr. Nasmyth's ' Theory.' What-

• * The Mosaic Account Vindicated : Mr. Nasmyth's New Theory of the Nature
and Source of the Sun's Light and Heat.'
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ever tends to mislead into the belief of the authenticity of the so-considered

' Scriptures ' of a barbarous deity, tends to support the ministers, who claim to

uphold and enforce the will of that deity, and who at present are potent against

us for evil. Theology weighs us down. Freedom of thought and opinion are by

it interdicted. Our labour is a prey ; our time foolishly wasted.

The good of a theory is accepted—its errors dropped. We accept the physical

theories of Newton without his theology ; and if this ' Theory ' of Mr. Nasmyth's

be confirmed by future observers as truth, it will be adopted without its theology,

although the discoverer damages us now with straining it to theological purposes.

Hence there appears no danger to the credit of a discoverer in the future. He
may have succumbed to the dominant power of the church—been submissive to

spread his fame ; it will be set down to the influence of the time. Many of the

now lag-behinds ought to be our leaders, could we but get them to speak out. If

this is believed to be a vindication of the Mosaic account of the creation, it is a

catch at a straw ; and if it is not so believed in, it is a catch at popularity at the

expense of common honesty.

Any person having carefully read ' The Connection between Geology and the

Pentateuch, in a letter to Professor Silliman,' by Thomas Cooper, M.D., would,

from the overwhelming proofs there exhibited of the utter impossibility of recon-

ciling them, naturally suppose it common policy on the part of the Pentateuchists

quietly to abandon such impossibilities, and try to make the best they can of the

former credit and influence of the story. W. E. B.

•

SERIOUS ACCIDENT TO MR. ALEXANDER CAMPBELL.

Some of our readers may have seen a notice in a morning paper, saying that a

Mr. Campbell had met with an accident at the Twickenham Railway Station, ' in

which his thigh was broken '—without concluding that it was Mr. Alexander

Campbell to whom this misfortune had happened. The following letter, with

which we have been favoured by Mr. Truelove, we have asked the liberty of insert-

ing for the information of our readers, to whom it will have both a painful and a

peculiar interest.

' Three Tuns Tavern, Railway Station, Twickenham,
20th Dec, 1851.

* My dear Sir,—As some who may have read the report of the serious, almost

fatal, accident which befel me here last Saturday evening, on my way home, may
be making inquiries at your house as to my present state, will you have the

goodness to say to all that, considering the nature of my injuries—consisting of

a broken thigh bone, a little above the left knee, and many bruises on both legs

—

Dr. Clarke, of Twickenham, who attends me, as well as many others who saw the

accident, considered my escape with life, and the satisfactory progress or rather

position I have been able to maintain, as something extraordinary, and only to be

accounted for by the strong efforts I was enabled to make " to live a little longer,"

and the calmness which I have been able to maintain since the occurrence ?

Danger is now considered over ; the old materials are expected to be reunited, and
serve out the rest of this my worldly pilgrimage. But here I must lie on my back,

almost immoveable, for six or seven weeks before I can even be removed home;
and after that I know not how long I may be hopping about with crutches before

I am again a firm materialist, under spirit direction.
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' If mj respected friend Robert Owen should call, remember me kindly to him,

and say that, when I had no prospect but that of almost instant death before me,

my remaining consciousness was sustained with a high degree of calm resignation,

which no superstition, however ancient, gorgeous, or sacred its character, can

secure to its votaries.

' My dear Truelove, I have only further to add my best wishes for all friends.

' I am, my dear sir, yours truly,

* Alexander Campbell.*

Any of our friends going towards Twickenham will not, we hope, fail to

make a call of inquiry as to Mr. Campbell's progress. G. J. H.

MORMONISM AND ROMANISM.

Spending a few days in the parish of Almondsbury, I came in contact with a

Mormonite missionary, who had persuaded some of the good people that he was *a

teacher sent from God.' On inquiry into the doctrines of this new church, I find

them to bear such a strong resemblance to popery, that one may imagine they

have sprung from the same mint. The following particulars may interest your

readers.

1. Mormonism and popery both hold the necessity of a present living infallible

guide to determine all controversies. Both argue the necessity of this guide from

the diversities of sects into which they are divided who appeal alone to the Scrip-

tures. The only diflference between them is that Mormonism proclaims Joseph

Smith, jun., and the^apostles of his church, to be the heaven-inspired infallible

ones; while popery claims the dignity for the Pope of Rome.

2. Both claim the power of working miracles and conferring the Holy Ghost by

the laying on of hands. But in these claims popery is meek and modest compared

with Mormonism. The Mormon miracles embrace the whole circle of the apostolic

signs and wonders enumerated Mark xvi., 17, 18. The Papal miracles are gene-

rally confined to a winking image, or a melting of blood, or the dream of an ec-

statica, or healing by the touch of a relic, or some other pretty remnant of roman-

tic ages. The Mormonite professes to give the Holy Spirit in his miraculous

powers to all disciples. The Romanist, in some mystic sense not yet determined.

3. Both teach that salvation is dependant on external acts performed by their

priesthood. The Mormonite boldly declares that unless men are baptised by their

ministers for the remission of sins they must be damned, whatever their Christian

faith or works. The Romanist declares that out of his church there is no salva-

tion, that if a man take nineteen steps in the way of life, and stick at the twentieth,

which is communion with the see of Rome, his case is hopeless. St. Peter will bar

the doors against him.

4. Both teach that acts performed by the living have an effect on the salvation

of the dead. Mormonism, quoting 1 Cor. xv., 29, baptises living people for dead

ones, and the dead ones have all the benefit of the remission of sins which a

Mormonite baptism is said to confer. Popery teaches that masses offered by the

living for the dead knocks off so many years of the temporal punishment of

purgatory, and hastens the release of the sufferer.

5. Both practice the doctrine of reserve. The Mormonite preachers dwell upon
those topics on which there appears to be scriptural authority : such as, repentance

and baptism, reserving all about Smith and the book of Mormon, the mysteries of
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their temple, tor the initiated—a practice by which the people are thrown off their

guard, and thus the more easily deluded. Popish preachers present their system

to the English mind just as they think the English mind will bear it. Its real

nature is only developed by slow degrees.

I found the Morraonites as firm and earnest believers in Smith and his mission,

and in their possession of infallible truth and miraculous gifts, as any of the

modern converts to Rome could be in the high gifts and graces of their Holy

Mother.

The Mormonities have one great advantage over Rome, and that is, they can

offer land, and liberty, support, and brotherhood in the fertile plains of America,

where their church is at present located. Mormonism is, in fact, a species of re-

ligious communism, skilfully adapted to the weakness and wants of humanity. We
cannot wonder therefore that its converts have been by thousands from amongst

the uneducated peasantry of England and Wales. It becomes the parochial clergy,

and all ministers of the gospel, to warn their people against this delusion, to which

they may be at any time exposed, for the Mormon ministers swarm more in our

country places than even popish priests.

—

George Henry Davis, in the Bristol

Mercury.

EXTRACT FROM A PAMPHLET, BY THE ABBE DARRAS, IN
FAVOUR OF LOUIS NAPOLEON.

God has had mercy upon us. There was but one man whose name remained on

the memory of the people and of the soldiers. In spite of his misfortunes,^God

had given him the secret instinct of his destiny. God sought him out in exile for

this work of reparation. He first confided to him, as to that great man who had

shed so much glory on his name, the duty of saving the church by restoring the.

papacy in Rome. This was the seal of the reconciliation of providence with that

race of kings which providence alone had overthrown. From that day those who

know that God is never ungrateful foresaw what illustrious destinies still awaited

him. And, in fact, this man has had the honour to save his country. His mind,

which was thought to be adventurous, combined the boldest coup d'etat with unex-

ampled wisdom, prudence, firmness, and moderation. God visibly assisted him.

He chose a day glorious for his family, yet nobody suspected it. It seemed as if

God himself had spread the net in which so many renowned statesmen were

caught; for if was His purpose to save France,Europe,but especially his church,from

the most frightful catastrophes, and his hand was concealed by the hand which closed

the abyss. We have heard a voice, which is to us the organ of heaven, warn us of

the ills which threaten the world, and invoke the compassion of God upon the

church. That cry has been heard in heaven ; but, to save the church from peril,

it was necessary to save France, the glorious protectress of the papacy. This

miracle seemed impossible, so dark was the future
;
yet God has achieved it.

—

Times, Saturday, Dec. 27, 1851.

[The recent letter from the Trustee of the Bradford Teetotal Hall has brought

us another communication from Mr. Rider, in which Mr. R. reiterates, with some
new circumstances, his former positions; but we fear the public would not be in-

terested by any continuance of the controversy, as it can only be settled definitely

by an appeal to the trust deed.

—

Ed,]
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To promote the efficiency of the Rensoner as an organ of Propagandism, one friend subscribes lOs.

weekly, another 59., some a monthly sum,others la.each weekly— others intermediate amounts or make
special remittances, according to ability or earnestness. An annual contribution of Is. from each reader

would be easy, equitable, and suflficient. What is remitted, in whatever proportion, is acknowledged
here and accounted for at the end of the Volume.

For Vol. XII., acknowledged in No. 289, 71s.—Arthur Trevelyan, lOOs. (Mr.

Trevelyan sends also £1 for Mrs. E. S. Carlile, which has been forwarded her).

—

E. W., 5s.—Samuel Moores, Ripponden, 2s.—J. Fenton, Brimble, 6d.—Z., per

Mr.Watson, Is.—Wm. Burton, 2s. 6d.—S. B., Vauxhall, per E. Truelove, 2s. 6H.

—J. Spurr, Liverpool, 2s.—J. P., per do.. Is.—Quicksilver, per do., 2s.—F. T.V.,

per Mr, Watson, lOs.—H. C, for Vols. XI. and XII., 2s.—W., 2s.—W. J., Sun-

derland, 6d.—Thomas Jackson, Fenton, 2s. Gd.—A Friend, do., 2s. 6d.—Joseph

Tomkinson, Stoke, Is.—Thomas Nixon, do., Is.—Herbert Redfern, Fenton, Is.

—

J. B., do., Is.—J. H., do.. Is.—Mr. Law, per Mr. Watson, 2s. 6d.—B. S., per Mrs.

Watson, 5s.—rMembers of Mr. Robert Cooper's Class, Huddersfield, per Mr» W-
Studdard, 5s.—N. S., half-yearly subscription, lOs.—Total, 236s. 6d.

GUIDE TO THE LECTURE ROOM.
Literary Institution, John St., FitzroySq.—Jan.

11th [7], Thomas Cooper, * Roman History.' 13th

[8i], Henry Knight, ' Pre-Adamite World.'
Western Literary Institution, Leicester Square.

— Jan. 11th [7J, Thornton Hunt, 'Lecture on
the Week.'

Hall of Science, City Road.— Jan. 11th fZ],
S. M. Kydd, ' Leading Events of 1851.'

National Hall, 242, High Holborn.—Jan. 11th,

[8], P. W. Perfitt, 'Elizabeth and the Church
persecuting Catholics.'

South London Hall, Webber Street, Blackfriars
Road.—Jan. 18th [74], Robert Cooper, 'The Soul
—what is it?'

East London Literary and Scientific Institution,

Bethnal Green.—Jan. 11th [7^], William Davis,
• Liie and Writings of Oliver Goldsmith.'

Social Institution,Charles St., Old Garratt, Man-
chester.-Jan. 11 [11 a.m.], James Campbell,
• The Reasoner and the Scriptural Tract Society.'

[641 'Communism.'
Areopagus Coffee and Reading Room, 59, Church

Lane, Whitechapel.—Every Sunday, Monday, and
Wednesday (8), a Lecture or Discussion.

City Forum Coffee House, 60, Red Cross Street.
— Every Sunday, Monday, and Thursday [8^], a
Discu»>sion.

Commercial Hall, Philpot Street, Commercial
Road East.—Every Tuesday and Thursday even-
ing [8], a Discussion.

Eclectic Institute, Denmark Street, Soho.

—

Every Friday [8^], Mr. J. B. O'Brien, ' Home and
Foreign Politics.' Every Sunday [7^], on ' Moral
and Social Science.'

Mr. Gardner's School Room, Preston.—The
Friends of Political and Social Reform meet every
Sunday at 2 p.m.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

GRATIS with the DISPATCH of Sunday,Jan.4.
—The subscribers to the Weekly Dispatch

were presented with a highly-finished coloured
Chart, showing by diagrams and at one view, the
number of persons who daily, during a period of
five months, visited the Crystal Palace, the amount
of money taken at the doors and received from
various soiurces.and other statistics of an interesting

character. And on the following, Sunday Jan. 11,

the Chart will be given to all Purchasers of the

Dispatch who are not regular subscribers. The
chart, which is surmounted with an engraved view
of the Great Exhibition of the Industry of all

Nations, has been prepared by permission of the

Royal Commissioners, from designs by Corporals
A. Gardener and J. Mack, of the Royal Sappers
and Miners, and revised by a gentleman whose
intimate acquaintance with all matters connected
with the management must ensure its correct-

ness. Orders may be given to all newsvendors in

town and country, or forwarded to Mn R. J.

Wood, 139, Fleet Street, London.

rnHE BIBLE OF REASON ; or, Testament of

I 1851. Now publishing, price 2d., 16 pages.

8vo., continued weekly. Part 4 of Ihe Bible of

Reason Supplement, or, Testament of 1851.

Chap. 1.—The Universe. Chap. 2.—The Earth.

Chap. 3.—Man. Chap. 4.—Miscellaneous. The
whole tending to familiarise the public mind
with the truthful deductions of science. The
work will correspond in type and paper with the

Bible of Reason already issued.

Bible of Reason, containing Parts 1,2, 3, s. d.

bound in 1 vol., cloth 7 ^

To be had also in 36 numbers, each at ...

.

2

Volney's Ruins of Empires, 1 vol 3

Ditto Lectures on History 1

Ditto Law ot Nature 4

Paine's Political Works, 2 vols in 1 5

Ditto Theological Works, 1 vol 3

Godwin's Political Justice, 2 vols, in 1 ...

.

5

Just published. Second Edition, price Is.,

THE TASK OF TO-DAY, by Evans Bell, being
the first volume of the ' Cabinet of Reason,'
the essential object of which is to bring together,

in a portable form, a literature by which the class

of thinkers and writers identified with Freethought
and the Sovereignty of the Individual may consent
to be judged, and which shall be a well-advisen
and dispassionate expression of opinions nottaked
up in antagonism, but adopted in conviction, and
enforced as a protest alike against that progress
which is anarchy, and that order which is merely
prostration in intellect and despotism in politics.

London : J, Watson, 3, Queen's Head Passage,
Paternoster Row.
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^ttr C^pcit Pag?.

At the late Alford Agricultural Labourers' Society the Rev. J. M. Cooksley de-

livered himself, in reply to the toast, 'The bishop and the clergy of the district,'

to the following effect. He said it gave him great pleasure to find himself so

handsomely toasted and so warmly received by the people of Alford, for whom he

entertained the highest respect. He had no idea that he was held so strongly in

their esteem, and although he did not expect such a manifestation when he entered

that room, "was unprepared to make a speech, and, in fact, had never in his life

addressed a public company of the kind, he would endeavour to make a commence-
ment in oratory. He quite approved of agricultural societies, and thought the

agriculture of the country ought to be encouraged; for if the land went on badly,

the church would get on worse. It was for the good of England that agriculture

should be upheld. He (Mr. Cooksley) did not care about manufactures : his might

be a bad taste, but he never liked manufacturing people. He was sorry to see the

government was supporting them at the expense of the farmers, and setting their

affections upon the dirty mechanics. One good agricultural labourer was worth

ten of the manufacturing people. It had' been rumoured that he was about to

leave Alford, but, though he would not condescend to answer every vile rumour,

he would say that he was so attached to the people among whom he lived, that he

would not leave them. He had had two distinct places of preferment off'ered him

;

but he was comfortable, and he refused both, although one was worth £500 a year.

He would, however, be honest, and tell them that it was not in this country; but

neither was it at Botany Bay : it was in Chili. That, however, was not all; and he

could refer to Mr. Higgins to bear out his statement that he had expectations in

another direction; and till those expectations were fulfilled he would remain in

Alford. There was a certain clergyman, a little past eighty years old— and, per-

haps, he might live till ninety; ' but this I know,' said Mr. Cooksley, * that when
that man dies, if I am alive, I shall take his place. I cannot say when that will be,

for we live in a patriarchal age, and at eighty or ninety we are babes; but so long

as he lives I mean to remain among you.' The rev. gentleman dwelt further upon
his expectations, but a part of the company becoming rather impatient, he at

length brought his remarks to a conclusion.

The second edition of the ' Task of To-Day,' by Evans Bell, is now ready. The
demand for it has much increased.

Mr. Thornton Hunt's * Lecture on the Week ' continues every Sunday night at

the Leicester Square Literary Institution. On the occasion of his recent illness,

Mr. Holyoake spoke in his stead. The penalty of his literary life has often in-

terfered with Mr. Hunt's public duties, but he is now in his usual health.

The report of the Free Discussion Festival will appear next week. The report

of the Nottingham lectures, and the discussion with the Rev. Mr. Syme, is not yet

written. The Rev. Mr. Woodman has sent a letter to us of such length, that it

must wait a short time for want ot space.

The encouraging letter of Mr. I^ark, of Walsingham, has been received.

' Clerical Ideas ' will be inserted. Ailso Willis Knowles, on * Plainness of Writ-

ing.' The Rev. H. Crosskey, of Derby, has commenced the publication o<'* Tracts

Illustrative of Unsectarian Christianity ;' the London agent is Whitfield, Essex

Street, Strand.

London: Printed by Holyoake, Tyndale, & Co., 3, Queen's Head Passage, Paternoster-row; and Pub-
lished by J. Watson, 3, Queen's Head Passage, Paternoster Row. Wednesday, Jan. 7th, 1852.
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THE ORGANISATION OF FREETHINKERS.

An Address by Mr. G. J. Holyoake, delivered at the Free Discussion
Festival, Dec. 29th, 1851.

Three parties are known for implied or positive opposition to Christianity

—

1. The dissolute.

2. The indifferent.

3. The intellectually independent.

The Dissolute speak against it because they regard it as the foe to sensual-

ism. The Indiflferent, a more numerous class, reject Christianity through being

simply ignorant of it—or not having time to attend to it—or not caring to attend

to it—or not being able to attend to it, through constitutional insensibility to its

peculiar appeals. The Intellectually independent are those who oppose Christi-

anity because they perceive it to be the foe of freedom, of morals, and progress;

and who intelligently reject Christianity for reasons which to them seem con-

clusive, and of which they are able to give an account.

With a few honourable exceptions, of which his Grace the Archbishop of Dublin

is the most eminent example, the pulpits, in speaking of their opponents, con-

found all these together ; and when they quote cases of what they style ' Infidelity,'

they quote from the dissolute and the ignorant classes. It is necessary that the

party who propose to follow Reason should no longer suffer themselves to be con-

founded with those who expose themselves to the accusation of being sensualists.

The men of active conscience should stand intact from the merely indifferent. The
Freethinkers who do think should be distinguishable from those who do not think,

and this can be done only by announcing a principle, defining aims, and creating

an organisation to attain those aims.'*

Then of Freethinkers, properly so called, it may be said :—Their ' Principle ' is

the recognition of the Secular sphere as the pi-ovince of man.f

Their ' Aims * may be thus specified :

—

1. To explain that Science is the sole Providence ofMan—a truth which enables

* Vide Mazzini on ' Parties in Italy,' Leader No. 92, where the doctrine of political

existence is laid down.

I Secularity draws the line of demarcation between the things of time and tbe things
of eternity. That is secular which pertains to this world— ' the issues of which can be
tested in this life,'

—

G. Comhe.

[No. 294.] INo. 9, Vol. XII.]

[ONE PENNY.]
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a man to become master of his Fate, and protects him from false dependencies,

which allure him from his true duty, unnerve his arm in difficulties, and betray

him in danger.

2. To establish the proposition that Ethics are independent of Christianity : in

other words, to show that wherever there is a moral end proposed, that there is a

secular path to it.

3. To encourage men to trust Reason throughout, and to trust nothing that

Reason does not establish—to examine all things hopeful, respect all things

probable, but rely upon nothing which does not come within the range of

phenomena, or of common consciousness, or assume the form of a law.

4. To teach men that the universal fair and open discussion of opinion is the

highest guarantee of public truth—that only that theory which is submitted to that

ordeal is to be regarded, as only that which endures it can be trusted.

5. To claim for every man the fullest liberty of thought and action compatible

with the possession of like liberty by every other person.*

6. To maintain— That from the uncertainty as to whether the inequalities of

human condition will be compensated for in another life—that it is the business of

intelligence to rectify them in this world, and consequently, instead of the specu-

lative worship of superior beings, a generous man will devote himself to the patient

service of inferior natures, and the mitigation of harsh destiny—that the ignorant

may be enlightened and the low elevated.

There has for some time existed in London a * Council of Friends,' influential in

a conventional sense, who promote concerted action for carrying out these objects.

The Utilitarians, under the name of the Secular Society, are a Central Federation

for this purpose. They have an organ, the Measoner, which has been established

for six years; and they have lately commenced to publish a Library of accredited

works, of which the first volume—' The Task of To-day '—is jusi issued.

They now invite other persons to organise for the attainment of the objects spe-

cified. By an organisation we mean an articulated human machine, in which there

are no superfluous, no inactive, no inefi'ective parts. We do not need everybody

to join in this work. In attaining our objects we need not arrest or impede others.

A selection of earnest men will suffice for us. Those only who will take sides can

be useful to us. Our invitation is to those alone who agree as to what is to be

done, and who wish to do it, and who will do it with moderate speech, in peril, in

labour, in good faith. These are the kind of persons indispensable for taking the

initiative steps. A few such persons will proceed, in the first instance, by securing

a Committee Room in a convenient private house, meeting once a week, apportioning

work to be done, preparing arguments for publication, and communicating with the

central society. Each society will guarantee its members a given training, fitting

them for Propagandism by tongue, pen, and example. Each member, on entering

the federation, will give his colleagues the guarantee that he will so comport him-

self that his principles may be judged by his conduct. The first contribution a

sincere man makes to his party is that of giving character to his cause.

Notwithstanding these conditions, it will be found that we are anxious to avoid

exclusiveness. But those who know most of the history of Freethinking and of

the unfair advantages always taken of those who propose a larger measure of in-

tellectual and moral liberty than is common, will see that a certain austerity is

* For the statement and development of this principle, see ' Social Statics,' by Herbert
Spencer,
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necessary to self-defence. We do not affect to create a society of purists—but

unless the standard set up has some elevation, there can be no healthy aim among
us. We may draw a line between ourselves and the dissolute and the indifferent,

but we do not therefore despise them. Among the indifferent are many who

would be with us were they interested and informed. Among the men of un-

governed passions are many noble natures, whom changed circumstances would

discipline, whom a friendly word would bind. We should not neglect these—but

our success must depend upon our differing from them.

A story to be found in the life of St. Peter, of Alcantara, will instruct us as to

where the good sense and strength of public reformation lies. It is related that

' Upon a time, the Count Orapsane, a devout nobleman, came to visit St. Peter,

of Alcantara, and falling into discourse, how much Almighty God was moved
with the sins of the world, out of his zeal broke into these speeches :

" Father !

what do you think ? what will become of this wicked world ? do you think the

divine justice can contain itself any longer from revenge ? behold how virtue is op-

pressed and sin triumpheth !" To which the man of God modestly answered and said,

" Noble sir, do not afflict yourself, a remedy will easily be found to cure this disease
;

the point of the difficulty consisteth in you and me ; men cry out against the

wickedness of the world, that all are naught, and that none do good; when if they

would but look into their own behaviour, they would find matter enough of sorrow
;

but now, because they blame the whole they neglect iheir own conduct, and justify

themselves with a sottish presumption. Therefore, noble sir, let your lordship

and I mend one a-piece, and then a part of the world will be amended ; we shall

appease the angry Judge, and repair a part of the ruin of mankind by our good
example."

'

This story is told by a Roman Catholic Father, but it is one from which free-

thinkers may learn wisdom.

[An early volume in the * Cabinet of Reason,' entitled Organisation, not of Arms,
but Ideas,' will contain a full development of the reasons, doctrine, and conditions

of Organisation applicable to Reformers in general.]

Persons anxious to promote, initiate, or constitute secular societies of the nature

described in this address, can communicate to G. J. Holyoake, Secretary of the

Central Secular Society, Reasoner Office, 3, Queen's Head Passage, Paternoster

Row, London.

THE FIRST FREE DISCUSSION FESTIVAL.

On the 29th we held our first Free Discussion Festival, of the kind lately

announced in this paper. The assembly took. place in the Hall of Science, City

Road; W. J. Birch, M.A., of Oxford, occupied the chair. The festival realised,

in a great degree, the social expectations formed of it.

Mr. Birch said, Unused to take the chair, or to public speaking, he must crave

indulgence if, in voice or meaning, he did not reach the hearing or understanding
of those present, met together to celebrate the festival of free discussion. They
must take the will for the deed. The will was strong which, under these circum-
stances of disadvantage, made him take a place which many were more worthy to

fiU. In taking a post of honour there, it was to do honour to them ; and any little

martyrdom which he suffered, from novelty and awkwardness in his position, he
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willingly accepted to do homage to the glorious army of martyrs. There were

present a Watson, a Thomas Cooper, an a Holyoake, which reminded him at

once why they were met together—to review the history and progress of free dis-

cussion, its hopes and fears. Watson was the last living representative of Carlile

heroes, when free discussion was a forlorn hope. Holyoake dated an epoch of

comparative free discussion in practice. His trial was the first removed from the

petty sessions to the assizes, and the attorney-general was immediately after made
sole public prosecutor. When Mr. H. went to Cheltenham to speak on home
colonisation, he had to answer a question quite foreign to the subject. He was

asked to colonise space, and explain the social system of the heavens. Because he

said he did not believe in a God, and he would put the religious system on half-pay,

he was put into prison. Nor did his questioners believe in any special definable

thing—not in the leek or cat of the Egyptians, or the Roman wafer of the present

times; and if they had been charged with believing in a physical thing, as matter,

they would have indignantly denied it, and said they believed only in spirit. The
prosecution he alluded to showed at once the absurdity of persons being legally

amenable whose intentions were not to offend the law. Such power virtually put

an end to free discussion on all topics, if, when you could not answer satisfactorily

questions on theology, your case was to be submitted to the judgment of clergy,

country squires, police, constables, and twelve enlightened jurymen, as they are

called—we should say a jury in darkness, who had their benighted state further

eclipsed by the fog which counsel and a judge and English law can raise to envelop

any subject. Freethinket*s now contemplated organisation. They were wise to do

so—how else would they overcome the organisations existing against them ?

There was the press. When the Times, the chief organ of the oppositionists,

sounded its pipes, all barrel organs were found playing to the same tune against

free discussion on the subject of religion. There were the clergy of the established

church, many thousands in number, and with ten millions a-year. There were

the priests of all denominations paid and distributed all over the country to put

down free discussion. In spite of our progress and present position, there might

be reaction. Hume had said, that if one superstition was abandoned by the people

another would probably ba substituted equally absurd. Macaulay said the old

ones would ever return, and against these probabilities they had to guard. Reli-

gionists say prematurely, ' Why do you call yourselves atheists ? When you talk

of nature you mean God.' To such he (the chairman) always answered, * When
you talk of God, you mean nature. You ought rather to change your name.'

The theist abandons miracles, and brings in a God, the greatest miracle of all, as

Spinoza has remarked. Then who is this God ?—a God of the Pope, of Russia,

of France, of Mazzini, of Louis Kossuth, of the people, of kings, of priests ? Louis

Napoleon says, * I call upon the right, which comes from God.' Mazzini and

Kossuth say the same. The coafusion is indefensible. Religionists mean by

religion, being bound by what is supernatural; I am not so bound, yet hope I

equally respect the truth. If they mean bound by science, physics, laws of nature,

civilisations, and the moral sentiment, I am as much under obligation (which

means bound) to them as theists are. If by ' infidel ' they mean renegade, deserter,

faithless, I deny it. A little water sprinkled over me when an infant, and a creed

sworn to for me by a godfather,no more obliged me when I came to reason not to use

my reason than if my father had sold me an infant as a slave, would cancel my right

to run away when I came to the use of my legs. Mr. Birch, in various other forms,

indicated the need of free discussion to recast the relations of life and duty, and
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reiterated his continued interest in the growing efforts to submit religious error to

the ordeal of debate.

Mr. James Watson introduced the sentiment ' Free Discussion, the Public

Guarantee of Truth,' and said that no one present could be more gKatified than

himself at meeting that assembly in promoting the public acceptance of free

discussion, which a varied, a prolonged, and not irrelevant, experience had taught

him was indeed the public guarantee of truth. We were told by an eminent eccle-

siastical writer, that in the fifth century ' the simplicity and ignorance of the

generality of the people furnished the most favourable occasion for the exercise of

fraud; and the impudence of impostors, in contriving false miracles, was artfully

proportioned to the credulity of the vulgar ; while the sagacious and the wise, who
perceived these cheats, were overawed into silence by the dangers that threatened

their lives and fortunes if they should expose the artifice. Thus does it generally

happen in human life, that when danger attends the discovery and profession of

the truth, the prudent are silent, the multitude believe, and impostors triumph.'*

If this state of things had altered for the better anywhere, was it not owing to the

salutary exercise of free discussion ? In the desperate parody of Napoleonic des-

potism now being executed in France, we were likely to have renewed that infa-

mous tuition mentioned in * Paul's Letters to his Kinsfolk,' wherein we are told

that ' The imperial catechism, promulgated under authority,proclaimed the dirties of

the catechumen to the emperor to be love, obedience, fidelity, and military service;

the causes assigned were Napoleon's high and miraculous gifts, his immediate mis-

sion from the Deity,and the consecration by the Pope ; and the menace to disloyalty

was no less than eternal condemnation, here and hereafter.' This sort of cate-

chism might be again attempted, for the arrogance which dictated it, and the

ignorance which accepted it, were only to be corrected by free discussion, which

ought now to be an organised agency. Before sitting down, he (Mr. W.) would

express his gratification at the presence of their chairman among them, to whose
liberality free discussion in this country had been so largely indebted. He had
set an example which, if followed by other gentlemen of his station and means,

would soon place Freethinking on the eminence it ought long ago to have occupied.

Mr. Thomas Cooper testified to the difficulty of bringing the clergy into discus-

sion. In fact the aversion to it seemed general. France at this time seemed in-

clined to give its preference to anything but that. You could be shot—you could

have per-cussion : you might have your brains knocked out against a wall : con-

cussion was allowable—but no dis-cussion. Alluding to the respective tempers of the

Irish and the Scotch, Mr. Cooper said he always found the Irishman quick to avoid

a repetition of any rudeness which had wounded your feelings ; but if you told a

Scotchman that he had given you pain, he would ask you to prove it before he re-

tracted. Mr. Cooper concluded by commending the organisation to the considera-

tion of all who wished the success of their views.

Mr. Ebenezer Syme, being engaged on a literary work, on the eve of publication,

was unable to be present.

Mr. Robert Cooper spoke in Mr. Syme's place, enforcing the principle of free dis-

cussion, and submitting that Freethinking was in danger of becoming Conservative.

He thought Mr. Holyoake counselled a carefulness which was not compatible

with the proper directness of their attacks on priestcraft. He preferred that policy

which bearded the priests in their lair, to leaving them to triumph in their own

* Mosheim, vol. ii., chap, i., p. 11.
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sphere. Mr. Cooper contended also that politicians should make erroneous theo-

logy a joint object of attack.

Mr. Evans Bell, author of the 'Task of To-Day,' proposed the sentiment
* Organisation, not of Arms, but Ideas.' He said that he felt it as a great pleasure and

privilege to be invited to take part in this festival, which was to inaugurate the revival

and extension of our organisation for the advancement of that perfect and complete

freedom of thought and speech under which alone could man fulfil his magnificent

and mysterious destiny. The exact nature of the proposed organisation would be

explained by one who was well known to be as competent to deal with the practical

details as with the moral and scientific principles of Propagandism. He (Mr.
Bell) could venture to oflfer some reasons why freethinkers should organise, and also

what they should attempt to effect and to teach by their organisation. Firstly, they

should organise to make themselves known, for strange as it might seem there

were many well educated people who denied the existence of any body of un-

believers, and who declared that all such notions had been abandoned since the

time of Hume and Voltaire. Secondly, they should organise for the purpose of

mutual protection; for, although it appeared tolerably certain that no future

government would attempt persecution for opinions, still it was not impossible,

particularly when secularists should be able to make themselves more conspicuous

and aggressive; and in such a case organisation would enable them to muster their

strength, calculate their resources, and combine for defensive and offensive

measures. Again, they should organise for propagandism, to convince those who
conscientiously held religious opinions, and to persuade and shame those who,
with a trembling treason, refused their allegiance to a cause to which their reason

inclined them, from a wish to be neutral and conventional. And they should also

organise for mutual instruction, that all might obtain a full knowledge of the best

arguments, and the best plans and principles of action, and likewise of insight into

the true views of religious sects, that freethinkers may not fall into the deplorable

error, so common among Christians, of misrepresenting their opponents. And
the lesson taught by secularism should be that all man's work and devotion

ought to be directed towards the things of this world and towards humanity. It

was quite true that secularism could not really be divorced from politics, and he
doubted not that from the present religious movement a political party would
spring—that their doctrines, when pushed among the rich, and those who were
commonly called the higher classes, would draw some of them from the trammels
of privilege and prejudice, who would co-operate with the working classes for the

attainment of their rights, and help to bring us nearer, in the last words of the
* Purgatory of Suicides,' to

The day when Goodness shall the earth renew,
And Truth's young light disperse old Error's gloom,
When Love slaall Hate, and Meekness Pride subdue,
And when the Many cease their slavery to the Few.

Mr. G. J. Holyoake expressed his pleasure that Mr. Robert Cooper had infused

the practical element of discussion into their meeting. They could not but pro-

fit by any suggestion as to an error that might beset them. There was no intention

that freethinking should ever become Conservative of religious wrong, and who-

ever could show them that it was, would make them his debtors. But they had

taken for a rule 'not to impute to any opponent that which they would not suffer

any opponent to impute to them.' This was but mere justice to others—and
justice always proved, in the end, to be strength—but to some it seemed as tame-
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ness in its process. The Chartists brought a similar objection against him (Mr.

H.) But he, no less than Chartists, intended destruction to erroneous political prin-

ciple. They, however, were so eager to bite, that they did not always wait to find a

clear place for their teeth—and with them we had too often to take the will for the

deed. [Mr. H. might have added, in reference to Mr. Cooper, that he entered

more lairs in search of priests than any other person.] Passing, however, from

this topic, Mr. H. said he was glad Mr. Watson had alluded to the presence of

Mr. Birch as chairman among them, as the recognition of the services of Mr.

Birch came so gracefully from Mr. Watson, who had the best right of any among
them to estimate those services. When a Loudon magistrate undertook to declare

that their defences should not be reported by the press, and actually used his in-

fluence to prevent it, Mr. Birch, at an expense of £70, published those defences,

and defeated the magistrate. Such help in the day of danger ought not to be for-

gotten in the day of comparative security and success. Six years ago he (Mr.

H.) had stood in that place with other friends, meaning the same thing they meant

that night; but not then—nor since—choosing to utter the word organisation,

because it was the word of life and action, which should not be spoken by any

party till they meant it, and had gathered together means of its realisation. They

might now speak it. Mr. H. then presented the statement the reader will see

elsewhere.

Mr. Thomas Cooper and Mr. Robert Cooper offered some critical remarks upon

it, Mr. T. Cooper advised that the Free Discussion Festivals should be monthly

—which they are intended.

We should be glad if Mr. Robert Cooper would, at his perfect convenience,

favour us, through the Reasoner, with his opinions (for further discussion) as

expressed in his speech, which we have necessarily rendered briefly, as well as Mr.

Thomas Cooper's, owing to having to report them from memory, after the lapse of a

fortnight. The paucity of other parts of this notice is to be ascribed to the same

accident.

Mrs. A. Holyoake presided at the pianoforte. ' Praise to the Martyrs ' was sung

before the chairman's address. Between each speech songs were given by Mrs. A.

Holyoake, Miss Symons, Mr. Symons, Mr. Thomas Cooper, who sang twice, and

recitations by Mr. Thomas. Mr. Symons singing at the conclusion 'A call to the

People.'

Mr. Richard Moore proposed the acknowledgments of the meeting to the

chairman, which, being responded to, concluded the evening.

The second Free Discussion Festival will be held at the Hall of Science,

City Road, on Thursday, the 29fch of January, being the birthday of Thomas

Paine. Mr. Evans Bell will preside. The arrangements for this evening have

been made with the view of facilitating the attendance of the largest number

possible. The Hall will be opened at seven o'clock, and an hour devoted to con-

versation. The proceedings of the evening will commence at eight o'clock Ap-

propriate songs and recitations will be introduced as before. The admission will

be threepence to the Hall and fourpence to the Gallery.
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DEATH OF THE DOLLARIST

They brought him a dollar.

He took it, clutched it in his long

skinny fingers, tried its sound against

the bed-post, and then gazed at it long

and intently with his dull, leaden eyes.

That day, in the hurry of business,

Death had struck him, even in the street.

He was hurrying to collect the last

month's rents, and was on the verge of

the miserable court where his tenants

herded like beasts in their kennels—he
was there with bank-book in his hand,
He Death laid his hand upon him.

when was carried home to his splendid

mansion. He was laid upon a bed with

a satin coverlet. The lawyer, the re-

lations, and the preacher were sent for.

All day long he lay without speech,

moving only his right hand, as though
in the act of counting money.
At midnight he spoke.

He asked for a dollar, and they

brought one to him, and, lean and gaunt,

he sat up in his death-bed, and clutched

it with the grip of death.

A shaded lamp stood on a table near

the silken bed. Its light fell faintly

around the splendid room, where chairs

and carpets and mirrors, silken bed and
lofty ceiling, all said. Gold ! as plainly

as human lips can say it.

His hair and eyebrows were white,

his cheeks sunken, and his lips thin and
surrounded by wrinkles, that indicated

the pattern of Avarice. As he sat up
in bed with his neck bared, and the

silken coverlet wrapped about his lean

frame, his white hair and eyebrows con-

trasted with his wasted and wrinkled

face, he looked like a ghost. And there

was life in his leaden eye—all that life

was centered on the Dollar which he
gripped in his clenched fist.

His wife, a pleasant-faced, matronly
woman, was seated at the foot of the bed.

His son, a young man of twenty-one,

dressed in the last touch of fashion, sat

by the lawyer. The lawyer sat before

the table,pen in hand, and gold spectacles

on his nose. There was a huge parch-

ment spread before him.
'Do you think he'll make a will?'

asked the son.

* Hardly compos mentis yet,' was the

whispered reply. * Wait. He'll be lucid

after a while.'
' My dear,' said the wife, ' had I not

better send for a preacher ?'

She rose and took her dying husband
by the hand, but he did not mind. His
eye was upon the Dollar.

He was a rich man. He owned
palaces in Walnut and Chesnut Streets,

and hovels and courts in the out-

skirts. He had iron mines in this State

;

copper mines on the Lakes somewhere

;

he had golden interests in California.

His name was bright upon the records

of twenty banks : he owned stock of all

kinds ; he had half-a-dozen papers in his

pay.
He knew but one crime

—

to he in debt

without the power to pay . He knew but

one virtue

—

to get money.
That crime he had never forgotten

—

this virtue he had never forgotten, in the

long way of thirty-five years.

To hunt down a debtor, to distress a

tenant, to turn a few additional thou-

sands by a sharp speculation—these were
the main achievements of his life.

He was a good man— his name was
upon a silver plate upon the pew door of

a velvet-cushioned church.

He was a benevolent man—for every

thousand dollars which he wrung from
the tenants of his courts, or from the

debtors who writhed beneath his heel, he
gave ten dollars to some benevolent
institution.

He was a just man—the gallows and
the gaol always found him a faithful and
unswerving advocate.

And now he is a Dying Man—see

!

as he sits upon the bed of death, with

the Dollar in his clenched hand.

Oh ! holy Dollar, object of his life-

long pursuit, what comfort hast thou for

him now in his pain of death ?

At length the dying man revived and
dictated his will. It was strange to see

the mother and son and lawyer muttering,

and sometime wrangling, beside the bed
of death. All the while the testator

clutched the Dollar in his right hand.

While the wilj was being made, the

.^ , .

'^



Preacher came—even he who held the

pastoral charge of the great' church,
whose pew-doors bore saintly names on
silver plates, and whose seats on Sabbath-
day groaned beneath the weight of re-

spectability, broadcloth, and satin.

He came and said his prayers—deco-
rously, and in measured words—but
never once did the dying man relax his
hold of the Dollar.

* Can't you read me something, say

—

quick, don't you see I'm going?' at

length said the rich man, turning a
frightened look towards the. preacher.
The preacher, whose cravat was of the

whitest, took a book with golden clasps
from a marble table. And he read

:

' And I say unto you, it is easier for a
camel to go through the eye of a needle,
than for a rich man to enter the King-
dom of God.'

* Who said these words—who—who

—

who?' fairly shrieked the dying man,
shaking the hand which clenched the
Dollar, at the preacher's head.
The preacher hastily turned over the

leaf and did not reply.
* Why did you never tell me of this

before? Why did you never preach
from it as I sat in your church ? Why
— whyi'*
The preacher did not reply—but turned

over another leaf. But the dying man
would not be quieted.

'And it's easier for a camel to go
through the eye of a needle than for a
rich man to enter the Kingdom of God,
is it ? Then what's to become of me ?

Am I not rich ? What tenant did I ever
spare, what debtor did I ever release ?

And you stood up Sunday after Sunday
and preached to us, and never said one
word about the camel.'
The preacher, in search of a consoling

passage, turned rapidly over the leaves,
and, in his confusion, came to this pas-
sage, which he read

:

*Go to now, ye rich men, weep and
howl, for your miseries that shall come
upon you. Your gold and silver is

cankered j and the rust of them shall be
a witness against you; and shall eat your

* It was very foolish of the old millionaire
to ask why ? Many of the priests do not
believe this part of the Bible themselves.
They are mostly thorough-going infidels
on this point.—Ed. of B.

flesh as it were fire ; ye have heaped
treasures together for the last days.

Behold the hire of the labourers who have
reaped down your fields, which is of you
kept back by fraud, crieth ; and the cries

of them which have reaped are entered
into the ears of the Lord of Sabaoth.'

* And yet you never preached that to

me !' shrieked the dying man.*
The preacher, who had blundered

through the passage from James, which
we have quoted, knew not what to say.

He was perchance terrified by the very
look of his dying parishioner.

Then the wife drew near and strove to

comfort him, and the son (who had been
reading the will), attempted a word or
two of consolation.

And with the Dollar in his hand he
sank into death, talking of stock, of rent,

of copper mine and camel, of tenant and
debtor, until the breath left his lips.

Thus he died.

When he was cold, the preacher rose
and asked the lawyer whether the de-
ceased had left anything to such and
such a charitable society, which had
been engrafted upon the preacher's
church ?

And the wife closed his eyes and tried

to wrench the Dollar from his hand, but
in vain. He clutched it as though it

were the only saviour to light him
through the dai'kness of eternity.

And the son sat down with dry eyes
and thought of the hundreds of thousands
which were now his own.
Next day there was a hearse followed

by a train of carriages nearly a mile in

length. There was a crowd around an
open grave, and an elegant sermon upon
the virtues of the deceased by the
preacher.

There was fluttering of crape badges,
and rolling of carriages, and—no tears.

They left the dead man and returned to
the palace where sorrow died even as
the crape was taken from the door knob.
And in the grave the dead hand still

clenched the Dollar.

—

George Lippard,
in the White Banner.

• It is difficult to place the moral teach-
ing of Christianity in a more impotent
light than it appears in these passages—
where its strongest arguments against
avarice are these miserable menaces.—
Ed. of R.
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EAU DE COLOGNE CHRISTIANITY.
* But what is the bishopric of Humbugaree, Fitz ?'

' A bit of government work, to provide for a younger son of the aristocracy—

a

necessary consequence of the laws of primogeniture, which, you will recollect, your
Majesty suggested some years ago. Humbugaree is a British possession, but re-

cently colonised, and the principal inhabitants of which are the unsophisticated,

though savage, aborigines. The Lord Bishop, when first appointed, by way of giv-

ing appearance to his office, went out to the country. He found the only Chris-

tians there were those sent out by government, who, having given the natives a

taste of the influence of Christianity, by robbing and murdering them on every op-

portunity, the bishop found that his theory went for nothing. He could have found

plenty of the " poor benighted creatures," as he termed them, ready to receive what
he called " the holy spirit," upon condition that they were supplied with plenty of

a spirit of a more substantial character; but as the government allowed no extras

for rum, the bishop left the Bibles he had taken out with him with the garrison, for

waste paper, and came home again. Henceforth the only duty he intends to do is

occasionally to preach charity sermons, of which he has a large number in manu-
script, having bought them a bargain some years ago of a poor, truly pious country

clergyman, who, having starved a family of six on £20 a-year, lately died in the

workhouse. To-day is the bishop's " first appearance in any metropolitan pulpit,

for the benefit of the London City Missions ;" and the managers of that little estab-

lishment esteem themselves most fortunate in having " secured the services of so

good an actor." They reckon on a full house, and a glorious addition to the trea-

sury, and they are not likely to be disappointed. But soft, here he comes. Mark
how extremely quiet all are. What noise and clapping of hands on the entrance
of a popular actor upon the boards is at a theatre, is the extreme silence which
greets the ascension of a new or a distinguished preacher to the pulpit in the

church—the feeling is the same, the manifestation alone diflers. The comparison
holds still further. See how curiously the ladies examine his face and figure, his

gait and manner, as young gentlemen in opera boxes examine a new danseuse
through their glasses ; and as those young gentlemen at the club, or at home, dis-

cuss the personal merits and talents of that same danseuse, so will those young
ladies gossip over and weigh carefully the appearance of this new debutant in the
metropolitan pulpit. But let us listen ; he is about to begin.'

And begin he did He then spoke of the heathen darkness which
hung about the back streets and blind alleys, so redolent of filth, vice, and
crime of every dye, in this vast metropolis. It could not be supposed for a
moment, he said, that an educated and a refined man could go into these places

—

no scholar or gentleman could breathe in them—no tender nerves could stand

a shock so rude ; hence the necessity of London City Missions, that they might
engage men of a rougher and coarser character to do such offices. Such institu-

tions had long been liberally supported by dissenters, and it behoved them, if they
had any respect for the Established Church, not to suflfer it to be outrivalled by
the Dissenting Church. He trusted such considerations would cause them to sub-

scribe liberally.*
' What do you think of the sermon, sir ?' said Fitz.

'Splendid, beautiful! I could not have given it better myself. That was a
fine idea, of no gentlemanly Christian being able to stand the smell of a poor man's
dwelling— eau de Cologne Christianity ! What a fine point, too, that was about the

dirty work of religion, and having dirty men to do it.'

—

I^rom the DevilinJEngland,
in the Operative, No. 16.

* This is no fancy picture, no over-drawn statement. I myself heard such senti-

ments uttered by Mr. Hugh M'Neile, in a sermon preached for the benfit of the

London City Mission.
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Prom which any earnest opponent may controvert our opinions, and from which any may expound views
not coincident with our own, if tending to the Rationalisation of Theology.

SECOND LETTER FROM MR. WOODVILLE WOODMAN.

Sir,—Some of the ' notes ' appended to my letter which appeared in the Rea-

soneTf No. 289, containing statements that are not correct, I claim the privilege of

correcting them, and likewise of offering such remarks on others as the case ap-

pears to me to require.

Permit me, in the first place, to congratulate you on having so far overcome

your * repugnance ' towards me as to condescend to argue with me the points con-

tained in my letter. I will not, however, occupy your space with mere prelimi-

naries, but proceed at once to the consideration of the particulars I have indicated.

First. In reference to your reply to my statement, that Mrs. Martin demanded

four pounds for the first night, and two pounds for every succeeding one her dis-

cussion with Mr. Wilson might last, on which you merely say that I am in error,

and that she merely refused to debate until she had a joint control of the proceeds
;

I beg to say that the error is not on my side, as the following document will prove.

When Mrs. Martin would have persuaded me and the audience that I had mis-

represented her, I took the trouble to write to Leeds to ascertain if the facts were

otherwise than what I had stated, and sent the following questions, to which I re-

ceived the answers subjoined. Question first. * Did Mrs. Martin challenge Chris-

tians in general, and us (the Swedenborgians) in particular, to discussion? And
please to state whether it was by printed placards or otherwise.' Answer. * Yes,

by large printed placards. Signed, William Smith, chairman of Mrs. Martin's

committee ; Enoch Smith, member of Mr. Wilson's committee,' Question second.

* When Mr. Wilson accepted the challenge, did Mrs. Martin refuse unless she

received four pounds for the first night, and two pounds for every subsequent one

the discussion might continue ?' Answer. ' Several propositions were submitted,

but Mr. Wilson's committee considered the above to approach nearest to Mr.

Wilson's terms (viz., no remuneration to the discussionists), and, at the time of

submitting it, Mrs. Martin declared she would not accept of less [viz., than four

pounds and two pounds] unless we would accept of one for each to have half of the

proceeds. Signed, William Smith, chairman of Mrs. Martin's committee; Enoch

Smith, member of Mr. Wilson's committee.'

I have not thought it necessary to copy the statement on the placard I named

in my last communication, as it merely states what has been here endorsed with

the signatures of two parties connected with the arrangements, one of whom
acted as chairman to Mrs. Martin's committee. Moreover, Mrs. Martin

did not attempt any contradiction of the allegation when in the neighbourhood of

Leeds, although she had the opportunity of doing so in the bills in which she

announced some lectures she delivered in that town, where she returned as soon

as the coast was clear of Mr. Wilson's presence. It was moreover stated in

printed hand-bills, circulated in Leeds and the neighbourhood, that in these lec-

tures Mrs. Martin said, although she had made the above demand for discussing

with the Swedenborgians, she would discuss with any other parties for nothing—

a

public statement to which no public denial, nor indeed any other that X am aware

of, has been made. I may therefore say that Mr. Holyoake is the party in error,

and that Mrs. Martin did make the demand I stated—although, when she found
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she could not obtain it, she endeavoured to stipulate for half the proceeds. The

remark that she did not require to be paid anything by Mr. Wilson (viz., out of

his pocket) is, with all due deference to Mrs. Martin and Mr. Holyoake, a mere

subterfuge. I have not affirmed that she did. At my lecture in London she

urged, as a reason for making this demand, that she would have been under the

necessity of remaining in Leeds nine days before the discussion could take place.

I have since had the opportunity of knowing that there is no truth in this

statement.

Second. When I deny having told you that I did not intend to discuss your

lecture, you inform your readers that I am mistaken. I beg to say that I am
under no mistake whatever in the matter, and that if you understood me to say

anything of the kind, it is you that are in the error. Besides, if your statement

is correct, why didn't you point out the fact to the audience at the time ? Why
did you let it pass over then, and not advert to it till your report appeared more

than a month afterwards ? Nothing occurred that could be construed into having

any reference to such a complaint, except a remark you made in one of your

speeches, that, instead of entering on the subject of the immortality of the soul, I

ought to have shown that an atheist would not, under the negation of that doc-

trine, act in the manner you had described. To which I replied, that I had not

travelled from Kersley (a distance of thirty miles or more) to discuss what an

atheist might, could, or would do, under certain circumstances; but to substan-

tiate such of the great facts of revealed religion as might be questioned in your

lecture— in the present case, to test the grounds on which you denied the per-

petuity of human existence, the great fact underlying all your remarks, and on

which all your reasoning turned. If I did not meet the subject, why did your

chairman allow me to go on ? He ought at least to have protested against the

course I had taken, as being out of order. But nothing of the kind occurred.

You however add (note 5) that ' your argument did not involve the truth (!) of the

doctrine, but the policy (!) of it—that it was not addressed to the theologian, but to

the statesman.' If not addressed to the theologian, why did you send (as I am
informed you did) circulars to all the ministers of religion in Burnley and the

neighbourhood, inviting them to discuss a subject which you now say was not

addressed to them, but to the statesman? Your argument, you also say, did not

involve the truth, but the policy ^ of the doctrine. According to this it may he

POLICY to be under ' a strong delusion ' and * believe in a lie '—a sentiment in

which I can by no means concur. You however argue (note 6) that ' besides the

truth of religion, there is another question, the parliamentary use of it ; and that

the statesman tells you he does not care whether it is true or false, but whether it

is useful. I never met with an instance of a statesman in this country who
avowed such a sentiment; did any one give expression to such a political dogma
here, he would merit, and I doubt not receive, the execration of all right-minded

men, and even of the conscientious infidel ? What can be the 'use ' of falsehood, save

to deceive ? Your remark, therefore, is only the old sentiment of the vulgar, dis-

honest man, 4i'essed up in a somewhat more refined garb :
—

* 'Tis a pity lying is

a sin, 'tis so useful in the aflFairs of life.' The distinction, moreover, between the

< religious ' and the * parliamentary ' sense in which a doctrine is useful, is, you
must pardon me for saying, as puerile as the distinction in Ihe ' Pickwick Papers,'

where, in a quarrel which arose out of one of Mr. Pickwick's friends calling

another * a humbug,' the wrath of the offended party was only allayed by the
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aggressor assuring him that he only used the terra in the * Pickwickian sense.*

When I speak of troth as being more useful than error, the meaning I attach to

the expression is that which the words convey in their absolute sense. Truth I

understand to be ' the form of good '— in other words, whatever is true is the intel-

lectual embodiment of some practical, spiritual, moral, or physical principle, in-

volving that which is essential to the welfare of man in every legitimate sense,

whether theological, scientific, or 'parliamentary.' The doctrine of Mife and im-

mortality,' if true, must be calculated to lead to greater uses, in a civil and moral,

as well as religious, point of view, than that of annihilation. It teaches me to aim

at a life of usefulness far more powerfully than all the cold negations of scepticism

could possibly do.

Third. As to your assertion (note 9) that, if my remarks were not premeditated,

they were foregone (I Suppose you mean the conclusions), I have merely to say,

they were only so far ' premeditated ' as arises from my having frequently and

deeply considered the points at issue between infidelity and Christianity. Cer-

tainly I must plead guilty to having bestowed some little premeditation on the

matter during my journey, so far as revolving in my mind the various subjects on

one of which I concluded your lecture must be based. I took the subject of the

being of a God, of the truth of the Scriptures, of the moral aspects of atheism,

those of Christianity, and others, as well as that of the immortality of the soul

—a subject which no sophistry, however ingenious, can divorce from its connec-

tion with * The Doctrine of Utilitarianism, considered in relation to the subject

of Life and Death.' In the same sense as you call my conclusions 'foregone,'

those of Euclid may be termed ' foregone.' I confess I may have laid down the

same principles in London and other places ; and it is probable I shall lay them

down again, and for the best of reasons—simply because I have never yet found

any arguments strong enough to overthrow them ; at all events, calling them
* innocent Swedenborgian platitudes ' will not effect their refutation.

Fourth. Notes 9 and 10 certainly present a somewhat singular specimen of logic.

You insert in your report a statement capable of misconstruction, by reason of

having two meanings, and then find fault with me for having understood it in the

wrong sense—or, according to you, put * the worst construction ' upon it. I may
retort the question, and ask, why you should ' palter in a double sense,' and trans-

late what I said, which was sufficiently clear and definite not to be mistaken, into

language, by your own showing, ambiguous, and thus liable to mislead ? As to

putting the worst construction on your report, it may be my obtuseness of appre-

hension, but I should most certainly have never dreamed that in saying I professed

to respect your views (expre'ssed by you in the first person plural) you meant that

I professed to respect your own individual motives.

The latter of the two notes (10) is very rich in its way. You admit having

stated at our discussion how much you had been instructed by my remarks, and
that I had defined ' spirit ' far more clearly than you had believed it possible, &c.
Your report, endorsed with your own signature, and appearing in your own
periodical, must, of course, be received as genuine. In this you speak of the same
remarks as mere ' innocent Swedenborgian platitudes,' which, to my humble think-

ing, appears very like a contradiction—particularly, too, as you spoke in strong

terms of the cogency of some of my arguments. You argue, could you not res-

pect the friendliness with which I seemed to close the evening, without assenting

to the force of my arguments? This is not the question. I had not closed the

evening, nor had I made a single remark except what had reference to the subject
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of our discussion^ilone, when you made the above statements; so that your respect

for my friendliness must have been in pure anticipation. But you say that I do

not learn for the first time that you thought my arguments Swedenborgian plati-

tudes. Will you have the goodness to inform me where you ever referred before

to any arguments of mine on the distinction between matter and spirit, either as

platitudes or otherwise? Besides, evei) if you had, your language at Burnley

would have justified the conclusion, that your opinions had undergone a change.

It is certainly a somewhat unusual mode of conveying to another the fact that you
hold what he advances to consist of platitudes, by professing how much you have

been interested and instructed with the clearness and cogency of his statements.

Suppose I were, in a conversation with you, to say, * Mr. Holyoake, I have been

much interested and edified by your remarks during our interview. I never heard

the subject so clearly handled,' &c., &c., and afterwards tell some one else that

you had been amusing me with the merest platitudes imaginable—which would be

tantamount to saying that, in my opinion, you were a shallow-pated fellow—

I

think it would be set down, not only as a want of courtesy on my part, but a con-

temptible lack of principle to boot.

As to note 11, 1 will merely say, that your desire to discontinue the debate may
have arisen from cold and hunger, but, after your tergiversations on various

points, the matter appears open to doubt. For the rest, you are at full liberty to

compare me to whom you please, or whom you please to me. Konarski's enemies

may have been Woodmeny for aught I know to the contrary ; one thing, however,

I feel tolerably certain of—that I must be cold and hungry indeed, if induced to

give up a debate, where the great truths of revelation are at issue, on that account.

Lastly. With respect to the proceeds of discussion. You represent me as

claiming the whole of them, because I will not agree to any portion of them going

into my opponent's pocket. You charge me with refusing to allow you the means
of honourable existence. In reply to this, I beg to remark I never knew discus-

sion adopted as a means of livelihood; nor did I ever hear of persons demanding
pay for defending their opinions in discussion, till the practice was introduced by

infidels. Any one taking up discussion as a profession, or employing it as a means
of livelihood, would justly bring suspicion on his personal motives, and on the

sentiments he advocates. Believing, as 1 do, the great value of discussions, I

neither can nor will consent to any arrangement that, in my opinion, will cast dis-

credit on them, and thereby seriously impair their usefulness. To discuss for pay

is degrading a valuable auxiliary to the discovery of truth into a mere intellectual

prize-fight. So far from there being any justice in your charge against me, of

claiming the whole control of the proceeds, the contrary is the fact—it is a repu-

diation of my having any right to them. Any general charity that has claims

irrespective of sect or party is the same to me ; I wish no control ; I repudiate

any property in the proceeds of a charge that is not imposed for remuneration,

but simply to meet the expenses of rent, printing, attendance, &c., and as a means
of confining the audiences to such as feel an interest in the matter.

As respects the reasons you have stated for not accepting the challenge I have
several times given you to hold public discussions with me, they are to me unin-

telligible. In one instance you say you will not discuss with me after what you
had seen of me in Mrs. Martin's case ; in another instance you speak of the very
great repugnance you feel towards me; then, in a third instance, you express not
only your willingness to discuss, but likewise the hope that we (the Sweden borgians)

may be induced to accept discussion on honourable and equitable terms—which

L^
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means on the conditions of your either having two guineas, or half the proceeds.

To Dr. Bayley you offered, through Mr. Uttley, to discuss on the simple payment

of your expenses. If this was equitable in one case, why not in another ? I have

offered to meet you in London at my own charges, and where, being at home, you

would not only have no expenses, but likewise less inconvenience and loss of time.

The only ground why you should make this distinction in the two oases that I can

discover is the much greater repugnance you have towards me than towards

Dr. Bayley. So that your offer to discuss with me in consideration of receiving

a certain sum, really wears the appearance of demanding a certain amount as a

means of buying off your repugnance.

I have one word to add on these ' Swedenborgian platitudes.' You profess to

have in the ReasoneVy a platform where any earnest opponent may be heard. Al-

though you don't appear to hold my courtesy in very high estimation, I believe

you will give me credit for earnestness. I therefore challenge you to expose these

so-called platitudes ; and on my part I engage either to substantiate the principles

I laid down in our discussion, or to relinquish them.

Kersley, near Bolton, Dec. 24, 1851. 'Woodville Woodman.

Mrs. Martin's Tomb.—Further Subscriptions.—Acknowledged in No. 291,
£12 14s.—Mrs. Le Blond, £1.—H. Martineau, 10s.—Richard Buck, Sheffield,

Is, 6d.—Henry Milner, do., 6d.—James Stevenson, do,, 3d.— James Whaley, do.,

3d.—Mr. Watts, 5s,—S. B., Vauxhall, per E. Truelove, 2s. 6d.—James Spurr,
Liverpool, Is.—J. P., do., 6d.— F. T. V., per Mr. Watson, 10s.—B. S., per Mrs.
Watson, 5s.—Mr. Wood, 5s.—The Sheffield Branch of the Rational Society, per
Mr. Lawton, lOs.—O. J., Huddersfield, Is.—A Friend, Sheffield, Is.—A few
female friends of the Social Friends' Institution, Paisley, per Mrs. D. Glassford,

3s.—James Currie, Is.—Peter Thomson, Is.—David Glassford, Is.—James
Motherwell, Is.—C. H. J., per Mr. Watson, 2s. 6d.—Total, £16 16s. 6d.
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The Rev. Charles Clarke, the editor of the Freeman, announces that he has

transferred that publication to the Rev. William Maccall, and that upon the

3rd of January, 1852, an amalgamation took place between the Freeman and

the People, under the title of the latter publication, and which will in future appear

weekly under the joint management of the Rev. William Maccall and its present

editor. The People combining with the principles of the Freeman the greater

efficiency of a weekly publication, will be adapted for great usefulness and success.

The editor of the Freeman begs to invite its readers and friends to unite with him
in the effort to secure an extensive circulation for the People.

The London Correspondent of the Glasgow Sentinel says that * The Northern Star,

so long the organ of the Chartist movement, I learn has just passed into other

hands. Mr. O'Connor retires from its management and proprietorship, and the

paper will henceforth be in the hands of Messrs. M'Gowan and Fleming ; the

latter as editor. It will still be the organ of the Chartist movement, and also' the

vehicle of the co-operative and trades' proceedings, now becoming of so much
importance. In other respects, considerable improvements are promised. [This

is a paragraph going round the press, upon the authority of the party named. Mr.

F. is the gentleman known to our friends as the editor of the New Moral World.]

In ' Miall's Footsteps of our Forefathers ' we find the following :— St. Eloy

gave the following advice to his parishioners :
—

' Redeem your souls from destruc-

tion while you have the means in your power—offer presents and titles to church-

men; come more frequently to church; humbly implore the patronage of the

saints; for if you do these things, you may come with security in the day of re-

tribution to the Eternal Judge, and say, " Give to us, Lord, for we have given to

Thee."'

Mr. Arthur Bromiley has published a * Social Theory ; or, a brief exposition of

the primary Law of Nature affecting Social Development,' which we mention to

draw attention to its issue. As far as a brief glance at it can inform us, it is a

theory coming between that of Pearl Andrews and that of Herbert Spencer.

Any theory worthy to be classed with Mr. Andrews's or Mr. Spencer's is entitled

to attention.

In a note on pp. 209-10 of vol. 2 of Mosheim's * Ecclesiastical History,' we find

the following was Charlemagne's method ot converting the Saxons to Christianity,

A. D. 772 :
—

*We learn that those Saxons who abandoned the Pagan superstitions

were " restored to the liberty they had forfeited by the fate of arms, and freed from

the obligation of paying tribute ;" and, in the second, we find the following severe

law, that " every Saxon who contemptuously refused to receive the sacrament of

baptism, and persisted in his adherence to Paganism, was to be punished with

death." While such rewards and punishments were employed in the cause of

religion, there was no occasion for miracles to advance its progress; for these

motives were sufficient to draw all mankind to an hypocritical and external profeS'

sion of the Gospel ; but it is easy to imagine what sort of Christians the Saxons

must have been, who were dragooned into the church in this abominable manner.

Compare this with the authors mentioned in this note, Launoins, &c. This author

assures us, that Adrian, the first Roman pontiff of that name, honoured with his

approbation Charlemagne's method of converting the Saxons.'

London: Printed by Holyoake, Tyndale, & Co., 3, Queen's Head Passage, Paternoster-row; and Pub-
lished by J. Watson, 3, Queen's Head Passage, Paternoster Row. Wednesday, Jan. 14th, 1852.
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FURTHER REASONS WHY FREETHINKERS SHOULD ORGANISE.

A CONFLUENCE of events have at length reached maturity which require the Theolo-

gical Rationalists to organise themselves, and justify that act to the public. During

many years the want of organisaiion has been felt, but it appeared either to be pre-

sumptuous or without public warranty. While persecution, limited propagandism,

and antagonism—the consequence of persecution—diverted the development of principle,

the public could not be made to see what we had to organise for. Penal opposition

having somewhat ceased, we have chiefly now to encounter social persecution, which

is a mere trifle compared with that to which we were formerly exposed. To be called

by a hard name is not so bad as having your nails torn off with pincers. To be shunned

by neighbours, however unpleasant, is still a less inconvenience than being placed in

the pillory for their especial observation. To lose your situation is easier to be borne

than to lose your liberty, or perish miserably at the stake. But there is no valid reason

why these modified persecutions should continue. The art of advocacy, and public

opinion itself, have so much improved, that rules can be laid down whereby integrity

of conscience may be preserved with half the offence to others which formerly hap-

pened. But the self-defence yet nec^ded can be commanded by a thoughtful federation,

which may be now begun. The relaxation of legal opposition of late years has left

time for progress in the explanation of objects, and for organising, in order to give those

objects effect. Adherents, increasing in numbers in various towns, begin to ask for

distinctive existence. We need the force of a party, especially for the sake of some

who would resign public situations, and proclaim their new opinions. As this course

might involve important consequences, we cannot invite the sacrifice unless we could

make provision ourselves for those who make it. The time is therefore come when we

must seek that unity which gives strength and means. .While we have restricted our-

selves to individual declaration of our views, the clergy, with few exceptions, have

denied our existence, have refused to believe pur own word as to our opinions. In many

instances, they refuse to debate with us on account of our assumed obscurity and want

of conventional importance. This obliquity of perception is only to be corrected by

the evidence of numbers, and the impressiveness of an earnest movement. By the

proprietors of Halls we are often treated with disrespect, because they suppose us

isolated and obscure. The civil disabilities under which we labour are not regarded by

parliament on the same account, and it seems that the penal laws still on the statute-

book will never be removed by individual effort. Government disbelieves in the con-

sciences of a few persons—we must therefore make the few many, and then they will

regard us. The assurance lately given us by the Founder of the National Public

[No. 295.] (No. 10, Vol. XP
[ONE PENNY.]
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Secular School Association is likely to be overlooked. The term ' Secular^ is dropped,

and the principle may follow, unless we obtain influence enough to exact the rights of

conscience for ourselves. Whitehaven is an instance in which a bench of clerical

magistrates are careless as to affording the protection of the police to Rationalists,

and freedom of opinion has to be maintained at the risk of physical danger.* There

and elsewhere organisation has become an act of self-preservation. Independence of

conscience and opinion costs the gentleman loss of station, the workman loss of place,

the tradesman loss of custom, the civilian loss of social recognition and political

equality. These are the fruits of the prevalence of the Christian doctrine, till it is no

longer a matter of choice whether we will submit—it is a question of manliness, and we
must stand upon the defensive, or confess to want of political and social character. ' I

hate men,^ says Lessing, * who want to found sects ;' and so do I those who would

recommend the formation of a party unnecessarily ^ as a needless party is a nuisance.

But when a distinct advocacy is needed—when distinct influences have to be created to

combat public errors—the formation of a party is a necessity and a virtue. It is the

only practical proof which can be given to the public of distinct conviction and indi-

vidual earnestness. Those who do not mean to form a party must beware of having a

separate intellectual view, for, if any shall come to feel sincerely in the matter, the op-

position of the world will force him into unity in self-protection.

Error never sleeps—we, therefore, should never rest till it ceases to live. The priests

make themselves a terror and a tyranny—therefore, make it impossible that they shall

do harm. To accomplish this, our appeal must be chiefly to the young :

—

Minds that are ripe in age.
Are weak in act—cautious, unnerved by doubt

:

Apprentissage
To the taskmaster, Time, crushes their vigour out.f

We want—
The ripe experience,

And with it the imperious will of youth

:

Its aflluence

Of energy and hope—its faith in truth

!

We add these observations to those presented last week. We are taking steps to

issue in a portable form, at a Penny, both articles—the first one carefully revised. It

will then be available for special circulation among our working circle.

G. J. HOLYOAKE.

SWEDENBORGIANISM AS DISPLAYED BY ONE OF ITS MINISTERS.

When ifc was intimated, in No. 286 of the Reasoner, that the Swedenborgians,

at least those of the provinces, manifested a repellant temper, which abated the

estimatioa in which the followers of the illustrious Baron were d priori held, we
were apprehensive that we Inight bo called upon for some special proof out of their

own mouths. Any temporary difl&culty we might have experienced in furnishing

such proof, it has pleased the JR-ev. Mr. Woodman, * of Kersley, near Bolton,' to

supply himself. We need only refer the reader to the letter of last week—which

occupied the entire * Platform,' to the exclusion of all other writers—in full satis-

faction of our allegation. The reader who has gone over that long epistle will

acquit us of any misrepresentation when he notices the tone or spirit there

manifested.

All of that letter which relates to Mrs. Martin we dismiss with the single

remark, that it only proves our case. That lady never wanted the Mr. Wilson

* Vide Reasoner^ No. 6, vol. xi. f Leader^ No. 7, p. 165, vol. i.
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referred to, to guarantee her anything incompatible with the half of the proceeds,

which he had no right to withhold or refuse, as her alternative and original pro-

position for the income of the debate to be mutually divided proves. For the rest,

any points raised touching Mrs. Martin's veracity needs no defence at our hands

—the public will be quite as ready to credit that lady's word as that of our cor-

respondent.
*

It is not worth while to discuss such irrelevant observations as this—* If my
opponent at Burnley did not meet the subject, why did my chairman let him go

on?' It is my custom to beg my chairmen to let opponents say what they

please. If they do not meet the question, I settle that when my turn comes to

speak. If an opponent is stopped (however justifiable the cause of it may be) he

commonly says we want * to put him down.' I therefore let him go on as he

pleases ; and, if he does not meet the question, I find that in the end he goes near

to putting himself down.

Of the same inconsequential purport is the question—* Why did I send circulars

to the Ministers of religion of Burnley, inviting them to discuss a subject addressed

to statesmen only?' First—/ sent no circulars. That was an act of my friends,

without my knowledge. Second—The step, however, has my full concurrence,

because it concerns ministers of religion to know on what grounds statesmen

become their allies.

The question I argued—Do statesmen hold the opinion that religion, apart from

its truth, is necessary as a policy?—is easily answered. Was it not said with

truth, that *the various modes of worship which prevailed in the Roman world

were all considered—by the people, as equally true ; by the philosophers, as equally

false; and by the magistrates, as equally useful?'* And he has profited little by

the conversation of Parliamentary politicians who is not aware that these opinions

are reproduced in our day.

The remark that a man 'palters in a double sense' who uses a word of two

meanings, is easily disposed of. Archbishop Whately, in his admirable compen-

dium of Logic, tells us that it is scarcely possible to employ terms (unless they

be the technical, restricted, and specially-defined terms of science) which are not

more or less ambiguous. It has always been the custom of logicians to apprise

the student that words are to be considered in their * first and second intention ;'

and hence the moral rule, that of putting the best construction upon that capable

of two constructions. It was this correspondent's taste to violate that rule.

What a person may say in the sense of a 'particular proposition, may always be

made to appear contradictory by one who represents the proposition as being uni-

versal. What I said approvingly in relation to some parts of the speeches of my
Burnley opponent, he represents as spoken of all parts of them. A man may
be * clear and cogent ' in some respects, and talk * platitudes ' in other respects

;

and those who make this distinction will be at no loss to disentangle the simple

truth from the mystification and confusion in which our correspondent has in-

volved these plain points.

The indignation which this correspondent expresses at the doctrine of religion

held merely as a policy, is not only fully shared by me, but I have constantly

urged the same thing every time I have spoken upon the subject. The sort of

supposition that this writer makes that this doctrine is mine, is a misreport so

gross, that if it is repeated I shall be justified in refusing to notice the writer who

Gibbon, vol. i., chap, ii., p. 46.
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makes the allegation. Touching that which is alleged respecting my meeting this

gentleman, my reply shall be equally brief with the foregoing. There are some

clergymen with whom I should debate not only without conditions, but whose

personal expenses (would they allow it) I would defray myself rather than forego

the pleasure and profit of their able and instructive criticism. But I reserve to

rtiyself the right of choosing whom I shall so meet. If I do not choose Mr.

Woodman, he has himself to thank. To say I am bound to meet everybody at

my own cost is simply absurd. Notwithstanding the generous help accorded me
by the friends of the Reasoner, a large share of expense devolves upon me—if I

estimate what I can obtain for the same amount of editorial labour in other

quarters, and which I do forego in order to devote myself to the Reasoner; and

the expense alluded to will continue more or less until our sale reaches 10,000.

Mr. "Woodman's long letter of last week could not have appeared, but at my joint

cost with that of the friends of the Reasoner. My share in sustaining the Reasoner

makes as large demands on my means and health as ought to be made. But

sustaining the Reasoner efficiently is an important point, and will remain so to us,

unless a better freethinking paper is established by some one else. I put therefore

that point first. I make sure of that first, and then I begin to consider what

minister of religion I shall meet, and who has the fairest claims on my special

attention. Those who have the most courtesy and ability come first—the

courteous because it is their right, the ablest because most useful. He of whom
I now speak has enforced his own claim to attention in a singular way. But
neither hard words nor imputations will succeed in carrying a point sustained by

bad arguments. Unless this gentleman changes his tone he will say that Jfear him.

He may say what he pleases. But if his modesty will allow him to believe that

there exists an abler minister than himself, I will tell him I have often met such.

More than that, I tell him I seek such. For the rest he is welcome to appear

at my meetings whenever it suits his convenience or his purpose, and he will find

a reply at his service if what he shall advance may seem to deserve one. If it

pleases him to send short papers for insertion in our Platform, setting forth the

doctrines he wishes discussed, an examination of them may follow on the same
principle. G. J. Holyoake

THE SECOND FREE-DISCUSSION FESTIVAL.

The following announcement has been issued:—*At the Hall of Science, City

Road, on Thursday evening, January 29th, 1852, will be held the Second Fre|

Discussion Festival, in connection with the Secular Society, being the Birth-day

of Thomas Paine. Mr, Evans Bell will take the chair. Mr. Thomas Cooper,

Mr. James Watson, Mr. Thornton Hunt, Mr. G. J. Holyoake and Mr. Richard

Moore, will speak to the sentiments. Appropriate Songs and Recitations will be

introduced by Mrs. Austin Holyoake, Mr. Lowry, and Mr. Thomas. The arrange-

ments have been made with the view of facilitating the attendance of the largest

number possible. The Hall will be opened at seven o'clock, and an hour devoted

to conversation. The proceedings of the evening will commence at eight.—Ad-
mission : Hall 3d., Gallery 4d.--Tickets can be obtained of Mr. Bendall, Hall of

Science, City Road ; Mr, Watson, 3, Queen's Head Passage, Paternoster Row ; at

the Institute, Philpot Street, Commercial Road East j of Mr. J. P. Adams, 1,

King Street, Stepney ; and at the East London Institute, Morpeth Street, Bethnal

G reen.'
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THE DISCUSSIONS IN NOTTINGHAM.
A CORRESPONDENT in the North, who some time ago said I devoted the Reasoner

to * my own ' reports, knew nothing of the reluctance with which I usually write

them. Were I not asked for them by the persons whom I visit, I should probably

never pen one, unless in cases where public points transpire which, as a matter of

progress of opinion, seem to demand a slight record. It is not possible to write a

report of what opponents say at the same time that you have to reply to them, and
the fatigue and responsibility of remembering accurately, and writing out the sub-

stance of what transpires weeks after, is really a labour which few persons are

#^aware of—and which, indeed, few persons ever undertake. We never have

omitted a report which has reached us from any quarter. Our only regret is that

we have not more to present from other persons. Every lecturer who has ever

favoured us with notes of his proceedings has found them inserted. It is also a

matter of satisfaction to us to have been able to present papers in the Reasoner

from so many diflferent writers— many of them, in point of acquirement and ability,

beyond any comparison with the person whose name more frequently appears.

It would be an advantage in point of ease and income to leave the field entirely to

others. It is a sense of joint duty which induces the editor to appear as a

co-worker—not any desire to monopolise attention. It would undoubtedly be

better for the cause, both as to reputation and strength, were the coadjutors many
times multiplied. We hope the day is not far distant when this will be the case.

Really some apology is due to our Nottingham friends, who had some right to

c«unt upon a notice of the proceedings in their town, in the early part of last

December. Four lectures were delivered by me : three on religious points—one on

politics, a topic upon which I undertook, when in Nottingham before, to speak on

my second visit. Commenting upon a curious leader in the Gazette upon the

French Presidential surprise, a gentleman (a doctor some one, his name I forget)

rose up to defend it. The Doctor, it came out, was the author of the article. He
told that new and original story touching the longevity of the black crow. Tire-

some was his return to the idea after the audience had laughed at its want of

relevance, and I had to conclude it by telling him that any farther recurrence to it

would expose one to the imputation of ' crowing over him,' which I wished to avoid.

Each Bight the Rev Alexander Syme entered into debate. Instead of the special

discussion before spoken of, he wished to take the nights then open to us—to

which I consented; and on the third night I compressed my lecture into half an

hour, in order to afford fuller opportunity of explaining views. The result of these

discussions strikes me as being of great importance to us. Mr. Syme asserted

that opinions were held as to the ' Atonement ' by eminent Dissenters, which

will preclude much farther debate on that subject. As early as possible I shall

endeavour to present the substance of what took place.

Mr. Woodman, I was told, had been to Nottingham talking in his usual strain as

to his challenges to me. At lectures which Mr. Southwell delivered in Not-

tingham since my last, Mr. Baynes was present, on which occasion he said that he

would not attend any more lectures of ours at which there was payment for ad-

mission. At these lectures there appears to have been much irritation, and

probably Mr. Baynes said this under excitement. It is unworthy of him deli-

berately to represent that cur lectures may be neglected on account of payment
being required for admission. It amounts to denying us the benefit of any public

criticism, so far as such observation can prevent it, until working men are rich

enough to pay all expenses themselves. G. J. H.
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Public Moeals in Glasgow.—The People, for January l7th, has the following:

—It is reserved for Glasgow to have the honour of having the following incident

recorded of some of its good citizens. At the Central Police Court, on Wednesday,
two bill distributors, named Hugh and James Gibson, were placed at the bar,

charged with having, on the preceding evening, near the doors of the City Hall,

distributed certain printed papers of a ' profane ' character. Mr. G. Smith,
writer, appeared for the accused, and tendered a plea of not guilty. Mr. Smith
denied that there was any profanity in the tracts which were distributed by the

prisoners. The paper was an extract from the writings of Thoedore Parker,

minister of the second congregational church, Roxbury, Massachusetts. To this

gentleman's writings the highest testimony had been paid by the Westminster

and Edinburgh Reviews^ and so far from there being any profanity in the extracts,

he (Mr. Smith) considered the more widely they were distributed the better. If

the parties who had made the charge, and who had been the means of putting the

two men into custody for the alleged offence, would come forward and attempt to

prove their charge of profanity, he would give them the most ample opportunities

of doing so. He did not consider the Police Court the proper place to try the

question ; but before any competent court he was ready to afford them the oppor.

tunity of faithfully trying the merits of the question. Mr. Burnet, Procurator

Fiscal, said he was not himself aware of the merits of the case. He had not read

the paper, and as the parties who had preferred the charge had not come forward

to support it, he could do nothing else than continue the case, giving notice to the

parties, should they again he required to attend. The parties then left the bar,

and the pledge left for them has been returned. It is well for the spiritual babes

that they did not appear to support their charge—as it is, Theodore Parker will

hear of it, and the contemptuous laughter of many a Yankee cousin will greet this

piece of antiquated absurdity.

Lives of the Saints.—But however pious the intentions of those biographers

may have been, it must be acknowledged that they executed their task in a most

contemptible manner. No models of rational piety are to be found amoog those

pretended worthies, whom they propose to Christians as objects of imitation.

They amuse their readers with gigantic fables and trifling romances ; the examples

they exhibit are those of certain delirious fanatics, whom they call saints, men of

a corrupt and perverted judgment, who offered violence to reason and nature by

the horrors of an extravagant austerity in their own conduct, and by the severity

of those singular and inhuman rules which they presented to others. For, by

what means were these men sainted? By starving themselves with a frantic ob-

stinacy, and beai'ing the useless hardships of hunger, thirst, and inclement seasons

with steadfastness and perseverance; by running about the country like madmen,
in tattered garments, and sometimes half naked ; or, shutting themselves up in a

narrow space, where they continued motionless, by standing for a long time in

certain postures, with their eyes closed, in the enthusiastic expectation of divine

light. All this was saint-like and glorious ; and the more any ambitious fanatic

departed from the dictates of reason and common sense, and counterfeited the

wild gestures and the incoherent conduct of an idot or a lunatic, the surer was his

prospect of obtaining an eminent rank among the heroes and demi-gods of a cor-

rupt and degenerate church.

—

Mosheim's Ecclesiastical History^ vol. 2, pp. 130-31.
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Sunday Sanctity.—We have seen in the New York Courier und Enquirer some

very extraordinary stoppages talked of as about to be effected. In addition to the mail

on Sunday, which is now attempted, the editors say they have the details of a petition

for fixing the digestive functions of the body at a stationary point on Sunday. Woe
unto them, say the editors, who eat fried oysters or lobsters on Saturday night I But

this is not all. Trees, turnips, torn cats grow, until they attain maturity, every day

in the weeks, Sundays not excepted. These, and all the vegetable and animal race

are to be stopped in their work, once every seven days. If any precocious boy

is caught growing on Sunday, he is to be whipped out of it, provided the law be passed.

One advantage from this is, that people will live much longer, in the ratio of one to

seven. For instance, a man of seventy, the work of whose growth has been stopped

on Sundays, will be only a man of sixty. If his growth could be stopped every day of

the week, he would always be an infant. We may come to this yet. But the most

astonishing part of the scheme is yet to be developed. Will the reader believe it, the

* stoppers ' intend to petition for the passage of a law obliging the tides to cease from

their work, (i.e., their rise and fall, on Sundays, and compelling the winds to keep quiet

also. But there is another cat to be let out of the bag. It has lately been ascertained

that the earth (the old reprobate) revolves on her axis, and travels along her orbit on

Sundays. Oh ! ifthe earth had been caught doing this in Connecticut thirty years ago,

and had been taken before Justice Thompson, how soon she would have been fined five

dollars and committed until paid ! However, her morals are to be mended, and if she

presumes to carry mails or females on Sundays she will be made to smart for it, smart

as she may now think herself in travelling seventy thousand miles and more in an hour.

The rays of light from the sun are to be stopped every seven days, and put up in bottles,

to be kept for the purpose at half way houses, <fec., which are to be established in the

route between the United States and the sun. It is said that the planets are going to

kick up a dust on the occasion, and insist upon their right to do work constantly ac-

cording to the laws of nature. What the petitioners intend to do with old father

Time, who travels on Sundays, we have not heard. Oh! that they could stop him!

He is a particular friend of Saturn, and will probably follow the latter's advice. As

yet, we have not seen him use a stop-watch ; every new year he pulls out a repeater.

Oh I that the petitioners only could stop his arithmetic, as well as his motion—that

stern adder of years, subtractorof comforts, divider of hearts, and multiplier of wrinkles

—who works all human bodies, sooner or later, by the rules of vulgar fractions.-—

Abridgedfrom the Banner of Liberty.

Lecture in Brighton.—Mr. Holyoake gave a lecture on 'Education' to the

members of the Working-Man's Institution, at the Town Hall, Brighton, on Tuesday

evening, which was well attended by working-men, their wives, and daughters. Mr.

Holyoake's. . ..subject was a difficult one [the ' Instructional Systems of Pestalozzi

and Jacotot.'] He gave no hint of his own theological or political views, but confined

himself to one topic, the importance of education, which, as it was good or bad, guided

the destiny, not only of individuals, but of nations. He drew, with Lord Bacon, a wide

distinction between 'knowledge' and 'information.' When that which a man really

knows is sifted from the information he has obtained from books, hearsay, or by other

means, it shrinks into a very narrow compass. The grand difficulty was to make the

uneducated understand the value and importance of education. Till they were at least

partly instructed they could not comprehend the value which the educated attached to

it. The lecture was listened to throughout with the most profound attention.

—

Brighton

Herald.
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ADVANTAGES OF ART TO THE PROPAGANDIST.

PAET I.

BY CHRISTOPHER.

To the end that free discussion may
prove advantageous, it is necessary that
it be conducted in strict regard to those
rules and principles which, in practice,

elevate public speaking to the dignity of
an art. Public speaking ought not to be,

and never will be, eflfective, where right
rules and principles are disregarded.
It is impossible to make a speech with-
out regard to method. It is only mis-
leading the uneducated to give them to
understand that, under any circum-
stances, they can advocate their own
cause. The possession of facts does not
include the capacity of expression, nor
feeling include eloquence. The affluent

know this, and always have their case
presented by practiced speakers. The
want of funds on the part of the poor,
and inability to plead for themselves,
conspire to delay those rights which
they are ever seeking to establish.

The arts are chiefly devoted to the
service of the wealthy, and the great
mass of the people do not receive any
direct advantage from their practice.

Painting and sculpture are expressly in

the patronage of the rich, and the higher
order of music may likewise be said to

be exclusively enjoyed by select people.
But though music, painting, and sculp-

ture are practised irrespective of the
people, they are not practised directly

to their disadvantage. The most im-
portant art (which might with propriety
be classed with the fine arts) is the art
of public speaking and debate, and this

is cultivated and practised exclusively
for the rich against the people. This
will be found to be strictly true by re-

ference to courts of law, where elo-

quence always commands high prices,

and of the House of Commons, where, in

debate, vested interests only are ade-

quately sustained. It is because the

poor man is not represented in the le-

gislature, nor in law courts, that he pro-

tests in public against all manner of

oppression, and seeks, in the best way
he can, to express his wants, and de-

mands what he believes to be his rights ;

but, he protests and pleads in vain. He
wants art, which his opponents possess,

and who consequently always get the

advantage. The poor man, untried in

debate, is no more capable of a defence

against an accomplished speaker than an
usher with his wand against the attack

of an expert swordsman.
The laws are said to admit of no dis-

tinction with respect to persons, but
circumstances, which decide the fate of

individuals, create distinctions and dif-

ferences in the administration of laws,

which are always in favour of the

wealthy. Now and then the poor man,
the wretched skeleton of ill-requited

labour, trembles before a frowning court,

imbecile, speechless, and forlorn, side

by side with some rich criminal—and
great is the contrast presented. Three
able counsel, geniuses in their craft, are

paid enormous sums of money to make
plausible speeches, and ' to outweep the

crocodile ' for the rich transgressor.

Men of irresistible powers of per-

suasion are called to the bar, who, by
an utter degradation of themselves,

amass large fortunes; in any question

they will take either side, and often

acquire brilliant reputations by the suc-^

cessful perversion of truth, which object

they will accomplish at the expense of

decorum, of decency, and of honour.

Hundreds of young men wait patiently

and till impoverished for an opportunity

to exercise their noble acquirements in

courts of justice, borne up with hope by
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the prospect of others' success. Half
(at least) of the young barristers who
hang about our courts briefless, might be

engaged for a nobler cause, the success

of which would make courts of justice

unnecessary. The poor man lives on
through poverty and temptation, the

victim of every form of tyranny, with

none to defend him—but when he is de-

graded, when he has become criminal,

there is no lack of eloquence, no want of

special pleaders to make his degradation

apparent, to place his criminality beyond
a doubt.

It is rarely a barrister leaves the

beaten track, the road (as he thinks) to

fortune, to take up with abstract prin-

ciples of justice ; he is commonly a slave

to precedent and the enemy of progress;

he holds a monopoly within courts of

law, where he can speak well providing

he is well feed—in other places he is

commonly mute, a mere cipher.

Though it is true that a man, however
poor, has the privilege of defending him-
self, the privilege is only a mockery.
In ten cases out of twelve where he takes

advantage of it, it proves disastrous, and
it had been far better for him to have
mutely submitted to his fate.

Almost any theme, however vile,

artistically arranged and appropriately

expressed, will excite interest and com-
mand attention. Facility of expression

is a marketable talent, and we often see

it abused in other places besides courts

of law. At certain London taverns there

are nightly gatherings where this talent

is prostituted to purposes as bad as it is

possible to conceive— to wit, at Judge
and Jury Clubs, where, night after night,

men pour into the ear of youth things

none but the depraved will utter, and
which cannot be heard without injury to

the hearer, nor remembered without a
feeling of shame. Judge and Jury Clubs
are profitable investments— so profitable

are they become of late that a rivalry

can be maintained. Advertisement
boards choke up two principal thorough-

fares nightly, and nightly in response
two rooms are found to contain hearers.

If the art of speaking well will serve

to enrich unscrupulous caterers for the

depraved, how much more nobly could
it be exercised for an opposite purpose
by those whose aim is morality ! Surely

if wise precepts were well advocated and
eloquently enforced, qualified by just

restriction and adorned by art, there

would be little to fear from the gather-

ings referred to ; vice societies would
not be needed to put down vice. Those
men who talk so glibly, so methodically,
and even eloquently in support of error,

might, had they been otherwise ordered,
otherwise impressed, have been able

champions of truth, and so have merited
the gratitude of all well-intending men.

It would seem that the worse cause
always gets the preference in able advo-
cacy. Poor men are too apt to rely upon
the mere possession of truth and a just

cause, disdainirig art, and this is the

reason why truth is so often defeated.

Art is a questionable good unless em-
ployed in the service of truth, for it can
be employed to embellished falsehood,

to give meanness importance, and to

make fascinating the vilest theme. This
is very clearly apparent in the history of

the art of painting. The most vulgar

men have painted the best pictures—that

is, as far as mere technical qualities are

concerned.
The reputation of many a great painter

is founded upon mere skill in execution.

It is no uncommon thing to see pictures

realise £2,000 and ^'3,000 which have
no claim to consideration in a moral and
intellectual sense. The pictures are

thought worth so much money solely on
account of the treatment, the colouring,

light, shade, and expression. Providing
these be to the connoisseur's mind, the

subject may be vulgar to excess, even
brutal ; nay, it may betray the grossest

ignorance and oflfend propriety in every
particular. The great painter, Rem-
brandt, whose works are so much
coveted, betray an utter contempt of

truth and decency. This fashion of

valuing a picture by the skill with which
it is painted, holds good in England at

the present time. We see a dexterous

animal painter* the special favourite of

the great, loaded with wealth, distin-

guished by title, and placed at the very
height of artistic reputation, because
he can paint dogs better than any other
painter.

* Sir Edwin Landseer.
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INFLUENCE OF THE PRIESTHOOD.

In an * Imaginary Conversation' between Xenophon and Alcibiades, by Walter
Savage Landor, published in the Athenceum, of January 10, 1852, is a passage of

peculiar applicability to the present state of Continental Europe. It is now
understoood that the unfortunate state of France and Italy is traceable to the

plots and intrigues of priests. The conversation runs thus :

—

' Xen. Where priests have much influence, the gods have little; and where they

are numerous and wealthy, the population is scanty and miserably poor. War
may be, and certainly is, destructive ; but war, as thou well knowest, if it cuts off

boughs and branches, yet withers not the trunk. Priests, like ants, corrode and

corrupt whatever they enter. Consider how potent was Egypt in the reign of her

king Sesostris, when the military, for ever in action, kept the priesthood to its own
duties and subordinate. Consider what she afterwards became when the helmet

was less honoured than the tonsure. Carabyses over-ran her fertile regions, throw-

ing down the images of gods and heroes, under which, it is probable, Menelaus,

holding the hand of Helen, stood in amazement at their majesty and antiquity.

Unconscious that he was about to meet another Memnon on the banks of the

Scamander,he gazed intently on the tranquil features of the hero who had held his

station for ages by the Pyramid. No long period before the invasion of Greece,

which ended with such disaster and shame to the barbarian, the monuments of

Egypt, too solid to be overthrown, were mutilated and effaced ; even the records

of her ancient glory were obliterated.—The season of peace is, indeed, a happy

season ; and sorrowful is it to see a mother and her daughters in the field all day

without a stronger arm to help them in their labour. Yes, happy is the season of

peace even to men ; but it is only when strenuous toil hath preceded a harvest,

which without industry and forethought must be unproductive. Whatever nation

supposes that peace is the greatest of blessings, will enjoy none—and peace itself

will remain with it more uncertainly and precariously than any. What hath

rendered Sparta powerful and prosperous?— not her priests, nor even the Dioscuri

(with reverence be it spoken !), her patrons and protectors ; but prudent kings,

valiant citizens, disciplined soldiers, dutiful wives, virtuous mothers and maidens,

who breathe courage into the heart before it beats with love.

' Al. Religions that blunt the sword and emasculate the soldier level the road

for despotism. When I hear the sound of drum and trumpet let it not be Cybele's.*_______

In the meantime the monks were everywhere in high repute, and their cause was

accompanied with the most surprising success, particularly among the Latins,

through the protection and favour of the Roman pontiff, and their pharisaical

affectation of uncommon piety and devotion. The heads of families, striving to

surpass each other in their zeal for the propagation and advancement of monkery,

dedicated their children to God, by shutting them up in convents and devoting

them to a solitary life, which they looked upon as the highest felicity ; nor did

they fail to send with these innocent victims a rich dowry. Abandoned profligates,

who had passed their days in the most enormous pursuits, and whose guilty con-

sciences filled them with terror and remorse, were comforted with the delusive

hopes of obtaining pardon, and making atonement for their crimes, by leaving the

greatest part of their fortune to some monastic society.

—

Mosheini's Ecclesias-

tical History, vol. ii., pp. 172-3.
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From which any earnest opponent may controvert our opinions, and from which any may expound views
not coincident with our own, if tending to the Rationalisation of Tbeolegy.

REMARKS ON INQUIRER'S 'NOTES' ON MR. BARTON'S LECTURE.

To the, Editor of the Reasoner.

Sir,—Inquirer denies that common experience deduces the doctrine * that intel-

ligence is a property of organisation.' I made no reference whatever to ' common
experience.' I referred, of course, only to the experience of those who think and

examine (who, it is well known, always constitute the minority), who, I said, were

justified by facts in adopting the doctrine of materialism. Inquirer must surely

be aware, that in proportion to the advance of inquiry and knowledge is the

increasing admission of the doctrine that mind is the property of matter, or very

intimately connected with it. Hence spiritualists now generally admit that the

brain is the organ of mind—that, in fact, the mind cannot act without a material

organisation; which admission, forced by undeniable facts, will ultimately lead, it

may be presumed, to the general adoption of the doctrine maintained in the lecture.

But with respect to the * common belief ' as to the mind, it is worthy of remark that

Christians generally believe in the resurrection of the body in connection with the

soul, and that the ideas of spirits, ghosts, &c., which have prevailed so universally

amongst all nations, have always been associated with some visible form. These
facts seem to me to prove that the deduction to which Inquirer objects has

not been so ' seldom made ' or * so generally rejected ' as he assumes. With
respect to insects having no brain, they have a nervous centre, a ganglion, which
answers the same purpose ; and as to their exhibiting * the highest manifestation of

intelligent forethought,' I cannot admit the fact. There is no evidence that the

bee, for instance, constructs its cell, as the mathematician would, from scientific

knowledge and intellectual exercise, nor that it lays up honey with a conscious

reference to winter, as a wise man would do under similar circumstances. It may
be diflficult to define the exact limits of instinct and reason, but the highest mani-

festation of the former can never be justly considered equal to the highest exercise

of the latter. There can be no comparison between a bee and a Newton. One of

the most striking proofs in favour of materialism is, I think, to be found in the

generally-admitted fact that, in proportion as the brain increases in size and com-
plexity, the intelligence increases in extent and power.

With respect to what Inquirer says about ' cause' and 'effect,' I mast explain

that I do not admit that, strictly speaking, the objects of nature are ' effects ;' but

I mean to say that, granting they are so in the popular sense of the term, and that

they have proceeded from ' a cause,'* we really know nothing, and can know no-

thing, clearly and distinctly of the cause, its nature and attributes—and that there-

fore we should confine our investigations only to that which can be known, i.e.,

matter and its laws. Inquirer thinks the theist has a knowledge of the Supreme
Cause, and * benefits by it.' I must question the assumed * knowledge.- Religious

belief has none of the clearness and certainty of * knowledge.' Faith can never
realise knowledge—only probability, at most. If a * knowledge ' of the Supr-eme

Cause really existed, there would be no more doubt or disputation about it than

* We know nothing of * causes.' A ' cause ' is the last-known antecedent of what
we term an ' effect,' aud hence, as our knowledge increases, the * cause ' may become
an * effect.'
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there is about the facts and laws of nature. Whereas the opinions respecting the

nature and attributes of Deity have been most diverse and contradictory in all

ages and countries—to say nothing of the absurd and revolting ideas on the sub-

ject prevalent even in the most enlightened times.

A striking proof, by the way, that the much-vaunted argument of the * general

belief in a God ' is no evidence whatever of its divine origin: for had the Deity, as

is supposed, impressed the idea on the constitution of man, he surely would have

taken care that the idea should be clear, uniform, and beneficent. As to the

alleged ' benefit,' when we have daily evidence that even the sincere belief in God
(under the best aspect of the idea) is consistent with much immorality, we must
demur to the supposed ' benefit ' of religious belief.

It is the assumption of the possession of * knowledge,' where there is really none

—where there are only vague and mystical suggestions of the imagination and
feelings—that gives rise to superstition and bigotry with their train of incalculable

evils. I

In conclusion, I must decline all further theological controversy. Religious

belief is so evidently a matter of personal habit and feeling that it is useless to

discuss the matter— it only leads to an endless strife of words, for no appeal can

be made to facts.* If the theist finds the belief in God harmonises with his reason

and feelings, and furnishes a support to virtue and a comfort in afiQiction, he is

right to adopt that belief. If, on the other hand, the atheist finds his reason and

feelings repudiate the idea of God, or cannot realise any clear and definite idea on

the subject, nor derives any support and comfort from the belief, he also is right

in renouncing it. It is a matter so entirely personal, that each must be left to

judge for himself. On the subject of the laws of nature, however, knowledge can

be obtained, and it is a knowledge most necessary for man's welfare and happiness,

and every exertion should therefore be made to diffuse it.

And I would here suggest to the opponents of superstition whether it would not

be best always to take the existence of God for granted, and only to insist that

the only clear and authentic revelation of his will is to be found in the laws of

nature. By attacking the belief in the existence of God an intense prejudice and

bigotry are excited, which prove an insurmountable obstacle to the reception of

the most important knowledge of the laws of nature, which, once received, would

ultimately destroy superstition, or deprive it of its evils. For it may be presumed
that the belief in God would not be attended with any evil, if held in connection

with the belief in the laws of nature as the only authentic revelation of his will.

By denying God you give the priesthood an easy task in exciting popular pre-

judice and bigotry against you 5 but confine yourself to the inculcation of the laws

of nature— to facts which the priesthood cannot deny, and yet cannot make con-

sistent with their Bible revelation—and the falsehood and untenableness of the

latter are at once proved and made manifest, and the Bible-defender is immediately

silenced, or can only show the weakness of his cause by resorting to misrepresentation

and clamour. The efficacy of the procedure here recommended has been remarkably

proved as regards astronomy and geology, in which the most enlightened of the

priesthood have been compelled to make the Bible succumb to science; and the

same result would ultimately follow as regards the laws of nature respecting man's

nature, conduct, and welfare, if the same procedure were adopted, by adducing, not

• See the author's essay on the ' Bible Test of Superstition,' in No. 380 of the
Reasoner.
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verbal arguments which may be met by counter arguments, but the incontro-

vertible facts of nature, which, not being able to be gainsayed, must ultimately

lead to the subversion of the fables of ignorance and superstition, however sanc-

tioned by time or supported by authority. F. B, B.

THE MANCHESTER NEW SCRIPTURAL TRACT SOCIETY.

SiE,—In No. 291 of the Reasoner you notice the first of the tracts issued by the

* Scriptural Tract Society.' You mention the first part, apparently approving of

it, declaring (at the same time) the remainder to be unhappy. "What you mean
by unhappy I do not well know; but this I do know, the object of the society is to

present the inconsistencies and absurdities, the obscenities and immoralities, of

the Bible to the public in the most glaring form—in fact, to post it on the walls of

the town ; and most salutary has been the result.

The Rev. Mr. Fletcher declared, at a publie meeting of the religious bodies, that

the tract had been received in his neighbourhood with a universal shout of execra-

tion. Now what was received with execration ? It could not be the ' Dedication,'

which, in my opinion, contained nothing to hurt the feelings of any one, and the

extract was not of our making. The fact is, the rev. gentleman knew well that the

tale of Lot's daughters would contrast unfavourably beside advertisements of sales

of bankrupt stocks, sermons by the Rev. Canon Stowell, and * startling facts ' by
Mr. Walter Cooper.

In chap. iii. of * Catholicism, the Religion of Fear,' we find the following, which
in some measure justifies our position :

—
* Those who think 1 have pleasure in pre-

senting these atrocious plates very much deceive themselves. They are as painful

to reproduce as hideous to see. But there is an end to be answered by their pub-
lication which nothing but their publication will answer. No verbal description

will convey half the impression which these pictures will. When some one went
out to subdue lions, and showed them a representation of Hercules, the lions were
not moved. Had Hercules himself went out, the lions had fled.' So it is in our
case. You may refer to the passages unceasingly without producing half the effect

which one reading of them on the walls will produce.

The Rev. Canon Stowell says

—

' All our institutions, all the laws of our land are

framed with a regard to the sanction of God's word. Infidelity is regarded as a
common enemy, and for society to cherish it would be to nurse the viper that

would poison its vitals.' And in another part of the same speech in favour of

religious education he says

—

' I believe we shall ultimately have to add a clause to

our present measure, providing a constraint on heedless parents to send their

children to be educated.' Thus we are first to have a Bible system of education

and then a compulsory measure to get the education of infidels' children into their

own hands. If such a law should pass, no honest lover of truth could ever pay a
rate for its support; and if we do not vigorously oppose the measure, we could not
consistently refuse to pay. In conclusion, if we are to have it in our schools our
churches, our homes, and among all classes of our people, we shall have it on our
walls. WiLLiAjvi Caldwell.

[In justice to this society we publish their reply to our remarks, although space
does not allow of the response we have prepared. Next week we must offer a short
comment on this surprising letter.

—

Ed.]
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MORALITY INDEPENDENT OF RELIGION.

Sir,—You did me the favour of inserting in No. 280 of the Reasoner a short

article of mine on the ' Independence of Morality,' which has been answered by

Mr. Billingtou, to whom I think I ought, with your permission, to reply.

L Mr. Billington acts the part of a judge, and condemns the authors (or writers)

of most parts of the Bible as immoral men. Now where does he obtain evidence

from, with which to charge them as such, but from the Bible itself; and if he really

believes the Bible to be what he professes, and which I understand all atheists

believe—viz., that it is a falsehood and a 'cunningly-devised fable'*—what right

has he to go to that book for evidence ? If it is not worthy of belief in the whole,

it surely cannot be in any part.t

2. Mr. Billington accuses me thus :
—

* According to my statements all the

countless myriads of human beings that have lived and died without having heard

the sound of the word Christianity have been immoral.' Far be it from me to utter

such an assertion ; for, if I were, I should belie my own conscience, and lay myself

open to deserved censure for such an untruth. I believe morality may exist, to a

certain extent, apart from Christianity ; but I do not believe in the existence,

apart from Christianity, of that strict morality which is required of the Christian.

I take all morality that exists apart from Christianity to be but conventional

morality.

3. Mr. Billington asks if 1 am moral because a certain book tells me to be so ?

That book, sir, must be held by all Christians as the Book of Books, for in it

ALONE are we taught our duty to God and man, which duty cannot be properly

performed by an immoral man.

4. The fair sample of Christianity which Mr. Billington gives, and which he says

is so opposed to human nature, that it has never been carried into practice by any

sane human being, I fearlessly assert has been carried into practice by numbers of

sane human beings.

5. Mr. Billington asks of what value are all these virtues when the most moral

book extant designates them * filthy rags V It is true these virtues of themselves

will not procure a man's salvation ; but he cannot be saved without them ,§

November 27th, 1851. Henry G. Wintle.

AN ATHEISTIC MARTYR.

Atheism, as absurd and unreasonable as it is, has had its martyrs. Lucitio

Vanini, an Italian, native of Naples, publicly taught atheism in France, about the

beginning of the seventeenth century ; and, being convicted of it at Toulouse, was

condemned to death. Being pressed to make a public acknowledgment of his

crime, and to ask pardon of God, the king, and justice, he answered, * that he did

not believe there was a God ; that he never oflFended the king ; and as for justice, he

wished it to the devil.' He confessed that he was one of twelve, who departed in

company from Naples to spread their doctrine in all parts of Europe. His tongue

was first cut out, and then his body burnt, April 9th, 1619. [W. C. furnishes this

paragraph, but remembers not whence it was taken. We should be glad to know
its authority.

—

Ed.]

• Mr. Wintle is quite mistaken.

—

Ed. f An error.

—

Ed.
§ Very hard to understand.

—

Ed,
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To promote the efficiency of the Reasoner as an organ of Propagandism, one friend subscribes lOs.

weekly, another 5s., some a monthly sum,others Is.each weekly—others intermediate amounts or make
special remittances, according to ability or earnestness. An annual contribution of Is. from each reader

would be easy, equitable, and sufficient. What is remitted, in whatever proportion, is acknowledged
here and accounted for at the end of the Volume.

For Vol. XII.—Acknowledged in No. 293, 236s. 6d.—W. J. B. (for Nos. 1 to

10, inclusive, of vol. xii., 10s. weekly), 100s.—' Rubicon' (from whom we have

before acknowledged 5s. per week, or 20s. per month, as a * Friend of Reason,' for

the months of November and December), 40s.—C. H. J., per Mr. Watson (for

vols. xi. and xii.), 5s.—O. J., Huddersfield, 2s.—M. R., Manchester, Is.—J. M.,

Manchester, Is.—Peter Thomson, Paisley, per J. Motherwell, 2s.—John Parkhill,

Is. 6d.—James Currie, Is.—R, Patou, Glasgow, Is.—J. H., jun., Sheffield, 2s.—

A. P. (quarterly), 2s. 6d.—Total, 395s. 6d.

GUIDE TO THE LECTURE ROOM.
Literary Institution, John St., Fitzroy Sq.—Jan.

25th [7], Thomas Cooper, 'Roman History.*
Western Literary Institution, Leicester Square.— Jan. 25th [7j, Thornton Hunt, ' Lecture on

the Week.'
South Place, Moorfields.—Jan. 25th [11^ a.m.],

W. J. Fox, M.P., • Morality.'
Hall of Science, City Road. — Jan. 25th [7]

G. J. Holyoake, ' Life & Writinefsof Mrs. Martin.'
National Hall, 242, High Holborn.—Jan. 25th,

[8], P. W. Perfitt, * EarlofEssex—State of Ireland
—Death of Elizabeth.'

South London Hall, Webber Street, Blackfriars
Road.—Jan. 25th [7^], Robert Cooper, 'The Re-
surrection.'

East London Literary and Scientific Institution,
Bethnal Green.-Jan. 25th [7^], G. Sexton, M.D.,
• The Life, Character, and Teaching of Jesus.'

Social Institution,Charles St., Old Garratt, Man-
cheater.—Jan. 25th [11 a.m.], James Campbell
will lecture.

Eclectic Institute, Denmark Street, Soho.

—

Every Friday [84], Mr. J. B. O'Brien, ' Home and
Foreign Politics.' Every Sunday [74], on ' Moral
and Social Science.'

Mr. Gardner's School Room, Preston.—The
Friends of Political and Social Reform meet every
Sunday at 2 p.m.
Commercial Hall, Philpot Street, Commercial

Road East.—Theological Discussions every Sun-
day morning [11], Sunday evening [7], Tuesday
[8], Thursday [8], and Saturday [8].

City Forum Coflfee House, 60, Red Cross Street.

—Every Sunday, Monday, and Thursday [S^], a
Discussion.
Areopagus Coffee and Reading Room, 59, Church

Lane, Whitechapel.—Every Sunday, Monday, and
Wednesday (8), a Lecture or Discussion.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

WORKS Published and Sold by J. Watson, 3,

Queen's Head Passage, Paternoster Row.
English Republic, 1 vol., cloth lettered. ... 7
Haslam's Letters to the Clergy of all Deno-
minations, 1 vol., cloth 2 6— Letters to the Bishop of Exeter,
1 vol., cloth , 2 6

(Each of the above may be had in Nos. at Id.)

Palmer's Principles of Nature, 1 vol., cloth 2— — — wrapper . . 1 6
Theodore Parker on Matters Pertaining to

Religion, 1 vol 1 g

Robert Cooper's Scriptures Analvsed 8

— Infidel's Text Book, 1 vol. 2 6

Scripturian's Creed 2

Theology Displayed, boards 1

— — wrapper 9
Protestant's Progress from Church of Eng-
landism to Infidelity 1

Southey's Wat Tyler 2

Byron's Vision of Judgment 3

Bible of Reason, or Testament of 1851.

Nos. 1 to 8 are already published, each.

.

2

Cooper's Geology and the Pentateuch 9
— Free Discussion 3

Just published, Second Edition, price Is.,

THE TASK OF TO-DAY, by Evans Bell, being

the first volume of the ' Cabinet of Reason,'

the essential object of which is to bring together,

in a portable form, a literature by which the class

of thinkers and writers identified with Freethought

and the Sovereignty of the Individual may consent

to be judged, and which shall be a well-advisen

and dispassionate expression of opinions nottaked
up in antagonism, but adopted in conviction, and
enforced as a protest alike against that progress

which is anarchy, and that order which is merely

prostration in intellect and despotism in politics

Just Published,

LECTURES ON TRUE AND FALSE HYP-
NOTISM, OR MESMERISM (the result of

experimental examination of the subject at home
and abroad) delivered in London at the Western
Literary and Westminster Institutions, and cor-

rected and brought up to the present period. To
which is added a Discourse on the Condition of

the Soul during Common Sleep, illustrated by
details of dreams. By Horatio Pbater, Esq.,

author of ' Experimental Inquiries in Chemical

Physiology,' ' Essay on the Injurious Effects of

Mineral Poisons in the Practice of Medicine,'
' Thoughts Psychological,' &c.

< the dream,
That mystical usurper of the mind

—

O'erpowering us to be whate'er may seem
Good to the soul, which we no more can bind :

Strange state of being (for 't is still to be).

Senseless to feel, and with sealed eyes to see.'

Byron.

'The book is worthy of perusal, and will be
particularly welcome to the students of mesmer-
ism.'—TTeeWy Times, Dec. 21st, 1851.

London : Piper Brothers & Co. (late Sherwood
and Co.), 23, Paternoster Row.
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Our O^m Pafl«.

*W. B. Potts ' is a signature that has occasionally appeared in the Reasoner, but

it dates back, in other periodicals, to thirty or more years, when our ad^rocacy was

rare. The veteran is now prostrated, having recently had an attack of paralysis,

succeeded by a fit; it has affected the brain, hence it is * second childishness, or

mere oblivion,' with him. His circumstances are sorry indeed. Friends meeting

at Philpot Street have been as kind and as liberal as their means would admit.

I felt it a duty to forward this for iniiertion in the Rmsoner^ conceiving that,

although many must have passed away to whom he was well known, yet all cannot

have ; and the survivors, but for this, might know nothing of his case. Also, to

our younger friends in the advocacy of secular views, to whom he might be known

or unknown, I submit this, as an appeal in his behalf. Mr. Watson, Queen's

Head Passage, Paternoster Row, and Mr. White, Institution, Philpot Street, Com-

mercial Road, will gladly receive any contributions. W. Osborn.

Mr. Harney has declined to act on the Chartist Executive Council. Mr. Ernest

Jones has resigned, though elected. Mr. Holyoake, therefore, has appealed to his

colleagues to pay off* the £37 of liabilities which are left for those who remain to

meet. This the new Council promptly agreed to do. All Chartists concerned for

the credit of their cause are requested to send subscriptions at once to James

Grassby, 96, Regent Street, Lambeth.

We are informed by report that Mrs. S. Carlile, whose illness we lately men-

tioned, is dead,

A correspondent (who sends this address—^ Mr. Wm. Evans, Mr. Smart's, 5,

Somerset Place, New Road, Commercial Road East) wishes Messrs. Thomas and

Robert Cooper to be informed that he would be happy to hold discussions with

them. He writes, having heard them state, at the Free Discussion Festival, that

opponents seldom appeared.

The Popular Tribune acknowledges the receipt of the ' Circular ' published at

Brooklyn, N.Y., which ' Ciixular ' is devoted to the * Sovereignty of Jesus Christ.'

The report from Mountsorrel, page 108, No. 292, signed ' J. E.,' should have

been signed T. E.
MORAL MATHEMATICS.

There is a geometry of morality as well fairness the objections to them without dis-

as of lines and angles ; at least there are paraging the judgments of those who hold

theorems and problems in morality, the the objections.

right solution of which contributes as much Problem 4. Given— an inconsistent and
to mental discipline as any to be found in abusive opponent. It is required to reply

Euclid. In all problems something being to him too by arguments, convincing ra-

given to work with, a certain result is re- ther than retorting. All opportunities of

quired to be produced. We beg leave to 'thrashing' him are to be passed by, all

submit a few problems for the student in mo- pain to be saved him as far as possible, and
ral mathematics. no word set down whose object is not the

Problem 1. Given—an angry man to opponent's improvement,

answer without being angry yourself. Problem 5. Given—the error of an ad-

Problem 2. Given—an opponent full of versary to annihilate with the same vigour

bitterness and unjust insinuations to reply with which you could annihilate him.

to, without asperity or stooping to counter Problem 6. Required—out of the sen-

insinuations, sitive materials of the present day to con-

Problem 3. Given— your ovi^n favourite struct a public body, who shall tolerate

truths to state without dogmatism, and to just censure and despise extravagant praise,

praise without egotism, adducing with —Fromthe Wrapper ofthe Monthly Part,

London: Printed by Holyoake, Tyndale, & Co., 3, Queen's Head Passage, Paternoster-row; and Pub-
lished by J. Watson, 3, Queen's Head Passage, Paternoster Bow. Wednesday, Jan. Slst, 1852.
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THEOLOGICAL EXAMINER.

They who believe that they have Truth ask no favour, save that of being heard: they dare the
judgment of Mankind : refused Co-operation, they invoke Opposition, for Opposition is their
Opportunity.

—

Editor.

EIGHT OF THE ARTICLES.

Most Salutary Results I6l

To Chartists only l6a

The Social Regeneration School 1 63
Birth-day of Thomas Paine 165

Effects of Religious Revivals 165

Pitt's Letter on Superstition l68

Lectures on Infidelity in Bristol 170

Mr. Southwell in Dundee 174

'MOST SALUTARY RESULTS.'

Thb letter that appeared in our Platform last week, signed^William Caldwell,

expressed doubtfulness as to what was intended by the word * unhappy ' as applied

to the small bill issued by the new Scriptural Tract Society of Manchester. What
was meant by 'unhappy' was writing calculated to frustrate the object sought to

be promoted—that of winning favourable attention to the society itself. In Mr.

Caldwell's letter, which seems, as we said, 'surprising,' he remarks that the result

of the tract issued by his friends has been ' most salutary;' and when we look to

what the result was, we find that it was received with a ' universal shout of exe-

cration.' Mark, it is not pretended that the tract produced a new conviction—

that the eyes of men were opened—that the Bible was seen in that light likely to

lead to its discontinuance: no, none of these legitimate results were among those

reported—but instead we are told that the tract was received with a * universal

burst of indignation.' And this most disastrous result is held to be a triumph,

and ' most salutary.' It is as though a man went out to a combat, and, instead of

defeating his enemy, he boasted that he had been well beaten himself.

Mr. Caldwell quotes from ' Catholicism, the Religion of Fear,' a passage written

by myself in favour of presenting the hideous reality of eternal punishment as

forcibly as possible. But does Mr. Caldwell know that those plates were not

obscene, but simply terrible? There is this distinction, that terror pains, and

may, by its abuse, lead to callousness ; while obscenity pollutes and depraves.

Further, this is the opportunity to say that the publication of those plates was but

partially useful. That they outraged good men and did not reform the bad theologian

—that I found they could only be used in special cases as illustrations to persons

previously prepared to appreciate the instruction and reproof they were intended

to convey. Drawings of several similar plates were prepared, but, although the

Reasoner improved rapidly in sale while previous ones were appearing, I suppressed

the remainder. The excitement was spurious—it would have been followed by a

reaction permanently injurious to us. Our readers will also remember that such

illustrations as did appear were accompained by all those reflections we could think

o^ likely to disarm prejudice and prevent wanton pain to others.

The object this Scriptural Tract Society have in view should be carried out in

such a way as not to excite disgust with the Tractarians themselves, and so as not

to propagate the obscenity they profess to put down—otherwise they bring them-

selves into contempt instead of the passages to which they object.

Z=-

[No.29fl.] [No. 11, Vol.XIL]

[ONE PENNY.]
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There are a number of well intending reformers who believe that no progress

is made unless disgust and * execration ' be awakened. This we respectfully believe

is altogether erroneous. Disgust must be excited against error—to excite it

against ourselves is simply suicidal. G. J. Holyoake.

TO CHARTISTS ONLY.

After all the cry which for two years has stunned the public ear about the neces-

sity of maintaining an independent Cbartist organisation, two of the most promi-

nent leaders have abandoned the Executive. Organised Chartism will soon be at

an end, and the field will be free for wiser action. But before it can terminate,

those lately elected are desirous of defraying the liabilities which have been in-

curred. To this end the Executive have given up their rooms—their secretary

acts gratuitously—so that the debt of £36 is now /naZ; and the address issued

recommends that any future Executive that may be called into being, will take the

precaution of expending moneys they have in hand, and not moneys they have not

in hand.

It was the duty of such men as Mr. Harney and Mr. Ernest Jones to have stood

by the discharge of official duties—for when they decline or refuse them, everybody

may do so. They must either be careless about it, or intend to break up the

* organisation ' as it is sometimes called—and probably no one will care to dis-

appoint them. During the past year Chartism has had a fair trial—and without

such a trial no one could supersede it by anything better. Something better will

succeed it, no doubt. The point to be mentioned here is this : There being nine

members of the Executive, the £36 divided among them will be £4 each. If each

member at once endeavours to collect this sum from any Chartists with whom he

comes in contact, the debts will be at once paid, and the movement die out honour-

ably. Many of our readers are also Chartists, and I ask such to send any contri-

butions to me which they may intend to give to the payment of their political

debts incurred by the Executive. This request is not made to the friends of the

ReasoneTy who have nothing whatever to do with the matter ; nor is the request

made to any reader of the Reasoner a$ suc\ but only to any reader who happens

also to be a Chartist. I want to collect the amount of £4^ and £i only, and I take

this way as being the readiest open to me.

The liabilities existing were partly Incurred before I was elected on the Execu-

tive, and I even published a protest against their increase some months ago—still,

as they have been incurred, and Fhave been re-elected, I cannot think of resigning

and leaving them with no prospect of payment. A political society of working

men may (as Mr. Linton truly remarks) have * little influence '—but they may
avoid reproach by strict attention to pecuniary claims publicly incurred. And
this at least the Chartist Executive will do. We shall not use so many objections,

nor declaim so violently as some who have left us, to discharge common debts

—

but we shall do our duty, and immure what the editor of the English Republic de-

lights to call the * corpse ' of Chartism— decently.

The two persons who have declined to belong to the embarrassed Executive will

take away with them, no doubt, many followers, and by so doing diminish the

number who, by a final subscription, would defray the amount due. Every mode
available must therefore be employed to address them.

Any Chartist responding to these remarks can send by post-office order, or

postage stamps, to me at the Reasoner office. G. J. Holyoake.
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THE SOCIAL REGENERATION SCHOOL.

[We take this article from the Guardian, a church paper, conducted with much
dignity. This paper published the whole of what was said over Mrs. Mai tin in

the same number in which appeared the article now quoted. The reader was thus

enabled to judge us out of our own mouth, and we are bound to respect bo much
fairness.]

Differing widely as we do from Mr. Kingsley and others of the regenerating

school, who are now proposing to remodel our social system on a particular plan

of their own, we have nevertheless sufficient respect for their disinterestedness and

enthusiasm to give them a word of advice and caution, when they appear to want

it. Mr. Kingsley and his friends disclaim with a warm and energetic disdain any

wish or intention to relax the bonds of religious belief, and much more of morality.

A relaxing tone, indeed, has been remarked in their writings, and thought to

mingle fundamentally with their social theories ; but they have pointed in reply to

the strong distinction there is between a new system of division of profits and a

new creed, religious or moral ; and they have urged that they only wish to engraft

an improved commercial and social justice upon the old established Christian rule.

It is with reference to this distinction and this disclaimer that we shall draw their

attention to an article in a recent number of the Leader.

In the Leader for October 18th is an article on a certain lady, recently dead,

who, it appears, enjoyed some reputation in Socialist circles in this country, and

seems to have been a person of some energy and ability, by name Emma Martin.

The substance of this article is a funeral oration pronounced over her grave by a

Mr. Holyoake (whose name has been made public as a contributor to the paper),

on which the Leader's remark simply is, * that it will be news to many classes that

such things are said and thought in this metropolis, ' and which, therefore, as no

more is said, we presume* the iearfer adopts. Indeed, the whole notice implies this,

Mr, Holyoake (we give the article in another column) commences :
—

* The story

we have to tell is brief and sad A life so useful, closed at thirty-nine, is sad—yet

the sadness has a joy in it. For life is as a drama, and, as Mrs. Martin used her-

self to repeat—" It matters not how long it has been acted, but how well?^ How
well she performed her part we know, and on that ground we rejoice. An opening

beautiful in energy and passion, followed by a struggle ever chequered, and the

end a tragedy ; but the end was an example, and carried with it a noble moral.'

He proceeds to say that she had a religious training, and was * taught to accept

this world as a transitory state, to which a providence-appointed lot and a dogmatic

creed attached.'

* But her lot, no less than her creed, was destined to be renounced by her.

Allied to a husband (found in the religious circles in which she was reared in

Bristol), whose company it was a humiliation to endure, she, ultimately, even

when she was the mother of three children, refused to continue to submit to it.

This, though afterwards made a reproach to her, was so justifiable, that even her

religious friends found no fault with it After much struggling (such as a

mother only can maintain) to support her children unaided, she was united to

another husband (Mr. Joshua Hopkins), her former one yet living. Though no
marriage was performed, or could be performed (such is the moral state of our law,

which denies divorce to all who are wronged, if they happen to be also indigent),

• The presumption is utterly unfounded, and it is contrary to the rules of news-
paper criticism to make the presumption.
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yet no aflfection was ever purer, ever more honourable to both parties ; and the

whole range of priest-made marriages never included one to which happiness be-

longed more surely, and upon which respect could dwell more truly.'

He then passes to Mrs. Martin's public life, which he describes as one of in-

tellectual progress. 'Our first knowledge of Mrs. Martin was as an opponent of

Socialism, against which she delivered public lectures. But as soon as she saw

intellectual truth in it, she paused in opposition to it
:

'
—

' She embraced the Com-
munist theory because she saw that no license was included in it; and she drew
an austere line between liberty and license, which made her repulsive to all the

vague—a rather large class in all new parties.'

The orator—and perhaps it is well—forbears to give a more particular des-

cription of ' the vague ;' the class to whom Mrs. Martin's limitation of liberty ap-

peared austere, and, in short, ' repulsive.' For, if such a class is, as he intimates,

' a rather large one ' in his party, it is indeed an awkward confession which he makes
for it. This * vagueness,' moreover, (immorality* appears to be signified bythe

term), is not easily curable, he may be assured, when once begun ; this kind of

confusion, dreaminess, and want of precision being apt to grow in men rather than

diminish. He adds:—'Beautiful in expression, quick in wit, strong in will,

eloquent in speech, coherent in conviction, and of stainless character, she was in-

comparable among public women.'

The point of excellence, then, in this lady's career, seems to be, in the orator's

eyes, its correctness. A severe moralist, an energetic teacher, she figures as a pro_

phetess in his description:—'As a worker for human improvement, Mrs. Martin

was as indefatigable as efl&cient. From the time when she published her Exiles in

Piedmont, to the issue of her essay on God^s Gifts and Man's Duties, she wrote with

ardour, strength, and brevity of expression. Her lectures were always distin-

guished by the instruction they conveyed, and the earnestness with which they were

delivered Mrs. Martin had a strength of will which rules in all spheres, but ever

chastened by womanly feeling. Her assertion of her claim to interfere in public

affairs was but a means of winning security for the domestic affections. She would
send the mother into the world— not in the desertion of motherly duties, but to

learn there what motherly duties are—not to submit in ignorance to suckle slaves,

but to learn how to rear free men and intelligent, pure women.'
A strange mode, indeed, of learning motherly duties. We are then told of her

rejection of all religious belief, and her death-bed is ' guarded from the pious
frauds which have misrepresented Voltaire's and our own Paine's.' Such is the
teacher whose loss the Leader regretsf as ' a valuable contributor to the question
of reformations affecting women.'

* If the speaker did mean* immorality ' the confession is equally 'awkward,' for the
Guardian^s party must once have been amenable to it, as it is said the ' vague ' are

found largely in o/^ new parties. But * ioimorality was not exclusively meant—simply
that indefinite state of feeling in which indolent and unearnest thinkers are found, to whom
all strictness is a fetter. Under the vague was indeed included some who are immoral,
for, as has been well observed, some licentiousness always treads on the heels of re-

formation. But the term was intended to stand for many others besides mere immoral
hangers-on.

f It is astonishing how an editor not incapable of veracity, perhaps strictly attached
to it, will invent phrases. The Leader did not ' regret ' Mrs. Martin's death in any
special and personal way. It merely said the ' public would regret '—meaning the
public taking an interest in her special exertions. Protectionist journals said, not long
ago, that ' the public would regret ' Sir Robert Peel's death, without regretting it them-
selves. The Leader might regret the loss of any able and conscientious public

woman, without its regrets partaking of the nature of identity with her views ; and this

is the point the Gitardian practically asserts.
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THE BIRTH-DAY OF PAINE—THE ' REBELLIOUS NEEDLEMAN.'

The Festival announced for the 29th will diflfei* from the last in the respect of its

being without tea. The usual hour of tea being early for those in business, some
have found it inconvenient to attend. The expense of tea and concert, where there

are families present, of one shilling per head, proves, in other cases, more than

working class friends can spare. It has therefore been resolved to try the ex-

periment of a concert and conversational meeting. The expense will be reduced

to threepence and fourpence each. Meeting at 7j social converse will occupy the

time till 8, when Mr. Bell will take the Chair. The sentiments spoken to will be
' The Independence of Nations,' and 'Paine, the Advocate of Freethought.' Mr.
Thornton Hunt and Mr. Richard Moore will speak to the first, and Mr. Thomas
Cooper, Mr. James Watson, and Mr. Holyoake to the second. The songs and

recitations will be introduced by Mrs. Austin Holyoake, Mr. John Lowry, and Mr.
Thomas.

This meeting will take place on Thursday, being the actual birth-day, which we
prefer under any disadvantages of its being the middle of the week, to com-
memorating it some days after. The convenience of choosing Sunday is adopted

sometimes, but it is not so true a compliment, and this is our explanation for

summoning friends on a Thursday. G. J. H.

EFFECTS OF A RELIGIOUS REVIVAL.
A VERT curious old book was lately brought to our notice, which is probably one

of the oldest narrative accounts of those disgusting scenes of fanaticism which,

under the name of ' revivals,' have brought so much deserved scandal and contempt

on the evangelical sects of America and Eng:land. It is in the form of a letter

from the Rev. Jonathan Edwards, minister of Northampton, New Hampshire (not,

we believe, the celebrated writer) to a friend at Boston, and is entitled ' A Faith-

ful Narrative of the surprising Work of God, in the Conversion of many Hundred
Souls in New Hampshire, in the years 1734 and ^35.' It is not our intention to

quote largely from this little work—the * surprising work of God ' appears princi-

pally to have consisted in the production of a large amount of * experiences,' ' long-

ings,' ' terrors,' groanings, bowlings, and hysterics ; but a short passage will

indicate pretty clearly what was the intellectual and moral value of this ' surprising

work of God,' The general excitement flagged a good deal in the latter part of

May, 1735, ' and it began to be very sensible that the spirit of God,' says Mr. Ed-
wards, ' was gradually withdrawing from us, and shortly after this time Satan

seemed to be more let loose, and raged in a dreadful manner.' The madness be-

gan, in fact, to assume a more dangerous form. ' The first instance wherein it

appeared was a person's putting an end to his own life, by cutting his throat. He
had been, from the beginning of this extraordinary time, very concerned about the

state of his soul, and there were some things in his experience that appeared very

hopeful; but towards the latter part of his time he grew much discouraged, and
melancholy grew amain upon him. The Devil took the advantage, and drove him
into despairing thoughts.' With what exquisite innocence is the story told I

—
their God began the ' surprising work,' but their devil finished it. Besides this

suicide, the pious writer tells us that there were ' some remarkable instances of

persons led away with strange enthusiastic delusions,' imagining themselves

endued with * the extraordinary gifts of the Holy Ghost.' E. B.
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(iBi'Hminatlaii of tl)e \Btei%.

Chanteey a Freethinker :—The Sheffield Free Press, quoting the article we
inserted a short time since on * Chantrey's Tomb,' adds the following comment,
which is worth preserving :—We did not see the letter of the Rev. Mr. Pearson,

the ex-incumbent of Norton. All who know that amiable gentleman will entirely

acquit him of intentional deception. Notwithstanding the charming naivete with

which the good old man narrates the facts of the one sermon and the four sums of

money, there is an appearance of artfulness in his leaving the inference to be drawn
that Chantrey was therefore a churchman. The shade of Sir Francis Chantrey

would smile at the adroit use thus made of these bequests. Another circumstance,

slightly tinged with suspicion, is the fact that Mr. Pearson has not written to a

journal in Sheffield where the facts are all known. In order that Chantrey may
not be misrepresented, we give the following accurate statement of facts. It is

just possible that Mr. Pearson may not be aware of them, and in that case we shall

almost regret disturbing his impression. Chantrey was well known to be a free-

thinker. His views on theological subjects were far more heterodox than those of

his talented and illustrious Sheffield friend, the author of ' Letters of an Egyptian

Kafir in Search of a Religion.' Shortly after making his will, he was conversing

with an intimate friend on the ' sleep of death,' and the * dream ' that

* May come
"When we have shuffled off this mortal coil.'

Chantrey observed that he knew nothing of the immortality of the soul, but he

had been making the best arrangements he could devise to preserve his body as

long after death as possible. He then related the four bequests of £50 each, and

laughed at the condition he had attached to them

—

' to be paid annually so long as

his tomb should exist in Norton churchyard,^ He had no fear of his tomb going to

decay under this arrangement, so long as Norton should exist; and many of our

readers are aware that the tomb is in excellent preservation. It was Chantrey's

wish to perpetuate his memory in some substantial manner in his native village,

and he effected it by this devise. Two poor people are made comfortable, the

education of the youth of the village is materially aided and assisted, and the

harmonious working of the whole is secured by the clergyman being made a friend.

A far-seeing man was Sir Francis, but he could hardly foresee the inference of Mr.

Pearson. We believe the above reason for this condition being attached to the

four bequests would have been stated in the will, but for Chantrey's fear that its

insertion would attract the vultures of the law and prove a fruitful source of litiga-

tion, thereby defeating his object. Chantrey was well known to be fond of a quiet

joke. He sometimes dined with a distinguished duke, and on one occasion the

duke asked him whether he was an Armenian or a Presbyterian. After a moment's

hesitation, Chantrey replied, very characteristically, * Why, the fact is, your grace,

I am a Derbyshire man.'

A FEW Hints to Writers.— 1. Never write till you have got something to

say. Never write till you know what it is that you Iiave got to say. Do
not write till you have turned the matter properly over in your mind, and

ascertained exactly what it is that you wish to say. Do not write until you

have got something important to say—something that, you have good reason to

believe, is calculated to be of use to your readers. Do not write about trifles

—

about matters of little or no importance. Occupy your mind with things which
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bear directly upon the great interests of humanity ; and when you write, write on

those subjects. 2. Always have some particular, some definite, some good and

important end in view, when you write for the public. Do not force your remarks

on the public merely because you feel a strong inclination to do so. Do not force

your remarks on the public because you see others doing so. If you have not some

good object in view, some good end to accomplish, let the public alone. Accustom

yourself to aim at the good of your fellow-men in all you do, and especially in all

that you write for the public. 3, Try to be plain. Let it be your endeavour to

make yourself clearly and thoroughly understood. Try to make yourself clearly

and thoroughly understood by all. Try especially to make yourself clearly and

thoroughly understood by the poorer, the younger, and the less educated portions

of the people. If you can make yourself well understood by the poor, the young,

and the less educated, you will be sure to make yourself well understood by others.

Poor people, young people,^nd ill educated people, do not understand big, foreign,

or uncommon words, or long-winded, roundabout sentences; but the more

educated portions of society can always understand plain, little, common words,

and short, straightforward sentences. 4. Never try to be a/ne writer. Never

try to be flowery. Never try to be eloquent. Never try to amaze or astonish people

by your writing. Just try to make your subject as clear as possible. "Write

simply to make people wiser and better and happier. Care as little about yourself,

as little about the praise or admiration of your readers, as possible. It is very

probable that the more you seek to please the less will you succeed in pleasing.

—

J, Barker, in the People.

Kossuth on the English Press.—It is chiefly, almost only. Great Britain which

boasts to have a free press ; and to be sure during my brief stay in England I joy-

fully saw that really there is a freedom to print—almost an unlimited one, so far

that I saw printed advertisements, signed by the publishers, stating that Queen
Victoria is no lawful queen—that she ought to be sent to the Tower, and all those

who rule ought to be hanged. Men laughed, and nobody cared about the foolish

extravagancy. And yet I dare say, and I hope the generous people of Great

Britain will not feel offended at my stating the fact, that there is no practical free-

dom of the press. The freedom of the press, to be a practical one, must be a Com-

mon benefit to all—else it is no freedom, but a privilege. It is wanting two ingre-

dients—freedom of printing and freedom of reading. Now, there is no freedom

of reading there, because there is no possibility for the people at large to do so.

Because the circulation of newspapers, the indispensable moral food of human in-

tellect, is, by a heavy taxation, checked. The press is a source of public revenue,

and, by the incumbrance of stamp and paper duties, made almost inaccessible to

the poor.

—

Quoted in the First Anniud Report of the Society for Promoting the Re-

peal of the Taxes on Knowledge.

Reason and Religion.—A Sunday evening lecture has been delivered at

Markinch, by the Rev. Robert Brown. Subject—' The use of Reason in Religion.'

The lecture was divided into two particulars ; 1st. That reason was essential to

religion; and, 2nd. That religion and reason could not stand opposed. Before pro-

nouncing the benediction, the rev. gentleman said he held in his hand a letter

signed * A Lover of Truth,' enclosing a pamphlet by G. J. Holyoake, London, en-

titled * The Logic of Death ; or, why should the Atheist fear to die,' and requesting

his perusal of the same. The rev. gentleman at some length reviewed the flimsy

sophisms, etc., etc.~Ft/e Herald, No. 1609.
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Cojpfrsi for ^tutfg.

PITT'S LETTER ON SUPERSTITION.

[This letter, which is ascribed to the
Right Hon. William Pitt (afterwards
Earl of Chatham), has lately been
pi'inted by an eminent London political

Reformer. It is said to have been first

printed in the London Journal, 1733,
and republished at several subsequent
periods—the last by T. Keys, Coleman
Street, Bank, 1819. We should very
much like to be informed of the circum-
stances under which it originated, and
how Pitt came to write it.]

Whoever takes a view of the world
will find that what the greatest part of
mankind have agreed to call religion,

has been only some outward exercise
esteemed suflBcient to work a reconcilia-

tion with God. It has moved them to

build temples ; slay victims ; oifer up
sacrifices ; to fast and feast ; to petition
and thank ; to laugh and cry ; to sing
and sigh by turns; but it has not yet
been found sufficent to induce them to

brake ofi" an amour, to make restitution

of ill-gotten wealth, or to bring the pas-
sions and appetites to a reasonable sub-
jection. Differ as much as they may in

opinion concerning what they ought to

believe, or after what manner they are
to serve God, as they call it, yet they all

agree in gratifying their appetites. The
same passion reigns eternally in all

countries and in all ages ; Jew and
Mahometan, the Christian and the Pa-
gan, the Tartar and the Indian, all kinds
of men, who differ in almost everything
else, universally agree with regard to

their passions : if there be any difference

among them, it is this, that the more
superstitious, they are always the more
vicious ; and the more they believe, the
less they practise. This is a melancholy
consideration to a good mind ; it is a
most terrible truth ; and certainly, above
all things, worth our while to inquire
into. We will, therefore, probe the
wound, and search it to the bottom ; we
will lay the axe to the root of the tree,

and show you the true reason why men
go on sinning and repenting, repenting
and sinning again, through the whole
course of their lives ; and the reason is,

because they have been taught, most
wickedly taught, that religion and virtue

are two things absolutely distinct; that

the deficiency of the one might be sup-
plied by the sufficiency of the other

;

and that what you want in virtue you
must make up in religion. But this

religion, so dishonourable to God, and
pernicious to men, is worse than athe-

ism; for atheism, though it takes away
one great motive to support virtue in

distress, yet it furnishes no man with
arguments to be vicious ; but supersti-

tion, or what the world means by re-

ligion, is the greatest possible encourage-
ment to vice, by setting up something
as religion which shall atone and com-
mute for the want of virtue. This is

establishing iniquity by a law, the

highest law ; by authority, the highest

authority—that of God himself. We
complain of the vices of the world, and
the wickedness of men, without search-

ing into the true cause. It is not be-

cause they are wicked by nature, for that

is both false and impious ; but because,

to serve the purposes of their pretended
soul-savers, they have been carefully

taught that they are wicked by nature,

and cannot help continuing so. It

would have been impossible for men to

have been both religious and vicious,

had religion been made to consist where-
in alone it does consist ; and had they

been always taught that true religion is

the practice of virtue, in obedience to

the will of God, who presides over all

things, and will finally make every
man happy who does his duty. This
single opinion in religion, that things are

so well made by the Deity, that virtue

is its own reward, and that happines
will ever arise from acting according to

the reason of things, or that God, ever

wise and good, will provide some extra-

ordinary happiness for thoes who suffer

for virtue's sake, is enough to support
a man under all difficulties, to keep him
steady to his duty, and to enable him
to stand as firm as a rock amidst all the

charms of pleasure, profit, and honour.

But this religion of reason, which all

men are capable of, has been neglected

and condemned, and another set up, the

natural consequences of which have

puzzled men's understandings, and de-

bauched their morals, more than all the

lewd poets and atheistical philosophers
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that ever infested the world ; for, in-

stead of being taught that religion con-

sists in action or obedience to the eternal

moral law of God, we have been gravely

and venerably told that it consists in

the belief of certain opinions which we
could form no ideas of, or which were
contrary to the clear perceptions of our
minds, or which had no tendency to

make us either wiser or better, or, which
is much worse, had a manifest tendency
to make us wicked and immoral. And
this belief, this impious belief, arising

from imposition on one side, and from
want of examination on the other, has
been called by the sacred name of reli-

gion
J whereas, real genuine religion con-

sists in knowledge and obedience. We
know there is a God, and we know his

will, which is, that we should do all the
good we can; and we' are assured, from
his perfections, that we shall find our
own good in so doing. And what would
we have more ? Are we, after so much
inquiry, and in an age so full of liberty,

children still ? And cannot we be quiet,

unless we have holy romances, sacred
fables, and traditionary tales, to amuse
us in an idle hour, and give rest to our
souls, when our follies and vices will not
suffer us to rest ?

You have been taught, indeed, that

right belief, or orthodoxy, will, like cha-

rity, cover a multitude of sins ; but be
not deceived; beliet of, or mere assent to,

the truth of propositions upon evidence,

is not a virtue, nor unbelief a vice. Faith
is not a voluntary act. It does not de-

pend upon the will. Every man must
believe or disbelieve, whether he will or
not, according as evidence appears to

him. If, therefore, men, however dig-

nified or distinguished, command us to

believe, they are guilty of the highest
folly and absurdity, because it is out of

our power; but if they command us to

believe, and annex rewards to belief, and
severe penalties to unbelief, then are
they most wicked and immoral, because
they annex rewards and punishments to

what is involuntary, and, therefore,

neither rewardable nor punishable. It

appears, then, very plainly unreasonable
and unjust to command us to believe any
doctrine, good or bad— wise or unwise;
but when men command us to believe

opinions which have not only no tendency
to promote virtue, but which are allowed
to commute or atone for the want of it,

then are they arrived at the utmost reach

of impiety ; then is their iniquity full

;

then have they finished the misery and
completed the destruction of poor mortal
men.
A gift well applied; the chattering

of some unintelligible sounds called

creeds ; and unfeigned assent and con-
sent to whatever the church enjoins;

religious worships and consecrated feasts;

repenting on a death-bed; pardons
rightly sued out, and absolutions au-
thoritatively given, have done more to-

wards making and continuing men
vicious than all their natural passions

and infidelity put together ; for infidelity

can only take away the supernatural re-

wards of virtue ; but these superstitious

opinions and practices have not only
turned the scene, and made men lose

sight of the natural rewards of it, but
have induced them to think that, were
there no hereafter, vice would be pre-

ferable to virtue, and that they still

increase in happiness as they increase

in wickedness ; and this they have
been taught in several religious dis-

courses and sermons delivered by men
whose orthodoxy was never doubted;
particularly by a late reverend prelate,

I mean Bishop Atterbury, in his sermon
on these words :

* If in this life only be
hope, then we are of all men most mi-
serable,' where vice and faith ride most
lovingly and triumphantly together: but

these doctrines ofthe natural excellency of

vice,the efficacy of a right belief, the digni-

ty of atonements and propitiations, have,

besides depriving us of the native beauty
and charms of honesty, and thus cruelly

stabbing virtue to the heart, raised and
diffused among men a certain unnatural
passion which we shall call religious ha-

tred ;a hatred constant, deep-rooted, and
immortal; all other passions rise and fall,

die and revive again, but this of religious

and pious hatred rises and grows every

day stronger upon the mind as we grow
more religious ; because we hate for God's
sake, for our soul's sake, and for the sake

of those poor souls, too, who have the

misfortune not to believe as we do. And
can we, in so good a cause, hate too much ?

The more thoroughly we hate, the better

we are ; and the more mischief we do to

the bodies and estates of those infidels

and heretics, the more do we show our
love to God. This is religious zeal, and
this has been called divinity; but remem-
ber that the only true divinity is hu-

manity.
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Our piat(0nn.

From which any earnest opponent may controvert our opinions, and from which any may expound views

not coincident with our own, if tending to the Rationalisation of Theology.

LECTURES ON INFIDELITY IN BRISTOL.

To the Editor of the Reasoner.

Sir,—The Rev. George Henry Davis, minister of the Baptist Chapel, New King

Street, Bristol, is a clever man, a popular man, and a bold man. He has generally

his hands full of work. The other day he attacked Romanism, then Mormonism,

and recently infidelity j he is besides throat-deep in defence of the Evangelical

Alliance against the charge of indirectly countenancing American slavery, and is

doing battle with a brother minister on the subject of the atonement. From all

which you will see, that whenever he undertakes to specially defend Christianity

against the onslaughts of the infidel or sceptic, whatever may be the intrinsic

value of his arguments, he is not a man to be passed by in silence, Mr. D.'s course

of lectures on infidelity commenced on the 16th of November, and was announced

to consist of the following :— ' 1. Jesus—who was he ? 2. The Christ—was Jesus

the Christ ? Did he work miracles ? Did he fulfil prophecy ? Is the Bible in-

spired? 3. The God of Christianity and his identity with the God of the Hebrews

—^justification of his character from infidel aspersions. 4. The morals and the

man of Christianity—how far an advance on the morals and man of Judaism. 5.

The actual condition of Christians and Jews a proof of the truth of Christianity.

The socialism of the New Testament, and the hopes of the future.' This pro-

gramme was subsequently slightly altered, and the lectures extended to six. I did

not attend more than the first three, not thinking it worth my while, and I think

a notice of a few of the points in those lectures will satisfy you of the correctness

of my opinion.

Mr. Davis commenced his first lecture by, under the circumstances, the most

extraordinary statement I ever heard. He said it might be objected by the

infidel that it was very easy for him (Mr. D.) to oppose infidelity t'tom the pulpit,

but not so easy to debate with an opponent. Debating was not the best way of

arriving at truth, as it produced mental excitement not conducive to soundness of

judgment. It was better for the infidel that the subject should not be debated,

but that he should calmly bear what the lecturer had to say, and go home and

deeply ponder it. And this Mr. D. said at the very moment when he was about

to commence a one-sided debate with infidelity—choosing what arguments and

points of his opponents he could best answer and turn aside, and passing judgment,

without appeal, on his own case. This he said, too, in view of the fact, as

announced by himself, that his lectures were not so much intended to convince

the infidel as to furnish the believers, and especially the young men ,^ of his congre-

gation, with arguments wherewith to combat the objections of the infidel—that is,

to enable them to debate the question with the infidel. But Mr. D. said ke hardly

expected to convince the infidels who heard him ; how then could he expect any

good to result from the use of his arguments by another ; if the master failed,

what hope was there for the disciple ?

1. How do we know (said Mr. Davis) there ever was sueh a person as Jesus Christ 9

Supposing we were asked how we knew Julius Caesar entered Gaul and invaded

and conquered Britain—what would be our answer ? Reference to his Commen-
taries, and to the many remains of Roman art with which Great Britain abounds.

Now, it was true, Jesus left behind him no commentaries—(Mr. D. made no men-
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tion of the absence of any remains of Christian works of art: their forte lay rather

in destroying art than enriching it)^but there was vast contemporary history in

proof of his existence, to wit :—The four Gospels, in which, whilst there is a

general agreement respecting the language and deeds of Jesus, there is at the same

time a diversity sufficient to prove there could have been no conspiracy in their

production. Then there were the letters of Paul, who lived in the apostolic age,

&c. The Gospels and other books were quoted by the earliest writers. There

was no doubt of the Gospels having been written by the men whose names are

attached to them, and at the time when the occurrences took place. So, you will

perceive Mr. Davis brought the New Testament, and the New Testament aZcin«, to

prove the truth of the statements contained therein. Not a rag of contemporary

evidence, external to the book did he bring, or attempt to bring—of course we know
why. It struck me that Mr. D.'s parallel of the case of C«sar was not a well

chosen one.

2. Are the OospeU novels or hiitorUs 9 The existence of Christians proved the

previous existence of Christ, just as the existence of Mormonites proved the pre-

vious existence of * Joe ' Smith, and the Irvingites of Irving. Here was another

mal-chosen illustration, in my opinion. There can be no question with us that the

existence of Mormonites proves the previous existence, persecution, and ultimate

martyrdom of Joseph Smith ; and there will remain for subsequent generations a

thousand contemporary proofs of the facts, external to the books of Mormon and

the writings of the sect. But there is considerably more than this involved in the

illustration. Granting Mr. D. what he asks, that the existence of Christians

proves the previous existence of Christ, he then claims credence for all that it is

said in the Gospels Christ said and did. Very well, we will grant him that, too

;

but we will claim for Joseph Smith and Mormonism, on the same grounds, all that

the Mormonites claim for themselves. * No, no,' Mr. Davis would say, * we know

those claims are false and pretentious ;' yes, so we do—that is, Mr. D. and I—but

there are some four or five hundred thousand men and women in America and

elsewhere who do not know, do not believe as Mr. D. and I believe. Had Christ

the hundredth part of that number of followers when he was upon the earth, or

shortly after ? Though existing in the most enlightened age, taken in its entirety,

the world has ever witnessed, with an Argus-eyed newspaper press, by the assis-

tance of * our own correspondent,* peering into every hole and corner, and turning

every thing inside out, and with the established conviction in the minds of ninety-

nine out of every hundred that seeing of visions and doing of miracles are quite

out of the question now-a-days, whatever they might have been in times gone past

— though, as I say, existing under such disadvantages, Mormonism, with all its

fallacies, has much, very much demanding our admiration and respect, and shown

in contrast with the doings of the early Christians—of the latter ones I need say

nothing—stands immeasurably above them. What would have been the contem-

porary history of Christ and his apostles had printing and the newspaper press

been in existence in Judea at the time when he is said to have flourished there ?

Mr. Davis-s next position was quite as unfortunate as the previous one. He said,

fancy men allowing themselves to be dragged to prison and put to death for a

fiction. How could I help thinking of the victims of Juggernaut and the slaugh-

tered of Nauvoo ?

3. The writers of the Gospels could not have drawn from their own imaginations

the character of Jesus, his character and teachings so completely harmonised. It
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was impossible for four illiterate men to have drawn so consistent a character, in-

dependently of each other, entirely from their own resources. Whoever heard of

four men writing a romance conjointly ? The Jesus of the one Gospel was identical

with the Jesus of the other. All of which proved that Jesus must have lived, and

also the truth, ' in the main,'' of the Gospels. To hear a would-be teacher gravely

talk of the ' harmony' of the Gospels is amusing, either for the impudence or the

simplicity of the statement, whichever you may give him credit for. "When the

four characters of Christ as given by the Evangelists are proved to be consistent,

will be time enough to inquire whether four illiterate men could draw such a cha-

racter from imagination. Whether fotir men ever wrote a romance conjointly I

am not aware, but certainly the Mayhew Brothers, and the Brothers Brough, have

worked admirably together in this line, the ' Enchanted Isle ' of the latter being a

convulsingly laughable travestie of the ' Tempest.'

Mr. D, concluded his first lecture by an apostrophe to infidels, as men who pro-

fessed to believe that virtue was its own reward, to study the character and imitate

the actions of Jesus ; would they not prefer setting Jesus before their children as a

pattern and example to a ' sneering pot companion,' as though all infidels were

drunkards and sots, and had not Seneca, and Socrates, and Plato, and Confucius,

or a thousand other great and immortal worthies, who never heard of or never

believed in Christ, to present to their children as patterns worthy of example.

But Mr. Davis had one or two other flings at working men, in very bad taste, as

f thought. I shall trouble you with a notice of the other lectures.

Dec. 1851. W. Chilton.

MR. SOUTHWELL'S ACCOUNT OF HIS VISIT TO DUNDEE.

SiRj—It is quite natural our friends of Dundee should be anxious to know

something about my mysterious doings in that town, and still more mysterious

disappearance therefrom. The whole matter ought to have been explained long

ere this. Why there has been committed so great a sin of omission I am ashamed

to say, because neglecting a duty from sheer idleness is indefensible. A paragraph

in last week's Reasoner opened my drowsy eyes to the gravity of the case. On
reading it conscience smote me violently. I felt the necessity of overcoming my
perverse and unaccountable disinclination to write reports of any proceedings in

which I have myself played a conspicuous part. But though convinced the thing

must be done, my disinclination to set about doing it was strengthened by the

humiliating truth that I had to report not a victory, but a defeat—and, all things

considered, a rather disgraceful one too. Our Dundee friends will no doubt allow

that though a bulletin after the manner of Caesar's Veni, vidi, vici (I came, I saw,

I conquered,) is pleasant enough to write, it is quite another thing to make a

tedious report, the whole sense and pith of which might be expressed in the words

I -went, I saw, I was thrashed. Now just that have I to report concerning the

aflfair at Dundee. Never since Charles Southwell, in 1846, by virtue of self-election,

became Generalissimo of the army of Freethinkers north of the Tweed, was he so

entirely outgeneralled as by Providence in league with the Dundee police. A re-

port of all that took place would go far to fill a Reasoner, so I will confine myself

to a statement of important particulars.

It may be useful at the outset to inform your readers that I did not go to Dundee

for the purpose of lecturing at all. My business there was connected with matters

that neither Christians nor freethinkers have anything to do with. While there,

however, it was thought desirable to announce a lecture, after making sure (as I
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thought) of the well known Thistle Hall. ' Hell not a place of Punishment ' was

the subject chosen. Events proved it an unfortunate one ; and that Hell should

appear on the placards in letters a foot long, was more unfortunate. My intention

was to excite the people—I succeeded in alarming the police, or rather the police

superintendent, who managed matters so well that at least eight of every ten bills

posted in the afternoon were torn down or defaced at night. This was a bad be-

ginningj but worse remained behind, for on application I found the printer steadily

refused to print more placards—and also, if more were printed, neither boardmen
nor bill-posters would have anything to do with them. In answer to my remon-
strances they said— * Ah, it is very well for you, who are here to-day and gone to-

morrow, to talk about braving the superintendent of police; but we, who must re-

main here with families to support, can't afford to be so valorous.' My bills torn

from the walls or defaced, with no possibility of replacing them, I liked not the

aspect of affairs ; and remembering that the proprietor, or proprietors (for two of

them at least there seemed to be), had refused to receive a deposit on applying for

the Hall, I suspected it might be closed against me, notwithstanding our verbal

agreement, and at once proceeded to satisfy myself upon the point. My suspicion

was well founded ; for though anxious (so at least they said) I should have the

Hall, they made * no objection on the part of the superintendent ' a sine qua non.

Under such circumstances, and having pressing business farther north, 1 thought

the better part of valour was discretion, and decamped from Dundee as unex-

pectedly and mysteriously as I entered it.

Our friends there would have been informed of every particular, however
minute, had I known where to find any of them. With one, and only one, had I

honour of ' hobnobbing ' during my short stay, but he did not repeat his visit ; and
just before leaving Dundee, on looking for his address I looked in vain. His

brother, who travelled with me to assist in carrying forward the business before

referred to, had gone on to Aberdeen. So there I was in a precious mess, sant

friend, sans means, sans (all but) everything.

It is consoling to reflect that out of evil good doth sometimes spring, and that

this admirably mismanaged business will at least have the effect of deterring me,

henceforth, from either ' keeping too many irons in the fire,' or commencing hos-

tilities in the heart of an enemy's country without due consideration. At Dundee
I miscalculated my own as well as the enemy's means. To the annoyance of de-

feat is added a painful sense of having deserved it. When Francis I, lost the

battle of Pavia (I think), he could nevertheless assure his mother all was lost

except honour; but in the battle of Dundee my honour went the way of everything

else. However, like the more sensible of the two Spartans who escaped from

Thermopylsa, I disdain to commit suicide, and quietly reserve myself for some
future contest.

January 14, 1852. Charles Southwell.

LETTER FROM MR. ALEXANDER CAMPBELL.

My dear Holtoake,—I duly received No. 293 of the Reasoner, with your
* kindest regards ' expressed on its margin in writing, and my letter to Mr. True-

love, with some friendly remarks, printed on its pages—for all of which accept in

the meantime all that I can give, viz., the expression of my satisfaction with your
acts, as an evidence of your sympathy and kind intentions for me.
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Since the publication of my letter in the Reasoner, friends in different parts of

the country have sent me letters of condolence, and others have made a visit here

for information as to my progress towards convalescence, pecuniary position to

meet expenses, &c., and contributing thereto according to their sympathy and

means.

Now, as I am required to keep an almost immovable position, from which

I have not shifted three inches for five weeks, I cannot write to all with ease, so as

to enable me to reply to the inquiries which have been made ; and request that

you will permit me to state, through the medium of the Reasonerf a few facts con-

nected with my case, on which information is required.

1. The accident occurred to me on Saturday evening, December 13th, when

leaving the train at this place, by coming in contact with one of the pillars sup-

porting the roof of the station^ near the edge of the platform, which threw me back

between the carriages ; and the train at that moment taking a * turn a-head,' my
legs were caught between the edge of the carriage foot-board and the edge of the

platform, and between these two edges I was regularly * milled ' while the train

moved forward a distance at least equal to the circumference of the engine's

driving wheels, when, by a desperate effort, I dragged myself away before any one

touched me. Medical assistance was very promptly procured—the extent of my
injuries ascertained—carried on a door shoulder-high to this place—and the proper

remedies applied. Suffice it here to say, that I have had restless days and nights,

as well as hopes, doubts, and fears, as the extent of the injuries became better

known. It is now, however, admitted by the medical advisers (Drs. Clarke,

sen. and jun.), that nature, combined with a calm and temperate constitution,

has saved me, and that, by good nursing for some time, I shall again be enabled

to use the old materials for locomotion as well as heretofore.

2. In regard to pecuniary matters, I was ill prepared to meet the expense of the

accident, having, for the last three years, been chiefly engaged, \{rithout pecuniary

reward, in promoting an extensive co-operative plan of colonisation, in connection

with great national works in British North America, which I am glad to say is

now about being commenced, under colonial Acts of Parliament, on terms most

advantageous to the working classes. Under these circumstances, and others of a

similar character and for similar objects, in which I was an active agent, my pecu-

niary means have been most uncertain and precarious—but still cheered forward

in the hope that the time would come when I would succeed in the great object of

my life, and receive a due reward.

I have therefore to thank those kind friends whose sympathising inquiries were

accompanied by their prompt pecuniary contributions to enable me to meet my
present rather heavy expense, as well as those which must be incurred during my
progress towards * firm materialism ;' and to invite the co-operation of all friends

to progress to repair my organisation, physical, mental, and moral.

As I must still remain here for some weeks, however satisfactory my progress

may be, any friend who may wish to write to or see me, can address to this place.

Three Tuns Tavern, Twickenham, I am, yours very truly,

Jan. 16th, 1852. Alexandee Campbell.

[We are very happy to be a medium of communication for Mr. Campbell in that

serious misfortune which we heard of with sorrow ; and any word we can publish

which may afford him pleasure, abridge the necessity of his writing while so

unable, or add to his material comforts, he may command us.

—

Ed.]
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THE REV. A. A. REES ON CREDULITY.

SiE,—On New Year's Day last, the Rev. A. A. Rees delivered a sermon, In

Bethesda Chapel, to * young men,' in the course of which he made use of the fol-

lowing :
—

* Talk of credulity, why an infidel is the most credulous person in exis-

tence.' How the rev, gentleman can make it appear that they who believe less of

what cannot be demonstrated than the Christian are yet more credulous, is more

than I can tell.

Sunderland, Jan. 8, 1852, Veritas.

GUIDE TO THE LECTURE ROOM.
Literary Institution, John St., Fittroy Sq.—Feb

.

lit [6^], Paine Celebration.

South Place, Moorfields.—Feb. 1st [Hi a.m.],
W. J. Fox, M.P., ' Morality.'

Hall of Science, City Road.—February 1st [7],
Thomas Cooper, ' French Revolution.'

National Hall, 242, High Holborn.—Feb. Ist

[8], P. W. Perfitt, • Shakspere, and Literature in
the Elizabethan Age.'

South London Hall, Webber Street, Blackfriars
Road.—Feb. ist [7i], a Lecture.

East London Literary and Scientific Institution,
Bethnal Green.—Feb. 1st [7i], Frederick Riddle,
' Adam Smith and his Politics.'

Social Institution,Charles St., Old Garratt, Man-
chester.—February 1st [11 a.m.], James Campbell
will lecture.

Eclectic Institute, Denmark Street, Soho.

—

Every Friday [8^], Mr. J. B. O'Brien, ' Home and
Foreign Politics.' Every Sunday [7^], on * Moral
and Social Science.'

Mr. Gardner's School Room, Preston.—The
Friends of Political and Social Reform meet every
Sunday at 2 p.m.

Commercial Hall, Philpot Street, Commercial
Road East.—Theological Discussions every Sun-
day morning [11], Sunday evening [7], Tuesday
[8], Thursday [8j, and Saturday [8j.

City Forum CoflFee House, 6o, Red Cross Street.

—Every Sunday, Monday, and Thursday [8^], a
Discussion.

Areopagus Coffee and Reading Room, 59, Church
Lane, Whitechapel.—Every Sunday, Monday, and
Wednesday (8), a Lecture or Discussion.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

WORKS Published and Sold by J. Watson, 3,
Queen's Head Passage, Paternoster Row.

English Republic, 1 vol., cloth lettered,. .. 7
Haslam's Letters to the Clergy of all Deno-
mioatioDs, 1 vol., cloth 2 6— Letters to the Bishop of Exeter,
1 vol., cloth , 2 6

(Each of the above may be had in Nos. at id.)
Palmer's Principles of Nature, 1 vol., cloth 2— — — wrapper .. 16
Theodore Parker on Matters Pertaining to

Religion, 1 vol 1 9
Robert Cooper's Scriptures Analvsed 8— Infidel's Text Book, 1 voL 2 6
Scripturian*8 Creed 2

Theology Displayed, boards 1

— — wrapper 9
Protestant's Progress from Church of Eng-
landism to Infidelity 1

Southey's Wat Tyler 2

Byron's Vision of Judgment 3

Bible of Reason, or Testament of 1861.

Nos. 1 to 8 are already published, each.. 2

Cooper's Geology and the Pentateuch .... 9— Free Discussion 3

Just published, Second Edition, price is.,

THE TASK OF TO-DAY, by Evans BeU, being
the first volume of the ' Cabinet of Reason,'

the essential object of which is to bring together,

in a portable form, a literature by which the class

of thinkers and writers identified with Freethought
and the Sovereignty of the Individual may consent
to be judged, and which shall be a well-advisen

and dispassionate expression of opinions not taked
up in antagonism, but adopted in conviction, and
enforced as a protest alike against that progress

which is anarchy, and that order which ia merely
prostration in intellect and despotism in politics

LITERARY & SCIENTIFIC INSTITUTION,
John Street, Fitzroy Square.

The Sixth Annual TEA-PARTY and SOIREE,
In commemoration of the BIRTH-DAY of

THOMAS PAINE, will take place on Sunday
afternoon, February 1st. Mr. James Watson in

the chair.

The Speeches will be interspersed with Songs,

Choruses, Ac, by the members of the Apollonic

Society. Mr. Henry Knight, Mr. Samuel Kydd,
Mr. George Julian Harney, Mr. Robert Cooper,

and others will apeak to the sentiments.

Tea will be served in the Hall at half-past 5

o'clock. Tickets Od. each, Members of the Insti-

tution 7d. Admission to the Soiree after Tea;
Hall 2d., Gallery 3d.

On Sundays, February 8th and 22nd, Thomas
Cooper will deliver Orations on Roman History.

On Sunday, February 15th, Robert Cooper,

(author of the ' Holy Scriptures Analysed '), will

lecture on the question—The Soul : what is it ?

N.B.—The freethinklng public are informed,

that for a Subscription of 2s. 6d. per quarter they

are entitled to Free Admission to all Lectures and
Orations under the management of the Committee

;

the use of an extensive Library; admission at

half-price to the Classes, those for singing and
dancing excepted, and at a reduced charge to Con-
certs and all other entertainments. Further par-

ticulars may be obtained upon application to

E. TRUELOVE, Sec.
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<9i«r cBjpm page.

In an article by Mr. Maccall in the People occurs the following extraordinary

passage :
—

* The Deity exists by a necessity of his own nature, and men will never

cease to believe in his existence. The most impious act a human creature can

commit, is the attempt to prove a fact so omnipresent and irresistible. He who
asserts that there is no God, is a madman ; he who, by elaborate reasoning, endea-

vours to show that there is a God, is a fooV The many excellent thoughts to be

found in Mr. Maccall's writings atone for such a paradox as this ; but if the writer

is to employ such violent phrases as * madman ' and ' fool, ' when the reader meets

him, and meets the priest, he (the reader) will not know which is which. The
' people ' have had more than sufl&cient of this language addressed to them. If this

is to be the new editor's vein, he had better send for Mr. Barker back, for these

imitations are unworthy contradictions for the author of ' Individualism.'

A thoughtful reply to the ' Logic of Death ' has appeared in Dundee. It

occupies sixteen pages closely printed, size of the Reasoner, Generally the style

is pleasingly clear. It is, however, an answer to the Rev. Mr. Blandy's edition, and

does not include a refutation of the completed essay. We have to thank our

friends and the author for copies fowarded to the office.

Mr. Samuels, of Leicester, has a copy of the ' Diegesis,' which cost him 10s.

—

he will sell it for 5s., giving the proceeds to the Reasoner Fund and Mrs. Martin's

Tomb.
Mr. Peadon's report to hand.

The remittance from "Woodstock arrived. The letter has been handed to our

publisher

Will our Smethwick friend favour us with his address, and state what public

room could be had for a lecture ?

Our friend of Osyth declined.

The Glasgow Constitutional has published an article and some correspondence

relative to the anti-religious discussions in the Communist Hall in that town.

Disparaging all speakers, some testimony is borne to the respectability of the

young tradesmen who compose the audience. The Constitutional ends by ad-

vising family persecution to prevent attendance. The frequenters of the Hall

will have the advantage, if this policy is resorted to on the part of opponents.

The Glasgow Saturday Post, of January 10, enlightens the world by an article

signed 'Tarish Teena,' who tells his readers that 'Rank atheism is deluging

England, decked in all the enticing diction of a Holyoake.' We have heard of

' cold ' atheism— ' negative ' atheism—' desolating ' atheism—* fatherless ' atheism,

etc., etc., etc., but' rank ' atheism is a new species. We look forward to the day

when Tarish Teena will attempt definition.

Mosheim says :
—

' The tenets of Origen which gave the greatest offence, were

the following: 1. That in the Trinity, the Father is greater than the Son, and the

Son than the Holy Ghost. 2. The pre-existence of souls. 3. The soul of Christ

was united to the "Word " before the incarnation. 4. That the sun, moon, stars,

&c., were animated and endowed with rational souls. 5. That after the resurrec-

tion all bodies will be of a round figure. 6. That the torments of the damned will

have an end, and that, as Christ had been crucified in this world to save mankind,

he is to be crucified in the next to save the devils.'

liOndon: Printed by Holyoake, Tyndale, & Co., 3, Queen's Head Passage, Paternoster-row; and Pub-
lished by J. Watson, 3, Queen's Head Passage, Paternoster Row. Wednesday, Jan. 28th, 1852.
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THEOLOGICAL EXAMINER.

Upon points on which philosophers know nothing, philosophers should say nothing. That is a beautiful
school of philosophy which teaches man to say of most things : 'It may be so, and it may be otherwise.
It is a point on which I only know that I do not know.*

—

Edinburgh Review, January 1852. Art.
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HOW THE REV. MR. BLOOD ESCAPED FRO|[ THE AMAZON.

We have to ackno';7ledge our obligations to the editor of the Morning Post for a

contribution to the JReasoner this week. Facta connected with the loss of the

Amazon—that ill-starred vessel—demanded our attention. No horror so sublime

has occurred for years. Its fire shedding a light like that of London over the dark

and stormy sea—its crew burning, terror killing pain, in the half escaped—and a

few tossing in sight without food, clothes, or hope, was a calamity calculated to

inspire profound and scrupulous reflection. Not so in the mind of the Rev. Mr.

Blood, whose narrow creed stifled all just and manly philosophy. Not having

opportunity of penning a comment upon the bad taste of the Rev. Mr. Blood, the

occasion well-nigh slipped by. Not being very familiar with the editor of the

Morning Pofit, we did not like to ask that gentleman to write one for us; and had

he been disposed, we might have doubted whether he w(Juld have exactly suited

our taste. But that gentleman has written an article without asking, and so ap-

propriately that we find nothing to amend. We beg to introduce it to the

readers of the Reasoner. It appeared as a leader in the Morning Post on Friday,

January 23, 1852, and is as follows :

—

There is a class of religionists who object to all church ceremonial as savouring

of theatrical performances, and aiming at dramatic effect. The good people of

Frome Selwood, for instance, protest against the institution of Mr. Bennett, be-

cause he once, in error, unquestionably, exceeded the ritual of the Anglican

Church, and gave to its observances a character, described by his diocesan as

histrionic. There is an old saw about extremes meeting. We should like to

know what term these religionists would use in speaking of the exhibition of the

Rev. Mr. Blood, in the Church of St. Andrew, Plymouth, on Sunday last, and his

recital in the pulpit of his experiences of particular grace afforded, and special inter-

ference vouchsafed, by Providence to him above all others.

For our own part, we confess we have seldom been more shocked and disgusted

than in reading the account of this display which we received from Plymouth, and

published in our columns of Tuesday last. It appears that Mr. Blood, after a few

general observations on the text on which his sermon professed to hang, proceeded

at the request, as he stated, of the incumbent of the parish, to give the congrega-

tion a history of the lamentable catastrophe of the Amazon, and especially of his

own deliverance.

[No. 297.]

[ONE PENNY.]
[No. 12, Vol. XII.]
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As a proof, if one were yet wanted, of the truth of Scripture—that the hairs of

our head are all numbered, and that the Almighty holds the waters in the hollow

of his hand—this minister of the Church of England adduced his own preservation

and the destruction of nearly two hundred of his fellow-creatures. He was assisted

by a special vision—a voice from Heaven said to him, * Go to bed early. Do not take

off your clothes—not even your boots—do not go between the sheets—lie down on

the outside of the bed.' Even so minute were the directions of the guardian angel

sent to this good gentleman. He obeyed implicitly; nay, he even went, in his

zeal for himself, beyond his instructions, for he went to sleep in his spectacles.

The voice was always at his elbow, labouring for him, and pointing out the means
available for his rescue, with a view to which solely the guardian angle had placed

two breakers in the boat that received him, to enable the gallant sailors who were

instruments of his safety to bale out the water that flowed rapidly in through the

hole in the bottom. It does not seem to have occurred to this reverend gentlemaa

that it would have been a much less roundabout way of doing the same thing, if

his guardian angel had at once put the plug that fitted the hole in the boat while

he was about it. w
But we will pursue this part of the question no further, and quote Mr. Blood's

recital no more. It is difficult to allude to it without making a too familiar use

of names and points of faith which should only be mentioned with the deepest

reverence. At the same time, we have felt that we should not be discharging our

duty if we did not express our reprobation of the use which, on this occasion, was

made of the sacred building which the Great Author of our Faith haB said shall

be a house of prayer.

Every Christian, every Mahometan, knows, almost every Buddhist and Pagan

feels, that nothing in heaven or on earth can take place without the permission or

command of the One Great Ruler of the Universe, in whom we live, and move, and

have our being. This is a great truth which a preacher cannot too often or too

solemnly present to his congregation, and which we cannot too constantly keep

in our minds; but this is a very different matter from dogmatising with pre-

sumptuous self-complacency on every earthly event, and attempting to infer there-

from the degree of God's favour to this or that individual. Setting forth the

goodness, the justice, and the mercy of God, as evinced by His government of the

world, is a very different matter from detailing, with ignorant and swelling self-

esteem, personal experiences of special interventions, or, as the extreme Puritans

were wont to phrase it, ' speaking to the question.' The one practice tends to

create and foster deep religious feeling and trust ; the object of the other is merely

excitement, and its produce, excess of spiritual pride.

We have no wish to speak harshly of Mr. Blood individually. We never heard

of him before the loss of the Amazon, and we know no more of him than we have

read in the report furnished to us of his sermon in the Church of St. Andrew,

Plymouth. He may mean well—he may imagine that he is only giving a proper

expression to the deep gratitude he must and ought to feel for his escape from

death. We will hope this is so. It is not with any view of remarking on him
personally that we have alluded to his address to the congregation, but rather with

a view of deprecating a practice, and protesting against doctrines, which we be-

lieve inimical to the maintenance of sound faith, and the inculcation of true

religion. Mr. Blood perhaps did not intend, but he certainly seems to say:

—

^ Yes ; I am here a chosen sample
To show thy grace is great and ample

;
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I*m here a pillar in thy temple,

Strong as a rock

—

A guide, a buckler, and example
To all thy flock.'

At all events, we hope we shall hear of no more such exhibitions or recitals in our

churches; they may, for aught we know, be deemed suitable to the conventicle of

Mr. Blood's early affections, but we are sure that they are utterly opposed to the

sober piety that distinguishes the services of the Church of England.

One of the atheistic philosophers of old—we believe Diagoras—was once taken

to a Temple in which were hung up in honour of the Gods portraits of some who
had been saved in shipwreck. The philosopher, shocked at the one-sidedness of

this piety, briefly demanded to know where were the portraits of the drowned?

For some two thousand years that observation has been remembered and quoted

as an instance of daring impiety. The Morning Post at length sees, what other

persons had always seen, the justness of the philosopherjs rebuke. The leading

article we have quoted is just such a one as Diagoras himself might have written.

We have received an able letter from *A Working Man ' explaining the natural

causes which led to Mr. Blood's sleeplessness and sensations, which he mistook for

divine communication ; but we prefer resting the question on the principle argued

by the Po5«—the imputation upon God of drowning and burning the many, if we

assume that He saved the few—an imputation which the theory of Providential

interference always implies.

It is due to Miss Smith to say that that lady went through more hardships,

showed much more courage than the Rev, Mr. Blood
; yet her modest account

of the event contains, we believe, no allusion whatever to heaven, showing a juster

spirit as well as a braver temper. G. J. H.

THE DARKNESS IN SOUTHAMPTON.
The Society for Promoting the Repeal of the Taxes on Knowledge has just

published its First Annual Report. It contains striking instances and opinions in

favour of the desirable object the Society seeks. But the Morning Post, of Jan.

23, contained, in its chronicles of the Amazon tragedy, an additional fact—a fact

so curious and astonishing of the want of more widely-diffused knowledge and

cheaper newspapers, that it deserves repetition and permanent record, as an his-

toric fact of the times. Had any one made any such assertion of the darkness of

England in 1852 as that fact reveals, it would have been utterly incredible. The
Morning Post relates that * Notwithstanding the most strenuous exertions of the

Southampton Amazon Fund Committee, they experience the utmost difficulty in

discovering the families and relatives of those persons who were lost in the Amazon.
The Royal Mail Company's establishment do not even retain a list of the crew;

and even if they did it would not furnish information of where the men resided

when ashore. Althongh the loss of the Amazon has been daily 2)roclaimed and
noticed in every newspaper throughout the kingdom for the last fortnight, persons

most deeply interested in the event, who live in the vicinity of Southampton, are even

now ignorant of the calamity. This appears almost incredible, but it is nevertheless

true. It was only on Monday that the Committee learnt that there was a widow
with nine orphan children who had clainas on thera, living at Dter Leap, a few

miles from Southampton, in the New Forest. Thousands of the wives and children

of poor seamen cannot read or write, and thousands who can never enjoy the luxury
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of reading a neivspaper. Means have been adopted to obtain information of the

sufferers by the loss of the Amazon, by desiring the Southampton postmen to

acquaint all those poor persons living in their districts, whom they may suspect

to have had relatives on board, to attend at the Mail Company's oflBces, and give

information, after which such information is handed over to the Committee. Many
a poor creature who had a relative on hoard has received from the postman the first

announcement of the calamity that has befallen her.* G. J. H.

THE CHILDREN OF RICHARD CARLILE.

Five children survive the late Richard Carlile. It is not known where one son is

;

Richard is a public officer, postmaster, and functionary in Winconsin. The three

youngest children are now left orphans by the death of Mrs. E. S. Carlile, noticed

a week or two ago. Julian is seventeen years of age, Hypatia sixteen, Theophila

fourteen. Mr. Holyoake has procured a situation for Julian, but the two sisters

remain to be provided for. The- eldest earns a scanty livelihood by needlework
;

the youngest has no place. They are both willing to go to America, but they have

no friends there to receive them, unless Richard may be able to find them situa-

tions. But some months must elapse before he can be communicated with, and

his answer received. In the meantime some living employment is needed for them.

They would prefer serving in some establishment. For such occupation their ap-

pearance and address well fit them. The purpose of this notice is to say that if

any who take an interest in their welfare could recommend them or procure them,

or inform them of, some employment, it would be of eminent service to them.

Communication is to be made to Mr. William Bendall, Hall of Science, City Road,

who generously interests himself in their behalf. Whatever may be the kind of

occupation suitable for young women to which a friend may be able to introduce

them, let word of it be sent to Mr. Bendall please, whether it be in town or country,

as, in default of that which they would choose, they may be glad to have the oppor-

tunity of accepting any by which they could live reputably, as they have no friends

able to help them in any but a small degree, and no resources whatever that can

continue. G. J. H.

THE 'WESTMINSTER REVIEW.'

This Review, which has passed into the hands of Mr. John Chapman, the pub-

lisher of so many well known progressive works, English and American, has ap-

peared under its new management. The following table of contents will show what

are its varied attractions:

—

Art. VIII. Political Questions and Par-
ties in France

Art. IX. Contemporary Literature of

England
Art. X. Retrospective Survey of Ame-

rican Literature [America
Art. XI. Contemporary Literature of

Art. XII. Contemporary Literature of

Germany [France
Art. XIII. Contemporary Literature of

Some society in Edinburgh has excluded this Review because of its reputed

heresy. Its present plan is remarkable for its instructional character, and our

friends belonging to News Rooms and Libraries where it is not taken will be well

repaid by promoting its introduction, if unable to buy it for special reading.

Art. I. Representative Reform [Works
Art. II. Shell Fish ; their Ways and

Art. III. The Relation between Employ-
ers and Employed

Art. IV. Mary Stuart

Art. V. The latest Continental Theory
of Legislation

Art. VI. Julia von Kriidner, as Coquette

and Mystic
Art. VII. The Ethics of Christendom
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COMPLETION OF SUBSCRIPTION FOR MRS. MARTIN'S TOMB.

Within the very short time which has elapsed since we proposed to purchase

the grave in the Highgate Cemetery, and erect a memorial over the last resting

place of Mrs. Martin, the requisite sum has been subscribed by our friends. We
close the subscription to-day. Twenty poundSj.the sum named, will be sufficient

for the purpose. That has now been received. More has been promised, but it will

be unnecessary. This promptness is a tribute to the memory of her intended to be

honoured, very gratifying to her family, and creditable to all who have takan part in

the subscription. Mrs. Martin's independence of temper was scrupulously re-

spected. Many persons who would have subscribed were never asked—some sums
offered have been declined. What seemed to be a posthumous tribute, a mere oflfer-

ing to the dead which would have been refused to the living, has been respectfully re-

jected. Those who look over the list of subscribers will find some names which it is

an honour to the dead to record, and reward for much endured in life by the deceased.

The initials used in some cases were accompanied by regrets of inability to give

names in full. Cordial and pleasant words accompained the majority of remittances

more valuable than the gift.

We add now the completion of the acknowledgments. Acknowledged in No.

294, £16 16s. 6d.—Mrs. Slatter, 5s.—John Hague, jun., and J, P. Andre, 2s.—

W. Mallalieu, Todmorden, Is.—E. W. Parker, Is.—John Gibson, 2s. 6d. The
following subscriptions are from Mr. H. Uttley, of Burnley:—W. Rawlinson, Is.

—J. Baldwin, 6d.—W. Crossley, 6d.—J. Witham, Is.—T. Witham, Is.—H,
Uttley, 5s.—G. Edwards, Is.—Mrs. Hardern, Is.—J. Parker, 6d.—J. Smith, Is.

— T. Chen, 6d.— J. J. H., Is.—Mr. Chadwick, Is.— S. Mitchell, Is. A Newcastle

Atheist, 53.— Mr. Heydon, Leicester, per Mr. Holyoak, 2s, 6d.—A Friend, Wood-
stock, 5s.—Per Mrs. McArthur, Halifax, 13s. 6d.—Mrs. J. Watson, 5s.—Mrs.

G. J. Holyoake, 5s. Total, £20. G. J. H.

THE 'ENGLISH R E PUBL I C—NEW ISSUE.

Mr. Linton has issued in a separate form several of the serial articles which ap-

peared in the English Republic of last year. For either 4d. or 6d. the ' Duties of

Man,' by Joseph Mazzini, can now be had separately. Anything from the pen of

Mazzini needs no recommendation besides that of saying he has really written it.

What Mr. Mazzini says of atheism we shall one day notice with care. We utterly

dissent from what is said on this subject, which, deferentially be it said, Mr.

Mazzini does not seem to understand. He must talk of some Italian atheism of

morals, not of intellectual conceptions. Irrespective of this part of his writing

what he has to say on the 'Duties of Man' is eminently worthy the serious atten-

tion of politicians, moralists, and religionists, who, when they read these admirable

papers, will own themselves much indebted to Mr. Linton for publishing his

views to the English people.

This year Mr. Linton is publishing the English Republic, in halfpenny numbers,

weekly. We may differ from Mr. Linton on political policy and religious

phraseology, but we always read with respect whatever he has to say, and often

with great advantage. He is always in earnest. His views are always elevated,

and he sets political topics on higher ground than almost any other political

writer who addresses, in periodical form, the democratical working classes.

G. J. H.
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THE LONDON CITY MISSION REPO.RT.

The Sixteenth Annual Report of the above society records a case of violence to

cne of their missionaries by an 'infidel,' but instead of giving the name and ad-

dress (always so desirable in such cases),* informs us that ' The house he was

visiting was near Tottenham Court Road, not far from the Infidel Lecture Room in

John Street, in connection with -which a school has been opened for 150 boys and

80 girls, not one of whom is allowed to read the Bible, which is a 'prohibited book

for these 230 young persons.'

It cannot be intended that this individual should be taken as a type of the

members of the John Street Institution, for Mr. Allen, the injured missionary,

and the author of this report, has repudiated such modes of reasoning when ap-

plied to the Christian body, and we suppose he does not intend to apply it to us.

The mention made of the John Street Secular School is done in a parenthesis

of considerable tautological pretension. We regret that it is not the mission of

Mr. Allen to furnish accurate reports where it was in his power to have done so.

Mr. Allen paid frequent visits to the school in question, and was fully aware that

Biblical study was simply omitted, but not * prohibited.' Omission and Prohibition

are words of very different signification. It clearly would be wrong to say that

the City Mission prohibit English grammar, but it is equally certain that they

omit it. D.

THE 'HASTINGS AND ST. LEONARDS NEWS' ON THE
'TASK OF TO-DAY.'

A ' Correspondent ' of this weekly paper of two quiet little watering places

enlivens its pages with a ' slashing ' review of the * Task of To-Day,' which con-

cludes with this sentence—' To an ordinary man we might speak of the anguish

doubtless felt by friends at the appearance of such a work, of the indecency, to say

the least, of ridiculing those holy things held in reverence by the best and wisest

men ; but a hero is above such ordinary feelings, and so with more of pity than

of anger we leave you—and stirring the fire, consign to its flames rubbish unworthy

even of the waste-basket.' The first piece of information that the ' Correspondent

'

vouchsafes to convey to the readers of the Hastings and St. Leonards News regard-

ing the work, a copy of which he consigned to such an untimely fate, is that ' it

tells as that Christianity is an imposture, and the Bible a fable.' This is an in-

correct statement, for in no part of the * Task of To-Day ' are such terms em-

ployed, or such a coarse and unphilosophical view taken of the origin of the Jewish

and Christian Scriptures and religions, or of the characters of their founders.

The author is also accused of 'disdaining argument ' and ' throwing ridicule,' but

not a word of quotation is given in support or illustration of any of these imputations,

not an attempt is made at criticism or refutation, and even the very title of the

book is incorrectly cited throughout as the ' Task of the Day.' We think that

from all these unfair mistakes or misrepresentations strong internal evidence

arises that the ' Correspondent ' threw the book into the fire, or into that inter-

mediate purgatorial place ' the waste-basket,' previously to writing his review,

perhaps without even reading any more of the book than was just sufficient to show

him that it contained a criticism on Christianity. This summary measure of burn-

ing without inquiry has ever been a favourite mode of dealing with the persons

and writings of opponents among Christians of all ages.

We should like these particulars to be furnished.

—

Ed.
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The ' Task of To-Day' is manifestly a serious, argumentative book; its arguments

may be bad, or they may be good, the * Correspondent ' may feel a shrinking

aversion or an inability to grapple with them, or he may think them worthy of

nothing but contempt ; but most certainly the effect of the book cannot be

annulled by such manifest misrepresentation as he has employed, or by such

astounding assertions as that * wherever Christianity has appeared, and the precepts

taught have been really put in practice, vice has been abandoned, and virtue held

its sway.'(!) *In defence of it thousands have perished,' says the Hastings * Cor-

respondent,' which is very true—thousands have been hanged, assassinated, and
burned for their opposition to Christianity, or to the favourite doctrines of

particular sects. But we will not pursue the subject of the enormous assertions of

the blessings of Christianity for which this so-called review of the * Task of To-

Day ' is made a vehicle, and of which, indeed, it entirely consists, interspersed

with some very heavy and clumsy attempts at sarcasm and irony, and mere
childish calling names. The writer selects 'a new spotless goose-quill' to write

the name of the author, and applies to our friend the appellations of a ' virgin

hero,' * a new hero,' * a mental Hercules,' * an apostle of the light of reason,' * a

morning herald ' (the unkindest cut of all), ' an oracle.' Verily we do not think

that in this way the cause of Christianity will be strengthened against the gather-

ing forces of Reason and Humanity.

The manner in which this notice came before us illustrates the ineffectualnoss of

this species of criticism. A gentleman brought the Hastings and St, Leonards
News to our office, pointing out the review, and saying ' there must be something
worth attention in a book so abused.' He took a copy then, and on another day
returned and ordered a copy presented to a public Institution which he specified.

THINGS WHICH THE READERS MAY DO TO PROMOTE THE
VIEWS AND CIRCULATION OF THE 'REASONER.'

Send copies of all book and pamphlet replies to us, and newspaper notices of our

proceedings.

Mark all passages in newspapers to which attention is desired.

Forward the names and addresses of all persons likely to—who ought to—take

an interest in the Reasoner.

Supply a copy of the Reasoner, weekly, to some one clergyman and minister in

your neighbourhood, unless you are sure that he otherwise sees it.

Report whatever passages you hear from the Pulpit concerning us. Let all

accounts be authenticated—all facts understated—and the best construction put

upon that which is matter of opinion

Give away, if able to afford it, your weekly copy of the Reasoner to some

stranger or person to whom it may be serviceable, using the monthly part for pre-

servation.

Induce your Coffee and Reading Rooms to take it in. When this is not done,

cause some one to present a copy to each place.

Let all copies of the Reasoner distributed be as clean as possible, and, when put

in envelopes, neatly folded and directed.

Remember that Superstition never sleeps—that your principles are your defence

against it; propagate them, therefore, in self-protection.

—

From the Wrapper of

the Monthly Part.
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GOVERNMENT OF THE LAWS OF NATURE

BY F. B. BARTON, B.A.

IV. Concluded fbom No. 290.

Such cases as those cited are sufficient

evidence of the existence of a moral law,

that is enforced by its own natural sanc-

tions—whose rewards and punishments
are within the breast of the individual,

and which, being certain, and imme-
diately executed, must be more powerful
than the remote and contingent retribu-

tion of a future state.

But it may be asked, how does the
moral law operate in those who are de-
ficient in the activity of the moral senti-

ment—who are more guided by regard
to sensual gratification or temporal in-

terests than by respect for the dictates

of conscience, or by delight in the plea-

sures of virtue ? Such persons will at

least be kept in order—will respect the
rights of others if they do not endeavour
to promote their happiness by a regard
for self-interest. AH men seek happi'
ness and avoid pain. This is an abvious
law of nature. Some are more actuated
by a love of moral happiness, others by
a desire of sensual gratification, or ex-

emption from inconvenience and danger.
Now in a state of society, if a man in-

vades the interest or comfort of others,

he provokes retaliation. If he seeks to

acquire the property of others unjustly,

or offers violence to their persons, he
will excite resistance and personal ag-
gression and punishment in return.

Thus nature, by implanting in man a
hatred of oppression and wrong, provides
for the observance of the moral law, for

the peace and order of society. Thus
the fear of pain, if not the love of virtue,

exercises a salutary moral government.
A prudent regard for his own interest

will in general induce a man to respect
the rights, and even promote the happi-
ness of others. Every man in a state of

society knows that it is necessary to

restrain those desires that may lead him
to invade the rights or comforts of others,
or he would deprive himself of all the
advantages of society, he would excite

universal hostility, and be compelled to

live in solitude. Every man in the so-

cial state must in some measure *do
unto others as he would that they should
do unto him.' He must moderate his
selfishness—he must restrain his pas-
sions. As he desires justice and kind-
ness from others, he must himself act
justly and kindly—as he requires the
service and assistance of others, he must
himself render service and confer assis-

tance.

But not only does the fear of the re-

sentment and retaliation of others re-

strain men from injustice and violence,

but the desire of the good opinion of

their fellow-men is a strong inducement
to respect the rights of others, and even
to seek the promotion of their happiness.
Man is constituted to desire the appro-
bation, and to shun the censure, of his

fellow-creatures. Respect for public
opinion is found a powerful motive to

restrain even those whose authority and
power might seem to place them above
the opinions and judgments of mankind.
In fact, man being constituted to be
a social being, cannot altogether repu-
diate the moral law, on the observance
of which depends the very existence as

well as the advantages of the social

state.

Pope has well described how self-love

conduces to the observance of the social

law, so that self-love and social become
coincident :

—

' The same self-love in all becomes the
cause

Of what restrains him—government and
laws

;

For what one likes \i others like as well,

"What serves one will, when many wills

rebel,

How shall he keep what esleeping and awake
A weaker may surprise, a stronger take ?

His safety must his liberty restrain

—

All join to guard what all desire to gain :

Forced into virtue thus by self-defence,

E'en kings learnt justice and benevolence
;

Self-love forsook the path it first pursued,
And found the private in the public good.'

In all that we have said on this sub-
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ject we have spoken of what we consider

would be the social state under the law

of nature, without any religious sanc-

tions or legislative enactments, amongst
a people tolerably enlightened and civi-

lised. If any doubt this, let them con-

sider the most savage tribes, which are

found living in society, preserving peace
and order without written laws, without
magistrates, judges, police-constables,

soldiers, or hangmen. However savages
may behave towards strangers, whom
they may suspect of intentions to injure

them, and often with too much reason,

amongst themselves they respect pro-

perty and refrain from aggression—and
this, observe, without written laws, and
all the machinery for their enforcement
of magistrates and police, which charac-

terise so-called civilised societies. The
common sense of these children of na-

ture, as savages are sometimes not in-

appropriately called, if not their own
good feelings, teaches them that if every
one does not in some degree restrain his

desires and passions, and respect the

rights and welfare of others, the tribe

could not exist as a social and united

body for a moment— it would be involved

in continual confusion, disorder, and
mutual conflict, and would soon either

be destroyed by themselves or by the

attacks of other hostile and more united

tribes. I say self-interest, if not better

motives, would preserve peace, order,

and union amongst savage tribes. But
amongst many uncivilised people, as they
are termed, their own innate moral sen-

timents, their natural amiable qualities

and gentle manners, are alone sufficient

to preserve the social bonds in peace,

order, and affection. We may mention
particularly the natives of the Friendly
and Society Isles, to whom reference

has previously been made, whose names
sufficiently indicate their character.

It is a common opinion that civil go-

vernment cannot be sustained without

a belief in a future state of rewards and
punishments, than which nothing can
be more erroneous, as experience abun-
dantly proves. On this point, Macaulay,
in an article in the Edinburgh Review^

observes—* For thousands of years, civil

government has existed in almost every
corner of the world, in ages of priestcraft,

in ages of fanaticism, in ages of Epicu-
rean indifierence, in ages of enlightened

piety. However pure or impure
the faith of a people might be,

whether they adored a beneficent or a
malignant power, whether they thought
the soul mortal or immortal, they have,

as soon as they ceased to be absolute
savages, found out the need of civil

government, and instituted it according-
ly.' Thus does nature provide for the

preservation of the social state by the
moral law which she has more or less

inscribed on the heart of every man,
or has taught him that self-interest de-

mands the observance of the social law.

This is the ' law written on the heart ' to

which the apostle Paul refers.

Men, therefore, either observe the

social law prompted by their natural

benevolence and sympathy for their

fellow-man, to ' do justly and love

mercy,' or their regard for their own
welfare and interest prevents them from
invading the rights and enjoyments of

others, and will also often induce them
to promote the happiness of others.

Thus self-love and social become the

same.
In conclusion, if it is granted that

man is a social animal, and this is an
obvious and undeniable fact, then it

must be admitted that there is an innate

moral law which induces him to unite

himself in society with his fellow-men,

and to conform to all those moral requi-

sitions which are necessary for the pre-

servation and well-being of the social

state. The moral law necessarily arises

out of man's social nature—without this

law, it is evident he would never have
been found in society, or have been able

to preserve the integrity and continuance

of the social state.

The undeniable fact, that in all ages

and in all countries, with occasional dis-

turbances and partial irregularities, man
has existed in a state of society is an

irrefragable proof in favour of the exis-

tence and force of a moral law in human
nature, which argument is not weakened
by the necessity, in a complicated social

state, of conventional laws enforced by
penalties, for these laws could not have
been enacted, nor these penalties have

been enforced, unless the great majority

of the community were morally consti-

tuted to ordain and preserve law and
order.
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^ur platform.
Prom which any earnest opponent may controvert our opinions, and from which any may expound views

not coincident with our own, if tending to the Rationalisation of Theology.

LECTURES ON INFIDELITY IN BRISTOL.

To the Editor of the Reasoner.

SiE,—The Rev. O. H. Davis prefaced his second lecture by reading from some

work entitled 'Investigator' (not that edited by Southwell, I expect) a denial of

the existence of Jesus Christ, the diflferent reasons advanced in which he examined

lapidly, and completely refuted—so he said; in fact, according to Mr. D., the

whole of them were either false or foolish, and perhaps they were—it is not worth

itivestigating here, as it must always be a matter of 'opinion and authority, and

can never become a question of demonstration, either one way or the other.

The text was from Matt, xi,, where John the Baptist is described as sending to

Christ to know, * Art thou he that should come, or do we look for another V and

Christ indirectly says that he is, * and blessed is he whosoever shall not be offended

in me.' The text proved, said Mr. D., that a Christ was expected, and the charac-

ter of Christ showed that he was that Christ. Mr. Davis very elaborately ex-

plained what he understood by a Christ, namely, a great social reformer. Very
rich and very poor were never intended by God. (Mr. Thomas Paine had said

before him— * God made men and women, but man made rich and poor.') Chris-

tianity made all men equal. When the world was in disorder, with tyranny ram-

pant and the poor starving and oppressed, a * coming man ' was always looked for

to set things right. He fully expected that the second coming of Christ was at

hand, looking at the rotten condition of all nations and peoples. Jesus claimed to

be the ' coming man ' that was expected ; if he were not, then he was no more to

the world than Socrates or Howard. The text proved that he was the Christ.

How were the miracles performed—by the Devil or by God ? Not by the

Devil, certainly, for he only worked for evil, as in the case of Job ; whilst the

miracles of Christ were only for good—even the cursing of the fig-tree was not an

exception. Who would say that the miracles of Christ were no better than the

conjuring of the magicians ? Mr. D. would not deny the miracles of Simon Magus

— but then he did them by the help of the Devil. The existence of false miracles

proved the existence of the true—^just as false money proved a true currency.

You will not fail to perceive the tact, to say the least, exhibited in the position

here taken. The miracles of Christ rest upon no higher authority than the miracles

of the magicians of Pharoah, the Witch of Endor, and Simon Magus—they are *all

in the same boat,' and must sink or swim together. Mr. D. has equal faith in

them all, but with this difference : he believes that one class of miracles were per-

formed by Christ, through power derived from God, and the others by the Devil,

through power derived from the same being (see Job). Can falsehood and truth,

then, owe their origin to the God of the Christians ? The illustration of the false

and true currency was a deliberate evasion of the onus of proof. Any one pos-

sessed of moderate reasoning powers must readily perceive that it is not the false

c6in which proves the existence of the true coin, but exactly the reverse. All le-

gitimate currency in civilised countries is regulated by statutary enactments,

which declare the size, weight, metallic properties, impress, &c., and that the coins

shall be manufactured at certain specified places. Now, to prove a coin base, there

must be first proved to exist an arbitrary, inflexible standard by which to try it. If
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there is no true, authorised coin in existence, there can be no false ones ; but if

there be a legitimate, authorised currency in existence, it must be shown to be such

before anything contrary to it can be pronounced illegitimate and unauthorised.

How is a forged Bank of England note proved to be such, but by first showing

what are the properties and characteristics of the true note, and then the difference

between it and the false one is easily made apparent. Mr. Davis, in his anxiety to

secure the miracles of Christ as facts, willingly accepts the miracles of others as

facts also; but then, he says, the one class was worked wholly for good, and the

other wholly for evil

—

and, therefore, the latter proved the former. What a logical,

or rather theo-logical, conclusion I Mr. Daris knows very well that all miracles,

whether true or false, are matters of belief, of faith, and ihsit proof oi any kind in

relation to them is entirely out of the question. He knows that infidels and scep-

tics disbelieve alike false and true miracles ; that they have no faith in the exis-

tence at any time of either legitimate or illegitimate coin of the sort ; and that to

assume as a fact the performance of false miracles, in order thereby to claim

credence for other miracles as truths, is not argument—is not fair, logical reason-

ing—but the reverse.

Mr. Davis concluded his lecture by saying that any impartial jury would be

bound to give a verdict on the evidence of two or three witnesses. He had

produced four, meaning the Evangelists. But Mr. D. forgot that impartial

juries, in this country at least, have the evidence tendered them presented on oath

or something analogous to it; that they have the power oi cross-examining the wit-

nesses for the affirmative, and of calling for evidence to the contrary, if there

should be any such, and then give their verdict according to the weight of testi-

mony, in their opinion, either on one side or the other. Now, the Evangelists

were never subjected to this wholesome personal discipline for eliciting truth.

Who knows what would have been the fate of the world if they had ? What would

be their fate had their advent fallen in these days ? The Evangelists made their

statement and the Jews made theirs. The Jews say Christ performed his miracles

by the aid of the Devil ; the Evangelists say he did not. Who shall decide ? The

witnesses on both sides are dead and gone some eighteen hundred years since

;

and it is now, as it has been for all that long period, a question offaith as to which

is right or which is wrong, or whether they might not both have been mistaken.

The Mormonites say Joseph Smith worked miracles and saw visions; Mr. Davis

says he neither did the one nor saw the other, and I agree with him—but his

opinion and mine does not convince the Mormons, neither do the statements of

the Evangelists convince me. I must trouble you with another notice for the third

lecture. W. Chilton.

THE FUTURE OF SECULARISM.
Sir,—We may learn more from intelligent and earnest opponents in a single year

than from our easy-going friends in a life-time, if we listen to opponents with

attention and with a desire to profit by criticism. This should induce the reading

of orthodox journals. A thoughtful article by * Atticus,'* in the Critic, on

Emanuel Swendenborg, is the immediate cause of my writing. ' Atticus ' clenches

much that I have often thought and desired to write—much that you, sir, have

often touched upon.

* A writer in the Critic, London Literary Journal^ whose earnest and intelligent

articles deserve attentive perusal.
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Often the intellect gains freedom •without increasing its moral perception or

adding to its dignity. It gains freedom from religious dogmas to become as much
a slave to a narrow individualism, which can see no good, no beauty, no conscience

but in itself or likeness of itself. I feel there is some justice in the charge that

'Rationalism is a meagre, shallow, contemptible thing ;' not as you, sir, expound
Rationalism, but as it is understood and expounded by many calling themselves

Rationalists, and by some who are your readers.

A vain conceit of intellectual superiority is the besetting sin of numerous free-

thinkers. This causes a kind of emotional blight, hardens and angularises the

man, deadens the sympathetic, the poetical in his nature. At last men become
capable of ignoring the conscience of whole classes of their fellow-men. They do

not understand that others can fail to see what they so clearly see. Everything that

is not atheistic or deistic, as the case may be, is regarded as systematic craft, or

the babble of fools. This is still uttered from our platforms, and is, of course,

imitated. It belongs more to the past than the present, but it exists to a lament-

able extent now. A sufficient account may be given for its existence—no good

reason for its continuance. A numerous class of freethinkers do little else but

scoff at, and retail stories offensive to, the religious. Such men have no great pur-

pose to serve, and have no perception of Rationalism, as a positive doctrine, in its

moral grandeur and utility. These men serve the cause they wish defeated by un-

intentionally disgracing the cause they call theirs. Some men are of the nature of

Rexergon—breakers down of things ;• and having cleared their path of the dogmas

that impeded their progress, and" rent to tatters the superstitions that enthralled

them, they work on, striking blindly, or sink into the contemplative inactivity of

Akenetos,* from which no call of duty awakes them, nor ray of inspiration for the

future moves them, giving the needed self-reliance upon well-directed exertion.

Some never get beyond a mere intellectual gladiatorship, having no conception of

aught that lies beyond.

If Rationalists have any mission, it is to secularise the world, that they may
moralise it. A strong moral impulse must be given to the secular army. The
keen rapier of critical analysis has done its work well. Time M-as when there

was no help but to strike hard in the way of criticism. Now, without

laying the rapier entirely aside, or dulling its point, we should address ourselves

to other work— work that is to be done with other and more kindly, but not less

effective, weapons. We have, to a considerable extent, emerged from the war

phase. The rough manners of the camp still cling to many of us. Having con-

quered our right to speak to ourselves and to those who are not with us, we have

yet, most of us, to learn how to speak—to speak so as to persuade. To * beat down
our opponent's argument ' is easy and often done—we are generally prepared for

that ; to * put better arguments in their place ' is not so easy, nor is it often done,

nor are we always prepared to do it even if the inclination exists.

The intellect should not be underrated; but while we fail to reach the instincts

and the emotional side of human nature we shall never move man as Mahomet,
Christ, and Joseph Smith have moved him. The ignorance of their votaries may

• Rexergon and Akenetos, companions of Orion, the worker and builder up of things.

From R. H. Home's poem of ' Orion,' which, a few years since, was published at one
farthing, as a test of the public taste and intelligence. It is a poem of rare power and
beauty, written with an earnest purpose, which is never lost sight of. It ought to be
better known ; unfortunately not a copy is procurable, though a second edition has been
published at 2s, 6d.
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be said to have been the secret of the success of the ancient prophets and the

modern prophet. It would be nearer the whole truth to say that they earned

their success by earnestness, devotion to their cause, a belief that their mission

was to work for humanity, and a practical carrying out of that mission. Simple,

direct appeals to the emotional, combined with a mystical grandeur which filled

and employed the imagination. These spoke to man through what he felt, and
directed, or seemed to direct, him to what he hoped. Had they tendered him a

syllogism merely, the world would not have known them. Earnestness, devotion,

courage, intelligence, are the essentials of success in our cause, as in every cause.

These exist— seek them out and methodise them. The road to success is before

us. Hand in hand we may endure, work, and conquer, where singly we might

fail. It behoves us to be exemplars as well as theorisers.

Man is generally ignorant of intellectual processes. He does not trace and fol-

low an argument through its logical forms. He arrives at a dim perception of the

logical process through the illustrations. He grasps the results, and is satisfied.

His moral perception satisfies him of their justness. In most cases it would be

a hopeless task for him to attempt to give logical satisfaction to himself or others.

What I want is—not that we should ignore the intellect in the slightest—that

we should not overlook the poetical in human nature, the sympathetic, the

emotional. These are no more to be done away with than the intellect. To overlook

them is to overlook half our work, and to leave the most impressionable half of

human nature in the hands of the priest or to the dangers of neglect. The intel-

lect is rarely, if ever, dissevered from the emotions ; it is influenced by them in its

decisions, especially in women. We must reach this influence. Hope, love, fear,

in their infinite gradations, are not always to be reached by logical forms. The
reason requires sustaining by the feelings.

When we have destroyed the fabulous credentials of religion, the fallacious

finalities which man has progressed in spite of, we are out on the wide ocean of

conjecture—the problems of existence unsolved, probably unsolvable. The ima-

gination is wrenched away from its gloomy reveries on eternal punishment, and its

more hopeful reveries on heavenly rest. We are driven to augment the impor-

tance of ourselves here as we are—in our social relations, in our intellectual, moral,

and emotional aspects. Human terrestrial happiness is the problem that ofi'ers

itself for our solution. To ennoble man's nature—to aid his progress towards the

light that truth sheds on the distant heights—to strengthen him in his journey and

sustain him in his resolves, that he may conquer difficulty after difficulty, and rise

from every struggle endowed with greater strength and energy to proceed—is

what we have to do. This is not to be done by pointing to a conjectured Epicurean

ease, but by ofiering man difficulties to conquer, and by teaching him it is his

mission to conquer. When we cease to conquer in the intellectual and moral

field, we become slaves. The moral, the emotional world lies before us almost

unessayed—a conquest to be made without bloodshed, though not without exertion,

devotion, and sacrifice; a conquest not to be made by the unworthy, by the one-

sided, nor by the selfish, or doubters of human nature. It is said the power of

kindness has not yet been developed ; it is for us to aid somewhat to develop it.

Let kindness be ever on our lips and in our hearts. It should clothe our weapons

of offence, that while they disarm they may not injure.

To prepare man for this conquest, the fruits of which will be permanent, we

must appeal to him so as to reach the depths of his moral nature, and wake the

unexpressed Bympathies that the sound of a friendly voice in earnest will call forth.
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the hidden aspirations, the germs of undeveloped loveliness that will start into

active life at the call of the apostle of humanity. The stern moralist is not

required to condemn, but to aid. Men desire to be moral, but know not the way,

or have not the means. They will embrace him who shows them the way and

tenders them the means, or the fault is in the donor. To show men how to gain

a moral existence should be our great object. Opponents acknowledge that * if any

one, inspired by an intense moral purpose, were valiantly to grasp Rationalism as

a weapon of warfare, then would the danger [to religion] arise which the timid

dread.'

The time is ripe for change. Indiflterentism to religion is the pervading feature.

Though indifferent to religious dogma, man may be capable of receiving a new im-

pulse. May we not help to give that impulse, to make and keep it secular, if we
valiantly use our principles as weapons of warfare against error, and for the

advancement of truth ? If, Rexergon-like, we beat down religion, let us be workers

like Orion, and build up morals in its place. Our exertions may lead to a new
epoch, if we do not fail to speak to both sides of human nature, the intellectual

and the emotional. C. F. Nicholls.

THE MOUNTSORREL DISCUSSION.

Sir,—In No. 292 of your publication is an article by * J . E.,' giving, or pro-

fessing to give, a report of a discussion which took place at Mountsorrel between

Messrs. Theobald (Primitive Methodist Minister) and Jarratt (hand-loom weaver) in

the Wesleyan Chapel of that place. With reference to what was advanced in that

debate of course I caw say nothing, as your correspondent does not allude to a single

argument brought forward, but simply intimates that Mr. J. has given a report to

the world, but how or by what means this report may be obtained your readers may
discover for themselves : it is therefore entirely on the report that I beg permission

to remark that it is one-sided and partial—the aim of the writer is evidently to

disparage the advocate of Christianity, and to exalt as high as his merits will allow

(or even beyond) his opponent; and, in order to accomplish this purpose, every-

thing tending to raise Mr. Jarratt is placed in the most favourable point of view;

while, on the contrary, the most trifling circumstance which would in any measure

lift Mr. J. into even a respectable position, is carefully kept out of sight.

J. P. C.

[J. P. C. dates his letter Rochdale. This letter is much longer, but the writer

falls into a way of writing which is not admissible into the Reasoner. The force

of his contradiction is given fully in the above.

—

Ed.]

[Mr. Tweedale, of Rochdale, having learned that the Rev. Mr. Hornby had spoken

evilly of Voltaire, Mr. T. addressed to the rev. gentleman a respectful remon-

strance. For several years Mr. Tweedale was a Sunday-school scholar, teacher,

and member of the society in this circuit. ' And although,' observes Mr. T., ' ten

years have elapsed, and a great change come over my opinions, there are many
with whom I then associated that I respect for their sincerity and consistency, and

their esteem I still wish to preserve.' We have not space for the whole of Mr.

T.'s letter, which is expressed in a useful way. Mr. T. desires us to say that the

* Cabinet of Reason ' gives satisfaction in Rochdale.
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From a long report we have received, it appears that Mr. Edward Grubb has

been engaged to lecture in Blackburn in opposition to the lectures lately delivered

there by Mr. Holyoake. Opportunity was given to ask questions, but those who
embraced it appear to have been rudely treated, and Mr. Grubb assorted that Mr.

Holyoake defended licentiousness, and made other charges equally erroneous. We
hope to meet Mr. Grubb some day, who appears quite to misunderstand what he

calls ' Infidelity.'

*R.' informs us that a Star in the East has arisen under the name of the * Anti-

Atheist and Bonner's Fields Mission.' The Rev. Dr. George Montgomery West
shines again in that fortunate district. The 'Mission' have issued a prospectus,

but none of the names of the committee are those of weight or public fame. Not
a single clergyman puts his name to it. We have seen Tracts Nos. I., II., and III.,

entitled the 'Park Visitor and Christian Reasoner,' which the committee have

issued, and declare to be written by * gentlemen of the first talent.' All we can

say is we should not have thought it, for they not only abound with bad reasons,

but with what is worse—with bad spirit.

—

Ed.]

GUIDE TO THE LECTURE ROOM.
Literary Institution, John St., Fitzroy Sq.—Feb.

8th [7], Thomas Cooper, * Roman History.*

South Place, Moorfields.—Feb. 8th [11^ a.m.],
W. J. Fox, M.P., * Morality.'

Hall of Science, City Road.—February 8th [7],
Robert Cooper, ' Origin of Man.'

National Hall, 242, High Holborn.—Feb. 8th

[8], P. W. Perfitt will lecture.

South London Hall, Webber Street, Blacltfriars

Road.—Feb. 8th [7^], G. J. Holyoake, * The Art
of Organisation.'

East London Literary and Scientific Institution,

Bethnal Green.—Feb. 8th [7i], William Davis,
'Life and Times of John Milton.'

Social Institution,Charles St., Old Garratt, Man-
chester.—February 8th [11 a.m.], James Campbell
will lecture.

Eclectic Institute, Denmark Street, Soho.

—

Every Friday [8^], Mr. J. B. O'Brien, • Home and
Foreign Politics.' Every Sunday [7^], on ' Moral
and Social Science.'

Mr. Gardner's School Room, Preston.—The
Friends of Political and Social Reform meet every
Sunday at 2 p.m.
Commercial Hall, Philpot Street, Commercial

Road East.—Theological Discussions every Sun-
day morning [11], Sunday evening [7], Tuesday
[8], Thursday [8], and Saturday [8].

City Forum Coffee House, 6o, Red Cross Street.

—Every Sunday, Monday, and Thursday [8^], a

Discussion.
Areopagus Coffee and Reading Room, 59, Church

Lane, Whitechapel.—Every Sunday, Monday, and
Wednesday (8), a Lecture or Discussion.

THE PUBLISHING OP THE LEADER.—
Upon revising the Publishing Department of

the Leader, the Proprietor finds with regret that

serious irregularities and inattentions have exis-

ted, and we cannot sufficiently express our obli-

gations to Subscribers and Agents for their for-

bearance in cases in which disappointments have
occurred. We owe it to them that the paper has
made its way so successfully under obstacles

which have destroyed many older journals. The
publishing is now in new hands, and the public

may rely upon it that of all irregularity there will be
an end, and we have only to ask for the instant

communication by letter to the editor iF any inat-

tention has escaped our investigation.

Subscribers and the trade in the City, who last

week were inadequately supplied, can obtain the
Leader from Mr. James Watson, 3, Queen's Head
Passage, Paternoster Row.

Publishing Offices of tbk Leader,

10, Wellington St., Strand, London.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

WORKS Published and Sold by J. Watson, 3,

Queen's Head Passage, Paternoster Row.
English Republic, 1 vol., cloth lettered. ... 7
Hasiam's Letters to the Clergy of all Deno-
minations, 1 vol., cloth 2 6— Letters to the Bishop of Exeter,
1 vol., cloth , 2 6

( Each of the above may be had in Nos. at 1 d.)

Palmer's Principles of Nature, 1 vol., cloth 2
— — — wrapper .. 1 6

Theodore Parker on Matters Pertaming to

Religion, 1 vol 1 9
Robert Cooper's Scriptures Analvsed 8

— Infidel's Text Book, 1 vol. 2 6
Scripturian's Creed 2
Theology Displayed, boards l

— — wrapper 9
Protestant's Progress from Church of Eng-
landism to Infidelity 1

Southey's Wat Tyler 2

Byron's Vision of Judgment 3

Bible of Reason, or Testament of 1851.

Nos. I to 8 are already published, each.. 3

Cooper's Geology and the Pentateuch 2
— Free Discussion 9

Just published, Second Edition, price Is.,

THE TASK OF TO-DAY, by Evans Bell, being
the first volume of the ' Cabinet of Reason,'
the essential object of which is to bring together,
in a portable form, a literature by which the class

of thinkers and writers identified with Freethought
and the Sovereignty of the Individual may consent
to be judged, and which shall be a well-advised
and dispassionate expression of opinions not taken
up in antagonism, but ariopted in conviction, and
enforced as a protest alike against that progress

which is anarchy, and that order which is merely
prostration in intellect and despotism in politics.
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A Letter from Mr. Linton to the Chartists contains the following useful pas-

sages:—What difference is there between the middle and working classes in this

matter ? Why, that the middle classes have a power in the' State; and even a few

of them, if discontented, can terribly embarrass the government; so the government
respects their grumbling whenever it reaches a certain temperature. But for the

working classes, they may talk til] doomsday, and their talk will carry nothing

:

because they have no power in the State. That is, no power constitutionally; and
they are not yet by any means prepared to act unconstitutionally: no more than

they were in April, 1848, or in November, 1839. The working classes must adopt

measures very different from any they have yet seriously contemplated before they

can be strong enough to free themselves by themselves. But they can win their

freedom in concert with the honest liberals of the middle classes. In concert

with them they may obtain the franchise through the ordinary means of political

agitation—enrolment of names, subscription of funds, and lots of 'stump oratory.'

These two paths lie open to you : the unconstitutional and the constitutional.

The third way goes no whither. You will not reach the Charter though you travel

on it fifteen years more, and fifteen hundred afterwards. For the unconstitutional

way you are not fit. Only one course remains : to get the middle classes to join

you.

Mr. Robert Cooper, 188, College Street, Camden Town, writes :—Please to in-

sert an announcement in the Reasoner that I am arranging a lecturing tour, and

should be glad to receive communications from friends in the country, addressed

as above.'

In the Pastoral Aid Society (occasional paper. No. 34, January 1052, stitched

in Frazer''s Magazine, January 7), it is said :
* An Incumbent writes—Infidelity

has engaged much of our attention during the past quarter. The bookseller here

informed me the other day that where at the beginning of the year he sold twelve

to fifteen copies of the Reasoner^ edited by the Socialist , he now sold but one;

and though himself has lately been lecturing in the neighbourhood, he has

attracted but little attention except amongst a small knot. This is cheering.'

And <:rroneous also. We can remember no place where this could have been true.

Unless the Incumbent will give the place, we shall take the liberty of disbelieving

the story.

The Rev. Mr. Woodman has been lecturing in Halifax, and declaring his intention

of going to all'places where Mr. Holyoake has been. This will be pleasant, for if

he carries out his intention Mr. Holyoake may have company in his spring tours

this year.

Mr. Dodds, of Glasgow, will see that we had taken notice of the Constitutional

before his letter arrived.

* Hypocritas,' a name with a bad look, sends an account of the Rev. J. H.
Rutherford, of Newcastle-on-Tyne. Parts of the account appear to have interest,

but as a whole the letter is too long to insert, and too closely written to be read.

Two correspondents inform us that there is no reason to believe that any such

person as * Philip Ashton, of Brookhouse, Blackburn,' exists. A person so sign-

ing himself has sent a second letter, which we shall not notice, until he furnishes

means of identifying himself with the name he has used.

Itondon : Printed by Holyoake, Tyndale, & Co., 3, Queen's Head Passage, Paternoster-row; and Pub-
lished by J. Watson, 3, Queen's Head Passage, Paternoster Row. Wednesday, Feb. 4th, 1852.
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THEOLOGICAL EXAMINER.

Upon points on which philosophers know nothing, philosophers should say nothing. That is a beautiful

school of philosophy which teaches man to say of most things : 'It may be so, and it c:ay be otherwise.
It is a point on whicH I only know that I do not know,'

—

Edinburgh Review, January 1852. Art.

Genius and Writings of Descartes.
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THE TEMPER OF THE PEOPLE.

There are those who say life is a dream—it may be so, but they must admit that

there is sometimes a disturbance in it. France a Despotism causes much more
disquiet in Europe than France a Republic, from which we learn that the Friends

of Order-as-it-is are much more dangerous neighbours than the Friends of Order-

as-it-ought-to-be. The talk about a Bonaparte invasion excites no apprehension

among the working class—a proof that the martial spirit has not died out among
us. Very hard usage, very low wages, very bad fare, very bad treatment, and that

for a very long time, have not killed the sentiment of national independence in the,

common people—a fact which ought to win for them respect (franchise respect)

from Lord John Russell, and the Queen's Speech gives some hopes of it. In

families where being * drawn for the militia ' is a tradition, rather an eagerness is

expressed for it

—

if it does please the African vultures from Paris to require it.

For ever we will say that the French people want no war with us, the cordial hand

our working men gave their political exiles of the revolution forbid it. But if

despotic factions in Fi'ance desire war, no doubt the English people will try to

accommodate them. Why should not we observe some politeness in the matter,

and win a little credit in respect of courtesy, and save them the trouble of renew-

ing the old flat-bottomed boat experiment, and go over to them in our own way ?

An ' English invasion ' would sound quite as well in Europe as a ' French invasion.'

The common people have not much to fight for, but if need be they would fight

without conditions with their rulers, if occasion demanded, and ask for political

concessions when the foreign foe was swept away—and their claim at such an hour

no government of Englishmen would resist or evade. There is no doubt, strong

as are the antagonisms of class politicians, that even Chartist leaders would con-

sent to be drilled by Colonel Sibthorp in Trafalgar Square, rather than African

officers should dictate to us in London. If those who superintend the national

resources take care that the people have timely notice, England will be found

more unconquerable than ever. On this score there is no ground for anxiety

—

the political point is to take care that temporary danger of foreign attack is not

made a pretext for aflgmenting uselessly our army and navy estimates. Enough
is already paid for a victorious national defence ; and if we are to have war, it will

be all the more efiective for being economical. A true patriotism will take care of

costs where the working^ people have to pay all.

[Mo. 298.

J

[ONE PENNY.]
INo. 13, Vol. XII.]
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Much is said about this false President of the French intending to walk in all the
footsteps of his uncle, and that, therefore, as the uncle proposed to invade England,
so will the nephew. But it is worth while asking whether the nephew remembers
that the uncle walked to Elba and finally to St. Helena, and if he fulfils one part

of his uncle's career, he may have to complete it. These brief remarks on the

great topic of the day are made to indicate the views of the Reasoner. We hate

war, and would never provoke it, and believe that reason, well directed, would in

most cases avert it ; but if it does come it should be accepted.

G. J. HOLTOAKE.

CONTEST BETWEEN THE ENGINEERS & THEIR EMPLOYERS.

When the Times opened its attack on the Amalgamated Engineers, it employed
disreputable invective. Amicus, its leading correspondent on the same side, in-

dulged in a similar strain. But, fortunately for the cause of the men, Mr. Newton,
their advocate, was not seduced by this dangerous example. His good sense and
forbearance in this respect put the Times to shame, and in a memorable passage it

recanted its ' hard words.' What however the Times and Amicus failed to ac-

complish, Mr. Sidney Smith effected, and Mr. Newton in some speeches descended

to the level of his opponent, and retorted his imputations. Now these retorts

have pi-etty much ceased, and Mr. Newton continues to conduct the defence with

commendable dignity. No case of the people has ever been so ably sustained

before. The Weeklt/ Dispatch, following in the steps of the Times, which it has

done in other instances, taunted the engineers with following after a ' lord,' because

they accepted Lord Gooderich's aid. This Was a lesson of the Dispatch calculated

to deprave the people—it was stimulating their prejudices against the rich and

titled, and its bad effects must redound against the master class in the end. The
employers must have a bad case, they have such bad defenders. The men have

too much good sense to be depraved by these taunts. They know that sound

advice and generous sympathy are equally good, whether it come from a lord or a

workman. Lord Gooderich, Mr. E. V. Neale, Mr. Vansittart, and Mr. Hughes,

have rendered to the men help which it does them honour to offer, and great credit

to the men to be wise and unprejudiced enough to accept and appreciate.

It is not possible, in our limited space, if relevant as a topic, to discuss at any

length the question at issue in this contest. But the struggle has assumed a

national aspect. The cause of labour generally will be benefitted by so temperate

a contest, and we allude thus briefly to it to induce such of our readers as ar©

engaged in it to uniformly treat the employers as well intending men—not to use>

nor countenance the use of, any invective, imputation, or denunciation with regard

to them. By this course no bad feeling will be generated—the men who already

command public sympathy will win public respect—the real points at issue will be

kept clearly before the nation—and the masters being in the wrong, everybody

will be obliged to see it. G. J. H.

THE ADVANTAGES OF GRAMMAR.
GsAMMAE teaches as to clothe our ideas in correct and appropriate language.

(Whatever be worth writing at all, is, surely, worth writing correctly. The acqui-

sition of grammar is indispensable, and ought to be the firslr of all undertakings.)

Every temperance advocate should at once commence the study and practice of it.

(It is a glorious advantage, and introduces its possessor to the noblest of all re-

publics—the republic of literature.)
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A mother delights to see her child clothed in neat, clean, and appropriate ap-

parel—because she loves her child : in like manner should the advocate of tem-

perance endeavour, at all hazard, when haranguing on the principles of teetotalism,

to clothe them in neat, clean, and appropriate expressions. (It would be false

delicacy to conceal the truth, that the want of grammar is a perpetual reproach.

Grammar is defensive, and gives a man more useful arms than those which Magna
Charta permits him to carry. The battle of liberty is now fought with the tongue

and the pen, and he puts in the strongest claims to freedom, who is most qualified

to explain and defend it.)

Grammar is capable of imparting so many advantages to persons in almost every

situation in life, and is of such extensive utility to society, that it is indeed a

matter of surprise that it has not attracted a greater share of attention, and

especially by those who come forward as popular orators, or public writers.

(He who has not sufficient energy for the acquirement of grammar ought to

suspect himself) of having something wrong in ' his uppers, or as the poet ex-

presses it

—

' Tall men are oft' like houses that are tall,

The upper rooms are furnished worst of all.

(It is a question of choice, between present application and lasting incapacity

—

between the industry of a few weeks, and the blunders of a whole life.)

(What is more mortifying) and disgusting (than to see persons with laudable

pretensions—men of fine forms and sonorous voices, incapable of constructing half

a dozen sentences grammatically ? It is,) indeed, (humiliating to reflect that they,

for whom nature has done so much, should do so little for themselves.)

Grammar, like a generous benefactor, bestows its blessings indiscriminately on

the world at large ; but it has additional and peculiar favours in store for those

who are so far convinced of its utility as personally to engage in its pursuits. The

advantages resulting from this art are not, as is the case with many others, con-

fined to a particular class of society—for though it may seem more immediately

calculated for those whose business it may be to harangue in public, or write for

the press, yet it offers its assistance to persons of every rank and station in lif<^—

to the man of business as well as to the man of science—for the purposes of private

colloquy as well as public conference.

(In short, no department of knowledge is like grammar. A person may conceal

his ignorance of any other art, but every time he speaks or writes, he publishes his

ignorance of this. Other arts may be practised occasionally, but the art of speak-

ing must be practised daily—hourly—continually. Is it not strange) and passing

strange, (that what all must do hourly, so few care to do correctly ? There can be

no greater imputation on the intelligence of any man), and especially a sober man,

(than that he should talk from the cradle to the tomb, and never talk correctly.)

Ardwick, March 11th, 1851. J. Harqeeaves.

[We copy the preceding from the Sons oj Temperance Magazine. J. B., who

forwards it, * observes the writer is a friend of grammar if not of honesty, as all

the parts put in parentheses are taken from Mr. Holyoake's writings on grammar.

Mr. Hargreaves attaches his name to the whole of the extracts as being his own,

without any quotation marks or any acknowledgment whatever.' It is of no con-

sequence, as Mr. Holyoake will not object to be of service to the Sons of Tem-

perance without acknowledgment—but this is a curious instance of wholesale

plagiary.]
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SECOND MONTHLY MEETING OF THE SECULAR SOCIETY.

On the evening of January the 29th, the anniversary of the birth-day of Paine

was celebrated in the Hall of Science, City Road, at which Mr, Evans Bell, author

of the ' Task of To-Day,' presided. This was the second monthly meeting of the

Secular Society. The doors were opened at seven o'clock to afford an hour for

friendly conversation previous to commencing the evening's proceedings. At their

commencement, both hall and gallery were quite filled.

The Chairman, in his opening address, said—They were assembled to-night not

only to support principles which were regarded by the majority of mankind as ob-

noxious, but they were met to celebrate the birth-day of Thomas Paine, whose
name was still held in prominent remembrance by our Christian brethren. Paine

was a man who, almost alone, supported the cause of freethought, and one who did

so much to raise the spirit of the people of America in their revolution, and who
took an active part in the great revolution of France. His opinions on religion

and politics were now generally respected. Were the whole of the freethinking

party in the metropolis at this meeting—he alluded to the avowed freethinkers

—

they would not form a large party, nor a strong party, nor what would be considered

by some a respectable party ; but of this he was sure that those who were con-

sidered the higher classes, no longer led the minds of the nation. He was

strengthened in his opinion of the growing intelligence of the people by the little

sympathy they manifested, and the little reverence they paid, to the great names
who, but a few months since, endeavoured to agitate the no popery cry, A few

years ago, Lord George Gordon could get up a mob to pull down Catholic churches

and the houses of Catholics : such agitation could not be got up now, nor could a

mob be excited to pull down the house of a Unitarian minister, as had been done

with Dr. Priestly's. The work of progress was now being carried on by the work-

ing classes. During the past month there had been much more talk about the or-

ganisation of arms than of ideas. There did seem some probability of war, and

although some had laughed at the formation of rifle regiments, he did not laugh,

but rejoiced at the wholesome feeling of the people for organisation. The people

of this country felt the approaching struggle between despotism and liberty. The

present movement might have the effect of teaching the people of England how to

create a national army. Out of this agitation, then, he trusted in a great and

beneficial result. Relying on this faith in the people, adopting their intelligence

as their guide, he should hope for a speedy realisation of those principles which

he, whose birth they were that night met to celebrate, lived to teach.

The first sentiment, ' The Independence of Nations,' was spoken to by Mr.

Richard Moore and Mr. Robert Le Blond ; the second, * Thomas Paine, the Advo-

cate of Freethought,' by Mr, G. J, Holyoake and Mr. James Watson. It being

the late night of editorial duties of weekly newspaper offices, Mr. Thornton Hunt
was prevented being present, and Mr. Le Blond spoke in his place. Mrs. A,

Holyoake presided at the pianoforte, and the proceedings were varied by songs

from herself, from Mr. John Lowry, and recitations by Mr. Thomas, which prove

attractive. A friend (from whom we have a communication on the * Secular

Society as a Defensive Federation,') has also furnished us with an interesting

report of the speeches delivered during the evening. We regret not having

space for the comprehensive address of Mr. R. Moore, and the vivacious

one of Mr. Le Blond. Mr, Thomas Cooper was present, and promised not

only to speak, but sing 'Spread the Charter;' becoming, however, unwell, he was
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unfortunatelj obliged to leave. Mr. W. J. Birch, of Pudlicott, was upon the plat-

form, Dr. and Madame ViettinghoflF, and numerous friends throughout the meet-

ing, whom it was gratifying to find present. These conversazioni of the Secular

Society promise to have interest and usefulness. Each one, we trust, will for some
time to come include improvements yet wanted in these species of meetings.

G. J. H.

On Sunday evening, February 1st, the sixth annual commemoration of Paine's

birth-day was held at the John Street Institution. A large party sat down to tea

in the Hall, after which the meeting was addressed by Messrs. Watson, Kydd,

Harney, Hart, Knight, Le Blond, and Ruffy. Two sentiments were spoken to—
' The People—May they not relinquish the struggle for social and political rights

until the whole population have obtained them.' * The Memory of Thomas Paine

—May his " Age of Reason " speedily eflfect the destruction of the two great super-

stitions, the Divine Right of Kings, and the Right Divine of Priests.' The follow-

ing choruses were given by the ApoUonic Society—The Chough and Crow ; the

People's Anthem ; Sound the Trumpet ; Sing the blythe Chorus.

WHAT IS A NEWSPAPER?
The following questions are still unanswered by the decision of the Court of Ex-

chequer :

—

1. Is a registered newspaper a newspaper in virtue of its registration?

The Household Narrative is a registered newspaper, and nothing could have been

easier than to try this question with the other, had not the Stamp-office desired to

keep up the anomalous system which obliges a newspaper to stamp every copy,

and allows what is not a newspaper to enjoy the privilege without paying the

penalty.

2. What is public news? The Stamp-office have invented the term Class-news;

under this head they class the news which occurs in certain papers, which are not

newspapers, because nobody thinks of prosecuting them. For instance, the Legal

Observer publishes every week, without a stamp, reports of recent legal decisions

and news of every kind, particularly interesting to lawyers; and, though it is ad-

mitted by Mr. Keogh that this is perhaps news, yet it is not prosecuted. On being

shown an account in the Legal Observer of a meeting of lawyers on the subject of

papal aggression, he said that it would certainly have been illegal had it been an

account of a meeting of clergymen. According to this system, that which is public

news in one journal is private news in another, and every profession is entitled to

a privilege of reporting those matters in which it has an interest different from,

or even opposed to, that of the public at large, while a journal established for the

public is forbidden to report those very same articles of news. The Racing Times

also publishes every week, without a stamp, full reports of races, of matters con-

nected with the turf, and of every transaction of interest to the racing world.

3. What is a commentary on public news ? It is illegal to publish such com-

mentaries oftener than once in twenty-six days, and several country papers have

been warned that in this particular they were liable to prosecution. This question

would be set at rest if the Household Words, which is published weekly, were pro-

secuted.

The policy of putting down monthly publications is thus defended before the

Committee by Mr. Rich and Mr. Timm:

—
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Mr. Rich : 'If Mr. Dickens were now to establish his right to publish his news-

paper monthly, would it not be competent for him to combine with other persons

who might also bring out what they called a monthly newspaper, and then publish

them in succession on the first week, the second week, the third wtek, and the

fourth week of every month, whereby they would, in fact, have a weekly newspaper,

and avoid paying the stamp duty ?'

Mr. Timm ; ' Certainly, that plan might be adopted; and, unless we could prove

that these publications were one and the same, the newspaper stamp duty would

be evaded altogether.'

From this it appears that, though it is illegal for four persons to conspire to

bring out a weekly publication, it is not illegal for them to combine to bring out

four monthly ones. All that is necessary is that the four papers should be actually

and bond fide separate properties, with different publishers, in which case it would

be impossible for them to be * one and the same.' In London such papers might
be published each for and in a separate borough ; in the country, in and for separate

towns at a moderate distance from each other.

The carrying out of this plan would not only be a step in the agitation, but it

would be a positive advantage, as in the country it would confer the advantage of

a lueekly paper in those places where the Stamp-office have hitherto prohibited

unstamped monthly papers. While in London an unstamped newspaper at two-

pence would not only be a public boon, but would so rival the threepenny papers

which have a large circulation, as to oblige the Government to alter the law.

Perhaps the simplest plan of carrying out Mr. Rich's suggestion would be for the

proprietors of any existing newspaper to divide their property into four, and let

each proprietor publish his own share every month, which could be done un-

burdened by the stamp, if they did so in four distinct offices.

—

From the First An-
nual Report of the Society for Promoting the Repeal of the Taxes on, Knowledge.

CHRISTIAN BEQUESTS.

The late Mr. Thomas Dickenson, of Whitechapel and Holloway, Merchant, among
other munificent bequests, bequeathed £4,000 to the parish of Whitechapel, and

£4,000 to the parish of Holloway, The interest in both cases to go to find twenty

poor people in bread, potatoes, and coals. The recipients to he constant attendants at

church. In life, there is little doubt the wealthy merchant knew how to overlook

religious disabilities, and in the matter of a sale never made the inquiry as to

whether he was dealing with a regular church-goer; in all cases, providing the

profits were respectable, * the party ' no question was sufficiently orthodox. Did
he need clerks and labourers, he did not make church-going a test either of the

clearheadedness in the clerk or muscular capacity in the labourer. Labourers, com-
monly, are not easily to be moved in a saintly direction, and clerks usually feel that a

counting-house does not necessarily include a pe w, nor a warehouse a church, nor the

weekly atmosphere of a wharf the Sunday atmosphere of a churchyard. In his

mercantile career honourable conditions of sale were not mixed up with the sacra-

ment, a bargain was conducted without a prayer, and a balance struck without a

psalm. But at the hour of death, when planning how he might best serve the poor

and helpless by distributing among them a portion of his wealth, he could not

devise how to accomplish his object without having recourse to arbitrary rules, to

compel those unable to help themselves to a course of conduct which, for all he
knew, they might feel to be repulsive. Could he not leave a trifle to this man.
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crippled by accident, without compelling him to crawl regularly to church ? or to

another who, by over-work or natural infirmity, had become prematurely old, with-

out inflicting the same degrading terms ? Could not a poor old woman receive a
comfort at this trader's disposal without being compelled to * show head ' on the

Lord's day ? How many poor creatures, beholden to this source for a crust, will

be apt from necessity to face wind and weather when they ought to remain within

doors—nature will ofttimes shudder to perform what this saint so complacently
demands.

Was Mr. Dickenson never indebted to any but those of his own religious stamp ?

Did he never hear of people who are disposed to think the forms of religious

etiquette of small importance ? Did it strike him that his church-test would prove

a premium for hypocrisy ? May not the evilly-disposed be stolid enough to sit

out a service, and the greedy have sufficient patience to conquer their repugnance
to sermons ? It is to be pitied Mr. Dickenson should have the means and generous

disposition, and possess so little judgment and toleration. He would have

people, it may be quite as worthy as himself, penned up in church, like cattle in a

fair, awaiting a paltry prize ; he would submit worthy decayed mechanics to the

surveillance of officious beadles, in order that those gentry may be qualified to

point out the deserving at the day of distribution. Thus the needy are not only

required to be present at worship, but they must also take care to * stand forward.*

The Rector, Curate, Churchwardens, Overseers, together with Clerk, Sexton, and

Beadle, are on the look-out for the absentee. Let such not dream of coals, potatoes,

or bread. They might find mercy anywhere sooner than in the parish Vestry.
* Constant attendance at church * were*Mr. Dickenson's words, and they jare decisive.

Christophek.

THE QUEEN'S ADDRESS, DELIVERED FEBRUARY 3, 1862.

We publish this week the Queen's Speech (Address rather, being read always). W©
have particular reasons for preserving a record of it. That passage in it which recom-

mends an amendment of the SufiFrage is a hopeful indication. The Address is as follows

:

My Lords and Gentlemen,—The period has arrived when, according to usage,

I can again avail myself of your advice and assistance in the preparation and adoption

of measures which the welfare of the country may require.

I continue to maintain the most friendly relations with Foreign Powers.

The complicated affairs of the Duchies ofHolstein and Scbleswig have continued to

engage my attention. I have every reason to expect that the treaty between Germany

and Denmark, which was concluded at Berlin in the year before last, will, in a short time,

be fully and completely executed.

I regret that the war which unfortunately broke out on the eastern frontier of the

Cape of Good Hope, more thsifti a year ago, still continues. Papers will be laid before

you containing full information as to the progress of the war, and the measures which

have been taken for bringing it to a termination.

While I have observed with sincere satisfaction the tranquillity which has prevailed

throughout the greater portion of Ireland, it is with much regret that I have to inform

you, that certain parts of the counties of Armagh, Monaghan, and Louth, have been

marked by the commission of outrages of the most serious description. The powers of the

existing law have been promptly exerted for the detection of the oflFenders, and for the

repression of a system of crime and violence fatal to the best interests of the country.

My attention will continue to be directed to this important object.
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Gentlemen of the House of Commons,—I have ordered estimates of the expenses of

the current year to be laid before you,

I rely with confidence on your loyalty and zeal to make adequate provision for the

public service.

"Where any increase has been made in the estimates of the present over the past year,

such explanations will be given as will, I trust, satisfy you that such increase is con-

sistent with a steady adherence to a pacific policy, and with the dictates of a wise eco-

nomy.

My Lords and Gentlemen,—The improvement of the Administration of Justice in

its various departments has continued to receive my anxious attention, and in further-

ance of that object, I have directed Bills to be prepared, founded upon the reports made
to me by the respective Commissioners appointed to inquire into the practice and pro-

ceedings of the superior Courts of Law and Equity.

As nothing tends more to the peace, prosperity, and contentment of a country than

the speedy and impartial administration of justice, 1 earnestly recommend these mea-
sures to your deliberate attention.

The Act of 1848, for suspending the operation of a previous Act conferring represen-

tative institutions on New Zealaiid, will expire early in the next year. I am happy to

believe that there is no necessity for its renewal, and that no obstacle any longer exists

to the enjoyment of representative institutions by New Zealand. The form of these

institutions will, however, require your consideration, and the additional information

which has been obtained ""Imice the passing of the Acts in question will, I trust, enable

you to arrive at a decision beneficial to that important Colony.

It gives me great satisfaction to be able to state to you that the large reductions of

taxes which have taken place of late years have not been attended with a proportionate

diminution ofthe national income. The Revenue of the past year has been fully adequate

to the demands of the public service, while the reduction of taxation has tended greatly

to the relief and comfort of my subjects.

I acknowledge with thankfulness to Almighty God, that tranquillity, good order,

and willing obedience to the laws, continue to prevail generally throughout the country.

It appears to me that this is a fitting time for calmly considering whether it may not

be advisable to make such amendments in the Act of the late reign relating to the re-

presentation of the Commons in Parliament, as may be deemed calculated to carry into

more complete effect the principles upon which that law is founded.

I have the fullest confidence that in any such consideration you will firmly adhere to

the acknowledged principles of the Constitution, by which the prerogatives of the Crown,

the authority of both Houses of Parliament, and the rights and liberties of the people,

are equally secured.

LECTURES TO WORKING MEN.

A COURSE of lectures will be delivered in the Museum of Practical Geology, Jermyn
Street, St. James's, on the following Monday evenings :—February 16th, 1852: * Why
Fossils are Collected and Exhibited, Explained.' By E. Forbes, F.R.S. 23rd:
' Photography and its Application.' By Robert Hunt, Keeper of Mining Records.

March 1st :
* On the Utility of Geological Maps.' By A. C. Ramsay, F.R.S. 8th :

* On the Mode of Occurrence of Metals in Nature.' By W. W. Smyth, M.A. 15th :

' On Iron.' By John Percy, M.D., F.R.S. As these lectures are intended for working

men only, it will be necessary for those who apply for admission to show that they are

really artizans. Admission cards may be obtained at the Museum daily, from 10 a.m.

to 4 P.M., and on Mondays and Fridays from 6 to 8 p.m., on payment of a registration

fee of 6d. for the whole course. The Lecture Theatre will hold only 450 persons. The
number of admissions therefore will be necessarily limited.
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Prom ivhich any earnest opponent may controvert our opinions, and from which any may expound views
not coincident with our own, if tending to the Rationalisation of Theology.

LECTURES ON INFIDELITY IN BRISTOL.

To the Editor of the Reasoner.

Sir,—Mr. Davis's third lecture was on Prophecy ; text, Luke xxiv. 44, * And
he (Christ) said unto them. These are the words which I spake unto you while I

was yet with you, that all things must be fulfilled which were written in the law

of Moses, and in the prophets, and in the Psalms concerning me.' Mr. D. com-

menced by saying that having proved that Jesus was the Christ, and shown that

his miracles were of the right sort, he would now proceed to inquire whether he

answered all the requirements of prophecy ; whether his advent, life, death, and

resurrection were exactly what it had been foretold they ought to be. Miracles

were of no use of themselves alone, but were merely a part of the proof. If Jesus

Christ was not the Christ promised by the prophets, then he was not the Re-

deemer, notwithstanding his miracles, Mr. D. had certainly told us in both his

previous lectures that the Christ of the Gospels was the Christ; and frequently

assured the infidels that he had proved it, and proved it, and proved it. But as

he did not think that the proof upon proof he had adduced was sufficient, why of

course I shall not object to his advancing more—in fact, there was nothing sur-

prising in Mr. D. having a suspicion of the value of his boasted proofs, seeing that

they were no proofs to those who actually heard and saw all that is said to have

taken place.

When Christ appeared amongst his disciples after his resurrection (said Mr.

Davis) they thought it was his spirit—up to this time they were unbelievers—they

expected a worldly prince, and his crucifixion caused them to doubt his authenti-

city, notwithstanding all they had seen him do. This remarkable fact, if it bo a

fact, certainly justifies a little scepticism, I think, in persons removed eighteen

centuries from the period of the occurrences. The men who had seen him heal

the sick, cure the blind and the halt, and call back life to the dead and putrid,

believed him to he a sham, so they tell us, until he brought himself back from death

to life, and schooled them for their incredulity and unbelief, and then they were

satisfied and doubted no longer. I think that such proof would convince even me,

after I had made a personal examination, like Thomas; but it is too much to de-

mand of me to take these things upon the credit of those who did not believe

them in the sense in which I am asked to believe them, even when ^hey saw

them ; and should teach Christians to spare their abuse of those who are le ss

privileged than themselves—some men cannot see so far into a millstone as otheis.

After his resurrection, as the text tells, Christ showed his disciples how all he

had done and suflFered had been foretold in prophecy, and that, consequently, he

must be the Christ. Now it is very certain that his disciples ought to have known

this without his telling them—whence arose their ignorance? Were their under-

standings purposely blinded ? But more of this anon.

Mr. Davis proceeded. The inspiration of the Old Testament was not required

to be insisted on ; the matter of fact of the prior existence of that book was suffi-

cient. The last writer lived 400 years before Christ; the Psalms were written

1000 years before ; the books of Moses 1500. Now, if through all the Old Tes-

tament there is a continuous string of prediction that a divine person \i as
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to come, increasing in strength as it proceeded, and ultimately all these predictions

are found concentrated in one man—then the conclusion is inevitable. There yrta

Abraham and his Shiloh ; Moses predicted the coming of another legislator;

David aliso prophesied ; Isaiah, the true poet of the Messiah, and his Wonder-
ful Councillor, &c.; Jeremiah.

^,
nd his Branch; Ezekiel, and his one Great

Shepherd; D!niel,and his Son of Man; Malachi, and his Messenger, and the

Sun of Riiihteousness, rising with healing in his wings. If Christ were not the

Christ of the Old Testament, if he did not fulfil all and every particular of the

prophecies, then he was not the Christ; but if his life, teachings, treatment, death,

&('., were exactly what had been foretold, then he was the Christ. The time of his

coming was exactly foretold by Daniel; the Jews expected a Messiah just at the

time Chiist appeared, and the same thing was rumoured over all the world; Judai

betrayed him, they cast lotii for his garments, crucified him between two thieves,

there were no bones of his body broken, and they gave him vinegar and gall to

drink—all of which had been predicted. Well, we will allow all this to go undis-

puted, and admit that the prophecies, as they are called, did not refer to the events

of the time when they are said to have been written ; but then comes a very im-

portant question—How was it that the Jews who were contemporary with Christ

—nor even his own followers, "vrell read as they were in the prophecies—seeing in

him the fulfilment of all those prophecies, did not believe in him ? How comes

it that the Jews have no written record of his existence amongst them, that they

know nothing of him, nor ever did know anything, so they tell, beyond what the

Christians say ? The veil of the Temple was rent—have they got that down ?

There was supernatural darkness over the land for a space—have they got that

down ? Are there not incidents recorded in the Old Testament of the doings of

impostors, of ten thousand times less importance than the asserted acts of Christ?

How could the Jews be so blind, if they did see what they are said to have seen ?

How could the disciples have been so obtuse, if they saw what they say they saw,

and knew what they did know, being Jews? There is no explanation, but a super-

natural one, and that the infidel and sceptic reject. According to the Westminster

for January, 1852, Guizot, in a recent work, ' Meditations et Etudes Morales,'

divides thinkers 'into two classes: philosophers and Christians—i.^., those who

do not recognise a supernatural order, and those who c?o—rationalism and super-

naturalism ;' and says that if you are not a Christian you must be an atheist.

This is a fallacy, as the reviewer says. A man may not be a Christian and yet

believe in a God; but it is very certain that those who believe in a God have as

many inconsistencies and diflSculties to reconcile in the order and phenomena of

nature, supposing it to be under special direction and guidance, as have the

believers in the scheme of Christianity.

Christ, said Mr. Davis, is acknowledged as prophet, priest, &c., by the most in-

telligent and progressing peoples of all the earth. And what is it more than an

acknowledgment with nine-tenths of them ? Is Christianity a living, vital prin-

ciple with them ? do they all love their neighbours ? do they all render good for

evil, and when smitten on the one cheek turn the other ? do they never go to law

the one with the other ? And if they did do all, which they do not do, of the good

which is enjoined in the Gospels, would that prove that Christ was what Mr.

Davis claims him to be ? He came, we are told, as the Saviour of men—a^^ men,

not a fractional portion of them, which is no more than the whole of Christendom

comprises, supposing them all saved. He came to save those living upon the

earth at the time when he appeared, and all who should be born afterwards.
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Eighteen and a half centuries has the earth performed its revolution round the

sun since the wonderful star appeared to the Eastern Magi and led them to the

lowly birth-place of the Most High, and what are the results, what the number of

the 6on<J/<i« believers in, and practisers of, the moralities of Christianity? for it

lias its moralities, unquestionably, as well as its immoralities. By the way, it had
but a barren result that journey of the Eastern Magi—they went back ag^in, I

presume. Mr. Davis said the Jews were expecting a saviour to be born in Beth-
lehem. Well, suppose they were, when he came, with all the marks of the true

coin about him, with the ring of the metal clear and faultless—why did they not

accept him ? why did they, on the contrary, declare him to be a forgery, and put
him to death to prove the sincerity of their belief? If they who knew him, per-

sonally knew him, did not believe on him, why should we be asked to, and con-

demned if we do not ?

In selecting the points noticed by me, I have not chosen those I could the most
easily answer, but those which I considered of the most importance for Christi-

anity and against infidelity, if they can be established. W. Chilton.

ORGANISATION CONSIDERED AS A DEFENCE.
Sir,—Upon this subject I have a few ideas to offer, and I am encouraged in so

doing from the knowledge that it would give you pleasure to see the pages of the

Reasoner filled with the writings of those who advocate free expression of opinion.

Premising, then, that you have confidence in the powers that now exist in scattered

forms being brought together for great good, and that * smallest helps, if rightly

given, make the impulse stronger,' I at once propose :

—

That we endeavour to get some of our friends, men of talent and business, to

become trustees to a fund to be formed for mutual protection of the body of

secularists against persecution. This association to partake as much as possible of

the nature of an assurance society, and, in short, to possess such advantages as the

united energies of our sympathisers can suggest for the application of accumulated

capital. Mr. Evans Bell has said—' Let us organise for mutual protection.' A mem-
ber of such a society would have his mind joyfully free to acquire its maximum of

strength uncramped by the canker of persecution and fashionable despotism,

which such an organisation would wither. The firm answer to a petty tyrant, that

* we are organised, your persecution is harmless,' would tell such a tale of moral

defensive warfare, the results can be better imagined by those who sigh for their

liberty, so to speak, than I can describe here. Friends and fellow workers, and

more especially those of my own age (not yet 30), let me ask you earnestly not to

let this proposition die. Send me your sympathies, and you shall see that there

is both necessity for and there will be wisdom in adopting this measure of security.

There is to my knowledge a large number of secularists who dare not speak out. 1

repeat it, who dare not speak out. Some of you will exqlaipa, then the greater

cowards they ; they are nnworthy to fight the battle fou truth against the error

they deprecate.

To which I answer, I think you err. These very individuals are labouring hard

for you; some of them are giving their money-help ; some are helping with their

pens; and those whose minds are untrained to such efiforts, and who happen to

' ha'e no cash to spare,' but who possess stout, manly hearts, are labouring quietly

and earnestly, circulating periodicals having a freedom-of-thought tendency, and

thereby encouraging and creating a desire for knowledge where it did not formerly
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exist. But amidst all these eflForts the desideratum is wanted—speaking out ; and

until this is gained, my pen shall not rest from urging upon the attention of all

of you the necessity for taking the step I propose, unless some more valuable one

is suggested. It would be nothing short of moral suicide for hundreds of those

who are well disposed towards us, to speak out that which they think on religious

topics.

Persecution does not go about now like a roaring lion, seeking whom it may
devour, but, like a thief in the night, stealing round about you and robbing you

of your subsistence quietly and genteelly. There is many a tradesman whose

name would soon appear in the Gazette did it but once appear on a poster, announc-

ing his intention of presiding at a meeting for celebrating the birth-day of Thomas
Paine. Men are not cowards because they remain quiet when the enemy is in their

camp. By preserving their silence at the critical period, they frequently gain the

'vantage ground, instead of involving themselves in certain ruin. Now we all

know that if men would be free they must be wise, and wisdom consists, as I un-

derstand it, in seeking to avail ourselves of the most suitable means for attaining

a given end. We now have to seek the glorious advent of organised strength for

mutual protection. There are many of our supporters who keep a position in the

world which gives them bread in exchange for their labour, under an engagement

with a paltry, narrow-minded man (not under any compromise of opinion though),

in order that they may be enabled to aid the development of truth with their pecu-

niary strength. I have been excited at times when reading the lives of the moral

heroes of old, and have had doubts as to my own course of keeping quiet, and I

have sought a relief of those doubts in conversation with those who have seen and

felt the damp walls of a prison cell for the daring nobleness of their courage ; and

I have been astonished, but delighted, to find the oneness of sentiment amongst

them. This is the substance of it. * Do not so act,' say they, ' in the present, that

you destroy your power for help in the future. Materials for organisation now
exist in abundance, and, by wisely working and timely waiting, these materials may
be constructed into a harbour of refuge for those who are earnest and full of truth-

seeking.'

These modern heroes became martyrs at a time when moral organisation was in

embryo, and physical organisation rampant. Let us, then, look calmly round, and

learn what means are at our disposal to best accomplish ' the task of to-day.' I

deem the proposition here submitted of paramount importance. I am looking

forward to the time when we shall use our plain old Saxon to tell our fellow-beings

what is working in our individual minds. I anxiously wait for a response to this

letter. I consider it the substratum upon which to lay the foundation of our con-

fidence of hundreds unknown to us, and on it will be raised a temple of free-

thought, in which will be united the now scattered and gagged utterances of many
noble minds, and from which will sound the alarm bell of secularism, which shall

awaken the priests of the world from their lengthy and luxurious slumber.

London, Jan. 23rd, 1852. One op Youkselves.

THE 'CHARTISTS ONLY.'

My Dear Holyoakb,—May I respond to your remarks * to Chartists only ?'

First, who, since Mr. Jones has resigned, are the nine members of the Executive ?

And am I one ? If so, I must own I am not willing to pay £4 for debts not

incurred or consented to by me, and for proceedings whose futility I have long
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sought to make evident. Let those who have been the Executive (I am hardly an
Executor) endeavour to collect the £36. One shilling each from the 900 who voted for

the Executive will be more than sufficient. I have already sent you mine. If any
balance of debt remain after such endeavour, I will then cheerfully share that

burden. More I am not disposed to do.

As I am writing, let me correct two slight errors with regard to myself. I have
not remarked that a political society of working men has * little influence ;' nor do I

* delight ' to call Chartism a corpse. Having worked as a Chartist as long as most,

and as earnestly as any, I may be believed when I say it is no ' delight ' to find

that so much labour has led to so little result. I do not delight in finding fault,

but I cannot shrink from doing so whenever it may seem necessary.

Hoping you and your readers will forgive such an intrusion on the space of the

Reasoner, I am, my dear Holyoake, yours faithfully,

Miteside, Jan. 29. W. J. Linton.

Friend Holyoake,—I most certainly anticipated your re-election, which hath

come just within the mark, and, as was to be expected, the dilemma in which

the Executive is placed has come up quite to the mark—which, from all recent

circumstances, the veriest dolt must have seen. You and those who remain with

you have acted wisely and honourably in remaining at the head of affairs until a

just and full settlement of all demands be liquidated. In doing so you necessarily

make yourself responsible, which responsibility ought to be shared by all who have

taken, or do take, an interest in a party avowedly of the people. Now there are

many whose anxiety has been earnest in this respect, who are nevertheless not

mere Chartists only, who might desire to give a little pecuniary assistance ; but it

appears to me, from the wording of your address, by omission you have deterred

them. I am not a mere Chartist only, but have respected the respectability of

Chartism in its life as an indication of progress, politically ; and now that it must
cease as an organisation, let all of your readers who have viewed its rise, progress,

and fall with the same feelings have the privilege of contributing to the wants

of its latter end, so that its death-throes may be mitigated, and its interment

respectable and honourable. I have no doubt many such will be deterred, who
have read your appeal, who would otherwise assist. I conceive there are many
of your readers who are not mere Chartists only, but considerably in advance, both

socially and politically, of that body, who have ever and anon turned round without

retrograding to beckon on that less forward movement, who have regretted its

despondency and inertness, and have seen with pain its coming dissolution. You
must excuse this liberty, but I think this class may be safely appealed to under

existing circumstances.

I trust these remarks will not be regarded as a rebuke ; they have, 1 assure you,

emanated from the faith of a pure friendship. Q.

[The notice to which our friend refers was made exclusive as a matter of duty.

Any who please can join in the proposal just as our friend *Q.' has done; but

we had no right to ask any but Chartists to pay for that agitation. We have

so frequently had of late to put before our readers the cases of friends to whom a

posthumous tribute was due or present aid was deserved, that there was risk of

wearying our readers by articles of this kind. All cases of our own friends we
feel it a duty to interest ourselves about, and to keep free to do so, the claims of

other bodies must be made secondary. Even the fund for the sustainment of the
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Reasoner is frequently put in abeyance, and silence preserved respecting it, that

the sense of always being appealed to may not grow upon our readers. The ma-
jority of those who subscribe on these occasions have but limited means, and if

they give to one thing they cannot give to another.—The following sums have

been forwarded for the above object:—James Spurr, Liverpool, 2s. ; W. J. Lin-

ton, Is.; Mr. Rayment, Is. Mr. Edwin A. Scholy sends 5s. from five Chartists of

Peterborough ; Mr. Arthur Trevelyan sends IOs.-^Ed.]

THE REV. T. BEAMES'S PAROCHIAL VISITS.

Dear Sir,—Nearly twelve months ago I was informed that a clergyman in my
vicinity (the Rev. T. Beames, of St. James's), having heard that I was 2k, freethinker,

intended calling on me. I sent him the ' Logic of Death,' saying, here is a tract

by G. J. Hoiyoake, which contains my opinions on the subject of which it trieats

;

if Mr. Beames can answer it, I shall be happy to see him. In a few days it was

returned with marginal notes by that gentleman. Soon afterwards he called him-

self, and I was agreeably surprised by his courtesy in hearing and replying to my
objections. We were opponents of the most opposite kind, and, although preju-

diced against his class, his respectful language and gentlemanly manner created

feelings of personal respect. His visits have been frequent since.

As his remarks on the ' Logic of Death ' were not to me very convincing, he

promised to write an answer to it, but which he seems to have forgotten. If you

think proper to make any remarks on his notes herein enclosed, perhaps it may
arouse him to fulfil his promise.

2, Little Pulteney St.^ Golden Sq., Jan. 22. Alex. McGrutIher.
*

[We deem the notes too brief and abrupt to found comments upon. If the

rev. gentleman should furnish or publish his views, attaching his name to them,

we should give them our best consideration.

—

Ed.]
^^^m^i^m I 11 iMi'i"— I ! —- —— — — . - - _ —

To promote the efficiency of the Reasoner as an organ of Propagandism, one friend subscribes lOs.

weekly, another 5s., some a monthly sum,others Is. each weekly— others intermediate amounts or make
special remittances, according to ability or earnestness. An annual contribution of Is. from each reader

would be easy, equitable, and sufficient. What is remitted, in whatever proportion, is acknowledged
here and accounted for at the end of the Volume.

Acknowledged in No. 295, 395s. 6d.—W. J. B. (Nos. II and 12, VoL XII.), 20s.

—By sale of steel pens of Wagner & Co.'s, presented by a friend, 20s.—William

Mallalieu, Todmorden, Is.—Veritas, Sunderland, 6d.—R. Adair, Dublin, 5g.

—

L. H. E., 2s.—Hiram Uttley, annual, 10s.—A Newcastle Atheist, 5s.—Mr. Hey-

don, Leicester (per Mr. Holyoak), 2s. 6d.—A. H., Derby (per Mr. Hagen), 2s. 6d.

—Beta Ulv., 2s. 6d.—W, Winning and Mr. B., is.—A Friend, Woodstock, 5s.

—

Mr. Rayment, Is.—Mr. W. Crabtree, Is.—W. R. E., Is.—J. Hindle, Is.—Per Mr.

Truelove, A. Z., 2s. 6d., Albert Lee, Is.—E. Jervis, Hanley, Is.—Total, 481s. 6d.

[Mr. R. informs us that the Freethinkers of Devonport are forming a society

for mutual protection. Another correspondent furnishes us a placard-letter to the

Rev. G. T. Morrison, Wesleyan Minister, commencing thus :—
' Finding myself

fast merging towards freethinking, I obtained admission (by sufierance) to the

lecture which, by accident, I found was to be delivered by you

—

profeesedly against

these said principles. In attending the lecture, if I am not self-deceived, I was
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actuated by a pure desire to arrive, if possible, at the truth in this matter ; believ-

ing that, unless we "think deeply, read largely," and seek to prove all things, there

is much danger of our laying hold of that which is not good, and of being ]ed

away by the sophistry of men whose direct interest it is to propagate error. But,

sir, will you bear with me when I sincerely assure you that I was disnppointed and

annoyed at finding you had prepared a wild and reckless onslaught on the charac-

ters of certain men, instead of attempting to expose that which you profess to

believe to be the wickedness of certain principles ?' Signed * An Apostate Metho-

dist.'—Eb.]

GUIDE TO THE LECTURE ROOM.
Literary Institution, John St., Fitzroy Sq.—Feb

.

15th [7], Robert Cooper, • The Soul—what is it?'

South Place, Moorfields.—Feb. ISth [Hi a.m.],
W. J. Fox, M.P., ' Morality.'

Hall of Science, City Road.—February 15th [7],
Thomas Cooper, ' Roman History.' 19th [8^],
Henry Knight, ' Pre-Adamite World.'

National Hall, 242, High Holborn.—Feb. 15th

[8], P. W. Perfitt, • Lord Bacon.'

South London Hall, Webber Street, Blackfriars
Road.—February 15th [74], Ernest Jones, 'The
Gracchi.'

East London Literary and Scientific Institution,
Bethnal Green.—Feb. 15th [7i],G. Sexton, M.D.,
* Popular Theology.*

Social Institution,Charles St., Old Garratt, Man-
chester.—February 15th [11 a.m.], James Campbell
will lecture.

Eclectic Institute, Denmark Street, Soho.

—

Every Friday [8^], Mr. J. B. O'Brien, ' Home and
Foreign Politics.' Every Sunday [7^], on ' Moral
and Social Science.'

Mr. Gardner's School Room, Preston.—The
Friends of Political and Social Reform meet every
Sunday at 2 p.m.

Commercial Hall, Philpot Street, Commercial
Road East.—Theological Discussions every Sun-
day morning [11], Sunday evening [7], Tuesday
[8] , Thursday [8], and Saturday [8].

City Forum Coffee House, 60, Red Cross Street*
— Every Sunday, Monday, and Thursday [S^], a
Discussion.

Areopaprus Coffee and Reading Room, 59, Church
Lane, Whitechapel.—Every Sunday, Monday, and
Wednesday (8), a Lecture or Discussion.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

THE PUBLISHING OF THE LEADER.—
Upon revising the Publishing Department of

the Leader, the Proprietor finds with regret that

serious irregularities and inattentions have exis-

ted, and we cannot sufl^ciently express our obli-

gations to Subscribers and Agents for their for-

bearance in cases in which disappointments have
occurred. We owe it to them that the paper has
m»de its way so successfully under obstacles

which have destroyed many older journals. The
publishing is now in new hands, and the public

may rely upon it that of all irregularity there will be
an end, and we have only to ask for the instant

communication by letter to the editor if any inat-

tention has escaped our investigation.

Subscribers and the trade in the City, who last

week were inadequately supplied, can obtain the
Leader from Mr. James Watson, 3, Queen's Head
Passage, Paternoster Row.

Publishing Offices op the Lbader,
10, Wellington St., Strand, London.

INFIDELITY AND ATHEISM.
LECTURES TO THE WORKING CLASSES

will be delivered, under the auspices of the

Christian Instruction Society, nt Tottenham Court
Road Chapel, On the following Thursday
Evenings, at Eight o'clock :

—

Feb. 12. The Atheist, or the Man without a God.
—Rev. R. Ainslie.

19. The Bible, a Divine Revelation. — Rev.
William Leask.

26. Man, Immortal and Responsible.-Rev.
Dr. Cox.

Mar. 4. Christianity adapted to Man in all the

Aspects of his Being.—Rev. J. W.
Richardson.

11. Infidelity instead of Christianity : what
would it do for the World?—Rev.
Henry Batcheler.

18. The Reasonableness and Consolations of

a Religious Life.— Rev. Dr. Hoppus,
F.R.S.

*«* The attendance of all classes, both oppo-
nents and friends of Christianity, is earnestly

entreated, and for whom Iree and comfortable
accommodation will be provided.

WORKS Published and Sold by J. Watson, 3,

Queen's Head Passage, Paternoster Row.
English Republic, 1 vol., cloth lettered.. .. 7

Haslam's Letters to the Clergy ot all Deno-
minations, 1 vol., cloth 2 6
— Letters to the Bishop of Exeter,

1vol., cloth - 2 6

(Each of the above maybe had in Nos. at Id.)

Palmer's Principles ot Nature, 1 vol., cloth 2
— — — wrapper .

.

16
Theodore Parker on Matters Perta;ning to

Religion, 1 vol 1 9

Robert Cooper's Scriptures Analvsed 8

— Infidel's Text Book, 1 vol. 2 6
Scripturian's Creed 2

Theology Displayed, boards 1

— — wrapper 9
Protestant's Progress from Church of Eng-
landism to Infidelity 1

Southey's Wat Tyler 2

Byron's Vision of Judgment 3

Bible of Reason, or Testament of 1851.

Nos. 1 to 8 are already published, each.. 3

Just published, Second Edition, price Is.,

THE TASK OF TO-DAY, by Evans Bell, being

the first volume of the ' Cabinet of Reason,'

the essential object of which is to bring together,

in a portable form, a literature by which the class

of thinkers and writers identified with Freethought
and the Sovereignty of the Individual may consent

to be judged, and which shall be a well-advised

and dispassionate expression of opinions not taken

up in antagonism, but adopted in conviction, and
enforced as a protest alike against that proernus

which is anarchy, and that order which i» me^el^

prostration in intellect and de«potism in pohUiS'
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Mr. Watson has received copies, neatly bound and lettered, of Miss Harriet

Martineau's work on * Household Education,' at 3s. Those of our friends who
desire to possess so valuable a guide can do so by ordering it of their usual book-

sellers, who can obtain the work through Mr. "Watson. Next week we shall have

something more to say on the subject.

The final arrangements respecting the form, plan, and contents of the works
of Dr. Lees, of Leeds (original and collected, revised and edited by the author),

having now been made, it only remains that the friends of the project for their

publication should complete their canvass for subscribers. They will contain an

accurate portrait of the author, engraved by Linton, and several illustrative

engravings and diagrams. The entire edition will be published, uniform, in 3

vols., post octavo, neatly bound and lettered; price to subscribers, 16s. Volumes
1 and 2 will form the first, or ' Temperance,' series—including the discussions and

essays on diet, temperance, physiology, and the scriptural wine question; price

to subscribers, 10s. If preferred, they may be had in parts, per post, as they are

printed, each volume paid in advance. The second, or ' Truth-Seeker,' series,. con-

taining the philosophical and exegetical essays, and a popular system of logic, or

the method, means, and matter of argument, will form volume 3, price 6s. After

the works are issued, the three volumes will only be obtainable together, price 21s.

A Special General Meeting of the shareholders of the Metropolitan Institution

Company, instituted for the purpose of providing a public Institution, to be called

the Hall of Science and Literature, was held on Thursday evening, Jan. 29th, in

the Coffee Room of the Literary and Scientific Institution, John Street, Fitzroy

Square. Mr. John Reed presided. Messrs. Birchmore, Barralet, Cramp, Clark,

and Palmer, were then elected Directors; and Mr. George Jacob Holyoake, Mr.
John Peters, and Mr. John Carter, as Covenanting parties to act for the share-

holders, and see that the Directors were carrying out the covenants and objects

of the Company.

' Inquirer,' Ripponden, wishes to know the distinction between High Church

and Low Church. The Bishop of Exeter represents the High Church—Mr. Gore-

ham the Low. The High Church contend for the supreme authority of the

church in all things spiritual—the Low Church admit of a sort of government by

members of the church. Perhaps a spiritual despotism and a spiritual democracy

would represent the two parties.

S. R. H. will find Cole's ' Conversations on Algebra ' excellent. '

We believe Mr. Alexander Campbell continues to progress favourably. Mr.
Arthur Trevelyan instructs us to forward to Mr. Campbell £2.

We have heard of several small subscriptions that have reached Mr. Bailey

Potts through the hands of his friends of the Philpott Street Hall, and through

our oflS.ce. Mr. Arthur Trevelyan also instructs us to forward Mr. Potts £1.

Mr. Martin's (of Birmingham) mathematical letter is inadmissible—wanting

clearness.—C. G., of Nottingham, will find that his letter was useful to us.

Among other sums cordially sent for Mrs. Martin's tomb, since the subscription

closed, has been 15s. 6d. from Coventry, which, of course, has again been placed at

the disposal of the friends remitting it.

London: Printed by Holyoake, Tyndale, & Co., 3, Queen's Head Passage, Paternoster-row; and Pub-
lished by J. Watson, 3, Queen's Head Passage, Paternoster Row. Wednesday, Feb. 11th, 1852,
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THEOLOGICAL EXAMINER.

Upon points on which philosophers know nothing, philosophers should say nothing. That is a beautiful
school of philosophy which teaches man to say of most things : 'It may be so, and it may be otherwise.
It is a point on which I only know that I do not know.'

—

Edinburgh Review, January 1852. Art.
Genius and Writings of Descartes.
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214
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Curious Treatment ot a Christian byChristians 220

TERMS AND STATEMENTS—THE * EDINBURGH REVIEW AIDS.

The term Secular, though deemed strangely sounding when we first used it, is

likely to become euphonious (that is, familiar and agreeable to the ear by necessity

and use). Mr. Maccall, in the People, published a plan of a new Church, in which

one class bears the designation of * Seculars,' by which seem to be intended persons

who busy themselves with the things of this life chiefly—the things of knowledge

and experience. The propriety of this species of teaching has been incidentally

acknowledged in an unexpected quarter. The reader may have observed a

change o^ sentences in the pla«t where our motto appears. The object of the

Reasoner as respects the rule of belief and avowal of opinion relating to future life,

and Beings independent of nature, has been strikingly expressed and approved by

an authority adverse to us. The writer in the Edinburgh Review describes the

school of philosophy of which he speaks as ' beautiful.' We wish he had said

useful, it being a term of less praise, and one that could be quoted without seeming

to praise ourselves through a motto. We use it as indicating, in the language of

eminent opponents, the value of that teaching which we, at a remote distance and

with partial means, labour to enforce—a teaching the value of which is but im-

perfectly apprehended even by many who already give their adhesion to it; a

teaching which, when all its moral effects in life and salutary effects on the under-

standing can be made plain, will win for it the same award from the public as it

has won from the metaphysical critic and the philosopher. The Edinburgh Review

says the school of philosophy of which it speaks has * few disciples.' There is

reason to believe they are on the increase.

The ' Essay on the Organisation of Freethinkers' is now ready, price one penny.

It comprises the two parts (carefully revised) which have appeared in this journal.

We have been indebted to Dr. Lees for some valuable critical emendations.

Passages which have been misunderstood, in the sense of exclusiveness never in-

tended, have been changed, and greater simplicity of expression has been chosen,

wherever it could be done without changing the essential meaning originally ex-

pressed. Last week the press of various articles excluded the weekly * Topic,'

and would do this week, but we have restricted them to give place to the

admirable article by Christopher, to whom we are indebted for ^he labour of ex-

tracting from a long oration that inimitable case which he has presented. No

[No. 299.1

'~~

{No. 14, Vol. XII.)

[ONE PENNY.]
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mere precepts to propagandists, however thoughtfully conceived, can be so

eloquent in instruction as a matchless example like that from that great master of

rhetoric, Quintilian. G, J. H.

FOUR CHARGES BY THE WEST RIDING CHARTIST DELEGATES
AT HALIFAX.

A West RidinS delegate meeting was held at Halifax on January 31st, to con-
sider the aflfairs of Chartists. A delegate present (Mr. Firth) obtained permission
to communicate some of the criticisms passed upon the London Committee who
have the misfortune to be called the ' Executive.' Mr. Firth appears to have
objected to what was alleged, and asked if it would be a breach of confidence to

send word of it to London, and he favoured me with the facts I now use. The
objections stated may be put one by one, and the answer annexed.

1. *A few among the Executive possessed a little talent, but they put it to a bad
purpose.* [The only purpose to which we put it is that of defraying debts which
the majority of us took no part in contracting.]

2. * Mr. Holyoake is only a new convert to Chartism.* [Where have these dele-

gates been living ? They will find Mr. Holyoake's name among the enrolled

members of the Birmingham Political Union in 1882, now twenty years ago; and
he has been working in one form or other, for universal suflFrage, ever since—for

the suffrage for women, a suffrage these delegates do not think it 'expedient' to

agitate for even now.]

3. * Mr. Thornton Hunt and Mr. Le Blond wish to turn the Chartist movement
over to the Financial Reformers.' [Are these delegates sure Messrs. Hunt and
Le Blond, if ever so disposed (which they are not), could persuade the Parlia-

mentary Reformers to have the Chartist movement? In the opinion of many
people the Chartist movement is not worth the trouble of turning over. They
may depend upon it that Mr. Hunt and Mr. Le Blond have something much better

and less disagreeable to do.]

4. *That Mr, Hunt writes different Politics in different papers.' [This is

simply false.]

6. A fifth point seems to have been an objection to the Northern Star and Mr.
Fleming. [This evidences the difficulty of serving the party called Chartists.

The Star was never so useful to intelligent Chartism as now. Mr. E. Jones objects

to it for not inserting reports in full. lilr. Jones cannot do this himself, and would
not if he had space. As a literary man he must know that he is the best friend

to Chartism who revises and prunes its reports.]

This notice is not made to conciliate these delegates—that is not necessary

;

but to inform them in what respects they are mistaken. They passed a vote of

* no confidence * in the Executive, This is quite proper if the delegates do not see

fit to give it. If, however, they will only aid in the matter of the liabilities, they

will soon have an opportunity of placing their ' confidence ' in other hands.

Since this delegate meeting was held, it has come to light that some localities

have repudiated the acts of its representatives—thus showing that the body of the

Chartists are before their usual leaders in intelligence.

The measures taken for the payment of the debt of the Executive are proving
successful. £5 lis. 7d. have been sent this week, reducing the amount owed from
£37 to £2i 03. lOj. G. J. H.
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TREATMENT OF THE UNITARIANS IN SOUTHAMPTON.

A Pamphlet has just appeared in Southampton, containing an interesting cor-

respondence in defence of Unitarian character and doctrine. The opening of

the pamphlet says—* About six years ago a small number of Christians, |icnown

as Unitarians, opened a place for public worship, in the town of Southampton.
The act was performed in obedience to the dictates of conscience and in the belief

that many would avail themselves of the simplicity and beauty of Unitarian
worship, if the opportunity were afforded. By the public worship of the
** One only living and true God," it was not intended to give offence to the

sincere Trinitarian, or to arouse the animosity of any religious sect. The
Unitarians simply claimed, what all Protestants profess to allow, the right of

private judgment. They have never, in advocating their own views, confounded

persons with opinions, or spoken of opinions uncharitably. Yet some of the
' orthodox" sects of this town, forgetting that charity which lies at the root of all

real religion, have so frequently attacked the Unitarians with the unholy weapons

of anger and misrepresentation, that they are compelled at length to stand upon
their defence. The silence which they have hitherto maintained has evidently

been construed into weakness or fear. The popular preacher of the establishment,

Mr. Russell, and the popular preacher of the Independents, Mr. Adkins, have

hazarded expressions which must convict them of want of knowledge, or of

Christian feeling. Made bold by the example set him by his superior, Mr. R.

Laishley, the lay-preacher of the Above Bar Chapel, on Sunday, December 28th,

1851, gave utterance to this language :
—"He had been struck with horror, in pas-

sing a place in this town, which was set apart, but not for Christian worship, to

find there the announcement of a Sunday-school. So that the professors of this

system of polished infidelity were not content with denying the sacrifice of Christ,

and taking away the only ground of confidence to the Christian, but they were

taking tender creatures not yet capable of knowing their right hand from their

left, and calling them off from the knowledge of God and the hope of salvation."

* It must not be supposed that every Minister has made himself conspicuous by

his attacks. The Unitarians do not care for any amount of fair opposition. They

only complain of the maliciousness which takes advantage of their absence, and of

the ignorance or dishonesty which commits itself to untrue statements. One

minister, Mr. Pullar, preached a series of sermons against the Unitarians, but he

was open and candid in his remarks, and although sometimes incorrect, this in-

correctness undoubtedly arose from misapprehension. The Unitarians find no

fault with him, or with those who, in this respect, resemble him. If truth be any-

where, it should be in the pulpit; but the license of language in which some de-

claimers indulge, desecrates the pulpit and the holy cause of religion.

' The public would be surprised and amused if it knew the Pharisaic pride and

bigotry with which the Unitarians have been assailed. Some gentlemen cannot

sit in their company on a Committee to save life. Another gentleman's piety is

so refined that he would not sell the Unitarian sexton a bottle of wine which was

to be employed for sacramental purposes. We wonder if he were equally careful

that it should not go into the mouth of the sot I

* Soon after the purchase of the old Methodist Chapel, Canal Walk, by the

Unitarians, Mr. Adkins, in a speech at the new Methodist Chapel, railed violently

against them, and said that ''he had rather that tho chapel were razed to its

foundations than that it wei-e sold for such a purpose."'
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Mr, Philip Brannon heard Mr. Richard Laishley preach the passage quoted, and

he addresses a letter of reprobation to that gentleman. Mr. Henry Norrington,

being one of the Teachers in the Unitarian Sunday-school, has addressed to him also

a vindicatory letter, from which we take this spirited passage:—'Individually,!

have made up my mind to allow no attack or misrepresentation to go unanswered.

Collectively, the Unitarians of this town have come to the same determination.

Our silence has been construed into a fear, of which you and others regularly avail

yourselves. As we can reach your congregations only by tracts and the press, to

these we shall resort whenever circumstances demand, and the present is a fit op-

portunity for commencement. When you have our own declarations of opinions

you will not be able to fall back upon your ignorance as an excuse for your mis-

statements. You must then broadly adopt the sentiment that the *' end will justify

the means." Controversy is always painful, but when opposition is unscrupulous

and systematic reply is a necessity.*

If the Unitarians choose to defend themselves with vigour, no set of Christians

of the Evangelical school can prevail against them. It would be well for progress

if the Unitarians generally could be provoked into the field of controversy. It

seems almost a reproach upon a purer faith, that it should be held so apathetically

as Unitarians generally hold their doctrines. G. J. H.

' THE BIBLE, OUR STUMBLING-BLOCK AND OUR STRENGTH.*

This is the title of a pamphlet produced in Birmingham, and published by Chap-

man, London. This is another protest against Bibliolatry by one who yet withholds

his name from his own protest. Yet this Bibliolatry would have fallen long ago

if all who see its evil would, like Newman, Wilson, Foxton, Froude, Bell, and others,

come forth and say so openly. G. J. H.

Innumerable anomalies and contradictions must necessarily arise and multiply,

whenever an inquirer is lead by his prejudices and predilections to fix an arbitrary

limit, beyond which he refuses to submit to the evidence of history and the de-

ductions of reason. There are many earnest thinkers in these days who, having

abandoned faith in dogmatic creeds, and rejecting all authority of Church or

Scripture in religion, still shrink from the almost unavoidable conclusion that there

is no authentic tradition or existing record of the creating, legislating, or providen-

tial influence of a Personal God in the affairs of this world, that every step in

human progress can be traced to be the result of man's genius and labour, and

that every epoch and phase of enlightenment is but the manifestation of a law of

natural human development.

The writer of the pamphlet before us has argued well and boldly against Pro-

testant Bibliolatry, he has concisely and forcibly summed up the internal evidence

of historical fable and moral error which seem to us to place beyond a doubt the

human origin of the Jewish and Christian Scriptures. The following is his defi-

nition of a myth ; * A myth is a legend unconsciously invented to be the vehicle of

a truth; but in its objective materials altogether unfounded in fact. Religious

feelings being stronger and more highly cherished than any others, in traditional

religion, above everything else, jnust we expect to find myths in abundance.' Now,

although in remote ages and Oriental countries deliberate falsehood was certainly

not regarded as an improper instrument for promoting what was considered as a
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good cause, we are yet quite willing to acknowledge that many religious myths have
been propagated, as it were, unconsciously, and have been at last recorded in writ-

ing without any taint of imposture, and with perfect disinterestedness—such may
have been the case with the miraculous stories of Moses, of Jesus, and of Prince

Hohenlohe, and with the religious traditions regarding the death-beds of Voltaire

and Paine; and although, particularly in modern cases, a little moral delinquency

may be attached to the conception and birth of some of them, we doubt not

that their nurture, growth, and registration were carried on in perfect good faith.

And in ancient times, when every phenomenon of nature, every virtue, vice, and
mental impulse was personified, such religious myths doubtless often embodied
and symbolised great truths, which in fact gave them their force and vitality. But
our author would not be content with these admissions, he is not prepared to

abandon the religious and supernatural phraseology—every truth with him is ' a

divine truth,' and a revelation from God. ' Myths,' says he, * have served a noble

purpose, and have a most significant value. Instead of my belief in the mythology
of all religions leading me to repudiate religion, I have come to the deliberate and
firm conviction, that the necessity of inventing and circulating myths was implanted

by God in the soul of man for a divine purpose,' He acknowledges soon after

' that the development of truth by this God-appointed method it is plain must be

slow.' It is difficult to understand why this method is called ' God-appointed,' why
a God is called upon the scene to be the inventor or promoter of dismal fictions,

which evidently arose from the intellectual struggles of human nature in a state of

ignorance and barbarism.

After having enumerated some of the instances of * fable,' ' pure myth,' ' error

in moral and spiritual matters,' and * horrid doctrines' (we use the author's own
words) contained in the Old and New Testaments, he calls upon us * to shut our

eyes to the repulsive qualities of the Bible, and turn to the brighter side. What
are its characteristics? It is unique. It is like no other books. It is stamped

with the universal reason, i. e., God shining into the aggregate reason of man :

and this fact I became convinced of from the fact that the Bible constantly finds

me ; that is, I read it, and while I meditate upon the mystic words, I either com-

prehend, most luminously, what I never dreamed before, or I obtain a glimpse

of some truth, which I am awed into believing without being able to understand

—

I thus find in this book a reason higher than my own reason.' We think that our

author's lingering veneration for the words of the Bible is quite irreconcileable

with the evidence he has himself brought forward of the ignorance displayed by its

authors. The Bible contains some fine poetry, wise counsel, and interesting nar-

rative, mixed with much that is totally worthless and a great deal that is highly

revolting, and not one of its books evinces a higher degree of knowledge or a more

exalted standard of morality than might be expected in the age in which it appeared.

But our author's opinions on this subject are not founded on common reason, as

we will proceed to explain. Our author's theory of religion, as he tells us in the

sixth page, is based upon * the immutable distinction first laid down, and laid down

once for all, by S. T. Coleridge, between the Reason and the Understanding.' We
are sorely tempted to quote from the ' Life of Sterling ' some of the scathing ridicule

with which Carlyle exposes this identical doctrine, but we refrain, and will take

from Coleridge's Table-Talk the following succinct account of the distinction and

of the faith founded upon it
:—

' The understanding suggests the materials of rea-

soning; the reason decides upon them. The first can only say

—

This is or ought
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to be so. The last says it must be bo. Christianity is within a man, inasmuch as

he is a being gifted with reason. Christianity proves itself as the sun is seen by
its own light. Its evidence is involved in its existence.' We need not stop to

discuss the logical and scientific consistency of this immutable distinction, but it

is perfectly clear that the judgments of this higher reason, however decisive, are

by no means identical in different persons on the same questions. Coleridge's

reason told him that the doctrines of the trinity, the atonement, predestination,

the authority of the Bible and of the Church of England 'must be so.' The reason

of the author of this pamphlet tells him they must not be so. Rejecting the

orthodox conclusions, he makes free with the metaphysics of Coleridge, solely for

the purpose of maintaining a belief in the shadowy, indefinite Biblical inspiration

to which we have alluded. E. B.

THE WESLEYANS STEPPING INTO CONTROVERSY.

* An Address,' printed in Hoxton, London, has been issued in Hyde. A sufficient

account of it, it being anonymous, is rendered in the following letter from Mr. W.
Knowles:—The ministers of religion in Hyde are apathetic with regard to those

who offer arguments in sincerity and truth against their doctrines. When they

(the ministers) do refer to opponents, there is much vagueness in the words used

which are intended for freethinkers and the class of men not considered religiously

connected. The 'Address to the Young People' issued here, warning them

against * some men who call themselves their friends,' &c., is currently reported

among the old Wesleyans to have originated from the Rev. Mr. Bambridge,

Wesleyan minister, in consequence of some tracts by Robert Owen having been

sent for his examination. One of the members assures me that such is the case,

and we might accept this * Address ' as an answer to the tracts sent.

The ' Address ' opens with some extracts without reference to the author, and

curiously interprets the said extracts. Yet there is a decided improvement, for

the ' Address ' is more charitable in its language than many of its predecessors

issued by the Wesleyans. Opprobrious epithets are sparingly used, and many
ingenious questions put, which the Christian might be puzzled to answer without

assuming the existence of the Being which ought to be proved.

It ought to be stated that the Wesleyan ministers are not allowed to write a

direct and separate treatise in reply to their opponents, unless the council approve

the ministers' production. The council of the Wesleyan association forbid their

ministers to enter into wordy debate with opponents. Further, they are not

allowed to print an * address ' without the sanction of the said council. Such may
be a sufficient reason to Methodist members why the present 'Address' is not

specially devoted to some known class of freethinkers' works in refutation of their

arguments. And it may also appear anonymously for fear of bringing its author

into personal conflict with an opponent. Such might be considered entering upon

controversial ground, which is forbidden by the council. It is, however, certain

that the Wesleyan minister and the association have adopted the present 'Address'

whether Mr. Bambridge is its author or not. They are being sold at one penny

each to the members and scholars of the old Wesleyan association. Some mem-
bers are given to understand that it is an answer to * some ' tracts of Robert Owen
in such a way as would meet the * unwonted efforts of some men ' who seek * to de-

tach you from your religious associates, and to create in you a dislike to a pro-

fession of Christianity.*
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ADVANTAGES OF ART TO THE PROPAGANDIST.
PART II.

The Case op the Poor Man's Bees.

BY CHRISTOPHER.

* The learned/ says Quintilian, 'know the principles of an art—the illiterate, iti effects.*

He has in these words fixed the boundaries between taste (appreciation) and science.

—

Daniel Webb.

To make an effective statement, it is

indispensable that the facts (well-authen-

ticated, of course) be arranged in such a
way that those which are to sustain the

greatest share of the argument shall

appear most prominent—^Just as the

painter disposes the several parts of a
picture, whereby those which are most
interesting appear in the light. This
plan was followed by the ancient orators,

who possibly derived those principles of

order, definiteness, and precision, for

which their orations are remarkable,
from the contemplation of well-com-
posed pictures and sculptured groups.

Some of the most interesting cases

which occupied the lawyers of ancient

Rome were suits preferred by the poor
against the rich. The most famous of

which are to be found in the declamations

ofQuintilian. Quintilian (it would seem),

before composing a statement for an
humble and illiterate client, would note

down all that the poor man had to urge,

taking such rude account as he was ca-

pable of giving in such burning and
indignant words as the poor commonly
utter when goaded by tyranny. Out of

such chaos of anger, hatred, revenge, and
madness, would the great lawyer select

such portions as appeared to him like-

liest to establish the point in dispute,

and group or arrange them in such admi-
rable order, and with so much respect to

the feelings outraged, that, so far from
the poor man's confused story losing

any of its natural strength, it derived

additional vigour in the process—and
yet the story, as reproduced by the

pleader, was no more than the original

story methodised by art. The leading

facts remained unaltered—they were but
differently disposed, and the various

details which constituted them ascer-

tained and defined ; and it was thus that

the simplest case was sometimes found
to be sufficiently important to excite the

highest interest, attention, and respect.

There is amongst the examples of

Quintilian a case entitled * The Poor
Man's Bees.'* A man, old and poor,

managed, by great frugality, to sustain

himself on a small freehold estate by
keeping bees. A rich man, who owned
the adjacent property, complained that

his flowers were injured by the poor
man's bees, and ordered them to be
removed. The poor man refused to

comply, whereupon the rich man
sprinkled a liquor (or poison) on his

flowers, which had the effect of destroy-

ing the bees. The poor man prefers his

suit for damages sustained by the rich

man's act. The charge is made by the

poor man, who is made to speak in per-*

son a full hour in the statement of his

simple case— throughout which he
never once leaves the subject, nor utters

a word tending to weaken his argument.
In opening the case, the old man anti-

cipated the surprise which the court

might feel that one so mean should

dare to sue a rich man of tried hard-

heartedness—who,addsthe aged speaker,

must needs be a dangerous opponent,

even though he did not dabble in poison.

He then justifies his bringing the action

for so small a damage by remarking how
small the damage was which annoyed
the rich man, so as to prompt him to

use poison ; and he reminds the judges

• The following abstract is made from a

quaint translation of Quintilian, Declama-

tion XIII. Printed for John Taylor, St.

Paul's Churchyard. 1686.
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that the bees destroyed were a property
by no means inconsiderable to one to

whom they were the only means of sup-

port : and he further remarks on the

probable consequences of his bringing
the action, * that anyhow it would be
some comfort for him to endure his rich

neighbour's anger rather than live on
the object of his contempt—so that, on
this account, he was prepared to run the

risks attendant on the course he had
taken, and, if he failed, what little pro-
perty he had left must " walk for it "

—

and, should that be the result, he would
not utter one word of complaint.' Again,
with respect to the actual amount of his

loss, it was, in reality, no very great

matter ; but, for the insignificance of the

amount, there was nothing remarkable
in that, for it would be strange if a poor
man could lose any great sum. Again,
for the fact of his choosing to vindicate

his little loss (a few bees) by form of

law, that would not appear strange if

coupled with the fact that a few flowers

should be vindicated with no less than
poison. The old man further assured

the judges, that though the injury he
had received was such as to debar him
from all hope of supporting himself in

his low condition, yet, had it been in-

flicted for any fault of his—if his oppo-
nent's anger had been well founded,

though his punishment was unmerciful
—he (the poor man) had borne with it

contentedly. He had well considered

all things in reference to the case, and
his belief was that the rich man had
only one object in view, which was to

eject plaintifl' from the neighbourhood.
With this preface, the patriarch begins

his story by describing the little pro-

perty where he hived his bees as a small

piece of ground (left him by his father),

a poor scantling, neither planted like a
vineyard nor fruitful like a cornfield,

nor rich meadow land, but only a little

dry glebe, with a bank of thyme and a
cottage within the enclosure. The
plaintiff proceeded to say that his farm
was originally surrounded by a number
of other small farms like his own, which
were also cultivated by people of his

own condition. These had been seized

one by one, on various pretexts, by the

rich man, who had succeeded in packing
off the small proprietors with their

wives and children to seek their fortunes

elsewhere. Thus the plaintiff found
himself in old age the last of his class,

fenced about by the large eatate of a
powerful neighbour, who contrived to

deprive him of even a right of entry to

his grounds—at least such as was indis-

pensable to the keeping of flocks and
herds. Hence the idea first struck him
of keeping bees, or rather of arranging
for bees to keep him. Hence the nature
of the offence of which the rich man
complained—hence the malicious injury

the rich man inflicted on him, and hence
the suit he had to prefer.

The old man's statement is made up
of a great number of minute details ar-

tistically blended for the given object of

setting forth the unmitigated cruelty

done him, so that justice might not be

denied. It is in the use made of the

minutiae that the advocate displays the

artist. It would seem that he deeply

studied and sifted a volume of talk which
his aged client readily poured into his

ear, and with observant mind drew the

distinction betwixt old age and youth.

Quintilian felt that the judges would, in

common respect for old age, tolerate

that garrulity and proneness to particu-

larisation which is the characteristic of

age. Under this consideration the aged
bee keeper troubles their lordships with

an interesting and animated description

of that particular part of his little estate

which, for sundry good reasons, he had
assured himself was best suited for his

hives. The touching picture of the

chosen spot in its prosperous time, when
by great ingenuity and industry it had
been brought to something like the pro-

prietor's idea of perfection, goes a long

way to convince one of the extent of the

injury received by the owner.

The description completed, the

speaker adds several curious particulars

of his peculiar modes of making hives,

treatment of the spring swarms, pre-

serving the bees in frosty weather, and
so on, all of which must have interested

the court, besides tending to show that

the little duties of bee keeping were such
as old age was well qualified to perform.

As the old man observed, he found among
his hives something to do to pass away
the wearisomeness and tedium of his

declining years, in addition to the in-

come he derived from the sale of the

honey. Being old he had a just dis-
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mission from labour, and was happy in

having such well-disposed creatures to

labour for him.
The aged countryman then relates

what passed between him and the wealthy
poisoner on the occasion of receiving

notice to remove the bees. The rich

man called him out on a sudden and
thus addressed him ;

—
* How now, can't

you keep in your bees ? Can't you make
'em fly within your own bounds ? Let
'em not light upon my flowers. Let 'em
not gather ambrosia out of anything of

mine. Sirrah, remove them.' To which
the old man answered : — * Whither,
proud tyrant, shall I carry them ?' The
narrator here confessed to the judges
that though he spake thus boldly to the
rich man, yet he was not so stout-hearted
as to be undisturbed by his threats ; in-

deed, he began to think of removing his

house and plants and bees. But he re-

flected—where could he go, where find a
piece of ground where he would not have
some rich man or other for a neighbour ?

Even while he was thus devising what
was best to be done, the rich man
smeared his flowers with deadly juices,

turning their honey into poison j so that

the bees, rising betimes one morning to

seek in accustomed haunts the daily

allowance of sweets, sipped of the bale-

ful juice, and one by one expired. The
speaker, as an eye witness, gives a har-
rowing account of the poisoned bees

;

how that some died while yet sipping of

the flowers, others dropped while on the
wing, and some as they had just reached
the hive. In one word, my lords (said

the poor man), that famous hive of mine,
known farther than its poor master, is

come to nothing.

Here the speaker proceeds to com-
ment upon the illegality of keeping
poison in the house, observing that
innocency seldom abides with that man
who keeps in his possession a secret and
wicked power of revenge ; such persons,
he added, it may be will hate not the
bad only, but the good will sometimes
fall victims to their malice. He then
calculates the peril of living in the
power of persons disposed like the de-

fendant'—arguing that if he go unchecked,
and retain the liberty to poison, the

purchase of a fresh stock of bees would
be plain folly, as he (the poor man)
would have no guarantee that they would
not be poisoned also. The rich man's

plea next comes under consideration.

The plea stands thus :—That no damage
was done, as the creature destroyed was
wild, and no man's property in particular

—that the act was not malicious, being
called for by the bees having been the

first aggressors, and further, that defen-

dant committed the act on his own pro-

perty—and lastly, that he only sprinkled

a little poison on his own flowers, and
that the bees came to the flowers of

their own accord and at their own peril.

The plaintiflf proceeds to set aside the

plea, by saying that such dealing of one
neighbour towards another was mani-
festly unjust, unneighbourly, and crimi-

nal. With this remark he proceeds to

treat, in a general way, on the origin of

property, tracing wealth and possessions

to the diligence of man in reclaiming

waste lands and the taming of wild

creatures ; and he urges upon the con-

sideration of the court the analogy
betwixt his taking the young swarms of

bees from the hollow trunk of a deserted

tree, to the first capture of wild animals
for domestic training and use ; and likens

the hiving and other attentions which
the bees had received at his hands to

the stalling of oxen, the cooping of

birds, and the payment of labourers.

That, as he had been to much trouble

and some expense with the bees, there-

fore they had become his property, and
another could have no more right to kill

his bees than to steal his hives. They
were his by as good a title as that by
which the rich man held his flocks and
herds ; they were a property which
might be presented to a friend, or

sold to a customer. For the real da-

mage done him, it might very well

be defined—it had robbed him of his

income, deprived him of his revenue.

To that part of the defence made by
defendant—to wit, that the act com-
mitted by him was lawful, seeing that he

did it upon his own property—the old

man asks the aid of the court, as the

kind of knowledge required to manage
such a plea could not be expected of a

poor country client. He begs the judges

to inform him the whereabouts of that

locality, if any such there be, where a

man might openly commit crime with

impunity. Sanction such a place (said

the speaker) and you open up a broad-

way for all kinds of wickedness. The
highway robber or murderer might come
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to avail himself of such a plea. Of old

(continued the speaker) your lords of

manors, after having thrust the com-
monality from the soil, under a plea of
this sort took up with the practice of rob-

bing travellers and stealing cattle ; now,
forsooth, it is set up as a title for poison-
ing. My lords, if a man may do one
illegal thing in any place, he may do
everything illegal within the same
bounds. Truly, if a man may take upon
himself to avenge his own grievances,

then there is an end of law and magis-
tracy, and we shall all be sent to * club
law,' then the weakest must needs go to

the wall, and the poor endure hard
bondage under a new oligarchy. The
plaintiff now, turning to the defendant,

tells him, that whatever confidence his

great riches may give him, whatever
distinctions he may claim as springing

from wealth, if he would admit that it

was fitting for a poor man but to live,

why then inequality of fortune was, in the

eye of the law,as nothing—they stood be-

fore the court on equal terms. If his bees

had really done any damage, he (the rich

man) ought to have righted himself at

law, instead of taking the course he did,

thereby depriving him (the poor man)
of the privilege of a defence. The old

man next rates his adversary for making
such an outcry about a few flowers j then

describes the ingenious process by which
the bee extracts honey—how that it

vorks with the carefulness and precision

of a geometrician—and that, far from
causing tiny harm to the flowers, the bee
makes a requital for all that it extracts

by leaving the flavour of honey on the

blossoms. Here the old countryman
asks ironically if his friend could call

this a damage to avenge by poison. He
then refers to the affirmation of the

defendant, that he had ordered plaintiff

to remove the bees ; truly, said the

latter, he ordered me to remove my
bees, but, unless he was justified ia so

doing, I hope the mere fact of his ordsr-

ing will not serve his defence. Lastly,

said the plaintiff, for that part of the plea

which says the bees came to their deaths

of their own accord, shall I ascribe it to

the impudence or sottishness of the de-

fendant, that he hopes to carry this point

against me ? Why, had he mixed and
offered poison to a man, he might as well

have pleaded that the man put the cup
to his own lips ; had he put an assassin

in ambush to waylay and murder a tra-

veller, he might have alleged the travel-

ler voluntarily sought the murderer's
knife; or had he maliciously placed a
weapon in the dark, and the victim had
trodden thereon, he (the rich man)
might have exculpated himself by the
same plea. No, my lords (said the old
man), there are two main things to

be considered—the intention and the
issue. "What was the rich man's inten-

tion when he laid the poison ? That he
might destroy my bees. "What was the

issue! They were destroyed accord-
ingly.

Precursory to his reference to damages
the old man again indulges the court
with a minute and beautiful account of

the hive-bee, its birth, growth, industry,

ingenuity, and economy. He says it is

a creature he knows not how to admire
sufficiently, being, as it were, ' a picture

in little* of man—only, with this differ-

ence, alas ! (said the speaker bitterly)

the bee displays its ability in collecting

honey, but we men are better at finding

poison. The old man had acquired a
strong affection for his bees, for his own
famous hives. He could not tell the

court the market value of his affection

for the bees. His affection, perhaps,

was great compared with the motive.

Upon reflection it must appear mon-
strous that the rich should look with
envy on the poor^yet such unhappily
was often the case. His loss was indeed
small, but he was both proud and fond
of his bees. He had received many
comforts springing from their willing

industry, and ho had felt a sort of grati-

tude in return for their kindness.

Therefore it was that their loss doubly
afflicted him, and therefore it was that

he felt outraged by the manner of their

deaths. It could not be that any in-

jury received had called for such an act

;

for, when his neighbour destroyed the

bees, he spoiled his own flowers into the

bargain. Surely avarice must have
dictated and malice must have plotted a
deed so base, so treacherous, and «o
cruel.

Such was the defence of the poor man !

Let the propagandist and advocate

ponder over this wonderful piece of art,

and learn from it precaution, selection,

completeness, exhaustiveness, and na-

tural force, the value of thought and
simplicity.
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Prom which any earnest opponent may controvert our opinions, and frooi which any may expound viewa
not coincident with our own, if tending to the Rationalisation of Theology.

FREETH INKING IN CARLISLE.

To the Editor of the Reasoner,

SiE,—The utility and timely appearance of your two articles upon Organisation

can be illustrated by a review of the present position of the sects of theologians in

Carlisle. As you are aware, Carlisle is a cathedral city, and being so, enjoys all

the privileges resulting from a numerous staffof the priesthood. With an average

attendance of three persons during the days which occur between each Sunday,

some twelve major and minor canons have discovered a want of that amount of

exercise which is generally conceived to be necessary to keep things in good work-

ing order. A little more spiritual assistance to the inmates of the various work-

houses had been suggested as a remedy; but as the Board of Guardians have re-

fused to grant certain required salaries as remuneration, this idea seems falling

through.

Since yon delivered a lecture in last June there has been a continuous and sys-

tematic warfare against Freethinking. The first stimulant to this campaign of

declamation, and, in some instances, personal persecution, was the discovery, by

the clergy of the Church of England and some of the dissenting congregations,

that the two working men's reading rooms then established were nurseries where

rationalism was publicly studied and discussed. To counteract the tendencies

they conceived would be the result, they introduced into these institutions a few

spiritual subordinates, with instructions to obtain the exclusion of anti-scriptwal

works, and the discontinuance of argumentation upon questions purely appertain-

ing to clerical functionaries. These men worked upon the weaknesses of the

religionists forming a portion of the members, but, with a few slight exceptions,

they most signally failed to execute their designs. Still they created division ; and,

although unable to obtain the destruction of these unsectarian institutions, they

have caused the withdrawal from them of the greater part of the religionists who
belonged to them. As a compensation for this sacrifice to their faith, a building

has been erected for their especial use, from which all freethinking persons and

works are vigorously excluded, and no member of what they term the two reading

rooms can be admitted, unless he acknowledges that ho has been an infidel, and

follows up the acknowledgment by a public recantation before the members

!

This first onslaught against freethought has been succeeded by others.

Another institution, termed the ' Religious Reading Room,' has been founded,

in which, for the low sum of one penny weekly, working men can fully satisfy the

longings of their spiritual nature. And further, under the patronage of the Lord

Bishop has been established a ' Church of England Reading Room.' All these

* establishments ' have not been considered a completion, and weekly lectures have

been appended, as an auxiliary to supply the deficiency. On the Monday night,

there is generally announced a lecture in the ' Church of England Reading

Room,' by the Dean or some other servant of the church, upon biography,

which will admit of the apostrophising of eminent divines, and the beauties

of sacred writings, and the wholesale condemnation of the pernicious pub-

lications of the day, and the profane character of the present and past ages, who

are, and have been, engaged in their distribution. On the Tuesday night, the
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space of the ' Religious Reading Room ' is occupied by listenere to a dissertation

upon the manifestations of divine existence, or the narrow-mindedness and dan-
gerous character of those who are disbelievers. Wednesday night is * church night,'

consequently lectures are delivered elsewhere. On Thursday and Friday nights
the large room of the Mechanics' Institute is devoted to the hearing of lectures
upon the authenticity of the Scriptures, and the development of divine truth.

This institution, like others, has rules forbidding religious controversy ; and on an
occasion when a Rev. Mr. Cockett delivered an address upon the authenticity of

the Scriptures, some members having questioned the legality of the subject, the
matter was explained by a statement to the effect, that those doctrines which
agreed with established creeds were not controversial, and that it was the oppo-
site of these to which the rules applied. Yet, withal, freethinking is strong in

Carlisle; the opposition to it betoktns its importance. Its strength, however, is

quiet and secret. Its adherents are numerous, but isolated and unorganised; and
the consequence is, they are compelled to hear, without a public murmur, the

storm of antagonism and declamation which is so continuously opened upon them.

And what is the remedy for these galling inflictions but that organisation which

you now propound ? What other process can give direction to freethinking intel-

ligence and earnestness ? What other means can be taken to render active our

inert power, to plant our opinions as an existing belief, and to force that respect

for our conscience which is so necessary to our happiness and our moral respect?

As freethinkers, under existing circumstances, most of us sacrifice much to the

claims of our conscience. That sacrifice is, however, a duty. Many now admit

that freethinkers are, in some respects, intelligent men ; and nothing can make
them appear lighter in the scale of human estimation than their eschewing the

adoption, for what they conceive to be truth, of those means which those whom they

conceive to be in error adopt with such success. It can scarcely be doubted, how-

ever, that a freethinker's organisation will be a common one, and have merely to

deal with the ordinary oppositions which always beset the propagation of non-

established doctrines. The redemption from error of our fellows and ourselves

depends upon our morality, perseverance, and straightforwardness. Before our

organisation is commenced we must consider well the necessary endowments.

Yet with all the difficulties that are to be overcome, there is much pleasure to be

expected from the undertaking. The more obstacles there are to overcome, the

more evils there are to banish, and the greater amount of joy to result. It must

elevate the freethinker when he reflects that he is engaged in a cause which,

instead of forcing him to mingle through life in the midst of hoary bigotry

and superstition, he is clearing for himself a path which will enable him to go

to the grave unhurt by those fears which the horrors of opposite creeds, in his

isolation and mental and physical weakness, inflict upon him in his last hours

—and that the philosophy of his death is an agreement with the conacientious phi-

losophy of his life.

Carlisle, Jan. 26, 1852. F. W.

CURIOUS TREATMENT OF A CHRISTIAN BY CHRISTIANS.

Sib,—A lecture, in behalf of the 'Christian Young Men's Association,' has just

been delivered in the Town Hall, Hanley, by the Rev. T. AUin, of Altrincham, on
* The Inspiration of the Holy Scriptures, with an examination of the theories of

Coleridge and Morell.' John Ridgway, Esq., was installed in the chair, and the
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meeting was commenced by the reading of 2 Tim. chap. iii. ; a chapter in which

certain parties are denounced as ' traitors, corrupt, reprobate,' &c. Particular

stress was laid on the words * but they shall proceed no further : their folly shall

be manifest unto all men.' The Rev. J. Simon then offered prayer, and the chair-

man introduced the lecturer by praising him in almost every conceivable form;

eulogium was heaped upon eulogiam, till I ejaculated with Sheridan's Don Jerome,
' anything more ?'

The lecturer himself seemed the most tolerant of all the parties who spoke.

Throughout his lecture (in which he, of course, triumphantly demolished the

theories he came to oppose) he abstained from all abusive language, and at the

close he even conceded the innocency of speculative opinions, if conscientiously

held, in something like these terms :

—

* If there is but a possibility that the Bible

is true, it behoves us to give the most earnest attention to it before we reject it:

we ought to sit down calmly, and with an unbiassed judgment weigh over the evi-

dence on both sides before- wo come to the conclusion that it is false, for nothing

else can acquit us when we come to stand before the bar of God.'

After the lecture a young man rose and asked if it were permissible to put a

question? The Rev. J. M. Martyn replied that *no discussion would be allowed;

they had come to that conclusion because it was easy for any person to come there

and annoy them,' The meeting applauded. The young man rose again to say (as

I afterwards found out) that he was a Christian, that he did not wish to hold any

discussion, but merely intended to ask for information. But before he could speak

a word, so great was the prevailing horror of discussion, he was met with a per-

fect storm of yells, intermingled with cries of ' sit down,' ' we won't hear you.'

When the storm had subsided Mr. Martyn rose again, and served up a piece of

exquisite flattery to the lecturer, the peroration to which was, a request that the

lecture should be published: he then with recklessness proceeded to speak of

Carlyle in a disparaging manner, charging him with * puerility,' and averring that

*the publication of the lecture would be fatal to those puerilities.' Carlyle's chief

crime, however, in Mr. Martyn's eyes, seemed to be that in his ' Life of Sterling '

he had ' dared to call the Jewish Scriptures, Hebrew old clothes.' L. J. Abington,

Esq., next adverted to the efforts of the ' opposite school,' and directed a quantity

of sarcasm against the luckless individual who had so disturbed their peace, mis-

taking him for a Freethinker instead of a ' Christian young man.' He began

to talk of * flippancy,' of 'getting up to speak of what he knew nothing about.'

I stood outside the Hall when the young man came out ; he was surrounded by a

company of youths (apparently from 17 to 20 years of age) making insulting

remarks. He tried to explain to them, but they could not, or would not, under-

stand him, for the only answer he got was a boisterous laugh—he walked away.

From their subsequent conversation I gathered that they were all members of

the ' Christian Young Men's Association,' except two.

Facts like these show the necessity for an organisation of freethinkers. The
religious bodies are aware of the progress of free inquiry, and are doing their

utmost to oppose it—hence such associations as the ' Christian Young Men's.'

Lectures are delivered, and however freethinkers are misrepresented, however

absurd the views maintained, there is no appeal ; discussion is put down as an

annoyance, in order to conceal the unwillingness of the clergy to enter into it.

There are many intelligent freethinkers in the Potteries, but they do not know
each other : if they were organised, they would be able to counteract the efforts
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of the opposite party, and be capable of immense service to freethought. To
present a correct view of rationalism is at the present time of the utmost impor-

tance. I have worked,and so have others with whom I am acquainted,by distributing

the Rtasonety * Logic of Death,' &c., but the eflfect produced by isolated efforts is

nothing compared with the effect which might be produced by co-operation.

Menenius.

FRENCH, SPANISH, AND ITALIAN DEMOCRATIC COMMITTEE.

This committee, which recently existed in Paris, published a Manifesto of its prin-

ciples. The manifesto is divided into sections, among which is one upon Religion,

which *Mullier' has translated and forwards as worthy of a place in the Reasoner.

* There is no word oftener in the mouths of the enemies pf modem civilisation and the

principles upon which it reposes than the word religion. They repeat it continually,

and incessantly oppose it as an accusation or defiance against their adversaries. Being

vaguely sensible that it corresponds to something immortal in man, to an absolute social

necessity, they seek in it the strength which they are deficient of; they make of it a

sort of exclusive and distinctive property. But what is religion to them 1 Things

radically opposed to each other. In Spain and Italty, pure Catholicism flourishes. In

France, including Algeria, besides Catholicism there are certain Protestant com-

munions divided between Judaism and Mahoraetanism, equally acknowledged by law.

The same variety is observed in the rest of Europe where the most different sects and

religions abound. However, of these religions one cannot be true without the other being

false. Under the same name of religion is understood indifferently the most opposite

beliefs, the most contrary worships, invested with the same rights and declared worthy

of the same respects. To adore Christ is a religion, to blaspheme him, another. Can

a more impious and sacrilegious contradiction be conceived ? And what is religion,

thus understood, but a political and ruling instrument by means of which governments

keep the people under subjection, upholding the priests who hlep them, sharing with

them power, riches, and establishing their common sway over the abasement and igno*

ranee ofnations? This is not all, their religious proscribings of one another have caused,

by the reciprocal hatred which they inspire, the most horrible ills to humanity, arming

in the name of God brothers against brothers. What atrocious struggles, what dreadful

wars have they not created, setting up murder, massacre, and extermination as a principle

of right and a holy act. But when the contest, through the inequality of forces,

ceased, then intolerance, taking another form, engendered those frightful persecutions

that even now some few zealots dare to regret loudly—such as dungeons, the rack, the

gibbet, the halter, the axe, the stake, and tortures without number. By the side of

these horrors, the fear of science, ignorance systematically kept up to maintain sub-

mission, ridiculous practices and absurd superstitions substituted to real duties, whence

weakness of conscience, corruption of moral subordinated to blind faith in incompre-

hensible dogmas. This is what the defenders of the past call religion. Indeed , it is not

ours, it is not the religion vrhich is to guide the march of humanity towards the future.

Our religion is the bond between man and man, consequently comprising the laws of

intelligence and of love; itis the progress without bound of science, of right, and of duty,

by the natural development of freethought and free conscience; it is the application to

society as well as to individuals of the holy maxims of Universal Moral, out of which
there is no life.'
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HYPNOTISM.

Hypnotism is a new term employed to distinguish a state of sleep different from

common sleep, and yet not the sleep of mesmerism. The sleep produced by the

biologists seems to be the kind of sleep intended. Mr. Horatio Prater has pub-

lished lectures on this subject. It is not possible for us usefully to enter into a

discussion upon this topic, not having any pretension to the right knowledge in

reference to it. The author professes to ground his objections to the teaching of

the Zoist on personally-ascertained facts—not upon mere book recitals of facts.

This is the true way to arrive at the truth ; and on this account Mr. Prater's book

will not be considered decisive against special views of mesmerists, but only as

suggestive of the kind of experiments any one should attempt who wishes to test

the subject. These lectures are specified as being upon *true and false mes-

merism.' The author admits some truth in mesmerism, and very properly en-

deavours to separate therefrom the false. Which is the/alseis an important ques-

tion, and as a help to detect this these lectures are offered. There is the common
tone of imputation about these lectures which has been so great a cause of the non-

reception of the question by the public. While writers on both sides persist in

considering each other as impostors or dupes, the public will take them both at their

own word, and no anxious attention be given and no rational inquiry entered

upon. G. J. H.

GUIDE TO THE LECTURE ROOM.

Literary Institution, John St., Fitzroy Sq.—Feb

.

22nd [7], Thomas Cooper, ' Roman History.'
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their Employers.' 26th [8^], Henry Knight,
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[8], P. W. Perfitt, 'James I. and the Church.'

South London Hall, Webber Street, Blackfriars

Road.—February 2gth [7], G. J. Holyoake, 'The
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East London Literary and Scientific Institution,
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' Popular Theology.'
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Every Friday [8^], Mr. J. B. O'Brien, ' Home and
Foreign Politics.' Every Sunday [74J, on ' Moral
and Social Science.'

Mr. Gardner's School Room, Preston.—The
Friends of Political and Social Reform meet every

Sunday at 2 p.m.

Commercial Hall, Philpot Street, Commercial
Road East.—Theological Discussions every Sun-
day morning [11], Sunday evening [7], Tuesday
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—Every Sunday, Monday, and Thursday [8^], a
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We have been requested to announce in the Reasoner that M. Augusta Comte has
been deprived of his post in the Polytechnic School in Paris through the jealousy

of parties and the despotism of the President. The friends of this eminent
philosopher in France and England are endeavouring to raise funds for him to

continue his scientific works—without aid he will not be able to do it. Sub-
scriptions are received by Mons. E. Lettrfe, 48, Rue de I'ouest, Paris.

A correspondent, Nottingham, writes :—Your paragraph on Vanini,in Reasoner

295, recalls to my mind an incident connected with the above name, which I think

deserves record. When Mr. E. V. Smith, son of the late — Smith, newsagent, of

the Tradesman's Mart in this town (himself a martyr in the cause of free discus-

sion) was taken to the church to be christened, the officiating priest, on hearing

the ominous prsenonym 'Vanini,' refused to proceed with the ceremony, demanding

to know if the father was aware whence the name was derived ? The father (I

believe) had to obviate the difficulty by saying something to the effect that it was

a family name, before the priest would consent to complete the ceremony.

A correspondent, Southampton, writes :—I have sent you a little pamphlet

which a friend of mine and myself have been compelled to publish, on account of

the bigoted attacks to which the Unitarians have been subjected. We are insulted

much more than you would be. At a town meeting, held on the 12th inst., to de-

vise a plan and procure subscriptions for the relief of the sufferers by the Amazon
catastrophe, the clergy drew up resolutions, and spoke of Christian sympathy. A
gentleman objected to the word ' Christian' on the ground that he was thereby exclu-

ded, and that upon such an occasion not a word should be introduced which marked

religious differences. Thereupon a religious storm arose. Why don't you visit this

part of the country? Although you are wrong in your views (so I think), still your

infidelity is so much better than the orthodoxy of this priestridden town, that it

would be a gain if it took its place.

The Westminster Review says *No thinker of ordinary intelligence can fail to

perceive, not merely difference in degree of completeness, but contrast, between

the religious conceptions which represented the Deity as sanctioning or prescrib-

ing the cunning trickery of Jacob, or the savage cruelties of Joshua, and those

which preside over the sublime remonstrances of the prophets ; but the ex-

planation is still sought in the theory of accommodation, that is, the puerile and

unworthy religious conceptions invariably accompanying an absence of intellectual

culture, which in other nations are referred to the general principles of human
development, are, in the case of the Hebrews, supposed to have been benevolent

falsities on the part of the true God, whereby he allured a barbarous race to this

recognition and worship.'

We have to thank Mr. Scholy, of Midgate, for the exertions which he re-

ports.—The ' Letter on the Worker's Library' when the catalogue is out. —The
'Dialogue,' by W. B., we respectfully decline.—A. T. E., of Sheffield, will ap-

pear.—J. H., Bradford, declined.—Justitias, Blackburn, does not understand the

rules on which reports can be adopted. A report which has the same fault of dis-

paragement as the matter reported, can only appear as an account divested of the

antagonisms.—J. M. O.'s enclosue to hand.—The 16s, from friends in Duckenfield

have been handed to Mr. Bendall for the survivors of Mrs. E. S. Carlile.

lK>ndon: Printed by Holyoake, Tyndale, & Co., 3, Queen's Head Passage, Paternoster-row; and Pub-
lished by J. Watson, 3, Queen's Head Passage, Paternoster Row. Wednesday, Feb. 18th, 1862.
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STERLING'S LETTERS TO CONINGHAM.
The * Life of John Sterling,' by Thomas Carlyle,ha8 excited an interest in religious

quarters beyond any book from the same pen, and many will be glad to learn more
of what certain Christians call the * inner life ' of Sterling. This information is

afforded by the publication of * Twelve Letters ' of John Sterling not to be found

in Archdeacon Hare's Life, nor in the portraitures of Sterling and his contem-

poraries which constitute Carlyle's late work.

These Twelve Letters of Sterling, to which reference is here made, were ad-

dressed to Mr. William Coningham, of Brighton, and it is to him that the public

are indebted for their appearance. Mr. William Coningham is a gentleman whose

name has lately become familiar to the public by the interest he has taken in

popular movements, and by the generous services he has rendered both by his

speeches and his pen. His lecture on ' The Working Men's Associations of

Paris,' and his Letters in the Leader on ' Social Reform,' contain the best as-

certained information on those subjects which has been published for some time.

Mr. Coningham is a member of the Sterling family—a cousin, we believe, of

John Sterling; and the Twelve Letters now published *for circulation among the

people' were addressed to him, and inform us better of the definite nature of the

conclusions arrived at by the distinguished son of the editor of the Times than we

think can be gathered elsewhere.

Mr. Coningham having written to Sterling on certain theories of Christianity,

he received this passage in reply :
—

* Among the very many theories of Christi-

anity which I have seen, there are few that seem to me to have any superiority

over the one you urge, and none more compatible with the highest personal con-

scientiousness and devotion. There are certain parts of your view which, I think,

you will have to modify ; but I have no wish to hasten any such change. Live

and learn 1 You have yet read but a few of the great schemes on these enormous

matters, which must be more or less understood, by any one who is to possess the

secure sense of commanding the best knowledge attainable. More than half of

all German theology, for the last fifty years, has turned upon the controversy

about the literal accuracy and plenary inspiration of the book we call the Bible.

On the nature and degree of its authority depends, in great part, the religious

doctrine of every Christian. No English book gives a plausible share of this kind

of information.'

We will quote a few paragraphs from other letters, indicating the subject by a

side-head.

[No. 300.] INo. 15, Vol.XII.]

[ONE PENNY.]
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Bible—its Errors undeniable.—* After long and very painful resistance

of mind, I was forced to admit, that if I am to follow honestly the best light

aflforded me, I must own there is error in the Scriptures, and that the denial of

this is, in an adequately instructed man, a mere lying for God^-one of the most

absurd and suicidal of all human superstitions.'

Christianity—amenable to Moral Criticism.—'^What I can fairly say to any

one I at all confide in, is this :—That the progress of thought and of investigation,

has made untenable for instructed men any view of Christianity, not resting its

claims mainly on an assertion of the suitableness of the Christian scheme to the

higher and better demands of the conscience, and the sanctified reason ; that all theo-

logies must henceforth and for ever be rejected, which propound any arbitrary in-

scrutable plan of divine government, and reject the consideration of the conformity

of the mind of God to the most benevolent and reasonable views of a wise and

good man,'

Rousseau—his Truth of Character.—*I have lately been reading a good deal,

both of Voltaire and Rousseau, and with much more interest in both of them than

it would be orthodox to acknowledge. Every thing in Rousseau, not springing

directly from his own individual feeling and experience, seems mere trash, though

often eloquent. But when he relates his own history, or paints the feelings and

circumstances of Julie, he is a true and great poet, and often a most noble,

generous man.'

Voltaire—his Salutary Influence.—* Voltaire had evidently far less real

feeling than Rousseau, though far more than the great majority of his severest

critics, and the common opinion in England is far from doing him justice, even

as a poet. His polemical writings which have brought him into such bad name

among us, are, no doubt, often very fallacious and very impudent, but, on the

whole, present a state of thought far more legitimate and honest for that age, than

the dead, inane orthodoxy of eighteenth-century Romanism.'

Voltaire— HIS Success.—*0n the whole, Englishmen are generally not at all

aware how completely Voltaire succeeded in the great controversial object of his lifCj

and that on the continent, there is certainly not above one educated man in ten

who has not very great doubts of the reality of any of the miracles in the Bible
j

and this I believe true, even of Germany.*

Inquiry— ITS Successful Extirpation in England.— * Few things have

lately struck me as more remarkable, than the connection of causes—the interest

of the rich !n the Established Church, and that of the clergy in extirpating in-

quiry, which have as yet completely excluded from this country all knowledge q/

controversies that have really revolutionised the thought of all the rest of Europe.'

The Twelfth Letter is remarkable for its political sagacity. The extracts we
have quoted will give an idea of the distinctness and value of that testimony

borne by Sterling on interesting points.

These Twelve Letters were first printed for private circulation in 1848. Mr.

Coningham has, however, reprinted them, as is above remarked, * for circulation

among the People,* and at a penny only, published by OUivier in London and

Wallis in Brighton. They can be had through Mr. Watson, in whose hands a

quantity have been placed. An attention of this kind to the desires and means of

the many deserves corresponding acknowledgment, and a demand for them by
those for whom they have been provided will be appropriate. In special con-

troversies on kindred topics—where respectable authority and indubitable testi-

mony are needed—it will be useful that our friends have these * Twelve Letters '

at hand. G. J. Holyoake.
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THE EVANGELICAL PRIZE RING.

We are told that Jesus of Galilee was a disciple of peace, that he preached good-

will to man; at other times he is reported to have said that he brought a sword on

earth, and his mission was to set people at variance; and we read in the * History

of Palestine,* by the Rev. Mr. Russell (p. 2G3), that several sects of Christians * fight

for the possession of the Holy Sepulchre at Bethlehem ;' and * a few years ago,

during the celebration of the Christmas festivals, at which Mr. Bankes was present,

a battle took place, in which some of the combatants were wounded and others

severely beaten ; and in the preceding season the privilege of saying mass at the

altar on that particular day had been disputed, at the door of the sanctuary itself,

with drawn swords.'

This is the description by a Christian of what takes place at the spot where this

peasant is said to have been born. I fear this is a too faithful description of the

Christian character if what they say of each other be correct.* Let the Catholic

describe the church * as by law established,' then read the Churchman's description

of the Catholic, and then listen to the Dissenter's description of them both.

At Gotham, a village six miles south west of Nottingham, a notable combat
took place on Thursday, February 22nd, and was reported in the Nottingham

Journal of February 30th. It there appears that in addition to the church estab-

lished by Act of Parliament, there are the Wesleyan Methodists, the New Metho-

dists, and that low type of Christianity in this country—the Ranters. The New
Methodists bought some ground to build a new meeting house upon. This gave great

offence to the Primitives, who thought they had the exclusive right to do the

Galilean's work in Gotham. Things grew very unpleasant, and at length James
Bowley, on the part of the News, and John Hallara, on the part of the Ranters,

agreed to fight it out; and in the presence of four hundred villagers, and most of

the members of both sects, and nearly in a state of nudity, being supplied with

spirits by the female members, did these combatants contend during forty-six

rounds, and for the space of one hour and twenty minutes—being, as the report

goes (by an eye-witness) * the longest fight we have had at Gotham for the last

twenty-five years.* If this disgraceful scene had taken place between Budhists

and Mahometans about a mosque, what a theme for the platform at a missionary

meeting

!

Senax.

The account of the above affair was disputed by the Nottingham Review^ who
stigmatised the statements as a * disgraceful fabrication.' The New Connection

Superintendent likewise added his denial, declaring that* neither of the parties

are professors of religion,' and that the quarrel ' had nothing whatever to do with

religion.' The Superintendent of the Primitives (Mr. Brownson) also states that

* neither of the men who quarrelled made any profession of religion,' and that

* Hallam was not a member of ours,^ i.e., the Primitives. The refutations are

wound up by one from a person named Hogg, who denounces the whole as *an

entire falsehood throughout,' adding that ' neither of the men spoken of belong to

any religious community.' With these denials staring him in the face, our ' Con-

stant Subscriber,' says the Nottingham Review, had not only repeated his ac-

cusation, but has also accompanied it with such startling particulars, that we need

not ponder long to decide who is most worthy of credit. We take the liberty

* But it is not : men are always better than they describe each other in angry con-
trovers v.

—

Ed,
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of giving our correspondent's communication (of Feb. 9, 1852), that the public in

general, and the people of Gotham in particular, may form their own conclusions

on the matter :— Sir,—' T hear that our Gotham professors of religion are denying

having anything to do with the Gotham fight. Sir, I can give you the names of

fifty persons—both farmers., tradesmen, and bagmen—who will inform you that

both New Methodists and Ranters—members of both parties

—

assisted at the fight.

Sir, the person who holds the house where the New Methodists preach is named
Thomas Bowley : will the editor of the Review say he was not there ? More than

once when " time " was called he stood at Bowley's back and said " Now Jimmy,
go into him !" And will the editor say that another member did not hold James
Bowley on is knee at the close of each round ? Will he say that one of their

members did not send a boy for a wisp to the hay-stack of Mrs, Barnes for Bowley's

wife to rub him with ? Will he say that when the fight was stopped one of

the New Methodists did not shout " Jemmy, have it out?" And will our Gotham
"Ranters " say they had no members there ? Why, sir, one of them was so much
elevated that he made his appearance at his garret window, which overlooks the

field, and every round which ended in favour of Hallam he waved his hat and

shouted "huzza!" This member is name Thomas Eaton. Will our Gotham
Ranters say that Ann Sheppard—their most favourite member of their female

party—was not there close at Hallam's back, shouting and clapping her hands

every round in favour of Hallam ? I should never have thought that our

Gotham Ranters would try to render themselves invisible I have told you a

few facts : I have just thought of another. "Will our Gotham Ranters say that a

person named Robert Bowley did not throw his hat in the air for him and hia four

brothers to fight any five men on the ground, members of both parties?'

* The above letter,' adds the Review, * tells its own tale and in a most artless and
straightforward manner. Our " Constant Subscriber " was doubtless, as he averred

in his former communication, present at the mel6e—he was an eye-witness—and

being a native of Gotham, and moreover a respectable householder, was most likely

to know the faces of most of the parties present, and as in most villages the re-

ligious opinions of the inhabitants are no secret, so he would have a fair opportunity

of deciding who were professors and who were not,'

THE -fiOND OF UNION IN OUR CHURCHES.
Mr. George Dawson, the Rev. A. Macdonald,Mr. J. Slack, of the Parliamentary

Reform Association, have severally written upon this subject. The Rev. Mr.
Maccall makes it a topic in the People. G. H. Lewes, Thornton Hunt, J. A.
Langford, the Rev. Mr. Wilson, F. J. Foxton, Mr. N. Travers, Mr. H. lerson,

and others, have made contributions to the same important theme. We have now
to record an effort of like nature made in Belfast. We have received the Beth Birei

Congregational Magazine, which promises to be a species of Irish People—and a
• Discourse,' delivered in the ' Remonstrant Presbyterian Meeting House,' York
Street, Belfast, by David Maginnis, minister. The following extract will inform our

readers of the views this society entertains :
—

* As to the bond of union in our

Churches—What m it ? What should it be ? In most—indeed I may say all—the

churches of Christendom, the condition of full membership is a concurrence, ex-

pressed or implied, in certain opinions that are considered of essential importance.

Directly or indirectly, the candidate for admission is met by the query—Do you
believe this ? Do you believe that ? His opinions, or rather his professions of

opinions, are the all-important; and his character, his life, a secondary considera-
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tion. Give the churches a sound believer, or rather a good professor—one who

will quietly swallow their creeds—and for the rest—no matter 1 Almost as

rational, in my mind, to make a certain stature and complexion, the standard, the

test, of church-membership, as speculative opinions; and perhaps not less likely

to secure an orthodox church. Admit no one who is not of a certain height, and

his hair of a certain hue, and you will run as good a chance of collecting a truth-

loving and virtue-practising congregation, as by requiring assent to any speculative

opinions, whether relating to godheads, divine essences, immaculate conceptions,

or any of t^e kindred doctrines comprised in the creeds of the churches. Not

concurrence in speculative opinion should be the bond of a church's union

—

a com-

mon aim, a common purpose, should draw the members of a Christian church to-

gether. They unite to promote the culture of those natures God has given them, and

to aid in awakening others to a like duty. Here, brethren, is a platform broad

enough for all to meet upon, aflfording no pretext nor temptation to hypocrisy ; and

high enough to raise us above those sectarian animosities and narrow pre-

judices which creed-bound churches engender, and which in strife about useless

forms retard the growth of religion in the heart. Yet not indifferent are the

members of such a church respecting the interests of truth. They are rather

truth's best friends. Wedded to no opinions, old or new, bound to swear in the

words of no master, they meet a band of truth-seekers, anxious the truth to find

and know. And the more likely are such to find it, if faithful. What chance has

truth to make its way among those leagued and banded together to maintain and

defend, all their lives long, the stereotype doctrines of a creed ? Does any church

foolishly suppose that it possesses all that may be known of God, of truth, of duty,

BO that it may close itself in from all further light, and bind itself ever to hold and

advocate the opinions it inherited ?'

BENJAMIN D'ISRAELI, M.P., ON THE CRUCIFIXION.

It would seem as though a fatality were resting on the writings of the Christians

just now, the fatality of writing for freethinkers. The Morning Post is followed

by the Protestant chief (D'lsraeli), who, feeling for the honour of his race, de-

mands, ' Could the murder of Christ be a crime, when it secured for all mankind

eternal joy V and asks most naively * What would have become of the Atonement

if the Jews had not prevailed on the Romans to crucify Jesus ?' Startling queries for

an orthodox mind I The editor of the Independent (an Evangelical whig journal)

flies into unbounded hyperboles of denunciation against the convert from Judaism

for broaching such questions in so daring a manner, brands them as ' fit for an

atheist's pen '—'opposed to common sense '—shocking'—'intolerable'—immoral'
—

* outrageous,' &c. We would ask, does not the whole tenor of the Old Testament

go to shadow forth the death of Christ by cruelty ? Is not the death of Jesus in-

cessantly spoken of as fulfilling the will of God ? Was that act of immolation on

the cross a mere chance evolution of circumstances, what becomes of the theory of

incarnation and sacrifice for the sins of the world as held by the Evangelical ?

Sheffield. J. H.

Our readers who may not have looked into Mr. D'Israeli's ' Life of Lord George

Bentinck,' will be interested in learning that the following passage occurs in that

work, and is the one to which our correspondent refers;— * If the Jews,' says he,

* had not prevailed upon the Romans to crucify our Lord, what would have become

of the Atonement ? But the human mind cannot contemplate the idea that the

most important deed of time could depend on the human will. The ir/imolators
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were pre-ordained like the victim, and the holy race supplied both. Could that

he a crime which secured for all mankind eternal joy ? Which vanquished Satan
and opened the gates of Paradise ? Such a tenet would sully and impugn the

doctrine that is the corner stone of our faith and hope. Men must not presume
to sit in judgment on such an act. They must bow their heads in awe and as-

tonishment and trembling gratitude.'

Upon this the Sheffield Independent says :
—

' The Morning Advertiser rightly

remarks that this is one of the most astounding sentences ever written under the

name of divinity. Apart from its utter and daring contrariety to several express

passages of Scripture, branding the " immolators," betrayer, and the instigators as

criminals and murderers, and expressive of unmeasured horror of their deeds—pas-

sages uttered by our Lord himself and his inspired apostles—leaving out altogether

the theological olfensiveness of the passage—we submit a more pernicious principle

than is here contained was never uttered. A thing is good because its results

have been overruled for good! An atheist might have penned such a fallacy;

but coming, as it does, from one professing to be a Christian, and occupying the

place of leader to the Protestant party, our amazement is unbounded.'
* Unbounded !' We hope the Independent is restored to equanimity. G. J. H.

A SUBSCRIPTION FOR EUROPEAN FREEDOM.
TO THE PEOPLE OF GREAT BRITAIN AND IRELAND.

It is no longer a time in which the people of these islands can stand aloof from

European movements. Our present and future interests, our honour, perhaps our

existence, are all more or less involved in the result of the war which, begun four

years since in Europe, will have soon to be renewed. Whether late sad events

in France may or may not retard the moment of renewal, still it is clear that the

present state of the continent is but a state of truce—a mere breathing-time until

the opponent armies—* Cossack or Republican '—shall be prepared to fight out

their quarrel.

On which side should we appear ? On the side of the Czar and the Jesuits

—

Brute-Force and Fraud—or on the side of Right and Freedom, the party of

European Democracy ? Can we hesitate ? Now especially, since France has

fallen into the Russian camp? The more need for our exertion, the more mo-

mentous our duty. Have not our hearts already promised for us—burning with

indignation when despotic 'order' reigned in Warsaw—when heroic Rome fell

before her dastardly assailants ? Did not our voices repeat the same generous

impulse when millions shouted welcome to the Prisoner of Kutayeh ?—Poland

is yet unredeemed ; Italy is in bondage ; the Hungarian Exile has left our shores :

our voices are hushed—can our hearts be silent too? Have we done enough in

feeling strongly, in giving tongue to our vehement thought ? When Despotism,

trampling upon France, scowls on us across the narrow seas—when already we are

bidden to drive the Refugees, the Martyrs, from our shores, or else beware the

Cossack—shall we be content, with some talkers who never do, in * passing the,

challenge to America,' calling upon America to give active service to the cause of

progress, because we can afford only a wordy sympathy ?
'

Letusdo something to show thatour sympathy is not mere 'idle wind;' something

to disprove the imputation that we are but a set of selfish traders, with no abiding

reverence for the Heroic and the True; something in earnest protest against the

cowardly and unprincipled dogma of non-intervention which is put forth as the

sum and substance of our faith in God, as our best interpretation of duty to our
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neighbour. Let us make at least a beginning of real help for the struggling Peoples

of Europe.

To this end we, whose names are hereunto subjoined, ask our countrymen and

countrywomen to aid us in raising a subscriptionfor Europeanfregdom.

We propose to collect a subscription of one shilling each from every earnest

friend of freedom : one shilling yearly, if the continuation of the struggle shall

require it : and that the sum so collected shall be paid into the London and West-

minster Bank, to the joint credit of Joseph Mazzini and Louis Kossuth for the use

of the European Democratic Committee.

The province of the undersigned will be simply to act as Treasurers : to receive

and acknowledge subscriptions from individuals, from individual collectors, or

from committees (which it is hoped will soon be formed in every locality) ; and to

account for the entire sum to the whole body of subscribers. So soon as a sum of

£50 shall be collected, a credit will be opened with the London and Westminster

Bank in the names of Mazzini and Kossuth ; and thereafter each of the Treasurers

will pay in his receipts so often as they amount to £10.

It is requested that all persons collecting for this subscription will furnish to

the Treasurers the name, address, and calling, of each subscriber : except when any

subscriber may prefer giving only initials, or such mark as may identify that par-

ticular subscription in a printed list : the undersigned promising to publish, on

the 1st of January, 1853, a list of all who shall have contributed to the sub-

scription.

The subscription is limited to one shilling from each person in order to obtain

the greatest possible number of subscribers ;* that Europe may see how many
of us really care for the freedom of the nations, how many of us abjure the

shameful doctrines of non-intervention and peace-at-any-price.

The subscription will not indicate a preferral of war, nor any disposition to

meddle with the internal politics of other countries ; but it will be an emphatic re-

cognition of the duty which the strong owe to the struggling, which one people

owes to another—an assertion of the universal right to combat Iniquity—and

an expression of respect for those who dare all honest things to achieve their

freedom

.

We would have it distinctly understood that the subscription is not for any
special mode of action : but to help the struggle for European freedom In what-

ever manner it may seem good to Europe to work that out. Neither is it for any
particular form of freedom which we may think best fitted for such a time or place

;

but for such freedom as the Nations themselves may choose. Only on these

grounds let any subscribe.

It Is to help the struggle for European freedom : not merely for Italy or

Hungary. The money Is not for any local preparation, for any partial attempt

:

but for the European War, whenever and wherever that shall again break out.

We would offer it as our contribution to the cause of humanity, our protest

against the policy that excludes us from bearing our share of the warfare In which all

humanity Is concerned, the earnest of our intent to be again a Nation among the

Nations—an organised and active worker for freedom and for right.

Rev. Charles Clarke, 152, Buccleuch Street, Glasgow.
Thomas Cooper, 5, Park Row, Knightsbridge, London.
Joseph Cowen, Junior, Blaydon Burn, Newcastle-oii-Tyne.

* They who can afford more, need not stint their liberality. They can subscribe to

the Polish Refugee Fund, to the Kossuth Fund, or to the Italian Loan.
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George Dawson, M.A., Birmingham.
R. H. Home, College Road, Haverstock Hill, London.
Dr. Frederic Richard Lees, Leeds.
"William James Linton, Miteside, Ravenglass, Cumberland.
Henry Ltftisdale, M.D., 4, Devonshire Street, Carlisle.

Rev. David Maginnis, Belfast.

George Searle Phillips, West Parade, Huddersfield.
James Watson, 3, Queen's Head Passage, Paternoster Row, London.

N. B.—Single subscriptions may be sent in postage stamps ; but it would be

better to send a number of subscriptions together by a post-oflSce order. All sums
below twenty shillings to be sent to one of the Honorary Secretaries to the Sub-
scription: Joseph Cowen, Junior, Blaydon Burn, Newcastle-on-Tyne.

W. J. Linton, Miteside, Ravenglass, Cumberland,
To whom all inquiries are to be addressd.

MARBLE CHURCHES.
It has been said—it ought always to be said, for it is true—that a better and more
honourable offering is made to our Master in ministry to the poor, in extending

the knowledge of His name, in the practice of the virtues by which that name is

hallowed, than in material presents to his temple. Assuredly it is so: woe to all

who think that any other kind or manner of oflfering may in any wise take the

place of these ! Do the people need places to pray and calls to hear his word ?

Then it is no time for smoothing pillars and carving pulpits ; let us have enough
first of walls and roofs. Do the people need teaching from house to house and

bread from day to day ? Then they are deacons and ministers we want, not archi-

tects. I insist on this, I plead for this ; but let us examine ourselves, and see if

this be indeed the reason for our backwardness in the lesser work. The question

is not between God's house and His poor—it is not between God's house and His
gospel; it is between God's house and ours. Have we no tesselated colours on

our floors? no frescoed fancies on our roofs ? no mitred statuary in our corridors?

no gilded furniture in our chambers ? no costly stones in our cabinets ? Has
even the tithe of these been offered ? They are, or they ought to be, the signs that

enough has been devoted to the great purposes of human stewardship, and there

remains to us what we can spend in luxury; but there is a greater and prouder

luxury than this selfish one—that of bringing a portion of such things as these

into sacred service, and presenting them for a memorial that our pleasure as well as

our toil has been hallowed by the remembrance of Him who gave both the strength

and the reward. And until this has been done, I do not see how such possessions

can be retained in happiness. 1 do not understand the feeling which would arch

our own gates and pave our own thresholds, and leave the church with its narrow

door and footworn sill—the feeling which enriches our own chambers with all

manner of costliness, and endures the bare wall and mean compass of the temple.

There is seldom even so severe a choice to .be made, seldom so much self-denial to

be exercised. There are isolated cases in which men's happiness and mental

activity depend upon a certain degree of luxury in their houses ; but then this is

true luxury, felt and tasted and profited by. In the plurality of instances, nothing

of the kind is attempted, nor can be enjoyed; men's average resources cannot

reach it j and that which they can reach gives them no pleasure, and might be

spared. It will be seen in the course of the following chapters, that I am no
advocate for meanness of private habitation. I would fain introduce into all

magnificence, care, and beauty, when they are possible ; but I would not have that
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useless expense in unnoticed fineries and formalities—cornicings of ceilings and

graining of doors and fringing of curtains, and thousands such ; things which have

become foolishly and apathetically habitual—things on vrhose common appliances

hang whole trades, to which there never yet belonged the blessing of giving one

ray of real pleasure, or becoming of the remotest or most contemptible use

—

things which cause half the expense of life, and destroy more than half its com-

fort, manliness, respectability, freshness, and facility. I speak from experience.

1 know what it is to live in a cottage with a deal floor and roof, and hearth of mica

slate ; and I know it to be, in many respects, healthier and happier than

living between a Turkey carpet and gilded ceiling, beside a steel grate and polished

fender. I do not say that such things have not their place and propriety ; but I

say this emphatically, that the tenth part of the expense which is sacrificed in

domestic vanities, if not absolutely and meaninglessly lost in domestic discomforts

and encumbrances, would, if collectively offered and wisely employed, build a

marble church for every town in England— such a church as it should be

a joy and a blessing even to pass near in our daily ways and walks, and as it would

bring the light into the eyes to see from afar, lifting its fair height above the

purple crowd of humble roofs.

—

Lamp of Sacrijlce, by John Ruskin, p. 15.

[What is thus so eloquently said of the Church may, with as much truth, be
urged in favour of the Lecture Room, which we hope to live to see cherished with

as much fervour and valued at as high a price.—Ed. of R.]

PARTICULARS CONCERNING VANINI.

Two correspondents—'N.,' of Southampton, and ' M.,' of Glasgow— send particu-

lars of Vanini. * N.' says the sketch furnished by ' W. C is to be found in

Evans's * Sketch of all Denominations.' *M.' furnishes these particulars:

—

' Garasse, a Jesuit, a wretch whose name was ridiculous among fanatics, makes

everybody atheists—at least, this is the appellation he gives to all who have in-

curred his displeasure. With him Theodore de Bez6 is an atheist, and he it is

who led the people into an error concerning Vanini.

* Vanini's wretched end raises no indignation or pity, like that of Socrates.

This Italian was only an insignificant pedant, yet was he no atheist, /or which

he sufifered—but as far from it as man could be.

* He was a poor Neapolitan churchman, a kind of preacher and professor of

divinity, a vehement disputerin quiddities and universals There was nothing

in him which looked toward atheism, and his ideas of God are perfectly agreeable

to the most sound and most approved theology. " God is his beginning and end,

the father of both, in no need of either—eternal, without existing in time—every-

where present, without being in any place—to him there is neither past nor

future, space nor time— the creator and governor of all things, immutable, infinite,

without parts—his power is his will," Ice.

* Vanini was for reviving the fine thought of Plato, espoused by Averroes, that

God had created a chain of beings from the most minute to the largest, and the

last link of which is fastened to his eternal throne—a notion which, though it has

more of sublimity than of truth, is as far from atheism as something from nothing.

* He travelled to dispute and make his fortune ; but, unluckily, disputing is the

opposite road to fortune—every person against whom one enters the list is made
a rancorous and irreconcileable enemy. Hence Vanini's misfortunes. His heat

and rudeness in disputing brought on him the hatred of some divines; and having

a quarrel with Francon, or Franconi, this man, being connected with his enemies,

charged him with being an atheist and teaching atheism.
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' This Francon, or Franconi, supported by some witnesses, had the barbarity,

when confronted with Vanini, to maintain with aggravations, the whole of what
he had advanced. Whereas Vanini, being interrogated what he thought of the

existence of God, made answer—" That, agreeable to the church, he worshipped
one God in three persons ;" and taking up a straw which lay on the ground

—

" This," says he, " suflSciently proves that there is a creator." He then made a

fine speech on vegetation and motion, and the necessity of a supreme being, with-

out whom there could be neither motion nor vegetation.

* The President Gramont gives an account of this speech in his History of

France, now scarce known ; and this historian, from an inconceivable prepossession,

will have it that Vanini spoke only out of " vanity, or fear, and not from a sincere

persuasion."

' What grounds could the President Gramont have for such a rash and san-

guinary judgment ? It is manifest that, on Vanini's answer, he ought to have been
cleared of the charge of atheism. But what was the issue ? This unhappy
foreign priest dabbled likewise in physic; a large living toad, which he kept in a
vessel of water, being found at his house, was made use of to charge him with

sorcery, and the toad was said to be the only deity he worshipped. Several

passages of his books were wrested to an impious meaning, than which nothing is

more easy and more common—taking the objections for answers, putting a

malicious construction on every ambiguous phrase, and misrepresenting innocent

expressions. At length his enemies extorted from the judges a capital sentence

against him.
* His death could not be justified without accusing this unfortunate creature of

the most horrid crimes ; and one Mersenne, or Mirnim, a name quite suitable to

his character, has been so mad as to affirm in print, that Vanini, with twelve of his

apostles, set out from Naples to go and convert the world to atheism ! How could

a poor priest have twelve men in his pay? How should he have prevailed

upon twelve Neapolitans to undertake an expensive journey, and at the hazard

of their lives, for the sake of disseminating this doctrine? Could a king

afford to hire twelve preachers of atheism ? This is such an absurdity as never

came into any one's mind but Father Mersenne's. But from him the tale has been

repeated over and over ; the journals and historical dictionaries have been

stained and sullied with it ; and the public, who are fond of extraordinary things,

have greedily swallowed it.

* Bayle himself, in his " Miscellaneous Thoughts," speaks of him as an atheist,

making use of him in support of his paradox ** that a society of atheists can sub-

sist." He affirms that Vanini was a man of very regular morals, and died a

martyr to his philosophical opinions. Now, in both he is mistaken. Vanini,

though a priest, in his dialogue, written in imitation of Erasmus, does not hide

from us that he had a mistress, named Isabella. He was both a free liver and a

free writer ; but he was no atheist.

* A century after his death, the learned La Croze, and another under the name

of Philalethes, wrote a vindication of him ; but the memory of a poor Neapolitan

being what few give themselves any concern about, these ingenious persons might

have saved themselves that trouble.'

—

From a Philosophical Dictionary for the

Pocket, by a Society of Men of Letters, pp. 18-22. Art., ' Atheism.'

* Vanini, who was burnt at Toulouse for atheism, in 1619, was extremely correct

in his manners ; and whoever might have undertaken to prosecute him for anything

but his doctrines, would have run a great risk of being proved a calumniator.'

—

BayWs Dictionary, p. 176.
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Prom which any earnest opponent may controvert our opinions, and from which any may expound views
not coincident with our own, if tending to the Rationalisation of Theology.

REPORT FROM GLASGOW.

To the Editor of the Reasoner.

Sir,—It is probable your readers may be amused and edified by a more detailed

account of our proceedings here than has yet appeared in the Reasoner. Believing

so, I will note down all really important circumstances which have transpired since

last September—that is to say, since I commenced operations, 'shoulder to

shoulder,' with the Communist Hall Freethinkers. Doubtless the future historian

of freethinking will look into the Reasoner for materials on which to rest a judg-

ment concerning the struggles of its advocates, whether those struggles are made
in Rome or in Timbuctoo, in London or in Glasgow. As will presently appear,

we Scotch freethinkers (I am now more than half a Scotchman) have been hard at

work, so that, though like Orator Henley we are accused of doing everything for lucre,

it cannot be said we are in the category of those who do nothing for it. Our actual

position is avast and striking improvement upon the one we occupied three mouths

since. That it is formidable enough to alarm Glasgow Christians, no freethinking

reader of the Reasoner will question after a perusal of passages following, all of

which lately appeared in the Glasgow Constitutional, a print remarkable alike for

hatred of Roman Catholics and contempt towards freethinkers:—'Be it remem-
bered that these meetings [at Communist Hall] are publicly intimated by hand-

bills and by other means—that they are held, not only occasionally or at irregular

intervals, but in weekly continuance—that they are not attended only by a few

miserable creatures, obscure alike as to character and stattts, but by a large, and

we fear increasing, number of young and comparatively intelligent persons, whose

influence within their respective circles cannot but be considerable-.-and, finally,

that they are presided over by a man who, however unworthily, has contrived to

gain for himself some small degree of literary reputation, and who is regarded by
not a few as the oracle of his class. We do not think, then, that in this matter we
are fairly chargeable with bringing into notoriety what was formerly unknown, or

with attracting notice to proceedings so paltry and insignificant that no danger

from them could possibly be apprehended ; and we confess it did appear to us that

the time had come when such doings ought to be openly exposed, and the public

voice indignantly uplifted against them.'

Before proceeding further, it should be mentioned that this significant testimony

to good conduct is part of a long and argumentative-looking article published in

the Glasgow Constitutional of Wednesday, the 28th ult. That article was heralded

by three others, two from correspondents and one from the editor, for writing

which it is clear that he had been taken roundly to task. It may be useful also to

mention that these articles, together with my two letters in reply, have been

thrown into the form of a pamphlet by our ' mischievously active ' friends of Com-
munist Hall, and published (as the title-page informs us) that Christianity and

freethinking may be illustrated in the pugnacious persons of the disinterested

Christian editor of the Glasgow Constitutional on the one part, and Charles South-

well, paid advocate of the freethinkers, on the other.

During my five months' stay in Scotland I have delivered more than fifty leC'

tures, and publicly debated two nights with Mr. Daly, a Roman Catholic, two
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nights with Mr. McNeil, another Romanist, two nights with Mr. Adams, a Swe-

denborgian, and two nights with Mr. Jameson, a true blue and ' uncommon ' meta-

physical Presbyterian. In every instance I believe our party gained some stray

souls without losing any. No one of my opponents seemed so completely to

disappoint his own friends as Mr. Jameson—a gentleman of immense repute among
the more metaphysical order of Christians, who consider him the profoundest of

logicians ; and not without cause, for, like that cunning controversialist immor-
talised by Butler,

He is in logic a great critic,

Profoundly skilled in analytic
;

And can distinguish and divide

A hair 'twixt south and south-west side.

His reasonings reminded me of that astonishingly profound pit in the lowest

depths of which (we are told) there is a deeper still.

These debates appear to have done the cause of freethinking much serrice, and

the fact that our Hall is, on the whole, better attended now than when I entered

upon my ministry, or indeed at any former period, is unmistakeable evidence of

progress. Readers of the Reasoner will know how to appreciate such evidence.

Unquestionably it is worth reflecting upon. Nor should what the editor of the

Constitutional says about the general character of my audiences be lost sight of

by people who would wisely judge regarding our position and prospects. Accord-

ing to his account those audiences are composed ' not of the mob, not the mere

rabble, the unwashed, the unshaven, and unshorn, but for the most part, nay

almost entirely of respectable, well dressed, intelligent looking tradesmen—the

very life-blood of our country.'

Impartial testimony such as this does, I confess, put me on excellent te^ms with

myself; and surely, Mr. Editor, your readers will make all due allowance for

human vanity if I feel rather proud of such audiences, and point to them as the

best possible answer to those who won't believe I am a freethinking Cicero, or

capable of working more wonders with my tongue than ever Orpheus did with his

lyre. Jest aside, I am able to assert that the people who attend at Communist

Hall are respectable (in the best sense of that mightily-abused term), and more

than ordinarily intelligent.

I lecture every Sunday morning and evening—also on Wednesday evenings.

Review certain discourses by eminent preachers of 'the Word,' who just now are

* setting their mouths ' against freethinkers, which thing they have been hired to

do by the Young Men's Christian Association of this city. Every Saturday even-

ing there is a public discussion, over which I have the honour to preside. It is on

that evening our friend the editor of the Constitutional usually visits us— taking

care to report our misdoings in his Wednesday's impression. The article I have

already laid under contribution contains a furious tirade against our Saturday

evening proceedings. The writer, on the occasion to which his article refers, had,

as he assures us, * the singular felicity of hearing the voluble Mr. Charles South-

well himself, not in his character as chairman of the assembly over which he so

worthily presided, but in the humbler capacity of one of the wranglers of the

night.' It did, indeed, sir, so happen that 1 for once left the chair, in which I

always sit in the most dignified manner I am able, and took part in the debate.

The ubject for ' wrangle ' was * Christianity considered as the cause of all Civilisa-

tion.' I laboured to prove that civilisation had advanced, but that Christianity

was not the cause of such advancement. With a view to illustrate my meaning, I
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said a man with a load on his back may run, but that same man without the load

(and other conditions equal) would run taster. In the Glasgow Constitutional I

am made to say * A man with a coat on his back may run, but he will not run so

fast as if he wanted it.' This, sir, is an amusing specimen of the style in which

Christians report the speeches of a freethinker. Charles Southwell.

CL ERICAL IDEAS.

Sir,—Any one, either by circumstances or disposition, visiting the ministry of

various denominations of clergymen, will be particularly struck with their very

opposite opinions ; and frequently he will find himself regaled with very fanciful

theories. I send you a few instances of my own experience of pulpit edification,

heard in the course of accidental visits to various churches and chapels, and you

will readily perceive that amongst the multitude of councillors I have listened to I

have anything but arrived at that wisdom anticipated and promised.

The Rev. Mr. T., of a Scotch Presbyterian chapel in the North of England,

was at one time of violent Calvinistic opinions. Only a few of us poor mortals

were to be saved, and those few were to be borne through every difficulty as

triumphs of grace. Propounding these views, I once heard him say that, * should

one of the elect commit deliberate murder, it would not affect his certainty of being

saved ; but, certainly,' said the rev. gentleman, ' I do not think he would go to

heaven with the same flying colours as one who did not commit murder.' He is

now a Universalist, and says that all mankind will be saved. These are his words
—

* From the moment Christ died upon the cross, every man's salvation was sure.'

On one occasion I visited one of the Methodist chapels in a large sea-port in the

"West of England, when a Wesleyan minister was holding forth. It was on a

week-day evening, and our divine lecturer, who was a stout, farmer-looking York-

shireman, stated it to be an eligible opportunity when he might dispense with

creeds and doctrines, and enlarge on the various blessings of life. On this prin-

ciple he spoke of the wonderful formation and uses of cabbages and lettuce, and

other foods, of their growth and use to man; and at length wound up this part of

his discourse by stating (these are his own words, taken down by me at the time),

*that there was not a moment of our lives but we were receiving exactly thirty

thousand blessings from the Lord.* From what sources the rev. philosopher had

drawn his calculations I leave to your readers to divine.

Being on a visit to some friends in the coal district of Lancashire, I went with

them to hear an Independent minister. His discourse was on ' Heaven.' He said

* Heaven was situated somewhere on or beyond the confines of creation, so far off

that probably the souls of our first parents, though travelling from their exit to

now, had not arrived there yet.' I should like to have asked this divine where the

angels came from who visited Abraham— also, where is the locality that the thief

on the cross and Christ were to meet at on the very day of their death ?

The very opposite view to this was once given in my hearing by a clergyman of

the established church in Liverpool, who said that * Heaven and Hell were round

and about us.' That * we were continually walking amidst the spirits of the just

and the damned.' That ' he did not suppose there was much difference in the

states or degrees of happiness between the individual who had just or barely

escaped hell, and got into the lowest state of heaven, and he who had just failed

(not being quite good enough) of getting into heaven, and had been thrust ipto
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what was stated as the better apartments of hell, or where the least punishment
was inflicted.'

I could multiply these examples, but enough has been given to show that there

is no solid foundation for much of what is every Sunday through this land uttered

as Gospel truth. The result is that thousands, like myself, who seek truth shake

off idealities, and depend on the voice of reason, of lite and nature— the study of

which will make man happy, as it has made me since I rejected the doctrines

thundered forth by such men as I have above quoted. H.

[In any future communication of this nature the names of the preachers must

be supplied. If any Christian should do as we sometimes do—ask who are the

persons so reported—we should desire to satisfy such inquiries.

—

Ed.]

[' A Friend of Truth ' will find some attention paid to M. Mazzini's erroneous

allusions to atheism. Louis Blanc, in the JL^adf^r, is replying to his remarks on

Communism.—The answer to W. Newton, of Newcastle-on-Tyne, is yes in both

cases.—Mr. Mark should apply to Mr. Cresswell, No. 1, Nelson Street, Newcastle-

on-Tyne.—W. Robertson's communication to hand.]

AQUINAS' PRAYER FOR SATAN.

All day Aquinas sat alone,

Comprest he sat and spake no word,
As still as any man of stone,

in streets where never voice was heard

;

With maniac front and air antique
He sat, did neither move nor speak,
For thought like his seem'd words too weak.

The shadows brown about him lay

;

From sunrise till the sun went out,
Had sat alone that man of grey,
That marble man, hard crampt by doubt,
Some kingly problem had he found,
Some new belief not wholly sound.
Some hope that overleapt all bound.

All day Aquinas sat alone.
No answer to his question came,
And now he rose with hollow groan.
And eyes that seem'd half love, half flame.
On the bare floor he flung him down,
Pale marble face, half smile, half frown.
Brown shadow else 'mid shadows brown.

O God,' he said, 'it cannot be.
Thy morning star with endless moan
Should lift his fading orbs to Thee,
And Thou be happy on Thy throne.
It were not kind, nay, Father, nay,
It were not just, God, I say;
Pray for the devil, Jesus, pray !

'

'How can thy kingdom ever come
"While the fair angels howl below

!

All holy voices would be dumb,
All loving eyes would fill with woe

To think the lordliest Peer of Heaven,
The starry leader of the seven.

Would never, never, be forgiven.'

' Pray for the devil, Jesus, pray,

O word that made thine angel speak!
Lord ! let thy pitying tears have way,
Dear God ! not man alone is weak,
What is created still must fall.

And fairest still we frailest call,

Will not Christ's blood avail for all V

Pray for the devil, Jesus, pray,
O Father think upon thy child

;

Turn from thy own bright world away
And look upon that dungeon wild.
O God ! O Jesus ! see how dark
That den of woe, Saviour mark
How angels weep, how groan. Hark, Hark!'

' He will not, will not do it more

:

Restore him to his throne again.
Oh open wide that dismal door
Which presses on the souls in pain

;

So men and angels all will say
Our God is good. Oh day by day
Pray for the devil, Jesus, pray.'

All night Aquinas knelt alone,

Alone with black and dreadful Night,
Until before his pleading moan
The darkness ebb'd away in light,

Then rose the saint and ' God,' said he,
' If darkness change to light with thee,
The devil may yet an angel be.'

M., in Leader No. 2Q.
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MRS. Mj

In the final acknowledgment which

of Mrs. McArthur, of Halifax, 13s.

^RTIN'S TO MB,

jriptions occurred the name
We have since received the

we made of subs<

6d from friends.

names of the friends, which are as follows:—Mrs. McArthur, 3s.; Mrs. Baldwin,

23.; Mrs. A. B., 6d.; Mrs Lord, Is.; Mrs. S. D., 6d.; Mr. T., 2s. 6d.; Mr.
Sturzaker, Is.: R. Horsfall, Is.; Ira Dean, Is.; Mr. R. Holt, Is.

The memorial over the grave has been erected now three weeks. The head-

stone at present set up will be changed for one twice as high. It bears these

words :—
IN MEMORY OF

EMMA MARTIN,
Allocate Df dTice €f)Bu^t

DIED OCTOBER 8th, 1851. AGED 39 YEARS.

GUIDE TO THE LECTURE ROOM.

Literary Institution, John St., Fitzroy Sq.—Feb

.

29th [;], Henry Knight, ' Man,'
South Place, Moorfields.—Feb. 29th [Hi a.m.].

a Lecture.

Hall of Science, City Road.—February 29th 17],
Thomas Cooper, 'French Revolution.' Mar. 4th

[8i], Henry Knight, ' Pre-Adamite World.'

National Hall, 242, High Holborn.—Feb. 29th
[8], P. W. Perfitt, ' James I. and the Law.'

South London Hall, Webber Street, Blackfriars
Road.—February 29th [7], G. J. Holyoake, 'The
Life and Writings of the late Mrs. Emma Martin.'

East London Literary and Scientific Institution,

Fethnal Green.—Feb. 29th [7J], G. Sexton, M.D.,
' Popular Theology.'

Social lnstitution,CharIes St., Old Garratt, Man-
chester.—February 29th [11 a.m.],James Campbell
will lecture.

Eclectic Institute, Denmark Street, Soho.

—

Eveiy Friday [84], Mr. J. B. O'Brien, Home and
Foreign Politicsj Every Sunday [74], ou Moral
and Social Science.

Mr. Gardner's School Room, Preston.—The
Friends of Political and Social Reform meet every
Sunday at 2 p.m.

Commercial Hall, Philpot Street, Commercial
Road East.—Theological Discussions every Sun-
day morning [11], Sunday evening [7J, Tuesday
[8], Thursday [8], and Saturday [8].

City Forum Coffee House, 60, Red Cross Street.
— Every Sunday, Monday, and Thursday [8^], a
Discussion.

Areopagus Coffee and Reading Room, 59, Church
Lane, Whitechapel.—Every Sunday, Monday, and
Wedncttday (8), a Lecture or Discussion.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

THE PUBLISHING OF THE LEADER.—
Upon revising the Publishing Department of

the Leader, the Proprietor finds with regret that
serious irregularities and inattentions have exis-

ted, and we cannot sufficiently express our obii-

gaticns to Subscribers and Agents for their for-

bearance in cases in which disappointments have
occurred. We owe it to them that the paper has
made its way bo successfully under obstacles
which have destroyed many older journals. The

publishing is now in new hands, and the public

may rely upon it that of all irregularity there will be
an end, and we have only to ask for the instant

communication by letter to the editor if any inat-

tention has escaped our investigation.

Subscribers and the trade in the City, who
were inadequately supplied, can obtain the
leader from Mr. James Watson, 3, Queen's Head
Passage, Paternoster Row.
The publishing of the Leader ('country edition)

commences on Friday, at Two o'clock in the

afternoon, and (town edition) on Saturday at half-

past One in the afternoon.
PoBLisHiNG Offices of thb Leaoer«

10, Wellington St., Strand, London.

ELOCUTION.—A Class for the Study and
Practice of Elocution will meet, under the

direction of Mr. H. Thomas, at the City of London
Mechanics' Institute, Gould Square, Crutched
Friars, on Tuesday Evening, March 2nd, at half-

past 8 o'clock. Terms, 2s. per quarter.

WORKS Published and Sold by J. Watson, 3,

Queen's Head Passage, Paternoster Row.
English Republic, 1 vol., cloth lettered. ... 7
Hasiam's Letters to the Clergy of all Deno-
minations, 1 vol., cloth 2 6
— Letters to the Bishop of Exeter,

1vol., cloth , 2 6
(Each of the above may be had in Nos. at 1 d.)

Palmer's Principles of Nature, 1 vol., cloth 2— — — wrapper .. 1 6
Theodore Parker on Matters Pertaining to

Religion, 1 vol 1 9

Robert Cooper's Scriptures Analysed 8— Infidel's Text Book, 1 vol. 2 6

Scripturian's Creed 2

Theology Displayed, boards 1

— — wrapper 9
Just published, Second Edition, price Is.,

THE TASK OF TO-DAY, by Evans Bell, being

the first volume of the ' Cabinet of Reason,'

the essential object of which is to bring together,

in a portable form, a literature by which the class

of thinkers and wiiters identified with Freethought
and the Sovereignty of the Individual may consent
to be judged, and which shall be a well-advised

and dispassionate expression of opinions not taken

up in antagonism, but adopted in conviction, and
enforced as a protest alike against that progress

which is anarchy, and that order which is merely

prostration in intellect and despotism in politics.
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The pseudo Philip Ashton, of Blackburn, sends a Becond letter, innocently saying

that our refusal to notice his last is a ' subterfuge,* he himself adopting the sub-

terfuge of employing a false name and false address in writing to as. Does this

gentleman wish us to publish his real name, address, and profession, which we
have ascertained, to the inhabitants of Blackburn ?

All persons engaged in forming Secular Societies, or desirous of doing so, and
needing any aid therein or suggestions, will receive attention on addressing a let-

ter to the Secretary of the London Secular Society, 3, Queen's Head Passage, Pater-
noster Row. The plan of organisation of the London Society will be published
shortly. The 'Essay on the Organisation of Freethinkers,' by G. J. Holyoake,
price one penny, will be found to furnish general directions.

Mr. Holyoake has the two first books of a series of Children's Books in the press,

entitled ' The Little Child's First Letter Book,' and ' The Little Child's Second
Letter Book for Teaching Reading and Writing at once.'

A Series of lectures on ' The relations between Labour and Capital, with special

reference to the present contest between the master Engineers and their Work-
men,' are being given by several gentlemen at the Marylebone Literary and Sci-

entific Institution, 17, Edward Street, Portman Square, on successive Friday even-

ings, at half-past eight, by request of the Society for Promoting Working Men's
Associations. The first lecture was delivered by J. M. Ludlow, Esq., of Lincoln's

Inn, on Friday, February 13, 1852.

The object of the Anti-State-Church Association is not to destroy the Episcopa-

lian Church, nor to eflfect any alteration in its doctrines and forms of worship, but

to detach from it the power, the patronage, and the interference of the State, ^d
to leave it self-supported and self-governed like other religious bodies.

We learn from Mr. A. Campbell that he is progressing favourably, and expects

to be able to be removed shortly.

The ' Lover of Truth ' who sends ten questions, must also send his name.—Mr.

Firth's letter shall receive attention.—The same of * Steady-seek-Truth's.'

Mr. Robert Porter, of Beeston, near Nottingham, says * One of the circulating

libraries in Nottingham has given up the Westminster Review " because it has gone

into the hands of a Rationalist publisher." I will add it to my circulating library,

and if any of your readers in Nottingham are disappointed by the above circum-

stance, they can have the loan thereof on application tome, and it will enable me
to continue it, as its present contents appear to deserve continuation. A note to

me from them will ensure its deliverance without any trouble on their part, as I

go twice a-week.'

A series of able 'Tracts for the Times' are appearing. No.3^is on Priestly

Systems, by the Rev. Thomas Wilson, M.A. At present no London publisher is

announced. Shortly we hope to have an opportunity of publishing an estimate of

the work from which this tract is taken.

Mr. Barker, of Todmorden, will find an announcement in the Reasoner when
the arrangements take effect.

Mr. Bayley Potts, the old gentleman for whom we announced subscriptions last

week, died on Saturday, Feb. 14.

Itondon: Printed by Holyoake, Tyndale, & Co., 3, Queen's Head Passage, Paternoster-row; and Pub-
lished by J. Watson, 3, Queen's Head Passage, Paternoster Row. Wednesday, Feb. 35th, 1852.
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THEOLOGICAL EXAMINER.

Upon points on which philosophers know nothing, philosophers should say nothing. That is a beautiful
school of philosophy which teaches man to say of most things :

' It may be so, and it may be otherwise.
It is a point on whicn I only know that I do not know.*

—

Edinburgh Review, January 1852. Art.
Genius and Writings of Descartes.

EIGHT OF THE ARTICLES.
Fireside Culture 241
Testimony of the Rev. G. H. Davis 244
Galileo and his Condemnation 244
TwelfthAnniversary of the John St. Institution 245

What does Universal Consent affirm ? 247
Dr. Chalmers' Astronomical Discourses .... 249
Progress of Frcethinking in Keighley 251
M. Pierre Lerou» 252

FIRESIDE CULTURE—ITS RELATIONS TO RATIONALISTS.

Next to writing, or rather trying to write, that which may be useful, is the duty

of making known where to find that which is valuable from the pen of others.

Such a work is Harriet Martineau's incomparable volume on ' Household Edu-
cation.' In no work by Miss Martineau is there a more happy display of that

genial and womanly sense, including all considerations and respecting all inten-

tions, which has contributed to her reputation as the most successful social writer

among living authoresses. We noticed this volume at the time of its issue by

Moxon, in 1849. In the 'Third Publication of the Central Society of Education'

it is laid down that no book of instruction should be printed till it had been tested

in a school, that being the true place for its criticism. Agreeing with this opinion,

we thought no book designed for a family should be criticised except in a family.

* Household Education ' we submitted to this ordeal, and some of our readers may
remember the grateful notice penned by one who had studied it in her family.

At that time the price of the volume placed it beyond the reach of the majority of

our readers. But an interest in the improvement of families in which the Reasoner

is read, an interest which we cannot adequately acknowledge, has led to a number
of volumes of ' Household Education ' being placed in the hands of our publisher

at 3s. each—we believe half the original price. Now this is known it will be

within the power of hundreds of families to possess a copy, who before found the

work above their means.

In the opening of the book the authoress says :
' Household Education is a subject

so important in its bearings on every one's happiness, and so inexhaustible in itself,

that I do ^ot see how any person whatever can undertake to lecture upon it authori-

tatively-, as if it was a matter completely known and entirely settled. It seems to

me that all we can do is to reflect, and say what we think, and learn of one another.

This is, at least, all that I venture to offer. I propose to say, in a series of chap-

ters, what I have observed and thought on the subject of Life at Home, during

upwards of twenty years' study of domestic life in great variety. It will be for my
readers to discover whether they agree in my views, and whether their minds are

set to work by what I say on a matter which concerns them as seriously as any in

the world. Once for all, let me declare here what I hope will be remembered

throughout, that I have no ambition to teach 3 but a strong desire to set members
of households consulting together about their course of action towards each other.

It will be seen by these last words that I consider all the members of a household to

[No. 301.] INo. 16, Vol. XII.]

[ONE PENNY.]
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be going through a process of education together. I am not thinking only of

parents drawing their chairs together when the children have gone to bed, to talk

over the young people's qualities and ways. That is all very well; but it is only

a small part of the business. I am not thinking of the old, experienced grandfather
1

or grandmother talking at the fireside,telling the parents of the sleeping children how
they ought to manage them, and what rules and methods were in force in their day. I

This is all very well ; and every sensible person will be thankful to hear what the

aged have to tell, out of their long knowledge of life : but this again is a very

small part of the matter. Every member of the household— children, servants,

apprentices—every inmate of the dwelling, must have a share in the family plan
;

or those who make it are despots, and those who are excluded are slaves.*

The concluding sentence of this quotation is unequalled in suggestiveness and

truth. The whole book is in keeping with this passage of wholesome promise.

We happen to know that many parents, surprised and delighted with the additions

made to their knowledge and happiness by the publication of this book, wrote

letters to Miss Martineau to thank her for it. Letters of this nature, from utter

strangers to the authoress, express more genuine praise than many approving

public criticisms. A feeling which always existed among the cultivated is now
spreading among the common people—a feeling that the author of a book that

imparts knowledge and power, is as much a benefactor as the friend who gives a

sum of money. Indeed, the gift of knowledge is higher than the gift of money, for

knowledge gives power, usefulness, equanimity, and good sense, which mere money
will not purchase.

Mr. Thornton Hunt, in his Manchester lecture (which the editor of the Man-
chester Guardian did not hear*), said the working classes of this country were not

artists in flesh—that is, they did not understand or study the art of personal ap-

pearance as to mere physical impression. The remark implied a volume of reflec-

tions, and the observation might be widely applied. They are not even artists in

social culture. Indeed, before the labours of Mr. Owen the matter was hardly

ever suggested to them. It is, however, an art which should have many students

among our readers. Two years ago several writers drew attention in the Rea-

soner to the importance of government in the families of Rationalists. The ques-

tion is one of more importance than at first sight appears. All liberty of opinion,

is in danger of being perverted into licence of life. The unchained eagle takes a

wild and far-sweeping flight to assure himself that he is free. The bondage of

superstition unhinges the intellectual powers. The passions know no wise mean.

Conduct accustomed to coercion has no natural balance, and when the thoughts of

men at last get free, all action and speculation are likely to be unbalanced, un-

measured, and undisciplined. This, however, is not the fault of freedom—it is all

owing to the want of it. Coercion begets reaction—there must be free exercise

before discipline can be acquired. Whenever larger intellectual liberty is won
and exercised, a wider range of moral duties will be found to belong to it. And
the Freethinker is interested in showing that the revised opinions he finds himself;

able to adopt, after casting away the errors and immoralities to which other meh
are fettered by authority or fear, do not imply indifierence to the true proprieties,

of life, but, on the contrary, lead to domestic kindness, order, and improvement.

* The editor of the Guardian attended Mr. Hunt's morning lecture, and wrote some
comments upon it in connection with his animadversions upon Mr. Holyoake's speech
at the Kossuth Banquet, at Highbury Barn Tavern, to which a reply appeared in the

Leader under the signature of * Ion.'
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Persons witljont families are not less interested in household education. All

more or less live in families or frequent them, and to such extent become part of

them, and influence one or more of its members either for good or ill. The tran-

sient visit to a fireside may leave an impression, pleasing or painful, that may last

for years. Mr. Robert Hunt (not any relative of Thornton Hunt, previously men-

tioned) stated on Monday night last in his lecture in Jermyn Street, on ' Photo-

graphy,'* that if an engraving was placed side by side with a piece of prepared

surface in a dark room, and left so for twenty-four hours, at the end of that time

—

though no light had been admitted—there would be found a perfect impression of

every line of the engraving. We learn hence under what unexpected circum-

stances even what is called inert matter acts and reacts. How much more sus-

ceptible then is the Daguerreotype nature of the child, and how vigilantly should

it be protected from all injurious influence 1

Many poor persons, saddened by the labour, poverty, and slavery which a nu-

merous family entails on them ; many, stung by the reproaches (of true value

though harsh purport) which Political Economists visit upon large families, come

to regard children with aversion and treat them with harshness. Some, indeed,

profess to have a natural aversion to children. All this is very sad, and indicates

deranged feeling or undeveloped faculties. No one can love a flower who hates a

child. The springs of gentleness and inspiration are dried up in such a person.

Children are a trial and a penalty under the poor accommodation for training them

which exists in manufacturing districts. And those who really love them often

break down under the sufiering they entail, and there is large excuse for those who

are not connected with them by ties of blood treating them with indifference. But

let such remember what a bitterness, toil, cold, hunger, and sorrow is the child-

hood of the poor. Perhaps the mother is not wise—perhaps the father is not con-

siderate—and where then is sympathy to come from to the poor child ? Every

cold look is a blow, every harsh word a wound, which bruises and raukles in a

sensitive spirit to the end of life. Childhood is either a tragedy or a glory. Miss

Martineau observes that it is kinder to bruise a child or burn its flesh, than

plant tortures within its feelings which may endure while sensibility lasts. Yet

there are people who do this unthinkingly, and who plume themselves on their

philanthropic tendencies, although the misery they cause is more serious than

that which philanthropy can correct. On many accounts then we owe thanks to

an authoress who has so powerfully drawn attention to this great subject, lying

at the base of life, which controls the character of manhood and determines the

whole future of posterity. G. J. Holyoakk.

• In America a Hall has been opened in the Broadway, in which lectures are de-

livered by Horace Greely, Ralph Waldo Emerson, Theodore Parker, and other eminent

persons—the admission being about one penny each. The news has only just reached

England. The idea, however, is not American. I believe the Messrs. Chambers
suggested the same thing some years ago. The -Directors of the elegant Museum of

Practical Geology belonging to the Government School of Mines and of Science applied

to the Arts, have done the same thing. Lectures by the most eminent men of science

are being delivered now (to working men only) at one penny admission. Mr. Robert
Hunt's lecture, which was the first I had the opportunity of listening to (as a member
of the press, who were invited), was admirable in the first degree, A slight and inge-

nious touch of loyalty was introduced; but of religious terms, not a technical word
was obtruded, though the subject might easily have b«en directed to that end.

Mr. Hunt's taste, in this respect, was as cultivated as his scientific acquirements were
conspicuous.
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TESTIMONY OF THE REV. G. H. DAVIS.

At a meeting of the Bristol Auxiliary of the Religious Tract Society, recently held,

the Rev. G. H. Davis alluded to the spread of infidelity, and said it was thought a

great thing for a powerful society such as the Tract Society to publish such a weekly

periodical as the Leisure Hour, of sixteen well-filled pages, for one penny ; but the

infidels, who were poor comparatively, were issuing a publication of equal dimen-

sions at a similar price. He held it in his hand, and read it constantly, that he

might Icnow what he had to answer. It contained articles with considerable show
of argument—there was nothing low or vulgar about it, and was just such a pub-

lication as would find its way among the working classes, producing the most dis-

tressing results. There was a notice in it of some lectures on infidelity which had
been delivered in Bristol lately. The Tract Society's publications were not sold

in low shops, such as supplied infidel publications; but they must do something
to abate those evils, and to furnish healthful instruction to the working classes.

The Rev. Mr. Davis, whose courtesy of tone is entitled to our acknowledgment,
will find that in other respects we may vie with the society to which he alludes.

We have a Tract Society in operation, whose functions will be shortly made public.

This week we issue a tract on the ' Uses of Sunday,' by * One who Believes in the

Sacredness of the Sabbath.' It forms No. 2 of the Eclectic Tracts. It is a reprint

from the * Portfolio' of the Leader of an admirable argument addressed to those

who are religious, including the most genial and practical propositions for the wise

use of Sunday we have anywhere seen. For ourselves we should order Sunday
differently from this tract in some church-going respects, but we could hardly

advise better as to its moral employment.
The issue of this tract arose on the suggestion of Mr. Holyoak, of Leicester,

where it is expected to be circulated largely by the agency of friendly news-agents

there. Through Mr. "Watson, our publisher, it can be obtained in all towns.

Single copies one penny each—or in dozens of 13 for ninepence.

The London Secular Society holds meetings weekly, and is proceeding rapidly

with the question of District Organisation. The Rev. Mr. Davis may find us

shortly in possession of a Missionary Settlement. In how many respects we may
be able to compete with the society of which he is the advocate, a few months may
enable him better to judge. Q. J. H.

GALILEO AND HIS CONDEMNATION.
The January number of the Rambler opens with a bold and able article on * Galileo

and his Condemnation.' This is taking the bull by the horns. The case of

Galileo is one of the stones perpetually flung at the head of Catholicism; and in

truth it is an ugly affair, for not only does it show the Mother of all Truth to be

absurdly in error, but because the error is now confessed, it suggests uneasy sus-

picions of infallibility.' If the Church could be wrong on the question of the

earth's rotation, she could be wrong on other questions. But the Church is in-

fallible, and canH be wrong. The writer of the paper in question gets out of this

dilemma through an issue which may prove a dangerous avenue of attack. He
says:—* The Church has never claimed the gift of infallibility for her decisions

about all matters "of fact." Her infallible authority is limited to the sphere of

revealed doctrine^ and facts therewith connected.' Ah ! if the Church really thus

limited her claims!

On the question of persecution as a thing lawful, nay righteous, hear how boldly

this writer announces his belief:—*We have no intention of entering now upon
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the general question of religious persecutions; but this we will say, that those who

believe the Old Testament to be the word of God cannot deny that He has sanc-

tioned the crushing of falsehood by material means. To make a great outcry

about a Christian having put into practice the same principles which were enjoined

by God as rules of action upon Moses, Josue, and Samuel, which were applauded in

David, and which S. Peter was inspired to put into practice, may be good policy in

one who wishes simply to protest against Rome, caring little what becomes of Chris-

tianity, but is suicidal in the Protestant who wishes at the same time to uphold " the

whole Bible" as the pure and exclusive revelation of God.'

Perfectly true—and useful to keep alive in the memories of men, that the true

spirit of the Bible be fairly appreciated ! Louis Napoleon must be a man after

God's own heart, according to the Bible theory ; and, indeed, we see that the Holy

Catholic Church blesses his deeds, and glories in his righteous triumph! O Holy,

Holy Church ! O noble exemplar of man's highest aspirations! You bless the Tree

of Liberty in 1848 ; in 1852 you bless the ruffian debauchee; in 1853, if the God-

dess of Reason be triumphant, and hold out hopes of sharing with you * the loaves

and fishes,' you will bless her ; nay, you will sing Te D^wm to the Devil himself if

ever his dusky majesty should get the upper hand! for is not 'order' the one de-

sired thing—* our being's end and aim ?'

—

From the Leader.

TWELFTH ANNIVERSARY OF THE JOHN STREET INSTITUTION.

On Monday evening, February 23rd, a tea party and ball was held at the Literary

Institution, John Street, Tottenham Court Road, to celebrate the twelfth anniver-

sary of the opening of the Institution. About 130 friends took tea together on the

occasion. After tea the President of the Institution (Mr. John Reed) briefly re-

ported their financial position, showing the probability of a speedy liquidation of

the building debt. This debt amounted to £1200, and there was also an annuity

of £10 a year charged upon the Institution in February, 1846. At the present

time the debt amounts to d6276, and the annuity has been paid oflf. The lease of

the Institution would expire in June, 1858, and there being no probability of ob-

taining a renewal of the lease, in addition to which the present Institution being

found much too small, it had been determined, upon the suggestion of Mr. Saull,

to establish a company for erecting a much larger Institution. Several attempts

had been. made to get the rules certified under the Friendly Societies' Acts, but,

after several months' attendance oii the two recent Attorney-Generals, and Mr.

Tidd Pratt, they refused to certify them upon the ground that the object of the

society was not one contemplated by the Friendly Societies' Acts; whereupon it

was resolved to register the society under the Joint Stock Company's Acts, and

on the 21st of October last a certificate of Provisional Registration was granted to

the society under the name of 'The Metropolitan Institution Company;' and

as soon as 1250 shares are subscribed for (1122 have been taken already),

application will be made for a certificate of complete registration, and the

Company will then proceed to fix upon a site for the new Institution. The

Instalments payable on the 'shares, and the shares, are fixed at as low a price

as possi'ole, in order to suit the many. Every information can be obtained upon

application at the John Street Institution. It is not intended, if it can be avoided,

to make an appeal to the public till the Company is completely registered. The
Deed of Incorporation has been prepared, and everything is ready for complete

registration when the 1250 shares are subscribed for, which is expected will be in

the couise of a few days, the number now required being small.

T. Whitaker.
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(Qymnhmtiati of tl)e press.

Colonial Christianity.—At a meeting of the Lambeth branch of the Society

for Propagating the Gospel, lately held, Sir James Brook was present, and
after a lecture by the Rev. T. F. Sfcooks, on the Borneo Mission, his excellency

addressed the meeting at considerable length. He set out with the candid avowal

that he disliked public meetings, that he was not accustomed to them, and was al-

ways afraid of saying more than he ought. If Christianity, he observed, was to be

introduced into Borneo, it must be done in a Christian spirit, or they did not want
it at all. If any particular church, as the Church of England, was introduced,

toleration was as much as it had a right to expect amongst a heathen people. If

they required a bishop there, that was the very simplest matter of discipline in the

Church of England—clergy without a bishop were like a regiment without a

colonel. But if the Christian religion became in Sarawak a religion of division and

uncharitableness, he hoped it might leave the country. Christian.people should

always consider how they approached a Mohammedan or Hindoo population ; for

undue zeal might beget undue zeal in opposition to it. There was but one way,

that of mild persuasion, to convince this people ; and it was in the hands of God
whether it should be to-morrow or a 1000 years hence. They must watch the Chris-

tian community, for history showed that Christians in a distant land did not always

preserve that Christian spirit which they ought to do.

—

Daily News, Nov. 26, 1851.

Helping Providence.—The other day, at dinner, the following story was re-

lated :—A Christian peasant, being anxious to witness the worship of the Druses,

laid himself in a window-hole, whence he could not be seen. Presently the Druses
assembled, and sitting down, recited several prayers ; then they produced a figure.

One said, ' You are God, who made the world; who made so and so, who did so

and so. You let the Druses be beaten, and gave them up to the Turks. Now,
save yourself.' And the figure was handed over to others, who soundly flogged

it. Another was produced. * You are the Saviour, the Son of God. You have

brought more trouble, wars, fights on the earth than aught else. Save yourself.'

And this idol was handed over, and treated like the first. Another was produced.

* You are Mahomet, and what have you done ? We owe you wars, fightings —our

tyrants, our persecutors. Hand him over.' And he was whipped. Another now
was produced. ' You are Providence. Now, see what you can do. Save yourself.'

The Christian could stand it no longer. He dashed a loose stone down among
them, and they all fled. He made a retreat as soon as he could, but treading on

a loose rock, it capsized over him, and he remained imprisoned. The next day his

brother, working in the field, heard his cries, and forthwith released him, saying,

* Thank Providence for your release.'— *Ah,- said the other, * Providence must

thank me also ; had I not thrown the stone he would have caught it nicely.'— The

Ansayrii, or Assassins.'* By Lieut, the Hon. F. Walpole.

Seeing the Trinity.—One of the Dissenting ministers of Bristol related the

following anecdote at a Trinitarian Bible Society meeting, as a fact in his own expe-

rience. The rev. gentleman visited the Lunatic Asylum at Reading, and there saw

a poor idiot known as * Silly Billy.' At this time he was stricken with sickness,

and lay upon the bed of death; but just before he expired, in a perfectly lucid mo-

ment, as his rev. friend asserted, and not during the ravings of insanity or the

drivellings of idiocy, he fixed his eyes upon the parson and exclaimed

—

' What does Silly Billy see ?

Three in one and one in three,

And one of those three died for me !' W. C.
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WHAT DOES UNIVERSAL CONSENT AFFIRM IN AFFIRMING A
GOD?

RENDERED BY W. J. B.

The title of this article is a sentence
from Proudhon. Proudhon allows the
hypothesis of God in order to confute it.

Indeed, without rejecting or admitting
it, as he says, it destroys itself directly

the answer to the inquiry is given, what
is God? To attempt to account for

God, either in cause or eflfect, is sure to

raise up unanswerable arguments against
the idea. If God be said to be the cause
of all things, the query naturally is, what
was its cause ? If God be assumed to be
seen in the world of matter or intelli-

gence, how it acts is not known to us
;

and physically and morally there are
strong arguments against a providential

direction in the universe or affairs of

men, commensurate with the pretensions
of eternity, infinity, power, wisdom, and
the attributes generally ascribed to

God.
Universal consent is the instinct of

intelligence, say those who derive their

God from this idea. But instinct is

universal, in all that has life. We
never know men or animals disobedient
to its laws. What is called universal
consent is by no means universal in the

idea of divinity. Travellers, mission-
aries, and theologians, have alike wit-

nessed that there existed tribes in Asia,
Africa, America, South and North, Aus-
tralia, who had not the least idea of

God, any idea to answer to it, or any
power of comprehending it. It may be
said, those were the lowest of our species

;

true, but instinct should be common to

them the same as with others. Besides,

it may be said that the highest intelli-

gences have doubted of divinity— that

even theologians, and revelationists

agreeing with them, have^ represented
God as in anger at the universal igno-
rance of him, which could not be if the
instinct we hear so much of was univer-
sal.

We do not see the force of the argu-

ment of Deists, that because the idea of

God is at least so general there must be
some truth in it. They ought equally

to acknowledge a revelation; there have
been many revelations, therefore there

must be, or there will be, one true. In-

deed, if there be a God, according to the

Deists, why should he have made us
liable to err as to himself? Pure Deists
have always been in a small minority.

The innumerable religions have said

that the idea of God was incapable of

being realised by intelligence, and re-

quired revelation. Therefore we have
the testimony of the lowest and highest

intelligence that there is no God, so far

as the universal consent of intelligence

is concerned. It may well be asked of

those who believe in God through the

argument of universal consent, why, if

God had given the instinct of him, it

was necessary to have a revelation of

himself? The one seems to destroy the

other, and justify the supposition that

God never implanted any such idea in

the human mind. As we said before,

instincts have not all gone astray, and
required to be corrected. If the same
God had given an instinct of religion,

surely he would have kept it equally
well in the right path. Instead of

which Deists must admit that the idea of

God has produced all sorts of extrava-

gances.

It does not seem sound reasoning to

argue right causes from yrrong effects.

*All the religions of the world are false,'

says the Deist, which therefore, accord-

ing to him, assumes that they must have
had their origin in truth. It seems
much more reasonable to suppose that

all religions are false, all notions of the
Deity wrong, that the errors of universal
consent only change in their object, that

the one God or the divine idea is as un-
founded as all the other ideas.

It is said, the idea of divinity must
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have something as an origin, and it is

asked—how did it come ? By such a

question the origin and history of religion

is required to be explained, which has
been often done by reference simply to

natural causes. There are many ideas

for which it would be in vain to seek
anything to correspond in the circle of

our senses, experience, or range of pos-
sibility. Men have had their imaginings
by thousands, which have strewn bygone
ages with wrecks, and are no longer re-

vived or extant in any nation. Yet
their former existence has never been
cited as proof of the actual necessity of

some such things existing somewhere.
"We speak of incongruous mixtures of

men and all the animals found in Egypt
and lately in Nineveh. We find their

effigies in stone, perhaps in paint, with-

out supposing that such things must
have had being to have had their por-

traits taken. Yet from the various
likenesses of God that have been given,

Deists infer there must be a God. The
fact is, whatever men may make of it,

the only ideas men have they have from
their senses; and when they profess to

have ideas stript of all sense, they have
no ideas at all. Sphinxes, centaurs,

winged dragons, are but visible incorpo-

rations of birds, beasts, men,and reptiles.

We cannot have a ghost without light,

sound, or form, yet we never take these

perversions to be sure indications of re-

alities. These, however, are construc-

tions and alterations of our fancy, foun-

ded on natural existences ; but when we
talk of one God, omniscient, omnipotent,
infinite, eternal, we end in a vague ne-

gation—and this is what the Deists call

the God by general consent.

The Ptolemaic system of the world
has been received, and the Copernican
(the entirely contrary) has superseded it.

One would suppose, from hearing Deists

speak, that mankind had never been in

error when they deduce their divinity

from general consent. Deists forget

that it was an old axiom of philosophy

that ignorance was the mother of super-

stition. It is easy to see how ignorance
of causes has supplied us with divinities,

and science and enlightenment have
gradually dissipated them even to the

idea. We have found the most ignorant

ages, and always the most ignorant por-

tion of the people, abounding in the

grossest superstitions. It is to these

that Deists refer as proofs of their God-
idea, and not to the scientific few in all

ages, who have shown the immediate
causes of phenomena, where agents in-

visible and supernatural have been
imagined.

Tc^hear Deists argue from universal

consent, one might suppose they had
entirely overlooked that such a thing as

ignoiance existed in the world. Whereas
we know that it has been much more
universal than wisdom. In fine, the

hypothesis of the divine idea ever refers

us to ignorance, and its contrary,

atheism, to science. But, according to

these Deists of the universal consent
school, it is better to follow the majority

than the minority. Falsehood has had
more followers than truth, though truth

may have ultimately prevailed ; but it is

truer, according to these Deists, to follow

the majority. Truth, with them, lies in

numbers. Pascal has said that imagi-

nation has interfered with truth, that

imagination has constantly perverted

our reason. Those who ask, how did

the God-idea arise ? seem to have for-

gotten that mankind ever possessed

imagination, and that M'hat imagination

invented reason dissipated.

The sentiment of a plurality of gods
being much more general than the unity

of God, therefore, according to common
consent, there is not one God but many
gods.

The constant war supposed to be be-

tween God and Satan, or opposition

between good and evil, proves, not that

such are, but that theism has raised up
imaginary beings, which atheism has
ever dethroned.

Vulgar errors seem to have preceded

all scientific truths. We seem to have
originally known nothing, and only by
slow and gradual experience to have
learnt anything. Yet the theist, though
he will not go back for his knowledge of

things, and does not approve of popular

authority in matters of science, yet ac-

credits its past dictum in the superna-"

tural, and applies it to the present.

[True presumptive evidence is against

those who believe despite universal con-

sent ; but we often do it, and must do it,

or refuse the chance of progress. .It'

what has been believed is still to be
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believed, how can we get on ? As every

year adds to our opportunities of know-
ing better speculative as well as scien-

tific truth, we are better able than our
forefathers to judge the propositions in

which they believed. That which they

reasonably believed, according to the

evidence then to be had, we may, by
reason of new evidence of an opposite

kind, as reasonably disbelieve.—Ed.]

DR. CHALMERS' ASTRONOMICAL DISCOURSES,

BY W. J. B.

There is a God, &nd tremble ; there is

a God, and fear, O man ! Such are the

chief appeals made by the Evangelical
in inviting men to the recognition of a
Divinity. We ask, can we bow with
love before the embodiment of such an
Eastern despot as is thus presented to

us by oriental imagination, and which
has claimed the submission of civilised

Europe for so many centuries? We
have the eloquence of Chalmers em ployed

to recommend a deity of this Eastern
personification. One of his celebrated

astronomical discourses is to prove that

the Deity and the angels are concerned
in a warfare with the devil for the gain

or loss of every soul, and that shouts of

triumph resound amongst the angelic

throng as Captain Christ (as the profane
picture of Chalmers implies) claims the

victory over Satan. Can this be phi-

losophy, thus to anthropomorphise the

Divinity in order to confute the objec-

tion that in the system of the universe
opened to us by astronomy, it is impos-
sible to conceive that the creator of the

universe underwent crucifixion to save

the inhabitants of this globe — which
globe Chalmers compares, in its relation

to the other stars, as one dead leaf

amongst the many that scatter the ground
in the autumnal fall of the forest ?

I would recommend the perusal of

Chalmers' astronomical discourses to

secular thinkers as containing important
concessions, whilst its divinity is of so

sad a kind that it produces the feeling

of spectral illusions passing before you
in its perusal, and makes the reader con-
gratulate himself if he is not forced to

the alternative of believing it. What
surprises a freethinker most in reading
these books in proof of religion is the

coolness with which the author charges

us with making groundless assertions,

and giving arguments without proof. It

is the old story of the painting of the

man and the lion : had the lion been
able to represent his own account of his

combat with man he would have given

a very diJQferent idea of it. No doubt
Chalmers is a consummate artist in the

opinion of believers, who regard the

freethinker as entirely wanting reason.

The venerable Scottish-divine seems to

confound a denial with an assertion, and
to charge us with having invented diffi-

culties created by the nature of his own
doctrines. The Rev. Thomas Wilson,
M.A,, in a masterly note, thus disposes

of the main argument of Dr. Chalmers'
Discourses :

—

' Modern science, as far as it is science,

is part and parcel of God's truth, and is

bound to ask what is meant by this lan-

guage of going «pand going down, which
holds so prominent a place in all priestly

systems. If figurative, let it be acknow-
ledged; if literal, it must be rejected.

I have recently looked into the late Dr.
Chalmers' book, professing to combat
the objections of astronomy to the

literal interpretation of Biblical records,

&c., and what I have found only con-

firms the conviction that such objections

are insuperable. Dr. Chalmers was as

well qualified as any doctor of divinity

in Christendom to maintain his cause,

yet his utter failure is evident to every
reasonable reader. The pith of his dis-

course is to meet the astronomical denjur
at the human life and death of the in-

finite Creator on and for one of the

smallest of countless worlds. This diffi-

culty, which he treats as a presumptuous
cavil; is solved by a conclusion that the
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Deity has perhaps been incarnate on and

for other stars as well as ours. Such a

supposition is doubtless allowable, if sin-

cerely entertained, but surely not tri-

umphant enough to authorise anger and
invective against those whome it fails to

satisfy. Nothing can be gained by de-

nouncing " the pride of the infidel's

boasted astronomy," since it is clear that

correct astronomy is not the infidel's,

but the Almighty's. As little profits it

to bid the astronomer " sit down with

the docility of a young child to his Bible."

Such docility would render Mahomet's
journey to the Seventh Heaven as cre-

dible as Joshua's theory of the sun and
moon. Dr. Chalmers introduces, by
way of illustration, the absurdity of

astronomers theorising upon animal and
vegetable life in the planet Jupiter ; but

astronomers never do so theorise. It is

the ecclesiastic, not the astronomer, who
dogmatises upon unknown worlds. But
the real, and, as it would seem, un-

answerable objection of astronomy, and

all other natural science, to church

schemes of the universe, is not even al-

luded to in Dr. C.'s book. Not one word
is said as to the fact of all physical science

indicating adequacy of means to ends, and
repudiating every idea of /aiVwre, or er-

roneous calculation as attributed to the

Omnipotent. This it is which makes
the Bible of the Universe incompatible

with a literal interpretation of the tra-

ditions of Jewdom and Christendom. It

is the reputed failure once and again of

the divine plans which forms the modern
stumbling-block in the blind path of

conventional orthodoxy. Reverential
science dares not behold in a man a

monument of compound failure, when
microscope and telescope, analysis and
synthesis, are from day to day yielding

fresh evidence of perfect beauty, order,

and wisdom throughout all the realms
of space. Whoever would take up the

gauntlet against science, in the cause of

church orthodoxy, must do battle on
this plea—" Man, a monument of his

Maker's failure, in the scheme both of

his creation and his redemption ; few

saved from eternal and unutterable

misery, even at the price of an infinite

ransom ; the universe for ever polluted

and disgraced by the hideous agonies of

myriads of irreclaimables and incu-

rables," &c., &c. Let ecclesiastical

theology reconcile these positions with

its own declaration that the Creator is

boundless in love and almighty in power,

and physical science will sit humbly at

her feet, but not till then.'

This admirable passage will be found

in No. 3 of Tracts for the Times, entitled

* Priestly Systems,' which can now be

had through Mr. Watson. When it

was lately referred to in these pages no
London publisher was appointed. So
many as 1500 copies, we believe, have
been sold in Glasgow alone.

HONESTY IN DRESS.

Yet, exactly as a woman of feeling

would not wear false jewels, so would a

builder of honour disdain false orna-

ments. The using of them is just a

downright and inexcusable lie. You
use that which pretends to a worth it

has not—which pretends to have cost

and to be what it did not and is not; it

is an imposition, a vulgarity, an imper-

tinence, and a sin. Down with it to the

ground, grind it to powder, leave its

ragged place upon the wall, rather.

You have not paid for it, you have no
business with it, you do not want it.

Nobody wants ornaments in this world,

but everybody wants integrity. All
the fair devices that ever were fancied

are not worth a lie. Leave your walls

as bare as a planed board, or build them

of baked mud and chopped straw, if need
be ; but do not rough-cast them with

falsehood.

—

Lamp of Truth, by John
Ruskin, p. 49.

HONESTY OP MEMNON.
While I express my sincere admiration

of the very noble entrance and general

architecture of the British Museum, to

express also my regret that the noble

granite foundation of the staircase should

be mocked at its lauding by an imitation

the more blameable because tolerably

successful. The only effect of it is to cast

a suspicion upon the true stones below,

and upon every bit of granite afterwards

encountered. One feels a doubt after it

of the honesty of Memnon himself.

—

Lamp of Truth, by John Ruskin, p. 44.
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From which any earnest opponent may controvert our opinions, and from which any may expuwirl rievis

not coincident with our own, if tending to the Rationalisation of Theology.

REVIVAL OF FREETHINKING IN KEIGHLEY.

To the Editor of the Reasoner.

Sir,— I have no doubt but you will bo pleased to hear that your labours are not

in vain, and that you have not spent your strength for nought. Efforts have been

made in this town against freethought by a Rev. J. Clark. He has been delivering

a course of lectures on * Matter not Eternal,' * The Existence of a God,' 'The Bible a

Revelation from God,' &c. He announced that at the close of each lecture questions

might be asked, or objections raised to what had been advanced. The proceedings

were so novel, and the appearance of fair-play so promising, that almost every free-

thinker was extolling the rev. gentleman; however, when he had finished his lec-

ture on the subject of 'Matter not Eternal,' an individual asked him if he were

willing to support the propositions named in his circular in a public discussion.

He answerd that he was not, except with his pen, and with that he would defend

them. When he had delivered his lecture on * The Existence of a God,' Mr.

Robinson rose to offer a few objections, and invited the rev. gentleman to discuss

the subject with him, either in person or by his pen ; but he declined, and pleaded

his feebleness of health. He then proceeded to make remarks. He appeared en-

tirely to forget that his opponent was a being like himself, and spoke of him as

though he were some monster devoid of feelings, ^iv. Robinson very properly re-

minded him that if his Christianity did not teach him better manners, that his

education ought to. He made a slight apology, but pleaded, in mitigation of his

offence, that ' he felt his God to be insulted.'

I took a few notes on each occasion when I was present, but I fear they would not

be at all interesting to any of your readers, as most of what he said was devoid of

originality ; most of his arguments have 'gone the round ' of all upholders of super-

stition. Had he been able to have advanced any arguments capable of clearing

away the thick darkness that presents itself when we try to find out an origin of all

things, or a state of consciousness after death, he would have had eome patient and

attentive hearers. Mr. Robinson confessed that there was much in nature which

he had not yet fathomed and therefore he should be glad to learn anything from the

rev. gentleman who had undertaken to unfold things beyond nature ; but the best

answer which the rev. gentleman could supply to Mr Robinson's most important

inquiry was, that God was infinite and he was but finite, and therefore he could not

explain the being or character of a being that is infinite, neither could he compre-

hend it.

His lectures on the Bible (for he occupied two evenings on that subject) were

rather of a novel character. Instead of proceeding to show us that the Bible was

a revelation from God, he began to show us that the doctrines they held were re-

vealed by God : such, for instance, as the resurrection, a future life, the trinity, &c.

These, together with the doctrine of the creation, he contended could never have

originated within the five senses of man, and therefore he concluded that they must
have come by inspiration. Mr. Robinson briefly replied to his arguments, and
then proceeded to show that the Bible was contradictory ; but the rev. gentleman rose

and protested against Mr. Robinson proceeding in that course. Mr. Robinson
again solicited him to discuss the subject with him publicly. He said he would

meet him privately if that would do, but Mr. Robinson had no reasons whatever to
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suppose that he would receive him with courtesy, therefore he did not accept of

the invitation. The next evening the rev. gentleman proceeded to argue that the

miracles and prophecies which the Bible contained were proof of its being a revela-

tion from God. At the close an old veteran, Mr. Firth, oflFered a few observations.

He reminded him that the proof he had given of the genuineness of those things taking

place was only such as the followers of Joseph Smith, the Mormonite, could give.

This was evidently unpalatable to the rev. gentleman ; he appeared to forget that

he had urged as a plea for not discussing with Mr. Robinson, his delicate state of

health and his pastoral duties, but in reply to Mr. Firth he said he would be glad

of an opportunity to meet any Mormonite in the world that Mr. F. could produce

to discuss the fallacy of their doctrines.

He occupied another evening in reviewing his subjects, and throughout the whole

he referred to Mr. Holyoake frequently. He endeavoured to persuade his audi-

ence that whilst he was grappling with the arguments of Mr. Robinson and others

he in reality was upsetting all the ' big guns' (as he termed them) of atheism. In

fact, it was amusing to many to hear him extolling Holyoake, Mirabaud, Voltaire,

Paine, &c., then showing how cleverly he could knock them down. He then pro-

pounded a number of questions for atheists to solve. At the close I told him that

I was not disposed to take the atheistical side of the question, but I thought in

justice to the parties he had attacked they ought to have a copy, and I asked him
to favour me with a copy, but he refused, and assigned as his reasons 'that I might

send them to some paper such as the Reasoner, and thereby help the sale of a

paper which he wished were dead.'

On the whole his lectures have proved very beneficial. They have aroused the

freethinkers to a state of activity. Lectures are now being delivered by Mr.

Robinson and others on the same subjects, and the probability is that, instead of a

few isolated individuals, we shall have an organised body of men inquiring for

truth. B. MORRELL.

M. PIERRE LEROUX.

As M. Pierre Leroux is now an exile in this country, we take the following notice

of him from the People, signed 'Kenneth Morency.' M. Pierre Leroux contemplates

lecturing in London.

Some time ago a book was published in France, entitled ' The Socialists since

February.' It contains lively sketches of the most distinguished French Socialists.

As the author, however, M. Bregnat, either has or affects a great dread of Socialism,

we cannot accept his portraits as perfectly faithful. We take a portion of what

he has to say to us about Pierre Leroux, a man of noble talent, and, as far as we

know, of exceeding disinterestedness. Many of Bregnat's statements regarding

Leroux are applicable to Carlyle.

' Pierre Leroux is destitute of faith :' He has over his eyes the heavy bandage

of scepticism. His step consequently is hesitating, and uncertain, like that of a

blind man. As doubt is ceaselessly gnawing his heart he everywhere sees doubt..

Society, in his opinion, is falsehood—religion, marriage, everything falsehood. The

Proteus of Socialism, Pierre Leroux makes an analysis of his theories impossible.

His system is a long negation of all that exists. He speaks of everything without

ever concluding. Does he speak to you of religion ? Then he declares that faith

no longer exists, that the ancient beliefs are nothing more than recognised errors.

A new faith which shall be that of Universal Humanity is preparing. One would

Suppose that he is about at last to give us the formula of the new religion which
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is to regenerate the world. But like those vapours of the evening which cease-

lessly fly before the deceived traveller, the new faith ceaselessly recedes as we try to

approach it. Doubt, which has been his point of departure, is still the only goal

which this wandering dreamer has reached. If he examines the question of our

political constitution, he finds every form bad. One is English, unsuitable to

France. Another is a false exhibition of the past and is condemned as dead.

Another, the republican constitution, is rejected as incomplete and undeveloped.

One would expect that, like Archimedes, he would at last cry Eureka, and give us

the idea of a good constitution. But no ; after so many negations no affirmation.

In politics as in religion his system is always the same—no conclusion. When
he approaches the much-debated question of property, he offers us the same nega-

tions which on all things he presents us. He asserts that property is only the

continuation of Feudalism. You think perhaps that after that assertion, he will

affirm that property is theft, that he will come near to Robert Owen and Cabet.

Far from it—the conclusion is wanting. We have seen him in the National As-

sembly. Like all the world, we have listened with great attention to his criticisms

on social affairs. As usual he displayed much skill and power. One would have

thought that after having pointed out well-known evils, he would have indicated a

remedy. All crowded round to hear the revelation about to be made, but the

oracle was dumb. Pierre Leroux terminated his speech as he terminates his books

—without concluding. It was then that the National Assembly, by the mouth of M.

Ducoux, pronounced a judgment on him, from which there will be no appeal. ' The

benefactor of Humanity,' said M. Ducoux, * is not he who signalises the evils and

woes of humanity, but he who knows how to cure them.* As we have said, Pierre

Leroux is unassailable by criticism, from the very nature of his mind. You think

you are able to seize him, you pursue him through the labyrinthine jungle of his

dialectics. You hasten your step ; in some impassable defile you deem yourself

certain of making him your prisoner, but, like a serpent, he writhes back on himself.

You pursue still, and then the serpent takes wings and flies towards imaginary

spaces, without revealing that final word which he keeps eternally concealed. Yes,

we are compelled to confess that this prophet has no other than a false inspiration

;

like the National Assembly, we are forced to condemn this obscure spirit of So-

cialism, since he is not willing to give, or rather cannot give, the words of the grand

enigma which he has placed before himself. * Society is in ruins,* he cries, 'and

thus it will be till one common faith enlighten the intelligences and fill the hearts

of men. Behold one sun shines on all men, and giving one same light, harmonises

all movements, but where at this hour is the moral sun to shine for all consciences ?*

Such is the dogmatic affirmation which Pierre Leroux gives us as his point of

departure. Society is in ruins ! We have arrived at one of those epochs of re-

novation when, after the destruction of a social order, another social order com-

mences. Society, according to him, has passed through three phases of life : youth,

manhood ; it has come to the fatal period which is placed at the end of the path in

old age—death. * Society,' he says, ' is falling into decomposition- it is about to

die, it is dead. Our fathers had a compass to direct and guide them—faith ! At
present the beliefs of our fathers are buried and sleep with them in the grave.

We have rejected many errors, we have discovered many truths, we have raised

the veil from many things, but step by step into what a profound night have we
fallen 1 The faith of our fathers has flown to the skies, doubt traverses and scars

the earth in every direction, darkness has come. Thus, like the physician who,

seeing the blood of the patient return from the extremities, says to those who
surround him :

" The hour is come, this man is going to die." Pierre Leroux says

to Society, thy doom hath arrived.'
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RELIGIOUS FANATICISM.

The following remarkable instance of religious fanaticism appeared in the Reichs

Zeitung :—To what a point religious fanaticism can again attain in some parts of

Germany is proved by the following circumstances :—On Sunday, the 28th of

December, the * Bucklianers' (a religious sect in the upper district of Ulm) as-

sembled to witness a realisation of the miracle of the Ascension in the person of one
of the congregation. Buckle (the head of the sect) marched with his flock, at two

o'clock in the afternoon, to the sandpits near Haltshausen. They formed a circle,

in the midst of which a young woman, about 20 years of age, from Ennabeuren,

placed herself, by clear daylight, and with the thermometer showing five degrees

of cold, undressed to her shift, before the surrounding saints. Buckle, who was

wrapped up in a warm mantle, and looked very comfortable, had made her believe

she would be taken up into Heaven. The congregation began to sing the word
* Halelujah,' and continued the exercise for three quarters of an hour without rest

or variation. The woman then cried out, with upraised eyes and hand— ' The
Lord has said, I have ascended into heaven and sit on the right hand of God ; so

shalt thou also, my daughter, sit and sing an eternal Hallelujah.* The singing

began again, and continued for another half hour. The poor woman, standing

nearly naked in the snow, was almost dead with cold ; but Buckle, by his exhor-

tations, incited her to persevere, till at last the police, having heard of the pro-

ceedings, appeared, and put an end to the scandal. The woman was compelled to

dress herself, which she did, saying * Lord it is hard, but I will endure/ The flock

returned^to Haltshausen, and the day after proceeded to Ulm, whence they came.

They assembled at the railway station, and, wbile the train was preparing, sang

their_^* Hallelujah ' again with great fervour, amid the jeers and jokes of the sur-

rounding crowd.

OF THE EVIDENCE OF THE LAW OF UNIVERSAL CAUSATION.

* I MUST renew my protest against adducing as evidence of the truth of a fact in

external nature, any necessity which the human mind may be conceived to be

under of believing it. It is the business of human intellect to adapt itself to the

realities of things, and not to measure those realities by its own capacities of com-

pVehension. The same quality which fits mankind for the offices and purposes

of their own little life, the tendency of their belief to follow their experience,

incapacitates them for judging of what lies beyond. Not only of what man can

know, but what he can conceive, depends upon what he has experienced. What-

ever forms a part of all his experience, forms a part also of all his conceptions,

and appears to him universal and necessary, though really, for aught he knows,

having no existence beyond certain narrow limits. The habit, however, of philo-

sophical analysis, of which it is the surest efiect to enable the mind to command,

instead ot being commanded by, the laws of the merely passive parts of its own
nature, and which, by showing to us that things are not necessarily connected in

fact because their ideas are connected in our minds, is able to loosen innumerable

associations which reign despotically over the undisciplined mind; this habit is not

without power even over those associations which the philosophical school of

which I have been speaking, regard as connate and instinctive."

—

MilVs Logic, Vol.

IL, p. 107.
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C9ur Open page.

The Leader, of Feb. 21, gives the following account of Nadaud :— * M. Nadaud,

ex-representative in the National Assembly of France, is now working as a com-

mon mason in London. He was one of the men selected by his fellows to repre-

sent the wants and sufferings of the great working class. He was recommended

to their suffrages, not by any peculiar opinions, but by his straightforward honesty

and uprightness of character, and by a cultivation of mind not so rare to find as

difficult for working men to accomplish. But he was a "Socialist." In other

words, according to the generous and enlightened interpretation of the great Party

of Order, whose vocabulary is so rich in calumny—a dangerous man, and "fit for

treasons, stratagems, and spoils." "Let no such man be trusted." For what is

Socialism but—"flat burglary." Yes! M. Nadaud was a Socialist in another and

very different, and the true sense—he desired to live by his labour, as he had desired

that his fellows should be allowed to live by theirs. He desired, too, very possibly,

the peaceable and progressive amelioration of the lot of the working classes. Well

!

compare this humble, honest man to the Prince- President, the delicioe of our

House of Lords and of Downing Street, and so long the champion of the^now pro-

scribed and banished French " Party of Order." Of Louis Bonaparte we need say

nothing here. The very stones cry out his praises. But here is a little trait in

the history of a "dangerous Socialist." M. Nadaud retired into Belgium, in com-

pany with many of his ex-colleagues of all shades of opinion. He was offered a

lucrative and responsible situation on a railway, but declined the offer. " I pro-

mised my constituents," said he, " to return to my old work as soon as my mandate
should have expired. I am now a working mason !" '

J. R. Y., of Ipswich, writes:—'No. 299 of the Reasoner, in its article on the

treatment of our Unitarian brethren at Southampton, quotes somewhat largely from
a defensive pamphlet issued by a member of that body. I find that it contains the

following sentence: "Another gentleman's piety is so refined, that he would not

sell the Unitarian sexton a bottle of wine, which was to be employed for sacra-

mental purposes. We wonder if he were equally careful that it should not go

into the mouth of the sot." May I ask the author of the foregoing whether he

is at liberty to disclose the name oi this misguided "publican and sinner," who
could thus show his ignorant opposition to a class of religionists who, for liberality,

intelligence, courage, and honesty, are not surpassed by any other sect in the

world ?'

Some surprise would be felt at the introduction of the Queen's Speech into the

Reasoner. Its intrinsic worth did not procure for it that distinction, the reader will

conclude. It was inserted for another reason as well as the one assigned. What
that was, a passage from a parliamentary speech may one day enable us to ex-

plain—when the step will be considered justifiable.

Two friends in Blairgowrie write to say:

—

' We have to thank you as being die

means, in your debate with Mr. King, of our emancipation from the errors of ortho-

doxy. A few friends here send 6s. for the Reasoner.'

Dr. Burnet, in his preface to the * Sacred Theory of the Earth,' says :
—

* It is a
dangerous thing to engage the authority of Scripture in disputes about the natural

world, in opposition to reason, lest the time which brings all things to light should
discover that to be evidently false which we made Scripture to assert.'
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school of philosophy which teaches man to say of most things :

' It may be so, and it may be otherwise.
It is a point on whicn I only know that I do not know.'—Edinburgh Review, January 1852. Art.
Genius and Writings of Descartes.
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THE MIDDLE-OF-THE-MONTH QUESTION.

MR. COBDEN, M.P., ON FREE DISCUSSION.

Among the questions of the day is the new middle-of-the-month question, strangely

sounding, but of clear value to the people nevertheless. An unstamped penny
paper has appeared in the Potteries, entitled the Stoke-upon- Trent Monthly Nar-
rative of Current Events, and Potteries Advertiser, ' Published in pursuance of the

late decision of the Court of Exchequer in the case of the Queen versus Bradbury
and Evans, which declared Monthly Publications not liable to Newspaper Stamp
Duty,' This paper is edited with considerable ability by one with whose vigorous

pen readers of the Reasoner have heretofore been familiar. It wears the literary

aspect of an old-established fivepenny journal. By the late judicial decision re-

ferred to, papers published at the beginning of the month are legal, but if issued

in the middle ot the month there is some doubt as to how the law stands. This
' middle-of-the-month question ' is now being tried. The Stamp OflSce Solicitor

has sent word that it is contrary to law, but as that officer often permits in London
what he declares illegal in the country, the question will need taking into court.

The Society for Repealing the Taxes on Knowledge will watch the case. This is

one of the practical things which that rising agitation is including in its sphere of

operations. . The right to publish in the middle of the month is, in fact, the right

to publish weekly. The advantage of this may be gathered from a dialogue between

Mr. Rich and Mr. Timm, quoted in the last annual report of the Society for the

Repeal of the Taxes on Knowledge. Mr. Rich is a member of the Committee of

the House of Commons appointed some time since to inquire into the operations

of the newspaper stamps. Mr. Rich represented the Government there. Mr.

Timm is the Solicitor of the Stamp Office.

Mr. Rich asked this question :
' If Mr. Dickens were now to establish his right to

publish his newspaper monthly, would it not be competent for him to combine

with some other persons who might also bring out what they called a monthly

newspaper, and then publish them in succession on the first week, the second week,

the third week, and the fourth week of every month, whereby they would, in fact,

have a weekly newspaper and avoid paying the stamp duty ?'

Mr. Timm answered :
' Certainly, that plan might be adopted ; and, unless wa

could prove that these publications were one and the same, the newspaper stamp

duty would be evaded altogether.'

[No. 302.]

~^
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* From this,' says the annual report of the Anti-Knowledge Tax Society, * it

appears that, though it is illegal for four persons to conspire to bring out a weekly

publication, it is not illegal for them to combine to bring out four monthly ones.

AH that is necessary is that the four papers should be actually and hondjlda se-

parate properties, with different publishers, in which case it would be impossible

for them to be " one and the same." In London such papers might be published

each for and in a separate borough j in the country, in and for separate towns at a

moderate distance from each other. The carrying out of this plan would not only

be a step in the agitation, but it would be a positive advantage, as in the country

it would confer the advantage of a weehly paper in those places where the Stamp
Office have hitherto prohibited unstamped monthly papers. While in London an

unstamped newspaper at twopence would not only be a public boon, but would so

rival the threepenny papers which have a large circulation, as to oblige the Go-
vei'ument to alter the law.'

The Stohe-upon- Trent Monthly Narrative is aiding in the solution of this im-

portant problem.
The annual meeting held in St. Martin's Hall, on the 25th ult., was more in-

fluential as to numbers and quality of persons present than the last. Four mem-
bers of Parliament (the Hon. Milner Gibson, Mr. Cobden, Mr. Scholefield, and

Mr. Hume,) addressed the meeting. Mr. Hume, notwithstanding his great age,

spoke with confidence of tone and freedom. Mr. Dawson's speech was inimitable

(even to its personalities), surpassing any effort of his I have listened to in London.

It has been siDc6 talked of in many quarters. Mr. Dawson's strong nonconformity

of spirit applies also to his manners. Independence of feeling is of little service

unless read out in an independent life Mr. Dawson now wears his hair over the

upper lip and lower part of the face. His hair being black, its appearance (as

black hair ever is) is pleasing as well as manly in expression. "We mention it,

as we presume Mr. Dawson is the only English preacher who has the moral

courage to ascend the pulpit in moustache.

Mr.Bronterre O'Brien, who seems to go about to meetings like O'Connell, with a

tail, who call for him in season and out of season, of course came forward to speak.

He repeated his thrice-times thrice-told tale of there being * no paper in existence

among us which dare tell the whole truth.' Many voices answered him by shout-

ing the Leader, some the Reasoner. When Mr. O'Brien had a paper, he of course

told the whole truth, but it was soon seen that other papers told more, for upon many
points Mr. O'Brien has very narrow views. Yet many people believe what he

thus confidently asserts, and will continue to believe it, unless some one takes the

liberty, as we do now, of denying respectfully but emphatically the truth of what

he so alleges. Some things are not contradicted because of their absurdity, and

then a few come to believe they are not contradicted because of their truth.

Respect for Mr. O'Brien, and. the extravagance of what he says, cause silence

to be observed on points like these, where correction is most easy. What Mr.

O'Brien said (he always speaks with fluency, often with amusing vivacity) began

to have weight with those around him, until he fell into this egotistic dogmatism;

and then the incredulous smile which he raised on the countenances of the

Members of Parliament (who up to this point were attentive to him) announced

that there was an end to his usefulness or influence for that night. Mr. O'Brien

complains that no public men take up his doctrines on Land, Currency, and

Exchange. How can he expect anybody to agree with him who agrees with

nobody himself? Mr. O'Brien has become a sorb of Perambulatory Dissenter, at-



tending every meeting, and disagreeing with everything and everybody. The

idea of Mr. O'Brien forming a party reminds one of what Lord John Russell once

said to Mr. Roebuck—'If the hon. member formed an administration, it must be

of himself.'

The repeal of the taxes on knowledge makes substantial way. An admirable

article in the last British Quarterly, founded on the evidence lately taken on the

subject by a Parliamentary Committee, has produced a valuable influence in many
quarters. Mr. Cobden developed at this meeting one of his practical views which

must have great weight when reflected upon. He said : — * There were many
young men present, many engaged in literary pursuits, many compositors, he

believed ; he knew the audience by their heads. Gentlemen of education, who
had a university or classical education, desiring to occupy themselves as reporters,

had now to dance humiliating attendance on some half-dozen establishments, all

they had to go to now in all London, for engagements; abolish those restrictions

and there would be four times as many papers, and four times the demand for

literary talent. Let those who derived their means of subsistence from literature

join this movement, and let it be hoped that at the next meeting the association

would have with it the men who led the literature of the day and the advocates of

education, ^et them join this cause, and, in spite of the politicians, the taxes on

knowledge should be abolished.' One passage of Mr. Cobden's speech was so

daring and chivalrous upon the practical exercise of free discussion, that it

deserves recording in the Reasoner. No man who was not also sincere as well as

brave would talk in the same way. * On the Continent we had seen questions

raised, and obtain a considerable amount of popular support—questions which

many of us considered would not for a moment bear the light of argument if dis-

cussed rationally and freely ; but opinions had been put down by force instejW of

by reason. Were those questions settled by fighting the battle in that way ? You
could not destroy ideas by bayonets and musketry. These questions, now thought

to be laid for ever in the dust, with the blood of ten of their professors, would rise

again in spite of that brute force, and the men who had been coerced would have

the title to martyrdom among the future devotees to their principles. He would

apply the same principle with regard to this country ; he difiered very greatly

from many upon that platform on social and political questions, and all he asked

was a full, fair, and free discussion with them, and if he could not establish his

views in such an arena their opinions would triumph, and they ought to triumph.

Many who were timid about giving perfect freedom to the press had not, in fact,

well-grounded opinions themselves, and were notable to maintain their principles,

in a fair field of argument ; and a free trade in the press and current literature

would compel them to become better grounded with facts in order to maintain

their position in the flood of light in which they would find themselves.' The case

of free discussion has never been more manfully put.

Mr. Collet made the best speech this night that he has yet delivered. His

addresses are always noticeable for solid matter, and his points always have some-

thing in them—on this occasion they had that in them which hit the level of the

public apprehension, and he will evidently come to be expected by the audience

as a necessary speaker on this question. One is glad at the progress of this

agitation for his sake as well as the public's. It is befitting that a cause should

triumph which is pursued with so much singleness of purpose, and advanced with

such various x-esources as Mr. Collet brings to bear on this question.

G. J. HOLYOAKE.
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EFFICIENCY ON THE PLATFORM.

IN REPLY TO MR. FIRTH.

In a paper entitled * Advantages of Art to the Propagandist ' (Part I.) I remarked

upon the paucity of cultivated speakers devoted to the cause of the poorer sort of

people, and how the most eminent advocates were to be hired only by the wealthy,

and how, in the legislature and courts of law, the interests of the rich were always

well sustained, while, with respect to the poor, they had no such advantages. I

commented on the fact that hundreds of briefless young barristers, of good attain-

ments, waited idly about our l^aw courts until impoverished, hoping that the wealthy

would employ them. I regretted that so much talent should be wasted. I said

those young men 'might be engaged in a nobler cause, the success of which would

make courts of justice unnecessary.' This last passage appears to have occasioned

Mr. Firth very considerable uneasiness ; and no wonder, when he would seem to

have read the passage thus :—Mr. Christopher recommends (indirectly) that the

whole of the briefless barristers idling about English courts of law be immediately

drummed up and enlisted on behalf of the fj-iends of the Eeasoner, in order that

they may employ their eloquent tongues in the advocacy of those principles of

which the Reasoner is the organ. ' Surely,' exclaims Mr. Firth, * it is not those

briefless barristers spoken of by Mr. Christopher who [elsewhere] are indirectly

recommended unto us as the persons best calculated to advocate our principles,'

Mr. Firth may rest assured that Buch an arrangement was not hinted at even

indirectly.

In the article referred to, I advised that principles of method and accuracy should

especially belong to those who take upon themselves the important functions of

propagandists. Upon this simple piece of advice, Mr. Firth makes the following

comment :
—

' There are more ways of keeping a person out of your house than

shutting the door in his face. You invite people to come upon your platform, and

then Mr. Christopher fences it about with so much method, accuracy, logic, and

eloquence, that the young student, finding the road so critical to travel upon,

gives up the task in despair.'

I have always thought too highly of our young men to allow of the notion that

they are easily driven to * despair ;' but I do not estimate their capacity so highly as

to imagine they can make creditable speeches without some sort of preparation.

The diligent application necessary to prepare those who are intended for public

teachers is merely a wholesome check to those who might feel disposed to take by

force a position which belongs to the enduring, painstaking, and industrious.

Men habituate themselves to talk ' indiflerently well ' at most times and in most

places, but it is not to be endured that the public should be specially sum-

moned to hear them. The artist on the exhibition of a first picture, or the

actor on his first appearance (though but amateurs), are always expected to

have had some sort of culture, and it must be so with orators. It would be no

more unreasonable for a boy-student in painting to take his pencils to a public

exhibition room, and expect to enlist the attention of the public to his first crude

attempts in the picture art, than for an undisciplined young man to present himself

before an assembly with the idea of making a speech, and expect the audience to

wait patiently until he had acquired impromptu power.

Mr. Firth, in conclusion, asks me ' to lower the steps a little leading up to the

platform, in order that our devoted young rationalists may be able to ascend.' I

am not aware that it is in my power to oblige Mr. Firth. I should prefer—if he
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can reconcile himself to the arrangement—that ' accuracy,' at least, should be one

of the steps leading to the platform
;
yet, after all, would it not be far better for

the ' young rationalist ' to learn and believe that the platform is a lofty eminence,

very hard to scale— the aspirant being compelled to rise by many slow and tedious

steps ?

In writing the papers entitled the * Advantages of Art to the Propagandist,' my
motive was not to discourage young men from speaking, but to incite in them a

love of speaking well. The qualifications set up were not intended as a bar to the

platform, but as a test, to which all must submit sooner or later. Working men's
speeches are being reported in leading daily journals. These speeches are mostly

miserable failures, and the failings of the individual are imputed to the class to

which he is attached—and thus the old maxim of ' sacrificing the few for the

many' is frequently reversed, and the many are sacrificed to the few. Culture is

indispensable to those who presume to take upon themselves to represent others.

For a class of people to be dishonoured by those whom it deputess^s its representatives

is a misfortune which must be borne with patiently till due opportunity is afforded

for its removal; but we can only remonstrate with those who, unqualified by suf-

frage, presume, on their own responsibility, to speak the voice of the many, and
fail in the attempt. Christopher.

THE YOUNG MEASURER.
~

I WAS much struck by a day's intellectual education of a little boy of seven, who
was thrown out of his usual course of study and play, in a house which they had to

themselves for a month,in beautiful scenery,where they expected to be so continually

out of doors that the children's toys were left at home. Some days of uninter-

mitting drenching rain came; and on one of these days the little fellow looked

round him after breakfast, and said, * Papa, I don't exactly see what 1 can do.' He
would have been thankful to say his lessons, but papa was absolutely obliged to

write the whole day, and mamma was upstairs nursing his little sister, who had
met with an accident. His papa knew well how to make him happy. He set him
to find out the area of the house, and of every room in it. He lent him a three-foot

rule, showed him how he might find the thickness of the walls, and gave him a

slate and pencil. This was enough. All day he troubled nobody, but went quietly

about measuring and calculating, and writing down from morning to dinner, and

from dinner to supper, and by that time he had done. When they could go out to

measure the outside, they found him right to an inch ; and the same with every

room in the house. This boy was no genius. He was an earnest, well-trained boy;

and who does not see that, if he and his parents had lived in an American forest,

or in the severest poverty at home,he would have been, in the best sense, an educated

boy ! Anxious parents may take comfort from the thought, that nothing exists

or occurs which may not be made matter of instruction to the mind of man.

—

Household Education, by Harriet Martineau.

CHANCE WRITING.

A Paper headed * Chance' has been circulated in Todmorden—but seemingly of

Colne paternity. It says, ' do not be led by the teachings of Holyoake. I (the

writer) have been in darkness, but not in darkness in a hollow oak.' We dis-

believe in * chance ' ourselves, but it would seem that there is chance somewhere,
for surely so wretched a pun as this could not have been produced by design.

G. J. H.
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dFyaminattnn at tl)e Preds.

Roman Catholic Teachings.—The Horning Advertiser, Jan. 26th, 1852, has a

leading article on the expediency of petitioning Parliament against the Maynooth
Grant, in which is this passage:— It is a proper subject for the consideration of

laymen, that, from the foundation of the -world to the present time, there has been

no other religion of which the priests and doctors of the highest reputation have

taught, palliated, justified, and recommended the practice of the most heinous

crimes against individuals and society. For instance, forgery, false testimony,

and perjury, have been taught or defended from 1590 to 1850 or '51 by upwards
of thirty pontifical doctors of high repute, including three cardinals, of whom one

is now living; theft and secret compensation from 1590 to 1761 by thirty-two,

including one cardinal and one confessor of a King of Spain; open and secret

murder from 1590 to 1761 by sixteen, including a cardinal and a royal confessor

;

parricide and murder of relations from 1641 to 1756 by five doctors ; suicide from
1627 to 1757 by three authors, one of whose productions—namely, Burzemaum,
Theologia Licentiati—has been printed no less than fifty times; and high treason

and regicide from 1590 to 1758 by so many writers, including bishops, cardinals,

and popes, that 'we pause at fifty-one with a long catalogue to count. All these

are independent of colleges, which have published these advocating same doctrines;

and it is to be observed, that many of the works have gone through three, four,

and five editions. One has been printed forty-two times, and another fifty. All

these infamous productions of the Catholic ecclesiastics are contained in the

British Museum, Sion College, and probably other public libraries ; and we chal-

lenge the whole Catholic community to contradict any assertion which we have

made—for, if any have the temerity, we will at once publish all the passages which
most strikingly inculcate the pernicious doctrines in question in our columns.

The Element of War.—Duelling, in Queen Elizabeth's reign, was very pre-

valent, nor has it abated in King James's. It is one of the sincerities of Human
Life, which bursts through the thickest-quilted formulas ; and in Norse-Pagan, in

Christian, New Christian, and all manner of ages will, one way or the other, con-

trive to show itself. A background of wrath, which can be stirred up to the mur-
derous infernal pitch, does lie in every man, in every creature. This is a fact

which cannot be contradicted—which, indeed, is but another phasis of the more
general fact, that every one of us is a Sdf, that every one of us calls himself I,

How can you be a Self, and not have tendencies to self-defence ? This background

of wrath—which surely ought to blaze out as seldom as possible, and then as nobly

as possible—may be defined as no other than the general radical fire, in its least

elaborated shape, whereof Life itself is composed. Its least elaborated shape, this

flash of accursed rage—as the glance of mother's-love, and all intermediate warmths

and energies and genialities, are the same element better elaborated. Certainly,

the elaboration is an immense matter—indeed, is the whole matter I But the

figure, moreover, under which your infernal element itself shall make its appear-

ance, nobly or less ignobly, is very significant. From Indian Tomahawks, from

Irish Shillelahs, from Arkansas Bowie-knives, up to a deliberate Norse Holmgang,

to any civilised Wager of Battle, the distance is great.—T. Carlyle, in Leigh Eunt'»

Journal.
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^oXitiiol ^uppUmeut

THE REFORM CONFERENCE.

BY a. 3. HOLYOAKE.

We call this a Political Supplement,
not in the sense of these four pages be-

ing a supplement to the Reasoner, but
in the sense of the matter being supple-
mentary to the theological portion. The
contest of opinion on secular subjects
going on around us demands attention
from us. If we are not able to aid in
the question of the day, who ought to be ?

It is by practical service in daily strug-

gles that we can best prove that in con-
demning speculative dreaming we take
a more useful course ourselves.

A Reform Conference has been held
in London. The National Parliamen-
tary and Financial Reform Association
has assembled its friends to explain how
far national its objects are. The Char-
tists have neither numbers, means, nor
discipline to carry their objects. If we
wait for them we must wait for years.

They are discharging a duty in diffusing

their opinions, but some other body,
evidently, must carry them, or such ap-
proximation thereto as can be agreed
about, into Parliament. Themost power-
ful body in the country which proposes
to carry a substantial reform is entitled

to public support, because it can the
soonest accomplish the end in view.
The Association which called the Re-
form Conference is the strongest body
in the nation demanding national objects.

As the Business Committee of this Confe-
rence consisted of Messrs. Edward Miall,

T. J. Serle, W. J. Birch, T. Gregory
Foster, G. J. Holyoake, C. J. Lattimore,
and J. Jackson, I had an opportunity of

witnessing the proceedings of the Dele-
gates present. Some persons who said

they represented Chartists began to put
questions before they could know any-
thing whatever of the nature of the pro-
ceedings. They displayed neither know-
ledge of business nor respect for it,

George Thompson, M.P., in language

of commanding indignation, detiounoed

their conduct as disgraceful. And that

was the general impression. If Chartists

continue to send such persons as some
appearing at this Conference they will ex-

tinguish themselves as a party, and die

out with a very unsatisfactory reputa-

tion * Mr. Hume, M.P., was in the

chair; Mr. W. J. Fox, M.P., and in-

fluential ministers of religion, were
present. Seeing what notions of the

fitness of the democrats (confusion-crats

they might be called) of the day for free-

dom these persons must form, I asked
permission to address the Conference;
and when the Rev. Mr. Parsons, of

Ebley, had spoken, I addressed the fol-

lowing words to the Delegates :

—

' Gentlemen present must be by this

time of opinion that a man who is a
Chartist is incapable of being honest
without at the same time being rude.

For myself I could not, after what had
transpired, own myself of the Chartist

body without declaring that the conduct
of those of them present that day, was
a matter to be mourned over. Malignant

* Alluding to the Conference sittings,

the Nonconformist (No. 329, p. 166) re-

marks :
—

' As usual, some of the self-styled

leaders of the Chartist body were there, to

force, if possible, a discussion on the basis

of the Association, and, in eifect, if not in

intention, to obstruct its proceedings.

More factious, rude, and insulting beha-
viour than that in which they thought fit to

indulge, we have never seen in any public

assembly. They were disowned by many
of the body whom they professed to repre-

sent—but the Chartists of the kingdom
should see the necessity of publicly re-

pudiating the few men who render the body
upon whom they prey, unjustly odious in

the sight of others. We have seen much
of these men, and we are sure they are the

direst foes of all rational progress.'



tyranny could offer nothing more bitter

against the enfranchisement of the com-
mon people, than the quotation of the
popular exhibition at that Conference

—

if those who made it are to be regarded
as the exponents of the temper of the
working class. But it was not wholly
so. For a year and half I have been
one of the Council of the chief political

society of the Working Classes—known
as the National Charter Association.
This body is not likely to sanction any
opposition to those who seek to extend
the suffrage to any yet without it. At
least they have listened to counsel of

this nature, and have elected some
persons taking these views, to manage
their affairs. The Chartists will not
give up their own independent activity

—nobody asks them to do it—nobody
requires it, but it may be said that prac-
tical feeling has made so much progress
among them as to lead them to con-
federate with those who work for the
common enfranchisement.

' During twelve years I have acted with
the party of social reform, and of them
it may be said, I believe, that they are

returning to their ancient faith in poli-

tical advocacy. For a long time they
discouraged political agitation and con-
tributed greatly to that political apathy
among the people still distinguishable.

The social reform party believed political

reform possible by itself. Diffusing

this opinion it had the effect of detach-

ing the most active of the working class

politicians from the ranks of the people.

But the said party have reconsidered
their conclusions, and now accord hearty-

help to political reformers. As the

social reform party worked only through
conviction, as they never worked through
the passions— their co-operation will be

found to be as steady as practical. The
Chartists have been more of an enigma,
but what they may become will depend
on the attitude held towards them. If

you court them they will suspect you

—

if you ignore them, they will assert their

existence in order to make themselves
felt— if you contemn them, they will

make of it a ground of quarrel. But if

any political party shall propose to put
substantial entranchisement within the

reach ot the great body of the people,

and will pursue its own course strongly

—outraging none, fearing none, court-

ing none, and despising none, there

exists no section of persons in the state

able to prevent its success. For myself
I would emphatically say that the ex-

tension of the suffrage now advocated
by the N.R. Association went as far as the

will of the nation; and no section,

however far it might talk, could go
farther than that: and if the Reform
Conference gave effect to its demand, it

would reassure the timid above and the

suspicious below.'

Thus, while the Free-traders of Man-
chester and its tributary towns met in

delegated conclave to determine what
course they should take for the security

of the commercial interests, endangered
by the existence of a Derby Cabinet,

the Parliamentary Reformers of London
and the provinces, exceeding two hundred
and fifty persons in number, assembled
in Conference in St. Martin's Hall,

under the chairmanship of Mr. Joseph
Hume, M.P. Viewed as an assemblage
of representatives of the middle and
working classes, the vital interest mani-
fested in the proceedings is without pre-

cedent of late years. The Conference
was opened by speeches animated, vigo-

rous, and salient. Stormy elements
indeed mingled in the deliberative

atmosphere, which only served to bring

out more distinctly the solid unanimity
of the influential majority.

Mr. Fox, M.P., in a speech of unusual
vigour, demanded to know 'if the working
classes were not with them, with whom
were they, and who could claim them V
The Rev. John Burnett, and other

ministers of religion, declared their con-

tinued adhesion to the popular pro-

gramme of the Parliamentary and Fi-

nancial Reform Association, in language
as eloquent as unequivocal, and with an
earnestness which must be influential.

Those who organised the Conference

acted on a bold policy, which bids fair

to succeed by reason of its boldness.

The fullest opportunity was given to what
is called the democratic sections among
the people to declare themselves ; and it

must be confessed they availed them-
selves disproportionately of the oppor-
tunity. But this course had its advan-

tages. The debates acquired an eleva-

tion of earnestness unusual in such as-

semblies, especially some of the rejoin-

ders of the {Secretary of the Conference,
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George Thompson, M.P. ; and what was
more significant, tacts and testimonies

were elicited from persons present fully

competent to be heard thereto, which
showed that what are considered the

obstructives among the working classes

are isolated, and if manfully met are

impotent; wanting in numbers to sanc-

tion their proceedings— wanting in

intelligence to command respect.

Each gentleman addressing the Con-

ference was requested to include in his

statement a specification of whom, and,

as far as possible, what number of per-

sons he represented—or whose opinions

he reported, what views they held, and
what conditions that Conference could

fulfil, which would secure their adhesion

and interest. We mention this indi-

cative that actual ground is being esti-

mated, and organised operations are con-

templated.
The mosfmarked feature in the pro-

ceedings was the speech of Sir. Joshua
Walmsley, M.P., who, as President of

the National Parliamentary and Finan-
cial Reform Association, opened the

proceedings of the day. What the effect

of that speech will be, echoed as it was
in the report of the Business Committee,
and re-echoed as it was in the resolutions

of the Conference, remains to be seen.

The portion of the speech we allude to

is the declaration, that that Association
understand their profession of claiming a
vote for all who occupy a tenement or
part of a tenement, who are rated or who
may claim to be rated, to be synonymous
with saying that every householder and
every lodger shall be eligible to vote
whether he pays rates directly or in-

directly. Certainly this removes the
principal ground of apathy on the part

of the working class, who have hitherto

doubted whether substantial electoral

justice was intended them. This de-

velopment of the suffrage doctrine, on
the part of this Association, has fixed a
point where it is expected the national

feeling will centre, which reformers of

the paler shades will accept, at least

with the stimulus of Lord Derby jeo-

pardising Free Trade, and which it is

expected the Chartists will largely ac-

quiesce in, as so great a number of the

people will be thus included among the
electors as must secure the ultimate ad-
mission of the whole.

The Conference adopted the following

address, which explains the principles it

holds, the course it will pursue, and its

attitude to surrounding associations.

THE ADDKESS.
Opportunity is restored to the party

of progress.

By the late change of Administration

a free field is opened to reformers.

At any former period the accession to

power of a Ministry like the present

would have been a cause of sorrow and
dismay; it should now be an invigorat-

ing stimulus to a strong and advancing
public opinion to declare itself.

Let the opportunity thus afforded to

the people for recasting their position

be at once embraced, and mutual efforts

be made for the establishment of a more
harmonious temper, a more hopeful

courage, and a more practical determi-

nation than have recently characterised

popular contests.

The National Parliamentary and Fi-

nancial Reform Association has created

an active organisation for popular re-

form, and kept up a consecutive and
formal agitation for equal electoral rights

during years when public interest in the

question was comparatively dormant.
That body appreciates the importance

of the crisis, and enters on renewed
duties with sanguine hopes. Let the

people promptly and nobly sustain the

men whose past deeds are a title to their

confidence and their gratitude.

Lord John Russell, since his resigna-

tion, has pledged himself to advocate

the extension of the suffrage to all who
are ' fit to exercise it.' The doctrine of

fitness will now become the subject of

political study. Let the people for

themselves decide whether fitness for

the franchise consists in ability to pay
a rate-rent of £5 in towns and £20 in

counties, or 40s. in assessed taxes; or

in intelligence, honesty, and indepen-

dence. If, in the judgment of the people,

the sterling qualities last mentioned
prove fitness rather than the accidents

first specified, let them co-operate with

the National Association to obtain the

suffrage tor every occupier of a house,

or part of a house, rated to the relief of

the poor, without respect to the payment
of rates as a condition of being on the

register.

Such a scheme of reform would in-

clude the largest and best portion of

every class of the community, and if not



universal suffrage, would be at least a
representation of the entire body.
The triumph of this measure of re-

form, if universally announced and judi-

ciously advocated, we hold to be inevi-

table. Great principles, founded in

justice and qualified with political pru-
dence, will always command the sym-
pathies and support of the intelligent

;

and a cause which entrenches itself in

the feelings of the people of a free

nation, has no need to fear any pro-
longed sectional jealousies or party re-

sistances.

With these views the Conference puts
the cause of reform before the country
and the country's Parliament in the
shape of a national demand for equal
electoral rights, an equitable apportion-
ment of political power, and security for

the independent exercise of the trust

restored to the people of the United
Kingdom.
Resolved for themselves to be stedfast

in the demand of what they believe to be
reasonable and just, they will offer no
impediment to any who may ask for less.

To refuse any part until all can be got,

would, they hold, be conduct tending
rather to the injury than the advance-
ment of their object. Every real ex-

tension of popular righlPB will render
those still withheld easier of attainment,

as history has shown in the series of

which Magna Charta, the Bill of Rights,
and the Reform Bill are the repre-

sentatives.

Of late years public movements have
unhappily been much weakened by the

want of a generous spirit of nationality

intent upon the interests of the whole
rather than upon the interests of sepa-

rate parties.

Owing to the want of that spirit,

minor political differences have been
permitted to severe into sections a great

people. This Conference will not have
assembled in vain if it shall have de-

veloped in any degree that higher spirife

which subordinates party predilections

and prejudices to the attainment of a
common national good. They would
therefore entreat their brother refor-

mers everywhere to respect the indepen-
dent convictions of those who (from mo-
tives probably as patriotic as their own)
may in some degree differ from them

;

but, at the same time, they exhort all

uninfluenced by past alliances or perso-
nal friendships, to adopt the most ener-
getic and direct means to secure a vic-

tory for their own principles.

The Conference terminated with a
public meeting in St. Martin's Hall, at

which Messrs. Bezer, Shaw, and Jones
came forward with an amendment, to

substitute manhood suffrage for a real

representation of the people. The
amendment was not so wide as the re-

solution. Great confusion was created,

and even at 11 o'clock there were three
or four Chartists persisting in addressing
the meeting. Mr. Hume, who was too

exhausted to read the resolutions (which
he had to ask George Thompson, M.P.,
to do) refused to hear any more. This,
of course, was called unjust, though it

seemed reasonable enough. The amend-
ment was lost, but the difference

between the numbers voting for the
amendment, and those voting for the
resolution was not great. It has been
said for some time that if any body of
reformers would go for a wide extension
of the suffrage the hereditary Chartists

would at least suffer it to be gained.

But unless every crotchet they have is

conceded they will let nobody else work.
I explained to them at the meeting, what
I have often elsewhere asserted, that

unless we distinguish some day between
what is right and what is possible, we
shall flounder for ever, talking grandly
and patriotically of the possibly right,

and perpetuating, year after year, the

full measure of practical wrong.
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Our ^lattarm.

From which any earnest opponent may controvert our opinions, and from which any may expound views

not coincident with our own, if tending to the Rationalisation ofTheoIegy.

LOWER THE STEPS.

To the Editor of the Reasoner.

Sir,—In consequence of what haa transpired at some of yonr lectures, I have

been tempted to write you; and since the appearance of the Reasoner, No. 295, I

have resolved to do so. In that number you call upon young freethinkers to or-

ganise, and you urge many reasons why they should do so, to most of which I give

my cordial assent. But to one of them I decidedly demur. You state that there

are many persons holding public situations who have embraced our opinions, but

that it would not be advisable for them to make their new opinions public unless

we are prepared to provide for them situations equally as profitable as those they

will have to give up. According to your own showing, these public gentlemen

are not prepared to hazard anything for the sake of principle. Your reasoning on

this point appears to me to be very unreasonable.* I am not opposed to our prin-

ciples being expounded by paid lecturers—on the contrary, I am quite wishful for

it to be so; but there are many able advocates of our principles who have suffered

much, both in a pecuniary point of view and otherwise j and I think those are the

parties that ought first to claim our consideration.

It appears that your correspondent, Mr. Christopher, and yourself both sail in

the same boat. Bat it hardly appears possible for Mr. C. to have taken his cue

from your article. We are aware that it frequently happens that two persons re-

siding at a great distance from each other are thinking about the same subject at

one and the same time, and we have a striking instance of this being the case on the

present occasion. Mr. C. says that men of irresistible powers of persuasion are called

to the bar, who, by an utter degradation of themselves, amass large fortunes. In

any question they will take either side, and often acquire brilliant reputations by

the successful perversion of truth. Surely it is not those briefless barristers

spoken of by Mr. C. that are indirectly recommended unto us as the persons best

calculated to advocate our principles. There are more ways of keeping a person

out of your house than shutting the door in his face. You invite people to come

upon your platform, and then your friend Mr. C. fences it about with so much
method, accuracy, logic, and eloquence, that the young student, finding the road so

critical to travel upon, gives up the journey in despair. Should you happen to be

so fortunate as to meet with Mr. C, please to ask him to lower the steps a little

leading up to the platform, in order that our devoted young rationalists may be

able to ascend. Should the persons you intend to ordain be so far learned and

eloquent that they cannot be approached ; and should your Halls or Churches, or

by whatever other name they be designated, be protected by law, in order to pre-

vent any one asking the ordained man a question ;—I say, should this be the case

(and there are some indications that it will be so), then I will declare myself a pro-

testant freethinker, hopefully waiting an opportunity of examining your articles of

faith, your laws of church government, and qualification of membership.
. Keighly^ Joseph Fibth.

• We said nothing of the nature Mr. Firth represents. Our friend has quite mis-

taken the passage. We did not say persons were not to make sacrifices—only, that we
could not ask them to do so. If a man destroys his social position, or risks the exis-

tence or food of bis family, on account of his opinions, it must be his own act. We
will be no parties to a destitution we cannot relieve. We have honour for those who
run these risks for conscience sake, and we might name twenty persons known to the

public who have done this. In another place we give Christopher's rejoinder.

—

Ed.
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THE WORKERS' LIBRARY.

SiK,—I cannot conform to that policy which excludes conscientious opinion

from the libraries of the poor, either in politics or religion. The compiler of the

'Workers' Catalogue ' has adopted the present course on account of many Insti-

tutions that have been established in this country for the benefit of the working

classes, assuming a neutrality which they do not maintain, and an impartiality not

found in their collection of books for the people. To be neutral they would have

to object to patrician politics, and refuse the works on Christian evidences in re-

ligion. To be impartial, they would be obliged to accept all opinions which are

conscientiously held and honestly expressed, on the laws and customs which govern

mankind through life, and on the history of our country.

To do justice to all parties, we must give them an opportunity of stating their

own case, and being heard in their own defence. Impartiality cannot be fairly

claimed by those who accept from the dominant parties only, and reject the efforts

of the minority struggling in the search of truth from other sources than those

given by the conventionality of the time.

Seeing it almost impossible to be neutral, we aim to become impartial, and give

all an equal acceptation, to the extent of our means, in this collection now offered

to the workers.

Hyde, Jan. 21st, 1852. Willis Knowles, Librarian.

[Mr. Knowles, of Hyde, has issued a catalogue of works on Freethinking and

General Literature, compiled in a very creditable and instructive way—worth

looking over by persons who do not intend to belong to his new Library. It is to

this library that his letter relates.—Ed.]

REPLY TO THE ' LOGIC OF DEATH,' BY AN AUTHOR IN DUNDEE.

SiRj—A short time ago I published an answer to G.Jacob Holyoake's pamphlet

entitled the 'Logic of Death, or why should the Atheist fear to Die?' marked
* fourteenth thousand.' I have lately seen this pamphlet marked * twenty-second

thousand,' and I find in it some alterations and an addition. I have also seen your

notice of my answer in the Reasoner, No. 296, p. 176, in which, after saying that it

is a thoughtful reply, and that the style of it generally is pleasingly clear, you say

« It is, however, an answer to the Rev. Mr. Blandy's edition, and does not include

a refutation of the completed essay.' An account of these things I am desirous of

publishing farther, and I am induced to request the favour of your publishing the

following in the Reasoner by your offer concerning the * Platform' in that paper.

If you are G. Jacob Holyoake, which I have considerable reason for believing that

you are, I shall consider your granting this request a great instance of liberality

and fairness to an opponent, and desire that truth should prevail on your part

indeed. I have also to request that you will publish this letter along with what

follows. I am much obliged to you for your notice of my pamphlet, and, if you

are my opponent, so much the more. The Author of the Answer.

[This writer sends us ten post sheets of M.S. not easy to read. If he will fur-

nish us with what Mr. Thornton Hunt would style a * castigated ' and more legible

version of the same, compressed into half the space, it shall receive insertion.

—

Ed.]
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'THOUGHTFUL,' DO YOU SAY?

Sir,—A week or two back I saw, in the ' Open Page ' of your Reasoner, a notice

of what you termed a thoughtful reply to the * Logic of Death.' Seeing it so

noticed, I purchased one, and have read it. Now, sir, I beg leave to say that it is

my opinion (and the opinion, I believe, of many) that this 'answer,' far from being

thoughtful, is particularly /<je6Zg, and the bad spirit that shows itself throughout is

but one of its many evil characteristics. He never speaks of the author of the

pamphlet which he so miserably endeavours to refute but in vituperative terms.

No thoughtful man would ever (I am speaking, or rather writing, as I think) speak

of the eloquent passages in the ' Logic of Death ' as * bad composition.' Nor
would he say that the work evinced an ignorance of rhetoric (oh, when I think of

his own !), or of logic, or of mathematics. Let me say a word on his composition.

I think I may truly say that I never read, or rather waded through, sixteen pages

(excepting that portion which he quotes from the ' Logic of Death ' and the Bible)

of such composition since I learned my alphabet. So much for his production. I

have done. I merely trouble you with these few lines in order to show you the

impression that it has made on one who has not yet seen anything like an answer

to the * pamphlet/ which he so confidently pretends to have answered.

, An Advocate of Truth.

[A correspondent has as much right to object to a criticism as to an opinion, and
therefore his letter is inserted. Perhaps T ought to have said patient instead of

' thoughtful,' if * thoughtful ' is understood as meaning great reach of thought.

Certainly I still think more highly of the reply than our correspondent. But
we have a letter from the author, whose ability may be judged by the reader

if he complies with the request made to him. This author's aim is to reply to

every paragraph of the Essay on Death, whereby he weakens his own impression by
over elaboration. If he will restrict his concluding reply to the main points, he

will gain in force, and our readers may hear him to better advantage.

—

Ed.]

THE REV. J. C. GALLAWAY'S LECTURES.

Sir,—I send you a list of lectures now being delivered at Bishopsgate Chapel, by

the Rev. J. C. Gallaway, A.M. I attended last Sunday evening. The rev. gen-

tleman began by saying that in the former lectures he had proved the truth of the

Bible, etc. Ho would, he then said, read an extract from an atheistical work. He
began by reading from the * Logic of Death :' * It is an axiom with me there is

nothing higher than morality,' etc. He said he very much approved of the tone

and manner of the writing, and said there was a great improvement in the manner
of those writing on the other side ; and it behoved those in the church to show
by their living their superiority to them.

He said he did not know what the writer's idea of morality was—it might be

high or very lax; but he would say there could not be any equal to the Christian

ones, which were love to God and love to man, and contained in the life and teach-

ings of Jesus. The most profound tribute to the moral law was the atonement;

and he noticed your objection as being a great injustice, which, he said, the book

did not justify ; but if he thought it did, he would give up his Christianity.
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He told his hearers the tract he read from had sold very largely, and no doubt

would sell much more so ; and warned his hearers against such works. He did

not mention its title
j perhaps you could let them know more about it. A.

[Besides these lectures, thirteen In number, a course, as we have advertised, is

being delivered in the Tottenham Court Road Chapel. The name of the Rev.

Mr. Ainslie would have attracted me, from respect for his character, had I not

been engaged on the night of his lecture. The last in the course, by the Rev. Dr.

Hoppus, Professor of Logic at the London University, I shall endeavour to hear,

and expect to reply to afterwards in another lecture. The names of the other

lecturers are not known to me, but Dr. Hoppus, from his station, commands our

attention and respect. Mr. Knight and Mr. R. Cooper are spoken of as replying

to the other lecturers.

—

Ed.1

RELIGIOUS ASPIRATIONS.

Sir,—I have perused with no little attention the thoughtfully-written article of

your correspondent, C. F. NichoUs, entitled the * Future of Secularism j' and beg

leave to tender him my thanks for his moderation of tone, his kindliness of manner,

and his manifest intention. It is evident that an important change is taking place

in the promulgation of the opinions your journal advocates.

But, sir, I cannot agree to your correspondent's conclusions, nor do I believe

that religion, in the real sense of the term, is in any such danger as he would lead

us to suppose. The cause of religion is the cause of humanity ; and it would be well if

freethinkers would take the trouble to distinguish between religion, the real God-
emotion, and that blind sectarian faith in certain dogmas, which is too often

regarded as religion.

I should think that your correspondent will not venture to deny in man a per-

petual craving to fathom out the mystery of his being. It seems evident to me
that so long as this craving exists religion must exist likewise. Your correspon-

dent hopes in the ' future of secularism ;' I hope in the future of religion. I, in

common with many others, believe that a time must come when this war of sects

will cease—-when religion will be reduced to its simple elements, a belief and trust

in God, a hope in eternity. Though the * future of secularism ' may be bright, the

future of religion will be brighter. Wm. Tidd Matson.

QUESTION TO MR. CHILTON.

Sir,—Though a Christian I am a subscriber and reader of the Reasorur weekly,

and for many reasons wish very much that Christians and those so called would

read it regularly and scrutinisingly : in so doing they would only be obeying the

rational advice of one—'Prove all things.' As you not only permit, but, like

Christ in the synagogue, invite interrogation, permit me to ask Mr. W. Chilton to

favour the Christian readers of your paper with the proof of his atsertion, in the

Reasoner, of Feb. 11, that Christianity has its immoralities.

Steady Seek-truth.

[As this gentleman sends his address, we have the means of knowing that he is

what he professes—a Christian inquirer.-^Eo.]
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Mr. Knowles, of fiyde, has printed 1500 hanJ-bills headed ' The Wesleyans Stepping

into Controversy,' saying—* Those who are not startled with the words at the head of

this paper, and desire to know more about the anonymous " Address " put forth by the

Wesleyans, are respectfully requested to purchase the Rcasoner, No. 299, which con-

tains a letter from a working man, giving a sufficient account of it, and its cause for

circulation in Hyde. In the same number will be found an admirable article by Chris-

topher, on the ** Advantages of Art to the Propagandist." It is " the case of the Poor

Man's Bees," abstracted from a quaint translation of Quintilian, Declamation XIII.—

a

case which ought to be read by intelligent work-people.'

Mr. Robert Cooper will lecture twice on Sunday, March 14 (morning at 11, evening

at half-past 6 o'clock), in the Social Hall, Old Garratt, Manchester. "We regret that

a notice of Mr. R. Cooper's recent lectures in Manchester was accidently omitted.

Mrs. Martin's tract, * The Bible no Revelation,' can be had through Mr. Watson.

Also her treatise on the 'Health of Women' (3d.)

Complying with the wish of * Anaxagoras,' we have spoken to Mr. Luke Burke, from

whom we learn that there is no prospect of the completion of the Ethnological Journal

at present. Though another series, much more important, may follow the eleven num-
bers already out.

We are obliged to a correspondent for a copy of Mr. Henry Tarleton'e * Foe and the

Fight,' though it seems to us to be a fight without the foe.

Friends of the Reasoner in Coventry have had, through Mr. Morris, a quantity of

Reasoner prospectuses, and 100 tracts on the ' Organization of Freethinkers,' sent down
there for distribution.

Friends meeting at Mr. Mitchell's Temperance Hotel, Union Street, Bradford, send

9s. 4d. for the Chartist debt fund. The Is. from Mr. G. Smith, of Salford, was acknow-

ledged in the Northern Star.

We are obliged to 'Justice' for the notice of the lecture on the 'Being of God,' by
the Rev. H. E. Fraser, M.A., in North Shields.

The Westminster and Pimlico People's Institute, St. Leonard Street, Upper Tach-

brook Street, Pimlico, of which Mr. Edmund Stallwood is secretary, speaks in its pros-

pectus of promoting Secular Education for the people,

Mr. Wells Brown, the well-known Fugitive Slave, proposes to publish in June, if a

sufficient number of subscribers can be obtained (at lOs. 6d.), a work entitled * Three

Years in Great Britain; or, Places I have Seen and People I have Met.' Mr. Brown

writes:—'Being prevented by the Fugitive Slave Law from returning to the United

States, and finding my lectures inadequate to the support of my daughters, who are now

at school in this country, I have concluded to publish an account of my travels in Great

Britain, provided I get sufficient encouragement. If, therefore, this meets your appro-

bation, you will do me a favour by circulating this paper among your friends, and for-

warding it to me by the 1st of April, or as much sooner as may be convenient. The

money should not be paid until the book has been received ; so that if circumstances

should prevent its publication, the gubscriber will not be the loser. 22, Cecil Street,

Strand, London, Feb., 1852.'

Helvetius says :
—

* What does the word God signify? The still unknown cause of

order and of motion. What shall we say of an unknown cause ? If we attach other

ideas to this word God we fall, as M. Robinet proves, into a thousand contradictions.

No doubt, say the Chinese letters, there is in nature a powerful principle ignorant of that

which is ; but when we wish to divinify this unknown principle, in creating a God, it

is then only the deification of human ignorance,'
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FACTS ABOUT BOOKS.
Under this head we shall give a weekly column

of the names of special class books, and the pro-
bable cost of them, for the information of readers
who may not otherwise meet with a notice of them.
This record will be limited to the fact that such
books exist and are obtainable. To give the names
of the publishers would cause the stamp office to
assume that we derived pecuniary advantage from
the publication (which is not the case), and they
would charge it as an advertisement. As the
column now stands, it is merely class information

;

and the liberality of our atamp office does not tax
this kind of matter.

Harriet Martineau's Household Education 3
Birch's Religion of Shakspere 4
Newman's Phases of Faith 6
IVIartineau and Atkinson's Letters on Man.

.

9
The Task of To-day. By Evans Bell 1

The Freethinker, complete 2 6
Wild Flowers for Children 1 o
Master Woodbine's Alphabet 1

The Young Lady Bird's Alphabet 6
The Tiny Alphabet 2
Flowers, Fruits, and Leaves each set 2
The Flower & the Star, or the Course of the
Stream 1 fi

Paine's Theological Works 3 o
Paine' s Political Works 5 o— American Crisis, in a wrapper .... 1 6— Rights of Man, ditto l 3— Common Sense, ditto 6— Letter to the Abbe Raynal, ditto ... 6— Letters to the Citizens of the United

States of America 4— Decline and Fall of the English Sys-
tem of Finance 3— Agrarian Justice 2— Public Good 4— Dissertation on the First Principles
of Government 2— Letter to Camille Jordan, on Priests,

Bells, and Public Worship 1— Reply to the Bishop of Llandaff .

.

2— Discourse to the Society of Theo-
philanthropists at Paris 1

— Life, by the Editor of the National 6— Portrait, engraved on Steel 6— Address to tlie People of France on
the Abolition of Royalty. ,. ^ o 2

Popular Tracts. By Robert Dale Owen. In
1 vol., cloth boards and lettered 2 6

Or in separate Tracts at the following prices :

Tracts on Republican Government and Na-
tional Education, by R. D, Owen 3

Influence of the Clerical Profession, by
Sermons on Loyaity,FreeInquiry,&c.,by do. 3

ditto 3
Hopes and Destinies of the Human Species,

by ditto 2

Address on Free Inquiry, by ditto 2

Darby and Susan : a Tale of Old England,
by ditto 2

Wealth and Misery, by ditto 2
Situations j Lawyers, Clergy, Physicians,
Men, and Women, by ditto 2

Galileo and the Inquisition, by ditto 2
Lecture on Consistency, by ditto 2
Prossimo's Experience, &c., &c., by ditto 2
Moral Physiology; a brief and plain treatise

on the Population Question, by ditto .... 6
Neurology : an Account ol some Experiments

in Cerebral Physiology 2

GUIDE TO THE LECTURE ROOM.
Literary Institution, John St., Fitzroy Sq.—Mar.

14th [7], Henry Knight, 'Is the Bible a Divine
Revelation.'
South Place, Moorfields.—Mar. 14th [Hi a.m.],

a Lecture.
Hall of Science, City Road.—March 14th [7],

Thomas Cooper, ' The French Revolution.' Mar.
18th [8^], Henry Knight, ' Pre-Adamite World.'
National Hall, 242, High Holborn.—Mar. 14th

[8], P. W. Perfitt will Lecture.
South London Hall, Webber Street, Blackfriars

Road.—Mar. 14th [7], a Lecture.
East London Literary and Scientific Institution,

Bethnal Green.—Mar. 14th [7^, G. Sexton, M.D.,
' Popular Theology.'

Social Institution, Charles St., Old Garratt, Man-
chester,—Mar. 14th [64], R. Cooper will Lecture.
Working Men's Academy, Edgar Street, Preston.

—Lecture every Sunday at 10^ a.m.—Discussion
every Sunday evening.

Eclectic Institute, Denmark Street, Soho.

—

Every Friday [8^], Mr. J. B, O'Brien, Home and
Foreign Politics. Every Sunday [7^], on Moral
and Social Science.
Commercial Hall, Philpot Street, Commercial

Road East,—Theological Discussions every Sun-
day morning [11], Sunday evening [7], Tuesday
[8], Thursday [8], and Saturday [8].

Areopagus Coffee and Reading Room, 59, Church
Lane, Whitechapel.—Every Sunday, Monday, and
Wednesday (8), a Lecture or Discussion.

ADVERTISEMENT.

A COURSE OF SIX LECTURES will be de-

livered at the London Mechanics' Institution,

Southampton Buildings, HoJborn,by the Rev. W.
Woodman, of Kersley, near Bolton, Lancashire.

First Lecture, Tuesday, March 9, 1852: 'The
Being of a God.'—Second, Thur.*day, Mar. 11 :

' The Truth of Sacred Scripture.'—Third, Tuesday,
Mar. 16: 'Free-will as essential to Humanity as
Rationality.'—Fourth, Thursday, Mar, 18: 'Mar-
riage Vindicated, and its Laws shown to be essen-

tially those of Humanity under its most elevated
phases.'-Fifth,Tuesday,'Mar.23: ' The Existence
and Eternity of Hell not Inconsistent with Infinite

Love.'— Sixth, Thursday, Mar. 25: 'The True
Doctrine of Secularism, or the Relation of Time
to Eternity.'

Discussion will be allowed on the subject of the
Lecture of the Evening, at its close. With a view
to insure the attendance of ttiose persons only who
feel interested in the subjects to be considered,

and not, as will at once be evident, for the sake of

profit, the admission will be by Tickets (price

Sixpence for the Course), which, with Syllabuses
of the Lectures, may be had at the Institution;

also of Mr. Newbery, 5, King Street, Holborn;
Blr. Penn, 143, Holborn Bars; Mr. Gunton, 25^,
Lamb's Conduit Street ; Mr. Pitman, 20, Pater-

noster Row; Mr. Trimen, 11, Portugal Street,

Lincoln's Inn ; and at the Churches in Argyle Sq.,

King's Cross, and Cross Street, Hatton Garden.
Admission to a Single Lecture, Threepence ; to

the Reserved Seats and Platform, One Shilling the

Course.
In order to allow of as much discussion as pos-

sible, compatible with the closing of the meeting
at Ten, the chair will be taken at Eight precisely.

The doors will be opened at half-past Seven.

London: Printed by Holyoake, Tyndale, & Co., 3, Queen's Head Passage, Paternoster-row; and Pub-
lished by J. Watson, 3, Queen's Head Passage, Paternoster Row. Wednesday, IVIar. 10th, 1852.
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THEOLOGICAL EXAMINER.

Upon points on which philosophers know nothing, philosophers should say nothing. That is a useful
school of philosophy which teaches man to say of most things :

' It may be so, and it may be otherwise.
It is a point on whicb I only know that I do not know.'

—

Edinburgh Review, January 1852. Art.
Genius and Writings of Descartes.

EIGHT OF THE ARTICLES.

The Kersley Gladiator 2-.'J

Third Free Discussion Festival 2/6
Why Organisation should be Prosecuted .. 277
Terms of Eight Paged Tracts 277

Deity— its Attributes 2/8
Naturalism and Supernaturalism 279
Public Parish Halls 283
The Monument to Mr. Carlile 284

THE KERSLEY GLADIATOR.

THE REV. WOODVILLE WOODMAN's LECTURES IN LONDON.

The advertisement in our columns last week will have informed our readers that

Mr. Woodman, of Kersley, near Bolton, is delivering a few lectures in London.
His subject on Tuesday the 9th was professedly ' The Being of God,' and to a more
extraordinary tissue of indecorous witticisms and bad logic it has never been our
lot to listen. His syllabus was pompously headed * Infidelity Challenged '—it

ought to have been * Infidelity Tantalised.' As the proceedings were limited to

two hours, and Mr. Woodman occupied considerably more than an hour himself,

and claimed ten minutes to reply to every speaker, he might be supposed to have

challenged himself, as he was the only party who had the opportunity of making
a proper defence. This inequality struck others more than it did me. Many per-

sons said he ought not to profess to challenge freethinkers if these were the con-

ditions he meant to impose.

When, years ago, some of our friends used to publish * challenges ' to the clergy,

the act was denounced as vulgar and bellicose—as exhibiting a sort of low prize-

ring pugnacity. It does imply a want of dignity and self-respect. To answer all

who may object is one thing—to announce yourself as a sort of Don Quixote of

metaphysics is another, and very objectionable thing. Mr. Woodman startled the

quiet district of Chancery Lane last week by trumpeting himself as the Gladiator
of Swedenborgianism. If the noble old Baron is clairvoyant now, he would blush
for his belligerent disciple of Kersley, near Bolton.

When Mr. Woodman's lecture was over I stepped on the platform, and explained
that as he had challenged ' Infidelity ' he ought to know that that term had come
to mean a kind of sensual scepticism—a species of pot-house unbelief, in which
wickedness, wilfulness, and obstinacy supplied the place of conscience; and that

if those were the persons whom he addressed, they were not the persons whom I

represented. As Mr. Woodman had explained that he did not mean the term as

one of reproach, be ought to have used another word, and spoken of us as free-

thinkers, rationalists, non-believers, or by some term which did not disparage by
its very signification. I did not want him to mince the matter, only not to mis-
represent the matter.

I mentioned to Mr. Woodman that when, years ago, I first visited the New
Jerusalem Church in Birmingham, I was warned by my religious friends against

[No. 303.]

[ONE PENNY.]
[No. 18, Vol. XII,]
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associating with 'infidels,' for such the Swedenborgians were considered. He said

* yes, they were so considered, he knew. But what did they care if they had the

truth ? He knew that Swedenborgianism stunk in the nostrils of many people.'

This was a much more oflfensire account of his own doctrines than I wished to

make him give, but I did intend to make him break down the unfounded pretension

he had set up to orthodox Christianity. The audience henceforth saw that the

heresy and ' infidelity ' were not all on the side of those he assumed to ' challenge.'

The short time I had to speak obliged me to notice but one part of his lecture,

that touching upon Causation. It may be said here that his whole lecture was one

of the strangest metaphysical hashes which a country visitor every ventured to

submit to a metropolitan audience. He said that cause and effect led us back

to a first cause, but that that cause was without a cause—in fact, ' an uncaused cause

was God.' I reminded him that Newman had said that a God uncaused was as

difficult to conceive as a world uncaused. I explained that we were not justified

in speaking of ' cause and effect.' We were bound by experience to speak of

causes and effect. All causes were double—no one thing could produce any thing.

We must therefore speak of first causes—not a first cause His answer was that

reason would not lead us to God. The idea was not in nature—it came from

Revelation. And this was said by a man who professed to travel from Kersley,

near Bolton, to reason the people of London into Swedenborgianism, and sliow

that atheism was illogical and unreasonable.

He said he could give as good a definition of matter as T could of God. To this

I replied that if he did not like my definition of matter, I could give him a

reference to matter itself, upon which he could form his own opinions: but if I

did not like his definition of Deity, he could give us no reference there. We were

left in the thick darkness of Swedenborgian abstractions about * wisdom, power,

and love.'

No one could say, remarked Mr. W., that matter created itself (no one does

say so) ; but he overlooked that no one could say that matter had been created

without falling into absurdity. Mr. Woodman raised expectation on tiptoe by

saying that nature gave us no idea of the uncreate, which is very true—but, he

added, he had an idea of it. Need it be said he never told us what it was ? He
said sceptics could not tell what organises matter. It seemed effective to say so,

to those who did not perceive that he could not tell himself.

A great point with Mr. Woodman, one you hear every time he lectures, is that the

idea of God is so unique that it must have been revealed. Yet he has no idea of

God which does not appear derived. He says God is Wisdom, Power, and Love.

These, however, are all human attributes. The mere abstraction of these qualities

from humanity he calls Deity, He contended that the different ideas of men
concerning Deity must have an origin in reality. There must be a real existence

at the bottom, he thinks. But has not Shakspere told us that ' Imagination bodies

forth the form of things unknown^'' The Centaur and the Sphinx never existed,

though the ideas of them have been cut in granite. If all ideas men have are

founded on realities, then all falsehood is true : for every false proposition must
be the expression of a reality, men having a distinct idea of the falsehood expressed.

If no idea can exist without the existence of the thing signified preceding it, there

could be no invention. The steam engine was an idea before it existed—otherwise

we must say it existed before it was invented. To evade these difficulties Mr.
Woodman set up this dogma— ' An imaginary idea is an erroneous idea of some-
thing which exists.' Taking Mr. Woodman at his word, we may say that his
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imaginary idea of God is but an erroneous idea of humanity— it is, as Mr. Newman
would express it, an enlargement of man's nature. No doubt all ideas of Deity

have arisen by some erroneous conception or combination of existing material,

animal, or human things. But we leave Mr. Woodman's idea of imagination to

the poets to deal with, who with one consent will make war upon it. A materialist

could not make a greater mistake about imagination than Mr. Woodman does.

What Mr. Woodman supposes a London audience to be composed of, it is hard

to tell. He told ridiculous stories of some one who said ' a donkey's idea of God
would be that of a donkey larger than himself.' This language Mr. Woodman
actually used, and added, that he should have asked the man ' what donkey told him
80?' If we used this language Christians would recoil from it as blasphemous

levity, wantonly employed upon a sacred subject. He also recited an exceedingly

old Joe Miller about two young people down by Bolton who were newly married;

and told us as how the * female '—Mr. Woodman added * not being a person of

rank he could not call her a lady, so he named her the femaW (why could he not

say the woman, or the man's wife ?) Bat to continue, he told us as how \\\<i,female

said she had the secret for preventing a second quarrel ; and she told her husband

to guess it, and as how he could not. Then he tried till dinner time, and then he

couldn't: and then she gave him till tea time, then he couldn't ; and so at last, in

the true charade style, he gave it up. When the ingenious creature said, her

mother had told her they must ' never have a/rs< quarrel and then they could not

have a second? Mr. Woodman thought the audience would laugh at this—I thought

they would have swooned. The Hatton Garden Swedenborgians began a titter, and

the Battle Bridge people took it up, but they were ashamed to go on with it.*

There were among the audience several respectable clergymen who had dropped

in, thinking, from the advertisement in the Times, that some Reverend gentleman

had come up from the North, from whom something elevating or instructive

could be gathered. I watched their countenances while these things were being

told. It would have done Mr. Woodman good could he have witnessed the ex-

pression they bore. Men fresh from College and the study of classical purity, to

hear all this, in what professed to be a philosophic and serious lecture on the * Being

of God !' What would they think ?

Why I speak with reprobation on this matter is, that there were many young
men present at that lecture, who are non-believers, and they may come to think

that if the Reverend Mr. Woodman may treat the subject of the ' Being of God '

in this way, they may do so. Thus Mr. Woodman would demoralise the taste of

these young persons. And if they should fall into this error. Christians would

walk away in disgust, exclaimin;^—such is the vulgarity and coarseness of free-

thinking. This is no affected picture—it has all happened before at Christian insti-

gation and at our cost. Mr. Woodman's lecture could do no harm beyond this,

except to Swedenborgianiam, which destroys the charm of its intellectual refine-

ment, when it suffers itself to be so represented in London. In this preacher there

are no genial sentiments, no impassioned tones, no words coming from the heart,

nothing that inspires nobler notions of life or duty, no lofty thought burying sec-

tarian rivalry in some generotls conception. The lecture was (and all Mr. Wood-
man's lectures seem alike) dry, hard, and heavy—the heaviness made more appa-

rent by illegitimate efforts at sprightliness.

• On Swedenborgian Tracts, published in London you commonly read—^^ The
doctrine advocated in this Tract is publicly taught in the Churches, in Argyle Square,

Battle Bridge; and in Cross Street, Hatton Garden.
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I write thus plainly because it is a matter of self-defence to make clear to the

public in London and the provinces who is here parading himself as our opponent

and ' challenger.' No one since the days of Brindley and Barker has assailed us

with the same coarseness. Neither the living nor the dead—not even the dead,

whom the grave makes sacred with other men—have escaped him. He brings all

things down to the level of a wordy triumph or a venal charge.

At the conclusion Mr. "Woodman made his customary parade about discussing

with me. But I told the audience that he concealed the condition which he knew

made discussion impossible with him. He stipulated to dispose of the half of the

proceeds which belonged to me, as well as the half which belonged to himself.

He said I wanted him to pay me to debate with him. The audience said * no, no
;

Mr. Holyoake has said nothing of the kind—he wants nothing of the kind.' I

said that my means were absorbed in jointly supporting the journal and advocacy

which I conducted; and time consumed in debate must be a further cost to me,

and I was not bound to give to a charity (as Mr. W. proposed) what I needed

myself. If he called this venal in me then I would not debate with one who was

so unjust. But let him be fair, and I would debate with him without hesitation.

Much more was said. The audience appeared to regard my resolution as just.

But Mr. "Woodman made no offer to meet me on the condition I named. He
makes professions of seeking no 'profit,' and of wishing much to controvert our views.

Then why has he not accepted my request, that he would furnish to this paper a

statement of his principles, which he says are so impregnable? The Reatoner \%

open to him. I can get nothing by printing his arguments, of that (to him satis-

factory fact) he may be sure. It will cost me something to become his pub-

lisher. Why is he silent so long 1 As he has chosen to menace us, let him have

the pride to keep his word, and overwhelm us by his terrible arguments.

At his Halifax lectures Mr. Woodman said he should follow me wherever I

lectured in the districts—over what range of miles I know not. I do not believe

he will. However, I shall put upon the placards in my next tour that the Rev.

Mr. Woodman, ' who undertakes to assist at my lectures,' may be expected to ad-

dress the meeting. The Rev. Knight-errant will prove quite an attraction, and I

shall keep a record of all the new arguments he introduces.

I do not do the Swedenborgians of the metropolis the injustice of confounding

Mr. Woodman with such men as Mr. Garth Wilkinson, Mr. Newbery, and others

of that body, remarkable for intellectual culture, attainments, and courtesy. Mr.

Woodman is to them what Mr. Barker, a few years ago, was to the Unitarians

and the South Place Chapel congregation. I believe I am right in saying that

Mr. Woodman is not recognised in respectable Swedenborgian quarters. When
the real Swedenborgians choose to combat us they will do it in a very different

manner from that here noticed. G. J. Holyoake.

THE THIRD FREE DISCUSSION FESTIVAL.

On Monday, March 29, the Third Festival in connection with the Secular Society

will be held at the Hall of Science, near Finsbury Square, City Road. It will

probably be an aggregate meeting of London Freethinkers, as some important

communications have to be made. Suitable music and poetical pieces will be in-

troduced as on the former occasions. Further particulars will be entered into

next week. Doors open at 7, commence at 8. Admission : Hall 3d,, Gallery 4d.
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TERMS OF EIGHT PAGED TRACTS.

In future all tracts of eight pages issued by us will be sold at the following prices

:

Single copies, one penny each ; but a dozen taken will be sold at one halfpenny

each. The dozen will be charged only sixpence. Therefore the following tracts—

The Workman and the Exhibition,

Words Spoken at the Grave of Emma Martin,

Organisation of Freethinkers,

The Uses of the Sabbath,

(the last tract issued)—can now be had at sixpence per dozen.

The reason of this arrangement is that pamphlets sold at one halfpenny each can-

not be distributed. Booksellers do not care to receive an order for a halfpenny

book. But if a single book is wanted, and can be charged a penny, they will pro-

cure it. Single copies, therefore, will cost one penny ; and those friends willing

to give copies away can obtain a dozen for sixpence, and the bookseller, who will

receive thirteen to the dozen, will have the odd one as well as the profit on the

sixpenny worth, which will enable him to supply them.

WHY ORGANISATION SHOULD BE PROSECUTED.*

The distribution of the Reasonerj and of tracts supporting our opinions, when

the recipients are known, may lead to discussion, and thence to the enlargement of

opinion ; but, in nine cases out of ten, where they are given at random by indi-

viduals, the effect is disastrous. The desire to persecute is inflamed, and that

species of calumny instituted which makes the timid and the dependant afraid to

avow their opinions. To present a certain class of rigid Christians with a

Reasoner is equivalent to a declaration of.war, and they take it so—but not with

our meaning, not as a war of fair discussion, but as a war of action. These indi-

vidual efforts, therefore, must be replaced by the efforts of association . Church

organisation is complete, its machinery is potent: why, then, should we not follow

the example of union which the Church sets before us ? We may require to test

the efficacy of combined action when we least expect it. Let no man recline in

his arm-chair and say, ' They dare not persecute us.' At this moment rev. gentlemen,

assisted in some cases by members of the nobility, are peculiarly zealous in pursuing

the freethinkers of every parish. Wherever they meet decided opposition they

avoid discussion. Their generalship is better; they raise, or endeavour to raise,

fears of hell, and of their persecution in some, and hopes of prosperity in others,

to restrain the open avowal of their opinions. It requires but little foresight to

prognosticate that should these means fail, and our views spread, they would

resort, if they had the opportunity, to more stringent measures.

It is for these reasons, sir, that I cordially accept and would willingly aid in the

endeavour to carry out the proposal of * One of Ourselves.' Organisation is not

only necessary as a guarantee for the efficiency of our out-door workers, but it is

a duty which we owe to our wives and families. At present our defensible

strength is ascertainable only by accident, but with Organisation the number com-

petent to debate would be known, an effective staff drilled, and progression ensured.

We should not then, as now, be compelled to blush for some of those who profess

to champion freethought. I am quite sensible that many on our side are men of

* A correspondent, Mr. William Robertson, is substantially the author of this article;

hut finding his suggestion better than their statement from his pen, we have taken the

liberty and gone through the labour of re- expressing it.

—

Ed.
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ability and acquirements, bat this is not enough. These should form the rule,

not the exception. Four out of five of our out-door opponents are fanatics— men
who have acquired the enthusiasm of conviction, but not the philosophy of debate

;

but they have license to say what they please without exciting astonishment—not

so with us. Prejudice is on their side—we have to combat prejudice. It is their

part to assert, ours to answer— theirs to dogmatise, ours to explain; and if our

logic be crude and incorrect, our arguments rambling and disjointed, defeat is

inevitable, not from them, but ourselves. Our out-door audiences are composed
of men of all shades of opinion, many of whom are living proofs of how little the

Christian institutions have done for the education of the people. Our hearers,

besides our actual opponents, comprise the young of both sexes—bigoted Christians

who come to scoff, but do not engage in actual debate—and doubtful persons who
are eager to become acquainted with our arguments, and mode of defence, and for

whom, if we would proselytise, an able exposition is absolutely necessary. Au
effort on our part would make many of these, not only convinced of the errors of

religion, but able exponents of our cause. Attention to these would double the

sale of the Reasoner ; and many of them, associated with our present disciples,

paying each a weekly contribution, would recruit our exchequer, fortify our

position, and enable us to enter on more extensive operations for the future.

We ought to endeavour to amalgamate all freethinkers, and if possible all dis-

senters, irrespective of the limit or extent of their belief, so long as they could

agree to one point, viz.—the reduction of the power of the church as an instrument

fraught with social evil. Nothing short of a phalanx can war with a phalanx, with-

out the certainty of ignominious defeat. It therefore behoves us, before the season

of active proselytism arrives, to collect our forces into an association for offensive

and defensive purposes. None but men- of courage, integrity, and ability should

be entrusted with the task of out-door speaking—men skilled in defence and good

tacticians—men whose consciences are clear of wilful injury to any man, and who
will respect an opponent's faith, but love the truth more—men wh(^, from the purity

of their motives and of their lives, and in no insolent bravado, can stand before

the world and maintain their opinions.

DEITY — ITS ATTRIBUTES.
Equity, justice, society, cannot exist in a living being except relatively to indi-

viduals of the same species. They cannot exist between one race and another

—

for example, between the wolf and the goat, between the goat and man, between

man and God—much less between God and man. The attribution of justice, of

equity, of the love of the Supreme Being, is a pure anthropomorphism ; and the

epithets of just, clement, merciful, and others, which we give to God, ought to be

expunged from our litanies. God cannot be considered as just, equitable, and

good, except as relatively to a God. God must thus be unique and solitary; con-

sequently he cannot experience social affections, such as goodness, equity, and
justice. Is it said that the shepherd is just towards his sheep and his dogs? No

;

but if he will shear as much wool off a sheep of six months old as from one of two
years, if he exacts from a young dog the same amount of service to his flock as from
an old one, it will not be said he is unjust— it will merely be said he is foolish

—

inasmuch as between man and beast there can be no society, although there may be

affection. Man loves animals as things—as sensible things, if you will—not as

persons. Philosophy, after having divested God of the passions which supersti-

tion had ascribed to him, ehall now be obliged to dispel those virtues with which
a liberal piety invests him.— Translated from Qu'est ce que la Propriete, of
Froudhon, by G. F.
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NATURALISM AND SUPERNATURALISM

BY F. B. BARTON, B.A.

I.

Naturalism and supernaturalism are

in direct antagonism. Naturalism refers

to that which is known, to that which is

the object of sense, observation, and
experience,and consciousness or internal

sensation. Supernaturalism refers to

that which is unknown, ideal—which is

altogether removed from sense, obser-

vation, and experience, and from con-
sciousness.

Naturalism is concerned with the

objects, facts, and laws of nature, which
laws are universal and unchansreable,

Supernaturalism is concerned with the

creations of the imagination, which dif-

fer in different minds, in different ages,

and different countries— which have not,

therefore, the certainty and consistency

and uniformity which belong to know-
ledge and truth. And supernaturalism
is also concerned with that which is

opposed to general experience, and con-

trary to the universal and unchangeable
laws of nature.

Whatever is an object of sense or sen-

sation is, in 'popular language (for I con-

cern not myself with the paradoxes of

the idealists), said to be known, to be
certain ; and whatever is not an object

of sense or sensation is a matter of

opinion, of faith—and therefore not
known, not certain; and whatever is op-
posed to experience, and contrary to the

universal and unchangeable laws of

nature, is generally admitted to be, if

not impossible, at least highly impro-
bable and doubtful. In proportion to

our knowledge of the uniformity and
unchangeableness of the laws of nature,

we shall consider any event that sup-
poses a suspension in the operation of

these laws, or a violation of them, a

downright impossibility.

Speaking generally, then, we consider

we are justified in calling naturalism, or

nature, the region of fact, of reality, of

knowledge, of certainty, of truth. And
we may pronounce supernaturalism to

be the region of ideas, of speculation, of

imagination, of opinion, of faith, of

doubt and uncertainty, if not of false-

hood— which epithet is certainly appli-

cable to some things in supernaturalism.

Such being the distinctive character-

istics of naturalism and supernaturalism,

I consider that nature,which deals in fact

and knowledge, will be found to furnish

man with all that is necessary for the

practical purposes of life— all that is

requisite for the promotion of the highest

welfare and happiness that his nature is

capable of realising ; and that if we
attempt to get out of, or beyond nature
— i.e.y into the fiwpernatural or meta-

physical (which means the same)—we at

once forsake the sure and stable ground
of knowledge, and plunge into a sea of

doubt and perplexity. We quit sub-

stances for shadows— leave the steady

light of the sun for the flickering glare

of ignes fatui. We no longer live— we
dream. We are liable to every species

of absurdity and error; and if we adopt

any ideas that induce a violation ot the

laws of nature, which has often been the

case, we fall into positive mischief and

incalculable evil.

If once you begin to speculate—to

indulge the imagination on that which is

not an object of sense, and which, there-

fore, is not a matter of knowledge

—

where will you stop? What limit can

be assigned to the wild wanderings of

the imaginative power ? What restraint

put upon the extravagance of the specu-

lations and ideas that may be produced ?

Fortunately, mankind in general are

too much occupied by the cares and
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business and pleasures of life, to devote
themselves to the meditation on reli-

gious ideas—they generally take them
at second hand, and are content with
them as they receive them (otten absurd
and extravagant enough), and do not
attempt to speculate further, for which
they have not time : and thus some stop
is put to the extravagance of speculation.
But take a man of an imaginative mind
from all natural objects and worldly
pursuits, and shut him up in seclusion,

and let him devote his thoughts entirely

to the ideas of God, the soul, and a
future state, for ten years, and see what
monstrous notions, what extravagant
speculations would be the result I

This is the origin of all superstition
and fanaticism. AH who have believed
they had received a divine commission
to teach religion have preceded their
ministry by seclusion and meditation,
which, acting upon a warm temperament
and a lively imagination, have induced
the belief of inspiration.

To the same source is to be attributed
the monstrous fables of ancient mytholo-

gy, especially of that of Hindostan, which
doubtless owe their origin to the medi-
tation of some learned and imaginative
pundit, who, abstracting his thoughts
and feelings from all sublunary cares
and enjoyments, and fixing his sole at-

tention on the tip of his nose, engen-
dered for his fruitful brain
'Gorgons, hydras, and chimeras dire.'

But where a man's reason and judgment
keep his imagination in check, he will

confess that meditation on religious

ideas throws no light upon them, but
only serves to prove their vague, uncer-
tain, and unsatisfactory character. It is

related of an ancient Greek sage, Si-

monides, that he was asked by the
monarch at whose court he was staying
(and who, we may presume, did not tie

up his own belief, or desire to tie up
that of his subjects, by anything like

an Athanasian creed) to tell him what
he thought of the nature of God. The
sage requested a day to consider the
question

; next day he asked for further
time, till a week had elapsed ; and he
then frankly confessed to the royal
inquirer, that the more he thought on the
subject the more he was confused and
perplexed. And such, I believe, will be
the result of every rational man's medi-
tations on the subject.

We can know nothing of what is not
an object of sense and experience. We
may imagine, we may conjecture with-

out end, but anything like satisfactory

knowledge we cannot obtain; and there-

fore reason, nature, and common sense

all command us not to waste our time
and thoughts on such abstruse and un-
satisfactory subjects. The ideas of 'God,'
* the soul,' and * a future state after

death '—the principal religious ideas

—

are not derived directly from certain ob-

jects of sense, and they are not therefore

matters of knowledge : they are more or

less involved in obscurity, uncertainty,

and doubt.

Of the nature and character of God,
or the cause of the universe, the most
various and opposite views have been

entertained by mankind in different

countries and different ages of the world,

under the instinct of a supposed super-

natural revelation originating in the

imagination. The character of the Deity
has always been a reflection of the cha-

racter of the people worshipping that

Deity. In a barbarous age the Deity
has been cruel and tyrannical ; in an
enlightened and civilised age the Deity
has been highly intellectual and moral.

Thus the god-idea has varied with the

mental condition of mankind, and man
has made his god an image of himself.

This does not look like an uniformity

and consistency of truth. The arche-

type of the god-idea is not to be found

in any object in nature, but only in the

mind of man—of the varying character

of this it has always partaken. Of course

this idea, like all other ideas, is originally

derived from objects of sense; but, be-

ing an impression or a deduction derived

from various objects and influences, it

has varied according to the nature of

ihe mind receiving the impression or

making the deduction. It is as much
the creation of the imagination as the

ideas of all other supernatural beings,

genii, fairies, and witches. I say, then,

that the variable nature of the god-idea

is inconsistent with the uniformity and
immutability of truth. What has been

said of the god-idea is equally true of

the ideas of the ' soul ' and of ' a future

life.' The ' soul ' and ' a future life ' are

not objects of sense— not matters of

knowledge and experience. The ideas

respecting them have varied in different

countries and in different ages, and can-
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not therefore be traced to a definite, im-
mutable archetype. Supernaturalism
then —or any view that takes us out of

the facts and laws of nature—cannot
furnish us with any knowledge— with

any definite and satisfactory ideas on
the subjects of ' God,' * the soul,' and ' a
future life.'

Let us see what Nature teaches us on
these subjects. All that the facts and
operations of nature teach us of God or
the creative agency is, that there is some
power continually operating in the vari-

ous departments of nature, in organic
and inorganic substances, according to

law and order, and providing various
wise and benevolent adaptations for the

diflferent orders of sentient beings. In
a word, that there is some power con-
tinually at work capable of effecting all

that we see is effected. But this power
cannot be separated from nature, or the

various portions of nature, in which it

operates. It must always be considered
in nature, a part of nature, not above or
beyond it, not supernatural. The pro-
per designation of this power is super-
human, for it is superior to any agency
that man can bring into operation. This
power is superhuman but not super-
natural, for it is a constituent part of

nature, and nature cannot be supposed
to exist in its integrity without it.

This superhuman power is a thing sui-

^enm«, totally distinct from anything else

we know or can conceive of—therefore to

nothing can we compare it. Nothing
that we know presents any analogy to it.

We only know the power by its various

effects ; of the power, as a distinct thing,

separate from nature, we know nothing.

Though we may describe this power as

operating according to law and order, and
apparently with design

j
yet we cannot

strictly represent it as a mind or an in-

tellectual power, or a moral power, or a
person—for it often acts neither intel-

lectually nor morally ; and all our expe-
rience associates with intellectual and
moral attributes an organisation and a
form, and our idea of person is always
connected with a human form. But in

this case there is no form or organisation
visible or imaginable to which the creative

power can be assigned, considered as an
' intelligence' or a ' being ' separate and
distinct from nature.
The ascription of a mind or personality

to this power in nature has naturally
led to anthropomorphism, to the invest-
ing it with human attributes, human
passions and weaknesses, and making
the creative power, or God, a superior
sort of human being. This is the source
of all the superstition and idolatry that
have existed in the world, and which
now, to a great extent, exist, even under
our present civilisation. Evident traces
of this are perceptible in the popular
idea of God and the popular forms of
worship.

But however difficult it may be ade-
quately to conceive or to describe the

creative power of nature, this is of no
importance in a practical point of view.

It matters not our being ignorant of the
essence of this power, our only concern
is with its visible effects. All we have
to do with this power is to ascertain the
modes or the laws through which it

operates in the various objects and sub-
stances of nature and in our own con-
stitution, and to observe the relationship
between this constitution and the ob-
jects and agencies by which it is sur-
rounded—or, in other words, to make
ourselves acquainted with the physical
and moral laws within us and around us,

and to act in conformity with these
laws, as the only means of securing our
well-being and happiness.
With respect to the 'soul' or the

* mind,' we have no evidence of its being
a principle distinct from the body. It

is never perceptible to us separate from
the body. Mental manifestations are
always found in connection with a living

brain, are proved to be affected by the
nature and condition of the brain ; we
are also conscious of thinking with the
brain : therefore we are justified in con-
sidering the brain as the source of men-
tal power, or that mind is a property of
brain, as much as digestion is a property
of the stomach.
With respect to another existence

after death, this, also, is not an object
of sense or experience.

The consideration of religious belief,

in whatever age or by whatever people
professed, strikingly shows the folly of
deserting the obvious facts and laws of

nature, and indulging in theories and
imaginations, which cannot possibly
lead to knowledge, nor, therefore, to any
satisfactory result. The consequences
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have been a mass of ideas and theories

more or less absurd, inconsistent, and
extravagant—a melancholy monument
of human folly and degradation. But
this is the least part of the mischief.

Not only is it vain, idle, and useless to

indulge theories and imaginations which
have no foundation in fact and truth, or

which it cannot be satisfactorily ascer-

tained to have any such foundation, but

this indulgence of ideality and specula-

tion has ever led more or less to the

inculcation of precepts and duties which
are directly opposed to the laws of

human nature, and which cannot, there-

fore, be complied with; and where the

attempt has been made, the result has

ever been failure, accompanied by pain-

ful remorse and distressing fear.

The extent of misery which super-

naturalism has caused, in all ages of the

world, by inculcating duties which are

in direct violation of the desires and
sympathies of human nature, is incalcu-

lable. Let us take a glance at the re-

quisites of superstition. The most pro-

minent characteristic of superstition is

that it appeals to faith ; we are to believe

what it teaches on authority, on the tes-

timony of others, not on the evidence of

our own senses— and this when it

teaches doctrines most remote from
sense and experience. The leading

maxim of supernaturalism is, * we walk

by faith, and not by sight.'

Nature, on the other hand, appeals to

facts, to sense, to knowledge, to expe-

rience. Nature impresses her teachings

on the senses and feelings, or sensations

—so that they cannot be mistaken or

doubted. And in harmony with this

method of instruction, man is by nature

constituted to be more deeply and per-

manently impressed by what affects his

senses and feelings, or sensations and
experience, than by what is addressed

only to his understanding, to his mental
conviction, to his belief. Man is evi-

dently constituted to walk by sight, and
not by faith. I speak, of course, of the

mass of mankind, not of the r^re indi-

vidual exceptions of poets and enthu-
siasts and fanatics.

How largely supernaturalism draws
on our faith ! We are required to be-

lieve in an invisible being, an intelli-

gent agent, of infinite mental and moral
perfections, who created and governs

the universe. We are required to be-

lieve in the existence of a being that is

not cognisable by our senses—that we
can neither see, nor hear, nor feel ; a
being like nothing in nature, resembling
nothing that we are acquainted with,

transcending all our faculties to conceive
or comprehend. We are required to

believe in the constant presence and
superintendence of this invisible being
—in his knowledge of all our thoughts
and sentiments and actions ; and re-

quired to govern our thoughts, senti-

ments, and actions in accordance with

this belief, in obedience to a perfect

moral law, on pain of incurring his fear-

ful displeasure, and suffering an awfully

indefinite punishment in a future, invi-

sible world. All this we are required to

believe, who are constituted by nature
to be more strongly impressed by what
affects our sensations than by what is

addressed to our understanding and
imagination—that is to say, we are re-

quired to believe that which nature
teaches us to disbelieve, or to doubt.

We are required to keep constantly in

mind what there is nothing to remind
us of, but everything around us to make
us forget, by appealing to our senses

and sensations. We are required to

act as if we knew, and were assured of,

what it is not possible we should know,
or be assured of. For we can only know
^he sensuous objects and influences that

solicit our attention and interest on
every side. We cannot properly be
said to know anything that is not the

object of. our senses ; but the Deity, in

whose presence and superintendence we
ai*e required to believe, is not an object

of sense—we cannot, therefore, know
the presence and agency of such a being.

It is, however, confessed that we cannot

know this, for we are required to believe

it ; and belief or faith is not knowledge.

Knowledge is the result of sensation,

which is the strongest evidence that we
can have, and that, therefore, which

impresses the human mind most dis-

tinctly and powerfully. Belief or faith

is of a far weaker nature—it indicates,

not certainty, but at most only proba-

bility. Knowledge and belief are op-

posed to each other—the one signifying

certainty, the other uncertainty or doubt-

fulness.
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PUBLIC I^ARISH HALLS.

A CORRESPONDFNT writes :
—*I send the Nonconformist, tha>t you may give effi-

ciency, as far as you can, to the subject taken up by Islington parish, and well dis-

posed of so far, in relation to vestry rooms. Possibly you can noiice this in more
places and for more purposes than one, as sliowing the gieat necessity there is for

places of assembly for the people to sperik their minds to each other upon public

matters and social affairs. Look at the Politician, which appeai-ed yesterday. I

submit that might be done weekly which they will fail to do as a dsdly publication.

You are, I know, well aware of what im'menso value materials, well selected from

the daily papers, political and social, might be. The Politician must ultimately,

I think, be put down ; for, upon the face of it, it is immediately running away

with the produce of a man's brains before he himself has derived what he ought to

get from their produce. I do not mean to say that speech is not given us for

the benefit of society, but it seeni.s to me that the brains which first spin good

thoughts into language should be allowed to live out of them, or society will be

injured. Think of Spencer's idea, that all our rights are limited by the rights of

other men, and therefore he that spins the thought should be allowed reasonable

fruits from it. I wish 1 had time to deal with topics as they arise, but it seems

to me good to ship my thoughts to you, that they may reach your 3000 active-

minded readers, when you think them worth use.' E. S.

Agreeing with the importance of the article in the Nonconformist of March 3rd,

1852, we quote it nearly entire :—The parish of Islington, faniousfor the evangeli-

cism of its clergy and the uproariousness of its vestry meetings, has just signal-

ised itself by an act which we commend to other parochial constituencies, both

metropolitan and provincial.

A recent act of Parliament (13 and 14 Yict. c. 57), having made provision for

the holding of vestry meetings elsewhere than in parish churches, the Vicar of

Islington, not unnaturally, wished it to be put in operation in that parish. The
vestry, howevei", wishing to look before they leaped, appointed a committee to con-

sider the question, and on Friday last that body made their report. They, it ap-

pears, were unanimous in thinking it desirable that a Vestry Hall should be pro-

vided, and that it should be made available for public meetings generally. By the

act in question, the Poor Law Commissioners, upon the application of the vestry,

may issue an order putting the act in force, and at the expiration of twelve months
no vestry meeting, or meeting for any other than ecclesiastical or charitable pur-

pose, or a purpose approved by the bishop, can be held in the church, nor (except in

cases of emergencies, and even then not without the sanction of the Commissioners)

in the vestry-room. The Churchwardens, with the sanction of the Poor-Law Com-
missioners, and a majority of the vestry, are then empowered to provide a building

and to borrow the requisite moneys. The committee proceed to state that they

see no reason why the interference of the Poor-Law Commissioners should be in-

voked, in order to obtain a suitable public building, for which the parishioners

would have to pay ; and which must be used for many purposes besides those con-

nected with the relief of the poor. Such interference they believe would be fraught

with danger to the interests and independence of the parish, since it would enable

the Commissioners to impose conditions relative to the situation, size, cost, and

character of a Vestry Hall, as well as to the uses to which it might fairly be ap-

propriated—matters which ought to be entirely under the control of the Vestry.

Had the act simply given to parishes power to hold vestry meetings elsewhere
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than in churches, and to provide the requisite buildings, its ostensible purpose

would have been suflSciently answered; but not only does it give novel and general

powers to a body appointed for poor-law purposes only, and which has no jurisdic-

tion in this parish, beyond auditing accounts relating to the poor rate ; but the

orderof the Poor-Law Commissioners having been issued, the church will, at the end

of twelve months, be closed for vestry meetings and for all other meetings, not

sanctioned by the bishop of the diocese, while the vestry-room cannot even be used

in case of emergency without the consent of the Poor-Law Commissioners !

The committee believe that the principles involved in this act are such as ought

not to be sanctioned by the inhabitants of this or any other parish, who (they sub-

mit) should by their example resist that spirit of centralisation which has of late

years been so largely infused into our institutions, and of which the Poor-Law Com-

mission is itself a conspicuous illustration. Our parochial and municipal rights

and liberties must not be sacrificed to unnecessary governmental interference and

intrusion.

The vestry showed their appreciation of the force of these objections by unani-

mously adopting the report, and the subject has now been referred to a com-

mittee, to consider whether an act of Parliament shall not be applied for, which

shall not only facilitate the building of a Vestry Hall, but put the management of

the affairs of the parish on an entirely new footing.

THE MONUMENT TO MR. CARLILE.

When we proposed the erection of a monument to Mr. Carlile, £8 8s. were sub-

scribed for that purpose. The requisite sum would have been obtained but for

circumstances connected with the family, which induced the abandonment of the

idea. The money has since remained in my hands. The two daughters whom we

mentioned lately purpose to go to America the first week in April. Mrs. Baker,

a lady going out, kindly consents to be their friend on the voyage. Mr. Baker,

already in America, has offered to interest himself in their behalf. Mr. C. Camp-

bell, also in America, has been written to by me, through Mr. Baker, asking the

same friendly office. My present purpose is to ask the permission of the subscri-

bers of the eight guineas in my hands to pay it over to Mr. Bendall, for the service

of the daughters. ^20 will be necessary to enable them to go out, and we are

taking steps to raise that sum from such friends of Mr. Carlile as are accessible.

The following is the list of subscribers alluded to. Those who object to this

disposal of the money will please write to Mr. Holyoake at once, as the majority

of votes will decide. Those who agree need not write :—T. Watts, £1 ; Mr. Wyld,

Is. 6d. ; A Friend, Is. ; Arthur Trevelyan, £1 ; R. Cornish, Is. ; "E. L. Dyer, Is.

;

S. B., 2s.; J. Foster, Is.; W. E. B., 5s.; J. W., £1 Is.; J. Body, 5s.; D. P.'s

book, Is. 6d.; Dr. Lees, Is. 6d.; A Friend, Is. 6d.; A. B., 2s, 6d. ; Luke, 2s.; H.

Robinson, 5s.; A Friend, Is.; Eliza, 2s.; J. Carter, Is.; W. Knowles, Is.; W.
Bendall, 10s.; Friends in Ashton, £2 16s. 6d.; W. Furness, 2s. 6d. j A Friend,

Is.; A. Frazer, 6d. ; J. H. HoUiday, Is.

Julian (the boy of 17) will remain in England. He is now out of employ.

He was found unfitted for the situation Mr. Holyoake procured for him. A
month's wages have been given him since his engagement terminated. He was

formerly in the machine warehouse at the Mark Lane Express office. Some
mechanical employment would suit him best. If any reader can employ him, let

such communicate with Mr. Bendall, Hall of Science, City Road.
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THE * CHELTENHAM FREE
FOR

PRESS ' AND
ATHEISM.'

THE 'LAST TRIAL

"We copy from the Free Press of June 28th, 1851, the following notice, in which

Mr. Close is brought out in a new character. Opinions expressed in Cheltenham

upon this * History ' have special interest, which is the reason for quoting them

here. The words in brackets Mr. Holyoake adds himself.

* Mr. George Jacob Holyoake has published a " fragment of an autobiography,"

giving an account of the proceedings connected with his trial for blasphemy ut-

tered in this town several years ago. Some timid people will perhaps say, " Why
notice such a publication ?" but for ourselves we are not of the number who think

that an evil is to be put down by shutting our eyes to it. We regard the atheistic

movement as the most dishonest agitation which has ever attempted to enlist the

sympathies of the working classes ; it possesses no root, no vitality, but is an ex-

crescence engendered from the corruption which worldliness has introduced among

the professors of that religion [the Cheltenham Free Press ought to know better]

which is, above all others, calculated to promote the well-being of the labouring

classes—Apostolic Christianity. Our readers will remember that we protested

against that prosecution, not out of any sympathy with the doctrines avowed, but

because we objected to seeing Christianity placed in the position of persecuting

those who differed from it for avowing contrary opinions. Christianity must win its

votaries by love—not awe opposition by fear. Mr. Holyoake labours to show " that

the religion of Jesus involves persecution ;" and of such stuff as the following is the

argument composed:—"A man who believes that men need saving, that there is

only one way whereby they can be saved, that his way is that way, and that it is

better for a man to lose the whole world than to lose his own soul by missing that

way—such a believer will inevitably coerce all he can into it." If Mr.^Holyoake,

mathematical teacher and professor of logic as he is, wished to state the matter

fairly, he would see that the sequitur to the argument is not " that the religion of

Jesus involves persecution,^'^ with all its repulsive characteristics, but that it involves

persuasion, with all the attractive features which spring from a heart filled with

sympathy for the temporal and eternal well-being of fellow-creatures.

* Despite the excited feelings under which he wrote, it is evident from this work

that (notwithstanding the prosecution which we consider un-Christian)he met with

more genuine sympathy from Christians because he was a fellow-man, than he did

from Infidels because he was a brother sceptic, [What can the reviewer mean?

Freethinkers brought me food to the prison in which Christians put me. Which
was the true sympathy?] Let Christians but unite together more cordially than

they have hitherto done, let them, following in the steps of their Great Master,

eschew persecution in every form, and then let the masses be called upon to choose

between the cold negations of Atheism, and the affirmations of Religion which men

feel to be true, and we fear not the result. The disunion of professing Christians,

and the rapacity which has been exhibited in the name of Christianity, have alien-

ated the affections of the majority of those who now tolerate the absurdities of

Atheism. [Nothing of the sort.] But the men who have given way to these fail-

ings are now beginning to see their errors and to become convinced of the unamiable

light in which they have exhibited Christianity to the world. Self-sacrifice is the

best proof of attachment to the precepts of religion, and we have the satisfac-

tion of believing that never again will our town be disgraced by contributions

enforced by distress warrants to support the religion of love, and one of which,
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under most lamentable circumstances, it appeurs by the report of Mr. Holyoake's

defence, produced upon his mind a most embittered feeling against Christianity,

which has never yet been effaced. We give honour to Mr. Close for the removal

of this blot from Christianity in our town, [Had it not been for Mr. Close, there is

reason to believe the imprisonment would never have taken place. He could have

prevented it and did not, nor has he ever expressed his disapproval of it. The
Free Press must have changed hands, as it writes so unwarrantably.] for the break-

ing down of the division-wall which rendered hearty co-operation between Church-

men and Nonconformists almost impossible. He has begun the good work; in

carrying it on we hope to see him (in conjunction with the ministers of all denomi-
nations) interesting himself more than hitherto as to the sentiments of the work-

ing classes. Christianity is as suited for mankind as ever it was ; if the " common
people -' do not hear it as " gladly " now as they did in times gone by, it becomes

those who have to proclaim it to examine what are the stumbling-blocks in the way of

its progress. Let us have a real, healthy, working propagandist alliance of

Evangelical Christians of all denominations—let its members go forth amongst all

classes of the people— let them teach pure Christianity, and exhibit what they

teach—and we believe a very few years will manifest a remarkable change in the

feelings of the masses of the people. Atheism, Neology, and Popery, are errors

quite sufficient to call into play all their most active powers, without leaving any

room for inaction or disunion.'

EeaiSoner prDpatjantfa,

To promote the efficiency of the Reasoner as an organ of Propagandism, one friend subscribes lOs.

weekly, another 5s., some a monthly sum,others Is.each weekly— others intermediate amounts or make
special remittances, according to ability or earnestness. An annual contribution of Is. from each reader
would be easy, equitable, and sufficient. What is remitted, in whatever proportion, is acknowledged
here and accounted for at the end of the Volume.

Acknowledged in No. 298, 481s. 6d.—Rubicon ("for January and February), 40s,

—W. J. B. (Nos. 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, and 18, Vol. XII.), 60s.—James Evans, Shef-

field, 3s. 9d.—J. H., Lancaster, 2s.—J. Hindle (second subscription). Is.—James

Shaw, Is. 6d.—-D. Crossley, Halifax, J. Bateman, ditto, 3s. 6d.—Mr. Holliday, Is.

—H., Kent, 2s. 6d.—W. E. B, (up to the 16th number), 203.—Friends in Blair-

gowrie, 6s.—E. Jervis, Hanley, Is.— J. Boyce, Is.—M. Pearson, Gateshead (per

Andrew Smith), Is.—Wm. Helmsley (per do.), Is.—Thomas Meek (per do.). Is.

—Wm. Robson (per do.), Is.—James Clark and T. H. (per do.). Is. 6d.—Wm.
Newton (per do.), Is.—Andrew Smith, 2s. 6d.— Total, 634s. 9d.

^p™ The next Conversazione of the Society of the Friends of Italy will be held in the

same place as the last^Great Room, Freemasons' Tavern, Great Queen Street, on the

evening of Wednesday the 24tb of March, at half-past seven for eight o'clock precisely.

The proceedings will be commenced by a lecture by George Dawson, Esq., M.A., of

Birmingham. After the lecture there will ensue a general conversation, in which

various speakers will take part, and in the course of which M. Mazzini will take occa-

sion to address the meeting on such points, connected with the Italian question, as may
be better developed by an impromptu reciprocation of sentiments between himself and

the audience, than by another written lecture. For greater convenience, it is thought

advisable that there should be no service of tea or coffee during the meeting. Tickets

of admission to the Conversazione—for Members, Is., for Ladies and Gentlemen, Non-

Members, is. 6d., may be obtained, as before, at the Society's Offices, 10, Southampton

Street, Strand, '
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(9ur Open Prific.

All secretarieH and other persons sending information for insertion in the Guide to the

Lecture Room, will please addres-i such letters to the printer of the Reasoner, 3,

Queen's Head Passage, Paternoster Row, London. Some unfortunate disappointments

have occurred, and some inaccuracies have been perpetuated, through letters being sent

at the last hour on Saturday before going to press, which have not reached the editor in

time for him to put them in hand.

Mr. E. Jones has said in his Notes that if he is not misinformed, £6 of the Chartist

debt was due to Messrs. Holyoake & Co. The real sura due to them for printing (of

which I was ignorant) was £3. But there is another pound, which was lent to Mr. E.

Jones— which was obtained from me in cash for Mr. Jones, and is not likely to be re-

paid, seeing that Mr. Jones is a second time insolvent. Mr. Jones represents that my
interest in seeing the debt paid was personal, which is simply untrue as well as un-

generous.

At the South London Hall, Webber Street, Blackfriars Road, Mr. G. J. Holyoake

will lecture on Sunday evening, March 21st, at 7 o'clock, on the ' Deficiency of Re-

formers in the matter of Discipline, considered in reference to the Jesuits.'

To several correspondents who write concerning the Children's Books recently an-

nounced, we say that they are in the press. The First Letter Book will be one penny,

the Second Letter Book twopence. Further particulars will be announced as soon as

the books are ready.

Mr. Trueman, well known to our Marylebone friends, is dead. Some months ago we
were instrumental in tendering him some little assistance (chiefly from W. J. B.) in his

then illness. His widow and children are unprovided for—indeed aid is needed to cover

the funeral expenses. Any one tendering help can forward it to Mr. W. Bendall, Hall

of Science, City Road ; or to Mr. Bendall, jun., Circus Street, Marylebone. We have

forwarded 10s. from W. J. B.

Mr. E. Grubb, of Belfast College, has been engaged to deliver lectures in Bolton on

theology. The Ethics of the New Testament are mentioned among the subjects. We
hope our friends there have preserved notes of any points of importance.

Mrs. HoUiday's Is. for the Carlile children has been handed to Mr. Bendall.

With the remittance of Mrs. McArthur, of Halifax, were 6s. 6d.from Mr. Swift, Mr.
Wilson, A Friend, Mr. Dennis, J. W., Huddersfield, J. Nicholson, A. B., J. F., and J.

Empsall—which we have been instructed to apply for a purpose analogous to that for

which the previous sum was sent. Mrs. James Evans, of Sheffield, adds 5s, with the

same view.

Every week is now issued in tracts, one halfpenny each, the English Republic : an

endeavour to explain republican principles, to record republican progress, and to estab-

lish a republican party in England, Edited by W, J. Linton. Published by James
Watson.

Having written to nearly all the booksellers on the list of monthly parts, we have

been requested to make corieetions in several important instances. This has occasioned

the omission of the list in the last parts, as we could not issue the list (of which a

quantity had been printed) until fresh pages had been struck off. Any further emenda-

tions or additions that may be sent should be addressed to the printer of the Reasoner.

J. L., of Newcastle-on-Tyne, will be able to procure the Monthly Parts of the

Reasoner, as they are always ready on Magazine-day. The publishers all know when
to expect them. On the first of the month they are always ready.

Henry Norrington begs to inform ' J. R. Y.,' of Ipswich, that the name of the wine

merchant possessing so tender a conscience is Mr. Pfeil. He has lately removed from

Southampton, and H. N. does not know where he is now living.
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FACTS ABOUT BOOKS.
Under this head we shall give a weekly column

of the names of special class books, and the pro-
bable cost of them, for the information of readers
who may not otherwise meet with a notice of them.
This record will be limited to the fact that such
books exist and are obtainable. To give the names
of the publishers would cause the stamp oflSce to

assume that we derived pecuniary advantage from
the publication (which is not the case), and they
would charge it as an advertisement. As the
column now stands, it is merely class information

;

and the liberality of our stamp office does not tax
this kind of matter.

First Book of Euclid, with 147 Diagrams.
By George Jacob Holyoake 3 6

Practical Grammar 1 6
Graduated Grammatical Exercises I

Hints on a Logic of Facts 1 6

Public Speaking and Debate 1 6

History of the Last Trial by Jury for Atheism 1 6

Paley's Natural Theology Refuted in his own
Words 6

Reply to Professor Newman's Work on the
Soul 3

Harriet Martineau's Household Education 3
Birch's Religion of Shakspere 4
Newman's Phases of Faith 6
Martineau and Atkinson's Letters on Man.

.

9
The Task of To-day. By Evans Bell 1

The Freethinker, complete 2 6
Wild Flowers for Children 1

Master Woodbine's Alphabet 1

The Young Lady Birds Alphabet 6
The Tiny Alphabet 2

Flowers, Fruits, and Leaves each set 2

The Flower & the Star, or the Course of the
Stream 1 6

Paine' s Theological Works 3
Paine' s Political Works 5
— American Crisis, in a wrapper .... 1 6— Rights of Man, ditto 1 3
— Common Sense, ditto 6
— Letter to the Abbe Raynal, ditto ... 6
— Letters to the Citizens of the United
States of America 4

— Decline and Fall of the English Sys-

tem of Finance 3

— Agrarian Justice 2
— Public Good 4

Popular Tracts. By Robert Dale Owen. In
1 vol., cloth boards and lettered 2 6

Or in separate Tracts at the following prices :

Tracts on Republican Government and Na-
tional Education, by R. D. Owen 3

Influence of the Clerical Profession, by
ditto 3

Sermons on Loyalty.Free Inquiry, &c.,by do. 3

Hopes and Destinies of the Human Species,

byditto 2

Address on Free Inquiry, by ditto 2

Darby and Susan : a Tale of Old England,
byditto 2

Wealth and Misery, by ditto 2

Situations •- Lawyers, Clergy, Physicians,

Men, and Women, by ditto 2

Galileo and the Inquisition, by ditto 2

Lecture on Consistency, by ditto 2

Prossimo's Experience, &c., &c., by ditto 2

Moral Physiology; a brief and plain treatise

on the Population Question, by ditto .... 6
Neurology: an Account ot some Experiments

in Cerebral Physiology 2

GUIDE TO THE LECTURE ROOM.
Literary Institution, John St., Fitzroy Sq.—Mar.

21st [7], Robert Cooper, ' The Soul—what is it?'

South Place, Moorfields.—Mar. 21st [U^ a.m.],
a Lecture.

Hall of Science, City Road.—March 21st [7]*
Thomas Cooper, 'The French Revolution.'

National Hall, 242, High Holborn.—Mar. 2l8t
[8], P. W. Perfitt, ' Royal Pets.'
South London Hall, Webber St., Blackfriars Rd.

—Mar. 21 [7], G.J. Holyoake, ' Deficiency of Re-
formers in the matter of Discipline,'

East London Literary Institution, Bethnal Green.
—Mar.21 [7|],G.Sexton,M.D.,' PopularTheology.'

Social Institution,Charles St., Old Garratt, Man-
chester.—Mar. 21st [6^], a Lecture.
Working Men's Academy, Edgar Street, Preston.

—Lecture every Sunday at 10^ a.m.—Discussion
every Sunday evening.
Commercial Hall, Philpot Street, Commercial

Road East.—Theological Discussions every Sun-
day morning [11], Sunday evening [7], Tuesday
[8], Thursday [8], and Saturday [8].

Areopagus Coffee and Reading Room, 59, Church
Lane, Whitechapel.—Every Sunday, Monday, and
Wednesday (8), a Lecture or Discussion.

ADVERTISEMENT.

TRACTS FOR THE TIMES.
Already Published, Price 2d. each.

No. I. (Second Edition).

THE BIBLE : WHAT IT IS & WHAT IT
IS NOT. By Theodore Parker, Minister of the

Second Congregational Church, Boston, Mass.
No. II. (Fourth Thousand).

CHRISTIANITY : WHAT IT IS & WHAT
IT IS NOT. By Theodore Parker.

' Parker writes like a Hebrew prophet, enriched

by the ripest culture of the modern world. . . .His

loftiest theories come thundering down into life

with a rapidity and directness of aim which, while

they alarm the timid and amaze the insincere, afford

proof that he is less eager to be a reformer of men's
thinking than a thinker for their reformation.

—

Westminster Review.
No. III.

PRIESTLY SYSTEMS REPUGNANT TO
CHRISTIAN PRINCIPLES, By Rev. Thomas
Wilson, A.M., late of Corp. Chris. Coll., Cam-
bridge, and St, Peter's, Norwich; author of ' The
Nazarene, or Travels of an English Clergyman in

Palestine,' &c.
• It is rare indeed that theological topics are dis-

cussed in such a calm, dignified, and logical

manner.'

—

Glasgow Sentinel.

No. IV.

ON THE HUMAN CAUSES WHICH CON-
TRIBUTED TOTHE ESTABLISHMENT OF
CHRISTIANITY. Translated from the French

of Ben. Constant, by Wm. Maccall, author of the
* Elements ot Individualism,' &c.

No, V.
INFALLIBILITY, CATHOLIC AND PRO-

TESTANT. By Rev. James MartineaU; Professor

of Moral Philosophy,&c., ManchesterNew College

;

author of ' Endeavours after the Christian Life,' &c.

To be followed by others.

Glasgow: J. Robertson,21,Maxwell St. London:
J, Watson. Birmingham : J. A. Langford, Edward
St. Manchester: J. Payne, Market St. Edin-

burgh: Robinson,Greenside St. Paisley: Mother-

well. Kilmarnock: M'Kie.

London: Printed by Holyoake, Tyndale, & Co., 3, Queen's Head Passage, Paternoster-row; and Pub-

lished by J. Watson, 3, Queen's Head Passage, Paternoster Row. Wednesday, Mar. 17th, 1852.
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THEOLOGICAL EXAMINER.

Upon points on which philosophers know nothing, philosophers should say nothing. That is a useful
school of philosophy which teaches man to say of most things : 'It may be so, and it may be otherwise.
It is a point on whicn I only know that I do not know.'

—

Edinburgh Review, January 1852. Art.
Genius and Writings of Descartes.
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A LEGAL INQUIRY INTO SOCIALISM.

PUBLIC SOCIAL SCHOOLS IN BIRMINOHAM.

A VEEY important trial has lately taken place, of which we shall furnish full in-

formation. Some years ago Mr. Joseph Russell, of Birmingham, left, it is said,

£12,000 to erect Social Schools. The money, so rumour of late years has whispered,

was privately appropriated, and the bequest concealed. Some idea of the matter

may be gathered from a brief statement of what took place in the Court of Chancery

a fortnight ago.

Under the title ' Russell versus Jackson * a case was brought on, in which it

appears that a bill was filed by Mr. Russell (a relative of the Mr. Russell who left

the money) as the next of kin of the testator, seeking to set aside a bequest of the

residue of the estate to the defendants (Mr. Jackson and his son), on the ground

that the bequest Was made on a secret trust for charitable uses. Mr. Speed (Mr.

Malins was with him) appeared for the plaintiflf. Mr. Walker, Mr. Rolt, Mr.

White, and Mr. Kirkman appeared for different defendants. Mr. James ap-

peared for the attorney-general. The secret trust alleged was one for the estab-

lishment of schools to educate children in the doctrines of Robert Owen. On
behalf of Russell, that this object was illegal, and within the statutes of mortmain.

That the evidence showed clearly that the testator had during his lifetime declared

his intention of leaving the bulk of his property for that purpose ; and that he had

stated at an interview with the defendants Jackson, that they, the Jacksons, knew

what his wishes were, and that he felt sure they would carry them out, and that one

of them assented and the other did not dissent. On behalf of the Jacksons, it was

contended that there was no evidence to show that they had any intention of car-

rying out any such views. Nor was there any to point to any particular property

as that to which these alleged wishes of the testator applied. And further, that,

so far as appeared in this cause, the doctrines of Socialism were not within the

statutes of charitable uses, and that the scheme was not one for education, but of a

commercial nature. The case occupied the whole of Saturday, and was resumed on

Tuesday. Mr. Speed, on behalf of the plaintiff Russell, who claimed as next of kin,

having replied to the arguments of the defendants, his Honour (Sir G. Turner, the

Vice-Chancellor) said the first question was whether the gift was made to the defen-

dants, the Jacksons, upon trust either for a charitable or an illegal purpose. He was

of opinion, upon the evidence of Mr. Bray, the solicitor, who had demurred to the in-
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terrogatories, and upon the demurrer being overruled, had afterwards been ex-

amined, that the gift had been made to the defendants for the purpose offounding a
Socialist school. In corroboration of this evidence there were conversations of the

Jacksons in evidence, not amounting to admission, perhaps, but nearly admitting

that the property had been given to them upon a trust. There had been no at-

tempt on their part to disprove this. At the interview which took place with the

testator Russell, at which William Jackson was present, Mr. Bray stated that the

testator could not by law effect the object which he had in view, and the testator

then said he would give his property to the Jacksons—they knew his wishes, and
would carry them out. To this Jackson assented. Did not this amount to the

promise ? The test was, would the testator have left them this property if they

had then told the testator they would not carry out his intention? He had no
doubt if they had then stated they would not do so, the gift to them would not have

been found in this will. There must, therefore, be a declaration, that the residuary

property of the testator was given to the defendants upon trusts which, as to the

freehold and leasehold estate, cannot by law take effect, and that those dispositions

were void, and as to such property the defendants were trustees for the heir at

law and next of kin. The question then remained as to the pure personal property,

and in order to ascertain whether, as to this, there was a charitable trust, the

court must ascertain by inquiry more perfectly than it could gather from the

evidence what the doctrines of Socialism were. The Master would be directed to

inquire what the nature oj those doctrines was, and he would take an account of the

several portions of the estate, distinguishing the freehold, the pure personalty, and

the personalty affected with land, and take the other usual accounts, and a receiver

would be appointed.

It is therefore established that this money was left to found Social Schools, and
to that purpose some of the property will be applied—provided it can be shown
that Socialist principles as taught in schools are legal. The Master in Chancery

has orders to inquire into this question. The case is unprecedented in this

country. The principal Socialists will have to give evidence on the subject.

Mr. Henry Ludlow, of Birmingham, the Solicitor who has conducted this

arduous case to so successful an issue, has (on my application as one giving evidence

on the trial) kindly placed at my disposal such public facts connected with this

case as I may deem useful to publish. Of this courtesy I shall avail myself, and

proceed to put on record in this journal, and in a separate form, the whole of the

proceedings in this case. A gentleman concerned in the previous suit respecting

the property left by Mr. Thompson, of Cork (political economist), has promised

me some supplementary notes—made in court when judgment was given in this

case of Russell and Jackson. Religious parties in this country have never allowed

any bequest to take effect for the promotion of the charitable intentions of our

friends—and afterwards they rudely make it a reproach to us that Rationalists

, Jiever give mgpey for charitable purposes as they do. On this account we shall

ic the state of the law which has enabled them to succeed in their

frustrations, and then triumph in their unscrupulous reproaches. The reason

why testators have failed to prevent this, needs also some illustration, and the

history of this case will throw some light upon the subject. It will answer this

important twofold object to put our friends in possession of the facts which have

lately transpired.

G. J. HOLYOAKE.
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THE RELIGIOUS HISTORY OF THE SIKHS.*

The facts connected with the lives and characters of the apostles of the Sikhs,

from their founder Nanulc, who flourished in the early part of the sixteenth century,

to the assassination of Govind Singh in 1708, are well known from the compilation

based upon Mr. Prinsep's book. The history of the Sikhs is rather that of a re-

ligious sect, struggling into independence during the anarchy that pervaded the

empire of the Great Mogul throughout the larger part of the last century, till

Runjeet Singh emerged from obscurity. Captain Cunningham has a personal

knowledge of the Sikhs. The great literary merit of his History is the perception

of a leading principle in Sikh story. This principle is religious feeling or faith.

In a preliminary survey Captain Cunningham reviews the Mahometan and the

Hindoo systems both of Budh and Brahma. He shows how in their origin they

were each a pure theism, modified by the personal and national character of the

founders, and by that of times when and the people to whom they were promul-

gated. He then exhibits the corruptions that were engrafted on them, especially

on Hindooism, by the longings of the mass for some tangible conception of Deity,

anthropomorphous or fantastical, and the pride or interests of the priesthood.

He indicates how scepticism grew up among the more intellectual and reflective,

how some of the more ardent became reformers. Of this class was Nanuk, who
I seized the great theistical truth at the bottom of the three systems, but stripped it

j

of the idolatry, exclusiveness, or persecuting spi#it, that had grown to be predomi-

nant in each.

* Nanuk adopted the philosophical system of his countrymen, and regarded bliss

as the dwelling of the soul with God after its punitory transmigrations should have

ceased. Life, he says, is as the shadow of the passing bird ; but the soul of man
is as the potter's wheel ever circling on its pivot. He makes the same uses of the

current language or notions of the time on other subjects, and thus says, he who
remains bright amid darkness (Unjun), unmoved amid deceit (Maya), that is perfect

amid temptation, should attain happiness. But it would be idle to suppose that

he speculated upon being, or upon the material world, after the manner of Plato or

Vyasa; and it would be unreasonable to condemn him because he preferred the

doctrine of a succession of habiliments, and possible purification of the most sinful

soul, to the resurrection of the same body, and the pains of everlasting fire. Nanuk
also referred to the Arabian Prophet, and to the Hindoo incarnations, not as im-

postors and the diflfusers of evil, but as having truly been sent by God to instruct

mankind; and he lamented that sin should nevertheless prevail. He asserted no

special divinity ; although he may possibly have considered himself, as he came to

be considered by others, the successor of these inspired teachers of his belief, sent

to reclaim fallen mortals of all creeds and countries within the limits of his know-

ledge. He rendered his mission applicable to all times and places
;
yet he declared

himself to be but the slave, the humble messenger of the Almighty, making use of

universal truth as his sole instrument. He did not claim for his writings, replete

as they were with wisdom and devotion, the merit of a direct transcription of the

words of God ; nor did he 8ay that his own preaching required or would be sanc-

tioned by miracles. " Fight with no weapon," said he, " save the word of God ; a

holy teacher hath no means save thp purity of his doctrine." He taught that

* A History of the Sikhs, from the Origin of the Nation to the Battles of the Sutlej.

By Joseph Davey Cunningham, Lieutenant of Engineers, and Captain in the Army of

India. With a Map. Published by Murray.
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asceticism or abandonment of the world wa8 unnecessary, the pious hermit and the

devout householder being equal in the eyes of the Almighty ; but he did not, like

his contemporary Vullubh, express any invidious preference for married teachers,

although his own example showed that he considered every one should fulfil the

functions of his nature. In treating the two prominent external observances of

Hindoos and Mahometans, veneration for the cow and abhorrence of the hog, he

was equally wise and conciliatory;" yielding perhaps something to the prejudices

of his education, as well as the gentleness of his disposition. " The rights of

strangers," said he, "are the one the ox and the other the swine; but* Peers'

and * Qooroose ' will praise those who partake not of that which hath enjoyed life."
*

The people to whom Nanuk preached were simple husbandmen and moun-
taineers, uncorrupted by the superstition, the selfishness, or the indiflFerence of the

wealthy cities and plains of Hindostan. By a fortunate coincidence, his successors

for nearly two centuries were well adapted to carry on his religious views, or to

engraft upon them a national and militant spirit. "With the rise of Runjeet Singh

the power and independent spirit of the chiefs was broken or corrupted ; and

Captain Cunningham holds that they remained corrupt after his death, though late

events scarcely allow that to be asserted of all. But the mass of the nation are

sound. They may not learnedly know the principles of their founder or the nature

and abuses of the system he came to overthrow, but they have a faith in their own
religion and in themselves.

' The systems of Boodha, Brumha, and of Mahomet, are extensively diffused

in the Eastern world, and they intimately affect the daily conduct of millions of

men. But, for the most part, these creeds no longer inspire their votaries with

enthusiasm : the faith of the people is no longer a living principle, but a social

custom—a rooted, an almost instinctive deference to what has been the practice of

centuries. The Tibetan, who unhesitatingly believes the Deity to dwell incarnate

in the world, and who grossly thinks he perpetuates a prayer by the motion of a

wheel, and the Hindoo, who piously considers his partial gods to delight in forms

of stone or clay, would indeed still resist the uncongenial innovations of strangers :

but the spirit which erected temples to Sbakya the Seer, from the torrid to the

frigid zone, or which raised the Brahmins high above all other Indian races, and
which led them to triumph in poetry and philosophy, is no longer to be found in

its ancient simplicity and vigour. The Boodhist and the reverer of the Veds is

indeed each satisfied with his own chance of a happy immortality; but he is indif-

ferent about the general reception of truth ; and while he will not himself be des-

potically interfered with, he cares not what may be the fate of others, or what
becomes of those who differ from him. Even the Mahometan, whose imagination

must not be assisted by any visible similitude, is prone to invest the dead with the

powers of intercessors, and to make pilgrimages to the graves of departed mortals;

and we should now look in vain for any general expression of that feeling which
animated the simple Arabian disciple, or the hardy Toorkmun convert, to plant

thrones across the fairest portion of the ancient hemisphere. It is true that, in

the Mahometan world, there are still many zealous individuals, and many mountain
and pastoral tribes, who will take up arms, as well as bd'come passive martyrs, for

their faith ; and few will deny that Turk, and Persian, and Puthan, would more
readily unite for conscience sake under the banner of Mahomet, than Russian, and
Swede, and Spaniard, are ever likely to march under one common " Labrum." The
Mussulman feels proudly secure of his path to salvation: he will resent the ex-

hortations of those whom he pities or contemns as wanderers; and, unlike the
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Hindoo and the Boodhist, he is still actively desirous of acquiring merit hy adding

to the number of true believers. But Boodhist, and Brahminist, and Mahometan,

have each an instructed body of ministers, and each confides in an authoritative

ritual or in a revealed law. Their reason and their hopes are both satisfied; and

hence the difficulty of converting them to the Christian faith by the methods of the

civilised moderns. Our missionaries, earnest and devoted men, must be content

with the cold arguments of science and criticism : they must not rouse the feelings,

or appeal to the imagination ; they cannot promise aught which their hearers were

not sure of before ; they cannot go into the desert to fast, nor retire to the moun-
tain-tops to pray j they cannot declare the fulfilment of any fondly-cherished hope

of the people ; nor, in announcing a great principle, can they point to the success

of the sword and the visible favour of the Divinity. No austerity of sanctitude

convinces the multitude ; and the Pundit and the Moollacan each oppose dialectics

to dialectics, morality to morality, and revelation to revelation. Our zealous

preaichers may create sects among ourselves, half Quietist and half Epicurean ; they

may persevere in their laudable resolution of bringing up the orphans of heathen

parents, and they may gain gome converts among intelligent inquirers as well as

among the ignorant and the indigent ; but it seems hopeless that they should ever

Christianise the Indian and Mahometan world.

*The observers of the ancient creeds quietly pursue the even tenor of their

way, self-satisfied and almost indifferent about others ; but the Sikhs are converts to

a new religion, the seal of the double dispensation of Brumha and Mahomet: their

enthusiasm is still fresh, and their faith is still an active and a living principle.

They are persuaded that God himself is presen^ with them ; that He supports them
in all their endeavours; and that sooner or later He will confound their enemies,

for His own glory. This feeling of the Sikh people deserves the attention of the

English, both as a civilised nation and as a paramount government. Those who
have heard a follower of Goroo Govind declaim on the destinies of his race, his eye

wild with enthusiasm and every muscle quivering with excitement, can understand

that spirit which impelled the naked Arab against the mail-clad troops of Rome
and Persia, and which led our own chivalrous and believing forefathers through

Europe to battle for the cross on the shores of Asia. The Sikhs do not form a

numerous sect, yet their strength is not to be estimated by tens of thousands, but

by the unity and energy of religious fervour and warlike temperament. They will

dare much, and they will endure much, for the mystic " Khalsa" or commonwealth

;

they are not discouraged by defeat ; and they ardently look forward to the day

when Indians and Arabs, and Persians and Turks, shall all acknowledge the

double mission of Nanuk and Govind Singh.'

It is this feeling wich induced the army to cross the Sutlej, misled by the British

preparations, which they naturally construed into demonstrations, and deceived

by the representations of their own chiefs, who wished the destruction of the

troops that overawed themselves, and trusted to the British arms to effect that

object. It was this feeling, far more than French training, that enabled the Sikhs

to resist the Angolo-Indian army with such firmness as almost to obtain a victory,

when they were worse than left to themselves, being, Captain Cunningham asserts,

designedly betrayed by their generals in all the great actions, unless Aliwal may
be considered an exception. It is worthy of note, too, that the fanatical faith of

the Sikhs should have resorted to the same system of self-rule as did the religious

army of the English Commonwealth.
* Before the middle of 1841 the more violent proceedings of the Lahore troops
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had ceased, but the relation of the array to the state had become wholly altered :

it was no longer the willing instrument of an arbitrary and genial government, but

it looked upon itself, and was regarded by others, as the representative body of the

Sikh people, as the "Khalsa" itself assembled by tribes or centuries to take its

part in public affairs. The eflBciency of the army as a disciplined force was not

much impaired, for a higher feeling possessed the men, and increased alacrity and

resolution supplied the place of exact training. They were sensible of the ad-

vantages of systematic union, and they were proud of their armed array as the

visible body of Govind's commonwealth. As a general rule, the troops were obe-

dient to their appointed ofl&cers, so far as concerned their ordinary military duties
;

but the position of a regiment, of a brigade, of a division, or of the whole army,

relatively to the executive government of the country, was determined by a com-

mittee or assemblage of committees termed a "Punch" or " Punchayet," i.e.,a.

jury or committee of five, composed of men selected from each battalion of each

company, in consideration of their general character as faithful Sikh soldies, or

from their particular influence in their native villages. The system of Punchayets

is common throughout India : and every tribe or section of a tribe, or trade, or call-

ing, readily submits to the decisions of its elders or superiors seated together in con-

sultation. In the Punjaub the custom received a farther development from the

organisation necessary to an army ; even in the crude form of representation thus

achieved, the Sikh people were enabled to interfere with eflfect, and with some
degree of consistency, in the nomination and in the removal of their rulers. But
these large assemblies sometimes added military licence to popular tumult, and the

corrupt spirit of mercenaries to the barbarous ignorance ot ploughmen. Their

resolutions were often unstable or unwise: and the representative of different

divisions might take opposite sides from sober conviction or self-willed prejudice,

or they might be bribed and cajoled by such able and unscrupulous men as Rajah

Golab Singh.'

At the same time it should be observed, that however mischievous such a system

must of necessity become in time, it does not appear that it had reached its worst

stage in the Sikh army. Rival chiefs had introduced the Roman practice of

donations, but the soldiery seems to have earnestly desired the national honour,

and to have remained uncorrupted by the acts of those who were endeavouring to

corrupt them.

—

Spectator, April 7, 1849.

THE THIRD FREE DISCUSSION FESTIVAL.

In another place is given an announcement of the Third Free Discussion Festival.

Mr. James Watson will preside. The sentiments spoken to will be—1. * The
Reformers who take Sides.' 2. * That Religion which never contradicts Morality.'

On this occasion the London Secular Society will be glad to meet all who take an

interest in freethought and the organisation necessary for its security and advauce-

raent. The constitution of the London Society of Seculars will be explained on

this night, with a view to afford a model on which local societies may be founded.

Particulars of a valuable gift to the society will be related to the meeting. The
Hall of Science, City Road, on the 29th, the evening of the Festival, will be opened
at 6, the Conversazione beginning at 8. As before, opportunity of conversation will

occur during the two hours preceding the commencement of proceedings. Be-
tween 6 and 8 coffee can be obtained in the saloon by such as may require it.
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ea^ici tat ^tuts^

NATURALISM AND S U P E R N A T U R A L I S M.

BT F. a> PARTON, KA,

II.

Observe, then, man is constituted by
nature to be most strongly impressed
through his senses and sensations ; and
he is placed in circumstances in which
l)e is surrounded by objects of sense and
by sensuous influences, which, of course,
being of a nature in harmony with his

constitution, must aflect him most
powerfully. And yet he is required by
supernaturalism to resist this stronger
influence, and to yield himself up to, and
to act upon, a weaker evidence and
agency ; he is to walk by faith, and not
by sight—he is to act upon belief, in-

stead of upon knowledge—he is to be
guided by uncertainty instead of cer-

tainty : in a word, he is required to

violate the most prominent and most
powerful law of his constitution. Such
a requisition could surely never come
from the author of that constitution,

unless he is a most inconsistent, cruel,

and unjust being. The requisitions of

supernaturalism being contrary to the
laws of the human constitutiDn,we should
expect to find they were not generally
observed. And is not this notoriously
the case ? Do we not find that even
those who profess to act upon the prin-

ciple of faith, instead of fact or know-
ledge, do not, because they cannot, carry
out this principle into practice in their

sentiments and actions ? They are more
actuated by the every-day facts and
occurrences of life than by what they
call the awful truths of religion; they
cannot preserve the ideas of an invisible

being and a future state in their minds
amidst the engagements of business and
the cares or the pleasures of life, amidst
the continual pressure of the things of

time and sense. The ideas can occur
but occasionally—perhaps once a week
at church or chapel j and not even then
with many, for they will often perform
their worship formally and mechanically
—and very naturally, for it is a law of

our nature, that custom or habit weakens
or destroys the influence of that which
is the subject of them. The religions

ideas, therefore, are not able to colour

their sentiments or influence their ac-

tions. They naturally think more how
they shall promote their present pressing

interests and wants, and how they may
please their fellow-creatures, than how
they shall advance their eternal welfare

and secure the favour of their invisible

creator and governor : they walk by
sight, and not by faith. And are not

religious teachers continually complain-
ing that this is the case, and reproving
their hearers for paying more attention

to the things of time and sense than to

those which belong to their spiritual and
eternal interests ?—that the generality

of believers live without God in the

world, and as if they had no immortal
soul to take care of, making the world,

its business, interests, and pleasures,

their chief, if not only, object of worship
and service ?

All experience proves it is contrary
to nature to realise the belief in an in-

visible deity, so as to influence the sen-

timents and conduct. The antagonising

influences of material objects and agen-

cies are too powerful for the god-idea,

as the efl'ulgence of the noon-day sun
extinguishes the light of a candle. The
maxim ' out of sight out of mind ' is

founded on universal experience in

human nature. Efiectually to coun-
teract the material and sensuous in-

fluences by which man is continually sur-

rounded and impressed, it would be

necessary that God should be a visible,

material being, ever present with each
individual, directing, commending, or
reproving his sentiments and conduct.
What has been said of the^jdoctrine of

the existence and presence ofan invisible

deity—the belief, the practical belief, in

which is evidently contrary to the laws
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of the human constitution—will apply
to every other doctrine of religion.

Next to belief in God we are enjoined

to love him with all our heart and all our
mind—to love him before all worldly ob-

jects and pursuits. Canitbe in accordance
with the constitution of man—expressly

adapted, as it evidently is, to be most
strongly affected by what is visible and
present, and constituted to feel attached
to beings of its own nature more than to

any other object visible or invisible

—

can it be in accordance with a nature so

constituted to love an invisible being, a
supernatural being, and therefore one
altogether of another nature, and infinite

in every attribute calculated to excite

reverence and awe ? Certainly it is not
in accordance with human nature to love

such a being with all the heart and mind
and soul—to love him (as is implied) to

the exclusion of affection for every
worldly object and pursuit. We find

that not much sympathy or affection

exists even amongst mankind between
persons very different in rank and
education. It would be thought very
extraordinary, because contrary to the

usual course of nature, if great sympa-
thy and attachment were to be exhibited

between a monarch and a ploughman, or
between a queen and a peasant girl.

The same natural law prevents the exis-

tence of devoted affection towards an
invisible,supernatural,mysterious being,

endowed with transcendent intellectual

and moral attributes. Add to which,
this being, who is to be the object of

devoted affection, is invisible ; and
human nature is so constituted (as we
have observed), that the invisible does
not affect the mind with anything like

the power that the visible does. There
may) indeed, be some individuals of so

strong an imagination, and so enthu-
siastic a temperament, as to be deeply
affected by what is invisible—more so,

perhaps, at times, than by what is visible.

Instances have occured of poets creating

some paragon of perfection of a woman
with which they have been enamoured, to

the neglect of the more ordinary realities

of the sex around them—as some say
was the case with Petrarch and his

Laura. But these are rare and extra-

ordinary instances of imagination and
enthusiasm approaching to insanity;

and nature is to be judged by what is

common and usual, not by what deviates

from the regular course and the ordi-

nary law. Man is not constituted to

feel a strong affection and sympathy
for what is of a different nature or order
from himself, nor for what is invisible

;

hence we find that a supreme affection for

Deity, above all worldly objects and pur-
suits, does not generally exist amongst
mankind, although religious teachers are
continually insisting upon and enforcing
this love of God as a paramount duty,

as the very essence of religion and the

foundation of all religious and moral
duties. But nature repudiates such an
attachment as ideal and romantic, and
vindicates the superior attraction of

human beings, and of the materiM
objects and pursuits that solicit, on
every side and with more success, as

being more congenial to the human
constitution.

The generality of mankind, though
they may profess religious belief, obey
the law of their nature, and do not
trouble themselves about their defi-

ciency in the realisation of the love of

God J but there are some pious and
conscientious minds that deeply feel the

duty of experiencing a supreme affection

for God, and they endeavour to realise

the feeling. But nature

—

sinful nature,

as they believe—rebels, and often too

successfully draws them from the invi-

sible and spiritual object, to objects and
pursuits of a material and sensuous
nature. Their conscience severely con-
demns them 'y their life is a continual

and painful struggle between nature
and the unnatural demands of super-
naturalism—a struggle which embitters
their life, and often renders the bed of

' death a scene of terror and despair.

Whoever has read the religious journals
of such individuals, in which all their

feelings and struggles are recorded, and
also their death-bed scenes, will admit
that this is no exaggerated picture of

their unhappy state. To such persons
of deep religious feeling, religion is

positively an evil. It induces them to

bold a continued, but vain, struggle

with nature—a struggle painful and
mortifying, because always unsuccesstul,

continually marked by defeats. Such
persons receive the inevitable punish-

ment of attempting to violate the laws

of nature, of endeavouring to supersede

the natural by the supernatural.

A striking proof of how much in-
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fluence has in obliterating reason and
common sense, even in persons not

deficient in understanding in other res-

pects, we have in Mrs. Hannah More

—

who, in a letter to the Rev. John Newton,
complaining of her forgetfulness of God,
adds—*I should be still more tempted
to forget him, were it not for frequent
nervous head-aches and low fevers, which
I find wonderfully wholesome for my
moral health.' Now, certainly, nature
teaches us that health is of the first

importance, by the powers and enjoy-

ments that accompany it ; and whatever
injures the health is a violation of na-

ture's laws. Yet here we have an in-

stance of religious feeling teaching a
person that ill health—nervous head-

aches and low fevers—are highly bene-
ficial, because they prevent the for-

getting of an invisible, supernatural
being, of whose existence there is no
external proof—certainly no proof so

strong as the evidence that health is a
blessing, and that ill health is a penalty

resulting from the violation of nature's

laws. Nature and supernaturalism are

in direct opposition.

Of course, believing that ill health pro-

moted her spiritual improvement, Mrs.
More would not employ the proper
means to avoid it or remove it, as she

would have done,had she been acquainted

with the laws of nature, and felt the duty
of obeying them. This shows the per-

nicious mischief of supernaturalism.

Where religious faith is strong, it

will always more or less induce persons

to violate the laws of nature, under the

idea that they are fulfilling their duty to

the invisible object of their aflfection and
worship, and promoting their own or

others' spiritual interest and eternal

salvation. Instances of this faith we
have in missionaries leaving their native

country, and proceeding to the most dis-

tant regions—braving the perils of the

ocean, of unhealthy climates, of fierce

savages — in order to save souls, i.e.,

supersede one superstition by another.

How often instances occur of amiable
young men who,like Felix Neff or Henry
Martin, think it their duty to undergo
the most arduous labours in the exercise

of their ministerial functions, that pre-

maturely shorten their life ; and when
their career is suddenly brought to a

close by the violation of nature's laws,

they console themselves with the super-

stitious idea that God has for some
mysterious purpose thought fit to trans-

port them from their usefulness on
earth to the blessedness of heaven !

Religion, or supernaturalism, where
sincerely and earnestly adopted, must
be attended, more or less, with enthu-
siasm or fanaticism. For what is the
characteristic of enthusiasm, but the

fixing the mind and feelings on some
invisible, good, and future reward, to the

forgetfulness of the visible things and
the present advantages by which we are

surrounded—the postponing the present
to the future ? Now this may often be
amiable and praiseworthy, where the

sacrifices made are to obtain some real

and substantial good for ourselves or
others; but, in religious enthusiasm, the

real is sacrificed for the ideal, the sub-
stance for the shadow; certain good for

positive—nothing ! Than which nothing
can be more absurd, more irrational;

indeed it is a species of insanity, and
nothing can be more mischievous and
melancholy as regards human welfare
and happiness.
The devout religionist believes that

God ought to be always in his thoughts
—that he ought to be ever thinking ot the

salvation of his soul, and preparing for

the retribution of a future life. In
order to attend to these religious duties,

whatever withdraws the mind from what
is spiritual and devotional must be as

much as possible discarded ; worldly
pleasures, however innocent in other
respects, will be denied—worldly busi-

ness limited or neglected—and Bible-

meetings, prayer-meetings, and mis-
sionary-meetings will be allowed to

interfere with the necessary attention to

the worldly vocation and domestic duties.

Sometimes the dearest connections are

severed, the tenderest sympathies are

renounced, that nothing may interfere

with the devoted love of God—in obe-
dience to the declaration which says. If

a man hate not his mother, wife, and
child, he cannot be my disciple. In the

play of the * Hypocrite,' I think, a pious
character is represented saying, that she
has arrived at such a pitch of spiritual

perfection, that she should no more
mind the death of all her relations than
the snufiing out of a candle. And is it

not a duty to renounce ail worldly plea-
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sures and advantages, all earthly rela-

tionship and sympathies, if the soul's

salvation is thereby rendered more
secure ? If the soul be saved, of what
importance is the body ? If heaven be
gained, what matters all worldly loss ?

What doth it profit a man, if he gain

the whole world, and lose his own soul ?

Are we not to walk by faith, and not by
sight? Are we not to set our aflfections

on things above ? Are we not forbidden
to take thought for the body, and com-
manded to seek the kingdom of God
above all things ?

But this is but a moderate degree of

religious earnestness ; some carry it

much farther, and actually renounce
the world, and literally give up all

worldly occupation and worldly thoughts,
and shut themselves up in monasteries
and nunneries, to dedicate themselves
entirely to God, to spiritual meditations
and devotional exercises; they justly

considering it the safest way to prevent
worldly cares from interfering with
spiritual concerns, and worldly objects
from weakening the love of God, alto-

gether to renounce all worldly pursuits
and withdraw from all worldly tempta-
tions, and place themselves in circum-
stances where the idea of God and his

perfections, and their immortal destiny,

may be kept ever before them, without
the intermixture of anything of a weaken-
ing, deteriorating, or corrupting nature.
Such religious devotedness we know
characterised the early Christians, when
their faith was strong and enthusiastic.

Hermits were then common, who lived

in caves on the coarsest fare. Bodily
mortifications were in great repute.

Celibacy was deemed a high virtue, as

proving the renouncement of worldly
cares and worldly affections, and the

rejection of sensual pleasures. Monas-
teries and nunneries followed, as a more
comfortable method of renouncing the

world than the solitary living in caves
and deserts. But, in process of time,

worldliness increased, and monasteries
and convents were demolished by whole-

sale. But there are still monasteries
and nunneries in Catholic countries,

chiefly in Spain and Italy. They exist

amongst the Catholics in this country.
And one of the notable projects of the
Puseyites—or Young Catholics, as we
may call them—is to form establishments
where those who are weary of the world
may retire and dedicate the rest of their

lives to the care of their souls. The
Puseyites and the Young Englanders
ought, to be in consistency with their

fondness for good old times, to be the
first to enter these establishments.
They might be spared from society ; for,

if they are not weary of the world, I

take it the world is pretty well weary
of them.
Every now and then we read in thfe

papers of some young lady of rank, for-

tune, and beauty, taking the veil, and
thus immolating herself on the altar

of superstition and fanaticism. Is not
this as bad as the Hindoo suttee ? The
law interferes with those who attempt
suicide ? Why, on the same gronnds,
should it not interfere to prevent devo-
tion to a living death ?

What can be more in violation of the
laws of nature than retirement from the

active scenes of life, and the dedication

of the mind to meditation and religious

exercises? What more palpably in

violation of the laws of nature than men
and women, whom nature intended for

the important duties of husbands and
wives, fathers and mothers, devoting
themselves to seclusion and celibacy ?

Yet are such violations of nature's

laws quite in accordance with the doc-

trines of supernaturalism, which incul-

cate that God is to be the supreme
object of affection—that the world and
its business and its pleasures and rela-

tionships are to be renounced—that

spiritual improvement is to engage the

chief solicitude—that the affections

should be set on things above, rather

than on things of earth—that we should

seek spiritual, and not worldly, treasures

—that this life* is a scene of trial and
probation, preparatory to another and a
better world— that, in a word, we should
walk by faith, and not by sight. * For
the things that are seen are temporal,

but the things that are not seen are

eternal.'
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(Bur piatfarm.
Prom which any earnest opponent may controvert our upiniona, and from which any may expound views

not coincident with our own, if tending to the Rationalisation of Theology.

REMARKS ON THE 'LOGIC OF DEATH,' BY THE REV. T. BEAMES.

To the Editor of the Reasoner.

Sir,—On Saturday last a recent number of the Reasoner was handed to me, which

contained a note to you from Mr. McGruther, mentioning a promise I had given

him to reply to some statements in your * Logic of Death.* You have appended a

foot-note, in which you justly state that the remarks in pencil which I made are too

abrupt for the purpose, and you express a wish to hear more from me on the

subject. I confess I am loth to enter upon controversy. I do not believe that it

promotes the object of either party—it is rather an intellectual feat of arms. The
victory, if awarded atall,is awarded tothe most skilful fencer,not to him who has truth

on his side. The internal evidence of Christianity—the life, teaching, and death of

Christ—are far more calculated to win men's hearts than any abstract discussions

on the credibility of miracles, or the reasonableness of doctrines ; and where the

former are powerless, the latter seldom prevail. An intercourse of many years

with the working classes has convinced me that infidelity, where it exists, is to be

traced to political causes rather than insufficient evidence for the Gospel. They
think that the government and the clergy are leagued to keep them down, and
that religion is one of the many instruments for that purpose. They appeal, as

they think triumphantly, to the many defects in our church establishment as

proofs that they are correct. Any one who endeavours to obtain a hearing for

Christianity labours therefore under great disadvantages. I will, however, attempt

briefly to reply to some parts of your pamphlet, premising that I have no intention

of prolonging the discussion beyond these remarks which I send you. I will not

take up more of your space than I can possibly avoid.

You object to the doctrine of the fall of man because * if a parent placed his

poor child near a fire at which he knew it would be burnt to death, or near a well

into which he knew it would fall and be drowned, would any power of custom pre-

vent our giving speech to the indignation of the heart ? And can we pretend to

believe God has so acted, and at the same time be able to trust him V To this I

answer, the parallel does not hold good. Adam was not a child ignorant of the

properties of fire, or the depth of a well. His faculties were mature, and he quite

understood the command given him, and was asjustly punished for disobeying it as

a criminal for breaking the laws of his country. A child, you well know, does

escape punishment though he break the laws of his country, because he has not yet

come to years of discretion.

* But man is not degraded by the misfortune of Adam. No man can be degraded

by the act of another,* &c. Man is degraded, and often too, by the act of another,

for a son does share in the misfortunes of his father, his poverty, and his disgrace.

You may answer, this is to be attributed to a bad state of society. But the child

of a consumptive parent inherits the disease : insanity is hereditary, with many
other maladies, and thus a man is degraded by the act of another. Why it pleased

God to offer salvation to the fallen by the sacrifice of Jesus Christ, we do not know.

There is much that is mysterious in the doctrine; but it forms part of a system

whose general evidence must be weakened before we can repudiate this particular

article of faith.

The doctrines of the fall of man and his redemption cannot be so unreasonable,
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when we recollect that most religious eysteras represent our nature as degenerated,

and most retain the rite of sacrifice. This must either have been derived by tra-

dition from a divine origin, or there must be some particular propriety in the

practice itself—which would thus be suggested to the founders of the several

systems of religious belief. I need hardly refer you to the classical writers to

confirm what I say. I would wish you to consult for proof of this the works of

Dr. Magee, Archbishop of Dublin, in the last edition, at pages 65 and 244 of the

first volume—want of space will not admit of long extracts.

At page 6 you say, * Then in what way can there be a sin of unbelief ? Is not

the understanding the subject of evidence? A man, with evidence before him,

can no more help seeing it or feeling its weight, than a man with his eyes or ears

open can help seeing the house or tree before him, or hearing the sounds made
around him.* I cannot agree with you here. In a court of justice, for instance,

how greatly does the evidence given vary. Each witness states what strikes him
most, omitting something which another supplies, because, from his habits, dispo-

sition, preferences, &c., he is more impressed with some particular incident than

another. If the case in which he is engaged have reference to politics, his bias is

still more manifest. Local prejudices have also great influence ; they sway, to a

certain extent, the evidence men give, and warp the judgment. Why, then, is it

unreasonable to suppose that the passions may have a great effect upon our reli-

gious belief ? If it be a duty to control and regulate our passions, may not the

neglect of this duty be punished, just as injury done by men under the influence

of anger renders them liable to corresponding penalties ? Now Scripture decidedly

asserts that unbelief proceeds from moral depravity, in these words— * This is the

condemnation that light is come into the world, and men loved darkness rather

than light because their deeds were eviU The subject is most ably handled by the

Rev. Theyre Smith in his work * Man's Responsibility for his Religious Belief.'

Again you say, * There is the vengeance of God. But is not the idea invalidated

as soon as you name it? Can God have that which man ought not to have

—

ven-

geance ?' By the term vengeance is meant not the unworthy passion of revenge,

but the attribute of justice, which is proper to God as the moral governor of the

world. If you disregard a natural law, you entail danger upon yourself— if you

subject your body to the action of fire, you are burned— if you descend an inclined

plane with the same velocity at which you would advance on level ground, you

cannot control your motions, and thus peril your life. Why should it be thought

more unreasonable that penalties should be attached to the violation of moral than

natural laws ? Criminals are punished to intimidate others, more than to visit on

their own heads the consequences of their evil doing.

A great portion of the rest of your pamphlet, you will admit, is rhetoric, not

logic. Arguments for the being of a God require more space than I could give

them here, and are collected together by Paley, Lord Brougham, Sir Charles Bell,

and the authors of the Bridgewater Treatises. They have infinitely more know-

ledge of the subject than I pretend to ; and to them, especially to Lord Brougham's

notes to Paley, I would refer the candid inquirer. I am sorry that you should

allow yourself to treat this subject with levity. You may believe Christianity or

not ; but surely that which has received the sanctions of past ages as a divine re-

velation, and has had the suffrages of Newton, Bacon, Locke, Milton, and others,

deserves at least respect.

You refer the origin of your own unbelief to the oppression which you suffered

at the hands of one who was a clergyman. Would you judge infidelity by the
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debaucheries of Thomas Paine, the terrors of Voltaire's death-bed, or the crimes

of Thimtlewood ? If not, surely Christianity is not to be condemned for the errors

of its followers, or the faults of a system of rates which is imposed in its name.

I have been even more brief than I intended, but press of business has prevented

me from entering further on the four questions to which I intended to reply.

T. Beames.

THE SECULAR SCHOOL, PHILPOT STREET.

Sib,—I have been requested by the committee of this branch of the Secular

Society to lay before you the plan on which the new school in the above Hall is

being conducted, and to request you to interest the readers of the Reasoner in its

behalf. I do not know that I can explain the plan in a letter, except by sending

you an extract from the circular, which states • That the first object in view is the

drawing forth of the perceptive and reflective faculties to an appreciation of sur-

rounding objects, and communicating systemtic information in the rudiments

of physiology and chemistry, and the character and eflfects of the natural laws.'

Object teaching familiarises the child with things which it is as soon as possible

taught to arrange under intelligible heads. Fowl, fish, quadrupeds, trees, shrubs*

flowers, coal, chalk, stone, are, upon a knowledge of them being attained, arranged

under the three kingdoms—animal, vegetable, and mineral. With the arrange-

ments of those names into their various grammatical parts, the benefits resulting

from such a course are obvious. The continual endeavour on the part of the

child to answer interrogatives so quickens the intellect and opens the mental

powers, that its impress must be left on the mind in after life.

Dr. Abercrombie, in a lecture to the students of the Glasgow College, says * The

great principle of self-government consists in calling ourselves to account both

for what we know and for what we do, and for the discipline we exercise over the

process of our minds. This consists in questioning ourselves rigidly what pro-

gress we are making in important acquirements, and what are the subjects employ-

ing our attention It consists of questioning ourselves what grounds we have

for our opinions, and if these opinions have been based on all the facts which

ought to be taken in such inquiry. Each hour spent in such exercise is fraught

with benefit for a series of years.' What may be said of questioning ourselves

may, with equal truth, be said with respect to the schoolmaster and his pupils

—

and such is the continual character of this system. I hope you will do all you can

for us, and that the readers of the Reasoner will extend to us all the aid they can

by sending scholars, by donations of books, of prints, or geological or botanical

specimens.

Commercial Hall, Philpot Street. James Benny.

HOW THE REV. J. BURNS, OF WHITEHAVEN, THRILLS WITH
HORROR A VAST ASSEMBLY.

The week after my lecture in Whitehaven, the Rev. Joseph Burns of that town

preached in the Presbyterian Church a sermon which he calls* Atheism and Infi-

delity Refuted.' A performance more coarse and indecent has rarely been pub-

lished. In public discussion it is frequently contended by believers that Christi-

anity is wholly incapable of allowing such an exhibition as we have here. Mr. Burns

says (p. 6), ' It is not because a man has an intellectual mind, or a philosophic

mind, or a well informed mind, that he is an infidel, but because be has an evil
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heart of unheliej* After declaring that a man who was not convinced by the evi-

dence of design was * a raver and a fool ' (p. 7), he said * such is the very man
brought from London to lecture in our town last week.' * George Holyoake goes

ahead of the Devil himself. He gives utterance to blasphemous expressions, be-

cause he loves darkness rather than light, his deeds being evil ' (p. 7). On p. 15

he calls infidelity ' a bloody-mouthed monster.' Ot course we have taken no notice

of this sermon. There is no occasion to notice opponents of this stamp. The
man who can preach thus, and afterwards publish such preaching, forfeits all

claim to recognition—except, perhaps, in that hour when it is needful to quote him
as a blot upon his own Gospel—of professed charity and truth. Friends in White-

haven deem my silence, hitherto maintained on this subject, as a neglect of their

local controversies, and on this account only do I notice Mr. Burns now.

This rev. gentleman says that in a discussion in London I used these words

—

* I tell you that it ought to be at the judgment with God, as it has been, in some

instances, before a common tribunal : te (God) should take the place of the crimi-

nal, and the criminal take his place.' Mr. Burns says *a thrill of horror passed

through the vast assembly on his reading this passage.' Well it might, as they

probably supposed Mr. Burns was reading them the truth. But what will the

'vast assembly ' think when they know that T never spoke such a passage as that?

Mr. Burns says he quotes it from p. 37 of my ' Debate with David King.' All I can

say is that I have never read that report, and that if such a passage, in the ab-

solute form in which Mr. Burns quotes it, appears there, that Mr. King has him-

self invented it. If Mr. Burns would awaken thrills of horror in vast assemblies

at my sentiments, he should do it by quoting my own language, not that ascribed

to me by an opponent. In the * Logic of Death ' occurs the only passage I can

remember to have written at all resembling Mr, Burns's quotation. It is as

follows. The vast assembly shall judge the nature of it—and in ray debate with

Mr. King it was spoken in substantially the same terms, I am sure. My words

were to this eflfect:
—

' The greatest aphorism ascribed to Christ, called his Golden

Rule, tells us that we should do unto others as we would others should do unto

us. It is not moral audacity, but a logical and legitimate a|>plication of this

maxim, to say that if men shall eventually stand liefore the bar of God, God will

not pronounce upon any that appalling sentence, " Cast them into outer darkness

:

there shall be weeping and gnashing of teeth ;" because this will not be doing to

others as he, in the same situation, would wish to be done unto himself. If frail

man is to " do good to them that hate him," God, who is said to be also Love, will

surely not burn those who, in their misfortune and blindness, have erred against

him. He who is above us all in power, will be also above us all in magnanimity.'
* A Freethinker' in Whitehaven, some time ago, issued a * Reply to Mr. Burns,'

in which Mr. Burns's denunciations are met with reasonings religious and philoso-

phical, which we are afraid were wasted on the reverend preacher. G. J. H.

MR. WOODMAN.
At the close of the notice (in a previous Reasoner) entitled ^ Swedenhorgianism as

Displayed by one of its Ministers,' which notice consisted of passing explanations of a
ffcw points only in Mr. Woodman's very long letter previously inserted, it was said (in

effect), that if Mr. Woodman choosed to send short papers on doctrines, they would
be inserted. Instead of bis doing this, he forwarded another long letter, of the same
character as his previous one. Of course we threw it aside. We, however, add, that

if Mr. Woodman cares to send short papers, setting forth the arguments he produced
at Burnley, and which he demurred to being denominated ' Swedenborgian platitudes,'

or the arguments which he professes to deliver in his lectures as relating to us—such
statements of doctrinfes or principles will receive insertion in the Reasoner, to the

number probably of half-a-dozen of two pages' length. G. J. H.
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The Christian Protestant, as it appeareth in the Reformation Journal^ writes as

foUowrt:— * About the time when Dr. Newman joined the Church of Rome, his brother

Francis, who had been trained in the same school, and who professes, in several respects,

similar mental characteristics, abandoned the Church of England, and, rejecting all the

miracles of Scripture, virtually proclaimed himself an infidel. We have long entertained

and expressed the opinion, that Satan does not care much whether men become papists

or infidels, that he is quite willing to allow them to chootje whichever of the two best

suits their inclinations and tendencies. And in contemplating the history of the two

Newmans, we cannot resist the suspicion, that Satan had succeeded in getting the con-

trol of these two miserable men, and that he directed the one to become a papist and the

other an infidel, that thus they might work to one another's hands, and co-operate in

promoting his cause.' S.R. H., who forwards the extract, very naturally asks whether

either Freethinking or Cathelicism can do so much to disgust the public with Christi-

anity, as the gross rudeness of this kind of evangelical writing?

Mr. J. Emery, of Leicester, has lately lectured in Nottingham (in the room held by

the Secular Society) upon 'Education: shall it be Sectional and voluntary, or National

and Compulsory ?' Mr. Robert Cooper has also lectured lately in the same town.

A lecture has been delivered by the Rev. D. W. Cahi 11, D.D., in Saint Chad's

Catholic Church, Cheetham Road, Manchester, purporting to be ' On the unity of Faith

being as essential as the unity of the Godhead—showing that two faiths are as absurd

as two Gods, and that the English Church has changed 670 times since 1517, having

now 240 diflFerent sects, and what one says the other contradicts.'

The Derby Mercury states that * Mr. "W, Blandy, of Chesterfield, who recently re-

signed the office of minister of the Independent Chapel, at Chesterfield, is about to take

orders in the Established Church.' This is our Mr- Blandy who burnt the ' Logic of

Death.' The Church will not have much to boast of in this acquisition—he should go

to the Catholic Church.

Messrs. John Aird, John Taylor, John "Wbeelhouse, and Thomas Crowther, send 33.

towards payment of the Chartist debt. Our Kennington friends advise that we stipu-

late for six points and ready money in future.

The Liverpool Times, of March 11, repeats the story of a sailor, more disposed to

divinity than nautical men in general, who, when in this port, formed regularly one of

the congregation at the church of a popular preacher. It chanced that during one of

the discourses to which the sailor was an attentive listener the rev. doctor alluded se«

veral times, in scriptural phrase, to Satan being * bound in chains for a thousand years.'

The passage struck the attention of the seaman with peculiar force, and during the

week he pondered frequently upon the words, feeling every time an increasing satisfac-

tion that an individual towards whom he had never been over partial was so securely,

and for such a lengthy term, disposed of. On the following Sunday he went to hear the

doctor again, but. to his great surprise, and to the complete unsettling of all his recent

comforting notions, during one portion of the sermon the preacher asserted that the

devil * goeth about as a roaring lion, seeking whom he may devour.' The sailor quitted

the church oppressed with a host of conflicting thoughts and emotions, and unable,

after many a tough, soliloquial argument, to reconcile the two statements, he resolved

to summon up courage and wait upon the clergyman, in order to have the mystery

solved. He did so, and after considerable humming and ha-ing, and hitching of the

trowsers, at length spoke out at once, told the doctor that he could not make the two

sermons fit, and asked—if his Satanic majesty was really bound in the way first stated

—

to know the length of his cable, ' Oh,' was the reply, * it extends over the whole world.'

*Theu I do not see,' added the nautical inquirer, 'why he might not as well be loose.'
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FACTS ABOUT BOOKS.

Under this head we give a weekly column of

the names of special class books, and the pro-

bable cost of them, for the information of readers

who may not otherwise meet with a notice of them.
This record will be limited to the fact that such
books exist and are obtainable. To give the names
of the publishers would cause the stamp office to

assume that we derived pecuniary advantage from
the publication (which is not the case), and they
would charge it as an advertisement. As the
column now stands, it is merely class information

;

and the liberality of our stamp office does not tax.

this kind of matter.

First Book of Euclid, with 147 Diagrams. 2 6
Practical Grammar 1 6
Graduated Grammatical Exercises 1

Hints on a Logic of Facts 1 6
Public Speaking and Debate 1 6

Historyof the Last Trial by Jury for Atheism 1 6

Paley's Natural Theology Refuted in his own
Words 6

Reply to Professor Newman's Work on the
Soul 3

Harriet Martineau's Household Education 3
Birch's Religion of Shakspere 4
Newman's Phases of Faith 6
Blartineau and Atkinson's Letters on Man.

.

9
The Task of To-day. By Evans Bell 1

The Freethinker, complete 2 6

Wild Flowers for Children 1

Master Woodbine's Alphabet l o
The Young Lady Bird's Alphabet 6
The Tiny Alphabet 2

Flowers, Fruits, and Leaves each set 2

The Flower & the Star, or the Course of the
Stream I t]

Paine's Theological Works 3

Paine' 8 Political Works 6
— American Crisis, in a wrapper .... 1 6
— Rights of Man, ditto 1 3
— Common Sense, ditto 6
— Letter to the Abb6 Raynal, ditto ... o 6
— Letters to the Citizens of the United
States of America 4
— Decline and Fall of the English Sys-

tern of Finance 3
— Agrarian Justice 2— Public Good 4

Popular Tracts. By Robert Dale Owen. In
1 vol., cloth boards and lettered 2 6

Or in separate Tracts at the following prices

:

Tracts on Republican Government and Na-
tional Education, by R. D. Owen 3

Influence of the Clerical Profession, by
ditto 3

Sermons on Loyajty,FreeInquiry,&c.,by do. 3

Hopes and Destinies of the Human Species,

byditto 2

Address on Free Inquiry, by ditto 2

Darby and Susan : a Tale of Old England,
byditto 2

Wealth and Misery, by ditto 2

Situations j Lawyers, Clergy, Physicians,

.Men, and Women, by ditto. 2

Galileo and the Inquisition, by ditto 2

Lecture on Consistency, by ditto 2

Prossimo's Experience, &c., &c., by ditto 2

Moral Physiology; a brief and plain treatise

on the Population Question, by ditto .... C

Neurology: an Account ot some Experiments
in Cerebral Physiology 2

GUIDE TO THE LECTURE ROOM.
Literary Institution, John St., FitzroySq.—Mar.

28th [7], Samuel Kydd, ' Genius and Spirit of the
British Constitution.'
South Place, Moorfields.—Mar. 28th [llja.m.],

a Lecture.
Hall of Science, City Road.—March 28th J7],

Thomas Cooper, 'The French Revolution.' *29th

[8], Free Discussion Festival.
National Hall, 242, High Holborn.—Mar. 28th

[8], P. W. Perfitt, 'Charles I. and his Second
Parliament.'
South London Hall, Webber St., Blackfriars Rd.

—Mar. 28th [7], G. J. Holyoake, 'The Character
of Jesus Christ.*

East London Literary Institution,Bethnal Green.
—Mar. 28th [7i], James Archer, ' Duties of Man.'

Social Institution, Charles Street, Old Garratt,
Manchester.—Mar. 28th [6^], a Lecture.
Working Men's Academy, Edgar Street, rreston.

—Lecture every Sunday at lOi a.m.—Discussion
every Sunday evening.
Commercial Hall, Philpot Street, Commercial

Road East.—Theological Discussions every Sun-
day morning [11], Sunday evening [7], Tuesday
[8], Thursday [8], and Saturday [8].

City Forum Coffee House, 6o, Red Cross Street.

—Every Sunday, Monday, and Thursday [8^], a
Lecture.
Areopagus Coffee and Reading Room, 59, Church

Lane, Whitechapel.—Every Sunday, Monday, and
Wednesday (8), a Lecture or Discussion.

Pitt's death-bed—an histoeical fiction,

A tale relating to the circumstances of his death
was fabricated by J^Jr. Rose, and delivered in his

place in Parliament. As Mr. Rose was his intimate
associate and steady partisan, and his account was
uncontradicted in the House, it might very reason-
ably obtain credit with posterity. Mr. Pitt wai
represented by this unscrupulous and injudicious
encomiast to have exclaimed in the agonies of
death, 'save my country, save my country!' and
then to have gone through his devotions, and taken
the Sacrament with the most fervent and edifying
piety. In all this there was not one word of truth.

For some days before his death his fever had
rendered him nearly insensible, and during the
last twenty-four hours he was actually speechless.
As to religious observances, he at all times com-
plied with the customs of the world, but neither
felt nor affected any extraordinary zeal or devotion.
Mr. Canning was disgusted at the effrontery of
Mr. Rose, and left the House, after observing to
his neighbour that the value of historical testimony
was impaired by seeing that a lie could pass un-
contradicted in the presence of hundreds who
knew it to be false.

—

Lord Holland's Memoirs of
the Whig Parti/.

INDIVIDUAL CHABACTEB.
The apprehension and representation of the in-

dividual is the very life of art. Besides, while you
content yourself with generalities, every one can
imitate you ; but, in the particular, no one can.

And why? Because no others have experienced

exactly the same thing. And you need not fear lest

what is peculiar should not meet with sympathy.
Each character, however familiar it may be, and
each object that you can represent, from the stone

up to man, has generality ; <or there is repetition

everywhere, and there is nothing to be found only

once in the world.

—

Goethe's Conversations with

Eckermann.

London: Printed by Holyoake, Tyndale, & Co., 3, Queen's Head Passage, Paternoster-row; and Pub-
lished by J. Watson, 3, Queen's Head Passage, Paternoster Row. Wednesday, Mar. 24th, 1862.
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THEOLOGICAL EXAMINER.

Upon points on which philosophers know nothing, philosophers should eay nothing. That is a useful
school of philosophy which teaches man to say of most things :

' It may be so, and it may be otherwise.
It is a point on which I only know that I do not know.'

—

Edinburgh Review, January 1852. Art.
Genius and Writings of Descartes.
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DEPARTURE OF MR. CARLILE'S DAUGHTERS.

It is arranged that next week Mr. Carlile's daughters shall proceed to America.

Scarcely a month ago I addressed a letter to Mr. Arthur Bate, of New York, with

a request that he would communicate it also to Mr. Colin Campbell. Mr. Bate

had expressed a willingness that Hypatia should accompany Mrs. Bate, who is

about to sail for New York. The reply (addressed, as requested, to Mr. Beudall)

from Messrs. Bate and Campbell, which has been so promptly returned, is as

follows, and will explain itself :— '

Dear Sir,—I have just received a letter from Mr. Holyoake in reference to the

family of Mrs. Sharpies Carlile. I have seen Mr. Campbell to-day, and we have

had some conversation relative to the matter. We had previously been apprised

of the death of Mrs. Sharpies Carlile, and have occasionally talked over the advis-

ability of the children coming here, so that we were not altogether unprepared to

answer your inquiries. We knew the difficulties of providing suitable occupation

for the girls in London—and no doubt difficulties exist here ; but, looking at the

matter in all its bearings, we believe you would do well in sending them here.

We believe that with a determination to become independent—inasmuch as it is

right to be independent—that the means exist to a greater extent in this country

than in England. We also think that as the girls wish to come here, it is the best

manner in which the friends of the family can serve them. Rest assured that

nothing shall be wanting on our parts, as far as in our power, to assist and pro-

tect them. With reference to Julian, it would be well if the friends in Loridon

could for a time keep him usefully employed, until we ourselves become a little

more settled, when we hope to be able to send for him and place him in a position

to provide for himself.

We are glad to see that some friends are taking an interest in tHe family of a

man who worked long and ardently, and suflfered much for the cause of freethought.

It is an evidence of the existence of gratitude for benefits received in the shape of

liberty of thought and speech at present enjoyed in England. We have no belief

in that philosophy that would pension sons for the deeds of a father— but we do

believe that those who value freethought and free speech should help to place the

children of Richard Carlile in a position to earn their own living. In this spirit

we shall be happy to do our part when they arrive here, and we have confidence

that our London friends will also do all in their power. In fact we know there

U=s=
[No. 80S.]
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are friends throughout England who will respond when Mr. Holyoake publicly

solicits aid, as he states his intention of doing. (By the way, we miss the Reasoner

sadly—we can find nothing like it here). But allow me here to state that the

children should be made to feel that tbey should not trust too much to the public

or to friends—but that upon themselves depends much of their future welfare.

This, sir, you, Mr. Holyoake, and other friends, will no doubt impress upon their

minds. The girls are both young, and probably will have much to contend with
;

but, with an average amount of moral courage, with virtue, and the knowledge

that labour is honourable, and with the will and health to labour, they may ac-

complish much. Please also impress upon them the necessity of keeping them-

selves apart from the general crowd on their voyage ; for, although they will have

with them several other friends besides Mrs. Bate, yet in this case, as in all others,

much depends on their own conduct.

Accept our sympathy, sir, in the generous exertions you are making for these

fatherless and motherless children ; and hoping that all our friends will feel this

case to be their own, we subscribe ourselves yours, &c.,

147, West Broadway, New York, Arthur Bate,
March 7, 1852. Colin M. Campbell.

To this kind and judicious letter little need be added. Those intending or able

to help will.please make their remittances to Mr. William Bendall,Hall of Science,

City Road, or to our ofl&ce, without delay.

Subscriptions available at present are as follows :—Monument Fund, per Mr.

Holyoake, ^'8 8s.; W. J. B., per do., £5 ; W. A. J., per do., 10s. ; Arthur Trevel-

yan, £2 2s.; Mr. Turton, of Sheffield, per do., 15s.; John D. Waller, per do.,

2s. 6J.; William Bendall, £1; Mr. Hervey, £1; Mr. Brett, £1 15s. Total,

£20 12s. 6d.

With respect to the Monument Fund, Mr. John Hindle, of Stockport, writes :

—

'I was a contributor, and the chief agent in collecting the £2 16s. 6d. sent from

Ashton-under-Lyne for the Carlile Monument Fund. As the object of the con-

tribution cannot now be carried out, I wish to intimate that I am perfectly agree-

able that the amount in your hands should be disposed of in the manner stated in

the Reasoner. I accept, also, the responsibility of saying the same for the other

contributors who may not write to the contrary.'

Mr. Arthur Trevelyan, who subscribed a pound to the same Fund, agrees, also,

to this disposal of it.

Approving of the suggestion of encouraging self-reliance on the part of these

young persons, Mr. Birch has instructed me to lend £5 to them, upon receiving

their promise to repay it when able ; and this is the £5 put down in the above list,

which, of course, is a conditional sum. G. J. Holyoake.

.IN DEFENCE OF MR. O'BRIEN.

An anonymous correspondent, who signs himself ' L'ami de la Libert^,* writes to

the effect that in our notice of the proceedings of a public meeting at St. Martin's

Hall, of the Anti-Knowledge Tax Society, mention occurs of Mr. O'Brien, and a

protest against his statement that none of the newspapers of this country dare to

tell the truth to the people. Our correspondent says—' I ask you to point out to

me even one among the some 400 newspapers of this kingdom that devotes itself

to the elucidation of the equal rights— social, political, and moral— of the univer-

sal family of man. T admit that a few of them do occasionally touch upon some of
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these rights; but I distinctly aver that none of them ever continuously, systemati-

cally, or earnestly Advocikte them. Which among the 'respectable' press (you

know that your own paper, and the Northern Star, and a few others, are not * res-

pectable' in the genteel sense of the word), which of them dare denounce landlord-

ism, profit-mongering, and usury, as the true causes of all the social, and the

greater part of even the physical and moral, evil in the world.

* You complain that Mr. O'Brien goes about to public meetings with a " tail,"

who call for him in season and out of season. If by " tail " you mean a clique

acting concertedly for the sake of obtruding Mr. O'Brien upon public notice,

I emphatically deny that any such " tail " exists. The fact is that a number of the

working classes have been imbued with the true theory of human rights, as tanght

by Mr. O'Brien ; and it is not to be wondered at if they are anxious that their

favourite teacher should be heard, or that they should sometimes protest against

the false doctrines too often instilled into the public ear by ignorant misleadera or

false friends of the people.

* You call Mr. O'Brien a perambulatory dissenter, who goes about disagreeing

with everybody and with everything. Now, so far as my experience goes, 1 never

knew a public man more ready than he is to accord to every man his due. It is

true, that he will never submit to a compromise with error for the sake of

temporary applause, or to promote personal interests.*

With respect to the journals, our correspondent admits all we contended for.

' Some of them do occasionally touch upon these rights.' Whether they do it to

the satisfaction of our correspondent, is another question. Mr. O'B. denied that

they dared do it at all.

The explanation about Mr. O'Brien's followers we readily publish on their

behalf. How far they are exonerated the reader will determine by what is said, and

when he reflects that they consider all persons to be ' ignorant misleaders or false

friends ' who differ from Mr. O'Brien.

That Mr. O'Brien will not submit to compromise, is no more than is true of

many persons and papers that he denounces. The misfortune is that Mr. O'Brien,

like his hasty friend, Mr. Ernest Jones, considers everything a compro-

mise which does not meet his views, and hurls serious accusations at all his

brother reformers—making the fraternity of democracy a bear-garden of impu-
tations.

THE SCRIPTURAL TRACT QUESTION.

Me. James Campbell has written in defence of the wall-bill Tracts containing

obscene passages from the Scriptures, lately issued in Manchester, and upon which

we commented in No. 296. Mr. C. alleges that the ' execration ' which the Rev.

Mr. Fletcher said had attended the receipt of the tracts in his neighbourhood, was
directed at the -passages quoted from the Bible. If so, Mr. Caldwell was right (in

No. 295) as to the 'salutary results,' and we were wrong in the remarks in 296.

But if the execration was dealt at the passages instead of at the publishers of them,
it was an unusual thing for a minister of the Gospel to be at the trouble to pub-
lish the fact.

Mr. Campbell objects that we have not withdrawn 'Catholicism, the Religion of

Fear,' but publish it in a separate form, ' On the principle of the classical

tutors, xrho expunge objectionable passages from Ovid or Juvenal, and give them
in the notes at the end.' We professed only to have withdrawn the Pinamonti

'^---
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plates from the Reasoner, becaase an effect was produced by their pnblicitj there

contrary to that which was intended. If the same shall happen in the restricted

way in which those plates now only can be had, they will be suppressed in that

way also. Mr. Campbell, in a well-written passage in his letter, obserres—' There
is a class of well-meaning reformers who sacrifice truth to decorum, and who, like

Mr. Bell in " The Task of To-Day," assert that the grossness of the Bible should

save it from attack. But let us look where this would lead. Would the terrors of

the low lodging-houses, with their scores of vagrants, young and old, huddled to-

gether without regard to age or sex ; or the still more appalling revelations about

the juvenile thieves and prostitutes of the metropolis, ever have been fully known
if they had not been investigated and exposed ? I think not. In the Leader, a few

weeks ago, there was an account of " the Mormons at home," taken from an official

report presented to the Congress of the United States, where it is stated that the

chief men among them have a plurality of wives—some among them having as

many as fifty, and one had a mother and her two daughters. Now Bup]X)se the

Book of Mormon to countenance such conduct, should it not be attacked ? The
Manchester Guardian of the same week had a leading article on the same subject.

We have thus the support and example of two of the most respectable newspapers

in the country. This society, then, has taken the best possible ground. If the

Bible should be taught in our schools, it should also be posted on our walls.*

We think Mr. Bell is right; and it may be safely alleged, that though the

Leader and Manchester Guardian may tell, in the abstract, of social evils, neither

paper would publish such details as are found in some parts of the Scriptures.

But we are unwilling to argue against Mr. Campbell in such a way as to appear

to want to press our opinion upon our Manchester friends. What they are doing

as respects these tracts we have seen done before on a much larger scale, and have

seen results very unsatisfactory come out of it. To say thus much by way of

suggestion seemed useful ; but, if they cannot see the matter in the same light, we
are quite willing they should try the experiment. H.

SPURZHEIM'S NATURAL LAWS OF MAN.

Mb. Tubnee, of Stoke-upon-Trent, who has issued several useful reprints, has

lately published Dr. Spurzheim's famous work the * Natural Laws of Man,' held to

be the foundation of Mr. Combe's * Constitution of Man.' This 'Philosophical

Catechism ' is a very striking performance, and will be much esteemed by all who
read it.

The work is called an 'American reprint.' It however appeared in England,
published by J. and R. Childs, Bungay, about 1828. That edition contains this in-

formation from the pen of Dr. Spurzheim :
—

* The French MS. of this little volume
I confided, in 1822, to my friend R. Willis, who was so kind as to translate it for

me shortly after. It was promised so long ago as the middle of 1825, under the

title of a " Philosophical Catechism," and was actually printed the same year. I

have, however, thought proper to alter the title to that which it now bears.* Mr.
Child's edition is probably exhausted—certainly Mr. Turner's will be found more
accessible, as it is produced at a low price. The style of printing is altogether

different from Mr. Child's. Yet lowness of price is necessary for the operative

class, and therefore we are glad to Bee the ' Natural Laws * in their Stoke-upon-

Trent dress.
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ANNUAL MEETING OF THE BLACKBURN COMMISSIONERS.

Mb. Fieldbn said that he perceived that the rent charged for the Sessions Room
was £60, and that only £37 were received hj the Commissioners for the occupancy

of the room by other parties.

A Ratepayer : No, the sum in the accoants is £43 128. Mr. Fielden has missed

one item of receipts.

Mr. Fielden said that his object in alluding to the matter was, to obtain some
explanation as to a sum of 10s. which had been returned to a gentleman who had

engaged the room for the purpose of delivering a lecture, but who had been refused

permission to occupy the room after the agreement was made. * That lOs. was

paid out of our brass, and we had a right to know why it was paid.*

Mr. Illingworth said that as so much noise was made about the matter, he would

rather pay the money out of his own pocket.

Mr. Fielden : No, I will not allow that. The sum of IDs. did not include the

whole of the loss. The Commissioners had lost an additional sum of 203. by not

letting the room, so that the total loss was 30s. If Mr. Hoole had proposed to

pay the amount he should have been satisfied, as he did not believe Mr. Illing-

worth was the ' guilty party.'

The Chairman said that as a pointed allusion had been made to him, he begged

to say that there was not any * guilt ' connected with the affair. He had been

made the object of a great deal of abuse in connection with this affair; but the

parties who had indulged in this abuse should, at least, have investigated the

matter before they used such strong language towards him. If they had done so

they would have found that the refusal of the room was no act of his, as Mr.

Illingworth would testify.

Mr. Fielden said that it had been stated in the public papers that the refusal of

the room was owing to the interference of Mr. Hoole.

The Chairman (Mr. Hoole) said that he was aware of that. He had been abused

in the public prints, and he had received anonymous letters upon the subject;

but of these abusive articles and anonymous letters he had never taken any

notice. He made it an invariable rule never to take any notice of anonymous
communications, unless he found that they were couched in respectful language.*

Parties had put papers in his hand in the streets containing attacks upon him on

account of this matter, but he had uniformly thrust them into the fire.

Mr. Backhouse said that, although he had taken no part whatever in this matter,

as an individual member of the Commissioners he would have been willing to have

borne all the blame of refusing Mr. Holyoake the use of the room. The course

which had been pursued was one which was due to them, as a body of commis-

sioners acting for the benefit of the town. He thought that the exemption from

disgrace had been cheaply purchased at the cost of ten shillings. As far as his

own feelings were concerned, he was quite satisfied that the right course had been

pursued ; and he hoped that neither Mr. Illingworth nor any one else would in this

matter succumb to popular clamour. He was sure the course adopted by Mr.

Ilingworth would meet with the approbation of the public generally.

Mr. Tiplady said, that as that was a meeting of ratepayers they had a perfect

• The communications Mr. Holyoake sent to Mr. Hoole were signed, and respectful

in their language
;
yet Mr. Hoole never answered one.
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right to make inquiry into the subject; and it would perhaps be as well if Mr.

Illingworth explained his reasons for acting as he did. His explanation might be

perfectly satisfactory.

Mr. Fielden contended that as they made a bargain with Mr. Holyoake they had

no right to depart from it. If they did depart from such a bargain, where was

their honour or sense of justice ? When the room was fairly taken (cries of ' No,

no') they had no right to refuse it afterwards. Mr. Backhouse had made some

remarks justifying the course which had been adopted ; but he thought that

Mr. Backhouse could not be aware of the character of the lecturer. That gentle-

man had won a prize of £50 for the best five lectures, against eighty competitors,

who numbered among them lawyers, physicians, clergymen, and others. In Mr.

Holyoake they had no dirty chap to deal with. It was not an honour to the com-

munity that he had been dealt with in the manner described. It was a disgrace

to the town, and to the Commissioners as a public body, that they had refused him

the use of the room. If such conduct was honourable, he did not know what was

dishonourable.

The Chairman said, that whether the matter was honourable or otherwise he

was not the person to blame. He had heard it stated that he was personally

charged with having refused the room, in a publication put forth by the lecturer

;

but when a copy of that publication was sent to him he put it into the fire, as he

always did with anything that was abusive.* Mr. Illingworth could explain the

whole matter, and he would appeal to the collector to know whether it was not

correct, that when he heard the room had been let he informed the latter that it

was customary, in all cases of difficulty, to refer to the Chairman as to the propriety

of letting the room. Mr. lUingworth's reply was, that if he had done wrong he

would take the whole responsibility of rescinding the agreement. He (the Chair-

man) did not give any directions to Mr. Illingworth in the matter ; and Mr. Fielden

might tell his friend in Londonf that this was the whole explanation of the matter,

so far as he was concerned.

Mr. Hubberstey said that the Commissioners, or Mr. Illingworth, had done

very right in refusing the use of the room to Mr. Holyoake, as the lectures he

delivered were calculated to do a great deal of mischief. He was glad to find Mr.

Illingworth had discovered in time what sort of a man he had to deal with. As to

Mr. Holyoake being a * philosopher,' why the. devil was no doubt a great * philo-

sopher,' but he should be very sorry to allow him to lecture in the Sessions

Room.

Mr. Lloyd remarked as to the charge of acting dishonourably in this matter ; it

was no more merited than it would be it Mr. Fielden agreed to let a bed in his

house to a stranger, whom he afterwards turned out of his house, upon discovering

him to fee a notorious thief. The only difference in this case would be degree, and

in that respect the case of the lecturer was the worst as regarded the interests of

society.

—

Blackburn Standard, March 10th, 1852.

• Nothing whatever sent to Mr. Hoole by the 'lecturer' was 'abusive.'

t Mr. Holyoake (if he be the * friend in London' alluded to) is not aware that he has

ever seen Mr. Fielden, or corresponded with him. Yet he is obliged to that gentleman

for the impartial course he has taken in this discussion.
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PREVALENCE OF RATIONALISM IN HOLLAND.

The Reformed Church of Holland, like the Protestant communities of Germany,
is the prey of Rationalism. Freethinkinghas penetrated every department of church

and state, and its effects are of the most lamentable kind. Not a few of the clergy,

in pursuit of this modern science, if it is to be so dignified, have arrived at the con-

clusion that there is either no God, or that every thing is God. Men who regard

themselves as philosophic theologians, are on this matter almost united in their

views, and are proud of this extreme result of their investigations.

Their next step, and one of the highest importance, is to make out that man has

no soul. With these two great discoveries they think to render invaluable service

to humanity, overlooking, in their successful polemic, the fatal consequences,

social and moral, which inevitably flow from their theories—that man, without a

soul and without a God, cannot be the subject of sin or virtue But the terrible

effects of this freethinking do not end here. There is no need of a redemption,

and consequently the new science is quite sure, in the face of all history and evi-

dence, that every thing the Bible affirms on the divine nature and redeeming work

of Christ is a clever fiction. Thus, according to Professor Oprvomer, of Utrecht,

all that the intolerant party of the orthodox—the 'slaves of the formula,' as they

are disdainfully called—in harmony with every age, has been want to call the

Gospel, is, in the view of the man of higher and progressive science, nothing more

than a wasps' nest of fables. The divines of GrSningen call the recognition of

the Bible as God's word, bibliolatry ; the reception of the doctrine of the invari-

ability of the Apostles, apostle-deification (aposetelver goding); that of the atone-

ment, blood-theology : and finally, to maintain orthodox sentiments, is to break

the great comraamd of Christianity—that is, love.

Such are the sentiments now prevalent in the higher circles of Holland, boldly

taught from its pulpits, and controlling the actions of state. It is, however, to

some extent consolatory that they are not very generally held by the body of the

people. If you send your children to the schools provided for all by the state, you

find the Bible excluded, and all worship forbidden. Nevertheless, you must
be patient. You wish that your sous, the hope of your country, as well as the

objects of paternal solicitude, should enter on a course of scientific instructions, you

have endeavoured to bring them up in the nurture of the Lord, in the piinciples

that are dear and sacred to you
;
yon send them to the high school, or some other

scientific institution
; yet a freethinking government, which knows only particular

societies, but no church, and thus pays no heed to the wants of the church, selects

for the professors the men that trail in the mud the most precious truths of the

Gospel. It is the same with the church. Men who hate the church purchased

with the blood of the Lamb and rendered dear by the blood of the martyrs, are pre-

ferred as its teachers, and preach patience while they destroy .the grounds of the

Christian faith, and cast from the Bible as the rule of faith. In looking back on

the past year, we have consequently seen the leaders of the state maintain peace at

home and abroad, and to make friends of all parties putting aside as much as possible

of the most precious possessions of the nation, that have relation to God and

eternity ; at the bidding of Rome excluding the Bible from schools ; at the pleasure

of the Jew casting the name of Christ from their laws In the State there is no

God, in the church no truth, in the laws no Christ, in the school no Bible, in

society no rectitude.

—

Abridgedfrom the Evangelical Christendomfor March, 1852.
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THE ENFRANCHISEMENT OF WOMEN.

[At the public meeting of the Reform
Conference, at St. Martin's Hall, the

narrow question of the Charter was

brought up and urged on the meeting,

because the question of Home Suffrage

was too restricted. *Go for Manhood
Suffrage !' cried the philanthropic orator,

' and then we shall say you go far enough

—to stop at anything less is mere expe-

diency.' When the speaker had re-

sumed his seat, Mr. Holyoake stated to

the meeting, in language which has since

been resented, that * Manhood Suffrage

was a very hatekil term. It was the old

selfish cry of men always for themselves.

To him there seemed as good arguments

in favour of the enfranchisement of

women as of men ; and that if the Home
Suffrage question was to be condemned
on the ground of "expediency," that

charge equally held good against Man-
hood Suffrage.' What follows here, on
the subject of the ' Enfranchisement of

Women,' is printed for its own sake,

though the sense in which it is instruc-

tive to Chartists it is useful to point out.

We may return to the article for another

portion, written with equal force, and
which we may entitle ' The Fitness of

Politics for Women.'-—Ed.]

Not only'to the democracy of America,
the claim of women to civil and political

equality makes an irresistible appeal,

but also to those radicals and Chartists

in the British islands, and democrats
on the Continent, who claim what is

called universal suffrage as an inherent

right, unjustly and oppressively with-

held from them. For with what truth

or rationality could the suffrage be
termed universal, while half the human
species remain excluded from it? To
declare that a voice in the government is

the right of all, and demand it only for

a part—the part, namely to, which the
claimant himself belongs— is to renounce
even the appearance of principle. The
Chartist who denies the suffrage to

women, is a Chartist only because he is

not a lord; he is one ol those levellers

who would level only down to them-
selves.

Even those who do not l6ok upon a

voice in the government as a matter of

personal right, nor profess principles

which require that it should be extended
to all, have usually traditional maxims
of political justice with which it is im-
possible to reconcile the exclusion of all

women from the common rights of

cititenship. It is an axiom of English

freedom that taxation and representation

should be co-extensive. Even under
the laws which give the wife's property

to the husband, there are many un-

married women who pay taxes. It is

one of the fundamental doctrines of the

British constitution, that all persons

should be tried by their peers: yet

women, whenever tried, are tried by
male judges and a male jury. To
foreigners the law accords the privilege

of claiming that half the jury should

be composed of themselves; not so to

women. Apart from maxims of detail,

which represent local and national,

rather than universal ideas ; it is an
acknowledged dictate of justice to make
no degrading distinctions without neces-

sity. In all things the presumption
ought to be on the side of equality. A
reason must be given why anything
should be permitted to one person and
interdicted to another. But when that

which is interdicted includes nearly

everything which those to whom it is

permitted most prize, and to be deprived
of which they feel to be most insulting;

when not only political liberty but per-

sonal freedom of action is the preroga-
tive of a caste ; when even in the exer-

cise of industry, almost all employments
which task the higher faculties in an
important field, which lead to distinc-

tion, riches, or even pecuniary indepen-
dence, are fenced round as the exclusive

domain of the predominant section,

scarcely any doors being left open to the
dependent class, except such as all who
can enter elsewhere disdainfully pass
by; the miserable expediencies, which
are advanced as excuses for so grossly

partial a dispensation, would not be
sufficient, even if they were real, to

render it other than a flagrant injustice.
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While, far from being expedient, we are

firmly convinced that the division of

mankind into two castes, one born to

rule over the other, is in this case, as

in all cases, an unqualified mischief; a

source of perversion and demoralisation,

both to the favoured class and to those

at whose expense they are favoured

;

producing none of the good which it is

the custom to ascribe to it, and forming

a bar, almost insuperable while it lasts,

to any really vital improvement, either

in the character or in the social con*

dition of the human race.

Great thinkers, indeed, at different

times, from Plato to Condorcet, besides

some of the most eminent names of the

present age, have made emphatic pro-

tests in favour of the equality of women.
And there have been voluntary societies,

religious or secular, of which the Society

of Friends is the most known, by whom
that principle was recognised. But
there has been no political community
or nation in which, by law and usage,

women have not been in a state of poli-

tical and civil inferiority. In the

ancient world the same fact was alleged,

with equal truth, in behalf of slavery.

It might have been alleged in favour of

the mitigated form of slavery, serfdom,
all through the middle ages. It was
urged against freedom of industry, free-

dom of conscience, freedom of the press;

none of these liberties were thought
compatible with a well-ordered state,

until they had proved their possibility

by actually existing as facts. That an
institution or a practice is customary is

no presumption of its goodness, when
any other sufficient cause can be as-

signed for its existence. There is no
difficulty in understanding why the sub-

jection of women has been a custom.
No other explanation is needed than
physical force.

That those who were physically

weaker should have been made legally

inferior, is quite conformable to the

mode in which the world has been
governed. Until very lately, the rule of

physical strength was the general law of

human affairs. Throughout history, the

nations, races, classes, which found
themselves the strongest, either in mus-
cles, in riches, or in military discipline,

have conquered and held in subjection

the rest. If, even in the most improved
nations, the law of the sword is at last

discountenanced as unworthy, it is only
since the calumniated eighteenth cen-
tury. Wars of conquest have only
ceased since democratic revolutions
began. The world is very young, and
has but just begun to cast off injustice.

It is only now getting rid of negro
slavery. It is only now getting rid of
monarchical despotism. It is only now
getting rid of hereditary feudal nobility.

It is only now getting rid of disabilities

on the ground of religion. It is only
beginning to treat any men as citizens,

except the rich and a favoured portion
of the middle class. Can we wonder that
it has not yet done as much for women ?

As society was constituted until the
last few generations, inequality was its

very basis; association grounded on
equal rights scarcely existed ; to be
equals was to be enemies ; two persons
could hardly co-operate in anything, or
meet in any amicable relation, without
the law's appointing that one of them
should be the superior of the other.
Mankind have outgrown this state, and
all things now tend to substitute, as the
general principle of human relations,

a just equality, instead of the dominion
of the strongest. But of all relations,

that between men and women being the
nearest and most intimate, and connected
with the greatest number of strong
emotions, was sure to be the last to

throw off the old rule and receive the
new : for in proportion to the strength
of a feeling, is the tenacity with which
it clings to the forms and circumstances
with which it has even accidentally
become associated.

When a prejudice, which has any
hold on the feelings, finds itself reduced
to the unpleasant necessity of assigning
reasons, it thinks it has done enough
when it has re-asserted the very point
in dispute, in phrases which appeal to
the pre-existing feeling. Thus, many
persons think they have sufficiently

justified the restrictions on women's
field of action, when they have said that
the pursuits from which women are ex-
cluded are un/emininef and that the prO'
per sphere of women is not politics or
publicity, but private and domestic life.

We deny the right of any portion of
the species to decide for another por-
tion, or any individual for another indi-

vidual, what is and what is not their
* proper sphere.' The proper sphere
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for all human beings is the largest and

highest which they are able to attain

to. What this is, cannot be ascertained,

without complete liberty of choice. The
speakers at the Convention in America

have therefore done wisely and right, in

refusing to entertain the question of the

peculiar aptitudes either of women or of

men, or the limits within which this or

that occupation may be supposed to be

more adapted to the one or to the other.

They justly maintain, that these ques-

tions can only be satisfactorily answered

by perfect freedom. Let every occu-

pation be open to all, without favour or

discouragement to any, and employments
will fall into the hands of those men and
women who are found by experience

to be most capable of worthily exercising

them. There need be no fear that

women will take out of the hands of

men any occupation which men perform

better than they. Each individual will

prove his or her capacities, in the only

way in which capacities can be proved—
by trial; and the world will have the

benefit of the best faculties of all its

inhabitants. But to interfere before-

hand by an arbitrary limit, and declare

that whatever be the genius, talent,

energy, or force of mind of an individual

of a certain sex or class, those faculties

shall not be exerted, or shall be exerted

only in some few of the many modes in

which others are permitted to use theirs,

is not only an injustice to the individual,

and a detriment to society, which loses

what it can ill spare, but is also the most
effectual mode of providing that, in the

sex or class so fettered, the qualities

whii'h are not permitted to be exercised

shall not exist.

We shall follow the very proper ex-

ample of the Convention, in not entering

into the question of the alleged dif-

ferences in physical or mental qualities

between the sexes—not because we have

nothing to say, but because we have too

much ; to discuss this one point tolerably

would need all the space we have to

bestow on the entire subject. But if

those who assert that the * proper sphere'

for women is the domestic, mean by this

that they have not shown themselves
qualified for any other, the assertion

evinces great ignorance of life and his-

tory. Women have shown fitness for

the highest social functions, exactly in

proportion as they have been admitted
to them. By a curious anomaly, though
ineligible to even the lowest offices of
state, they are in some countries admitted
to the highest of all— the regal ; and if

there is any one function for which they
have shown a decided vocation, it is

that of reigning. Not to go back to

ancient history, we look in vain for abler
or firmer rulers than Elizabeth ; than
Isabella of Castile ; than Maria Teresa

;

than Catherine of Russia; than Blanche,
mother of Louis XL of France ; than
Jeanne d'Albret, mother of Henri
Quatre. There are few kings on record
who contended with more difficult cir-

cumstances, or overcame them more
triumphantly, than these. Even in

semi-barbarous Asia, princesses who
have never been seen by men, other than
those of their own family, or ever
spoken with them unless from behind
a curtain, have as regents, during the
minority of their sons, exhibited many
of the most brilliant examples of just

and vigorous administration. In the
middle ages," when the distance between
the upper and lower ranks was greater
than even between women and men, and
the women of the privileged class, how-
ever subject to tyranny from the men of

the same class, were at a less distance

below them than any one else was, and
often in their absence represented them
in their functions and authority—num-
bers of heroic chatelaines, like Jeanne
de Montford, or the great Countess of

Derby as late even as the time of

Charles I., distinguished themselves,
not only by their political, but their

military capacity. In the centuries im-
mediately before and after the Refor-
mation, ladies of royal houses—as diplo-

matists, as governors of provinces, or
as the confidential advisers of kings

—

equalled the first statesmen of their

time; and the treaty of Cam bray, which
gave peace to Europe, was negociated, in

conferences where no other person was
present, by the aunt of the Emperor
Charles the Fifth and the mother of

Francis the First.

Concerning the fitness, then, of women
for politics, there can be no question.

—

From the Westminster Reviewfor July,

185L
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From which any earnest opponent may controvert our opinions, and from which any mareipound viens
not coincident with our own, if tending: to the Rationalisation of Theolegy.

THE IMMORALITIES OF CHRISTIANITY.

To the Editor of the Reasoner.

Sir,—Your correspondent of March 10, No. 302, * Steady Seek-Truth,' may be

a very * steady ' truth-seeker, but I cannot consider him a very persevering one,

especially as a reader of the Reasoner, to put the query he does to me on the sub-

ject which heads this letter. Or otherwise he has a code of morality peculiarly

his own, which it would, perhaps, be advantageous to sceptics generally to be

acquainted with, but yourself particularly, especially in your lecturing tours ; as I

believe you have not unfrequently taken the position that Christianity is both im-

moral and unutilitarian. If Christians would not merely read, but ponder and

digest the doctrines and teachings of Christianity, as contained in the Bible, as

most sceptics have done, they would not require to come to them for information

on the subject; but, rather, if they could not divest themselves of the feeling that

Christianity was, despite the difficulties surrounding it and essential to it, of value

for the saving of souls, be silent on the subject of those stumbling-blocks to scep-

tics, remembering the proverb—' A still tongue makethawise head.' The mo-
ralities and immoralities of Christianity, as 1 understand Christianity, range over

the whole of the books comprised in the Old and New Testaments ; but I shall not

enter upon so wide a field of argument as a consideration of the immoral passages

of the entire Bible would open up. I shall content myself by referring to a few

passages from the Gospels, of the reputed sayings of Christ, in proof of my asser-

tion ' that Christianity has its immoralities,' leaving your correspondent to show

that those passages are not immoral in their tendencies. I take it for granted that

every reader of the Reasoner, but especially * Steady Seek-Truth,' has a Bible, and

that I need not occupy space by quoting the passages at length. They are :

—

Luke xiv., 26 ; Luke xii., 49-51; Matt, x., 34-45; Luke xxii., 36; Lukexix., 27;

Mark xvi., 16; Mark iv., 11, 12. I am indebted for ready reference to these pas-

sages to Robert Cooper's ' Holy Scriptures Analysed,' though I have my own
Bible marked with the same and many others, and have referred to those I have

quoted before writing this. I would recommend Mr. Cooper's work to ' Steady

Seek-Truth ;' Mr. Watson, I have no doubt, can help him to a copy.

Bristol, March 12, 1852. W. Chilton.

MR. ROBINSON'S LECTURES IN KEIGHLEY.

SiE,—In accordance with my promise, I now send you an acco"" of the counter

lectures to those of the Rev. J. Clark, of Keighley. As soon as bills appeared on

the walls announcing that Mr. Robinson would deliver a course of lectures on the

three following Sundays, a report was circulated, that had they been on a week

night the rev. gentleman would have been present. Mr. Firth waited upon the

rev. gentleman to inquire if he was willing to hold a public discussion with Mr.

Robinson on any of the subjects announced ; but he declined to accept of the

oflfer. . He did, however, state, that if the lectures were delivered on any other

nights but Sundays or Wednesdays he would be present. The first lecture was on

the following subject:— * On the Existence of an Intelligent, Omnipresent, and

All-powerful Being.' Mr, Robinson reviewed the arguments of the Rev. J. Clark
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oa that subject, as well as several other writers who held similar views. At the

conclusion, Mr. Firth put it to the meeting to see if they were agreeable for the next

lectures to take place on week nights, to accommodate the Rev. J. Clark. It was

agreed upon ; and Mr. Robinson's next lecture was an < Examination into the

statement that the Bible is an Infallible Guide for Human Conduct.' I was not

present at the commencement of the second lecture, but, from what took place at

the conclusion, I found he had examined those parts of the Bible which involve

the fundamental principles of Christianitj : the declaiation that God will punish

children unto the third and fourth generation for the sins of their parents ; the

command given by God that they should not suflFer a witch to live ; to that part

which informs us that the witch of Endor raised Samuel. He showed that no one

possessed any such power now, and that all such notions disappeared as intelligence

spread. The Rev, J. Clark came forward, and commenced a reply to the lecturer's

closing remarks. He assigned as a reason for so doing, that the audience would

remember those remarks best ; but he assured us that he could deal with any
other statements of the lecturer with the same ease that he dealt with them. The
points he claims the victory upon were—Firstly, that it is common in- some parts

of the world to make use of camels' dung for fuel, and therefore he concludes there

was nothing wrong in the command given in the fourth chapter of Ezekiel.

Secondly, he said that he was as much opposed to witchcraft as the lecturer ; that

he did not believe any one possessed such power; and that the witch of Endor was

as much surprised as Saul when Samuel appeared. Thirdly, he contended that it

was a strong proof of God's wisdom to punish the children for the sins of their

parents, inasmuch as it would be a means of checking them from doing evil

because of the misery they would entail upon their progeny. Moit part of the

Bible had been made to harmonise by different individuals, though he acknowledged

that some of the contradictions which the lecturer referred to could never be made
to harmonise. Mr. R. said, in reply, that if it were a fact as to the witch, then

either the witch was a real one or God was a wizard. He showed how debasing it

was to revenge on the innocent the deeds of the guilty. At the end Mr. Clark

made some accusations against unbelievers, which were felt to be rude and untrue.

Abridgedfrom a Report by B. Morrell.

WHO ARE WITH US?

Sir,—There are, in the Critic of March 1, two notices of controversial books,

one by the Rev. T. R. Birks, M.A., Rector of Kelshall, Herts. Its title is ' Horw
Evangelic* ; or, the Internal Evidences of the Gospel History.' In these works

opponents admit the advance of freethought. The reviewer says—* The progress

which German Rationalism has too surely made in this country, more especially

among the intellectual classes, etc., will cause the true Christian to welcome

with acclamation a champion such as this, who manfully encounters and trium-

phantly routs the foe that has been so long in the midst of us.' This is satisfactory.

It is more especially the intellectual classes that are on the Rationalist side. Other

critics have said it is only the ignorant working class, who have not time to

examine for themselves, that accept our conclusions. It is very satisfactory to

know, from the reliable authority of opponents, that both classes are receiving im-

pressions from the teaching of freethinkers.

The other work is by John Pye Smith, D.D. : ' The Relation between the Holy
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Scriptures and some parts of Geological Science.* The reriewer says, that * at

first sight there appears to be a discrepancy between revelation and the facts of

science—that sufficient allowance has not been made for figurative language—that

days were not our days, but God's days, which are thousands oj years.' Did the

reviewer ask himself if the seventh day, that is commanded to be kept holy, and

the six intervening days, are God's days, which are thousands 0/ years f

C. F. NiCHOLLS.

THE REV. MR. WOODMAN'S LECTURES.

Hand-bills, of which the following are copies, were given away at some of Mr.

Woodman*8 lectures; and also at the Rev. Robert Ainslie's lecture, at the Music

Hall, Store Street, on Friday evening last, after which It was expected a discussion

would take place between Mr. Ainslie and Mr. Woodman. The second bill was to

this effect:—

A small bill has been given away at one of Mr. Woodman's previous lectures, ex-

plaining that in the <R«a»on«r, No. 304, under the head * The Kersley Gladiator,'

would be found a reply to this gentleman's lecture on * The Being of God,' and

saying *IfMr. Woodman notices that article, ask' him to read it.' It is inexpli-

cable that the Swedenborgians—understood to be, in the metropolis, men of re-

finement and courtesy—put forward Mr. Woodman, who parades himself ai a

pompous * challenger of infidels.'

Mr. Woodman said, at the end of his first lecture, that he was a ' Freethinker.'

If so, his proper vocation, if he has one at all, is to * challenge ' Christians. De-

bate with a Swedenborgian, without careful qualification, is rather to be avoided,

as the public are not instructed by one freethinker disputing with another. The
practical question is, are those who are not Christians in this case dealing with

Mr, Woodman merely, or with the Swedenborgian body f Let any person (who

may think the matter worth the trouble) read the following articles and corres-

pondence, which have appeared in the Reasonerj and form his own opinion as to

what must be the temper and character of the Swedenborgian body, if they sufGer

themselves to be so represented.

The articles referred to in the Reasoner are as follows :

—

* The Rev. Mr, Woodman at the Burnley Lectures,' No. 284.

* The Swedenborgians,' No. 286.

' Correspondence between Hiram Uttley, Esq., and the Rev. Dr. Bayley, of

Accrington,' Nos. 288-290.

* Letter from the Rev. Mr. Woodman, with Notes by Mr. Holyoake,' No. 289.

* Second Letter from Mr. Woodman,* No. 294.

* Swedenborgianism as Displayed by One of its Ministers ' (the Rev. Mr. Wood-
man), No. 295.

* The Kersley Gladiator,' No. 303.

« Mr. Woodman,' No. 304.

* The King of Jacob ' will probably appear in No. 30C.

Mr. Woodman announces that the Rev. Robert Ainslie is likely to discuss with

hiui. If this should happen, it will be curious to notice whether Mr. Woodman
comports himself in his discussion with that gentleman as he does in his

lectares.
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The last hand-bill issued was as follows: — London Mechanics' Institution,

Southampton Buildings, Holborn. Lectures in reply to the Rev. Woodville

Woodman. The first lecture will be delivered on Tuesday, March 30th, by Mr.

George Jacob Holyoake, * In Explanation of the Views held by Non-believers on

the subjects upon which the Rev. Mr. Woodman has lately lectured in this Insti-

tution.' The second lecture will be delivered on Tuesday, April 6th, by Mr.

Charles Frederick Nicholls, ' On Free Will, and the Moral Value of the Doctrine

of Necessity ;' with remarks on the Rev. Mr. Woodman's lecture on * Rationality

and Freedom.'

After each lecture, ten minutes will be allowed for each person to state objec-

tions in : more time, if the meeting chooses to concede it, to a particular

speaker. The lecturer will not claim ten minutes to answer each, but will com-

mence to sum up the objections at 10 o'clock. Each lecture will be comprised

within one hour. Doors open at half-past 7, commence at 8. Admission : gallery

2d., hall 3d., reserved seats on the platform 6d.

THE COMPLAINT OF AN OUTLYING CHRISTIAN.

BY BARRY CORNWALL.

Winter is all around,
With its hunger, and cold, and pain;

Last night t1ie frost,—to-day the sleet,

—

To-morrow the roaring rain I

Our hut it had many a cranny.
That let in the wind and cold,

On you and me and our children three,

And our mother, so starved and old.

But now we are driven abroad,

—

Forced out from our wretched Home;
'Twas bad,—but there's worse in the fierce

wide world
;

So let's gather our rags and roam.

Now the clouds are our only roof,

—

The earth is our only bed
;

No friend— or he stands aloof!
Not a penny to buy us bread I

The bird has her nest on high,
The tiger below his den

;

And they each have a friend, in the bird or

But I am alone,—with men; [brute,

With men that oppress and prey,

And cozen, and rob, and lie.

And laugh, whilst their brothers pine and
starve

:

They are merry,—then why not I ?

Come on ! We have sought for work
In vain,—not a man would hire

;

We begged for a crust,—in vain,

And lay down with our throats on fire.

So now let us cheat and prey,

And plunder and lie,—and then
We shall haply have food to eat,

And may thrive like our fellow-men.

As it is, we have struggled and toil'd

(How hard !) through our whole life long

;

And all we at last have gain'd

Is—but matter for one poor song.

[Prior to the death of Mrs. Carlile was inserted, in * Our Open Page,' a small list of

subscriptions which a few friends of that lady had collected on her behalf. Her daugh-
ters, who are now on the eve of departure to America, wish to state, for -the satisfac-

tion of all parties, before they quit England, that,- shortly after the publication of the

above receipts, the following addition was subscribed, and duly received:—Per Mr*
James Watson (Reasoner of&cej, Ss. ; J. B., Lambeth Walk, 2s. ; Mr. Trevelyan, £1

;

per Thomas Cooper, £3 10s.; ditto, £3 15s.; total, £8 10><. The subscriptions re-

ceived through the medium of Mr. Cooper, were the result of collections after lectures

delivered by him at John Street and the Hall of Science.-»-H. S ]



The Logic of Death.—We have just published the twenty-sixth thousand of

this essay. We are indebted to our friepds for its continuous circulation. We shall oflFer

a few remarks on the Rev. Mr. Beames's notes. Mr. James Quin, of Kidderminster,

has published ' An Answer to the *' Logic of Death," ' on 16 demy octavo pages. The
author indulges in a strange mixture of reason and rudeness. If a convenient opportu-

nity offers, some notice of it shall be inserted. No ' answer' of any consecutive force

has yet appeared—no answer which has any pretension to represent the Christian pub-
lic. If such shall be issued, it will receive our best attention.

One who signs himself * A Sunday-school Teacher,' is willing to correspond on mat-

ters of faith with one who holds the general views of the Reasoner.

Mr. Maccall, editor of the People, has inserted in it an article entitled ' Strong Lan-
guage,' in reply to remarks lately made in this journal. It is not often that we are fa-

voured with the opinions of one so well able to judge this question, and we shall take

care to introduce to our readers what Mr. Maccall has said.

The price of 'Household Education,' for future copies, will be 3s. 6d. The change
does not arise with Miss Martineau, but with her publisher, Mr. Moxon.
The second volume of the ' Cabinet of Reason,' entitled 'Why do the Priests avoid

Controversy, and the Philosophers discountenance it V is in the press.

The Weekly Adviser, No. 9, in speaking of the ' Task of To-Day,' observes:—'The
object of this little work is, however, not merely to destroy old opinions, but aid in the

construction of new ones. It has some eloquent passages on the duties we owe to so-

ciety and to ourselves, and the pure religion of Humanity is earnestly set forth and ad-

vocated in its pages. We regret not to have more room for longer extracts.'

M. Gavazzi says that 'The only real miracle which the Popish Church has ever

wrought, is the miracle of imposing upon the world so long.'

Louis Napoleon says ' The only thing that cannot revive is what is useless,' Then
his own system of government will not stand long.

A correspondent in Gateshead writes :
—

' A spirited discussion on the Existence of

God has been held in the Joiners' Hall, in this town. The principal disputants, so far

as it has gone, have been Mr. A. Gun and Mr. Tumbull, a young man who has earned

for himself the name of the " infinite series," from constantly insisting that an infinite

succession of cause and effect involves an absurdity. I am requested to ask you, for the

information of some students in grammar, whether the person that Silly Billy says died

for him is singular or plural?' [Singular—and pretty well of that.

—

Ed.]

Mr. Moxon has discovered that the Shelley letters, lately published by him, are

forgeries, marvellously well executed ; and it turns out that the Byron correspondence

in the possession of Mr. Murray, but unpublished, is also a fabrication. The Athenceum
states, that of late years there has been a systematic and wholesale forgery of letters

purporting to be written by Byron, Shelley, and Keats.

The Birmingham Mercury says it is reported that one of the clergymen who are in

the habit of receiving the confessions of the young ladies at the Eldad nunnery (Miss

Sellon's establishment), did impose as a penance the act of licking up the dust of the

floor in the form of a cross.

Received.— M. R.—Theon.—G. Anderson.—A. T.E., Sheffield.—Thomas Taylor,

Epworth.—C. Dyer.—'The Battle of the Churches,' by One of the People.—' New-
man's Political Economy,' and 'The Enfranchisement of Women,' two reprints from
the Westminster Revie<J0.— ' Existence of Satan,' by G. Sexton, Ph.D.—Johannes.

—

J, Moffet.—An Eclectic, North Shields.— S. Y., Belfast.—Inquirer.—Mr. Rolfe's

'Essay on the Ghost-Belief of Shakspere.'—G. Hinton. — J. Bradley.
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FACTS ABOUT BOOKS.

Under this head we give a weekly column of

the names of special class books, and the pro-

bable cost of them, for the information of readers

who may not otherwise meet with a notice of them.
This record will be limited to the fact that such
books exist and are obtainable. To give the names
of the publishers would cause the stamp office to

assume that we derived pecuniary advantage from
the publication (which is not the case), and they

would charge it as an advertisement. As the

column now stands, it is merely class information

;

and the liberality of our stamp office does not tax
this kind of matter.

First Book of Euclid, with 147 Diagrams. 2 6

Practical Grammar 1 6
Graduated Grammatical Exercises 1

Hints on a Logic of Facts 1 6
Public Speaking and Debate 1 6

H istory of the Last Trial by Jury for Atheism 1 6

Paley's Natural Theology Refuted in his own
Words 6

Reply to Professor Newman's Work on the
Soul 3

Harriet Martineau's Household Education 3
Birch's Religion of Shakspere 4
Newman's Phases of Faith 6
IMartineau and Atkinson's Letters on Man.

.

Q
The Task of To-day. By Evans Bell 1

The Freethinker, complete 2 6
Wild Flowers for Children 1 o
Master Woodbine's Alphabet 1

The Young Lady Bird's Alphabet 6
The Tiny Alphabet 2
Flowers, Fruits, and Leaves each set 2
The Flower & the Star, or the Course of the

Stream I 6
Paine's Theological Works 3
Paine'a Political Works S— American Crisis, in a wrapper .... 1 6

•^ Rights of Man, ditto 1 3
— Common Sense, ditto 6
— Letter to the Abb6 Raynal, ditto ... 6— Letters to the Citisens of the United
States of America 4— Decline and Fall of the English Sys-
tem of Finance 3— Agrarian Justice 2— Public Good 4

Popular Tracts. By Robert Dale Owen. In
1 vol., cloth boards and lettered 2 6

Or in separate Tracts at the following prices

:

Tracts on Republican Government and Na-
tional Education, by R. D. Owen S

Influence of the Clerical Profession, by
ditto 3

Sermons on Loyalty,FreeInquiry,&c.,by do. 3
Hopes and Destinies of the Human Species,
byditto 2

Address on Free Inquiry, by ditto 2
Darby and Susan : a Tale of Old England,
byditto 2

Wealth and Misery, by ditto. 2
Situations s Lawyers, Clergy, Physicians,
Men, and Women, by ditto 2

Galileo aud the Inquisition, by ditto 2
Lecture on Consistency, by ditto 2
Prossimo's Experience, &c., &c., by ditto 2
Moral Physiology; a brief and plain treatise
on the Population Question, by ditto .... 6

Neurology; an Account ol some Experiments
in Cerebral Physiology 2

GUIDE TO THE LECTURE ROOM.
Literarv Institution, John St.,Fitzroy Sq.—April

4th [7], Henry Knight, ' Rationalism.'
South Place, Moorfields.—April 4th [U^ a.m.],

a Lecture.
Hall of Science, City Road.— April 4th 17],

a Lecture.
National Hall, 242, High Holborn.—April 4th

[8], P. W. Perfitt, 'Charles, Patriotism, and the
Petition of Right.'
South London Hall, Webber St., Blackfriars Rd.

—April 4th [7], C. Southwell, ' Freethioking in
Scotland'
East London Literary Institution Bethnal Green.

—April 4th [7J], a Lecture.
Social Institution, Charles Street, Old Garratt,

Manchester.— April 4th [6^], a Lecture.
Working Men's Academy, Edgar Street, Preston.

—Lecture every Sunday at 10^ a.m.—Discussion
every Sunday evening.
Commercial Hall, Philpot Street, Commercial

Road East.—Theological Discussions every Sun-
day morning [11], Sunday evening [7], Tuesday
[8], Thursday [8], and Saturday [8].

City Forum Coffee House, 6o, Red Cross Street.

—Every Sunday, Monday, and Thursday [8^], a
Lecture.
Areopagus Coffee and Reading Room, 69, Church

Lane, Whitechapel.—Every Sunday, Monday, and
Wednesday (8), a Lecture or Discussion.

ADVERTISEMENT.

THE PEOPLE:
A Weekly Journal ofSocial, Educational^

and Religious Progress.

EDITED BY WILLIAM MACCALL,
Author of the ' Elements of Individualism,' etc.

William Maccall's recent Lectures on the Rela-
tion of Egypt, Greece, and Palestine, to the Civi-

lisation of the World, are now in course of

publication in the People. The en<tr« Leoturea on
EGYPT AND RELIGION,
GREECE AND BEAUTY,
PALESTINE AND FAITH,

appear in Nos. 13, 14, and 15 respectively. The
preceding 12 numbers, containing various lectures

and papers by Mr. Maccall, may stil! be had.
The People is now printed on superior paper, and
in an improved form. For the first time, it is

entirely under Mr. Maccall's control, and it will

exhibit, consequently, a greater unity and com-
pleteness than of late. Though Political Ques-
tions, especiallv in their philosophical aspects,
will not be neglected, its chief aim is to strike at

the heart of theological rabbinism. It pledges
itself to examine every work of repute published
in defence of orthodoxy. It will march boldly
into the field, and hopes to take up a decided
position, and act a brave part in the great conflict

between Reason and Authority, Nature and
Tradition, which is inevitably coming on. The
Editor will receive hearty co-operation from
various friends of progress, among whom he is at

liberty to mention Thomas Wilson,M.A., Frederick
J. Foxton, B.A., Ebenezer Syme, January Searle,

and Charles Clarke, of Glasgow.
Every Saturday, 24 columns, price One Penny.
London : James Watson,Queen's Head Passage,

Paternoster Row. Manchester : Abel Heywood,
Oldhai]^ St. Glasgow : J. Robertson, Maxwell St.

London: Printed by Holyoake, Tyndale, & Co., 3, Queen's Head Passage, Paternoster-row ; and Pub-
liahed by J. Watson, 8, Queen's Head Passage, Paternoster Row. Wednesday, Mar. Slit, 1852.
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THEOLOGICAL EXAMINER.

Upon points on which philosophers know nothing, philosophers should say nothing. That is a usefu
school of philosophy which teaches man to say of most things: ' It may be so, and it may be otherwise*
It is a point on which I only know that I do not know.'

—

Edinhurgh Review, January 1852. Art*
Genius and Writings of Descartes.
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PROGRESS OF DISSENTING THEOLOGY.

The deferred notice of the discussion with the Rev. A. Syme, of Nottingham, it is

now impossible to give in full, as the record depends upon recollections which

time has paled. That rev. gentleman fulfilled, during three nights, his pledge to

debate, and several of his speeches, especially the concluding ones on the last

night, were characterised by great ingenuity, power, and eloquence.

Mr. Holyoake's part was to maintain 'That the whole doctrine of superadded

punishment, as necessary to the salvation or reformation of man at the hands of

Deity, is untenable and immoral,' and urged these considerations :
—

* If the doc-

trine of an atonement is to be maintained, to whom is the atonement due ? It

must be due to God or to men ? If due to God, what are we to think of that repre-

sentation which says that the God of Love and Humanity could contemplate with

satisfaction the painful death of an innocent human being—even his own child? If

the atonement is on account, not of injury done to God but of offence against man,

then the rational kind of atonement is not the example of crucifixion, but reparation.

Not crucifixion, which adds evil to evil, but reparation, which is good, grateful,

kind, and serviceable.*

The remarkable feature of Mr. Syme's defence was the assertion that the death

of Christ was not meant to placate Deity. That his crucifixion was the example of

the martyr—a sublime lesson to man of self-sacrifice. In reply to this it was

argued :
—

' If the death of Christ is not necessary to placate Deity, then is Deity

not offended—if not offended, there is no offence against God—if no offence against

God, there is no sin against God ; and it is not a faithful saying, worthy of all

acceptation, that Christ came into the world to save sinners from the wrath to

come. All sin—and there is sin—must be relative—against each other—and

its harm is human, and does not need eternal punishment for its correction.'

The assumption, never before disputed by a Dissenting Minister in our ex-

perience, that Christ died to save us from the wrath to come, Mr. Syme denied,

and said that the most eminent Dissenting theologians repudiated it. He named

Dr. Vaughan, Dr, Pye Smith, Dr. Wardlaw (the reporter believes), and others who

maintained the same theory. He said that in all Dissenting Colleges of repute

the same view was taught. If this be true, it does not come out in the pulpits of

the Evangelical Preachers. "What will the Rev. Angell James, of Birmingham,

say to this ? His * Anxious Enquirer ' must be a painful misconception. "We

[No, 306.J
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should much like to be favoured with the passages from the writings of the eminent

Dissenting authorities named by Mr. Syme, which avow the new doctrine of Christ's

death. Our controversy with the religious world will assume a new tone when

these facts are established. No discussion we have ever held has been so fruitful

of consequences as this last in Nottingham, if this ground can be made good.

Supposing it all to turn out true, verily it may be said that the freethinkers of the

last centui-y are the fathers of the divines of this.

At the end of the discussion the Rev. Samuel McAll sent small bills announc-

ing a ' Sermon on Atheism,' They were given away at the meeting, and Mr. H.

read one to the audience, giving it all the publicity in his power.

Mr. Gurllian informs us that Mr. McAll in his sermon did us much injustice

;

and though he (Mr. G.) is a believer in Christianity himself, he was very much

dissatisfied with the sermon.

THE KING OF JACOB.

The Rev. Mr. Woodman, who lately appeared in London, headed his bill with

the words ' Produce your cause, saith Jehovah; bring forth your strong reasons,

saith the King of Jacob.'—Is. xli. 21. As Mr. Woodman assumes the right of

using this passage, we suppose he considers himself delegated to represent the

King of Jacob. We deny altogether the probability of that assumption. When
Paine was on his death-bed an old lady, of strong religious convictions and indif-

ferent notions of etiquette, broke into his room saying that * God had sent her with

a special message ' to the great advocate of American liberty. The dying critic

looked at the presumptuous old lady, and remembering the ample resources of

Him whom she affected to represent, told her that he could not do the Deity the

injustice of supposing him so restricted in agents, or so defective in taste, as to

have sent her on any errand of the kind. Mr. Woodman will not, we hope, con-

sider it disrespectful to him if we for similar reasons venture to say that we will

not think so ill of the King of Jacob as to suppose that he has issued any com-

mission to * Woodville Woodman, of Kersley, near Bolton,' to represent him in

the metropolis of England.

On Tuesday, March 30, the Directors of the Mechanics' Institution, Southampton

Buildings, Holborn, permitted its occupation for a lecture upon Mr. Woodman's
course. Mr. Holyoake said— * On the small bill announcing that lecture are the

words " Lectures in Reply to Mr. Woodman." The word "Reply," however, had

application only to the lecture by his friend Mr. Nicholls. So far as his lecture

was concerned the bill might be headed " The Other Sidt of Mr. Woodman's Sub-

jects." That gentleman had raised the question as to what persons, commonly

called freethinkers, believe on the topics on which he professed to speak. It was

this which he should explain. It had been thought useful to address the persons

who have taken an interest in these questions, and explain to them what are the

points that freethinkers hold to be important. This is what he should attempt.

Mr. Nicholls would no doubt say as much as was necessary in reply to the lectures

recently delivered there, and to him he left that matter.'

At the conclusion of the lecture a gentleman expressed his regret that no notice

could be taken of Mr. Woodman's course. Mr. Holyoake explained that Mr.
Woodman seemed to see whatever we said, in the contrary light in which he in-

tended to be understood. Under those circumstances debate was as undesirable as

impossible. Mr. Gunton, a personal friend of Mr. Woodman, a gentleman through
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whom Mr. "Woodman hns made all his personal communications to Mr. H., said

that he had told Mr. Woodman that he misunderstood Mr. Holyoake, and ex-

plained the reasons why he thout^'ht so. Several gentlemen took part in the

debate, and delivered speeches sustained, pertinent, and clever. This discussion

was supeiior to any that has occurred for some time on the same subject

On Tuesday, April 6, Mr. Charles Frederick NichoUs (before alluded to) will

lecture on the 'Moral Value of the Doctrine of Necessity,' in reply to what Mr.
Woodman advanced on * Rationality and Freedom.' The same arrangements for

discussion as on March 30th will be observed.

Remarks applicable to the title of this article, * The King of Jacob,' were pre-

pared at much greater length than now appear, but hearers say that the tone of

Mr. Woodman's later lectures was superior to that which we noticed in No. 303,

and therefore we have said no more than what just warrants the use of a title that

had been announced.

The gentleman who presided at Mr. Woodman's lectures acted throughout with

a fairness that all acknowledge, who had occasion to address the chair.

For ourselves let us say, in passing from this subject, that we have few objections

to the development of Swedenborgian tenets. Many who have stood on our side

have found fascination in those views. And though we could not subscribe to them,

they are calculated to refine and humanise current theology, and their diffusion is

a matter of progress.

GIFT OF 600 ACRES OF LAND TO THE SECULAR SOCIETY.

At the Third Conversazione of the Society of Seculars, held on Monday evening,

March 29, 1852, in the Hall of Science, City Road, Mr. G. J. Holyoake made the

following statement:—* Since we last assembled together in this way, Mr. W. J.

Birch, whose repeated aids in support of Free Discussion and Secular progress

are known to our friends, has presented to me 600 acres of land, situated in the

most southern part of British America, for the use of the Secular Society, or

objects corresponding to those they profess. The map hung up in the Hall will

show the situation of the land. Its value is at present unascertainable, but it is

likely to have substantial value eventually. When there has been an opportunity

of surveying it, a map of it will be published in the Reasoner, and a careful account

rendered of the place, soil, climate, and railway accommodations, understating

rather than overstating any advantages it may possess. Many of our friends

emigrate annually. To such as may find this spot suitable, facilities will be af-

forded of settling there. If more land than the society could allot should be needed

by any occupier, Mr. Birch will enable us to supply it from land he holds adjacent.

The gift of the 600 acres is completed, and I hold in my hand the legal certificates

of it. We have therefore now what Mr. D'Israeli would call a* territorial stand-

ing ' in the world, and for all the Christian knew we might have out there a

"Missionary Settlement" one of these days.' Mr. James Watson presided. Mr.

Evans Bell and Mr. Holyoake proposed the sentiment—'The Reformers who take

Sides.' Mr. W. J. Birch, in a speech of quaint and salient reflections, proposed

the sentiment—' The Religion which never contradicts Moral Practice.' Mr.

Nicholls supported it. Mr. Lowry sang. Miss Dyer gave recitations, and Mr. R.

Moore ended the evening by a recitation from Southey.

The Constitution of the Secular Society, which was laid before the assembly, we

shall give another week.
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'THE BIBLE OF REASON.'

The work under this name was published some years ago— it consisted of three

parts, which were well received, being the ' compacted ' opinions of great moralists

and philosophers, met with bj Mr. * B. F. Powell' in the course of extensive

and various readings. Part I. comprised the * Scriptures of Ancient Moralists.'

Parts II. and III. the * Scriptures of Modern Authors.' Part IV., now added as

an * Exhibition Testament of 1851,' comprises chapters on 'The Universe, the

Earth, and Man.'

Those who have read the writings of Arthur Trevelyan will be reminded, in this

fourth and completing part of this Bible, of the dashing contempt of hypocrisies

and half-reforms of the writer of the * Insanity of Mankind.' When a second edi-

tion of Mr. Powell's work shall appear we hope he will supply, where it is possible,

the authorities of the various striking facts which he introduces. To readers of

fewer opportunities than himself of tracing opinions, it is of great advantage to be

told whose testimony they are quoting when they carry his work into controversy.

THE RESTORATION OF BELIEF.

There is now being published the first of a series of essays under this title.

The successive parts to appear at short intervals. Every day, anew, we are told,

through the press, and in society, that disbelief as to Christianity is spreading

rapidly—spreading, it is said, not merely among the untaught labouring classes,

the victims of profligate writers, but among the educated, and the upper classes

;

that it is spreading everywhere, and on all levels. The writer who now asks at-

tention is not about to magnify the importance of the task he is undertaking by

repeating these current allegations in tones of alarm. He would not repeat them,

first, because he does not certainly know how far they may be well founded ; and

Qiewt, because the mere repetition of vague statements, such as these, especially

when so uttered as to betoken dismay, tends, and more than tends, to give them

reality. These facts are, however, beyond doubt; and they call for the most

serious regard:— 1st, That disbelief, under a somewhat new guise, is at this time

openly avowed by perhaps a larger proportion of the educated classes than it here-

tofore has been : 2ndly, That a settled disbelief claims as its own some who refuse

to make any such avowal, but whose state of mind can be no secret to their in-

timate friends : and 3rdly, That many in all circles are much troubled and dis-

quieted, and are robbed of their comfort, and are in danger of losing for ever what

they hold with a trembling grasp.

The writer, in the present instance, has no inclination to attempt the recovery

of those who belong to the first-named class ; and yet the recovery even of these

he would think less improbable than that of those who take their place in the

second. But it is in the confident hope of rendering a timely aid to the many
around and near us, belonging to the third class, that he now comes forward;

and what he means by the restoration of belief includes vastly more than the

bringing back into minds that have lost it, a logical conclusion to this effect—That
Christianity is from God. What the writer desires to do for those who will listen

to him, is to lead them, without reserve, into the cordial approval of Christianity

and its amplitude of doctrine, as held and professed by the faithful of all times.

[This paper has been forwarded to us, and we readily insert it, and shall examine
with interest the efforts of the author. The work issues from Macmillan and Co.,

Cambridge.

—

Ed. of jR.]
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A MONK CONDEMNED FOR BURNING THE BIBLE.

Brothee John Bridgman, a monk of the order of St. Francis, was tried and con-

victed at the Mayo Assizes, on the 6th instant, before Baron Lefroy, for scanda-

lously burning a Bible, and thereby creating a riot. The local paper thus gives

the charge :
—

' John Syngian Bridgman, otherwise John St. John, otherwise

Brother John, stood indicted for that he, not having the fear of God before his eyes,

but contriving and intending to scandalise and vilify the true Protestant religion

as by law established within these realms, and to blaspheme the holy gospel of

God and our Lord and Saviour Jesua Christ, did, on the 23rd day of November, in

the fifteenth year of the Queeo, at the parish of Ballyovey, unlawfully, wickedly,

and blasphemously, in the presence of divers liege subjects of our Queen, set fire to

and partly consume by fire a copy of the holy Gospel of God, being the authorised

version thereof appointed to be read in churches, called the New Testament,

and then and there holding in his hands said new Testament, wickedly and blas-

phemously in the presence and hearing of divers liege subjects, then and there

pronounced and spoke with a loud voice, and published of and concerning said

New Testament, as aforesaid, these profane and most blasphemous words—that is

to say, that " it," meaning the New Testament, " is not the "Word of God, but the

word of the Devil—and the devil's book—Luther's Bible—or your heretic Bible, "

to the great dishonour of Almighty God and in contempt of the Protestant re-

ligion, and to the great scandal of the profession thereof, and against the peace,'

&c.—The prisoner was defended by Mr. Keogh, M.P. Baron Lefroy, in his charge

to the jury, said—I am anxious that this case should be confined within the limits

required by the law, and shall state to you what that law is. It is for you to say

whether those charges have been proved or not, and whether you are satisfied that

he said he was not burning the word of God but the word of the Devil, and whether

the words were applied to the authorised version of the Holy Scriptures ; and

whether the burning of that book is consistent with the reverence due to that

version of the Scriptures authorised by the law of the land. In this case he is

indicted for burning the authorised version ; but the oflfence is equally applicable

to any version of the Scriptures, whether it be the Douay Bible or the Rhenish

Testament, and the words used would be blasphemous against either version,

as showing a want of reverence for the Scriptures, because it is not the version

of the Scriptures which will warrant the commission of such an offence. If a man
can throw a book into a fire, whether it be a Douay Bible or the authorised version,

and if you believe that he did not intend any contempt, then you should acquit

him ; but if you believe that he did burn the book and make use of the language,

it will be your duty to find him guilty. The jury retired, and after about half an

hour's deliberation, returned a verdict of Guilty. On the verdict being read, Mr.

Blake, Q.C., said to his lordship that the Crown did not wish to press for any

punishment in this case, the object of the prosecutors being to put a stop to such

acts. The learned Baron was very glad to hear counsel for the crown say so, and

trusted there would be no further acts of this kind perpetrated ; and after a brief

address to the prisoner, concluded by pronouncing the following sentence :—To
give bail, himself in £20, and two sureties in £10 each, to keep the peace and

good behaviour to all her Majesty's subjects for seven years, and to come up for

judgment when called upon, getting ten days' notice.

—

The Leader, No, 104,
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Dr. Franklin's Tract on Liberty and Necessity.—In Dr. Franklin's

'Autobiography ' he mentions as his first work a pamphlet printed in London in

1725, on 'Liberty and Necessity, Pleasure and Pain.' It was written by him

when he was eighteen years of age, and was partly in answer to Wollaston's * Re-

ligion of Nature.' The object was to prove, from the attributes of God, his infinite

wisdom, goodness, and power, that nothing could possibly be wrong in the world;

and that vice and virtue were empty distinctions, no such things existing. He
printed, he says, only a hundred copies, of which he gave a few to his friends ; and

afterwards disliking the piece, as conceiving it might have an ill tendency, he burnt

the rest except one copy. This tract, most curious as the first publication of this

extraordinary man, seems to have hitherto eluded every search. In Jared Sparks's

elaborate edition of Dr. Franklin's works in ten volumes, it is of course not to be

found. In a note (vol. viii., p. 405) the editor observes, * No copy of this tract is

now known to be in existence.' Nor do I find that any writer on the subject of

Franklin, or the history of metaphysics, or moral philosophy, appears to have seen

it. Sir James Mackintosh was long in search of it, but was compelled ultimately

to give it up in despair. I am happy to inform those who may take an interest in

Dr. Franklin's first performance (and what is there in literary history more attrac-

tive than to compare the earliest works of great men with their maturer efforts ?)

that I fortunately possess a copy of this tract. It is bound up in a volume of

tracts, and came from the library of the Rev. S. Harper. The title is * A Disser-

tation on Liberty and Necessity, Pleasure and Pain, in a Letter to a Friend

:

* Whatever is, is in its causes just,

Since all things are by fate ; but purblind man '

Sees but a part o' th' chain, the nearest link,

His eyes not carrying to the eqiial beam,
That poises all above.'

—

Dryden.

It is addressed to Mr. J (ames) R (alph), and commences :
* Sir, I have here, accord-

ing to your request, given you my present thoughts on the general state of things

in the universe ;' and concludes, ' Truth will be truth, though it sometimes proves

mortifying and distasteful.' The pamphlet contains sixteen very closely printed

pages in octavo; and the author proceeds by laying down his propositions, and

then enlarging upon them, so as to form, in his opinion, a regular chain of conse-

quences. It displays, as might be anticipated, considerable acuteness, though the

reasonings, as he admits in his ' Autobiography,' were such as to his maturer intel-

lect appeared inconclusive. He subsequently wrote another pamphlet in which

he tcok the other side of the question ; but it was never published, and I suppose

is not now in existence.

—

James Crossley, vi Notes and Queries.

Toleration.—Toleration in matters of religion is a doctrine of recent growth.

It was imperfectly understood by the Whigs of the last century, who combined the

ideas of Protestantism and the Hanoverian succession. It was utterly unknown to

their political opponents, who recognised the Church of England as the sole Church

of Christ; but Savile was an honourable exception to both these extremes. He
advocated the claims of the Roman Catholics, and his advocacy exposed him to the

fury of the Church-and-King mobs of the year '80; and yet, even while his house

was assailed, and frequent attempts were made to set it on fire, he spoke of the in-

cendiaries with compassion, and ascribed the zeal of the multitude rather to their

being led by blind guides than to the spontaneous aberration of their own feelings.

—Memoirs of the Marquis of Rockingham, by the Earl of Albemarle.
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THE CHARTIST DEBT.

BY O. J. HOLTOAKE.

When the Chartists bo needlessly, as I

think, brought forward an amendment
at the Reform Conference public meeting,
a member of parliament near me said

—

' This kind of conduct will delight Lord
Derby, It will add permanence to his

ministry.'* He alluded to the into-

lerance manifested when any one spoke
whose views they disapproved. Though
professing to be democrats, they refused
a hearing to one differing from them,
like so many Tories. As this conduct
brings into discredit a good cause, we
shall, as opportunity offers, discuss the

grounds on which they think it justi-

fiable. On this occasion, we will take a
minor matter.

Alluding to a note inserted in a
former Reasoner^ to the effect that 'I
was ignorant of the real sum due ' to

our printing firm, Mr. Jones says

—

' The contract for printing the Chartist

Circular was made with Mr. Holyoake,
then how could he be ignorant of it?'

Mr. J. overlooks that the contract was
made with Mr. Austin Holyoake. I

never receive ' contracts ;' it is not my
department. All that I did was to as-

sent to the * contract ' being made ; but
of its * real ' amount—which is the ques-
tion raised—I really knew nothing.

Because the sum due was published

in the memoranda of the Executive as

due ' to Tyndale & Co.' (an usual prac-

tice where an account is not due to me
alone), Mr. Jones says it was done to

contradict some note he had published.

The fact is, I knew nothing of the note

till days after, and should have cared

nothing if I had known it. A debt

contracted in good faith ought to be paid

—as I believe Mr. Jones himself will ad-

mit—even if it was due to me exclusively.

At a recent meeting of the Metro-
politan Delegate Council, Mr. Jones

said that * Mr. W. J. Linton had sold

the movement to the Parliamentary

* See the poean sung by the Morning
Posty March 4th.

Reformers;' and Mr. Jones continues

to talk in his Notes of Mr. Linton
in the same way, as a person likely to

do this. No doubt Mr. Linton smiles

at Mr. Jones's credulity. Now it hap-

pens that there is no man who has

judged the Parliamentary Reformers
more harshly than Mr. Linton. Mr.
Linton would be a much more formid-

able opponent than Mr. Jones to an
alliance with them, This, however, is

a fair sample (I could fill a Reasoner
with them)* of the carelessness with

which Mr. Jones sometimes uses names
and makes accusations.

It is perhaps necessary to give expla-

nations once on these matters, but this

once will no doubt suffice. Before dis-

missing this subject altogether, it may
be as well to notice that my dislike to

raise any question about the payment
of the Chartist debt was great. It

looked like an afectation of honesty.

To pay debts is so ordinary and common-
place a duty, that to make public your

intention of doing so raises a question

as to whether the practice is not unusual

with you.

It fell to my lot one morning to meet
the landlady to whom £15 of rent was

due for our offices, to induce her to per-

mit us to give up the rooms on a promise

to pay. She demanded payment before

allowing us to leave. I assured her that

she would have the money. She said

*she had been fed on promises too long

;

now she was determined to sue us for it

if it was not paid. Your secretary says

he is not able to pay ; another says he

can't pay—another says he can't. Shall

I look to Mr. Jones for it, who is in the

Insolvent Court ?' Her precise words I

now forget, but she put the latter part

more derisively than I have done. I

gave her to understand that I would do

Mr. Jones publishes me as attending

the John St. Locality, and influencing its

votes. I have not attended one of its meet-

ings, I think, for now a year and a half.
^
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all in my power to get her money paid.

My share of £4 I would have advanced,

and have done with it, and have left my
colleagues to have settled for themselves.

But as they were reduced by resigna-

tions, and some less able than myself to

pay their share, I resolved to stand by
them, and see the whole debt discharged.

This is the history of my reasons for

taking the course I have, and no repre-

sentation Mr. Jones can make of the

matter can change the simple truth of

the transaction, or divert me from the

line I have chosen, or make me regret it.

As respects the debt itself, let us hope
that Mr. Jones's friends will see to it.

If they are half as numerous as they say

they are, and half as earnest as they

assume to be, they can pay oflf the defi-

ciency in a week.
Mr. Jones, at this particular time, is na-

turally sensitive on the question of debts.

Any attention whatever to their liquida-

tion seems to him as a reflection upon
himself, though nothing of the kind is

intended. To one of his suspicious turn,
the whole aflfair, no doubt, assumes the
aspect of being done to annoy him,
though nothing is farther from the truth.

Any one who looks upon the matter in

this light, will see nothing surprising in

the distortion of facts which on this

matter have crept into Mr. Jones's

Notes to the People—which, in this case
at least, not to specify others, might be
called Mr. Jones's Motes/or (the eyes of)

the People.

THE REFORM CONFERENCE.*

Two of my colleagues upon the National
Charter Association Committee have
resigned, as they allege, in consequence
of the part I took at the late Reform
Conference, and at the public meeting in

St. Martin's Hall.

The ground of ofifence is worthy of

remark. In explaining to that Con-
ference the nature of the Chartist body
(having specially in view the Ernest
Jones section), I said— ' If you court
them, they will suspect you; if you ig-

nore them, they will assert their exis-

tence, in order to make themselves felt

;

if you contemn them, they will make of

it a ground of quarrel.' This is no
doubt a sad account to render, but its

only fault is its truth. It has been true

for many years ; and those who have
objected to it have been proving its

truth ever since it was spoken.

Repeated assertions have been made
that I wished * to hand over the move-
ment to the Parliamentary Reformers.'
The whole language which I used went
to dissuade the Parliamentary Reformers
from seeming even to seek such an
alliance. My own opinion is, that the
two parties will act more efficiently

separately. Each party should preserve

• This is an explanatory paper, sent to

the editors of the Star and the Notes to

the People. It appeared in the Star on
Saturday, March 27th.

an attitude of fraternity, and at the same
time press forward resolutely in the

line of its own programme. This has

long been my opinion,* and this was my
advice at the Conference. For what
purpose this has been construed into an
offence on my part, those only can tell

who have so construed it. It was first

objected that I wished to hand over the

Chartists to the Conference party, and
now it is made an offence that I spoke
against it. I will not do the Chartists

the wrong of thinking that they reason
in this to-and-again manner, or that

many of them will be misled by those

who do.

The great want among reformers is

union. He who sows disunion or plays

the part of an obstructive in the way of

reform, is an enemy to the common
people, let his professions be what they

may, let him call himself by whatsoever
name he will. The key to union is

that each reformer shall be willing to

help all who work in the same direction.

The Parliamentary Reformers, in de-

manding Home Suffrage, make an im-
mense advance towards enfranchising

the whole people. Not to help them is

to put back reform, to discourage those

who seek it, and to play into the hands

* I urged it upon the Reform Conference
held in Manchester last year. The ad-
dress was published in the Leader.
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of those who are opposed to it. It was
this kind of conduct which has thrown
France into the jaws of Napoleonic
despotism ; and it will, if persisted in,

lead to the same thing in this country.

The Chartists played this game once
before, with results sufficiently disas-

trous; but if it is intended again, they will

not have me to help them. "When they
elected me to sit upon their Executive,
they knew I should never lend myself to

this folly. To say, therefore, as some
have, that I have * forfeited Chartist

confidence ' is simply absurd; the Char-

tists never had any confidence in my
doing this. They knew me too well to

believe it for one moment. And I still

maintain that, collectively, they have
too much good sense to deliberately

wish this insane policy should be fol-

lowed in their name any longer.

This is my explanation to those who
have called upon me to resign my place
npon the Executive. The thankless
task of seeing the liabilities of the body
defrayed will soon be at an end, then
those who do not wish my services will

have an opportunity of terminating them.

LETTER FROM MR. LE BLOND.

Sir,—I rejoice to observe that each
week since the election to office of the

Executive of the National Charter As-
sociation they have steadily carried out
the policy with which they started, of

liquidating the debts of the Chartist body
before incurring any fresh liabilities.

This policy, so just and so eminently
necessary at the present juncture, I am
most anxious to do all in my power to

further ; I therefore beg their acceptance
of the five pounds standing against them
in my favour, as a donation from me
towards the accomplishment of the

object they have in view. I wish to

take this opportunity to add, that in my
opinion the policy about to be reinitiated

of establishing an obstructive party is

ruinous to the common cause.

On the 18th, I, with Messrs. Nicholls
and Thornton Hunt (by invitation) at-

tended the meeting at the Druids' Hall.

On the placards were the words ' free

discussion,' * fair play ;' but, in practice,

there was no * fair play,' because nothing
opposed to the views of the conveners
was allowed to be stated. Therefore we
could not advance or justify our policy;

while the speakers on the other side,

instead of showing and proving the

errors of the ' Parliamentary Reformers,'

were quite content to use the ordinary

abuse and invective. Under these cir-

cumstances, there could be, and was, no
discussion. Except in the House of

Commons, I never heard such a com-
bination of noises as at this meeting.
I hope and trust, for all our sakes, if

these meetings are under the Executive's
control, that if they mean discussion they
will take means that that object may be

realised, and if discussion be not the

object, that they will not use such words
as * fair play,' * free discussion.'

Robert Le Blond.

This meeting, though called in the

name of the * Chartist body,' was not
convened by the Executive. It seems
that any who issue a placard about
Chartism is the ' Chartist body.'

The debt referred to in this letter is

now reduced to £10 16s. It was £37-
' Censor,' in the Star of March 6th,

writes :
—

* The Executive, or that which
is left of the Executive, of the Chartist

Association, has deserved well of its

supporters. In resolving not to do any-

thing until the liabilities of the move-
ment are defrayed, its members have
shown themselves to be men of probity

and honour. I applaud them for their

steady perseverance, and earnestly en-

treat them to be unmoved by the

Philipics of their opponents, for their de-

termination is both creditable and just.'

The Northern Star, which now appears
under the name of the Star, advocates a
general political policy of a character

likely to advance the interests of the

party it has so long represented. Even
the Friend of the People has not joined

in the kind of antagonism generally men-
tioned in the preceding articles. No
doubt Mr. Harney will, at the proper
time, urge his own independent objec-

tion to that which he deems wrong ; but
he will, it would seem, adopt a mode of

doing so, more befitting the advocacy he
espouses than that which some, hitherto

credited with knowing better,have chosea
to adopt.
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To the meeting which Mr. Le Blond

attended, Mr. Harney was invited. He
did not, however, attend, but sent a

letter in which occurs this passage :

—

* If, instead of frittering away the last

energies of Chartism in fruitless discus-

sions and personal denunciations, those

who assume to be the only pure and able

guides and teachers of the people were

to earnestly devote themselves to the

great work placed ready to their hands,

in consequence of the death-struggle

between landlords and usurers—not

merely approaching, but already raging

—then indeed public meetings, convened
in the name of Chartism, might be held

with advantage to the general weal, and
with credit to their promoters. As
regards the subject-matter of this night's

discussion, I need scarcely remind you,

that I was among the first in the move-
ment to raise my voice against the
Chartists being played into the hands of

the moderate reformers. My opinions
on this matter still remain unchanged,
although I consider that I can be better

engaged in defending and winning con-
verts to true principles, than in employ-
ing my pen and tongue in denunciatory
vituperation and personal antagonism.'—Friend of the People, No. 8.

Mr. Harney is always in dread of
the * moderate ' reformers. By that ter-

rible name he means merely those who
do not go so far as himself, and some-
times he includes under it many who go
farther. We will, however, tell him
there are men more to be dreaded than
* moderate ' reformers, namely, the des-

potic reformers.

THE PRIESTS AND THE BALLOT.

I WILL mention one striking fact, which
is highly honourable to the operative

classes. The introduction of the late

Reform Bill by Lord John Russell

created considerable discussion in the

manufacturing districts. It proposed to

extend the franchise to ^5 householders,

which, in the manufacturing towns of

Lancashire and Yorkshire, it would have
extended threefold, and have given votes

to the large proportion of the skilled

operatives in the mills and manufactories
of Lancashire and Yorkshire. A
large public meeting was held in

Stockport upon the subject, and they
unanimously voted, that if they could

not have the protection of the ballot

they would not have the franchise. No
doubt that what I have said of the land-

lords may be suspected of the millowners.

Well, I say it here, and I have said it in

the face of a large body of millowners in

Manchester, that I stand here to protect

the people who have votes against undue
and coercive influence of all kinds.

Whether it be landowners, millowners,

customers, priests, or mobs, I will pro-

tect the vote against them all. [Of the

daily papers, the Morning Post omitted
the 'priests,' but Mr. Cobden very pro-

perly includes them, and the Times,Daily
News, and Chronicle, so report his words.]

THE PEACE OF EUROPE.
Great peace in Europe ! Order reigns

From Tiber's hills to Danube's plains

!

So say her kings and priests ; so say

The lying prophets of our day.

Go, lay to earth a listening ear
;

The tramp of measured marches hear,

The rolling of the cannon's wheel.

The shotted musket's murderous peal,

The night alarm, the sentry's call.

The quick-eared spy in hut and hall
j

From polar sea and tropic fen

The dying groans of exiled men,
The bolted cell, the galley's chains,
The scaffold smoking with its stains.

Order— the hush of brooding slaves!

Peace—in the dungeon- vaults and graves.

Oh Fisher ! with thy world-wide net.

And snares in every water set.

Whose fabled keys of heaven and hell

Bolt hard the patriot's prison cell.

And open wide the banquet hall.

Where kings and priests hold carnival I

Weak vassal tricked in royal guise,

Boy Kaiser with thy lip of lies
j

Base gambler for Napoleon's crown.
Barnacle on his dead renown

!

Thou, Bourbon Neapolitan,

Crowned scandal loathed of God and manj
And thou, fell Spider of the North !

Stretching thy giant feelers forth.

Within whose web the freedom dies

Of nations eaten up like flies
;

Speak, Prince and Kaiser, Priest and Czar,

If this be Peace, pray what is War ?

John G. Whittibr.
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©ur platform.

From which any earnest opponent may controvert our opinions, and from which any may expound viewa
not coincident with our own, if tending to the Rationalisation of Theology.

REPORT FROM MR. ROBERT COOPER.

To the Editor of the Reasoner.

Sir,—Connected with what are termed 'good old customs ' is often fonnd much
that is obsolete and useless ; but as there is no rule without an exception, amongst
the latter class—in the sceptical world at least—may be placed the practice of

furnishing to your readers ' Reports of Progress.' It enlarges and sustains that

community of sympathy amongst freethinkers indispensable to mutual action and
encouragement. To work together they must feel together, and this desideratum

cannot be effected but by becoming familiar with each other's wants, struggles,

difiBculties, and achievements. I have long been of opinion that the Reasoner

would not be the less useful, and unquestionably more interesting,were such reports,

briefly and spiritedly told, more frequently recorded. Men, as was the case with that

never-to-be-forgotten journal. The New Moral World, would rise from its pages

not merely instructed but encouraged. We should learn not merely what should

be done, but what was done—a fact quite as essential to be known to ensure success.

The conduct of the Reasoner is admirable in many respects. There is judgment,

tact, wit, ability ; but there is no enthusiasm. We want heart as well as mind.

This it is which sustains hope, commands devotion, and ensures perseverance.*

Experience convinces me no great struggle can be victorious without that prime

ingredient, and the practice of frequent correspondence will be the best mode of

supplying it.

I have much pleasure in forwarding a few hasty notes of my present tour, which

are, indeed, ' pencillings by the way.' I must first speak of Northampton. Our
friends here have performed a noble work during the past winter. A running fire

has been kept up against the citadel of priestcraft, which has told with such effect

that the orthodox have retreated. 1 had the good fortune to lecture there during

the Jubilee of the Independent Congregationalists, Northampton being the birth-

place of their founder. Dr. Doddridge. Some 300 * gentlemen of the cloth ' were

in the town. The very air was ir/ipregnated with the * Holy Spirit.' Saints were

as plentiful as blackberries in autumn, the streets being so thronged with them

that I expected the very * stones of Northampton ' would rise in pious thankfulness.

If there be any contagion in religion, I surely ought then to have taken the righte-

ous fever. Sir, it was a ' great day ' for freethought. Never in the whole course

of my labours had I a more gallant struggle. At the close of my lecture the plat-

form was besieged with clergymen. They hung round me like bees. Upwards of

twenty were present. The first gentleman put forward preached Chartism and

democracy to the audience, representing the ministers of the Gospel as champions

of liberty and the only friends of the poor. I need not say I told a different tale.

The next night they brought a whole regiment to the platform, headed by Dr.

• Many publications have existed since the iJ^'a^ower commenced, having no want

of what our correspondent calls ' heart.' Can he, however, point to any one in which

more real help has been given to friends of progress, or more perseverance displayed by

its subscribers ? We, however, shall be glad of Mr. Cooper's help to augment the

enthusiasm he desires, and of which we are as much friends as himself.

—

Ed.
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Massey and. Dr. Brown, the leaders of that party. The Dr. said he knew Robert

Owen well and wanted to know what he had done for mankind—a mere ' monoma-

nia ?' I replied by drawing a contrast between the labours of that reformer and

the class of men who crowded the platform, the Dr. included, and challenged them

to look on this picture and on that. The audience responded in a manner that

had our venerable friend been there he would have thought himself in some mea-

sure recompensed for his sixty years of devotion, enthusiasm, and perseverance.

Subsequently I had a set discussion of two nights with the Rev. Mr. Phillips,

on * The Scriptures and their Divine Origin.' If Mr. Phillips is the only person

to be found in Northampton to represent orthodoxy, I would advise the London

Missionary Society, instead of exporting their surplus black gowns to enlighten

the heathen, to find them employment at home.

I next visited Nottingham, where I was surprised and delighted to meet a fine

band of young men able and willing to continue the contest against superstition

and despotism. There is a room open here every Sunday evening for lectures

and discussions, which I trust the spirited and intelligent working men of Notting-

ham will not fail to attend. I say to our friends of this district, as I have said to

others, persevere. Work, work, work, must be our motto, till thought is free, and

right, not might, rules the destinies of the millions. Tyranny and priestcraft are

at this hour in holy league to crush the young spirit of liberty. They are not idle.

They are not asleep. Every engine of darkness and of crime are they bringing to

play upon the glorious flame of progress which is now illuminating Europe. We
must awaken to our danger. To grow cold or cowardly at such a crisis—to allow

the noble spirit of self-devotion and self-sacrifice to pass from amongst us, would

be to fall into the arms of despotism, political and religious. Freethinkers, look

to union and to action. Organisation is, at this moment, our urgent necessity.

Why is this ? Of this important subject I may speak more fully in my next.

R. Cooper.

MR. BARTON ON THE LAWS OF NATURE.

Sir,—I conclude my notes on Mr. Barton's essay on the * Government of the

Laws of Nature.'

' The laws of nature act constantly and infallibly ; obedience to them produces

pleasure and disobedience pain—they are sanctioned by rewards and punishments.'

The word ' law ' originally signified a rule of human conduct, but it has been ex-

tended, by analogy, to the operations of nature, and expresses * the conditions of

action of the properties of matter,' or, still more generally, any regularity what-

ever. Mr. Combe and his followers have failed to discern the distinction between the

original and the extended application of this term, and hence the errors into which

they have been led. Moral laws being upheld by rewards and punishments, they

therefore profess to find similar * sanctions ' attached to the metaphysical laws of

nature, and introduce a new kind of obligation due to the physical and organic

laws or facts. It was in this way they were led to the discovery * that the laws of

creation exist and operate independently,' and are each a separate rule of life

—on which they found their claim to the merit of being the first to call man to his

obligation of adhering strictly to the law of gravitation. When the facts which

constitute thefundamentum relationis of that analogy which gives rise to our belief

in the existence of God are not apprehended, the analogy may be carried so far as
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to end in an absurdity ; and a precisely similar error, in this case, prodaces a moral

system in which every notion of morality is confounded.

* The operation of a law is not affected by our ignorance of the author of it.'

Neither is it the less oppressive and unjust in its operation. The government of

the laws of nature by rewards and punishments being admitted, the difficulty in

reconciling their operation with any idea of morality is equal to him who * refers

not to any moral governor as the author of these laws and the inflictor of their

penalties,' as to him who * refers them to a supernatural lawgiver or governor.'

The difference is, that Combe is consistent and Mr. Barton simply absurd. Mr.
Combe's system can only exist as a deduction from the hypothesis that there is an
analogy between the works of nature and the works of man. Mr. Barton denies

the premises, but adopts the ridiculous conclusions.

* The assumption of a supernatural being, as the author and director of the laws

of nature, appears to me to be attended with several mischievous results ; first,

you make every infringement of the laws of nature an offence against the divine

legislator,' &c. Mr. Barton ought to see that this is a reduciio ad absurdum of the

whole theory. The error is to speak of * infringing ' laws which cannot be

broken. The age of miractis is past. By what latitude of expression can a

'slater ' (to take Mr. Combe's illustration) who falls from the roof of a house be said

to disobey the law of gravitation ? His obedience is sufficiently implicit; and if

he can grasp a rafter in his fall, he has his reward—since that is the style—in re-

sisting the law. The idea of conscientious scruples on running one's head against

a post

!

* I am inclined to demur to the assertion that morality is the principal thing, or

that physical health and strength are of secondary and inferior importance.' This

is consistent. One who can see no distinction between sufferings produced by 'a

ship sinking in consequence of a plank starting' and * sickness and pain following

a debauch' (these are Combe's illustrations) may be expected to 'demur ' whether

morality be the ' principal thing.' But what an outrage on common sense and

feeling ! Milton * violated ' a law of nature ' in liberty's defence,' and lost his eye-

sight. But this transgression has made him an object of veneration to every suc-

ceeding age. To Mr. B. this must be a phenomenon altogether unaccountable. It

is certain, however, that Milton had a better guide, whatever it was, than the phy-

sical and organic laws. The spirit of atheism is sordid, selfish, and sensual. It

teaches to avoid suffering, which is the hell of the atheist; and thereby stops all

sympathy with heroic virtue and noble deeds. It is the true religion of despots.

In his reply to my former notes, Mr. Barton says—*I made no reference to

common experience. I referred, of course, only to the experience of those who
think and examine.' Now his argument is, that the same experience from which

we conclude that fitness is the effect of a designing mind, affirms, also, that mind
is the result of brain. But I assert that these are two distinct propositions, rest-

ing on different evidence—that assent to one does not necessarily argue assent to

the other—and that, there/ore , the requirements of the reduciio ad absurdum argu-

ment, at which he aims, are not fulfilled. For I am not absurd because I contra-

dict you, but because I contradict myself. Mr. Barton evidently does not perceive

the force of this reasoning. With regard to the question of cause and effect, the

distinction is between an effect and a phenomenon. A phenomenon is a compound
of effects, and consequently has a variety of causes. But there is a cause for every

effect. Inquirer,
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THE REV. ISAAC LORD'S LECTURES IN IPSWICH.

Sir,—We have had a course of lectures delivered by one of the Evangelical

ministers of this town. They were especially intended for worlnng men. I at-

tended three-fourths of the number, and was much pleased with the candour and

explicitness manifested. They evinced a sympathy with the masses, but were far

from being adapted to their circumstances and wants. The Bible was taken as

the final appeal; but as there is an increasing number of working men who doubt

the goodness of that standard, and who are also prepared * to give a reason for the

unbelief ihsLt is in them,' aye, and with ' meekness ' too, I cannot avoid suggesting

the impolicy of ignoring that fact— that is, if the rev, gentleman was really de-

sirous that truth should prosper. Thought is stirring. Inquiry is at work, and

scepticism must be met, not by the arguments of silence and contempt, but by
full, free, honest investigation ; for he is a fool or a coward, or worse, that does

not examine the foundations on which his opinions rest.

I enclose you twelve stamp^ for the Reasoner Fund, and rejoice in the efficiency

of the periodical it is intended to serve. The life I am trying to live out has for

its object a healthy body and mind, a quick and acute perception of the good and the

true, and acharacter of unsullied integrity. High aims, you will say. True, but he

who aims high will, if he fails of perfect victory, nevertheless achieve more than

one who is content to grovel in imperfection and false pleasures. Let all live out

their honest thought; for though I believe in God and Heaven, I do not believe in

a Being who will be so unjust as to punish those whose only crime is sincerity of

thought, word, and deed. F. R. Y.

On the third week in this month Mr. Holyoake has engaged to meet Mr. John Hamil-

ton, editor of the Aylesbury News, in debate in Northampton, on the subjects before an-

nounced. About the same time Mr. Holyoake expects to visit Sheffield. He will be

able to visit intermediate or adjacent places if notice of any such requirement reaches

our ofiBce within the next fortnight.

The lecture on Sunday evening at Webber Street, upon the ' Character of Jesns Christ

considered as a Model Reformer,' was followed by a discussion, in which several gentle-

men took part. A lady also offered some rather animated remarks. One speaker called

upon the lecturer, as a free inquirer, to debate till a late hour ; and Mr. Holyoake found

it necessary to say that he was only a free inquirer up till ten o'clock.

Mr. W. W. Broom, who now appears to be a resident in Birmingham, has sent us a

kind of address entitled * Political and Social Rights,' much better written than any

previous paper of his. He appears to have relinquished that inverted style which he

adopted some time ago. The air of Birmingham has operated as a useful sedative on

his impetuous pen.

Will the gentleman who forwards the placard of the Rev. Samuel Goodall's lectures

in Durham favour us with his name and address t

In the next number of the Reasoner will be commenced the publication of the Trial

in the Court of Chancery for the recovery of the money left by Joseph Russell, of

Birmingham, to establish Socialist Schools in that town.

The Memphis Daily Eagle, No. 70, states that the celebrated Fanny Wright, of this

county, slipped and fell at Cincinnati, a few days ago, breaking her leg—so says an

e xchange.

Received. — Verax.— R., Kent.— Veritas.— J. M. Bryson.— E. Tidswell. — C.

McKira.—W, Chilton.— Dr. Lee*.—S. Pooley.—Poor S.—G. Demam and Bradford

Observer,—Memphis Daily E^/e.—R. Adair.
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^ur <Bptn ^aflc.

:

In Leigh Hunt's 'Table-Talk' it is said:—'Cromwell thanked God for the head of

Charles the First on a scaflfold, and Charles the Second thanked God for the heafftiiofi.

Cromwell on a gibbet. The defenders of the anniversary, if they spoke the truth, would
have vindicated themselves on the plea that they did not thank God for Charles at all.

To thank Him for Charles would have been to thank Him for Cleveland and Bucking-

ham ; for the pension from the French king, and all sorts of effronteries and enormities.

Oh, no ; the decorous men hated those. It was for no vice they hated him. It was for

the virtuous pleasure of galling their neighbours, and of doing honour to Mother Church
herself, who condescended to be led back to her seat by the hand of the gay deceiver.

Now. Mother Church on that occasion was not the right, unpapal, unpuritanical, unso-

phisticate Mother Church, old as no church at all, and ever young as advancement ; but

one of her spurious representatives ; and society is awaking to the necessity of having no

more such masqueraders, but seeing the beautiful, gentle, altogether Christian creature as

she is, professing nothing that she does not believe, and believing nothing that can offeud

the wisest. Tillotson, Berkeley, Whichcote, have had sight of her.'

A curious instance of the efficacy (?) of the oath has just been recorded in the British

Mercury for March, 1852. Dennis Brallaghan, a sailor, was charged with assaulting

Ann Sophia Read. The complainant, a simpering child of 10 years, was put in the box,

and the following colloquy ensued :—Mr. Williams : Can you read ? Child : No, sir.

Sir J. Haberfield ; Can you write? Child: No, sir. Mr. Williams: Do you go to

school ? Child : Yes, sir ; I go to a Sunday school and to a day school, sir. Mr. Williams :

And can't you read ? How long have you been to school? Child; Seven years, sir. Sir

J. Haberfield : God bless me, and not able to read ! What street is the school in? Exe
(mayor's officer) : The infant-school in Princes Street, your worship. It's a very good

school. Sir J. Haberfield : Very odd kind of instruction given there. Mr. Williams

presented a Testament to the child, and asked her if she knew what book it was. She

replied that she did not ; she had never seen it before. Mr. Williams : Do you know

it's wicked to tell lies ? Child : Yes, sir. Mr. Williams : Where do people go who tell

lies ? Child : Hell, sir. This test of the child's fitness to take an oath being satisfactory

according to law, she was sworn, and again reminded she had called God to witness that

she would speak the truth; the whole ceremony—we had almost said legal farce-

seeming to make as much impression on her mind as it would on a young chimpanzee.

The statement she made Mr. Bernard, surgeon to the police force, said he was positive

was a complete fabrication 5 and the bench dismissed the case, without calling on the

prisoner for any defence.

In the castles and palaces of the ancient ex-nobility of France the tapestry frequently

presents memorials of their pride of ancestry. On the tapestry of an apartment in the

palace of the ex-Duke of Choiseul is a representation of the deluge, in which a man is

seen running after Noah, and calling out, ' My good friend, save the archives of the

Choiseul family.'

In the reign of Henry the Seventh, 1487, that king in his castle of Winchester was

entertained on Sunday after dinner with the performance of * Christ's Descent into

Hell,' by the choir boys of Hyde Abbey, and St. Swithin's Priory. In London, in the

year 1566, 'the Passion of Christ' was performed at the Grey Friars, before the Lord

Mayor, the privy council, and many estates of the realm.

In a novel published by Colbum, in 1851, entitled ' The Tutor's Ward,' it is said :—

Religion being essential to respectability among us, we are obliged to dress up our

pleasures in a monk's cowl and gown, before we can go out walking with them in the

eyes of the world.'
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FACTS ABOUT BOOKS.

Under this head we give a weekly column of
the names of special class books, and the pro-

bable cost of them, for the information of readers

who may not otherwise meet with a notice of them.
This record will be limited to the fact that such
books exist and are obtainable. To give the names
of the publishers would cause the stamp office to

assume that we derived pecuniary advantage from
the publication (which is not the case), and they
would charge it as an advertisement. As the
column now stands, it is merely class information ;

and the liberality of our stamp office does not tax
this kind of matter.

First Book of Euclid, with 147 Diagrams. 2 6
Practical Grammar 1 6
Graduated Grammatical £xercises 1

Hints on a Logic of Facts 1 6
Public Speaking and Debate 1 6
Historyof the Last Trial by Jury for Atheism 1 6
Paley's Natural Theology Refuted in his own
Words 6

Reply to Professor Newman's Work on the
Soul 3

Harriet Martineau's Household Education 3 6
Birch's Religion of Shakspere 4
Newman's Phases of Faith 6
IMartineau and Atkinson's Letters on Man.

.

Q
The Task of To-day. By Evans Bell 1

The Freethinker's Magazine, complete in 1

vol., cloth lettered 3 6
Mirabaud's System of Nature, 2 voli. in 1,

cloth lettered i. S
Godwin's Political Justice, 3 voli. in 1, cloth

lettered 6
Volney's Ruins of Empires and Law of Na-

ture, 1 vol., cloth lettered 3
Paine's Theological Works 3
Paine' a Political Works 5— American Crisis, in a wrapper .... 1 6— Rights of Man, ditto 1 3— Common Sense, ditto 6— Letter to the Abbe Raynal, ditto ... 6— Letters to the Citizens of the United

States of America 4— Decline and Fall of the English Sys-
tem of Finance 3— Agrarian Justice 2— Public Good 4

Popular Tracts. By Robert Dale Owen. In
1 vol., cloth boards and lettered 2 6

Or in separate Tracts at the following prices

:

Tracts on Republican Government and Na-
tional Education, by R. D. Owen 3

Influence of the Clerical Profession, by
ditto 3

Sermons on Loya'ity,Free Inquiry,&c.,by do. 3
Hopes and Destinies of the Human Species,

by ditto 2
Address on Free Inquiry, by ditto 2
Darby and Susan : a Tale of Old England,
by ditto 2

Wealth and Misery, by ditto 2
Situations ; Lawyers, Clergy, Physicians,
Men, and Women, by ditto 2

Galileo and the Inquisition, by ditto 2
Lecture on Consistency, by ditto 2
Prossimo's Experience, &c., &c., by ditto 2
Mora! Physiology; a brief and plain treatise
on the Population Question, by ditto .... 6

Neurology: an Account ot some Experiments
in Cerebral Physiology 2

GUIDE TO THE LECTURE ROOM.
Literarv Institution, John St.,Fitzroy Sq.—April

nth [7], Robert Cooper, ' The Soul.'

South Place, Moorfields.—April Ilth [ll|a.m.],
a Lecture.

Hall of Science, City Road.— April 11th [7],
Thomas Cooper, ' The Reign of Napoleon.*

National Hall, 242, High Holborn.—April 11th

[8], P. W. Perfitt, 'Sir John Elliot, the Patriot

and Martyr.'
South London Hall, Webber St., Blackfriars Rd.

—April 11th [7], C. SouthwfU, 'Christ, the Jew,
and Socrates, the Greek, compared in Life and
Death.'
East London Literary Institution, Bethnal Green

—April 11th [7i], a Lecture.
Social Institution, Charles Street, Old Garratt,

Manchester.—April 11th [6^], a Lecture.
Working ftlen's Academy, Edgar Street, Preston.

—Lecture every Sunday at loi a.m.—Discussion
every Sunday evening.

City Forum Coflfee House, 60, Red Crosi Street.

—Every Sunday, Monday, and Thursday [8^], a
Lecture.

Eclectic Institute, Denmark Street, Soho.

—

Every Friday [8^], Mr. J. B. O'Brien, Home and
Foreign Politics. Every Sunday [74], on Moral
and Social Science.

ADVERTISEMENT.

A'

THE LOGIC OF DEATH.
N ANSWER TO G. JACOB HOLYOAKE'S
PAMPHLET entitled the ' Logic of Death;

or. Why should the Atheist Fear to Die ?' Price
Twopence.
London : Fred Pitman, 20, Paternoster Row.

Edinburgh: Johnstone and Hunter. Glasgow:
David Robertson, Dundee : Frederick Shaw.

POSTAL ARKANGBMENTS.
Since the 1st of March additional facilities have

been afforded by the Post Office in the transmission
of books and works of art. Our readers are aware
that only one volume was allowed to be sent in a

single packet, and that no writing was permitted
except on a single page of the book. But these
restrictions are now abolished, and any number of
separate publications may be included in the same
packet, and they may contain any amount of
writing (provided, of course, that it be oat of the
nature of a letter) ; and, in fact, with this latter

exception, a person is allowed to send by the book-
post any quantity of paper, whether printed,

written upon, or plain, together with all lefitimate
binding, mounting, or carving—including, also,

rollers in the case of prints, and, in short, what-
ever is necessary for the safe transmission of
literary or artistic matter.

LOCALITIES OF HEAVSN AND HELL.
Some weeks ago. Dr. Porter, of the Cumberland

Presbyterian Church in this city, in the course of a
series of eloquent astronomical sermons, preached
a discourse on the ' Locality of Heaven, astronomi-
cally considered,* and located that happy place in

the centre of our solar system—in the sun. Last
Sunday evening he discoursed on the * Locality of

Hell,' and fixed the. abode of the damned
outside of the solar and astral systems, in ' the

outer darkness,' beyond the light of the sun and
stars, where the planets, comets, and lost worlds,

which haveviolated the great laws of their existence,

darkle for ever on their returnless courses through
eternal space.

—

Memphis Daily Eagle, No. 70.

London: Printed by Holyoake, Tyndale, & Co., 3, Queen's Head Passage, Paternoster-row; and Pub-
lished by J. Watson, 3, Queen's Head Passage, Paternoster Row. Wednesday, April 7th, 1862,
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MAZZINI AND SOCIALISM.

Mant of our readers are aware that Mr. Mazzini, in his lecture in the Free-

mason's Tavern, on February 11, 1852, declared, in a very emphatic manner, that

the Italian party were not Communists nor Socialists in the sense of the French

system-makers. To these remarks Louis Blanc has replied in a series of letters

in the Leader—letters as eloquent and as brilliant as any he has produced. As an

expression of what French Socialism contemplates, as understood by Louis Blanc,

these letters are the most useful expositions extant. Apart from the quick Cor-

sican feeling of resentment which, the writer has infused into them, they are valu-

able contributions to the literature of Industrial emancipation. We dissent

very much from Mr. Mazzini's strictures on Socialism. It is some imaginary

system which he attacks. He gives us an amusing and impassioned Italian picture

of what he apprehends Socialism to be, and leaves it as a sort of historical tran-

script. With theories of Industrialism as understood among us, and sought to be

realised by our French neighbours, Mr. Mazzini seems to us to agree. He has

written himself on association and unity, in a manner which Socialists generally

would accept. Indeed, we should not know that Mr. Mazzini was not a Socialist
i

if he did not take the precaution of saying so—that is, he is asinuch the friend of

association as is necessary in the present state of the question among us. We do
,

not want Mazzini to be a partizan or expounder of Communism— only to be a friend
j

of association, and that we believe he is.
!

Concerning the reply of some of the French Socialist leaders in the Leader to

Mazzini's circular on the ' Duties of Democracy,' we have received various letters.

One by Panthea justly observes—' In defending themselves the French Socialists

do well, but in attacking Mazzini's Roman career, they commit the very fault they

blame in him, viz.—ignoring genius and virtue when applied to other aims than

their own. They err in attributing Mazzini's present views to recent causes, for

he said just the same things of Socialism in 1846-7, in his articles on " Democracy

in Europe " in the Peoples Journal. It is true, they were unaccompained by per-

sonalities—but the bias against the discussion of material improvements was so

evident that the root of personalities was there. Despotism is an organisation in

which human weakness, both in thought and action, is made the central basis.

Men are supposed sinful, and must be' coerced into duty. Republicanism, on the

other hand, is or would be an organisation in which human excellence is the central

[No. 307.] INo. 22, Vol. XII.]

[ONE PENNY.]
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basis. Men are supposed capable of every virtue, and are therefore to be trusted

with every power. Now when we give way to temptation, we are nullifying our own

ground, and accrediting our rivals' passports to power. It is not merely that it

would be a good thing if republicans were self-controlled, but it is the thing—the

essential condition of republicanism's becoming a noble reality. It is the pro-

blem of the earth's redemption, and no man who does not first organise his own

being into a freedom sanctioned by self-discipline, can truly help the nations to do

the same work.'

"We agree with this representation of the question at issue. No doubt both

parties in the present discussion have the same problem in view. Its solution can

only be arrived at in the dispassionate light of principle.

There is a wise Spanish proverb which says—*He begins a quarrel who strikes

the second blow.' We cannot regard Mazzini's remarks on Socialists, English or

French, in the light of a dangerous provocation, and regret that any should so accept

them. It is of great usefulness that one like Mazzini should tell us how he regards

the aspects of Socialism. If it appears to him a question of the * kitchen ' merely, it

is well we should know it. If he perceives grave errors to have been committed

—

that a * grand idea ' has been buried under a weight of egoism—that the * best of

causes ' has been killed by excess of love and want of intelligence—it is well that

we should look to it. He is no enemy, but a powerful friend, who has the courage

and frankness to warn us of the danger. The * best of causes,' the * grand idea,'

is what he would save, not destroy.*

It is not for us to say what the French leaders should have done. But the

humbler privilege we may exercise of saying what we should wish had been done.

Mr. Mazzini should have been expostulated with, not denounced. His miscon-

ception should have been pointed out, and the defence would have had dignity and

strength, and a lofty moderation which would have been an example to lesser dis-

putants. If we denounce those who merely misconceive us, we deprive ourselves

of the reproof of friends. Then the enemy is too subtle to discover to us our

weakness, and our partizans are too intimidated to warn us, and we perish of our

independence and our pride. This is no doubt spirited, but farewell to our

philanthropy and our love of a great cause when this evil hour comes.

It is said Mazzini wrote words which the reactionary press could quote against

men in exile ; but they were words which the reactionary press would soon cease

to quote, if the party to whom they were addressed should learn wisdom and warning

from them, as they might. To counteract the disaster, as they regard it, of having

Mazzini's criticism quoted against them, the French leaders put on record words

of disparagement of Mazzini, which the reactionary press will further quote with

far stronger reasons for satisfaction than before.

It would be unpardonable presumption probably in us to say thus much if we

were parties standing quite outside the personal conflict of these strictures of

Mazzini. We do not stand outside any more than the French Socialists. In the

papers on the ' Duties of Man,' republished by Mr. Linton in his English RepubliCy

in the same lecture of Mr. Mazzini in which he renounced French Sociialism, Mr.
Mazzini spoke words as disparaging of Atheism and Materialism as those in re-

ference to Communism.
We have been asked, by correspondents in every part of Great Britain, what we

* How true this is readers shall next week be enabled to judge, as we will publish
extracts from Mr. Mazzini's circular on the * Duties of Democracy.'
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had to say to this. "We continued to announce Mr. Mazziui's lectures, and to

advise our readers to study the * Duties of Man,' and expressly thanked Mr. Lin-

ton for putting them into their hands. We were glad that our opinions should be

seen as they appeared to a thinker so eminent as Mr. Mazzini. We derived great

instruction from what he said. The mistake he makes on these subjects others

may make, and we have week by week advanced somewhat in that expression of

them, and realisation of them, which will make it impossible for Mr. Mazzini to

repeat such peculiar misconceptions, or render it impossible for the public not to

see that he misconceives us if he does.

When Mr. Mazzini speaks of withering atheistical principles, he cannot have in

his mind those simple convictions which the aspects of nature force on some un-
derstandings, bidding them seek sources of light, life, and duty elsewhere than in

creeds and Bibles; he must have before him some distortion of Italian incredu-

lity—some dark image of intellectual putrefaction, bred of antagonism in Catholic

countries, where the heart has been murdered by formalism, and the conscience

decomposed by priestcraft. He does not really speak of us nor of our principles.

Mr. Mazzini is himself the most able of^modern Italian Freethinkers. His best

friends in this country are of that class whom the unreflecting public suppose included

in his materialist category. From the days of Priestley, Dr. Cooper, and Price,

to the present, the friends of continental liberty in England have all sprung from

the same class. Neither in France nor America are there any great names of

patriots or advocates of liberty, who were not and are not of the class of Rational-

ists or Materialists, S'xeep this wide-spread party away, and of friends of liberty

and republicanism there will very few remain.

Mr. Cobden is accustomed to say we have to fight one party in all liberal strug-

gles. The Protectionist of corn is the Protectionist of tyranny and corruption.

The same parallelism is true with Rationalism. The foe of political liberty is the

foe of religious liberty all the world over. Despotism and Superstition are both

supported by the same party. Mr. Mazzini knows this as well as we, and his

references to Atheism (which seems with him to be but another word for Despon-

dency) have application to those who despair of progress, not to those who
devote their lives to it according to the light they have, and who, like himself—to

borrow his own words in reply to the Catholic organ, the Univers, some time ago

—

believe that ' the way to succeed is by thought, courage, devotedness, truth, and

logic' Of J. HOLYOAKE.

LAMARTINE'S ORATION OVER ARMAND MARRAST, THE
JOURNALIST.

[This Eloge Funebre of Lamartine's we take from the Nation, edited by C. G.

Duffy, in which paper it appears as an original translation. The Eulogy contains

passages which deserve attention.]

This morning at eleven o'clock an humble hearse, followed by a blind man, the

brother of the deceased, led by other brethren in tears, and surrounded by a group

of friends and ancient colleagues, issued, without official honours, from a lowly

house in one of the most plebeian quarters of Paris. The mourners first sought

the church, to receive there the final benediction on the dead, and then turned to-

wards a cemetery of the faubourg, where the body was lowered into the earth with-

out any voice save that of religion having been lifted over the coffin. And yet

there were there many heads full of thought, many hearts full of sorrow, many

bosoms full of words. But we approve of this silence of perishable things on the
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threshold of things eternnl— it is more eloquent and more religious than vain

haranirues. There are hours and circumstances when we are deaf to the roar of

cannon ; there are others when the murmer of the faintest sigh cannot escape us.

He whom they carried thus to his rest, and who died almost forgotten, and in

circumstances so nearly verging on poverty that he did not leave behind him

wherewithal to buy a few feet of consecrated earth for his grave, held in his hands

a little while ago the power, the fate, the public treasure of France, and he pre&ided

over the Sovereign Assembly of his country.

This man was Armand Marrast.

We assisted at his funeral, for if there be anything more cowardly than to desert

adversity it is to desert the tomb. It is this sentiment that inspires us whilst we

write in the name of an aflBicted family these few lines of epitaph on a colleague.

These lines shall raise no controversy. Let every journal that respects Death give

them an asylum. Strife should cease on the day of interment: in the wars of thought,

as in other battles, there is a truce between the camps to bury the dead. Let us,

then, suppress in ourselves the political man, and speak only as the man of

emotion. A grave is a bad tribune to address men from, on their passions and

opinions,* there, where all human opinions and passions end, and from whence the

word pronounced here below is re-echoed throughout the stillness of eternity.

Death blots out—Death pardons— Death rallies ; let us follow the example, and

let us not judge. The man of time is before his Judge, more great and more

merciful than we.

Armand Marrast sprung from one of those families of our Southern provinces

whose antiquity is their title of nobility— its root was probably Spanish, which had

forced some shoots on this side the Pyrenees. His mother, who still survives to

mourn him, is, we are told, one of those largely gifted women, superior by nature

and education, who bring forth sons to their image.

This son, himself endowed with treasures of intelligence, imagination, memory,
literary aptitude, a predisposition for prose, poetry, and music, received his first

instruction from an ecclesiastical master in his father's house. This master having

been placed at the head of the College of Orthez, brought his pupil there with him

to finish his work, and the boy had scarcely attained his seventeenth year when he

confided to him the Chair of Rhetoric. His precocious talent attracted the notice

of General Lamarque, then deputy of the Province. He advised the young Pro-

fessor to seek appreciation and renown in Paris ; and gave him letters to his friends

of liberal opinions there. These introductions probably decided the political

destinies of the young man. He adopted the faith and passions of his first patrons.

Some rash words pronounced by him at the obsequies of Manuel closed against

him the career of instruction. He threw himself, in an impulse of indignation,

and with all his weapons as a man of letters, into Journalism. This was a fault

and a misfortune from whence sprung, for him, we think, other faults and

misfortunes.

Journalism is the hot-bed of reputation, it ripens it in a few days, and consumes

it as quickly. The newspaper has all the drawbacks of the tribune—it makes a

great noise, but it is the noise of mid-day ; evening dissipates it, night carries it

away. With very rare exceptions, there remains of the journalist and the orator

but a name, and no works. This is sad, but just; the present has no care but for

them, because it is to its passion§,its opinions, and its fleeting interests they appeal.

The future forgets them because they have never given it a thought. How should

• Yet further on Lamartine does this gracefully and usefully, still briefly.
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they have leisure to think of it? They are the gods of the hour! Spendthrifts

of their destiny, they enjoy quickly; they give away all their wealth in small coin.

They have not^the forethought to amass a treasure of it to find it aL^ain in the tomb.
Journalism has still another impediment. It offends persons—it wounds the

henrt— it strikes at opinions. It must have sensations in order that it may keep
the public attention constantly alive. It seeks these sensations in exaggerated in-

dignation, in injurious apostrophe, in cutting sarcasm. It is at this price the

writer makes the party he attacks bleed and weep. It is at this price he makes the

party he serves smile and applaud. Unhappy temptation of the public writer!

He takes up his pen, it glides rapidly along—an odious or ridiculous portrait is

painted by a phrase—a reputation is stabbed— a man is dead. The writer repents

the next day— it is too late ! He drowns the cry of his remorse in the applause of

his self-love. He renews the attack—he is never sure that he has struck a deadly

blow unless his adversary has cried aloud or groaned under the weapon. He meant
no evil, yet he has been cruel—he intended but to jest, and he has killed. It was

thus Aristophanes acted in Athens. Marrast's nature was far higher than Aristo-

phanes'. His irony sprung from his talents, not from his heart. It was but the

play of a graceful fancy. His sarcasms were of his profession— his repentances

were of his soul. "We ourselves have served at times as a target for his wit, with-

out ever being able to keep angry against him. His goodness of heart amply
punished him for too much esprit.

He wrote in the Tribune, a journal partaking too much of the nature of the

pamphlet. He expiated his excesses on the press in our prisons. He escaped

from them with the boldness and dexterity of a captive who plays with his bolts. A
refugee in England, he married there, and there waited an amnesty. The death of

Carrel, the French Junius, put the National into his hands. We all know what

he made of it—a daily chef dceuvre of raillieries, of sarcasms, of parliamentary

tableaux^ of political justices and injustices—often of attic wit—sometimes of states-

manship. Unhappily this chef d/oeuvre is in leaves ; ask them of the winds.

The revolution of 1848 came to surprise him and all the world. Let us here

record a truth that no one on the earth knows better than we. This revolution

with which he had so freely coquetted, so long as she had been only a theme for

his intellect, and rallying cry for his party, made him pause and reflect, now that

she stood close at hand, grave, stern, face to face. He asked himself not if he was

republican, but if the people were anything. If the masses had enough of civil

education, of intelligence, of constancy, of moderation to enter with free footstep

into the Republic ? If there were no adjournment possible, no middle terra to

suspend a moment this impatient and premature democracy like, as he said, the

water in a sluice, between the last step of monarchy and the first step of republi-

canism. To make a truce once more, for a space, between the two extreme prin-

ciples which strove with each other through the smoke and blood of the 24th of

February, so as to give a respite of a few years to events, and to govern the revo-

lution in a republican spirit, under the title of a royal minority.

But it was too late to choose—the revolution struck at the doors of the Parliament

to take possession for the Republic; the throne was vacant by the retreat of the

King from Paris; the chambers were violated; arms heaped up in the public streets.

A truce could now only be the cessation of a few hours from fighting; followed

by a more bloody massacre ; an intestine struggle organised in the government

between conquerors but half satisfied, and the conquered but half resigned. A
*rank and sincere measure alone suited the circumstances—the truce lay now only
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in the Republic, and it alone could preserve society. This was clearly proved

to Marrast, he acknowledged it, and entered the government.

Let us draw the curtain on this government, or rather upon this truce they call

the provisional government. For four years it has been the object of debate, of

attacks, whether merited or not; of the uncontrolled invectives of all the world.

Let us not dispute the matter with them. If one day, justice, impartiality, in-

dulgence, or glory shall be rendered to this government, it shall firni it only where

Marrast has gone to seek it—in the tomb. But since all causes demand witnesses,

let us bear ours, whilst we still live, to the ashes of this calumniated man we have

come from interring. ' During the whole duration of this difl&cult government,

placed upon every slippery pinnacle which could tempt him to glide into the ex-

cesses of victory, or into the excesses of weakness, Marrast showed himself the

very opposite of what might have been looked for from his fiery genius and his

impulsive heart

—

moderate and immoveable in his moderation. This was his

character in every hour, and in the number there were some tragic hours when he

was forced to expose his breast to preserve his conscience. This is the truth.

We say it before God and before man. They have robbed him shamefully of his

glory, won by many laborious days and sleepless nights; they have robbed him
of his character, his moderation, his courage, his disinterestedness, nay, even of

his honesty. But death restores all,'

Marrast quitted public affairs for a short time after the reunion of the Constituent

Assembly. He returned to them after the June days, a Representative of Paris.

He drew up the report on the Constitution, and a little time after was nominated

President of the Assembly. In this position he developed a new gift of his intel-

ligence—the power of governing an Assembly by its self-respect; of ruling it

whilst obeying it.

The Constitution once in force, he fell under public ingratitude. He resigned

himself to this, and was even content with it, as a man who expects from humanity

only human things. He wrapped himself up in neglect and obscurity, as in an

historical robe, which becomes the conquered, and which they can never again put

off except to replace it with their winding sheet. His poverty set his conscience

at ease. He did not, like the Athenian cynic, take pride in parading it. He con-

cealed it, and struggled against it by labour and resignation. The world has at-

tributed his death to the melancholy of a deceived ambition. Another calumny !

His heart was broken before his elevation and his fall. Neglect suited his tem-

perament. He loved solitude and leisure. In his nature, he had, of the child,

that sportiveness which makes a jest of misfortune, and, of the old man, that peace

which calmly looks forward to an eternal recompense. He felt his night come on
before his evening, and he habituated himself to the coffin, even from the neglect

and abandonment of his friends

The attitude of the crowd in presence of a bier redeems many wrongs and many
ficklenesses of opinion. France has shameful years and sublime moments* She
is sometimes dust, but her dust is never clay.

May his soul rest in peace. May his family be comforted, and his country
remember him. He leaves the only thing it is given to the longest life on earth
to construct—a name. This name has been attached, by chance, to a short time,
but to great things, and, of all great things, he has done perhaps the most difficult—he has grasped revolution without staining himself with one drop of blood, one
trophy, or one tear.

Yet he died deceived, you tell me ! It is true. He believed in God and he
believed in the people. The people have deceived him, God will not deceive him.
Let us pray for his soul. Lamaktine.
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!Legal (Sa^iti

THE BIRMINGHAM TRIAL.

[We commence this week to put on record the principal evidence in the trial of

Russell V. Jackson, for the recovery of money left by Joseph Russell, the well-

known radical reformer, to found Socialist Schools in Birmingham, Most of the

persons whose evidence we shall quote, will be known to such of our readers who

perused the New Moral World. Mr. Arthur Ryland was the examiner of the

Chancery Court held in Birmingham, and the evidence which follows was given

before him. The endeavour of the plaintiflf in this case is te recover the money

for his personal use, not to build Schools with ; and no portion of that recovered

will be so appropriated, unless the Master in Chancery shall declare the object

of building Socialist Schools to be legal, when he comes to inquire into Socialism.

For an account of our reasons for putting this case on record^ see Reasoner No.

304.—Ed.]

, MariaEARPS,of Solihull,in the county
of Warwick, aged thirty-one years :—
I know the complainant, Samuel Russell,

and have known him all my life. I

know the defendants, William Jackson
and Thomas Astoi^ Jackson. I knew
William Jackson and Thomas Aston
Jackson for about one month before

the death of Joseph Russell, late of

Shirley Street in the parish of Solihull,

printer, the testator in the pleadings of

this cause named, which happened in

1840; but I have not seen them since.

I knew the said Joseph Russell very
well indeed. I knew him all my life

so long as I can remember ; but more
particularly the last two years of his

life.

William Jackson and Thomas Aston
Jackson were in the habit of visiting

Joseph Russell for about a month be-

fore his death. I don't know whether
they visited him before that time. I

was in the habit of paying frequent

visits to Joseph Russell during the

last two years of his life. I used to

stay a few days, and sometimes a week
at a time. During the last year pre-

ceding the death of Joseph Russell there

resided in his house Sarah Russell, his

niece; a maid-servant, named Martha
—her surname at that time I don't know;
and a labouring man of the name of

Whittle. Joseph Russell told me on
the Wednesday before his death, on
my going in for a visit, that he had
been making his will, and diat his friends

would be disappointed, for he should

leave them but a small legacy, and the

greater portion of his property would go
to schools, that his name might be kept

in memory. On the Saturday after-

wards, which was two days before his

death, I had some further conversa-

tion with Joseph Russell about his

will. He then said Samuel would be
disappointed, for he should not leave

him so much as he expected, for he

should leave a greater portion of his

property to the Blue Coat School.

John Lowther Murphy, of Birming-
ham, dentist, aged thirty-seven :

—
* I

know William Jackson and Thomas
Aston Jackson. I have known them
about thirteen or fourteen years. I

knew Joseph Russell, late of Shirley

Street, in the parish of Solihull, printer,

deceased ; and I knew him for "Jabout

eight years before his death.

I know what are the leading principles

or doctrines of the sect or society of

persons commonly called Socialists, as

propounded by Robert Owen in the

books and pamphlets printed and pub-

lished by him, and I became acquainted

with them by conversation with the said

Robert Owen, and hearing him lecture,

and from his books. The object of So-

cialism is to establish a new system

called the Rational System of Society,

derived solely from nature and expe-

rience, and ultimately to terminate all

existing religious governments, laws, and

institutions. Considering that indivi-

tic
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dual property was the main cause of the

evils existing in society, the Socialists

desired to form a state of society in

which that cause did not exist. Where
property was not protected, there re-

quired no religious establishment, no
form of marriage, no law, no police.

They were sanguine enough to imagine
they could do without priests, soldier's,

lawyers,and money-changers, preventing
moral evil by educational means alone.

These I understand to be the objects

of Socialism. I have looked upon the

book now produced and shown to me,
and marked with the letter A. It con-

tains Lectures on the Rational System of

Society, derived solely from nature and
experience, as propounded by Robert
Owen, versus Socialism derived from
misrepresentation, as explained by the

Lord Bishop of Exeter and others. It

was published by the Home Colonisation
Society. This book is, I believe, recog-

nised by the persons commonly called

Socialists as containing the doctrines

and principles of their Society.

Joseph Russell died in the year 1840,
to the best of my recollection. He Mas
a Socialist for — years. Before his

death he used to attend the lectures and
discussions delivered and held in Well
Lane, Birmingham. He enthusiastically

approved of the doctrines and views of

the Socialists. I have heard him speak
of leaving his money for the purpose
of founding schools or other institu-

tions for the promulgation of Communist
ideas.

There was a Socialist conventicle in

Birmingham, where the Socialists used
to meet tor purposes of lectures and
discussions during the life-time of Jo-
seph Russell, and I have seen him pre-

sent at those lectures and discussions.

The Jacksons were, during the life-

time of Joseph Russell, members of the

Socialists' Society at Birmingham, and
very prominent, much-respected, be-

loved, and influential members of it;

during Mr. Joseph Russell's lifetime,

and about the time of his death, William
Jackson acted as president, and TLomas
Aston Jackson was an office-bearer, of
the said Society of Socialists.

In the year 1839 and 1840, I was g,

member of the Socialists' Society of
Birmingham ; and, as I have before
stated, William Jackson was president.

and Thomas Aston Jackfon was an
oflBce-bearer, of the Society.

The officers of the Socialist Institution

at Birmingham, 1839 and 1840, were a

president, a committee, and secretary.

The Jacksons, I have already stated,

were members of the Society, and held

offices in it.

Solomon Bray, of Birmingham, gen-

tleman, aged fifty-three years:— I know
the complainant Samuel Russell, also

William Jackson, Thomas Aston Jack-
son, and Her Majesty's Attorney Gene-
ral, three of the defendants in this suit.

I have known Samuel Russell two or

three years, the Jacksons for ten years,

and the Attorney-General for many
years. I knew Joseph Russell, late of

Shirley Street. I knew him from the

year 1828 until the time of his death.

He died, 1 believe, in July, 1840. 1

know that he professed himself to be a
Socialist shortly before his death.

1 did previously to, and in the month
of July, 1840, and do now carry on the

business or profession of an attorney

and solicitor in BiKmingham. I have
carried on the business for upwards of

twenty years. I am the Town Clerk of

the borough of Birmingham. Previously

to the month of July, 1840, Joseph
Russell consulted me on several occa-

sions, and 1 advised him gratuitously.

William Jackson did not call on me at

my office in Birmingham on the 1st day
of July, 1840; but he did so and had an
interview with me there on the 7th of

that month. He then brought to me
some written instructions for the will of

Mr. Joseph Russell-, which 1 believe

were in the testator's handwriting, and
informed me that Mr. Russell wished to

see me thereon at Shirley Street. On
that occasion he informed me that Mr.
Russsell was in a bad state of health. I

cannot recollect whether the instructions

Bo given to me were open or sealed up.

I perused them in the presence of Mr.
Jackson, and had some conversation with

hiui thereon; and afterwards saw Mr.
Russell in the presence of William
Jackson, and I believe of Thomas Aston
Jackson. I have not now the instruc-

tions referred to in my possession. And
to the answering of the other parts of

this interrogatoiy, which inquire what
was the general purport and etiect of the

instructions for the will of Mr. Joseph
N
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Russell, and what pecufiiary legfacies be
proposed in snch instructions to give,

and to whom he thereby proposed to

give his residuary estate, and whether
for the benefit of the legatees, or upon
some and what trust and conditions

—

I demur, and, for the reason of snch
demurrer, I say that, acting as I did for

Joseph Russell as his attorney and soli-

citor, I doubt if I have any right to dis-

close the communication made to me
by him, or on his behalf, respecting the
matters inquired after.

I went with William Jackson to the
residence of Joseph Russell on 7th day
of July, 1840, but I do not know whether
I was accompanied by any other person,
but I met Thomas Aston Jackson at the
house of Joseph Russell on that occa-
sion. I did then refer to those instruc-
tions in my conversations with Joseph
Russell, in the presence of the Jacksons.

I prepared the draft of a will for

Joseph Russell, partly from verbal in-

structions given to me by him after the
conveisation alluded to, and partly from
the written instructions delivered to me
by William Jackson, I cannot find the
draft of the will I so prepared, and I

believe it was delivered with the en-
grossment thereof to William Jackson.
I had the draft will engrossed for execu-
tion by Joseph Russell.

I demur to answering the other parts

of this interrogatory, which inquire

whether the will drawn by me was in

conformity with the written instructions

of Joseph Russell, or if in any and what
respect the will differs from such in-

structions ; and if it differs, why the

will was not framed in conformity with

such instructions; and whether I had
any and what motive in framing the

devise and bequest to the Jacksons con-

tained in the will as a devise or bequest
upon trust to sell and convert into

money; and why I inserted such trust

to sell and convert. And 1 demur for

the reason before stated.

On the 8th of July, 1840, William
Jackson called at my office tor the in-

grossraent of the will of Joseph Russell,

and I delivered it, and I believe the

draft of the will, to William Jackson,

with instructions how to get the in-

grossment executed. I think 1 recollect

that I told him he had better get Mr.
Jukes, Mr. Russell's medical man, to

attest it ; and I did so because I could
not attend the execution of the will

myself, and it is my practice, when a
testator is in a dangerous state of health,

to have his will attested by his medical
man. Joseph 'Russell died soon after

the 8th day of July, 1840 About the
22nd day of July, 1840, I saw Thomas
Aston Jackson, and I saw him and
William Jackson subsequently, during
the years 1840 and 1841, on several oc-

casions, on matters of business ; and on
one of those occasions, but when I can-
not recollect, I delivered, to the best of

my belief to William Jackson, the

original instructions of Mr. Russell for

his will, which I received from William
Jackson ; and I delivered them to

him in order that he might be able

to carry out the intentions of Joseph
Russell.

I demur to answering the other parts

of this interrogatory, which inquire

whether, when 1 delivered to the Jack-

sons such instructions, I made any, and
what, statement to them, or to one, and
which, ot them, with reference thereto,

or stated any ; and whether they, or

either of them, made any, and what,

promise or statement as to what they

would do with respect to -the instruc-

tions, or as to carrying into effect Joseph
Russell's intentions. 1 say, that in what
passed between me and the Jacksons I

was acting as their attorney and solici-

tor, and therefore I am not at liberty

to disclose the matters inquired after,

without the order of the court.

Joseph Russell devisedand bequeathed

his residuary estate and effects to the

Jacksons, intending them to hold it on
a secret trust.

1 demur to answer the inquiry what
was the secret trust, and what the par-

ticular purpose not expressed on the

face of the will ; and lor the reason of

my demurrer, I say I do not feel at

liberty to disclose the matters inquired

alter, as I derived my knowledge of the

subject as the attorney and soiicitor of

Joseph Russell.

^ARAH Earps, aged fifty-five, of Soli-

hull, wife of Wm. Earps, shoemaker :

—

I know Samuel Russell, the com-
plainant in this suit, and have known
him from his birth ; and I know the

Jacksons, and have known them since

July, 1840. I knew Joseph Russell,
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late of Shirley Street. I knew him
from his childhood up to his death.

1 became acquainted with Joseph
Russell from being related to him, and
our families being intimate; he was my
first cousin. I have heard him state a
thousand times, to myself and other

parties, and up to the very time of his

death, that he intended to leave the
bulk of his property to charity. 1 never
heard him name any particular charity,

except, three and twenty years before

he died, he was talking to me one day
about the Blue Coat Charity School at

Birmingham, and he said he intended
to leave something to that charity.

On the day before Joseph Russell
died, I went to see him, and he told

William Jackson, who was sitting with
him when I went in, that I was to have
his silver watch when he was dead, al-

though it was not named in his will;

and I received it from William Jackson
after Joseph Russell's death. And
Joseph Russell told me, in William
Jackson's presence, when I called on
him the day before his death as before

stated, that he had left his property as

he had always said he should, and he
had no doubt we should find Mr. Jack-
son a very faithful man.

I am sure Joseph Russell never meant
the Jacksons to have his property, be-

cause I have so often heard him say that

he meant the bulk of it to go to charity.

William Henry Powell, of Bir-

mingham, brassfounder, aged 44 years :

—

I know the Jacksons slightly, but I am
not at all intimate with them. I have
known them by sight, and for a slight

speaking acquaintance, for about ten

years. I knew Joseph Russell, printer.

I knew him for at least ten years before

he died.

I do not know anything about the

principles or doctrines of the Socialists,

and never read any of Robert Owen's
books, and never heard him lecture on
the subject. I never saw the book
marked A, now shown to me, before this

time, or any copy of it, to the best of my
belief.

There was, in the lifetime of Joseph
Russell, a Socialist Chapel in Birming-
ham, but whether he ever attended lec-

tures on Socialism there I cannot of my
own knowledge say.

The Jacksons were, in the lifetime of

Joseph Russell, members of the Society

of Socialists in Birmingham : William
Jackson was the chairman, and Thomas
Aston Jackson a member of the com-
mittee, of that body. My reason for

knowing this was, that I lent the So-
cialists' Society a sum of money on
their chapel, and attended some of the

meetings of the committee to look after

my security 3 and I saw the Jacksons
acting at the meetings of the committee
in the capacities I have before men-
tioned.

I was not a member of the Society of

Socialists in 1839 or 1840, nor at any
other time ; but I know that about
March or April, 1840, and thenceforward
until the end of that year, the Jacksons
were members of the Socialists' Society;

but I don't know of my own knowledge
whether they were members in 1839.

In the year 1840, the Socialist Insti>

tution in Birmingham was managed by
a committee ; and William Jackson was
the chairman, and Thomas Aston Jack-
son was a member, of that committee.
I cannot speak to the management of

the Institution in 1839.

[To be continued.]
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From which any earnest opponent may controvert our opinions, and from which any may expound views
not coincident with our own, if tending to the Rationalisation of Theology.

THE THINKERS OF THE WORKSHOP; OR, SECOND-HAND
OPINIONS.

To the Editor of the Reasoner.

Sib,—When, a short time since, I sent you some notices of Mr. Davis's lectures

on infidelity in Bristol, I allowed to pass with a cursory remark or mere notice the

assertions of that gentleman respecting the ' harmony ' of the gospels and their un-

doubted 'originality.' The correctness of the first opinion, I considered, could be

easily tested by any person of ordinary discernment and application who possesses a

Testament; but the second, of course, must depend, with the great majority of

men interested in the question, upon the value of the authority of the learned

in defunct languages, who have devoted, it may be, their entire adult life to the

study and consideration of it. Mr. Davis, in his first lecture, said of * infidels of

the workshop,' that they generally obtained their opinions ' second-hand.' What
a fortunate thing for this rev. gentleman that he was spared the pollution, bodily

and mental, of the workshop—that he was enabled to get his Christianity bran

new, as I suppose must be the case from the contempt with which he spoke of the

* second-hand ' opinions of those opposed to him. I question much, however,

whether Mr. D. has tested the correctness of the New Testament by the recognised

authentic copies of the books in that book; and, if he has not, what is his opinion

but a second-hand derived one ? But what does Mr. Davis mean by the undoubted

fact of the gospels having been written by the identical men whose names they

bear? I attended three of Mr. Davis's lectures on infidelity, and sent you slight

reports of the same, and you and your readers supposed, I have no doubt, that

what I gave as Mr. D.'s language or arguments were taken from personal notes or

recollection; and you would be right in such a supposition. I might have given

notices of the other lectures, had I consented to use the notes of my friends. I

declined, because I could not verify their truth had they been disputed. Does Mr.

D. mean merely that the gospels were written by men of the name of Matthew,

Mark, Luke, and John, without any reference to those narratives being an elabora-

tion arid digest of their otjun personal notes, either written or mental, of what they saw

and heard ? If he means the former only, I should think there must be at least

ninety-nine out of every hundred of the Christian communities who include the

latter also in their understanding of the originality of the gospels. I certainly

always understood this to be the received opinion of the learned on the subject

who believed in Christ, and should have been very loath to have advanced an oppo-

site view upon the authority of a sceptic to Christianity. However, as I

have recently made acquaintance with a work on the subject, by a clergyman of

the Establishment, Mr. Davis's lectures suggested the advisability of sending you

an article, for the information of those of your readers who may not have met with

anything of the sort from such a source. If the opinions and arguments I shall

quote presently be of any value—if it be probable that the Evangelists were

indebted to others for the notes or narratives of what they have written, with what

exceeding bad grace did Mr. Davis sneer at the second-hand opinions of the * infi-

dels of the workshop !' What becomes of the inspiration, immediate and direct,

under which these books were written, if they are likely to be merely transcrip-
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tions of other men's notes (* second-hand ' ideas and facts !), with elaborations and

alterations of the writers whose names they bear ? Only think that there may never

have been any such thing as bran new Christianity—that it was * second-hand ' from

the beginning ! And yet the learned say it is impossible to reconcile the verbal agree-

ments and disagreements which occur in the gospels without such an hypothesis

being adopted.

This last remark tells me I had better say a few words of explanation on the

'harmony ' of the gospels, lest there may arise a misconception of the value which

I attach to the question. The disagreements of the Evangelists on many impor-

tant matters is patent to all the world, but the admission of the fact by men of

position in the Christian ranks is a circumstance of rare occurrence. What end-

less works have been written, and will yet be written, to prove to a demonstration

the * harmony of the gospels !' The music of the spheres is nothing to it. Some,

it is true, have had the candour to admit that there are occasional seeming disagree-

ments; but then, they immediately tell you, those apparent discrepancies, like

discords in music, only tend to produce the most ravishing perfection when the

books are viewed as a whole. It is no matter that you say you cannot see it ; they

cannot help that— perhaps you won't. They can see it, through the grace of God,

plain enough; and so could you, if God would open your eyes, &c. And thus they

generally leave the question, being much the same position in which Mr. Davis

placed the infidels whom he had called together to hear him prove the truths of

Christianity. Me said that the strongest proof to the Christian of the truth

of the gospels was an inward feeling, which he could not describe to others, and

which must be felt to be understood. So that, according to this dictum, an infidel

must become a Christian before he can see and feel the folly of infidelity 1—a rather

Irish mode of conversion.

I will now proceed to make some extracts from ' An Examination of Mr. Marsh's

Hypothesis respecting the Origin of our Three First Canonical Gospels ; including

an attempt to explain the Phenomena observable in these Gospels by anew Hypo-
thesis. By Daniel Veysie, B.D., Rector of Piymtree, Devon, and late Fellow of

Oriel College, Oxford. Rivington, St. Paul's Churchyard. 1808.' Though I

have, for brevity, spoken of 'the gospels ' as though the four were meant, it will be

seen from the above that only the first three are under discussion ; the special

reason why John is excluded is not stated. And I may also mention that Mr.

Marsh is the learned translator of the 'Introduction to the New Testament, by

John David Michaelis.' Mr. Veysie commences by saying—'It cannot be denied

that the gospels of St. Matthew, St. Mark, and St. Luke exhibit frequent instances,

and some very remarkable ones, of verbal agreement ; it must also be admitted that

this agreement is a plain indication of some connection, either m,ediate or immediate,

between them. And perhaps it has not been improperly assumed that, in order to

explain this agreement, we must have recourse to one or other of the following suppo-

sitions : either the succeeding Evangelists copiedfrom the gospels ofthepreceding, or they

all drewfrom one common source. Not many years since the former was the prevailing

opinion, and was adopted by critics of great name [Grotius, Annot, Mill, Wetstein,

Townson, &c.]; but against it an objection presents itself which, as far as I can judge,

is insurmountable. Besides an agreement in expression, there frequently occurs, in

the three first gospels, a disagreement in sense, which has exercised the ingenuity

of the ablest critics, and not always with the best success.* But would such dis-

• ' A remarkable instance occurs Matt. xx. 29-34 ; Mark x. 46-52 ; Luke xviii.

35-43. St. Matthew relates that when Jesus was in the neighbourhood of Jericho he
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agreement have taken place, if the succeeding Evangelists had copied from the

preceding ? Or how shall we account for the many discordances and apparent

contradictions which occur in the evangelical history, but upon the supposition

that the several writers acted independently of each other, and were unacquainted

with each other's gospels ? Pressed by this difficulty, other critics have been led to

adopt the latter supposition ; namely, that the three Evangelists all drew from

one common source. The hypothesis of a common source has been exhibited in

a variety of forms; having from time to time undergone various modifications,

in order to adapt it to certain phenomena in the gospels, which either had not

before been observed, or at least had not sufficiently been attended to. It was at

first supposed that the Evangelists might have copied from more documents than

one. But later critics, observing that the facts which are common to all three

Evangelists are not arranged by St. Matthew in the same order as by St. Mark
and St, Luke, have been of opinion that this phenomenon can be best explained upon

the supposition that the Evangelists used only one document, to the arrangement

of which St. Mark and St. Luke, not being eye-iuitnesses, Sidhered throughout; but St.

Matthew, who knew the exact order of succession and events, made many transposi-

tions. Again, the numerous examples of verbal agreement observable in the

gospels naturally led to the supposition that the common document was originally

drawn up in Greek: but others, perceiving the no less numerous examples in

which appear evident marks of a translation from the Hebrew, have been strenuous

advocates for a Hebrew origin. And afterwards, when it came to be observed not

only that all three gospels have much matter in common, but that each has

matter peculiar to itself, and also that any two whatever have matter which the

third has not, it was further supposed that the three Evangelists did not all use

one and the same copy of the common document, but three different copies, each

of which had been enriched and augmented by the introduction of new matter.'

Dr. Veysie then proceeds to detail Mr. Marsh's hypothesis : Mr. Marsh says,

* The leading features which must always remain to the hypothesis, whatever shape

it assumes in other respects, are the following:—L Before any of our canonical

Greek gospels existed, a narrative of Christ's transactions from his baptism to his

death had been written in Hebrew ; and this Hebrew document contained the

matter which is common to all three Evangelists. 2. In vaiious transcripts of

this Hebrew document various additions were made to the original text, consisting

partly in the notice of additional circumstances relative to transactions already

recorded ; and partly in the insertion of whole sections, descriptive of tranactions

which had been left wholly unnoticed. 3. Thj-ee separate copies of this Hebrew
document, each differently modified and enriched, formed the respective bases of

the gospels of St. Matthew, St. Mark, and St. Luke.' After an elaborate exami-

nation of this hypothesis, with Mr. Marsh's illustrations of it, Dr. Veysie, con-

sidering it to be defective by every test brought against it, proceeds to advance a

restored two blind men to sight. St. Mark's narrative contains (with a little additional

matter) all the same circumstances, and is expressed in nearly the same terms ; but

with this difference, that he mentions only one blind man who was restored to sight.

St. Luke describes the miracle much in the same way as the other Evangelists, but

while he agrees with St. Mark (and consequently differs from St. Matthew^ in mention-

ing the restoration to sight of only one blind man, he differs from both respecting the time

and place; declaring that Jesus performed this miracle when he was drawing near to

Jericho, but before he had actually entered the town ; whereas the other Evangelists

appear to say that Jesus, when he performed this miracle, had passed through Jericho,

and was on his way from thence to Jerusalem.'
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new one, as follows :—* Of the three first Evangelists, Matthew alone was an eye-

witness, and therefore he alone could write from a personal knowledge of the facts

which he recorded. But even he judged it not expedient to draw altogetherfrom his

own stores ; but to set the seal of an apostle to writings already extant in a more

public and permanent manner than had hitherto been done. Accordingly he in-

serted in his gospel many narratives which had been drawn up by others from his

own preaching and that of the other apostles, amending and enlarging as he saw

expedient, and interweaving such additional facts and discourses as the Holy Ghost

brought to his remembrance. He intended his gospel for the use of believers of hia

own nation : he therefore wrote in his native language, commonly known by the

name of Hebrew. Being mors solicitous about things than words, he used his

Hebrew narratives with no other alteration of the expression than the circum-

stances of the cas^e require ; and he gave a literal translation of his Greek docu-

ments, or used some literal version of them already made,' &c.

The above being an improved hypothesis of a learned man and a divine in ex-

planation of the mode adopted by the only Evangelist of the first three who was

an eye-witness of what he describes, I need not quote his opinion respecting the

other two, as it must be sufficiently manifest that they were wholly dependent upon

othersfor what they state, and which, in fact, Luke, for himself, admits in his pre-

face. What Matthew is said to have seen he made no ' note of,' and if he did not

forget it, he did not, it would seem, recollect it sufficiently well, even with the aid

of the Spirit, to be independent of extraneous assistance. How strange this reads !

The gospels not even written from memory—but copied, absolutely copied, from

other persons' recollections ! The cheat seems monstrous that has been, and is

still, put upon us, if this be probable : aye, even if it be possible. What becomes

of the undoubted truth of the narratives

—

they being from the pens of eye-witnesses ?

What becomes of the undoubted inspiration under which they were written ? It is

well, if these things be true, that men are slow of apprehension and pertinacious

in their convictions, for I fear, sincerely fear, if the eyes of the understandings of

believers generally were suddenly and simultaneously opened to the cheats, the

cool, impudent cheats, that have been put upon them by their teachers, they would
* turn and rend them.' The Rev. G. H. Davis, in his lectures on ' Infidelity,' in

Bristol, dwelt with much unction upon the absurdity of fancying four men writing

a romance in company. If there be any value in the work 1 have been noticing,

three of them at least had a much easier task—they had all the principal facts

prepared for them by others, and merely had to dress them up.

Mr. Marsh looked at the subject in a purely human or * rational ' light, and

endeavoured to explain the difficulties in a natural way. Dr. Veysie's hypothesis

is a * hodge-podge ' of the natural and super-human, making the Holy Ghost come
to the assistance of St. Matthew where his memory failed him. The Holy Ghost

might surely have extended his assistance for the whole of the narrative, and have

relieved Matthew from the necessity of being indebted to any second parties for

help in its construction. W. Chilton.

[Two correspondents send criticisms in reply to the Rev. Mr. Beames's * Remarks upon

the "Logic of Death,"' in No. 304, but upon what are evidently very imperfect com-

ments we do not wish to hold formal controversy. The Rev. Mr. Beames, even in the

opinion of some of his own brethren in the Ministry, with whose opinion we have been

favoured, has not put on record a defence to which weight will be publicly attached,

and on this account we agree that it shall stand as he has left it.]
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Mr. Morrell, of Keighley, favours us with a report of Mr. Robinson's third lecture,

the subject being * An Examination of Miracles and Prophecies.' The Rev. Mr. Clark

did not appear till after the lecture had concluded. He however indulged in remarks

upon his own willingness to meet an opponent master of his subject. Some were named

by the meeting, when Mr. Clark, to the surprise of his friends, declined, saying he had

no desire for popularity. On another subject Mr. M. writes :
—'Approving of much

that has appeared in the Reasoner relative to organisation, I should like to submit the

following plan, viz.—each freethinker to attend at some of the places of worship and

take notes of the sermons preached, then at their weekly or other meetings compare

them, and comment thereon, and at the end of each month (where practicable) publish a

tract containing the most important points adduced at those weekly meetings. This,

I think, would induce ministers to speak more advisedly, members to listen more atten-

tively, and freethought to progress more rapidly. Freethinkers, in my opinion, should

avail themselves of the opportunity of learning the phonographic system—it is so easy,

and for taking notes so useful.'

The author of the * Reply to the ** Logic of Death,"' which we advertised last week,

has written in answer to 'Thoughtful, do you say?' and defends himself against the

criticisms we inserted—but he declines to make the abridgment of his former letters.

The reader, therefore, must be referred to his pamphlet, which is better executed than

his letters to us. The letter somewhat resembles the preaching of the author, whose

hearers do, sometimes, regret his occasional intervolutions. We are not singular in

our present demurrer.

A friend writes :
—

* The tract you enclosed from the Leader—on the better obser-

vance of the Sabbath—I have shown to some Christians, and most of them fall in with

its views, though the more sanctimonious declare it to be heterodox. I have never yet

succeeded in getting my promised interview with the rev. chairman of our Mechanics'

Institution here, and you are aware it is no part of our creed to be rude or clamorous

even to procure fair play. So soon as I am able to get out I shall place the Sabbath

pamphlet in the hands of the society, and ask permission for it to be placed on the table.

Of course the inquisitors will sit in judgment on it. I only stipulate for its being re-

turned if not deemed admissible, and not to be burnt as the " Logic of Death" and seve-

ral numbers of the Reasoner and English Republic were.'

A friend informs us that the work ' Thoughts on the Nature of Man,' which we ad-

vertise this week, has been noticed in the British Journal (Aylot and Jones, Pater-

noster Row) for the last month. The editors say that they burnt the book.

The Nonconformist (Jbserves that Mr. Milner Gibson has a motion before the House
of Commons for the abolition of the Taxes on Knowledge. The budget is not yet an-

nounced, and the Usher of the Black Rod is at the door. The Chancellor of the Ex-

chequer is no doubt inclined to cheapen his own books by untaxing them—every mem-
ber will be zealous for the widest dilOTusion of knowledge if he be made aware that his

constituents have set their hearts on unstamped newspapers. Let, therefore, memorials

and petitions be sent by every post (they go post free) from householders, workshops,

schools, discussion classes, coffee-rooms, during the next six days, for the repeal of ' the

duties on paper and advertisements, and the stamps on newspapers—commonly known
as the Taxes on Knowledge.'
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FACTS ABOUT SOOKS.

Under this head we give a weekly column of

the names of special class books, and the pro-

bable cost of them, for the information of readers

who may not otherwise meet with a notice of them.
This record will be limited to the fact that such
books exist and are obtainable. To give the names
of the publishers would cause the stamp office to

assume that we derived pecuniary advantage from
the publication (which is not the case), and they
would charge it as an advertisement. As the
column now stands, it is merely class information

;

and the liberality of our stamp office does not tax
this kind of matter.

First Book of Euclid, with 147 Diagrams. 2 6
Practical Grammar 1 6
Graduated Grammatical Exercises 1

Hints on a Logic of Facts 1 6
Public Speaking and Debate 1 6
History of the Last Trial by Jury for Atheism 1 6
Paley Refuted in his own Words 6
Reply to F. W. Newman's Work on the Soul 3
Logic of Death 1

Life of Richard Carlile 6
Literary Institutions ,

'2

Pemberton ; or, the Value of Biographj .

.

2
Oracle of Reason, 2 vols 21
People's Review 1 o
Last Days of Emma Martin 1

Harriet Martineau's Household Education 3 6
Birch's Religion of Shakspere 4
Newman's Phases of Faith 6
IMartineau and Atkinson's Letters on Man.

.

9
The Task of To-day. By Evans Bell 1

The Freethinker's Magazine, complete.... 2 6
Mirabaud's System of Nature, 2 vols 5
Godwin's Political Justice, 2 vols, in 1 .... 5
Volney'f* Ruins of Empires 3
Paine's Theological Works 3
Paine's Political Works 5— American Crisis, in a wrapper .... 1 6— Rights of Man, ditto 1 3
— Common Sense, ditto 6
— Letter to the Abb§ Raynal, ditto ... 6— Letters to the Citizens ot America.

.

4— Decline and Fall of the English Sys-
tem of Finance 3— Agrarian Justice 2— Public Good 4— Letter to Camille Jordan 1— Keplv to the Bishop of Llandaff .

.

2
— Lite, by the Euitor of the National 6— Portrait, engraved on Steel 6
— Address to the People ot France.. 2

Popular Tracts. By Robert Dale Owen 2 6
Or in separate Tracts at the following prices :

Tracts on Republican Governmet^t and Na-
tional Education, by R. D, Owen 3

Influence of the Clerical Profession 3
Sermons on Loyalty, Free Inquiry, &c.,by do. 3
Hopes and Destinies of the Human Species 2
Address on Free Inquiry 2

Darby and Susan : a Tale of Old England 2
Wealth and Misery, by ditto 2
Situations: Lawyers, Clergy, Physicians.

.

2
Galileo aud the Inquisition, by ditto 2
Lecture on Consistency, by ditto 2
Prossimo's Experience, &c., &c., by ditto 2
Moral Physiology; a brief and plain treatise
on the Population Question, by ditto 6

Neurology: an Account of some Experiments
in Cerebral Physiology 2

GUiDE TO THE LECTURE ROOM.
Literary Institution, John St..Fitzroy Sq.—April

18th [7-i]. John Cramp, 'Moral of Roman History.'
South Place, Moorfields.—April 18th [114 a.m.],

a Lecture.
Hall of Science, City Road.— April 18th fZ^],

Th'.mas Cooper, 'The Reign of Napoleon.'
National Hall, 242, High Holborn.—April 18th

[8], P. W. Perfitt will Lecture.
South London Hall, Webber St., Blackfriars Rd.

—April 18th [7], a Lecture.
East London Literary Institution, Bethnal Green

—April 18th [7i], a Lecture.
Social Institution, Charles Street, Old Garratt,

Manchester.—April 18th [64], a Lecture.
Working Men's Academy, Edgar Street, Preston.

— Lecture every Sunday at I04 a.m.—Discussion
every Sunday evening.

City Forum Coffee House, 60, Red Cross Street.

—Every Sunday, Monday, and Thursday [8^], a
Lecture.

Eclectic Institute, Denmark Street, Soho.

—

Every Friday [84], Mr. J. B. O'Brien, Home and
Foreign Politics. Every Sunday [74], on Moral
and Social Science.

Commercial Hall, Philpot Street, Commercial
Road East.—Theological Discussions every Sun-
day morning [11], Sunday evening [7], Tuesday
[8] , Thursday [8], and Saturday [8]

.

ADVERTISEMENT.

THOUGHTS on the NATURE of MAN. the
FORMATION of CHARACTER, and the

PROPAGATION of CREEDS. By a Physician.
Price Is. 6d.

* A valuable work.'— Brt^(«A Controversialist,
'An able production.'

—

Investigator.
' It contains much information on the three

great propositions indicated in the title.' —Present
Age.

* A very suggestive hook, on a most important
topic'

—

(helttnham Free Press.
' This tractate contains really good thought8,and

an abundance of very striking illustrations.'

—

Lender,
' This is one of those excellent compendiums

which generous intelligence occasionally pub-
lishes for the benefit of the public*

—

Reasoner.
* J'he formation of character is in this work

illustrated by much ingenuity of reasoning, and
ample quotations from p:.ilosophers and divines.'
— Glasgow Sentinel.

' The M riter supports his propositions by citations

from a vast array of authors, ancient and modern.'—The Critic: London Literary Journal.
* The author has very ably supporte 1 his propo-

sitions, bv reference to. many authorities whose
names stand high as theologians.'

—

Expositor,

London : Joseph Clayton, 265, Strand ; W.
Horsell, 18, Paternoster Row. And may be
obtained by order of all booksellers.

LRCTCRE AT SOUTHAMPTON BUILDINGS.
On Tuesday evening Mr. C. F. NichoUs lectured

at the Mechanics' Institute, Southampton Build-

ings, Holborn, on ' Free Will, and the Moral
Value of the Doctrine of iNecessity.' The discus-

sion wljich followed was prolonged till after 11

o'clock. Mr. Thornton Hunt occupied the chair,

and added an ingenious speech (in opposition to

the lecturer's viewsl to the discussion 01 the even-
ing. Mr. Evans bell (the chair:nan of the pre-

vious lecture) closed the proceedings.

London: Printed by Holyoake, Tyndale, & Co., 3, Queen's Head Passage, Paternoster-row; and Pub-
lished by J. Watson, 3, Queen's Head Passage, Paternoster Row. Wednesday, April 14th, 1862.
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THEOLOGICAL EXAMINER.

Upon points on which philosophers know nothint^, philosophers should say nothing. That is a useful
school of philosophy which teaches man to ,»v of most things: ' Ir, mav he so, and it may be otherwise.
It is a point on whicli I only Know that I do not know,'

—

Edinburgh Review, January 1352. Art.
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MAZZINT AND LOUIS BLANC.

"We read in James's Fables of -^sop how the great Deep was once in commotion

by a conflict between the Dolphins and the Whales. An humble and obscure mem-
ber of the Finny Tribes, struck with the inutility of the strife, ventured to inter-

pose his good offices, to bring about an amicable understanding. ' l^et us alone,

friend,' cried one of the Dolphins, * we would rather perish than be reconciled by

you.' We recite this instance of the flagrant reproof of presumption to assure

our readers that we meditate no similar indiscretion. What we have to say is said

on independent grounds, and we shall meddle only \pith that v/hich concerns us.

The readers of this journal are not less the friends of Association than of Rational-

ism, and the supposed (we maintain it is not actual) antagonism of Mr. Mazzini

to views we are accustomed to defend, will more or less concern us. We have

therefore necessity as well as right to express opinions thereupon. On a subject

on which all of our readers are expected to be informed, we are bound to supply

any suggestions in our power. When two men like Louis Blanc and Mazzini

enter the lists of controversy, they exercise an influence beyond that which per-

tains to the intrinsic accuracy of their views. Their manner of controversy be-

comes an example to others for good or evil. Lesser disputants will become

imitators of their tone. Temper and tone are the tactics of modern social warfare.

We have seen France lose its foremost place among the nations because its leaders

talked like assailants and wrote like duellists. We have had much—too'umch of

this among us. Let us take care that it be not augmented by importation. Maz-

zini is essentially great, both as a man of thought and a man of action. A mystic

so profound, that he distances transcendentalism in some of his speculations
;
yet

he can throw aside th« airy wand of Prospero at will, grasp the sword with the

practical circumspection of the soldier, and traverse the fields of the possible with

the calculating astuteness of the Utilitarian. Acknowledging all this, we must

yet say that his brief reply to the French Socialists in the Leader was painful to

read. Chiefly the last words 'the personal [attack I pass by] with contempt.'' Con-

tempt is not the feeling which the impassioned errors— if errors they be—of his

critics should excite. The feeling—we say it deferentially—seems to us wrong, and

the example bad. If great men have but ' contempt ' for the criticisms or attacks of

each other, lesser disputants, only able to imitate greatness in such a respect, will

have its disastrous ' contempts' also. Worse than this—the public who have to

(No. 308.J INo. 23, Vol. XII.]

[ONE FENNY.]
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be instructed, inspired, and elevated, exclaim—* If " contempt " is what one leader

feels for another, we may be excused any serious attention to the matter they

hold in dispute.'

Panthea, in another letter with which she favours us this week, well observes :

—

* Even if Socialism be wholly [she thinks it is partially] a mistake, that has nothing

whatever to do with the duty of treating Socialists as men and brothers. But if re-

publicans hate tyrants more than tyranny, and hate each other more than both,

where is democracy ? Neither in our hearts, our lives, nor our faith ; and those who

would prefer remaining slaves, rather than be helped to freedom by Socialists,

deserve to continue slaves to Austria, till they have learned to cease being slaves

to their own prejudices.'

For similar reasons when V. Schoelcher, Representative of the people, writes to

the Times as on April 10, saying Mazzini * seeks to excite between kindred nations

a fatal antagonism, and to insult French democracy,' we pass away from such a

writer in despair. If the motives of a man like Mazzini are not to be respected,

there is an end of the honour of publicists, and progress is again condemned to the

vicissitudes of accident. This was the serious mistake made by the French

leaders in their attack on Mazzini. The English people would have listened to

their arguments—but turned in sadness away from their accuations. Louis Blanc,

Pierre Leroux, Cabet, we have learned to regard—nor can we permit even them-

selves to dispel the attachment. But this is a theme so full of interest and warn-

ing that one is quickly conscious of how little can here be said upon it. In

lectures in the provinces it will be possible perhaps to speak more usefully. The
only point of proof to be attempted here is that of quoting from Mazzini's circular

on the * Duties of Democracy,* to show that he is not the opponent of a wise

Socialism. There he says :—* I do not accuse the great social Idea which will be

the glory and the mission of the epoch of which we are the precursors. I do not

accuse the holy aspirations which prophesy the emancipation of the working class,

the salvation for all, the cupfor all. I complain not of the tendency to substitute,

as far as possible, free association for the unbridled competition of individuals,

credit from the State for the essentially selfish credit of bankers, a simple tax on

superfluities for the multiple taxes attacking the very life of the poor consumer,

primary instruction and equal education of all for the present monopoly and in-

equality. These things have been preached for twenty years by us all ; they are

comprehended in that old word—Republic, for which our fathers died, and which

is sufficient for me.'

Speaking of the 2nd of December, he says :—
' France will wipe out this shame.

Thank God, it is not on the land where Joan of Arc has died, where George Sand
and Lamennais have written, where the greatnesses of the revolution are yet living

memories, that enthusiasm and faith, and the adoration of pure and lofty thoughts,

can become extinct. She will wipe out the shame. France will come out of the

struggle purified, as the vast social idea which ferments in her shall elevate itself

radiant with love and liberty above all these lilliputian Utopias which seek to bind

it down, above this hideous worship of material interests before which it has for

an instant bowed its noble head. But it is necessary now that the whole of demo-
cratic Europe aid her to arise, as formerly she aided Europe. It is necessary that

instead of flattering her in her follies it should speak to her in thefrank and severe

words which are the inheritance of the strong.*

This is nobly said. In this manful thought which concludes this extract let us

also find a justification for the few words of remonstrance which we employ.
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Mr. Linton, whoso translation in part we have adopted, has published the article,

the ' Duties of Democracy,' in the weekly English Republic at ono halfpenny. Tho

curious reader will find the whole document there—and all except the note which

the editor appends will repay his perusal. The note concerning the Leader is

written without knowledge of the circumstances censured. It is however pertinent

to say that Mr. Mazzini's own translation in the Leader is more favourable to

Socialism than that in the English Republic.

Those who may have seen the Westminster Review for April will have probably

read an article entitled ' Europe : its Condition and Prospects,' by a writer of

whom the Leader observes, ' his signature Is in every sentence.' Those who rend

the article will ascribe it to Mazzini, if internal evidence may bo trusted. In how
wise, in how wide and practical a sense Mr. Mazzini is a Socialist the reader will

see when he reads what follows, which we quote from the Westminster:—*The

great social idea now prevailing in Europe may be thus defined : the abolition of the

proletariat ; the emancipation of producers from the tyranny of capital concen-

trated in a small number of hands ; re-division of productions, or of the value

arising from productions, in proportion to the work performed ; the moral and

intellectual education of the operative; voluntary association between workmen
substituted gradually and peacefully, as much as possible, for individual labour

paid at the will of the capitalist. This sums up all the reasonable aspirations of

the present time. It is not a question of destroying^ abolishing^ or violently trans-

ferring wealthfrom one class to another ; it is a question of extending the circle of

consumers, of consequently augmenting production, of giving a larger share to

producers, of opening a wide road to the operative for the acquisition of wealth

and property ; in short, ofputting capital and the instruments of labour within reach

of every man offering a guarantee ofgood will, capacity, and morality. These ideas

ARE JUST; and they ar« destined eventually to triumph; historically, the time is ripe

for their realisation. To the emancipation of the slave has succceeded that of the

serf; that of the serf must be followed by that of the workman. In the course of

human progress the patriciate has undermined the despotic privilege of royalty

;

the bourgeoisie, the financial aristocracy, has undermined the privilege of birth
j

and now the people, the workers, will undermine the privilege of the proprietary

and moneyed bourgeoisie ; -until society, founded upon labour, shall recognise no

other privilege than that of virtuous intelligence, presiding, by the choice of the

people enlightened by education, over the full development of its faculties and its

social capabilities.'

This statement is as accurate as it is comprehensive, and could only bo produced

by one who has studied Socialism, and could only be sent forth by ono who believes

it. It ought not to be overlooked that the political * situation ' in France has been

forfeited to the enemy by controversial tactics which have proved fatal. Not to

look this full in the face is sheer madness—not to attack the source of weakness

is to give up the contest. The first shock of criticism will be felt through Europe.

Time, we believe, will show more wisdom in Mr. Mazzini's course than we can at

present demonstrate. In some eminent respects we reiterate his strictures are

unjust to Socialists ; still his friendly and manful attitude towards Socialist views

cannot be doubted. Right or wrong the critical pen of so competent an observer

must do good service

Reviewing in another publication Gourard's work on * Socialisme De voile,' we

said:—'It seems worth while pointing out a curious fact in the metaphysics of

public credulity. Gourard represents the usual heroes of the Times, and is a great
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gun among the party of Fear in France. Granting all to be true alleged of the

reckless mendacity of the Times, we see what their estimate is of public intelligence.

They calculate that prevarication will succeed. They believe there is a demand
for it among the upper classes, and they supply it. Their success is no doubt very

annoying to those traduced, but we think it ought to be borne with patience. In

war wounds are looked upon as a matter of course, and in civil conflicts lies seem

to be the weapons used by an unscrupulous enemy, and are to be expected accord-

ingly and born with equanimity. A lie has been well defined as the murder of in-

telligence, and such an issue must be looked for and braved, like death on the battle-

field, as the casualty of conflict.' .

If we would listen to a libel without perturbation, and* give battle to a lie with as

little discomposure as we would meet any other enemy, how much more dispas-

sionately should we analyse the criticism of one, however severely he spoke, who
spoke for our profit. At home or in exile, at liberty or in prison, we should thank

him for those ' frank and severe words, which are alone the inheritance of the

strong.' G. J. Holyoake.

THE LATE MR. PAUL RODGERS.
Many of our readers will remember the correspondence in the third volume of

the Reasoner with Mr. Paul Rodgers. We have mentioned before his * Memoirs
of Matthias D'Amour ' and his ' Amusements in Rhyme.' In the ' Hand-Book of

Grammar,' and other places, extracts have been given from them. The latest

article from his pen which appeared in the Reasoner was the ' Experience of a

Methodist,' which was taken from a contemporary. Mr. Rodgers, whose personal

friendship we very much valued, was the most genial Christian we ever knew. He
was a man to make you love a whole town for his sake, and it is pleasant to visit

Sheffield, where he lived, because he lived there. Mr. Rodgers attended the Uni-
tarian chapel. What follows is from the Sheffield and Rotkerham Independent.

The announcement of the death of Mr. Rodgers will be received with mournful

interest by many of our readers. Although his life was unmarked by any striking

events, his characteristics were strong and well defined. Born at Greasbrough,

near Rotherham, in the year 1788, he was at an early age bound apprentice to a

shoemaker. Being of a serious turn of mind he joined the Methodists, and in the

course of time became one of their local preachers. He married, and settled at

Greasbrough, working at his trade and using his best exertions to support a large

family of children. Though possessed of little school learning, he was a reader

and a thinker. To amuse himself he tried his hand at literary composition, and
his productions won not merely the approbation of his village companions, but also

the praise of individuals of superior judgment. He gained the intimate friend-

ship of several of the then popular Methodist preachers of the Rotherham Circuit,

and especially of the Rev. Francis Hall, the late incumbent of Greasbrough. His
opinions on certain religious doctrines changed, and he ceased to be a member of

the Wesleyan Connection. Speaking of this, in after years, he said, * To the Me-
thodists, amongst whom I was brought up, and with whom I was pleasantly con-

nected for many years, I retain a constant and deep feeling of respect: and certain

I am, could the same belief have been preserved by any legitimate efforts of my
own understanding, the pleasant and prolonged intercourse with the friends of my
youth would not have been broken by any choice of mine.' He contributed to a
magazine, which was published in the neighbouring village of Wath, and his

writings attracted considerable attention. Dr. G. C. Holland was not slow to recognise
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the abilities of the rustic author; and through his influence, in the beginning of

1833, Mr. Rodgers was induced to leave his native village, and to take up his abode

in Sheffield. For several years Mr. Rodgers was engaged as secretary to the

Sheffield Mechanics' Institution. In that capacity he became acquainted with men
of eminence from most parts of the kingdom. He laboured long and zealously for

the Mechanics' Institution, and his efforts in its behalf were in many emergencies

extremely successful. His own views were enlarged by a more extended knowledge

of the world. He secured the friendship of Ebenezer Elliott, and of many gentle-

men of the highest standing in the town. When he resigned his official connection

with the Mechanics' Institution, he was appointed canvasser, and subsequently

collector, to the Sheffield New Gas Company. On the amalgamation of the two

Gas Companies, his services as collector were found acceptable to the diiecto;*s of

the United Company ; and he retained that^situation to the day of his death. His
literary works, written entirely in the leisure hours of a busy life, consist of a

volume of poems, the ' Memoirs of Matthias D'Amour,' several tales, and miscel-

laneous essays. During the whole of his rpsidence in Sheffield he was an occasional

correspondent of the Independent, and ever took a warm interest in its prosperity.

He was skilled in versification, and some of his best eflfusions in rhyme richly de-

serve the name of poetry. The bent of his mind, however, was decidedly meta-

physical. This is shown in his verse and in his prose; and those who enjoyed

the pleasure of his conversation had often reason to remark his readiness to suggest

topics for discussioli of an abstruse nature. With better training he might have

been distinguished in some of the higher branches of philosophy. As a politician,

Mr. Rodgers was favourable to all rational plans of progress. On some points his

sentiments bordered on the extremity of Radicalism; but he was always tolerant

of the opinions of others. To do good was his constant aim. In all domestic re-

lations he was most kind and aflectionate. His means were small, but his spirit

was bountiful ; and many were the designs of benevolence that he originated. One
of the latest of his labours of love was the attempt, and not without success, to raise

funds for the erection of a monument to the memory of his friend Ebenezer Elliott.

He lived not for himself but for others, and his death will be regarded as a public

loss. After a severe illness of about twelve days, and with a full knowledge that

his end was at han<l, Mr. Rodgers peacefully expired on Monday morning, Sep-

tember 22, 1851, aged 63, in the presence of the principal members of his femily.

His remains were interred in Greasbrough churchyard.

SWEDENBORGIAN PAPERS.

From a letter forwarded by Mr. Woodman, we take the following extracts :

—

* I must also take the liberty of calling your attention to another point. If

you will refer to my second letter (No. 294), you will find (p. 143) that what 1

offered was—not, as you affirm, to furnish an exposition of my views—but that, if

you would give an expose oi what you have been pleased to call my " Swedenborgian

platitudes " on the subject of spirit, I, on my part, would engage either to sub-

stantiate my principles or relinquish them. And what proposition, allow me to

ask, could be fairer than this ? You made the allegation, and are, in justice, bound

to substantiate or retract it. Instead, however, of doing either, you ask "why I

have not made a statement of my principles in the Reasonerf^^ adding, in reference

to me, " let him have the pride to keep his word !" Give me the opportunity

—

bring out your expose of my Swedenborgian platitudes; you will not, I assure you,
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find me backward in performing what I engaged to do. Am I to understand that

you, sir, decline to implead? If so, the more straightforward course would have

been to have stated this fact. Had you done so, you would not have found me
shrink from taking the initiative—which I am ready to do now, on the condition

that my communications are not only duly inserted, hut also that either yourself or

some one of your coadjutors engage to reply to them. It matters little to me whether

the discussion be a viva voce one, or carried on in the pages of the Reasoner, I

have sufficient confidence in the principles I have adopted to commit myself to

them and their issues. If this offer be accepted, you will please to inform me
whether we are to take the Existence of God, or that of Spirit. I beg to add that

my papers will not exceed the limits you prescribe, of two pages; the probability

is that they will be much shorter.'

While what Mr. Woodman advanced in discussion, on the occasion of his

appearance at Burnley, was fresh in memory it would have been possible to have

reported it with some correctness. But as any inaccuracy in doing so might have

appeared to an opponent as intentional, we thought it best to ask him to set forth

himself the doctrines he wishes discussed (No. 295, p. 148). It saves all contro-

versy as to the truthfulness of the report ; and till an indisputable statement is

before us no useful 'impleading ' can be proceeded with. We have nothing more

to say than that the papers in question will receive attention when they reach us.

We cannot undertake to reply to them before we see them : that must altogether

depend upon what we find in them. As we said on p. 148, this gentleman 'will

find a reply at his service, ifivhai he shall advance may seem to deserve one.* We
hope this will seem reasonable to our correspondent.

MR. EDWARD GRUBB.

Wb have been favoured with the Supplement to Mackie's Advertiser^ containing re-

port of lectures and discussion in Bolton by Mr. Edward Grubb;,in the debate his op-

ponent was Mr. S. McDowall. The Advertiser's report gives no very favourable idea

of Mr. Grubb's tone of advocacy, and private letters relate many instances of rudeness to

opponents on the part of Mr. Grubb. He appears to speak of Free Inquirers in lan-

guage of ' uncharitablenesg,' which we are usually told Christianity disowns. Of Mr.

Holyoake he has spoken erroneously in Blackburn and elsewhere. If the friends in

Bolton will make arrangements, Mr. Holyoake will come there and lecture, and offer

Mr. Grubb discussion.

DOGS AN EVIDENCE OF DESIGN.

In a recent debate in the Commons, Colonel Thompson said he doubted whether

the owners of dog-carts had been properly represented in that house. No man
drove a dog-cart but because he found it to his interest to do so, and probably no
man would drive one if he could afford a horse. He never saw an instance of

cruelty towards dogs in a dog-cart, though he had frequently seen it towards horses.

People, however, seemed to think that dogs were not intended to draw. That re-

minded him of an incident in his colonial experience. The governor of one of the

colonies was endeavouring to introduce bullocks as beasts of burden. A Maroon,
who objected to the innovation, said * I don't tink, massa, Gor A'mity made a bull

for carry someting.' ' Well,' said the governor, * see whether the bull can carry
something, and you may depend upon it if he can he was made to do it.' And so
with dogs

J
he did not see why they should not be made use of for drawing carts.
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THE BIRMINGHAM TRIAL.

Continuation (from page 346) opEvidence bepoeb Mb.GommibsionebRtland.

George Jacob Holyoake, of No. 1,

Woburn Buildings, in the parish of St.

Pancras, in the County of Middlesex,
newspaper editor, aged thirty-three

years, a witness produced, sworn,* and

• Before this was done, a deposition

was made by me to the court. "When the

London solicitors (Messrs. Dimock and
Burbey), who conducted this case, sent me
the expenses of proceeding to Birmingham
to give this evidence, I returned the money
—saying, that as I should not take the

oath in the usual way, it was not right to

put the plaintiff to expense with a view to

obtain my evidence. My objection was
asked, and communicated to the Judge.
The instruction forwarded to me was, that

I should proceed to Birmingham, and that

my evidence would be taken. On enter-

ing the Court, Mr. Commissioner Ryland
said— ' I understand, Mr. Holyoake, that

you wish to make some statement to the

Court before being sworn.' I answered,

that * I did not believe in the terms of the

oath, and objected to take it, as leading

the Court to suppose that I did. I was
willing to take the oath as a legal, but not

as a religious, ceremony. Perfectly wil-

ling to render myself responsible to the

law of perjury, I would take the oath in

that sense ; but if the Court regarded the

oath as a confession of my faith, I could

not take it.' The Commissioner asked
* why I supposed that the Court would

necessarily so regard it?' I answered,

that * I had consulted Mr. "W. H. Ashurst,

of the City, London ; and it was his

opinion that an oath would ba so con-

sidered.' * Mr. Ashurst's opinion is enti-

tled to great weight,' the Commissioner

observed ; ' but Lord Brougham has estab-

lished a precedent in the instance in

which he swore a Chinese by that form of

oath binding upon his conscience ;
and as

you feel bound to speak the trutli after

making the declaration expressed in the

form we use, that is sufficient.' * All I

desire is that the Court understands it not

to be a confession of my faith.' Upon this

understanding I was sworn. I relate this

examined on the part and behalf of the

complainant, Samuel Rassell, deposeth

and saith as follows :—
I know William Jackson and Thomas

Aston Jackson, two of the defendants

in this suit, very well, and I have known
them for twelve or thirteen years, I do

not know any of the other parties, com-
plainant or defendants, parties to this

suit. I knew Joseph Russell, late of

Shirley Street, in the parish of Solihull,

in the County of Warwick, printer, de-

ceased, the testator in the pleadings of

this cause named ; and I knew him inti-

mately for three or four months before

his death.

[The witness here required it to be

stated in his deposition, that he had the

greatest possible reluctance to give any
evidence which should at all prejudice

the defendant William Jackson, as he

had received at his hands, some years

ago, a great kindness, and entertained

for him a personal affection.]

I do know the leading principles and
doctrines of the Socialists, as propounded

by Robert Owen in books and lectures

written and published by him. I have

read all the said Robert Owen's works.

I have published a work individualising

Mr. Owen's principles, which he has

accredited. The object of Socialism, as

propounded by Robert Owen, is the

finding a situation in which it shall be

impossible to be depraved or poor; and

it proposes to do this by supplying ma-
terial conditions of human development.

The book now shown to me, and marked
A, consists of Lectures on the Rational

System of Society, derived solely from

nature and experience, as propounded

by Robert Owen. It appears to have

been published by the Home Colonisa-

case for the guidance of others similarly

placed, who may have similar scruples.

It is two years since this occurred, but the

case has but just been decided, or I should

have related the incident before. G. J. H.
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tion Society. It. is one of the works
recognised by Socialists as containing

the doctrines and principles of their

Society.

The testator, Joseph Russell, died, I

believe, about 1840. I am not aware
that he made any public profession of

Socialism, Shortly before his death, he
took me by the arm in Moor Street,

Birmingham, and walked with me to the

Socialists' Institution; and on his way
he talked to me with great interest of Mr.
Owen's views, betraying a knowledge of

them which seemed to me familiar. The
whole tone of his conversation implied
coincidence with them. This is the

extent of my knowledge as to his being
a Socialist, except his giving a donation

• to the improvement of the Socialists'

Chapel.
There was a Socialists' Chapel in Bir-

mingham during the life-time of the
said testator, Joseph Russell. I do not
know whether the said Joseph Russell
was in the habit of attending lectures on
Socialism delivered in the said Chapel.
The said William Jackson was, during

the life-time of the said Joseph Russell,
certainly a Socialist ; but 1 do not know
that the said Thomas Aston Jackson
was a Socialist. William Jackson,
during the life-time of Joseph Russell,
was one of the managing committee,
and, for one terra at least, was president
of the Socialists' Institution at Bir-
mingham ; and he was a leading mem-
ber of the Socialists' Chapel at Birming-
ham. My reason for knowing this is

that I myself took an active part in the
affairs of the said Chapel, either at the
end of 1839 or early in 1840, which is

the period I am referring to.

Shortly after the death ot the testator,

Joseph Russell, I had a conversation
with the defendant William Jackson
respecting Mr. Russell. I was passing
by the shop of Mr. Russell, in Moor
Street, Birmingham, in company with
William Jackson, when he referred to

his de;tth, and spoke of a long friend-
ship having subsisted betvveen them,
and the many acts of attention he had
paid to the said testator, and of his
regret at his loss. He then told me
that the testator had made him his
executor, a; d had left the disposition of
his property in his hands, which occa-
sioned him much trouble and anxiety.
He gave me to understand that he

should derive some pecuniary benefit

under the said testator's will, but
trifling compared with the amount of

trouble imposed upon him, which he
had undertaken purely on account of

friendship. He did not mention his son,

the said Thomas Aston Jackson, on that

occasion.

In the years 1839 and 1840, the So-
cialist Institution at Birmingham was
generally managed by a committee or
council, a president, secretary, and
treasurer. I have already said, that

during this time the said William Jack-
son was a member of the council, and
generally president.

The only thing I wish to add is that

when I had the conversation with the

said William Jackson after the death of

Joseph Russell, referred to in my answer
to the twenty-first interrogatory, res-

pecting his duties as executor of his will,

I was the master of the Socialists'

School at Birmingham, as he well knew

;

and he, the said William Jackson, did

not say or intimate to me that that

school was the subject of any gift from
the said testator, or of any trust of any
part ot the said testator's property.

Richard Mansfield, of Birmingham,
ffiiicy glass toy maker,aged sixty years :-?-

I know the complainant, Samuel Rus-
sell, and have known him for about three

or four years. 1 also know the Jacksons,
Wn). Pratt, and Ann his wite ; and I

have known theui for several years. I

knew Joseph Russell, late of Shirley

Street, printerj deceased, the testator,

for about twenty years.

I cannot say when Joseph Russell
died. I was from home at the time. I

cannot tell whether Joseph Russell pro-

fessed tiie doctrines of the Socialists
;

but 1 know ho approved of those doc-

^ trines, because he said to me on a par-

ticular occation—'The views of Robert
Owen are the only thing to save society

and to be really benelicial.'

In the years 1839 and 1840 I was a
member of the Society of Socialists at

Birmingham. At that time 1 knew the

Jacksons, and they were also members
Oi the same Society of Socialists.

During that time William Jackson was
tor one period the president, and Thomas
Aston Jackson was one of the committee,
of the Society.

I became acquainted with Joseph
Russell by purchasing books at his shop
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in Moor Street, Birmingham. Our ac-

quaintance continued up to within twelve

months of his death, when I left Bir-

mingham. I have henid Mr. Russell
say that he should not leave his son or

his relations a deal of his property, but
intended to leave it for schools for the
benefit of the rising generation, and to

show to Society ttiat Russell was a
thinking man. He was always ambi-
tious of that. Statements to this effect

were made by him to me about twenty-
five years ago, in Warwick prison,

where Joseph Russell and myself passed
from six to twelve months together on
government prosecutions for libel.

About ten or twelve months after the

death of Mr. Russell, I had some con-

versation with William Jarkson res-

pecting Joseph Russell, and the depo-
sition he had niade of his property by
will. William Jackson s;iid that after

the payment of a few legacies the said

Joseph Russell had left his property for

schools.

William Jackson, about ten or twelve
months after the death ofJoseph Russell,

contributed £25, and also lent £100 to

the Socialist Society of Birmingham,
for the purpose of assisting it in paying
the purchase money of some building

and making it fit for a school-room.

The said school-room was then under-
going alterations and repairs, under the

superintendence of the Jticksons, my-
self, and Mr. Jonathan Harlow. The
plans of these alterations were made by
Thomas Aston Jackson and a builder

whose name I now forget. William
Jackson told me, during our superinten-

dence of the building, that the £25 was
Joseph Russell's money, and would have
to be paid back if called for, but he did

not think it would be called for.

Soon after the statement made to me
by William Jackson, mentioned in my
last answer, I was with William Jack-

son, in New Street, Birmini;ham, and I

asked him what amount Mr. Joseph
Russell had left to the Socialists' Society

;

and I told him my reason for asking

was, that the members were talking

publicly in the place that Russell had
left something very handsome to them.

William Jackson replied that he had
many little legacies to pay, and then

there was something for a school. Then
he hesitated^ and put off a further an-

swer by other conversation, and I could
not get him back to the question.

Solomon Bray, of Birmingham :—

I

wish to state, before I answer any of the

interrogatories, that the answers I shall

give must be considered as given in

obedience to the order of the Court,

dated the 9th day of July last, overrul-

ing my demurreron my former examina-
tion.* The general purport and effect of

the instructions which I received for the

preparation of the will of Joseph Russell

were declaratory of his intention to leave

his property for the purpose of estab-

lishing a school for the education of

children in the doctrines of Socialism,

and, so far as I recollect, according to

the principles of Robert Owen. I do
not recollect whether those written in-

structions contained the names of per-

sons to whom Joseph Russell intended

to leave legacies, or the amount of such

legacies ; but my attention was princi-

pally directed to the peculiar intention

of, the testator as to the disposition of

his property. I cannot recollect whether
the instructions mentioned any real

estate or residue of his property, but my
impression is that instructions were
generally to leave his property as I have

before stated. I well recollect that the

instructions contained the scheme on
which the testator intended that the

proposed school should be conducted.

After reading the instructions referred

to, I intimated to William Jackson my
doubt whether the law would permit

such a disposition of the testator's pro-

perty as was conten) plated by the in-

structions in respect to the school.

When I accompanied William Jackson
to the house of Joseph Russell, on the

7th day of July, 1840, 1 referred to the

written instructions 1 had received troni

him, and stated to William Jackson my
doubt as to the legality of Joseph Rus-
sell's intended disposition of his pro-

perty for a school tor the purposes set

forth in those instructions. To the best

of my recollection William Jackson and

* It will be remembered that Mr. Bray
demurred to giving full evidence before.

A trial was held in London by the oppos-

ing parties to this suit, to suppress Mr.
Bray's evidence altogether; but the Court
ordered that he might proceed under con-

ditions, and the above is the result.
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Thomas Aston Jackson were both pre-

sent, and Joseph Russell then stated

that, having confidence in the Jacksons,

he would leave his property to them,

being satisfied that they would carry out

his intentions, which they well knew;
and William Jackson assented to this,

but whether Thomas Aston Jackson ex-

pressed his assent I do not recollect

—

but if he was present he did not dissent.

I might have referred in preparing

the draft will, mentioned in my former

examination on this interrogatory, to

the written instructions ; but such draft

differed from those instructions in not

at all alluding to the directions therein

given respecting the school. In pre-

paring the draft it occurred to me, that

to enable the Jacksons to carry out

Joseph RusselPs intentions as they had
promised him to do, it would be neces-

sary that Mr. Russell's property should

be disposed of ; and for that purpose I

inserted the usual power of sale, which

would not have been necessary but for

the appropriation of Joseph Russell's

property for the purposes agreed upon
between them and Joseph Russell.

At the time of my delivering to "Wil-

liam Jackson the original instructions

for Joseph Russell's will, as mentioned,

I told him that he would require them to

enable him to carry out Joseph Russell's

intentions. I do not recollect anything

that he said on that occasion.

I saw William Jackson several times

—and, I believe, Thomas Aston Jackson
also—after the 9th of July, 1840, during

the remainder of that year, and also

during the year 1841, and again several

times in the year 1844, respecting

Joseph Russell's property. I do not

recollect having made any inquiry from
the Jacksons respecting the carrying

into effect any trust relating to the said

Joseph Russell's will j and I do not

recollect that either of them ever men-
tioned or referred to any such trust

except as mentioned in my former
examination.

Stanhope Baines Smith, of Bir-

mingham, electro-plater, aged thirty-

seven years :—I have known the Jack-
sons, defendants in this suit, at least

sixteen or seventeen years.

I am acquainted with the principles

or doctrines of the sect or society called

Socialists. I became acquainted with

them by attendance on public lectures

by Robert Owen and others. I have
read several books by Robert Owen and
others. I consider the object and end
of Socialism to be to establish a new
system, called the Rational System of

Society, derived solely from nature and
experience, and ultimately to terminate

all existing religious governments, laws,

and institutions. I have looked at the

book marked A, and now shown to me.
It is comprised of Lectures by Robert
Owen on the Rational System of Society,

and is published by the Home Coloni-

sation Society. It is recognised by
Socialists as containing the doctrines

and principles of their Society ; it is

regularly referred to by the English
Socialists.

The Jacksons were, during the life-

time of Joseph Russell, members of the
Society of Socialists at Birmingham, and
professed to hold the doctrines of that
sect. I know this from attending and
taking part in the proceedings and
management of that society. The Jack-
sons were members of the committee
of that society, and William Jackson
was frequently the chairman of the
committee during Joseph Russell's life.

They were considered to be influential

and leading members of the Socialists'

Chapel at Birmingham.
In the year 1839 and 1840 I was a

member of the Society of Socialists.

The Jacksons were members of the
same society, and held the oflBce of com-
mittee men, as I have before stated.

The Socialist Institution of Birming-
ham, in the years 1839 and 1840, was
managed by a committee, treasurer, and
secretary. The Jacksons were members
of the committee, and William Jackson
was frequently the chairman ; but I do
not recollect their filling any other
offices.

[To be continued.]
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ETHICS OF CONFUCIUS.*

KooNG-FOO-TSK—or Confucius, as his name has been Latinised by the Jesuits

—

was born in the autumn of the year 551 B.C., at Shang-Ting, in the kingdom of

Loo. He was a contemporary of Pythagoras. As in the case of every other great

reformer, prodigies are said to have been the forerunners of his birth. On the eve
of his birth, two dragons encircled the house; five celestial sages entered it at the

moment of his appearance in the world ; and vocal and instrumental music filled

the air. This inscription was on his breast

—

^ The maker of a rule for settling the

world.' To use the language of a distinguished living writer, 'Confucius was a
man who, six centuries before Christ, considered the outward economy of an em-
pire a worthier object of study than all hidden and abstract lore ; who prized

maxims of life and conduct more than all speculations regarding the Divinity

;

who had actually anticipated some of the most modern propositions respecting the

governor and the governed. This man was not a mere name for a set of opinions

—he had a distinct, marked personality; and his word and acts have not been

limited to a narrow circle or to one or two centuries. He has left an impression

of himself on the most populous empire in the world. After two thousand

years his authority is still sacred among the people, the mandarins, the emperors

of China ; his influence is felt in every portion of that vast and complicated

society.'

One of the most eminent of Confucius's contemporaries in philosophy, named
Laou-tye, was a believer in the goodness of human nature, and ascribed its vitiation

to the circumstances by which men are surrounded in this world. Most of our

readers will not think Laou-tye, the Chinese philosopher of two thousand years

ago, far from the truth. Is there not a lesson here to teach humility to the too

often presumptuous thinkers of the nineteenth century ? and, as we review the

ethics of the Chinese and of the Nazarene, how often shall we find that

man has not yet learned the practical application of the plain moral truths en-

forced by both I How strongly will the painful fact be impressed upon us, that all

the eloquent utterings of gifted men have failed to make men wise—failed to make
them kind, to know their own interest, to teach them the road to happiness—failed

in the presence of opposing circumstances

!

To return to Confucius. It is said he is now, at the distance of more than two

thousand years, held in universal veneration throughout China by all persons, even

by those who reject his doctrines. The following are a few of his sayings :

—

* He who is truly virtuous makes no parade of his virtue : he does not proclaim

to all the world he is a sage.'

* Universal charity, impartial justice, rectitude of heart and mind, and pure

sincerity.'

* Do unto others as you would they should do unto you.'f

* He who shall truly follow the rule of perseverance, however ignorant ho may
be, he will necessarily become enlightened ; however feeble he may be, he will

necessarily become strong.'

* Those who do nothing but eat and drink during the whole day, without employ-

ing their intellects in some worthy occupation, excite my pity. Is there not the

* My information is taken from No. 77 of Chambers's * Papers for the People,'

f M. Pauthier apologises for giving this form to his translation, but says he could

find no other so accurate.
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trade of a bargeman ? Let them practise it, then they will be sages in comparison

to what they are now.'

* If vigilance and carefulness are not regulated by education, they are only other

names for extravagant cowardice. If manly courage is not regulated by education,

it means only insubordination. If rectitude is not regulated by education, it en-

tails the greatest confusion.

* What need have you, who are at the head of public affairs, to employ punish-

ment ? Love virtue, and the people will be virtuous. The virtues of a superior

man are like the wind, and those of a vulgar man are like the grass; when the

wind passes over the grass, the latter bends before it.'

* If the state is governed by the principles of reason and justice, speak boldly

and worthily, act nobly and honourably; if the state is not governed by justice and

reason, still act nobly and honourably, but speak moderately and with precaution.'

' It is difficult to be poor and to feel no resentments ; it is easy in comparison

to be rich and not to be pi'oud.'

* The superior man blushes with fear lest his words should exceed his actions.'

'Moral excellence is the basis of all other excellence.'

These are some of the remarkable morals enunciated nearly six centuries before

Christ by Confucius—a man without any pretensions of being greater than his

contemporaries, without the prestige of mysterious communion with higher powers,

with nothing but human sagacity to guide him. C. F. N.

THE MONK AND THE BIBLE; OR, THE REAL QUESTION IN
DISPUTE.

At a late trial in the county of Mayo, where a monk was prosecuted for burning

publicly a copy of the Holy Scriptures as the * Book of the Devil,' (of which we

have given an account), Mr. Keogh, one of Her Majesty's Counsel, and represen-

tative of the borough of Athlone, in defence of the accused used the following

argument :—
' He (Mr. Keogh) could tell the jury that his client would rather

burn his arm up to the arm-pit than blaspheme his God. Had the prisoner

assailed the Holy Scriptures ? No. It was but a particular version of them.

Did he deny them ? No. If he were a heathen or a Jew he might; but he is

neither. He is a Christian. Did any one there believe that a Roman Catholic

did not as sincerely rely on the authenticity of the Scriptures as any other deno-

minations of Christians ? No such thing. The only real crime at law was, that a

man must deny and blaspheme the essential vitality of the Scriptures themselves,

and not those printed at Oxford or Rheiras. Unless the jury were satisfied that

this was the authorised version, he must be acquitted. Though small the difference

between the two versions, how great, how rabid the quarrels that arise upon them !'

The last proposition implied is untrue. No quarrel, * rabid' or otherwise, has

ever arisen upon the different versions. The quarrel—if Mr. Keogh will call it

such—between Romanist and Protestant, preceded by more than half a century

the publication of the Holy Scriptures in the vernacular of any Romanist country

—preceded by more than half a century the publication ot the Rheraish version.

How, then, could the difference of versions cause the quarrel ? The truth is, the

difference in the text is very small, and generally unimportant, and as such it has

always been regarded by Protestants ; and notwithstanding the unchristian notes

by which the Rheraish version is defiled, Mr. Keogh will in vain seek for an in-

stance of the burning of that version by any Protestant. Mr. Keogh's argument.
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however, by its manifest falsehood, points to the real quarrel between Romanists
and Protestants ; Protestants accept the whole Scripture as their whole rule of

faith, and are anxious to place it, in no matter what version, in every hand.

Romanists, on the other hand, have a different rule of faith, of which the whole

Scripture is the adversary, the censure, and the rival, therefore they would with-

hold it from every one, and did so effectually as long as they were able, by inter-

dicting its publication in the vernacular language of any people. The example
of the Protestant churches, however, rendered this impossible after the Reforma-

tion ; and they, in some countries, though not in all Romanist countries, made a

pretence of publishing the Bible—a pretence only, however ; for even where the

sacred volume was translated and printed, it was still kept from the people by a

jealous priesthood, without whose permission it might not be read. The quarrel

therefore of which Mr. Keogh speaks is not between different versions of the Bible,

but between the Bible and no Bible. Protestants wish to circulate the word of God
in any version—Romanists will allow it to be circulated in no version, save under

restrictions amounting to almost a prohibition.— The Standard.

'THE TASK OF TO-DAY.'

On the other hand forward goes. the work of destruction. A little book, called

'The Task of To-Day,' forms the first volume of a series, entitled 'The Cabinet of

Reason: a ^Library of Freethought, Politics, and Culture.' Er/ianating from par-

ties who are the traditional representatives of the fanatics of freetliought, the pros-

pectus speaks well for the wisdom which now rules in their councils. We extract

a sentence:—'The proeramme of progress includes three elements: Destruction,

Construction, and Culture. In the first of these departments, the parties repre-

sented in this prospectus are credited with having attained proficiency. They will

try to win some credit as to usefulness in the remaining respects. An essential ob-

ject is to create, or bring together in a portable form, a Literature by which we
may consent to be judged, which shall be a well-advised and dispassionate expres-

sion of principles not taken up in antagonism, but adopted in conviction and en-

forced as a protest alike against that Progress which is anarchy, and against that

Order which is merely prostration in Intellect and despotism in Politics.'

—

West-

minster Revietv for April.

THE LATE WHIG MINISTRY.

The Cabinet is an infirmary, a ward for decayed statesmen and valetudinary Whigs.

The designation of ' the happy family,' by which they are popularly known, is most un-

happy. The real • happy family ' consists of the most incongruous creatures—of the cat

and the rat, the owl and the mouse, the hawk and linnet, of animals that prey and that

are preyed upon. The Ministers resemble them in one point only—their excessive tame-

ness. A more fortunate comparison would have been to one of those brass bands which

form the glory of Vauxhall and the minor theatres. Some six or eight gentlemen, of

various ages, heights, and sizes, with the same name, the same features, and the same

cut, play upon the same wind instrument. The effect, though singular, is certainly

monotonous. The family 'tie' is too conspicuous. In the Cabinet the 'virtues' of the

Greys and Elliots are relieved only by those of the Elliots and the Greys, and on the

casual introduction of a new member curiosity is busy, and is sure to be rewarded by the

ultimate discovery of a relationship. The Ministry has been breeding in and in, with

the natural and inevitable retult of political cretinism—scrofula and ricketts.—' An
Englishman,' in the Times.
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To promote the eflSciency of the Reasoner as an organ of Propagandism, one friend subscribes lOs.

weekly, another 58., some a monthly 8um,others Is.each weekly—others intermediate amounts or make
special remittances, according to ability or earnestness. An annual contribution of Is. from each reader

would be easy, equitable, and sufficient. What is remitted, in whatever proportion, is acknowledged
here and accounted for at the end of the Volume. *

Acknowledged in No. 303, 634s. 9d.—W. J. B (Nos. 19-23), 503.—Mr. May (per

Mr. Truelove), 2s.—From Wagner & Co.'s steel pens, presented by a Friend

(second acknowledgment), 20s,—J. P., Dorchester, Is.—William Burton, Cam-

den Town, 2s.—A. P., 2s. 6d.—David Pannell, Is.—Mr. Bell (per E. Johnson,

Brighton), Is.—H. Clark, Derby (per Mr. Hagen), 5s.—Benjamin Gibbs, Is.

—

Thomas Payton,» 6d.—Thomas Bickerton, Leeds, Is.—Total, 721s. 9d. [When
the great * Cardinal Wiseman Question ' was before the House of Commons, the

Right, Hon. W. E. Gladstone made what was considered the best speech in favour

of a policy of toleration. Our friend * Rubicon* has presented us with a quantity

of copies, to bo sold at Id., the proceeds to be inserted in this list. The speech

occupies a pamphlet of thirty pages nearly this size. They can be had through

Mr. Watson.]

[Mr. Anderson's letter came duly to hand. We have no wish to re-discuss a subject

discussed to satiety years ago. Those who read the * Diegesis ' must do as they do with

most Christian books—endeavour to verify the quotations.

Mr. Holyoake will lecture in Bonner's Fields, Victoria Park, on Sunday, April 25, at

half-past 3 o'clock j and in Sheffield on the 2Vth, 28th, and 29th.

Mr. Draper's announcement came too late, or it would have appeared.

We learn from Mr. Demain, of Bradford, that a Secular Society has been formed

there—that Mr. Robert Cooper has been engaged to deliver three lectures, but no Hall

could be obtained for the treatment of theological subjects. We are promised pe-

riodical reports.

Our sometimes tartish anti-friend, Mr. Wink, of Leicester (whose philosophy ever

and anon is adult immersion in cold water, as the outward and visible sign of all truth),

in his printed announcement this month that in future the Reporter is to be 2d., instead

of 3d., to increase its*future usefulness, thus rather significantly closes his address :

—

* The publications of infidels and Romanists far exceed in numbers those issued by the

evangelical Christians. *' It is good to be zealously affected always in a good cause." '

Good ! What are intended as ' infidel ' publications is left to be guessed at. Many of

the authors of the low small story, and anything but moral, class, would scorn to

acknowledge themselves otherwise than Christians. S. R. H.
New penny News Rooms, entitled the * Strand News Rooms,' are now open. Entrance,

147, Strand, six doors west of Somerset House. London visitors and readers will find

these rooms convenient for reference to English and Foreign Papers ; Joarnals of Science,

Commerce, and Law ; Directories, Charts, Time Tables for Rail and Packet, and In-

dices of every description. The inner room is well stocked with Reviews, Magazines,

Serial Tales, etc., and affords excellent accommodation for writing.]

* T. P. writes— ' For many months I have been a reader of the Reasoner. After a
careful consideration of the sentiments advocated therein, I have found reason for

changing my opinions. Though not coinciding with all the views there advocated, I

recognise the Reasoner as being the chief agent in my releasement from superstitious

gyves. Therefore I feel it to be my duty to subscribe my mite, that it may be the
means of enlightening others.' If we were to publish all the pleasant notes of this kind,
there would be sufficient to make the fortune of an ordinary missionary meeting. The
many 'brands plucked from the eternal burnings' prove that • grace aboundeth'
with us.
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Our (9pm 9ase.

In addition to the £20 I2s. 6d. for Mr. Carlile'a children, which have been paid over to

them, as per Reasoner^ No. 305, the following suras have been received and transferred

:

—Collected at the City Road Hall, £1 58. 24d. ; Mr. P., per Mr. SauU, £1 j W. D.

Saull, JOs. ; Mr. Helsham, 2s. 6d. ; Mr. Love, 2s. ; Mr. Clark, Derby, per Mr. Hagen,
2s. 6d. The two daughters sailed for America on Monday, April 12.

C. C. C, of Kirkcaldy, has sent the Rensonevy the * Words Spoken over the Grave of

Mrs. Emma Martin,* and the ' Logic of Death,' to the Rev. John Blackie, parish min-

ister of Abbotshall, with a request that he would expose their errors from his pulpit,

which he did by stating that having glanced them over he burned them, and advised his

congregation to go and do likewise. Has this gentleman reflected upon the example he

sets to those who reject Christian books ?

The Quarterly Review for March, 1852, (page 293), observes:— * We must never be

astonished at the shortcomings and human trepidations of the wisest. With all his ban-

ter of the weakly timid, Addison asserts that it is more rational to believe in ghosts

than to pronounce them utterly fabulous. He yielded to the argument which had kept

the mind of Johnson in suspense—that the notion had been universal for five thousand

years. To our thinking this very circumstance tells the other way : for if ghosts had ex-

isted by the side of man i^nce the creation of the world, we should not now be able to

aver that, apart from the miracles recorded in Scripture, there has never been one un-

doubted instance of a supernatural appearance. The collective evidence looks im-

posing enough, but unbind the faggot, and try the strength of each separate stick, and

it snaps at the touch.'

The Montrose Standard states that no sooner does the meridian hour boom forth

from the steeple clock of the Arbroath parish church on a Sunday, than the whole con-

gregation who may be possessed of a watch pull them out, and narrowly scan the dial,

even to the fractional part of a second. Then ensues a kind of * craw-mill ' concert in

winding them up, and a shifting of index hands, as if the church was turned into some

huge watch manufactory.

Jonathan Dymond was a man of clear intellect, of much reading, of true religiousness.

He has written his essays with incomparable lucidity and directness; often with great

force or with real beauty ; and generally with felicitous illustration and correct reason-

ing. His work cannot be considered a systematic or scientific treatise on morality : it

is practical and popular. Purposely avoiding subtle and abstruse discussions, the author

has aimed at a full and plain development of *a Scripture code of Ethics.' He is, of

course, opposed to the Expediency system of morals, and to any possible form of Utili-

tarianism. He lays it down as a first principle that the ground of duty is the authority

of Gody and the standard of duty His will. We confess that we cannot at all agree

with Dymond as to the foundation of moral obligation, and the legitimate basis of a

moral system. On these matters he is neither thorough in his inquiries nor accurate in

definition, so that we have a sense of vagueness and insufficiency in his discussion of

them. Although, then, we are unable to speak with unmodified approval of these

' Essays,' anrf can by no means wish that Dymond's basis be adopted by writers on mo-

rals—for we believe it to be false and injurious—we yet can, on other grounds, give the

most cordial commendation to this work as exceedingly interesting and valuable, fitted

to make men intelligently virtuous, and furnishing an excellent popular manual of poli-

tical principles, which we could desire to have widely diffused amongst the thoughtful

young men, and especially the operatives, of the day. [This is taken from a recent num-

ber of the Nonconformist. We should like to know what basis the Nonconformist

party would adopt.]
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MR. MACCALL ON 'STRONG LANGUAGE.'

When a long time elapses before the appearance of a reply to some article re-

quiring it, the reader commonly supposes that the intervening period is consumed

in meditating what the answer shall be. Happy are they who, far from the exi-

gences and necessities of literature, live under this delightful delusion—who know
not what it is to have the letter of a friend or the attack of a foe lie on your desk '

before you for six weeks, without having one moment in which you can even read it.

1 am, however, far from representing Mr. Maccall as a ' foe.* On the contrary,

he is (certain excesses notwithstanding) one of the healthiest friends of the people.

He sets in his own person the useful example of independent thinking—albeit

somewhat given to the employment of language that men less gifted than himself

may come to imitate, without having in other respects his great originality to

compensate for it. Mr. Maccall is the Roebuck of Rationalism. He does not

agree with anybody in particular, but he is of great service to everybody in general

by the trenchant criticisms with which he favours them. The world hates these

people and profits by them—we, on the contrary, profit by them and regard them.

In No. 296 of the Reasoner the reader may remember reading as follows :
—

* In

an article by Mr. Maccall in the People occurs the following extraordinary passage

—" The Deity exists by a necessity of his own nature, and men will never cease to

believe in his existence. The most impious act a human creature can commit, is

the attempt to prove a fact so omnipresent and irresistible. He who asserts that

there is no God, is a madman ; he who, by elaborate reasoning, endeavours to show

that there is a God, is a/ool." The many excellent thoughts to be found in Mr.

Maccall's writings atone for such a paradox as this; but if the writer is to employ

such violent phrases as " madman'' and ** fool," when the reader meets him and

meets the priest, he (the reader) will not know which is which. The " people "

have had more than sufficient of this language addressed to them. If this is to be

the new editor's vein, he had better send for Mr. Barker back, for these imitations

are unworthy contradictions for the author of "Individualism."'

Though weeks have elapsed since this appeared, it is necessary to repeat it in

order that the present narrative may be connected.

Having said what has now been quoted, it would not be fair to Mr. Maccall to

omit introducing to our readers his reply, which we take from No. 9 of the People.

It appears under the head ' Strong Language.' Mr. Maccall says :—* Mr. Holyoake

[N0.8O9.J [No. 24, Vol. XII.]

[ONE PENNY.]
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in the Reasoner, after quoting a passage from my lecture on "Immutable Realities,"

accuses me of using strong language, and of a desire to imitate Mr, Barker, former

editor of the People. As I have been accustomed to consider Mr. Holyoake a

sincere and honourable man, I must suppose that it is from ignorance of what I

am, and of what my history has been, that he charges me with imitation. One
great object of my life has been to teach my fellows to show themselves in all

things what nature has made them, to be faithful to their individuality, never to

be the mere echoes even of the noblest, never to degenerate into simple mimetic

machines. It is not likely that after insisting in season and out of season on such

a doctrine, I should be the first to manifest by my own practice how worthless it

is as a rule of life. During my whole career, I have been so eminently and perti-

naciously myself, as to have been looked on as a sort of Ishmael, and condemned

for weary years to the isolation which has been the lot of Ishmaels from the be-

ginning. This friend and foe alike will confess. If, therefore, from a vulgar love

of notoriety, or some still baser motive, I were now to imitate Mr. Barker, I should

be contradicting every word that I ever uttered, every deed that I have ever done.

As for strong language, I consider its use not only justifiable, but laudable,

whenever there are strong convictions. I have supreme contempt for the sickly

aflfectation of courtesy and forbearance toward all men indiscriminately. Where
I love, I express my love ; where I hate, why should I not express my hatred ?

Why should a humbug not be called by its right name ? If Louis Napoleon is a

villain, why should I not make the air hot with denunciations of his villany ? If

Lord John Russell is the most miserable of mediocrities, why should I not pro-

claim this with the utmost emphasis to the world? If Benjamin Disraeli is an

adventurer, or if Adolphe Thiers is a quack, why should I not breathe out the full

pith of my antipathy toward them ? I make no pretension to tolerance. Workers
of iniquity I am bound by a higher than a human law, even the instinct of ray own
soul, to crush. I abominate liars and a lie ; and I shall never hesitate to express

my horror of and to war with both. It matters little to me, that for so doing I am
esteemed illiberal, intolerant, uncharitable^ uncourteous. When we see a poor

weak human heart led astray by sore temptations, there is a field for charity.

When we encounter a truthful and heroic enemy, there is a field for courtesy. It

should never be the ambition of any one to use strong language, but solely to use

such language as adequately and accurately conveys his full and fervid meaning.

If other people think it strong, that is a matter of opinion with which it would be

pedantic and paltry in him to interfere. I am aware that strong language has

often done immense mischief. It proved the ruin of Chartism, which at its com-

mencement was a generous, vigorous, honest reality. But strong language has

never been detrimental, except when there were no valiant resolves, no invincible

energies behind it. The Hebrew prophets, Martin Luther, John Knox, and all

God's chosen soldiers and apostles, have employed strong language—but then

they meant what they said, and thus each of their utterances was a weapon of

battle. Strong language in our day loses its force, and fails of its effect, because

it is vague, because it is arrogantly oracular, because it is hypocritical, because it

is cowardly. In the pulpit and in the press there is a vast quantity of big talk,

which signifies nothing. Strong language of that kind I should be the foremost

to condemn. The extravagances into which Kingsley, and those of the same
school of thinking and writing, have rushed, have been equally objectionable as

literary defects and hurtful in a social point of view. Balderdash, blarney, and
boasting, are strong language in its craziest excess ; and whenever I am guilty of
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them, Mr. Holyoake will be doing me a kindness by telling me, that hideous con-

tortions of the muscles, while destroying the symmetry of motion, are a sign of

weakness rather than of strength.

—

William Maccall.*
If I can be said to have 'charged' Mr. Maccall with imitation, it certainly

was in the faintest manner. However, to put this point beyond doubt, I insist

upon no more than that Mr. Maccall's language, in the respect quoted,

resembles that Mr. Barker was prone to use to the last. The present editor of the

People certainly is not an * imitator,' in the current sense of that term. In in-

vective he parallels many who might be named, but as he intends no parallel he

cannot be called a copyist. The entire passages quoted from the People contain

well-expressed instruction, as the italics used in the last paragraph will show. It

is to be wished that Mr. Maccall had defined what he means by ' strong language.'

He says I ' accused him of using strong language.' Here he misunderstands me.

Not only did I not express any such accusation, but I did not even intend what I

said to bear any such construction. Mr. Maccall's language seemed to me par-

ticularly weak in the instance in which I raised objections to it in No. 296 of the

Reasoner. He who asserts there is no God may err, but he is not therefor© a

* madman '—he who, by elaborate reasoning, endeavours to show that there is a

God, may not succeed, but he is not therefore a ' fool.' This language is simply

random. Random language is language beside the question, and what is beside the

question is not ' strong,' but weak. Nothing is strong but that which is true in

itself, just to others, and striking in its terms. I doubt whether language of this

kind ever did mischief. Nor could 1 call Mihat strong language, as Mr. Maccall

seems to do, which merely * conveyed my meaning fully, adequately, and accurately

to others.' That alone seems to me to be strong language which is true and just,

which carries with it a severe condemnation of wrong, and which is felt to do so

by the persons to whom it is adressed.

No class of advocates use more superlatives than Chartists, to whom Mr.

Maccall refers ; but I take it to be an abuse of terms to call their superlatives strong

language. Chartist denunciation is the weakest of language, the very impotence

of speech. Even when an honest reality is at the 'back of it, it is commonly rant

or impassioned extravagance, unbecoming brave men. But let not the blame rest

on them ! The Hebrew prophets, Jesus Christ himself, the Apostles also, set

them the dangerous example. The language of the Teachers mentioned in the

Scriptures might indeed have been forcible in their day, and to their audiences,

because the oriental imagination is more moved by declamation than the northern.

But such language utterly fails amongst us, and hence its hurtfulness as an example

in Europe in our days. It does not move those whom it is intended to move— it

fails of its proper purpose, and that which does not move cannot be strong. It

merely excites derision or disgust.

If the sole object of language is to make the air resonant with our own indigna-

tion, Mr. Maccall is right—we may go on calling out 'humbugs,' * villains,' 'medi-

ocrities,' 'adventurers,' 'quacks,' and 'liars,' till the atmosphere is a monsoon.

But a higher law regulates speech—viz., purpose. When we speak it should be to

correct error—to accomplish improvement. All indignation should be subsei-vient

to usefulness, otherwise it is mere self-gratification, not philanthropy. Mr.

Maccall may mean this even, but as he omits to explain on what rule he would

exercise the licence he claims, others may be misled by it. This is a wide question,

but it may be briefly said that we have had experience enough to establish the

truth that no wise reformation comes by calling men humbugs, villains, medi-
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ocrities, adventurers, quacks, and liars. These words are continually applied to

men as honest as they who use these harsh terms of measureless hate. It is better

to confine ourselves to showing men in what respect they do err. It is compara-

tively of little consequence to the public whether they mean to err or not. Who is he

who carries about with him an 'instinct of the soul ' to crush his fellows ? Who
made him a judge of motives—the infallible arbiter of sincerity—the unerring

detector of hypocrisies and shams ? It is this dreadful assumption which has

wrought so much suspicion and distrust in social reformation. Still Mr. Maccall

errs in a healthy direction, for there is fto hope of men till they are taught to

speak out. Extravagance is better than dissimulation. The savage is to be pre-

ferred to the hypocrite, but neither is particularly desirable.

Dr. Johnson, being besought to hear an ode rich in inane superlatives, was

asked by the feeble and impassioned author what he thought of it ? The Doctor

replied—'Bolder words and more timorous meaning I think were never brought

together.' Let us remember the truth conveyed in this criticism. Let us not, in

displaying one side of rhetorical truth, forget that it has several, and that Mr.

Maccall is right in saying that active meaning is an essential of strong language.

Commonplace words become eloquent when the indices of serious action. But

this is but a fragment of the question. When South said, in one of his sermons,

that ' the Romish faith must be covered, or it cannot be kept warm, and their

clergy deal with their religion as with a great crime : if it is discovered they are

undone'— he employed language whose strength would be measured wholly by its

effect upon those to whom it was addressed—and effectiveness is an essential test

of strength. A consideration is, what good will be done by the terms we employ ?

Will they inflame men, or instruct and correct them ? Will the truth we seek to

make dominant be helped or retarded by what we say in its professed defence ?

Without such intentions as these ruling the application of all speech, language is

a mere personal pastime or a public rage, not a noble service. It is not enough

that what we say is true—it must also be useful. All true things are not useful,

as many enthusiasts erroneously believe. If because / love I am to fill the town

with it, if because I hate I must arrest the public ear with the expression thereof,

every other man may do the same. Some sweet affections and some noble pas-

sions may find vent on this rule, but rant and extravagance will be also sacred

things on the highway to-morrow. Every political fish-fag may act upon the

* higher than human law'—may plead 'the instincts of his own soul ' as he pours

forth the detestable torrent of his indignation—a thick epithetical Niagara fall of

quacks, villains, liars, mediocrities, shams, hypocrites, adventurers, humbugs

—

' madmen,' * fools.' G. J. Holyoake.

PICTURES OF FREE INQUIRY IN SWITZERLAND.

Bit THE BEV. L. BDENIER, 0¥ MORQES.

I.

[We are indebted to our friend the * Student in Realities * for these transcripts of

letters, by the Rev. L. Burnier, of Morges, which have appeared in the Evangelical

Christendom of 1851. Allowing for the colouring of the rav. writer, the reader will

find some interesting facts not elsewhere recorded so succinctly.

—

Ed.]

Who does not know, I said, that the heart of man is naturally unbelieving

—

that wherever true faith in Jesus Christ is wanting, there is infidelity—and that,

in every country, the majority are strangers to true faith ? It is true, that infi-
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delity does not always appear in the same form, in a philosophical and ethnolo-

gical point of view, and this is not to be overlooked; but, I said again, when the

apostles preached the gospel, we see that they paid little regard to the various

forms of idolatry by which Satan deceived the multitude, or of the diverse kinds of

philosophy with which he amused the superior classes. They addressed all as

poor lost sinners, and proclaimed to them the grace of our Lord Jesus Christ.

I was not less struck, sirs, with the difficulty of the subject, than with its appa-
rent inutility ; and that difficulty is such, that after long reflection I am not sure

that I have fully estimated it. Understanding by ijjpfidelity, a distinct rejection of the

Christian faith (see the ' Churchman's Theological Dictionary '), I was led to inquire,

must we put into the rank of infidels those who, although they receive the gospel as a

whole, yet reject some of its doctrines reckoned as vital by the generality of living,

orthodox Christians ? And here our thoughts turn on all the different shades of

rationalism, from the followers of Arius to those of Strauss and Pius. When this

point is settled, it will be necessary to number and classify the infidels. But it

would be easier to number and classify the trees of a forest, where the different

kinds are mixed with the greatest confusion. Even in winter the tree is known by

its bark and figure. This is not the case with infidelity. A statistical view, pro-

perly so called, is not only difficult, but impossible; nor do I think this is required

of me. What, then, is desired ? Simply such facts and obserrations as may serve

to give a general view of the kind of infidelity which prevails in French Switzer-

land, and the influence it exercises over the State and the Church, our laws and

our morals. Viewed in this light the question may receive an answer, although it

is still left very complex.

Suisse Romande, the field of our observations, is a very small country, but

abounding in contrasts. It forms a kind of triangle, of which the three extremi-

ties are Geneva, Sion, and Porentini, presenting a surface of 2,400 English miles.

On this limited territory—which comprises, however, almost the whole of Swiss

Jura— and on some of tha high Alps to the south-east, is found a population of

about 600,000 souls, having scarcely anything in common, except their language

and the same political bond of confederation. Leaving out the Jews, who are very

few in number, two religious parties divide Suisse Romande. The cantons essen-

tially Protestant are De Vaud and Neufchjltel; the Bas Valais is entirely Roman

Catholic. The French part of the canton of Fribourg is Roman Catholic also,

with the exception of a Protestant district. In'the cantons of Geneva and Jura

Bernois there is a mixture. Taken in the whole, more than three-fourths are

Protestants. The people, also, are ^ery different in their history. Near the

ancient Swiss of the canton of Fribourg are those who but yesterday were French

or Savoyards ; others who were for a long time only allies of the Swiss, or sub-

jects of one of their cantons, or even of a German prince. There are found the

opulent cities of Geneva and Neufchatel ; the modest town of Lausanne
;
popu-

lous burghs, far advanced in civilisation, as La Chaux de Fonds and Lode; a

number of villages and hamlets, and even little towns, concealed by their orchards

in the bottom of the valleys, far removed from the society and sight of mankind;

works of industry rivalling those of the greatest nations ; rural and pastoral man-

ners, almost in their primitive state ; an intellectual culture which, all things con-

sidered, is not surpassed, which makes Suisse Romande one of the principal

markets for French literature, especially of its periodicals. We, however, have

vast numbers who read only an almanac, or, from time to time, some political

paper relating to their own locality.
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I do not think that any one can flatter himself that he possesses a perfect know-

ledge of Suisse Romande ; nor should I have allowed myself to undertake the task

which I have the honour now to present to you, had I not hoped to receive, from

friends of the cantons of Geneva, Neufchatel, Berne, and even Vaud, such informa-

tion as I required, to add to the very imperfect personal knowledge which thirty-

five years of an active life has given me of the country in which I was born.

On the first aspect there is no place which has more the air of appearing to

belong entirely to Jesus Christ. I shall not speak of the number of churches and

chapels that cover our soil, nor of the still greater number of the ecclesiastics that

supply them ; of the sums contributed to the treasury of the cantons for the sup-

port of religious worship; of the important place which religion occupies in our

constitution and laws (the idea of a Christian state having been realised among us

in the highest sense). Go into the first house you come to : you will, if I am not

greatly mistaken, find there a Bible ; the husband and wife will tell you the day of

their union was blessed at the church, and that, too, even in the cantons of Vaud
and Geneva, where marriages before the civil authorities are legalised. All the

children will have been baptised (unless you happen to have met, which is a rare

case, with some Baptist), although, in these two cantons also, baptism is not

enforced by legal obligation. The children, in their turn, will tell you thai they

all go to school; and you will find them learning their catechism. If they are

fifteen years of age, you will find them at the parsonage, where they go to receive

their pastor's catechetical instruction ; and if they are upwards of sixteen, you will

find that they have all been admitted to the Lord's Supper, and congratulate them-

selves on it.

On leaving this house, apparently so Christian, follow me to one of those beau-

tiful pieces of water, the ornament of our villages and cities, and where our females

of the lower classes are occupied after the fashion of Narcissus. Ask them if they

believe in Jesus Christ. They will unhesitatingly answer in the affirmative : if

Protestants, they will add, that they receive the sacrament of the Lord's Supper

four times a year ; if Roman Catholics, that they go regularly to confession. Be
not afraid to ask the men whom you meet on the highway ; they will doubtless

show more hesitation, but you will find few who will acknowledge themselves

in6dels ; and I know not that you will find, in the country parts, one who does not

attend public worship at least once a year— if a Roman Catholic, at Easter; if a

Protestant, on the fast-day.

*THE BIBLE AND THE PEOPLE.'

The Bible and the People^ No. 6, Vol. I., contains a short notice of the * Last Trial by
Jury for Atheism in England,' Nos. 7, 8, and 9, of the same Monthly contain careful

reviews of the same work, accompanied by observations and extracts full and fair by a
writer more than impartial—he is generous. Some questions put to us we shall feel

bound to answer at the first convenient opportunity. No. 3, Vol. II., of the Bible and
the People contains entire the * Last Days of Emma Martin,' with critical remarks by
the editor, we suppose, as in the former case. The remarks commenced by the admis-
sion that 'death and sorrow are sacred,' which the critic does not violate in spirit.

Some reply seems due from us, which we hope to be able to write. We have placed the
Bible and the People among our weekly list of ' Literature for the People.' It appears
as a monthly magazine at 6d., edited, we believe, by the Rev. Brewin Grant, B.A., of
Birmingham. Judging from the contents of the last sixteen numbers, which we pro-
cured last week, it is the best of the controversial publications devoted to the mainte-
nance of Evangelical principles. Our readers will find it well worthy their perusal. Its
tone is superior to anything which we have encountered in the same Christian school.
The numbers, so far as we have examined them, are critical as well as instructive.
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TACTICS OF FREE INQUIRERS IN THE NINETEENTH CENTURY.

BY A WORKING MAN.

[Some time ago we were favoured with the following article from a Scotch magazine.
Having asked a correspondent for a perfect copy to judge of its pretension and quote
its title, we waited for its receipt. It has not come to hand. We republish the article,

slightly abridged, without further delay. The writer has written less offensively than
is usual with Scotch religious writers ; and though he has fallen into some errors (which
we point out in notes), he gives proof of actual acquaintance with his subject. "We have
changed the word * infidel ' for hat of Free Inquiry in some places, and have taken th it

trouble because the tone of the article is not rude. Where persons apply to us a dis-

owned epithet, we commonly pass altogether by their criticisms. The * Working Man '

omits to mention the name of the Reasoner, lest, we suppose, as he says, he should
advertise it. Not sharing the same feeling, we should certainly mention the name of
his publication, had we the pleasure of knowing it.

—

Ed. of R.\

That free inquiry, in various forms,
has made greater efforts to disseminate
its doctrines amongst all classes of the

community in this country during the

past t'welve or fifteen years than in the
thirty that preceded, few, I believe, who
have given attention to the subject, will

be disposed to deny. This being ad-

mitted, the question naturally arises,

Has the result of these efforts been an
increase in the number of its votaries T

Truth, I am afraid, requires an answer
in the afl&rmative.

The arguments used against the in-

fidelity of the past two centuries, and
the early part of the present, have of

late years been employed with less suc-

cess. Against the truth of Christianity

a new set of arguments had come to be

urged, which required to be met by a

new class of answers. The weapons
that served to foil Hume, Paine, and
Voltaire, become ineffectual in combat
with Hennel, Strauss, and Holyoake.

Since the close of the war with France,

perhaps nothing has so much contri-

buted to engender and foster the spirit

of infidelity in the minds of our working

population as the various political move-
ments which have taken place in this

country. We may notice only the

following :—The movement for reform

in Lancashire, from 1816 to 1821, in

which working men were chiefly the

leaders and sufferers—the infatuated

attempt in Scotland, and, within the

same period, of a few deluded men, who
in consequence were brought to an igno-

minious death— the Reform Bill Move-
ment—the Chartist Agitation—and the

Free Trade Revolution. In proof of

what has just been stated, I might con-

fidently appeal to the experience of

multitudes both in England and Scot-
land. Gladly would the writer have
made a few remarks on each of the
events above referred to but various
reasons induce silence.

From 1838, and onwards for some
time, several works, more or less athe-
istical, were published in this country.
Of these some were so grossly blas-

phemous that the writers were pro-
secuted and imprisoned. Doubtless
this was an impolitic proceeding, to say
the least. True, their books might thus
cease to appear again in public; but
with the first issue the poison went
abroad. In kindred minds sympathy
waxed warm in behalf of the authors,
who were now recognised as ' friends of

the people!' 'martyrs for the truth,'

Ac. During this period, also, there

emanated from the press cheap reprints

of works fitted to excite discontent

and party-spirit, and leading men to

look with less horror on deistical writ-

ings, whether new or old.

By-and-by a cheap and, in many in-

stances, pernicious literature made its

appearance—weekly serials containing

one grain of wheat to the bushel of chaff

(often all chaff)—frivolous novels, and
romances monstrous beyond all pre-

cedent. The freethinking of France
was anew embodied in British types,

and Holback, Volney, or Voltaire, be-

came the vade mecum of the mechanic
and the artizan.

Between eight and ten years ago, a

society of individuals in London, under
the name of ' Theological Utilitarians,'

commenced publishing a freethinking

periodical, which, I believe, is still in

existence. Though accounted atheists

by all who have seen or know any thing
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of the works in question, they neverthe-

less object to the correctness of the

designation, and state that they do not

deny the existence of God, but only

assert that they have not sufficient proof

of his existence. Most of the writers,

it is said, are self-educated men : some
of them are skilled in logic, mathematics,
and various languages, whilst at the

same time they are familiar with the

sceptical writings of every age and clime.

The history, religion, and philosophy of

all nations, ancient and modern—the
sages, moralists, and poets (preferring,

it is probable, Diagoras, Epicurus, and
Lucretius amongst the ancients ; Owen,
Hume,and Shelley amongst the moderns)
—all have been made subservient to

their * search after truth.' Their fa-

vourite authorities, however, are Taylor's
* Diegesis,' Hennel's 'Inquiry concerning
the Origin of Christianity,'* Strauss's
' Life of Christ,' and others of similar

character. Great efforts, I am told,

have been made to keep up this Weekly
Record, And though depending mainly
on England for its circulation, there

have not been wanting in Scotland men
willing to do their utmost in disseminat-
ing the dead messenger.

This Utilitarian Journal, when but a
few weeks old, had both its vendor and
readers in the district where the writer

resides. To the sceptic it became an
oracle. In the workshop, and out of it,

its merits were lauded, its doctrines pro-
mulgated and defended, and it was
readily lent to any one known to delight

in reading. What an amount of evil

has been done in this way ! How many
young men have thus been drawn over
to the ranks of the 'uncircumcised Philis-

tines,' who formerly bade fair to become
valiant men in Israel

!

The persons who conduct the peri-

odical of which I have been speaking,
whilst eager to make proselytes, have
apparently been equally anxious to

provoke discussion and controversy.
The methods resorted to are not uu-
frequently impertinent,t and are, per-
haps, becoming more so every year.

For example : A number of the Journal,

* This is a mistake.

t Every Religious Tract Society in the
kingdom does the same—are they also im-
pertinent ? A private gentleman in Liver-
pool sends me this week specimens of tracti

sent to him every year.

supposed to contain an ' elaborate

'

article, is forwarded to bishops, to mini-

sters of almost every denomination
throughout the kingdom, besides lay-

men, requesting, in behalf of the the

article, a reply or a review. The request
has often been complied with,|though I

am not aware of much good having fol-

lowed. While these writers are seem-
ingly desirous of being instructed or
corrected, the editor, who is probably
the Goliath of the host, announces that
* his conclusions are arrived at, that his

views are decided.' After making such
a statement, is it at all fair or gentle-

manly to solicit controversy or discus-

sion on such matters ? Ministers or
laymen may, from a sense of duty, be
led into argument with such men, as, I

believe, has not seldom happened,
though there is little doubt they will

eventually discover that their 'labour
of love ' has not only been unproductive
of good, but that it has served merely as

a theme for ridicule and quibbling.* In
the spring of 1847, a number of the
work under notice, devoted chiefly to

the consideration of the question, * Is

there sufficient proof of the existence ol

God ?' by one who signed himself
* Aliquis,' was sent to Professor Young,
then of Belfast, the Rev. A. Burdett, of

Long Buckby, Dr. Chalmers, and many
others. The reply of Dr. Chalmers was
indeed laconic. He simply acknow-
ledged receipt of the communication,
adding that in return for it he had asked
his publisher to send to the editor a copy
of his ' Natural Theology.' Mr. Burdett,
whose answer was somewhat longer, de-
clined to enter into a discussion, believ-

ing it to be a waste of precious time.

Professor Young replied at considerable
length, and pointed out the inconclusive-

ness of several of the writer's arguments,
which led to a rejoinder from ' Aliquis.'

In his second letter, the Professor, after

adverting to the objections made to some
of the statements in his former com-
munication, took a brief, but clear and
dispassionate, view of the question at

issue. In both his letters, the candour
and humility of the Christian philosopher

* The whole of this paragraph gives a

very untrue impression of the reason why
controversy is sought, and how it is treated.

Much of what the writer immediately re-

ports touching Dr. Chalmers contradicti

his representations in this paragraph.
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were finely exhibited. A short time
previous to the lamented death of Dr.
Chalmers, the editor of the journal in

question wrote him, in name of the

society, thanking and assuring him that

they would read his volumes, not in a
fault-finding spirit, but with a sincere

desire to profit. As they have pursued
the old course ever since, it is best known
to themselves how far they have profited

by the * Natural Theology.' I am aware
they regard Dr. Chalmers more favour-

ably than most clergymen :
—

* The case
of the atheist,' say they, * is stated by
him with the profoundest fairness; there
is no imputaion, exaggeration, or errone-
ous rendering.' Sad, indeed, must
that system be of which Mirabeau had
to say,' Athesim will not make a wicked
man good.'*

The previous paragraph exhibits one
of the milder instances of annoyances
to ministers and laymen. On the more
obtrusive and unbecoming I do not here

enter—they are by no means rare in the

Journal of Theological Utilitarians.

Their believing readers throughout the

country, 'having caught their master's

mood,' seem determined not to be be-

hind in this respect. Not a few of these

busy themselves in sending letters, ac-

companied by tracts, &c., to clergymen
and others, written in a strain of affec-

ted humility,-)- anxious for light and
guidance, and expressing a hope that

their communications will be carefully

considered and an answer vouchsafed.

Several clergymen, confiding in the sin-

cerity ot the writers, and desirous of

doing good, have not only replied, but
have also forwarded to the parties ap-
propriate and valuable works. These
favours were speedily sent back, and the

donors were given to understand that

the works returned ' contained nothing
but what they had heard before.'! If

cool effrontery and unremitting effort

are held meritorious in this crusade, the

unenviable palm must again be awarded
to England, though Scotland may boast

of having done much to merit pre-

* But it has often done so since Mira-
beau wrote.

t We deny that the 'humility' is af-

fected. What this writer calls humility
is simply a respectful and inquiring tone.

I We ask this writer to mention cases.

The point of this allegation turns upon the
kind of * valuable ' works sent.

eminence. The clergy, specially those
in our large towns, cannot fail to know
this ; and it is probable I say nothing
new when I state that Glasgow, for the
past eighteen months, has had her
• Anti-Theological Society,' her ' Infidel

Tract Distributors,' and her 'Infidel

Sunday-school.' Not content, however,
with the endeavour to banish from their
own minds, and the minds of their wives
and children,the ideas of God,providence,
and a future state, they also embrace
every opportunity to undermine* and
eradicate the faith and hope of believers

around them. ' The tract distributors,*

it is stated, ' have penetrated into fami-
lies where the principles advocated in

these tracts were scarcely ever heard of

before.' What matters it to them if

families who formerly dwelt together in

Christian unity, are thus made foes to

each other—if the once peaceful habita-
tion is changed to a scene of unseemly
debate, of unavailing sorrow and remon-
strance, where parental example, advice,

and entreaty are spurned or disregarded?
What matters all this to them ? They
cannot deplore it, as they still persevere
in their godless mission. Perhaps they
glory in it ; so does the arch-destroyer,
the foe of God and man.t
Allow me, in passing, to give a few

sentences showing how these ' free in-

quirers ' spend the Sabbath. And this

may, perhaps, be best done in their own
words :

—
* A pic-nic party was held on

Old Oak Common last Sunday. The
day was delightful ; we had dancing,
cricket, cards, horse-riding, and other

amusements, before and after tea, and
ail went merry as a marriage bell.

After tea, when the sun was down, some
of the ladies and the children rode home
in a van provided for the purpose ; the

rest of the party strolled across the

fields home, enlivening the way with a

song.' And this, too, in Protestant

Britain 1 To say that such an exhibition

resembles the gay, trifling, and sensual

Festa of an Italian city, or its counter-

part in France, is but a feeble comment,

* We never • undermine ' at all ; we
endeavour to reason openly. Against chil-

dren we never direct any attack. Their

instruction is always stcular—that is,

neutral. We do not, like Christians, as-

sault the tender mind of the child.

+ All this may be said with much more

truth of the Christian than of us.
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and perhaps no exaggeration ; but what
may be expected from those whose great

aim seems to be that of shutting out

God from their thoughts. It appears,

however, they have another way of

getting over the hours of the sacred day
—one of a more intellectual sort— viz.,

' sabbath assemblies ' for literary, poli-

tical, and infidel lectures. Some of the

topics on such occasions are as follows :

—The Poetry cf Byron, the Wrongs of

Ireland, the Land Scheme of Mr.
O'Connor, the Law of Entail, the Writ-
ings of Thomas Paine, the Moral World
of Robert Owen, the Downfall of Priest-

craft, and the Truth of Atheism. The
most violent sayings are applauded.
Blasphemy is encored ; a sneer at the

church is always welcome ; and he who
speaks evil of the Scriptures is sure of a

hearty cheer.*

Again, the numerous sects of profes-

sing Christians, and the various read-

ings, by translators and commentators,
of many passages in the Bible, are also

matters on which the sceptic delights to

expend his wit and ridicule. But be-

cause fallible men differ about Christi-

anity and the translating and exposition

of the Scriptures, will it therefore fol-

low that Christianity is false and the

Bible a fable ?t If this method of rea-

soning is admissible, it can easily be

brought to bear on infidels themselves.

Do any two of them agree in their read-

ing of the Book of Nature? A pro-

found thinker, and one who knew well

how to deal with sceptics, says: 'The
sceptic is literally lost in his studies of

Nature, or what Paine calls "The Word
of God." There are more versions of

the volume of nature than of revelation.

The students of the former are more
diverse in their conclusions than the stu-

dents of the latter. The Roman philoso-

phers in the Augustine age had one

hundred and seventeen diverse opinions

about the sumrnum Bonum.' In addition

to this I would only ask, Are infidels

very unanimous when they come to speak

of Christ ? It may be well to hear what
a few of them say. * Jesus was a sincere

reformer of abuses,' says Robert Owen ;

' That extraordinary compound of charac-

ter called Jesus Christ,' muttersj George

* We disown the allegations of the

latter sentence.

t Who says it is a fable ? We do not.

X Observes, or remarks—not ' mutters.*

Jacob Holyoake ;
* Socrates died like a

philosopher, but Jesus Christ like a God,*
is the panegyric wrung from Rousseau

;

by others he is styled *an enthusiast,' *a
moral and religious teacher,' * a revolu-

tionist,' and, in corresponding with the

infidel philosophers of this country in

the last century, Voltaire applies to the
Saviour an epithet (a sort of pass-word
with the * brilliant Frenchman') due only
to the vilest miscreant! So much for

the unanimity of sceptics. But farther,

ever panting after some discovery or

agency that might effectually subvert the

Christian's faith, infidels, not many years

ago, hailed the science of geology as fit-

ted in many respects to accomplish this.

It would, they believed, demolish for

ever the Mosaic account of the creation
;

and when once the falsity of the Hebrew
historian was mado manifest, the whole
of the Pentateuch would, as a matter of

course, be unworthy of a moment's credit.

With these, therefore, geology became a

favourite study, and tbeir writings of

that day show the use made of it

.But 1 must draw these remarks to a
close. On the domain of free inquiry I

confess to have little more than entered.

Many periodicals, professedly got up to

win laurels in this field, have, after fret-

ting out a brief existence, fallen, in many
instances to rise, Ant»us-like, with re-
newed energy under another name.
But in reference to these, and the free-

inquiry press generally, it was felt diffi-

cult to be specific without naming, and
to name was perhaps to advertise. A
few years ago a writer of some note com-
menced a journal for himself, in which,
amongst other sad labours, he took to

popularising the 'Life of Jesus,' of

Strauss. Happily that journal is now
defunct, but the * popularising' has been
fearfully mischievous to the masses,

more especially in England. And the

great excess in the annual issue of im-
moral and infidel* publications in this

country over those of a religious cha-

racter—a fact now painfully confirmed

—

unmistakeably indicates the tendency

of the age

* What would this writer think if

we were always to class * immoral and
Christian ' publications together ? If this

classification of immorality and free in-

quiry is continued, we shall try the effect

of the junction of ' immoral and Christian

publications.'
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From which any earnest opponent may controvert our opinions, and from which any may expound Tiewi
not coincident with our own, if tending to the nationalisation of Theelegy.

REPORT FROM MR. ROBERT COOPER.

To the Editor of the Reasoner.

Dear Sir,—In my last I * reported progress ' from Northampton and Notting-
ham. My next visit was to Derby. I was met at the station by our constant
warm-hearted friend, B. Hagen. I spent three days with his amiable and hos-

pitable family. Truer or more useful friends to our cause do not exist. Mr.
Hagen sets a laudable example. Every spare moment of his time is devoted to

promoting our cause, either in distributing tracts, lending books and publications

speaking at public meetings, or holding a conversazione in his own house; and his

mode of advocating his own views is so respectful to others, that parties, lay and
clerical, of all shades of opinion, will enter upon friendly discussion with him.
This is usefulness in its legitimate interpretation.

I lectured in the Mechanics' Institution to a very large audience—many of them
I was told, having come to shake hands with me who had been rescued from
superstition by the discussion I had, in the theatre of that town, some years ago with

Mr. Pallister. During my last sojourn in 1844, 1 was excluded from the use of

the fine lecture hall of the Institution, and formally refused admission to mem-
bership. The stigma, however, is now effaced, and I am proud to acknowledge it.

Proceeding northward, I appeared at Dewsbury, Yorkshire, to deliver the first

freethinking lecture ever heard there. The best room in the town was engaged by
our spirited and courageous friend Elam, to whom the thanks of the friends of

progress are due. I shall always think with esteem of his open and kind atten-

tions to myself. The audiences were very fair as to numbers and attention. Some
opposition was given the second evening by the right hand man of Mr. John
Bowes. When I left London I expected to meet Mr. Bowes himself in debate on
the Divine Origin of the Bible, but he declined. On my return to this district, it

is probable 1 may meet him on some other subject. Deprive the priest of the

divine dictum of the Bible, and the influence of the clergy would speedily decline.

Next, I had the satisfaction of addressing, on the two following evenings, the

intelligent operatives of Heckmondwike, in their own room. We have in this

gratifying fact a further proof that the materials of an organisation exist. There

is a secular Sunday-school attached, which has done much good, and I hope will

do more. Our energetic friend Mr. Newsome has worked nobly in the cause.

Let those of our friends who have places of their own make similar use of them.

Why allow the priesthood first to indoctrinate the young, and then begin our work ?

Why not commence de novo with the infant mind, and train it to truth, reason,

science, and philanthropy ? The clergy are wiser tacticians than the freethinkers.

They understand the influence of early impressions. Though they are the first to

deny the great truth taught by Robert Owen, that the character of man is formed

for him, they are the first to practice it. Singing preceded my lectures here,

which was as unexpected as it was pleasing. The eloquent lines of Thomas

Cooper, Mackay, and others, were most enthusiastically given by the whole

audience. My subject was the ' Spirit of Progress.' It was certainly a pleasing

sight to behold hope and joy beaming in the countenances of so many sons of toil.



It seemed an hour's brief sunshine to them. Ah I let me not be told by the cold,

the selfish, and the cowardly, that the spirit of the people is broken—that their

faith in the glorious future is destroyed. Trimmings of opinions do not move the

millions, and never will. ' Adulterations ' in truths, as in everything else, deprive

the original of its efficacy. Moral weakness or disease is the only result. A
great principle, developed in all its simplicity and integrity, can alone elevate a

great people. I know it is the fashion to laugh at individuals who unite thus, as

men of only *one idea.' Consistency is deemed * ossification '—integrity, bigotry

—firmness, dogmatism. But, I ask, what would have been the condition of the

world but for its men of *one idea '—its Socrates, Lycurgus, Luther, Hampden,

Harvey, Jenner, Arkwright, Washington, Stephenson, etc.? Science, liberty, civil-

isation would have been in their infancy. What would have been the state of social

philosophy in Europe at this hour but for the man whose only crime is that he has

but * one idea '—I mean Robert Owen. It is to be lamented, that children of larger,

as well as smaller, growth are apt to forget the parent who had reared them, until

death has for ever withdrawn the master-spirit, from whom they had alone

received their inspiration and success.

In Bradford I was delighted to find, in addition to many old friends, a large

circle of new devotees, principally young men of intelligence, spirit, and sobriety.

Their want is organisation Everywhere this is the cry. My mission at Bradford

was mainly to contrast Orthodox Reform with Social Reform. I showed that the

cause of the evils of society lay much deeper than the popular mind conjectured.

I proved that they did not arise, as orthodoxy insinuated, from a want of faith in

mystical dogmas, but a want of intelligence upon those great social, political, and

educational problems upon which the prosperity, freedom, and civilisation of na-

tions depend. I exhorted the people to study these invaluable text-books, Robert

Owen's ' Book of the New Moral World,' Thomas Paine's * Rights of Man,'

William Thompson's ' Production and Distribution of Wealth,' Godwin's ' Political

Justice,' etc., instead of nodding over the * Pilgrim's Progress,* ' Saints' Rest,*

' Call to the Unconverted,' and loads of holy trash. The age of expediency has

emphatically passed. Those who go amongst the people with their small measures

of reform, nibbling at this and trimming that, meet with no sympathy; and they

return to their narrow circle lamenting the indiflference of the popular mind,

while the fact is the people look upon them as only in their infancy, and wait until

they have passed through these mere incipient stages ere they can acknowledge

them as their teachers. The real secret of popular apathy is to be found in the

fact, that the artisans of England are in advance of those who now call themselves

their leaders. To expect to move them by such surface innovations as those

generally proposed to them, would not be more illusory or absurd than to presume

that the man of mature years could be pleased with the playthings of his boyhood,

and deliberately sit down and learn over again the" A, B, C of progress. Those of

our public men who come before them, whom they are aware have not learned

more than they avow, they at least respect, if they do not follow ; but those whom
they are persuaded, from their antecedents, know more than they teach, they look

upon with suspicion, indiflference, or contempt. Such men destroy confidence in

public leadership, and serve only as a living caricature of their former self.

Robert Coopbe.
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MR. LINTON ON MAZZINI'S RELIGIOUS VIEWS.

My dear Holyoake,—There 18 that in your (doubtless very well intended)

article on * Mazsini and Socialism,' in the Reasoner of yesterday, which I think

ought not to be left without remark.

I do not speak of your mild qualification of the ' quick Corsican feeling of resent-

ment,' which allowed Louis Blanc to stoop to slanders as virulent as any of the

Chartist personalities so forcibly rebuked by our friend * Ion.' I will not object

to your praise of Louis Blanc's disingenuous letters as 'eloquent,* * brilliant,' and
* valuable'—though, indeed, it seems to me that little pains would be required to

shew that the eloquence was that of a special pleader, the brilliancy but a dazzling

blind for sophisms (of the value of which I say nothing). I may leave unnoticed

the modest criticism, which supposes that Mazzini mistook some amusing Italian

pictures for a transcript of French history; remarking only, that eighteen years of

profound political study, and of close acquaintance with French parties, might

qualify a man of intellect somewhat inferior to Mazzini for forming a correct

opinion of French Socialism, as well as the facilities of any President of Branch

Al of John Street. T pass, also, the vagueness of your sentences, the jumbling

together of Socialism, Communism, and Industrialism ; for here, I own, I cannot

perceive your meaning. The point upon which I desire to comment is the in-

ference which it seems to me you desired to convey—and which I am sure will be

conveyed, whether you desired it or not—that, in speaking of ' withering atheistical

principles,' Mazzini did not mean, and would not mean, to apply his condemnation

to the atheism of which the Reasoner is supposed to be the exponent. I must

claim your leave to disabuse your readers of the possibility of laying any such

* flattering unction ' to their intellects. It is true, of course, literally, that when

Mazzini wrote ' Of the Duties of Man,' basing those duties on belief in God, he

spoke only to Italians. It is equally true that the recent article on the ' Duties of

the Democracy ' held a direct reference to France, late events there affording a

remarkable illustration of his argument. But in neither case is there room for

the slightest belief that his argument was confined to French or Italian atheism.

He rebuked the baneful tendencies of atheism, no matter where. It was as atheism,

not merely for the sake of France and Italy, that he spoke. The internal evidence

of this ought to be enough for the poorest reasoner who reads the article ; but,

should any sceptic require more conviction, I aflford it him in the assertion I here

make, not as a mere opinion, but of my own knowledge (an assertion you yourself

can easily verify), that Mazzini holds precisely the same condemnatory opinion of

English atheism and materialism, as he has expressed of atheism and materialism in

France and Italy. Such I aver to be the fact—a fact well known, for the concealment

or explaining away of which I see no sufficient reason. If Mazzini is in error, con-

vict him of it. Even if you be worsted, as I do not doubt you will, that would be

more creditable, with such an opponent as Mazzini, than to gain no end of easy

triumphs over poor little ignorant, ill-conditioned biblicists, whose overthrow

proves nothing for either atheism or freethought. The terms are not yet synony-

xnous. W. J. Linton.

[All that need be said is, if Mr. Mazzini does mean us, he does not understand

us. As to convicting him (supposing his reference to be also to us), we ' convict

'

him every week by progressing with an exposition to which his strictures can have

no application. As to any more special controversy, we shall not shrink from

it when it shall seem to be publicly useful.—G. J. H.]
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SUBJECTS OF LECTURES BY G. JACOB HOLYOAKE, FOR 1852.

POLITICAL AND SOCIAL.

The Organisation of Reformers—what does it mean ?

The Organisation of Reformers—how is it to be accomplished ?

Middle Class Interest in Working Class Contests, illustrated by the Struggle

of the Iron Trades.

Truths for the People, established in the Agitation of Socialism.

Worn-out Words in Religious, Political, and Social Controversies.

Free Discussion an English ' Institution.'

Mazzini on the Duties of Democracy, and the Reply of Louis Blanc.

New Policy for the People: or Universal Suffrage is Impossible.

EDUCATIONAL.

Secular Education, the Best for the Scholar and the Safest for the State.

James's Fables of JEsop.

How to Train the Children of the People.

The Influence of Logic on Passion, Character, and Reform.

The Taxes on Knowledge a Cause of Bad Books and Bad Newspapers.

THEOLOGICAL.

New Development of the Principles of Free Inquirers.

Jesus Christ considered as an Example to Modern Reformers.

False Dependencies involved in Religious Teachings.

Morality, and not Miracles, the Test of Christianity.

Emma Martin : or the Influence of Free Thought.

The Precepts of Confucius : or Morality Independent of Christianity.

Three Subjects from the Course of 1851.

Why do the Clergy avoid Discussion and Free Inquirers seek it ?

The Moral Innocency ofrejecting Christianity,where Conscientiously Disbelieved.

Roman Catholicism, the Type of the Orthodox Churches around us.

All communications sent to the Reasoner office will be forwarded to Mr. Holyoake

by the next post. "

The discussion with Mr. Hamilton, of Aylesbury, is postponed till May, as the

Temperance Hall in Northampton has changed hands, and cannot be had. The
theatre, I believe, will be granted for that purpose.

Mr. Holyoake will lecture before the Mutual Improvement Society of Coventry,

on Secular Education, on May 10. The Mayor has courteously granted the use of

St. Mary's Hall for the purpose.

About that time the discussion will take place in Northampton, And two

lectures will be delivered in Leicester.

After leaving Sheffield, Mr. Holyoake will lecture in Leeds, in the New Hall of

our friends there, on May 2nd, 3rd, and 4th. Probably in Bradford the same week.

'THE STAR OF FREEDOM.'
Now that the Star of Freedom (as the Northern Star is now to be called) has been
announced, Mr. Ernest Jones states that it has been purchased by middle class gold for

middle class purposes. Mr. Jones ought to be engaged by Punch to make facetious

conjectures. The three principal writers of the Star are to be Mr. Harney, Mr. Linton,
and Mr. Massey—three writers who at any time seem ready to sacrifice themselves and
the cause of the people (as they all have done more or less) to an opposition to the
middle class, inexplicable and indefensible. They have no competitors in this imprac-
ticability, except Mr. O'Brien. Mr. Jones himself is feeble by their side.
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<^ur eBppu ^acje.

OtTR publisher has received the following notice :—
' Sir,—You are required, in pur-

suance of the Act 5 and 6 Vict. cap. 45, to deliver at Stationers' Hall, London, for the

use of the Bodleian Library at Oxford, the Public Library at Cambridge, the Library

of the Faculty of Advocates at Edinburgh, and the Library of Trinity College, Dublin,

four copies of the *' Task of To-Day ;" and you will observe that the Act directs that

works shall be delivered in the condition in which they may be prepared for sale ; and

also that a penalty of £5 will be incurred should they not be sent in within a month
after demand.'

* An Advocate of Truth,' Burnley, will perhaps agree with us that if a condensation

of the MS. is not worth the author's attention, it is not worth ours.

Will Mr. Moores inform us whether his correspondence with his reverend friend may
be published ?

We lately received £5 from Mr. A. Trevelyan, for disbursement as occasions required.

To the Misses Carlile were handed £2 2s. ; to a private subscription £2 ; to Mrs. True-

man, widow, 10s.; bills given away at Exeter Hall, and other places, 8s. The £5
mentioned as a conditional sum for the Misses Carlile, from W. J. Birch, has been

paid to them. If they are able to repay it, it will go to a fund for the service of others.

W. J. B. also sent 10s. to Mrs. Trueman. We have received from Mr. Arthur Trevelyan

£5 for the service fund of the Secular Society, and are making arrangements for secur-

ing a Hall for special meetings and lectures of the Society.

The Leader says—'There are a number of Finnish fanatics in Norwegian Lapland,

who have lately adopted the practice of conjuring the Devil into a young pig, and then

boiling the diabolised animal alive. It is presumed that they thereby hope effectually

to settle his satanic majesty. The bishop was very much shocked, and tried persuasion

without effect ; in fact, he ran considerable danger of being scalded, for it is said, they

threatened to diabolise the bishop, and boil Ann alive.' [Boiling either bishops or swine

is dreadful indeed ; but the abolition of the Bishop is certainly the more likely way of

laying the Devil,]

Sir R. Peel {Times, July 12, 1843), in the Irish debate, said—' He fully admitted,

and had admitted long ago, that religion ought not to operate as a disqualification for

office.'

In your ' Open Page ' there has appeared a notice of some * Sunday-school Teacher

'

who is willing to correspond with some Secularist on the subject of religion ;
and I am

equally willing to personate the latter, should no on© of your friends offer himself who is

better qualified. I am a constant reader of the Reasoner—iake great interest in it-

have thought much on the matter generally treated of in that periodical, and have also

been a Sunday-school teacher in the early part of my life. I am only a novice in

writing certainly, but I have sent short papers to various newspapers and periodicals—

the Crisis, the Man, the New Moral World, and once to the Reasoner—which found

ready insertion. Situated where I am I have met with no one with whom I could ex-

change anything like a series of kindred thoughts for years past. The Reasoner is my

chief reading, its views my chief study. At all events, if the ' Sunday-school Teacher,'

whom I suspect has taken sides with the theology of the Church, will suggest the con-

ditions or programme of correspondence, and the nature of the particular subjects he is

desirous of having brought through the ordeal of examination, he might depend on a

friendly demurrer to his views ; one, too, who is not ambitious of triumph in the con-

test, who has no motive but to arrive at just conclusions, and with whom universal

utility resulting in universal happiness, which comprehends wisdom, virtue, truth, and

justice, is the supreme object of his endeavours. S. B.
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LITERATURE FOR THE PEOPLE.

Under this head we give a weekly column of

the names of special class books, and the pro-
bable cost of them, for the information of readers

who may not otherwise meet with a notice of them.

The Bible and the People 6
Mackay's Religion of the Intellect 1 6
Spencer's Social Statics 12
Lewes's Biography of Philosophy 4
The Duties of Man. By J, Mazzini 6
First Book of Euclid, with 147 Diagrams. 2 6
Practical Grammar 1 6
Graduated Grammatical Exercises I o
Hints on a Logic of Facts 1 6
Public Speaking and Debate 1 6
History of the Last Trial by Jury for Atheism 1 6
Paley Refuted in his own Words 6
Reply to F. W. Newman's Work on the Soul 3
Logic of Death 1

Life of Richard Carlile 6
Literary Institutions 2
Pemberton ; or, the Value of Biography .. 2
Oracle of Reason, 2 vols 21
People's Review 1 o
Last Days of Emma Martin 1

Harriet Martineau's Household Education 3 6
Birch's Religion of Shakspere 4 o
Newman's Phases of Faith 6
INfartineau and Atkinson's Letters on Man.

.

g
The Task of To-day. By Evans Bell l o
The Freethinker's Magazine, complete 2 6
Mirabaud's System of Nature, 2 vols 5
Godwin's Political Justice, 2 vols, in 1 ...

.

5
Volney's Ruins of Empires 3 o
Volney's Law of Nature 4
Sketch of the Life of Volney 2
Paine's Theological Works 3 o
Paine's Political Works 5
American Crisis, in a wrapper 1 6
Rights of Man, ditto 1 3
Common Sense, ditto 6
Letter to the Abb6 Raynal, ditto 6
Letters to the Citizens of America o 4
Decline and Fall of our Finance 3
Agrarian Justice 2
Public Good 4
Letter to Camille Jordan I

Replv to the Bishop of Llandaff 2
Life, by the Editor of the National o 6
Portrait, engraved on Steel 6
Address to tfie People of France 2
Popular Tracts. By Robert Dale Owen 2 6
Tracts on Republican Government 3
Influence of the Clerical Profession 3
Sermons on Loyalty, Free Inquiry,&c.,by do. 3
Hopes and Destinies of the Human Species 2
Address on Free Inquiry 'i

Darby and Susan : a Tale of Old England 2
Wealth and Misery, by ditto 2
Situations t Lawyers, Clergy, Physicians.

.

2
Galileo and the Inquisition, by ditto 2
Lecture on Consistency, by ditto 2
Prossimo's Experience, &c., &c., by ditto 2
Moral Physiology; abrief and plain treatise 6
Cerebral Physiology 4
The Purgatory of Suicides. By T. Cooper 3 6
Wise Saws and Modern Instances 6
Baron's Yule Feast 1 g
Letters to Young Men of the WorkingClasses 6
Cooper's Journal, complete 3 o
Captain Cobbler 2 9

GUIDE TO THE LECTURE ROOM.
Literary Institution, John St., Fitzroy Sq.—May

2nd [75], Ebenezer Syme, • Modern Talmudism.'
South Place, Moorfields.—May 2nd [11^ a.m.],

H. lerson, M.A., will Lecture.
Hall of Science, City Road. — May 2nd [7^],

Thomas Cooper will Lecture
National Hall, 242, High Holborn.—May 2nd

[8], P. W. Perfitt, ' The Church and early Pusey-
ism.'

South London Hall, Webber St., Blackfriars Rd.
—May 2nd [7], a Lecture.
East London Literary Institution, Bethnal Green

—May 2nd [7i], a Lecture.
Social Institution, Charles Street, Old Garratt,

Manchester.—May 2nd [11 a.m.], Robert Cooper,
' Immortality of the Soul.' [6^ p.m.], 'People's
Reform w. Clerical Reform.'
Working Men's Academy, Edgar Street, Preston.

—Lecture every Sunday at 10^ a.m.—Discussion
every Sunday evening.

City Forum Coffee House, 60, Red Cross Street.

—Every Sunday, Monday, and Thursday [8^] , a
Lecture.

Eclectic Ipstitute, Denmark Street, Soho.

—

Every Friday [8^], Mr. J. B. O'Brien, Home and
Foreign Politics. Every Sunday [74], on Moral
and Social Science.
Commercial Hall, Philpot Street, Commercial

Road East.—April 29 [8] Mr. Samuel Pooley, ' The
Origin of Religious Worship.'—Theological Dis-
cussions every Sunday morning [11], Sunday
evening [7], Tuesday [8], Thursday [8j, and Sa-
turday [8].

ADVERTISEMENT.

THE PEOPLE'S CO-OPERATIVE BENEFIT
BUILDING SOCIETY, and Bank for De-

posits. Instituted on Permanent Principles. Shares
^60. Entrance Free Is. per Share. Subscription
!s. per week.
In consequence of the extraordinary and unpre-

cedented success of the Society, a handsome
BONUS has been carried to account, making a
Realised Profit of 7 PER CENT., COMPOUND
INTEREST, instead of the 5 per cent, guaranteed
by the Rules.
No arrears. No monopoly. Borrowers only

pay 6 per cent. Profits equally divided between
all the members. No payments required or fines

enforced from members when out of employment,
or suffering from sickness. Equal rights and
privileges to all the Members. Swms of U. and
upwards received in the Bank for Deposits, aud 4

per cent, interest allowed thereon.

By order,

Alexander Harrold.
Branch Offices

—

Hoxton : No. 4, Haberdasher Place West.
Clerkenwell: 18, St. John's Square.

SUBJECTION TO THB HIOBEB POWE&S.

Let every soul be subject to the higher powers.
It has been a great point with republican divines

to explain away the force of this text. But for this

purpose they have never been able to fall upon any
happier expedient than to say, that the word
* powers ' signifies, not persons bearing power,
but forms of government.

—

Bishop Horsley,

London: Printed by Holyoake, Tyndale, & Co., 3, Queen's Head Passage, Paternoster-row; and Pub-
lished by J. Watson, 3, Queen's Head Passage, Paternoster Row. Wednesday, April 28th, 1862.
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THEOLOGICAL EXAMINER.

Upon points on which philosophers know nothing, philosophers should say nothing. That is a useful_u.i
1

L.-i-^-_-L. . ,
^_ ' It may be so, and it may be otherwise.
-Edinburgh Review, January 1852. Art.

school of philosophy which teaches man to nay of most things: ' It may be so, and it may be otherwise.
It is a point on whicti I only know that I do not know.'

—

Edi ' - -

Genius and Writings of Descartes.

EIGHT OF THE ARTICLES.
Provincial Notes -, 385
Pictures of Free Inquiry in Switzerland .... S8(i

Astonishing Concession to the Jews 388
Strange Gospellers 39I

Mr. Linton and Mazzini , 395
Care in Exposition and Debate 395
Intolerance among Physicians 397
The Corsican Brothers 398

PROVINCIAL NOTES.
On Tuesday evening, April 27th, I addressed a greater number of familiar faces

in the Hall of Science, SheflSield, than I have met since being stationed there. My
friends who drew up the placard of the lectures put upon it those lines from Hogg

:

' immortal Truth,
Still, still thou must prevail

!

We are all much obliged to Hogg for saying so, but there was a little awkwardness
in his being made. to do it on my bill, seeing that I might be thought to be parad-

ing myself as the aforesaid ' Immortal Truth,' in which case a critical Chartist

might say I was ' going the whole Hogg.'

The chair was taken by William Groves, Esq., member of the Town Council, a

gentleman who had the intelligence to see that courtesy to a public meeting did

not involve complicity in any opinions propounded from which he dissented, and

had the independence to act upon this just conviction. The subject of the lecture

was ' A New Development of the Principles of Free Inquirers.' The most notable

of three gentlemen who took part in debate, contended that I was a very good

Christian without my knov^ing it. You may expect, I suppose, to hear of some

distinguished Minister inviting me to speak in his chapel. Indeed, I shall have

soon well established claims on those venerable ladies to fulfil their promise who,

in the Town Hall of Ashton-under-Lyne, undertook one day to build me a Chapel.

Mr. Isaac Ironside is at this time from home, recruiting his impaired health.

Many ask after the welfare of Mr. Alexander Campbell. If this comes under his

notice he will oblige his friends by sending, if he is able, a brief bulletin.

The Theatre of Northampton is to be at the service of our friends, and on the

11th and 12th of May I am to meet Mr. Hamilton in debate.

Before leaving London I completed arrangements with the Rev. Mr. Townley,

an esteemed Congregational Minister, of Islington, to meet him in discussion in

John Street Institution, on May 24th and June 1st. The question is to be—' Is

there Sufl&cient Evidence of the Existence of a God; that is, of a Being Distinct

from Nature V This is the Rev. Mr. Townley's choice. The doors are to be closed

at the commencement of the discussion, as Mr. Townley suffers from the inter-

ruption of persons entering. To this I have agreed on his account, not on my own,

as a little interruption does not matter to me. The contrary of some reverend

gentlemen with whom I have had lately to deal, Mr. Townley wished me to have

any proceeds that might accrue from the discussiola. This I decidedly refused

;

[No. 310.1 INO* 25, Vol. XII.]

[ONE PENNY.]
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and it was ruled that any surplus should equally remain at the disposal of our

respective committees.

The Rev. J. Spence, M.A., has been delivering lectures in the North on the

' Social Theories and Religious Opinions of the Working Classes.' In his third

lecture he said— ' There are the avowed infidels amongst the working classes'

Their number is not very large, but they are for the most part rather acute and

intelligent men. Some of them are atheists, denying the living God— others

Deists, receiving a sort of natural religion, but entirely rejecting the revealed.

They are pretty familiar with the writings of Paine, Voltaire, Volney, Strauss,

Barker, and Holyoake. They are fond of a debate, and readily treat you to bits

of logic. They profess to be wondrous wise, talking deeply about the nature of

things, the eternity of matter, or the constitution of man. Their opposition to

Christianity is strong and decided, and founded on their boasted pride of reason.

Christians, in their esteem, are superstitious fanatics and fools—without much
honesty and with less brains. They are very dogmatic in their assertions, and

their assertions often pass for oracles with their fellows. Frequently they profess

to be great philanthropists—ardent teetotallers—thorough moral reformers

No man that has ever examined Christianity can believe it. But these acute in-

fidels never have examined Christianity. They know not really what it is. Even

the most popular of their lecturers in talking of Christianity and of the Scriptures

make the grossest blunders. They are not competent to teach others as to its

claims or merits.' ^
With all due respect to this rev. gentleman, it may be said that there are as

many misconceptions and misrepresentations of what Free Inquirers say and do

as could well be brought together in so small a number of sentences. But as Mr.

Spence, in the same lecture, said ' Scepticism can be met with argument,' I take

this opportunity of saying, that I shall be happy to aflFord him the opportunity of

meeting it, if he is disposed to accept me as an explainer of it.

The tone of Mr. Spence's Lectures is, on the whole, good ; but his notion of the

'Socialist Theory' is no more happy than his account of ' Free Inquiry.' On
Sunday morning, the 9th of Mny, I am to speak in the Social Hall, Manchester,

in celebration of Mr, Owen's Birth-day. At that time I shall reply to the Rer.

Mr. Spence's strictures on the Socialist Theory. G. J. Holyoake.

PICTURES OF FREE INQUIRY IN SWITZERLAND.

BY THE REV. L. BURNIER, OF MORGES.
II.

Then repair to a bookseller's: inquire for infidel publications in French Switzer-

land. He will tell you that they have, properly speaking, no organ of infidelity.

If there have been any original publications hostile to the faith, they were sent

forth by German Socialists ; and when they translated them, or even quoted pas-

sages from them in the daily papers, they excited the public indignation. He will

tell you that certain abettors of infidelity wished to have Strauss translated into

French; but the person to whom they applied, though an infidel himself, refused

to undertake it, because such works would not iind circulation among us. He will

tell you that even journals which hold the highest revolutionary views, and satiri-

cal publications, abstain from direct attacks on Christianity, because this would-

shock the general feeling.

Present yourself as a * friend and brother,' and ask for an introduction to a club

of atheist or infidel propagandists, such as are elsewhere found. You will be told
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that nothing of this kind is known amongst ns. There are, doubtless, men who
hardly know how to meet :;yithout expressinu the infiilel thoughts that rankle in their

bosoms—several who take a horrible pleasure in propagating their opinions ; but

organised societies to overturn Christianity are what no one has ventured to

establish in Suisse Romande.
Yet, sirs, a country which speaks the language of Diderot, D'Alembert, Hel-

vetius, Dupuis, and Volney—which gave birth to Jean Jacques Rousseau, and
afforded him an asylum —which was for twenty years the favourite residence of

Voltaire ; a country in which, when France herself blushed at the fact, the obscene
poems of Piron, of Jean Baptiste Rousseau, and of the Seigneur de Fernez, were
printed by a typographical society, in which one of tlie chief magistrates of the

country was concerned ; a country which wns the rendezvous of revolutionary

writers, such as Mercier, who there published his 'Picture of Paris,' Raynall bis
* Philosophical History of the Two Indies,' Mirabeau some small works—and
where, in the year 1780, the entire works of Voltaire were published by subscrip-

tion, in the list of which figure the names of several ministers of the gospel, a pro-

fessor of theology, and at its head the King of Prussia and the Prince of Nenf-

ch^tel ; a country that was ravaged by revolutionary tempests long before France,

and which, since the French Revolution, has not ceased, so to speak, to be in a

state of revolution ; a country which has served as a refuge to French emigrants,

for the most part the sad wreck of the reign of the odious Louis XV., and which

has seen its territory occupied by armies, who the more easily sowed the seeds of

impiety and bad morals because they were there received as friends ; a country

where, from the beginning of the last century, arose, in the body of its pastors,

that ecclesiastical but dogmatical latifudinarianisra which is the virtual denial of

all positive faith—and where, since then, unity has been made to consist in the

toleration of errors the most serious, in receiving a salary from the same fund,

and in this new Popery, which allows all kinds of divergencies, providing the

directing authority be recognised ; a country where, more than anywhere else, at

least in the greater part of it, the government has so interfered in the manage-

ment of church affairs that the people can hardly see in their ministers anything

but functionaries of the state, and in religion itself only an instrument by which
}

to govern ; a counfry over part of which the Jesuits, for the last thirty years, have

had an undivided sway ; in a word, a country where the religious instruction of all

consists almost only in writing a meagre catechism, and where the * Mysteries of

the People,' by Eugene Sue, finds now 8,000 subscribers ;—is it possible, sirs, that

such a country should have escaped the torrent of infidelity ?

Those amongst us now enlightened by the gospel, and made capable of appre-

ciating things, recollect the state of religion in these countries at the beginning of

this century, and those who also have been able to gather information concerning

the close of the last century, acknowledge that all true piety at that epoch had dis-

appeared from Suisse Romande. There were here and there, however, we

charitably hope, a few souls who have escaped the general desolation, thought

seriously of eternity, and put their trust in Jesus Christ. We know, also, that in

some corners of the country, especially among the mountains, certain religious

habits, remnants of better days, were carefully preserved; but under those forms

there was a profound torpor, if not much hypocrisy. In one place, a Socinian

clergy was preaching only a cold morality; in another were ministers proverbial

only for drunkenness, avarice, and idleness ; elsewhere there was more decorum,

but not more life. The greater part irreverently mixed up texts of Holy Scripture
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with their trifling conversation, that we can only see in them real infidels. In the

bosom of their flocks were a few Moravians, but much decayed; a few followers of

Madame Guyon, more worldly than any, mistaking the flashes of mysticism for

light. As to the remainder, all were asleep; that is, infidelity everywhere pre-

vailed—an infidelity which, in the multitude, had no consciousness of its own exis-

tence, but which was avowed and made to appear by persons of the higher classes

of society. The universal opinion is, that infidelity amongst us, as elsewhere, has

had its rise in the higher classes of society. ,

With the peace of 1815, by the grace of ' our Great God and Saviour Jesus

Christ,' a revival of religion took place in Suisse Romande—the revival which has

been the means of procuring the honour of having representatives to this assembly.

This revival— though, after all, but weak—produced a great sensation, as a slight

noise sounds like thunder through the caverns of a deep and silent grot. It was

also for our people the revival of infidelity. The pastors and magistrates were all

ready, and, pushed on by them, the multitude washappy to persecute the gospel

in the name of religion and of the country. It was said that Methodism (the name

given to this religious movement) had made a multitude of infidels. It is unne-

cessary, in an assembly like this, to expose the error of this judgment, but it shows

the truth of those words of Holy Scripture, ' that which maketh manifest is light;'

for by means of that revival of religion—which, thank God, still continues in

Suisse Romande, and goes on apparently with greater energy—infidelity is made

more apparent, and indeed more active, than formerly : although, as I have already

remarked, this country remaius one of those that has most preserved the appear-

ance of a Christian country.

However, the reality does not correspond with the appearances. To enter into

detail, and begin with that portion of Suisse Romande which, whilst it is less known
to the narrator, occupies also a less considerable part in the question—I mean the

Roman Catholics.

In the canton of Geneva theris are from 20 to 25,000 Eloman Catholics, in a popu-

lation of about 70,000. Since the last revolution, the Protestant interests have been

sacrificed, even by Protestants themselves, to those of radicalism ; there has arisen

a Popish party which exercises a preponderating influence on the affairs of state.

Since then, the number of Romanists who attend to the practices of their worship

is much greater than before. We believe, however, that there are not above a

thousand Romish devotees who entirely satisfy their priests, in the manner in which

they acquit themselves of their manner to the church ; and if we consider, that

among a thousand devotees there will be found those who have only the exterior

of devotion, we shall be convinced that infidelity is almost universal amongst the

Roman Catholics of Geneva. There are, however, few who dissolve their relation-

ship with their spiritual head ; for this would be to separate themselves from their

party. But there is no reason to believe that the infidelity which prevails amongst

the Roman Catholics in Geneva is in anything different trom that which is found

amongst the Protestants.

ASTONISHING CONCESSION TO THE JEWS.

* Thank God,' exclaims the fashionably-religious Morning Post, * we have, and for

the present at least shall have, a Christian Parliament.' Thus the Pharisaical

Post rejoiceth in the judicial decision that Mr. Salomons has made an unlawful

adjuration in omitting the contested phrase, ' on the true faith of a Christian,' when

upon his oath at the bar of the Commons. Yet if the moral doctrines of Christianity

VEl
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insist upon good-will to men, brotherly kindness, toleration, and equality of rights,

we do not see that Parliament would be less essentially Christian if our Hebrew
fellow-citizen should also be admitted to a seat there. If all men are equal in the

sight of God, it is at least conceivable that they should be equal in the sight of Mr.
Speaker. When a certain Roman Catholic dignitary was reminded that the tortures

of the Inquisition were not exactly consistent with the divine injunction to 'love

your enemies,' he replied, 'True, we are commanded to love our enemies, but we
may do as we please with Ood's enemies.' Verily the Po5<, notwithstanding its

very discreet detestation of Roman Catholicism, has condescended to borrow some-

what of the facile logic of Escobar, when in the cause of bigotry it invokes the name
of that Being, of whom it has been grandly said, ' he sendeth his sun to shine

(equally) upon the just and the unjust.'

But the Morning Post has its own notions of liberality, and we will not con-

ceal them in extenuation. It has its own magnificent concessions. It tells us that

' the liberty of a man to he a Jew is not restrained, but to act as a Jew in things

which concern Christians is, and must be, restrained and prevented. To act other-

wise would be to deliver Christianity to the will of its enemies, for who so great an

enemy to Christianity as he who denies the existence of Christ?'

Magnanimous Post! A Jew may be a Jew because the Post cannot help it

—

cannot uncircumcise him. A Jew may be a Jew, if he will not say so. He may
possess an otiose, but not an active faith. He may hold convictions, but he may
not carry them out. The light by which he walks—the light vouchsafed him, as

he believes, by the God of his fathers, he may enjoy in barren impotence, but it

shall have no political recognition—and the deep, inextinguishable faith of his

race, no civil representation. "Wonderful liberality of concession ! The Post de-

plores that the Jews should persist in obstinately denying the existence of Christ;

how can they be well disposed towards an historical fact whose influence is made

so malevolent to them ? The Post would not deliver Christianity to the will of its

' enemies,' then why so blindly and doggedly insist on an exclusion which raises

up against Christianity enemies, both among Jews and Gentiles ?

—

Ion, in Leader

of April 24, 1852.

MAZZINI'S REPLY TO THE COLLECTORS OF THE SHILLING
SUBSCRIPTION FOR EUROPEAN FREEDOM.

Gentlemen,—Your plan is a noble idea. In the name of my country and in

that of the cause of European liberty, I thank you for having initiated it, and I con-

jure you to continue your labours that it may meet with the success which it de-

serves. It is really time that in face of the successive and continual encroachments

of absolutism upon the continent of Europe, the free men of England should mani-

fest by some means more efficacious than mere words, their sympathy for Truth

and Justice. It is time that againstthe solidarity now existing for Evil, there should

be established a solidarity for Good ; that a sacred league should be formed between

all those men, to whatever country they may belong, who believe in the unity of the

human race, in the liberty of man as a rational creature, in the duty of each towards

all, in Progress, and in Love. Since 1830—'since the voice of English statesmen

proclaimed the right of every people to arrange freely without foreign intervention

their own affairs—the whole of Europe has been delivered over without hindrance,

without protestation, to brute force, to the association of the powers who hold as a

principle the enslavement of the human race. Wherever the people has risen

against clerical or temporal oppression, claiming the right of making its own laws
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and of choosing its own chiefs, foreign intervention has hastened to crush it : Russia

and Austria against Hungary ; Austria, France, Naples, and Madrid against Rome.

Two powers say to Switzerland : Dishonour thyself or die! Four powers ha^e said

to your government: Betray the right of asylum, which makes the English soil a

refugefor the persecuted, or English travellers shall be treated as suspected by the

•police of all Europe. The organisation for Injustice is complete; that for Justice

scarcely planned. You have felt this, and you are endeavouring to make England

feel it. May God bless your work, and may your countrymen comprehend it.

I gratefully accept your offer. Of course,Ko8Suth being at a distance, I speak only

for myself. The method of your action is not exactly what I might have suggested

;

I would have been glad if the disposition of part of the funds had been less re-

stricted; but your proceeding does not hinder other methods of assistance, and the

principle embodied in it— a solemn positive national protest for the rights of op-

pressed nations and the duties of each towards all—is a sacred one, and must be

forwarded.

For you mutt succeed. The important service which you are desirous of

rendering to the cause, would be changed into a real injury, should the result of

your labours not respond to your intentions.

You have in your programme clearly stated the case. You have said—Our
countrymen believe in Right and Liberty ; they abhor Injustice and Oppression

wherever they exist: we will count them for the encouragement of the good, for

the terror of the bad. Good and bad will anxiously await the result of the scrutiny.

It may weigh much in the balance of European destinies.

A shilling is but a small sum : but it acquires an incalculable value when it re-

presents a free man raising his hand and bearing open testimony in the cause of

the oppressed,

There are in your national character two admirable qualities: tenacity, and har-

mony between thought and action. You yourselves must give a new proof of the

first, and let the workman, the priest, the woman, the writer, and every English-

man who believes that all men are the sons of God called freely to follow the same
law of Truth and Love, give a new proof of the second. The workman must feel

the solidarity which links his fate and his moral rehabilitation to the success of

our popular struggles; the priest the immense religious consequence which hangs

upon the proclamation of liberty of conscience at Rome; the woman the poetry of

the great memories and the great hopes which sanctify our banners, and the long

sorrowing of our mothers over the exile, the imprisonment, and the death of their

children; the writer his duties toward the sanctity, the inviolability, the indivisi-

bility, of the Idea of Humanity; the Englishman, be he who he may, the dangers

which are beginning to threaten his country, the necessity of forming alliances with

the peoples which are about to rise, and the guarantee which he must find tor the

institutions that he cherishes, in the re-organisation of Europe upon bases more
just than those established by the arbitrary governments of 1815. Those who fall

must not hear plaudits like those given to the gladiators who died well, but the

voices of brothers saying to them

—

Die infaith! the fag of victory shall wave over

your graves : those who live must learn that in struggling tor an ideal ot universal

amelioration and purification they have not been seeking to embrace a phantom.
This is the meaning of the subscription which you have initiated: a new and

moralising strength added to our and your strength, if it succeed; a sensible check
for us both, if it should fail.

May this thought rouse you to activity and constancy. Rest assured they will

not be expended in vain. Joseph Mazzini.
[Our publisher, Mr. Watson, is one of the Collectors of this Subscription, and to

him our friends <ian forward their contributions.— Ed.]



STRANGE GOSPELLERS.

[From an article entitled 'The Working Man's Way in the World,' in Tail's

Magasine for April, we extract the following passages. The copyright and
editorship of this long-established magazine have passed into new hands, but
it does not appear to have lost in interest or become less liberal by the change.

Had this description of 'strange gospellers ' been obtained from a less orthodox
source than a Scotch journal, we doubt not but it would have been regarded by
the religious as something more than * gratuitous exaggeration and caricature.']

So far as the existence of religious

principle is evidenced by the moral as-

pect of the workshop, it would appear
scarcely to prevail at all among the
whole body. Such a conclusion would,
however, be happily far wide of the mark.
Among the great mass of the oppratives
of our cities and towns there is always to

be found a certain though small pro-
portion of men to whom religion is not
merely a matter of profession, but the
main-spring of action, the subject of

enduring and endearing thouglit, and
the object of the liveliest attachment.
That the influence of such characters

upon the whole body is but very incon-

siderable, and hardly if at all visible in

the circles in which their week-days are

spent, need not surprise us when we con-
sider how small and feeble a proportion
they bear to that body, and when we re-

flect further that the subject of religion

is rarely a matter of remaik or conversa-

tion in the workshop, except as it may
serve as a butt for the wit, or a laughing-

stock for the amusement of the profane

and thoughtless. The working ranks,

however, enfold men of every shade and
variety of religious opinion and profes-

sion. The greater part of them, as might
be expected, professedly belong to the

Established Church, and nine-tenths of

these are individuals who make up nearly

the whole of that immense body who
never enter a church or chapel, nor hear

a sermon once in ten years. Among the

denizens of the workshop, to dissent is

at least to have the character of being re-

ligious to a certain extent, while to be-

long to the Church Established is gene-

rally to have a character for no religion

at all. The marked distaste for the in-

side of a church which these professed

adherents to the religion of the State

display, may well arise from the fact

that Christianity as it is there offered to

their acceptance assumes a garb and
an attitude which are offensive to them.
When the working man contrasts the
cushioned pew in which the fatcit snores
at his ease, and pursy respectubility re-

clines so comfortably swaddled, with
the cold, damp stones and narrow bench
proffered for his accommodation, he
looks upon the whole affair as a kind of

scurvy joke in which, the laugh being all

against himself, he declines to take a
part. On the subject-matter of Christi-

anity he is often as ignorant as a Black-
foot Indian, and, indeed, in this respect

is precisely on a level with his clod-

hopping brother who stumbles at the

plough-tail. He knows nothing either

of its doctrines or its history, and has
no more idea of what the Reformation
effected, or was intended to effect, than

an Esquimaux has of the Eleusinian

mysteries. When at a period which
there is no great risk in asserting to be
not far off, England shall be again spi-

ritually subjected to the Roman Pontiff,

there will be no necessity for any Jesu-
itical perversion of the million mas-
ses that compose the industrial array.

The vast majority of them are at the pre-

sent moment every whit as good Catho-

lics as they are Protestants, without

knowing it. The wisdom that should

have enlightened them has been hauled

on ship-board by a pious press-gang, and
transported beyond seas to illunjinate

the savages and cannibals of Polynesia

and New Zealand. It is so much more
gratifying to our favourite phase of

Ciiristian philanthropy to behold a con-

verted cannibal jabbering and grimacing

on a missionary platform, than it is to

see a fellow-couutryman rescued from
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the slough of ignorance and vice, that we
send thousands of talented men and
hundreds of thousands of money on a
journey to the Antipodes, to prevent
Quackoo from griddling his grandmother,
while Peggy Styles at home poisons
Big Bob, her husband, for the sake of

four pound ten—which we are content
to denominate a very shocking proce-
dure, and say no more about it. It will

be no proof of the soundness of this eco-

nomy even should the bulwarks of the
Protestant faith be found in Australia
or New Zealand when its outworks are
assailed at home

There are various branches, oflfshoots,

and supercessions from the Methodists
and other dissenting bodies, which,
being lower in pretension and poorer in

purse, are all the greater favourites with
a not very extensive section of illiterate

and low-class workmen, who may truly

be said to labour under religious impres-
sions. These pious congregations gene-
rally take the name of some popular lead-

ing seceder who has been spurned out
of his regular orbit for some offence

against the governing ecclesiastical po-
lity of his sect, and has carried off a
pretty numerous tail of adherents along
with him. These, under the name it

may be of Smithites, Brownites, Jones-
ites, or Robinsonians, make a covenant
together—erect a new chapel at the cost
of some hundred and fifty pounds, which
they contrive to borrow, install the ejec-

ted pastor in the pulpit, and found a
new denomination, whose creed and con-
stitution are liberal and all-embracing
in a precise ratio with the illiteracy and
poverty of its founders.

One evening when, during a slack
season, 1 was returning early from my
work, I was tempted by the prospect of

a brilliant sunset to prolong my walk
by making a leisurely circuit round the
outskirts of the northern part of the
city. At twilight I found myself thread-
ing a winding lane with black brick
cottages on one side, and stunted aspen-
trees on the other. Lying back about
a dozen paces from the row of mean
habitations, I saw a pair of small arched
chapel windows, through which lights

were glimmering; and I knew from the
strange mixture of sounds that greeted
me that something unusual was going
on within. Creeping softly along the

narrow flag-stone pavement, I opened
the door and entered as stealthily as

possible, and was startled by what cer-

tainly must be considered an odd phase
of divine worship—if it were not some-
thing else. The building was a chapel

of some thirty feet square, with two
small galleries, one on either side of the

entrance. In the pulpit was an unshaven
orator addressing an audience in the

highest state of excitement, and con-

sisting apparently of labouring men and
their wives, with a good sprinkling of

young children. Every sentence uttered

by the speaker was received with audible

demonstrations of rapturous enthusiasm.

The individuals who occupied the pews
which filled the centre of the area rose

every now and then upon their feet, and
looked anxiously and scrutinisingly

around—casting compassionate glances

upon about a dozen dimly-seen pro-

selytes who appeared to be struggling

upon their knees in comparative dark-

ness among some benches under the

gallery. Suddenly, a labouring man rose

from a form in the aisle, and making
staggeringly for the agonising group,

plumped himself down among them,
which was the signal for a simultaneous

shout from every lip of * Another

!

another ! Olory to the Father, another 1'

followed by the instinctive explosion in

chorus of a verse of a hymn celebrating

the victories of Immanuel to the tune
of 'Rule Britannia,' most vociferously

and discordantly yelled out. That was
no sooner finished than the black beard
in the pulpit roared forth, ' Let us help

them, my friends I let us help them !'

and then in a solemn voice, * Let us
pray !' Then he began a passionate

prayer to the Great Being, whom he
violently adjured to come down that

instant and assist his creatures in the

throes of the new birth. The voice of

the preacher was lost in the exultant

responses of the congregation, many of

whom prayed much louder than their

leader; and when .they paused for

breath for a moment, the wailing and
Bobbing from the wretched creatures

floundering about among the benches,

and lifting their clasped hands and
streaming, distracted, and grimy faces

now and then into the light, filled up the

intervals in a manner truly characteristic

and deplorable. While this strange
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scene was going on, I could not help
closely remarking the behaviour of a
pale-faced, starveling operative of about
five-and-twenty, who stood near me,
with the remains of a dirty and dog's-
eared hymn-book, the leaves of which
he kept on greasily thumbing over, in

his hand.
He looked very like, and probably

was, a poor working-shoemaker of the
lowest class ; but whatever the actual
misery of his lot, and he was wan,
meagre, and ill-clad in the extreme, his

present rapturous condition was such as

would have mocked at compassion. He
was in a perfect ecstacy of saintly de-
light, though from the vocabulary in

which he expressed it in fitful and in-

coherent mutterings, I suspected he
was but a new convert himself, to whom
some savour of the old Adam yet re-

mained, which no doubt he would have
got rid of if he could. * Oh, glory I' he
muttered to himself, while his ivhole

frame trembled with excitement, and
swam in perspiration, *ain't this a pre-

cious Pentecost?—thirteen sinful souls

at one haul I' Then he would bawl an
amen to the petition of the moment;
and again, in an under-tone, ' Oh, crikey

!

here's a blessed manifestation.' Anon,
he would read a verse or two during a

pause in the proceedings, and press the

leaves of the book to his livid lips, and
then, unable to control or repress the

expression of his satisfaction, would
burst out with such involuntary ejacu-

lations as ' Gemini, here's an adorable

go ! Here's a stunnin' outpouring !'

with sundry others of a similar and less

orthodox description, which I have no
inclination to record. The united pray-

ers being ended, the preacher came down
from the pulpit, and beckoning a couple
of followers from the precentor's desk,

the three together pulled, hauled, and
carried their now prostrated and ex-

hausted converts into the vestry in the

rear, where it is to be hoped they gave

them something more restorative than a

second course of jobation, though what
they there did with them 1 had no means
of knowing. Another speaker mounted
the pulpit stairs, and after a short ad-

dress, and a hymn, which was sung
exultingly to the tune of ' Jolly Dick the

Lamplighter,' dismissed the congrega-

tion with a benediction^ and an appoint-

ment for another service for the mor-
row night.

This reads very like a piece of gra-
tuitous exaggeration and caricature, and
yet it is nothing of the sort; indeed, I

might have shown the affair in a much
more ridiculous aspect, and yet have ad-
hered to the truth. Some years have
elapsed since I was present at the scene
above described, but the same thing is

observable at the present hour by those
who choose to look for it. No later
than last year, in the month preceding
the opening of the Great Exhibition,!
was accidentally present at a scene
equally preposterous and far more
miserable and melancholy. In the very
heart of the metropolis, and within hear-
ing of the roar of the traffic of Fleet
Street, a small band of the self-styled

elect, almost exclusively of the lower
and labouring ranks, had met together
for the purpose of deprecating the wrath
of God about to be let loose upon a guilty
land to avenge the national sms consum-
mated in the erection of the Crystal
Palace, which was relentlessly doomed,
as the great temple of Mammon, to a
sudden and horrible destruction, together
with the rebellious city which had raised
it in piockery of the Most High ! The
grieving and groaning community, of
some sixty or seventy jaundiced-looking
individuals, occupied the floor of the
chapel, the galleries being shut up as

useless, and left to the dust of years.

Three long-visaged messengers of woe
entered the pulpit at once. The first

who spoke launched out into such a
violent strain of prophetic denunciation
as soon elicited a chorus of dreadful
groans from all present. He shot forth

every tenth syllable from his lungs with
such tremendous force as would have
drowned the crack of a rifle, and actually

raised the dust in the forsaken galleries to

such a degree that he and his compeers
stood aloft in a mist, through which
their magnified forms loomed like evil

genii threatening horror and ruin. In
the exercise of his Christian charity he
compared the modern metropolis to the

Sodom ot old Judea, and declared that

it came off ' second best ' in the com-
parison. He assured his audience that

all the real Christians in London (per-

haps he mentally excepted the present

company) might be trundled out of town
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in one of the omnibuses then rolling

alone (he Strand.

When he had tired himself out, -which

he did in about twenty minutes, another

followed in the same strain, though he

at least condescended to give a reason

for the doom he threatened, and that

reason was, he said, the sins of the

aristocracy, whom he accused of having

gone after strange gods in v/orshipping

Jenny Linds. The third speaker, a sallow

north-countryman, half-choked with the

Northumbrian burr, graciously directed

attention to the sole means of averting

the impending calamity, which he so-

lemnly declared was only to be accom-
plished by the urgent prayers of the

faithful then and there present; 'that

small and chosen band were the remnant
who had not bowed down to idols, and
they held in their hands the destinies of

the modern Babylon ; and deliverance,

if it came at all, must come from the

sacred violence of their united and un-

wearying prayers, which alone had power
to stny the avenging arm of an insulted

God.' All this was received by the

poverty-stricken, sickly, and woe-begone

assembly as the veritable utterances of

prophecy, and was responded to by a

chorus of gasping sobs and groans from

a dozen or two of male and temale
* sweaters,' cobblers, shoebinders, and
slop-makers, whom foul air, confine-

ment, want of exercise and serai-starva-

tion had first etiolated, then endued with

a saffron -coloured skin, and at last landed
in the monomania of religious fanaticism.

I could not help thinking as Hooked upon
them that three grains of calomel round,
with a double dose for the orators, fol-

lowed at a proper interval by a general

participation in a social bowl of sails

and senna, would have sent their pecu-
liar and truly pitiable piety to the right

about, and restored them to the percep-
tion of common-sense ; and I would glad-

ly have paid the expense of the enter-

tainment had it been practicable. When
the last speaker had blown his wailing

blast, and the three together had disap-

peared in the dusty mist they had raised,

a man plumped himself suddenly on
his knees on the table beneath the pulpit,

and began a very noisy and desperate
kind of oration, which partook as much
of the nature of a public announcement
as it did of a prayer. Now he addressed
the people, whom he charged to come at

halt-past two, in order to wrestle with
God tor the salvation of * this seething
Sodom,' and who replied aloud to his

appeal, *We will! we will !' And now he
challenged the Deity to be punctual, re-

peating several times his admonition,
'Keniember, Lord, at half-past twD pre-

cisely— be thou here, and bring thy bles-

sings with thee!' amid reiterated cries

from the congregation of * Do it—do it

—

do it, Lord!—remember!' at the end of

which stunning and almost ferocious con-
juration the assembly broke up.
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(Bur ^latf0im.

From which any earnest opponent may controvert our opinions, and from which any may expound Tiewa
not coincident with our own, it tending to the Ilationaliaation of Theology.

MR. LINTON AND ]\IAZZINI.

To the Editor of the lieasoner.

Mt dear Holyoake,—I feel constrained, much against my wish, again to cora-

ment on your writing. In your second article on Mazzini and Louis Blanc, there

is, as it seems to uie, great unfairness. (It may be as well to provide against any

possibility of misconstruction, by saying I do not here impute any intention of un-

fairness.) You say— * We have seen France lose its foremost place among the

nations because its leaders talked like assailants, and wrote like duellists. We
have had too much of this among us. Let us take care that it be not augmented

by importation. Mazzini ' So you bring in Mazzini's name immediately

coupled with your remarks on duellists, and, passing through a few compliments

to his faculties, proceed to charge him with bad feeling and setting an ill example,

because he said he passed with contempt the personal attack of Louis Blanc in the

Leader. Of course it is but fair inference that you mean to set him (not Louis Blanc,

but Mazzini) down as one who writes like a duellist. And the impression thus

conveyed becomes worse when you allow it to be supposed, that Mazzini expressed

personal contempt on account of errors (only 'impassioned errors, if erro^ they

be') of his critics: the plain fact being, that Mazzini expressed no contempt for

any criticism, nor for the persons of any critics ; but, compelled to protest against

a garbled copy of his own words, he accompanied that protest with the dignified

expression of his contempt for the personality of a scurrilous attack. The position

in which you have left the affair in the Reasoner is unjust to Mazzini, though more

unjust to those of your readers who may have had no opportunity of judging of the

matter except through your words.

On my account I have also a word to say. Will you oblige me by pointing out

the passages in Mazzini's letter which are translated morefavourably for Socialism

in the Leader than in the English Republic ? I have looked carefully through both

translations, and cannot find one such passage. W. J. Linton.

[Mr. Hoiyoake's,absence from town prevents his complying with Mr. Linton's

request this week, but he orders Mr. Linton's letter to be inserted forthwith.]

CARE IN EXPOSITION AND DEBATE.

Sib,—Now that the young and earnest are awakening to the necessity of a

diligent inquiry into theological subjects, secularists should be more than ordinarily

solicitous that their speeches are effective and useful. A word inadvertently

spoken, or a topic unadvisedly chosen for discussion, may cast a veil over anxiously

inquiring minds, lower us in their estimation, and prove disastrous to the cause of

freethought. I think it would be policy on our part for us, individually, to speak

less and study more.

It will be perceived that I am not alluding to our lecturers, or tliose who take

part in set discussions; but to those who engage in our open discussions in various
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parts of the country. It is at these latter discussions that numbers receive their

first real impressions of our views and motives, and it is necessary that these first

impressions should be as accurate as possible. Our chief aim should, therefore,

be to choose those subjects for debate which would afford us ample opportunity

of conveying the greatest possible amount of scientific information, and of inspiring

the audience with generous sentiments. Many a restless and aspiring spirit visits

our discussion rooms for the express purpose of obtaining intellectual light; and

if they fail, it is our fault. Let us, then, with a firm determination, subject our

minds to a wholesome discipline, that we may the more effectually influence others.

A circumstance which occurred the other evening, and which is the immediate

cause of my penning these few hints, will clearly show that the result of such a

mode of procedure would be an increase of intelligent adherents and propagandists.

As I entered one of our discussion rooms, an intellectual young man, the son of

the principal of a classical academy, called me aside, and said that as soon as the

tone of the debates was elevated he would take part in them, and propagate our

views as far as practicable ; but he could not do so whilst they continued to discuss

questions so trivial, or entered so deeply into some of the more indelicate themes

connected with the 'word of God.' And this is not an isolated case ; such persons

are numerous. We have, then, but to take * Excelsior !' as our motto, and success

is certain.

It might not be superfluous to add that freethinkers should be able to correct at

once any misrepresentations, either wilful or otherwise, which so frequently issue

from the press ; as well as to thoroughly test their own principles by the severest

logic, Ihid to study our accredited works for the purpose of procuring, as far as pos-

sible, a uniformity of idea. Samuel Pooley.

A VISIT TO KENNINGTON COMMON.
Sir,—Having received information that there would be a discussion on Ken-

nington Common, between a freethinker of Pantheistic views and some other

person recognising the tenets of Christianity, I was induced to attend, in expecta-

tion of hearing the matter logically and philosophically argued, I regret to say

the subject was not thus dealt with, and likewise that the bearing of the gentleman

who advocated the cause of freethought was anything but exalted. When I heard

the freethinker upholding the cause of morality, and outraging it in nearly the

same breath by epithets, held sacred in the mind of the Christian, used for no de-

finite purpose other than mere expression of bravado, I, as a disciple of freethought,

looked upon this course as an illegitimate and irrelevant one, equally distasteful to

the upholders of freethought as to those parties to whom it more immediately

bears reference. When the doctrine of freethinking is advocated in terms and

by a course of conduct rude and uncharitable, I do not wonder that the generality of

people, unacquainted with the real intrinsic object, form fallacious conceptions of

its motive, and repudiate its intentions.

This is an instance of mistaken zeal and earnestness on the part of one of the

increasing body of freethinkers. Nor is this circumstance one of isolated charac-

ter. We too often have to lament the unwise course adopted by embryo free-

thinkers, who, before they know the nature of the ground upon which they stand,

court discussion, and, for want of the necessary foundation whereon to build their

fabric, the farther they build the more unsafe the whole grows.



There is another obstacle in the way of freethinkers, and one which, I regret to

say, is too often resorted to for the success of their cause—viz., sarcasm. The in-

troduction of this description of language I decidedly object to. Nothing tends

more to produce ill-will and aversion than this mode of speech ; the sympathies of

a refined sensibility are enlisted against you
;
you do not act as you could wish to be

acted towards—not forgetting that it betrays an unusual and vexed state of mind,
a want of sensibility and discretion. Johannes.

INTOLERANCE AMONG PHYSICIANS.

For many years after I had employed prussic acid successfully in private and

also in public at St. Thomas's Hospital, the Pharmacopoeia Committee of the

London College of Physicians shrunk from recommending to the College its in-

sertion into their ' Pharmacopoeia' because so many of the fellows had denounced

it in letters to them ; and so late as 1836 an argument used by certain fashionable

medical men to prevent patients from consulting me was that I prescribed prussic

_acid. A little before that year, an attempt was made to invalidate my medical

judgment in a cause before Lord Abinger by the present Attorney-General sug-

gesting to his brother counsel to ask me whether I did not employ the stethoscope

:

and I replied, yes, just as Dr. Davey did when asked lately by another counsel

whether he believed in mesmerism : and I have heard it contemptuously denounced

in lectures before the assembled College of Physicians. When Ambrose Par6

substituted with perfect success mild applications to gun-shot wounds for the

tortures of boiling oil, his brethren so violently denounced mild applications that

he had to defend his wholesome innovation long afterwards before Charles XI. in

person : and, after he had proved the success of tying arteries after amputation,

as is the present mode of preventing hsemorrhage, his cotemporaries assailed him,

denounced ligatures, and persevered in the dreadful practice of applying boiling

pitch or red hot irons to the stump. Wheu Aselli demonstrated the lacteal

vessels, not a single doctor of the University of Montpellier would allow the

evidence of his eyes and acknowledge their existence, but denounced them. After

the sexual system of plants had been demonstrated by Alpini, and Millington

urged it upon the Oxonians, and Grew had proved it, Tournefort, the celebrated

botanist, refused it a place in his work: and Dr. Alston, the professor of Botany

in the University of Edinburgh, violently denounced and opposed it in the last

century. Such was once the prejudice of the court physicians against Peruvian

bark, they so denounced it that Cromwell was allowed to die of ague rather than

they would allow him to take it: and a man named Talber, who taught the regular

faculty the proper mode of administering it, was vilified all over England as an

impostor. How the whole profession violently declared the circulation of the

blood to be a false fabrication by Harvey, and how they denounced and stigmatised

him and ruined his practice, is known to all the world : and now his name is

reverenced, and the profession are all proud of him. When Jenner proved the

efficacy of vaccination, and was about to send a communication on his discovery to

the Royal Society, those fellows who were his friends begged in kindness to him

that he would do no such thing, for all the profession denounced it and the fellows

of the Society followed them. When Franklin's papers containing his discoveries

in electricity were read to the Royal Society, they were thought wild and absurd,

and received with shouts of laughter, denounced, and pronounced by the council

=!=4
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to be unworthy of a place in the ' Philosophical Transactions,' and were therefore

printed by a kind-hearted and virtuous qunker, Dr. Fothergill, at his own expense,

and went through five editions : and now the Society glories in the name of Franklin,

and has his portrait on its walls.

—

Dr. Elliotson's remarks on Dr. Fraser^s tncon-

sistency, Zoist, No. 37, Vol. X.

THE CORSICAN BROTHERS.

Now that the drama being played at the Princess's Theatre, entitled ' The Corsican

Brothers,' has become a topic of conversation, it may interest our readers to know
the origin of it. The story is founded on the mysterious sympathy of two brothers,

who, even when separated by hundreds of miles, are simultaneously affected by great

occurrences; if one is ill, the other i«» ill ; if one is stabbed, the other feels a pang.

This Corsican superstition was singularly illustrated in the person of Louis Blanc

and his brother. Louis Blanc (who, it will be remembered, is Corsican) was one

night stabbed as he entered his lodgings in Paris. * At precisely the same hour,'

so runs the narrative we had from Louis Blanc himself, * my brother, then in

Rhodez, felt a sudden pang, which alarmed him on my account ; he insisted on

setting out at once for Paris, and was with difficulty persuaded to send a letter

instead. The letter came, and the answer told him his fears had been too well

grounded.' This story was naturally enough the talk of all Paris, and Dumas,

like a ' whipper-up of unconsidered trifles,' turned it into a novel, and thence

into a drame.— The Leader.

*TRACTS FOR THE TIMES.'

Mr. Robertson, of Glasgow, is publishing under this title a series of valuable

tracts. 'Christianity: what it is and what it is not,' by Theodore Parker;

' Priestly Systems repugnant to Christian Principles,' by the Rev. Thomas Wilson,

M.A.; 'Infallibility, Catholic and Protestant; or, the Church and the Bible,' by
the Rev. James Martineau ;

* On the Human Causes which have concurred towards

the Establishment of Christianity,' translated from the French of Benjamin Con-

stant, by William Maccall; and others on subjects we have not at hand to quote.

The names of these authors are a sufficient testimony of the excellence of the

* Tracts for the Times.'

'THE TASK OF T O-D A Y.'

We cannot follow this writer into his theme, however much we may feel disposed

to dispute his theory about the ' Task of To-Day.' His notion of that ' task' is, that

it is to promote a revolution in the religious opinions of Northern Europe. The
writer is apparently in earnest—and this is all that we can say in his favour. The
book, as a book discussing a great thesis, is weak, shallow, and pretending.

—

Athenceum, No. 1275, April 3, 1852.

[Other critics of equal note have thought very differently of this work.

—

Ed.]
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(9ur cDprit |3fljie.

In reference to Mr. Birch's gift to the Secular Society, the People observes : * The
endowment of a society is always a trial to its integrity. Many will now join the Se-

cular Society from interested motives who might else have scorned it. At the same
time great credit is due to Mr. Birch for helping the struggles of free thought during
his own lifetime, and for doing it so liberally. Vast mental and material resources are

in the possession of Freethinkers, and would be available for propagandisra were they
sufficiently organised, or were proper plans proposed by persona deserving of confidence.

Never wafthere a time more auspicious for an earnest movement against the hoary corrup*

tions, political and theological, which hold the world in bondage. Let the free cpa«e to

be ashamed of their freedom. Let them speak and act as men who havefound truth

and not lost it. The Traditionalists tremble. Let us down upon them in the name of

the Eternal God, and put them to flight.'

G. A.—Two copies of Maddens Advertiser were received.

Mr. James Butterworth, of 6, Ashton's Buildings, Hardfield, Heywood, is desirous

that all freethinking friends in the following places should forward their names and ad-

dresses to him as early as possible, as he is making arrangements in which they will be
interested :—Ashton, Accrington ;

Bartholomew, Bacnp, Bolton, Bury, Blackrod, Booth,

Broughton-in-Furness, Blackburn, Burnley; Colne, Clitheroe, Cartmel, Chipping
Chorley, Chowbent, Churchtown, Cockerham, Crastonj Darwen, Droylsden, Dalton •

Edenfield, Ecclestou, Eccles; Fleetwood ; Garstang ; Haslingden, Hawkshead, Hornby:
Inglewhite ; Kirkham, Kersley ; Lancaster, Leigh, Liverpool, Littleborough, Longridge •

Manchester, Middleton, Mossley, Mottiam, Milnrow ; Newchurch, Newburgh, New-
ton, North Meols ; Oldham, Ormskirk ; Padiham, Pendlebury, Pendleton, Prescot, Pres-

ton, Poulton ; Radcliff, Ramsbottora, Rawtenstall, Rhodes, Rochdale, Royton, Rib-
chester, Rufford ; Salford, St. Helen's, Staleybridge, Stockport, Standish ; Tyldesley;

Ulverstone, UphoUand ; Warrington, VVigan, Whitworth, Weeton, Wavertree, Wool-
ton, Wortley, Whitefield.

Benj. F. Cooley makes a statement through the Springfield Republican in regard to

'spiritual rappings,' in which he says : Having had extended opportunities for the past

three years to investigate the subject, I hare arrived at what appears to me to be the

true solution of the mystery. I now feel that duty compels me to speak out, and let my
fellow-men know what the results of my investigations are. Tn the first place, let me
state that by the believers in these manifestations I have been considered a good
* medium,' that I have myself been a believer in the spiritual nature of these manifesta-

tions, and have often verily believed that I was conversing with the spirits of the great

men of earth, but who are now the great immortal of higher spheres. Now, my mind
is entirely changed, and this change of mind has been produced by a long, deep, and

earnest study and investigation of the nature, power, and application of electricity, of

the susceptibility of the mind to electrical or psychological changes, and of clairvoyance.

All of these taken together, I find, will produce the same mysterious and startling phe-

nomena that have already been produced throughout the country, and attributed to the

operations of departed spirits.

The Times quotes from a New York paper a paragraph on editorial training in

America. It is said that the education necessary to qualify an Arkansas editor for the

duties of his office is the following :—Two months' practice with a hair trigger rifle at a

target, 100 paces distant; six weeks" practice in swinging a two-foot bowie knife j six

or seven months' experience in gouging, ear biting, and rough and tumble kicking at

an election. These qualifications will enable the possessor of them to write political

and slanderous articles with impunity. But it is worth observing that this kind of edu-

cation is not necessary, unless the political articles are also ' slanderous.'

=i*
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LITERATURE FOR THE PEOPLE.

Under this head we give a weekly column of

the names of special class books, and the pro-

bable cost of them, for the information of readers

wHo may not otherwise meet with a notice of them.

Sterling's Letters to Coningham, 2nd ed...0 1

The Bible and the People 6

Mackay's Religion of the Intellect 1 6

Spencer's Social Statics 12

Lewes's Biography of Philosophy 4

The Duties of Man. By J. Mazzini ...;.. 6

First Book of Euclid, with 147 Diagrams. 2 6

Practical Grammar 1 6

Graduated Grammatical Exercises 1

Hints on a Logic of Facts 1 6

Public Speaking and Debate 1 6

History of the Last Trial bv Jury for Atheism 1 6

Paley Refuted in his own Words 6

Reply to F. W. Newman's Work on the Soul 3

Logic of Death I

Life of Richard Carlile 6

Literary Institutions 2

Pemberton ; or, the Value of Biography .

.

2

Oracle of Reason, 2 vols 21

People's Review 1

Last Days of Emma Martin 1

Harriet Martineau's Household Education 3 6

Birch's Religion of Shakspere 4
Newman's Phases of Faith 6

IMartineau and Atkinson's Letters on Man.. 9
The Task of To-day. By Evans Bell 1

The Freethinker's Magazine, complete.... 2 6

Mirabaud's System of Nature, 2 vols 5

Godwin's Political Justice. 2 vols, in 1 ...

.

5

Volney's Ru-ns of Empires 3

Vol ney's Law of Nature 4

Sketch of the Life of Volney 2

Paine's Theological Works 3

Paine' s Political Works 5

GUIDE TO THE LECTURE ROOM.
Literary Institution, John St., Fitzroy Sp.—May

9th [7i], Henry Knight, ' History of the Jews.'
South Place, Moorfields.—May 9th [ll^a.m.],

H. lerson, M.A., will Lecture.

Hall of Science, City Road. — May 9th f/i],
Thomas Cooper, ' Life and Genius of Milton.'

National Hall, 242, High Holborn.—May 9th

[8], P. W. Perfitt, 'Archbishop Laud.'
South London Hall, Webber St., Blackfriars Rd.

—May 9th [7], Chas. Southwell, ' Idol Worship.'
East London Literary Institution, Bethnal Green

—May 9th [7i], a Lecture.

Social Institution, Charles Street, Old Garratt,

Manchester,— May 9th [11], a Lecture.

Areopagus Coiiee and Heading Room, 59, Church
Lane, Whitechapfel.—Every Sunday, Jlonday, and
Wednesday (8), a Lecture or Discussion.

City Forum Coffee House, 60, Red Cross Street.

—Every Sunday, Monday, and Thursday [8^], a
Lecture.

Eclectic Institute, Denmark Street, Soho.

—

Every Friday [8^], Mr. J, B. O'Brien, Home and
Foreign Politics. Every Sunday [7^], on Moral
and Social Science.

Commercial Hall, Philpot Street, Commercial
Road East.—May 13, [8] Mr. H. R. Nicholls, ' Cha-
racteristics of Ancient Records.'—Theological Dis-

cussions every Sunday morning [11], Sunday
evening [7] , Tuesday [8] , Thursday [8] , and Sa-
turday [8].

ADVERTISEMENTS.

THE PEOPLE : Edited by William Maccall,
author of the ' Elements of Individualism.'

No. 19 contains :—John Sterling's Letters to
William Maccall, No. I.—A True Story. By F. J.

Foxton, B.A.—The Latest Oracle, or a Review of
Dr. Harris's Lecture on Inspiration. By E. Svme.
—The Bible and the Truth, or the New College
Heresy. By E. Syme.—Which is Which? or the
Bible and the Zand- Avasta.—The Bible and the
Child, &c., &c.
No. 18 Contains :-The Prophetic^ Voices : a

Lecture. By W. Maccall.— Of Language. By
January Searle.—Propagandist Books.— Miracles
and Prophecy.—The Divinity of Christ.— Doctrines
and Articles.— Sketch of Theodore Parker.
No. 17 contains :—The Brotherhood of Believeri,

By William Maccall.— Reply to Rev. John Ker-
rick, on the Origin of the Gcspels.—Condition of
the Cliurches.— Inspiration.—Unbelief at Cam-
bridge.— More Heretics.—Not Christ, but Plato!
—Christianity, and something more 1

Every Satuniay-24 columns— Price One Penny.
London: J. Watson, 3, Queen's Head Passage,

Paternoster Row. Manchester : Abel Heywood,
Oldham Street. Order through any Bookseller.

rPRACTS FOR THE TIMES. Price 2d. each.
1 Just published No. VI., containing—The Fu-
ture Prospects of Christianity. By Francis Wm.
Newman, formerly Fellow of Baliol College, Ox-
ford, and author of ' A History of the Hebrew
Monarchy,' ' The Soul,' &c.
No, I, The Bible—what it is and what it is not.

By Theodore Parker.

No. II. Christianity—what it is and what it is

not. By Theodore Parker.

No. III. Priestly Systems Repugnant to Chn««
tlan Principles. By Rev. Thomas Wilson, A.M.

No. IV. On the Human Causes which contribu-

ted to the Establishment of Christianity. Trans-
lated from the French of Benjamin Constant, by
William Maccall.
No. V. Infallibility, Catholic and Protestant.

By Rev. Jamed Martineau.

Just published, price 2d., in a neat wrapper,
A COLLECTION OF MORAL AND SOCIAL

SONGS, for the use of Secular Schools,

A Review of the Rev. George Gilfillan's ' Bards
of the Bible.' Price 2d.

Secular Instruction, or Extension of Church
Endowments.

Letters, by George Combe, Esq., to the Duke of

Argyle. Pi-ice Id. [Schiller.

The Mi&sion of Moses. From the German of

Glasgow: J- Robertson, Maxwell St. London:
J.Watson,3,Queen'sHd. Passage, PaternosterRow.

NDREAS DU HAMEL AND CHARLES
SOUTHWELL (1, Francis Street, Golden

Square) respectfully announce that they have
opened their courses of Elementary Instruction.

Subjects : Enfiliah to natives of Germany, France,

and Italy. Frtnch, German, and Italian, to

Englishmen. Old and ntw Classsical Course for

Medical Examinations. Composition and Elocu-
tion for Literary Aspirants, whether Speakers or

Writers. A new method of teaching Greek and
Latin together, enabling the pupil to learn both
these languages in less time than is usually em-
ployed upon each. Hours—From 1 1 a.m.till 10 p.m.
Single Lesson Is. 6d. ; Six Lessons 6s.

A

London: Printed by Holyoake, Tyndale, & Co., 3, Queen's Head Passage, Paternoster-row; and Pub-
lished by J. Watson, 3, Queen's Head Passage, Paternoster Row. Wednesday, Ma7 4tb, 1852.
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THEOLOGICAL EXAMINER.

Upon points on which philosophers know nothing, philosophers should say nothing. That is a useful

school of philosophy which teaches man to snv of raost things :
' It may be so, and it may be otherwise.

It is a point on whicb I only know that I do not know.'

—

Edinburgh Review, January 1852. Art.

Genius and Writings of Descartes.

EIGHT OP THE ARTICLES.

Free Inquiry and Free Controversy 401

Pictures of Free Inquiry in Switzerland .... 404
The Doctrine of the Resurrection 407
Rev. R. S. Bayley 411

Secularism 412
Literary Confidences 4 IS

New Series of the • Reasoner ' ., 413
Mazzini and the French Socialists 414

FREE INQUIRY AND FREE CONTROVERSY.

Mr. G. J. HoLYOAKE, the freethinker, of London, has, during the past week, de-

livered three addresses (April 27th, 28th, and 29th) in the Hall of Science. Mr.

Holyoake is known as the editor of the Reasoner, and author of several popular

publications. His style as a lecturer is clear, simple, and modest, and, unlike that

of the generality of debaters on matters pertaining to religion, wholly devoid of per-

sonality, harshness, invective, or anything which could give pain. He can afford

to leave personality and invective to his opponents, and depend solely for his suc-

cess on reason and on argument. The subject of Mr. Holyoake's first address,

delivered on Tuesday evening, was—* A new development of the principles of free

inquirers.' He commenced his address by drawing attention to the absurdity of

an opinion which is now very prevalent, that things which are true must be told,

whether they are useful and important or not. It would be well if men generally,

and public men especially, were impressed with a due sense of the folly of wasting

time in detailing things that are useless and unimportant, true though they be.

Upon both Christians and free inquirers he laid this charge, alleging that the latter

have one excuse for their conduct which cannot be pleaded by the former. The

Free Inquirer's course had been one of constant antagonism, and having had to

struggle for liberty to inquire, they have had neither time nor disposition, and

scarcely ability, to distinguish between the important and unimportant application

of free inquiry. He repudiates the appellations of infidel and atheist, defining the

former as a persoYi « unfaithful ' to the truth, and the latter, in its general applica-

tion, as a person who not only denies the existence of a Deity, but is vicious and

immoral. Mr. Holyoake does not deny the existence of a God, but merely says

that he cannot see sufficient reason to believe that such a being exists. He calls

himself a Secular—viz., one who, while speculating as he pleases in private, con-

cerns himself publicly with those speculations only, the issues of which can be

decided by the experience of this life ; and defines Secularism as the philosophy of

the things of time. Thus far free inquirers, like religious reformers of all grades,

have been almost purely negationists, in consequence principally of the antagonism

with which their course has been beset. Every negation, however, implies an

affirmation of its opposite. Mr. Holyoake's * new development '
is the develop-

ment of the positive or affirmative side of free inquiry. He divides it into six

departments : its Province of study. Practical results, Theory of Morals, Sphere of

[No. 311.} l"^"- 26. Vol. XII.]

[ONE PENNY.]
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controversy, Reasons for exertion, and finally, its Personal results. Its province

of study is the order, rather than the origin of nature, because the study of the

laws of nature lead to the most practical results. The great practical result of

this study is the discovery that Science is the Providence of life. Its theory of

morals is, that there exists a guarantee for morality in human nature, utility, and

intelligence. Its sphere of controversy, the criticism of sacred books and existing

institutions, in those respects, and those only, in which they seem to contradict

ascertained moral truths, or be impediments to rational progress. Among its

principal reasons for exertion, is the uucertainty whether the inequalities of the

present life will be compensated in the future, and a consequent endeavour a

secularist will make to rectify them in the present life. Instead of the speculative

worship to supposed superior beings who cannot need it, the generous man will

devote himself to the advancement of those around him. Also, the fact that our

human sympathy is no less a certainty than our personal interests, which are bound
up in the welfare of our fellow-men. Its personal result will be that every reformer

will feel service and endurance to be his duty

Mr. Holyoake delivered his second lecture on "Wednesday evening, the subject

being, * Why do the Clergy avoid Discussion, and the Friends of Reason seek it?'

In prefacing his address, the lecturer remarked upon the necessity of the free

inquirers so conducting their discussions, as to leave the ministers no pretext of a

personal nature for avoiding discussion with them. He gave the following six as

the principal reasons why the ministers of religion avoid controversy. First,

because they consider religious truth so obvious as not to need discussion, or so

sacred as to be profaned by it. Second, from a fear of giving their opponents and
their cause an important advantage. Third, because they have some fear of being

outraged in it. Fourth, because they do not know how to control it. Fifth,

because they fear it. Sixth, because they do not understand it. The lecturer ex-

plained that he did not wish to be understood to say that every minister avoided

controversy for all these reasons. There were perhaps few who avoided it for all

of them, but he thought that they nearly all avoided it for one or other of these

reasons. In remarking upon the third reason, the fear the ministers have of being

outraged in discussion, he admitted that it was an argument of considerable

weight, and one which would justify their avoiding controversy were it not that

they believed persons holding the opinions he held to be in danger of such awful

penalties. But while they believed that persons holding such opinions as himself

were in danger of everlasting perdition, no fear of outrage could justify them in

not endeavouring to convince them of the error of their ways. The ministers,

however, were wrong in supposing that all the outrage was with' the freethinkers,

for the freethinkers were often as much outraged by the ministers as the ministers

were by them. There were ministers whom he had met in discussion with much
reluctance. The free inquirers sought discussion, because they belived they had
the truth, and were wishful to try it by controversy, the only proper test to which
it could be submitted.

The subject of Mr. Holyoake's third lecture, delivered on Thursday even-

ing, was ^Mazzini on the Duties of Democracy, and the Reply of Louis Blanc'
After referring to the impossibility of absolute freedom in any state of

society, the lecturer proceeded to discourse upon the tendency which is so pre^

valent in the present day to keep aloof from party. Many of the most eminent men,
both in this country, America, and France, pride themselves in belonging to no
party, and the tendency was not confined to eminent men. He contended that
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parties were essential in the exigencies of the affairs of society, and if the people

did not form parties, they would leave public affairs to be ruled by a few, who
would associate together for that purpose. There were alliances of tyrants,

aristocrats, and despots to put down liberty, and it was not possible to get a holy

alliance to put up liberty. He pointed out in forcible terms the necessity of sink-

ing even great differences, and forming into parties to aid the progress of the

common cause of humanity. Leadership was denounced because leaders sometimes
proved treacherous. This he pronounced not wise nor in accordance with our con-

duct in private affairs. "When persons are robbed by servants whom they have

placed in situations of trust, they do not refuse all trust in servants for the future.

They make new contracts, and surround themselves with new precautions, taking

additional care to secure honesty. So should it be in public leadership. We
must abide by the principle of trust, without which there can be no popular party.

The speaker next referred to the subject of paid advocates. The popular man
now is he who works for nothing ; and it is even considered a reflection upon a

man's integrity to offer him remuneration for public lecturing. This places all

progress at the mercy of accident, inasmuch as a man must provide for himself

and those dear to him, acquire knowledge, and have leisure, before he is prepared

to teach the people, or he will teach them badly. There are many other re-

spects in which reformation must come. After estimating the character of the

two great leaders—Mazzini and Louis Blanc—Mr. Holyoake proceeded to a notice

of their recent controversy, commenting upon it as a forcible example of the con-

sequence of denouncing parties as a whole. Mazzini had thought it necessary to

speak in what he called frank and severe terms upon Socialism and French Social-

ists. His words, however, were more than strictly frank or strictly severe, and

he censured much and many who did not merit censure. This drew forth keen

replies from Louis Blanc, and it is only reasonable to expect that people should

say, if the leaders cannot agree upon these matters, why should we trouble our-

selves about them, and the consequences would be disastrous. We have a maxim

that it is better ten guilty men should escape than one innocent man should be

punished. The reason was, because the distrust of justice consequent on the

punishment of one innocent man was greater than that consequent on the escape

of ten guilty men. So it was with parties. A man did his own cause more harm

by bringing an unjust accusation against a dozen persons, than by allowing ten

thousand guilty to escape. He would apply this to the working classes. The term

Chartist had now become almost a synonyme for extravagance, and yet the same

Chartism was to be found in all classes of society. He was lately at a large

meeting in Manchester, the speakers at which had a contempt for Chartist excess,

and yet every speech delivered, with the exception of one, was utterly and essen-

tially Chartist in spirit. The leaders and newspapers of the middle classes employ

the same unmeasured terms and wholesale denunciations. The middle classes, in

their denunciations, however, are guilty of the same injustice to the classes above

them. The lecturer spoke disapprovingly of the strong, fiery language, as it ii

called, which abounds so much in our newspapers, and is indulged in by many able

political and religious speakers, on the ground that, although it pleased at the

moment, it was found to be exaggeration, and failed in its effect. He was some-

times charged by his political friends with being tame in his writings and speeches,

but at the risk of that he always endeavoured to hit the truth exactly. He did not

mean that the harsh word was never to be used. He should be the last person to
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refrain from it, but he would always take care that it was the truth, and that it was

applied to the parties deserving it, and to them only.

In reply to some remarks from a person in the body of the hall, Mr. Holyoake
contended that language which adheres strictly and sternly to truth, was really

stronger and more fiery, and far more calculated to move and excite to strenuous

and noble action, than the exaggerated language to which he had referred There
was some discussion after the lectures, but Mr. Holyoake had no competent antago-

nist; none from the clerical ranks. We cannot but regret that Mr. Holyoake should

be allowed to promulgate his doctrines in our town without opposition from the men
whose business it is to care for the souls of their fellow creatures. At the close of

the lectures, a vote of thanks was given to the lecturer. The attendance each

evening was moderately numerous.

—

From the Sheffield Free Press.

The same paper relates in another column that on Thursday afternoon, as Mr.
G. J. Holyoake, of London, and a friend, were out walking, near Mushroom Hall,

Mr. Holyoake picked up a lady's pocket containing a purse, a five pound note, a

silver pencil case, &c. A reward of one pound was announced by the owner, on
its restitution, but we understand that Mr. Holyoake declined receiving any reward.

As soon as Mr. H. returned into town, he sent a communication to Mr. Raynor,

Superintendent of Police, and left the property in care of Mr. W. J. King, of

Broomhall Street. The owner of the pocket proved to be a young widow lady, an

active member of the Wesleyan body.

PICTURES OF FREE INQUIRY IN SWITZERLAND.

BY THE REV. L. BURNIER, OF MORGES.
III.

The .Bas Valais, more under priestly dominion, is not altogether as the priests

would wish. This arises in part from the fact, that many of the people are better

believers, and more moral, than their spiritual guides. Besides, it is in this

portion of the Bas Valais that persons are found advanced in politics and civilisa-

tion, in consequence of their frequent intercourse with that portion of the Canton

de Vaud which lies next to them, and which is one of those where modern opinions

have made most progress. The chiefs in the Bas Valais are, pretty much, if not

quite, open infidels, and that, too, of the school of Voltaire. Full of contempt for

the superstitions of Romanism, they yet fear much more the influence of the pure

Gospel, such as they see it amongst their neighbours in the Canton de Vaud.
The divers attempts that have been made to carry the light of the Gospel to this

poor people, have met with the most insurmountable opposition; politicians

joining in this, with priests whom they detest. There, then, infidelity is intole-

rant, and would easily become persecuting; whilst in Geneva it professes the

greatest toleration, "What will it become, if the day should ever arrive, when the

Papists shall find themselves a majority ?

The French part of the canton of Fribourg, containing three-fifths of the

entire population, of which five-sixths are Papists, oflfers an interesting spectacle.

It is that corner of the country which has best preserved what the Latin poet

calls ' prisca fides,' a pagan expression, which does not mean the true faith. There
alsb, if we are rightly informed, there exists a desire for religion, and a respect

for sacred things, more evident than elsewhere ; and there is, even in the book of

the Roman Catholic Fribourgians, something of I know not what, which indicates
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their aspirations towards heaven ; we find them also somewhat easy of access in

the attempts that have been made to carry them the Bible. With the greater

number their religious zeal spends itself in vain superstitions, and does not

prevent, as it does elsewhere, the prevalence of much infidelity. Among the greater

part of the men in towns, and especially among the chief political leaders, infidelity

is notorious. Perhaps it did not prevail less in their predecessors, but it did not

manifest itself. To secure order, or rather their own domination, they conducted

themselves in perfect accordance with the Jesuits. The people were better be-

lievers ; and whilst we deplore the errors of these poor Fribourgians, we admire

the confidence of those who in the war of the Sonderbund firmly believed that the

Virgin Mary would defend herself by a miracle, and that amulets, blessed by their

priests, would protect them against the bullets of the Protestants. Alas ! it is the

sad lot of Popery to vacillate unceasingly between impiety and superstition, and

the result of both is the same. Because we see more of religious fear among

Papists than among Protestants, some have regretted the want of Popery as a

more efl&cacious means of influencing the masses. But, without speaking of

essentials, I would say of Romanism, as a means of salvation, is there more

morality in a superstitious Papist, than even in an infidel Protestant? And the

infidelity which is the reaction of ultramontanism, is it less vulgar, deep, and dis-

orderly, than the reaction against what Protestants are pleased to call Methodism ?

And that double question the towns of the canton of Fribourg— a Popish land by

excellency—will answer in the negative; and everything leads us to believe that

most horrible impiety is making the most rapid strides in the country parts.

It is the same with Jura. The majority of the people are ultramontane Papists,

and remain attached to their belief. The priests, generally men of little note,

exercise a strong influence over the multitude. There are, however, amongst the

Roman Catholics of Jura, some excellent persons, of sincere though not enlightened

piety; but the religion of the greater part consists only in hatred of Protestants,

and a few outward ceremonies of devotion. Besides this, there is in all the villages

a minority, avowedly infidel ; and in the towns of Delemont and Porentrui, where

are persons too well instructed to adopt Romish superstitions, are found profane

atheists, who have fallen into the deepest degradation. Tnere is also a total ab-

sence of moral conduct among professed believers, as well as amongst infidels.

On the whole, known and declared infidelity appears to have more adherents in

Jura than in the canton of Fribourg, in the canton of Fribourg than in the

Bas Valais, and in the Bas Valais than at Geneva; ultramontanism having the

same progressive decrease. We need not say that political radicalism reckons in

its ranks the greater part, if not the whole, of the Roman Catholic infidels in Suisse

Romande ; but it is at Geneva that it has the support of the generality of Ro-

manists, whether infidels or devotees. Perhaps, also, this red communist radical-

ism is found only amongst the infidels of Jura, where ultramontanism prevails.

To complete this picture, or rather sketch, we should speak of the Catholics

scattered in the Protestant cantons of Vaud and Neufch^tel ; these amount, per-

haps, to 5 or 6,000, in a population of 270,000; but if there is anything particular

to remark, it is that they are more zealous for their religion, without being less

infidel than in other places. Their zeal is the result of their position. Being

most of them strangers in Switzerland they have little political influence. In the

mixed communes they vote for conservatives
;
quite the reverse of the Catholics

of Geneva. Popery, as such, has no political origin—it is just what you please,

provided it reigns.
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From the Roman Catholics let ns turn to the Protestants. They form, as ve
have already said, three-fourths of the population; and, more clustered together

than the Catholics, they present, perhaps, from canton to canton, less real diversity

in reference to the point nov under examination. I say from canton to canton, for

there is a remarkable difference between the country and the towns, the plain and

the mountains; between those who inhabit the cultivated valleys, and those who
lead a pastoral life. These four distinct classes—the inhabitants of the town, the

cultivator, the shepherd, and the artizan or mechanic—may, however, be reduced to

two. Till of late, the shepherd of our Alps was honourably distinguished from the

agriculturist, and especially from the cultivator of the vine; but now all have sunk

to the same level of infidelity ; and the inhabitants of our towns no longer differ

from the villagers of »St. Croix, and still more from one of La Chaux de Fonds,

without taking into the accounts that the useful arts form the principal occupation

of the most important of our cities—you understand that I speak of Geneva.

What characterises the inhabitants of the country is their ignorance ; not that

they are more ignorant than persons of the same description of other countries.

Everywhere there are schools, which children (except in the canton of Geneva)

are required to attend, from the age of 7 to 1 6 ; the good done by these schools is

not very evident, for they have not yet succeeded in spreading a taste for instruction.

An agriculturist or vine dresser having a little library is a thing unknown. A Bible

thrown on a chest of drawers, here and there some odd volumes, coming from no

one knows where, and treating on no one knows what, then an almanack—this

ends the list, and the least instructive are preferred. In their ignorance the

country people hold many ancient heathen superstitions ; and, as is always the

case, these, by the hopes and fears which they excite, exercise a destructive in-

fluence over religion. Ignorant and earthly, the labour of the field and the care

of cattle are, in their estimation, the sole ends of existence. If a man has laboured

hard during his life, this is all God requires of him. And if he has brought up a

numerous family, and placed them in a condition to earn their bread, this is the

highest point of virtue. The thoughts of the majority of our country people, I am
sure, never rise higher than the clods of their furrows, the shoots of their vines,

or the branches of their walnut trees, and ceaselessly turn in the narrow circle of

crops to sell, interest to pay, and culture to be done. For some time past our

country people have improved on the former routine of agriculture, which has

partly expanded their knowledge; politics have also given a sort of development to

their ideas ; but still, under some form or another, the earth and its interests still

occupy their whole attention.

The country people of Suisse Romande are, in general, very distrustful. This

is a fruit of ignorance ; but, we may also add, of their own want of good faith in

their own transactions. They distrust especially well informed persons. If two

individuals should attempt to give them advice, the one truly enlightened, the

other a little above the common grade of ignorance, they would listen to the latter

in preference to the former, especially if he flattered their tastes and habits. The
low pot-house orator is sooner believed than the pastor ; and in what villages are

not such orators found ? Sometimes a retired or dismissed school master, in de-

claiming against Religion, compensates himself for the time during which his

duties compelled him to appear religious.

Mr. Owen's birthday is to be celebrated at the John Street Institution, on

Sunday, the 16th of May, with a Tea Party and Soirfee.



THE DOCTRINE OF THE RES UERE CTION.

BY F. B. BARTON, B.A.

I.

*Why,* said the apostle Paul to king
Agrlppa, * why should it be thought a
thing incredible with you that God
should raise the dead?' The question
ought rather, I think, to have been put
the other way :

* why should it be thought
a credible thing that the dead should
be raised V

Everything must be thought in-

credible, because improbable, that is

contrary to general experience, and the
universal and immutable laws of nature.
Why should it be thought incredible

that a man should visit the moon ?

Simply because such an event could not
take place without a suspension of the
laws of nature. Man is not constituted

for flying ; and if he were able, by any
ingenious apparatus, to raise himself in

the air, we know that as the atmosphere
becomes more and more rarified as you
leave the earth, and at length ceases alto-

gether, it would be impossible for a man
to breathe—and therefore to live—even
if he could elevate himself as high as

the moon. Add to which natural im-
possibility, we have no experience of

men going to the moon, and no well-au-

thenticated instance on record of such an
event. The fact of a man having visited

the moon, therefore, being contrary to

the known laws of nature and to all

experience, is utterly incredible ; and
no amount of evidence, short of actual

knowledge, would make us give credit to

the assertion of it. And if the doctrine

of a resurrection from the dead were
viewed with equal impartiality—were it

not instilled into the mind in early

childhood, I feel convinced it would be

considered as equally incredible with

the assertion that a man had visited

the moon.
If a story were told, at the present

day, that a dead man had been raised to

life, what would be the first impression

amongst all enlightened persons ? Why
that the man was not really dead—that

he had been in a state of coma or cata-

lepsy or suspended animation, which is

by no means an uncommon occurrence.

Persona have been known to be a week
in a state of apparent death, and to have
recovered their consciousness, and all

the powers of vitality.

Dr. G. Smith observes, that there are

two kinds of life in the human system—
the organic life, which exists in the

several organs, as the heart, stomach, and
lungs ; and the animal life, which exists

in the brain and nervous system, and is

the cause of the mental and moral func-

tions. * The organic life,' he says, * may
exist after the animal life has perished.

The animal life is extinguished when
sensation is abolished, and voluntary

motion can be performed no more. But
disease may abolish sensation, and des-

troy the power of voluntary motion,

while circulation, respiration, secretion,

excretion—in a word, the entire circle

of the organic functions, continues to be

performed. The brain may be alive,

and possess its sensibility, while the

muscles have lost their contractibility

and the power of motion is gone.'

Dr. Smith narrates the case of a

woman who, after a long and severe ill-

ness, suddenly lost all power of motion

and of speech, yet retained her sensi-

bility. Her attendants thought her

dead, and laid her out for her funeral,

and she was unable to make the slight-

est sign that she was still in possession

of sense, feeling, and life. I presume

she recovered before her burial, or this

account of her state could not have been

given.

Respecting death. Dr. S. says, that in

man and the warm-blooded animals, sus-

pension or submersion extinguishes the

animal life— i.e., the sensibility and con-

sciousness of the brain—at the latest

within four minutes from the time the

atmospheric air is completely excluded

from the lungs ; but did the organic

functions also cease at the period, it

would be impossible to restore au

animal to life after apparent death from

drowning or the like. The ceBsation of

the animal life (the life of the brain) is

but the first stage of death, from which



recovery is possible. Death is complete

only when the organic, together with

the animal functions, have wholly ceased,

and are incapable of being re-estab-

lished.

In all cases of suspended animation,

the very fact of a person apparently

dead being restored to life is considered

sufl&cient proof that death had not really

taken place, but that there was only a

temporary suspension of consciousness

and the power of motion. So great is

the presumption against so miraculous

an event as the restoration of a positively

dead person to life.

Hence, at the present day, no amount
of testimony would make any enlightened
person believe in any story of a dead

man having been restored to life. It

would be regarded as an event so utterly

improbable and incredible. When,
therefore, I state my unbelief of such

event having taken place many centu-

ries ago, I ought not to be reproached

for my unbelief by those who do believe

in such an incredible event having hap-

pened at that period, but who would be

as incredulous as myself as regards the

story of any such event taking place in

their own time. I am consistent in my
incredulity, but my opponents are very

inconsistent in their credulity. I dis-

believe whatever, according to the gene-

rally-admitted laws of nature, is con-

sidered incredible, whether the event is

supposed to have happened in my own
time or many centuries ago. But my
opponents disbelieve an extraordinary

event, if reported to have happened in

their own time, but implicitly believe

the same extraordinary event if said to

have taken place many centuries ago, in

an age confessedly very ignorant and
superstitious.

We can only account for this incon-

sistency by referring the credulity res-

pecting the ancient incredible event to

the influence of early education, which
not having been exercised in favour of

any modern incredible event, the mind
is left free to be governed by the ordi-

nary laws of evidence ; and what by
these laws is generally admitted to be

improbable, is so accounted, and conse-

quently at once rejected as incredible.

If we are required to believe so incre-

dible a doctrine as the resurrection of

the dead, from the fact of the teacher of

that doctrine having himself been raised

from the dead, this fact ought surely to

be removed from all doubt and sus-

picion. But can this truly be said to be
the case ? None but the most prejudiced

and bigoted can be afraid to look this

reported fact full in the face, or object to

its being freely examined.
A man is nailed to a cross. It is well

known that in this punishment, no vital

organ being injured, men have lived

several days. After a few hours he ap-

pears to die, and then his body is deli-

vered up to some friends, men of wealth
and rank, who place it in a sepulchre
belonging to one of them—a sort of

cave hewn out of a rock, situated in a
garden belonging, of course, to the
owner of the sepulchre. Two days
after the placing of the body in the

sepulchre, some disciples come and find

the sepulchre open and the body gone.
And this is called a resurrection from the
dead ! Now taking this narrative to be
correct in these particulars (but observe
it was published some years after the

event referred to, when there had been
plenty of time for invention and exag-
geration), what can prevent the suspi-

cion that tha friends who placed the

body in the sepulchre, under pretence of

burying it, removed it soon after, and
either restored suspended animation or

concealed the body somewhere else, and
then spread the report, which would be
greedily believed by the disciples, that

their master had been miraculously res-

tored to life.

With respect to the story of the priests

requiring Pilate to have the sepulchre
guarded till the third day, which is only
mentioned by Matthew, observe they did

not make the request till the day after

the crucifixion, thus leaving plenty of

time to elapse for the event which they

wished to prevent—viz., the stealing

away of the body.
There was no occasion to bribe the

guards to say that the disciples stole

away the body while they slept, for the

body might have been taken away before

the guards were placed. These wise

priests actually realised the proverb
of locking the door after the steed was
stolen.

Every impartial inquirer must admit
that the evidence on which the resur-

rection of Christ rests is such that no



court of justice would receive it as satis-

factory ; and no man ought, in justice

and fairness, to be subject to reproach or
censure for refusing to credit so mnr-
vellovis an event on such weak and un-
satisfactory evidence.

Another point deserves notice. The
resurrection of Christ is insisted upon
as evidence of the probability or possi-

bility of the resurrection of mankind in

general.

But what analogy, I ask, is there be-
tween the restoration to life — or the
re-animation of a body, after it has been
dead but eight-and-forty hours—and the

resurrection of bodies that have been
dead thousands of years, and that have
become resolved into their constituent

elements, which have entered into new
combinations ? How much more strik-

ing and analogous would have been the

fact, if there had been satisfactory

evidence of Christ's having risen from
death after his body had been entirely

decomposed and its constituent elements
dissipated, so that no doubt could have
existed of death having actually taken
place.

If any one can derive satisfactory

proof of his own resurrection from the

evidence of the resurrection of Christ,

as represented in Scripture, he is, of

course, at liberty to do so ; but in jus-

tice and candour it mu^t be confessed,

that the evidence is not of that strong

and convincing nature as should call

forth odium and reproach against those

who refuse to give credit to it.

With respect to the belief in a general

resurrection of mankind, founded on
the resurrection of Christ, it is a curious

and remarkable fact, that some who
considered themselves Christians, and
belonged to the Christian church of

Corinth, in the time of St. Paul, pro-

fessed their disbelief in the doctrine of

the resurrection of the dead. The 15th

chapter of Paul's first epistle to the

Corinthians is devoted to the vindication

of this doctrine against those who denied

it. ' Now, if,' says the apostle, ' Christ

be preached that he rose from the dead,

how say some among you that there is

no resurrection of the dead ?' And in

the 2nd epistle to Timothy he refers to

some * who, concerning the truth, have

erred, saying that the resurrection is

already.' These persons pro-

bably interpreted the resurrection to
refer to a spiritual resurrection— or a
rising out of heathen darkness, idolatry,

and vice, to the knowledge, purity, and
privileges of Christianity.

That liberal-minded Christian, Dr.
Arnold, refers to the remarkable fact of
the disbelief of some of the early Chris-
tians of a resurrection, in his 'Lectures
on History.' Speaking of action being
a more feasible bond of union than
belief, he says—' Such a union of action
appears historically to have been the
original bond of the Christian church.
We know that in the earliest church
there existed the strangest varieties of
belief, some Christians not even believ-

ing that there would be a resurrection
of the dead.'

This disbelief ofa resurrection amongst
the early Christians ought surely to

soften the asperity and indignation of
modern Christians against those who
disbelieve that doctrine, for we must
suppose that those who lived in the time
of Paul had better means than we at the
present day possess of knowing the
evidence on which the resurrection of
Christ rested, their doubts or disbelief

concerning which must have led them to

deny the doctrine of a general resurrec-
tion.

I cannot think the apostle is happy or

powerful in answering those who asserted

the disbelief of a resurrection. He first

appeals to hearsay evidence respecting

the resurrection of Christ. He had
heard that Christ rose again from the

grave, and was seen by the apostles, and
by 500 of the brethren ; and then he
refers to his having seen him himself,

but this was in a vision, perceptible to

no one but himself—certainly not the

most convincing and satisfactory sort of

evidence for other persons. Then the

apostle proceeds to do what a modern
theologian would do in the same case

:

he has no indubitable facts, no irresis-

tible divine authority to appeal to, so he

argues the matter— but certainly not, I

think, very logically or convincingly.
* For if the dead rise not,' he says, ' then

is not Christ raised ; and if Christ be

not raised, your faith is vain— ye are yet

in your sins. Then they, also, which

are fallen asleep in Christ are perished.'

This argument is simply this : since it

is preached that Christ rose from the
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dead, there roust be a general resurrec-

tion, or else it is not true that Christ

rose from the dead, and all the benefits

resulting from his resurrection are lost.

So that the denial of the resurrection of

Christ, in proof of which he only refers

to the general belief on the subject,

overthrows the whole fabric of Chris-
tianity.

The apostle then appeals to the most
fallacious of all arguments—that of

analogy ; in which we are so apt to fancy
a resemblance where there is really

none at all, and thus build conclusions

on false premises. Some one is sup-
posed to ask— ' How are the dead raised

up, and with what body do they come ?'

At this question Paul is very indignant.
* Thou fool,' he replies ; ' that which thou
sowest is not quickened, except it die.'

Never was anger more unreasonably
excited. We know that if the seed really

dies it does not germinate. The healthy
seed undergoes a change in the earth, a
species of decomposition ; but possesses

the vital power, or no germination could
take place. No external influence will

make a dead seed exhibit any signs of

vegetation.

Similarly false is the analogy drawn
from the transformation of an insect,

which is so popular an illustration on
this subject. It is referred to as if the
insect died in one state and was restored

to life in another. But we know that

the insect is as much alive in its chry-

salis state as in the previous catapillar

state, though not so active ; if it dies in

the chrysalis state, it can never become
a butterfly or a moth—there is no resur-

rection tor it. Nature presents no
analogy for a resurrection from death
in the sense the doctrine is used res-

pecting man. Nothing, indeed, is des-

troyed or annihilated. There is a de-

composition and a new combination;
but we have no instance of the continua-
tion or the restoration of identity and
consciousness after death. Whatever
dies, lives again—but not in the same

state, not with the same nature or with the
same identity 3 its constituent particles

or atoms are separated, and enter into

new combinations, and form other sub-
stances. And so destrt ction and reno-
vation go on continually ; matter is

never destroyed, and the vital principle

is never extinguished. But there is

nothing in nature like a resurrection

—

i.e.f the extinction of life and a renewal
of that same identical life.

Paul refers to the moral influence of

the doctrine of a resurrection, as an
argument in its favour. But the ques-
tion is not what moral influence a doc-

trine may have, but is it true ? If it is

not true, its moral influence—if it be
possible for falsehood to have a moral
influence—is not to save it from con-
demnation and rejection.

The passage referred to is often quoted
in connection with the subject. 'If,'

says the apostle, 'after the manner of

men, I have fought with beasts at Ephe-
sus, what advantageth it me if the dead
rise not ? Let us eat and drink, for to-

morrow we die.' Which has been un-
derstood to mean—' Let us indulge our
desires and passions to any extent we
please, for there being no judgment
after death, we shall not be punished for

our licentiousness.' Young, in his
* Night Thoughts,' expressly says, that
* if there is no future life, the virtuous
man is a fool.' A doctrine more absurd,
vicious, and dangerous, cannot well be
imagined. Sir J. Mackintosh has a
severe censure on the doctrine implied
in the passage quoted from St. Paul's
epistle to the Corinthians. It occuvs in

a diary of his thoughts, published after

bis death. He says, in efliect, that the
man who could utter so dangerous a sen-

timent would deserve to be restrained

by the law, if the folly of the doctrine
did not carry with it its own refutation.

Alas for virtue, if it has no other sup-
port and defence than that derived from
such evidence as is adduced in support
of a future life I

I
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Our ^latfoim.
From which any earnest opponent may controvert our opinioni,and from which any mayeipound Tiewa

not coincident with our own, if tending to the Rationaliaation of Theology.

REV. R. S. BAYLEY AND THE PHILPOT STREET FRIENDS.

To the Editor of the Reatoner.

Sir,—On behalf of the East London Secular Society I have to report a contro-
versy which has been commenced by the Rev. R. S. Bayley, F.8.A., who has an-
nounced a course of four lectures, to be delivered by him at the Queen Street

Chapel, Ratcliffe, on * The Inspiration of the Scriptures.* Having received a
syllabus which had been forwarded to our Hall, I soon after communicated with

him, expressing our conviction that his lectures were intended as a refutation of

the views held by this society, and that it was our intention to reply to each lec-

ture soon after its delivery. I said we had cheerfully given publicity to his lec-

tures, and begged permission to distribute our notices at the entrance to his chapel.

Presuming that possibly he was unacquainted with the authorised and accepted

version of our creed, I supplied him with Reatoners and most of your late essays,

remarking at the same time that if the nature of our society was not clearly under-

stood, the critic fell short of his object, and the evil he deplored remained intac-

tible. In the rev. gentleman's reply to this letter he affirmed his total unacquain-

tance with the existence of our society, and he writes :—' Mr. Adams must be

aware that his distributing tracts at the door of Queen Street Chapel can be pre-

vented ; and that if not, their distribution will merely give annoyance to a congre-

gation that neither has, nor wishes to have, any connection with a society that

abets the principles of the so-called Reatoner.^

We attended his first lecture, in which he was very imputative, in the prayers,

the lessons, and the lecture.

Mr. Bayley's course of lectures is as follows :— 1. 'If the Old Testament were

not an Inspired volume, Jesus Christ was either himself deceived, or he deceived

the Jews and his followers.' 2. * If the Apostles were not Inspired, Jesus Christ

was not a True Prophet, and the Apostles were deceivers.' 3. * If the Books of

Scripture be not Inspired, they are forgeries.' 4 (Sunday, May 16). * If the Scrip-

tures be Inspired, we must possess all the Evidence of their Inspiration that the

Divine Being considered necessary to our Faith.' Each lecture commencing at

half-past 6 o'clock.

In answer to the above we have chosen the following subjects :— 1. * The Human
Origin of the Old Testament.'—Mr. James Benny. 2. * The Origin of Religious

Sects.'—Mr. Samuel Pooley. 3. *The Characteristics of Ancient Records.'

—

Mr. H. R. Nicholls (Thursday, May 13). 4. * The Improbability of a Written

Divine Revelation to Man.'—Mr. C. F. Nicholls (Thursday, May 20). Commence

at 8. At the conclusion of each lecture, which will occupy about one hour, the

Rev. R. S. Bayley will be invited to reply at any length he pleases ; and, in his

absence, the speakers pro and con. will occupy a quarter of an hour each.

At the close of this controversy we shall endeavour to furnish a faithful report

of the results. J- ^' Adams.

[We are gratified to find a man like the Rev. R. S. Bayley, better known as

< Bayley, of Sheffield,' favouring us with the benefit of his criticisms. He has won

for himself the esteem of a large number of his fellow-countrymen by his exertions
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on behalf of the education of the people ; and it is from those whom he has in-

structed, and from others who have been subjected to educational influences, that

we look for new adherents to our views. Those who have been taught that mere

faith is necessary to the repose of the Christian, and who cannot thus be satisfied,

will seek doctrines which appeal to reason only as the basis of conviction.

—

Ed.]

SECULARISM.

Dear Sir,—I am glad to see the term 'Secularism ' is likely to supersede, in

many cases, the word * Atheism.' Secularism does not challenge the interminable

discussion about final causation, which, in this stage of our being, is, I venture

to think, but beating the air—for the finite cannot comprehend the infinite, the

lesser cannot contain the greater.

Men dispute most about things they least understand.

The word atheist is understood to affirm a negation : that negation cannot be

proved—is sure to be challenged, and is not productive of advantage to those who

affirm it—it induces a barren discussion.

If the atheistic theory be true, the atheist may rest upon his oars, assured that

nothing can come of nothing.

In Parker's ' Thoughts on Theology,' in his Miscellaneous Works (p. 287), it is

said—* Somebody relates that a scholar, after visiting the place of his academic

education, and finding the old professors just where they were ten years before,

discussing the same questions, and splitting hairs anew, was asked by a friend

" What they were doing at the old place ?" He answered, " One was milking the

barren heifer, and the others holding the sieve."

'

In so far as the Reasoner has been devoted to the discussion of atheism, its

writers have, I venture to think, been milking the barren heifer; and I have

thought, in that respect, that I have been assisting to hold the sieve.

I did so, believing, as I now do, that in supporting the publication I was and am
eflfectually supporting the liberty of the press, and advancing the rights of the re-

ligious world to full and free discussion, without which truth cannot be established;

and without truth there can be no religion.

I have approved the absence of that spirit of antagonism which has generally

entered into the style of those who have addressed themselves to the world in cheap

publications.

I have considered myself doing more good on the whole in helping to sus-

tain the Reasoner under persecution than in withdrawing my support. Though

an avowedly atheistical publication, it has been edited in a spirit of can-

dour and kindness the more surprising, seeing that it is generally understood that

the editor was taught the theology of Calvin as Christianity, and that he rejected

Calvinism under the name of Christianity ; and, as I think, rejected, under the

substitution of false theology for Christianity, many truths he would have gladly

diffused had he penetrated the disguise. And it is well known he was shut up in

a felon's prison by men calling themselves Christians, compelled to endure many
privations besides loss of liberty, because he said what he thought on religion.

I think that truth will be greatly advanced by the use of the word Secularism,

except when the word Atheism is wanted ip,discussing that particular theory.

Edward Search.
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LITERARY CONFIDENCES AND THE 'STAR OF FREEDOM.'

In the late Friend of the People, and in the Star of Freedom, illegitimate literary

paragraphs have appeared. In one sense it was agreeable to find an interest in

literature being taken in one of the ' People's papers ;' but literature ought to lose

nothing of honour or propriety in passing into our journals. The last paragraph
I noticed purported to give the names of all the articles in the last number of the

Westminster Review, and the names of the writers. Giving the names of the writers

is either a breach of confidence or a breach of truth. Journalists sometimes try

to guess the names of anonymous writers ; but then they state their guess to be a
supposition, and people take it for what it is worth. This sort of guessing does
no harm, because it is generally wrong, and nobody trusts it. But when the

Literateur in the Star oj Freedom says absolutely that Messrs. So and So were

the writers of certain articles (we do not repeat the names he gives, because what
ought not to be published ought not to be reported), either he says what is false,

and therefore misleads the public ; or he publishes a literary secret, which ought
to be respected like any other secret. If a writer does not put his name to his

article, the inference is that he does not intend it to be published. It is not to be

supposed that a writer in the Westminster Review will withhold his name from the

subscribers to those pages, and communicate it officially to the readers of the Star

of Freedom. Such information (supposing it to be true) could not get into the Star

except through private conversations, never intended to be published. The con-

tinuance of this practice would make the Star of Freedom hold that secondary re-

lation to other papers which the Literary Gazette holds to the Athenosum.

We have referred to this matter thus explicitly chiefly as the rationale of it

may be information to some of our readers who take an interest in these things.

The slightest allusion to the matter would be sufficient to call attention to the

subject in the proper quarter, for we are all willing to believe that the instances

pointed out have arisen in misapprehension, and that Gerald Massey is not

Barnard Gregory. G. J. H.

NEW SERIES OF THE 'REASONER,' AND OTHER ISSUES.

The twelfth volume of the Reaso7ier will be concluded with the 30th number, so that

the half yearly volumes, as we once before endeavoured to arrange it, may fall in the

middle of the year and at Christmas. Many persons are disinclined to commence

taking in a work which has issued many volumes, as they are unable to procure them

all if they need them. Of the new series we hope to keep perfect sets on hand. We
shall be obliged by our friends making it known that a new series is about to commence,

as it would lead to our commencing with additional subscribers.

W^e shall soon be able to announce the appearance of the second volume of the 'Ca-

binet of Reason.' The subject will not be ' Organisation,' as that is reserved for the

third volume. It was intended that the Library should open with the volume entitled

' Why do the Clergy avoid Discussion, and Philosophers discountenance it V This will

be the subject of the next volume. The topic being one which will induce our friends

to put it into the hands of the Clergy, the work has been rewritten and condensed so as

to make it the first of the Sixpenny Series—the ' Cabinet of Reason' being intended to

have two series, one a shilling, one sixpence per volume.

It is needful to repeat again that the following pamphlets can be had at one half-

penny each by those who take sixpennyworth, as they are supplied to the trade at that

rate. Single copies are one penny each :

—
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The Uses of the Sabbath. Words Spoken at the Grave of Emma Martin.

The Workman and the Exhibition. The Organisation of Freethinkers.

This last has been overlooked, for in Leeds and other places I find persons anxious to

know all about organisation, unaware that this pamphlet has been published purposely

to assist in the work* G. J. H.

MAZZINI AND THE FRENCH SOCIALISTS.

( To the Editor of the Leader,)

My dear Sir,—I find myself compelled to defer to a future number of your paper

the article I had proposed as a sequel to my letters. It was intended to consist prin*

cipally of quotations from books, which I have not yet been able to procure, and which

I am expecting from Paris. But, in the meantime, I have to request you to find a place

for a few remarks suggested to me by an article, reproduced from the Reasonerf in

your columns.

The editor of that journal is free to entertain an opinion of certain personages and of

their worth, whether as thinkers or as men of action, totally opposed to that which we

hold, who claim to have some acquaintance with the affairs and the men of Italy.

It is not on that score that it becomes us, at the present moment, ta express our

dissent. Nor do we raise any objection to his recommending moderation of language

in every intellectual debate : like him, we think that reason should speak with calmness

when it addresses itself to reason. But the editor of the Reasoner will permit us to

tell him frankly, that he fails himself in that duty of high impartiality which he

preaches ; and he forgets to be just, when, in alluding to a recent discussion of which

we were the first to deplore the scandal, he establishes no distinction between aggression

and self-defence, and confounds both in the same blame. His words are :—
* If we would listen to a libel without perturbation, and give battle to a lie with as little

discomposure as we meet any other enemy, how much more dispassionately should we
analyse the criticism of one, however severely he spoke, who spoke for our profit?*

In this passage—we say it with regret—there are almost as many errors as words.

The document to which the French Socialists were forced to reply, and which has

excited universal disgust among the democratic party in France, is not a criticism ; it

is an attack—an attack commencing and continuing with this form of words, which is

by no means a formula of calm reason : * I accusb ;' an attack full of violence and

venom, in which the doctrines of the men to whom it is addressed are odiously parodied

;

in which ideas the reverse of all they have written are attributed to them ; in which

their maxims are mutilated for the service of calumnies—as I have proved quite irrefra-

gably in my last letter to the Leader ; in which, in a word, they are denounced to the

hatred of the ignorant by the very man who prides himself upon a profession of faith

stolen from their writings I In no sense, I repeat, is this criticism ; it is calumny ; and

I am unable to see how calumny could turn to the profit of the traduced.

Let the Socialists be opposed by arguments; they desire nothing better, and they

are ready to thank, indeed, any one who, by criticising them seriously and courteously,

shall aid them in their search after the truth. But to heap upon them gratuitous

insults—to'dare to pursue them in the very name of the democracy in whose service

they have incurred imprisonment and exile~-Ma/ is not criticism : it is simply a

wicked act.

Now, iu presence of a wicked act, there is, beside the reason that weighs, the heart

that feels ; and to resist w hat if evil with indignation, is more than the right—it is the

duty, of every honest man. Louis Blanc,
[iVI. Louis Blanc having offered in a nother paper (where our recent articles were

quo'ed) some remarks in defence of his colleagues, it is due to M. Louis Blanc to re-

pjodttce his observations here, which we accordingly have pleasure in doii g.

—

Ed.]
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<duv Open 9Age.

The course of People's Lectures, in New York, has closed successfully. Its object,

avowed from the outset, was the wider and cheaper diffution of the benefits of popular

lectures, while the best lecturers should at the same time be more liberally rewarded

than had hitherto been usual. These objects have been obtained. The New York
Tribune adds :—'These lectures will be resumed next autumn, and preparations will be

made to render them effective and popular. We hope they may succeed ; for we do think

the habit of requiring lecturers to give their time, and audiences their money, for purposes

of local, personal, or sectarian importance, has been stretched somewhat. Besides, under

the old plan, attractive and uninteresting lecturers are paid alike, while in this course

each receives according to his power of commanding an audience. We hope the hint will

be improved in our sister cities, and to this end commend it to general consideration.'

The Sheffield and Rotherham Independent^ of February 28, 1852, reports that

George Guion was charged with being disorderly in St. James's Church. From the

statement of Calton, one of the peace^keepers, it appeared that on Sunday morning, a

few minutes before the service commenced, he found the prisoner in one of the pews.

He requested the prisoner, who was rather shabbily dressed, to move into a pew in a

less conspicuous situation, but he refused, and a policeman was called into the church,

and took him into custody, on the charge of being * disorderly.' In answer to the ques-

tions from Mr. A. Smith, the peace-keeper said the pew in which he found the prisoner

was one which at present was unlet. His reason for asking the prisoner to move from

it was that from his dress and appearance he did not seem a fit person to sit in a congre-

gation. The prisoner stated, in answer to Mr. Smith's questions, that he was the son

of the late Mr. Guion, schoolmaster; that he resided with his mother in the Park, and

was a teacher of the pianoforte. He was at St. James's Church the Sunday previous,

and was shown by one of the peace-keepers into a pew. Last Sunday, when he arrived,

there was no peace-keeper at the door, and he therefore seated himself in one of the

pews. He had not been there long, before he was requested to retire. He did so, and

was shown into another. He was afterwards ordered out of this in rather a peremptory

manner, and refusing to go, was given into custody. As to his clothes, all he could say

was, that those he had on were the best he had. The Mayor said he should dismiss the

prisoner this time, but if he came again for any such offence, they (the magistrates)

should be very severe with him.

From a recent work, the title of which has escaped us, we extract these logical defi-

nitions for students:—Doubt: The suspension of the mind between two ideas. Im-

pulse: Temporary force. Testimony : Evidence, verbal or written, delivered by an eye-

-witness or by another, whose power of judgment is indisputable. Emotion : Transient

feeling. Sensation: Feeling produced by the operation of matter on the mind. Cor-

poreal: Anything relating to matter. Imaginary: That which is supposed to exist.

Real: That which does exist. Prejudice: An opinion formed prior to examination.

Hope : A wish of the mind with the warrant for indulging. Opinion : A thought en-

tertained without positive proof. Contingent : That with the law of which we are un-

acquainted. Sentiment : The more imaginative part of knowledge. Custom : Usages.

Conscience : The mind passing sentence on its own actions. Fortune : That which

befals us, or the cause of it. Character : The distinguishing mental quality—the lead-

ing moral bias—the usual mode of action. Good : That which is in accordance with

moral or physical laws.

A geologist, while in the country, having his pocket-hammer with him, took it out and

was chipping the rock by the wayside for examination. His proceedings did notes-

cape the quick eye and ready tongue of an old Scotchwoman. ' What are you doing

there, mun V * Don't you see ? I'm breaking a stone.* ' Ye're doing mair than that

:

ye're breaking the Sabbath.'
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LITERATURE FOR THE PEOPLE.

Under this head we give a weekly column of

the names of special class books,, and the pro-

bable cost of them, for the information of readers

who may not otherwise meet with a notice of them.

Sterling's Letters to Coningham, 2nd ed..

.

1

The Bible and the People 6

Mackay's Religion of the Intellect 1 6

Spencer's Social Statics 12

Lewes's Biography of Philosophy 4

The Duties of Man. By J. Mazzini 6

First Book of Euclid, with 147 Diagrams. 2 6

Practical Grammar 1 6

Graduated Grammatical Exercises 1

Hints on a Logic of Facts 1 6

Public Speaking and Debate 1 6

History of the Last Trial by Jury for Atheism 1 6

Paley Refuted in his own Words 6

Reply to F. W. Newman's Work on the Soul 3

Logic of Death 1

Life of Richard Carlile 6

Literary Institutions 2

Pemberton ; or, the Value of Biography .

.

2

Oracle of Reason, 2 vols 21

People's Review 1

Last Days of Emma Martin 1

Harriet Martineau's Household Education 3 6

Birch's Religion of Shakspere 4

Newman's Phases of Faith 6

Martineau and Atkinson's Letters on Man.. 9
The Task of To-day. By Evans Bell 1

The Freethinker's Magazine, completfe.... 2 6

Mirabaud's System of Nature, 2 vols 5

Godwin's Political Justice, 2 vols, in 1 ...

.

6

Volney's Ruins of Empires 3

Volney's Law of Nature • 4

GUIDE TO THE LECTURE ROOM.
Literary Institution, John St., Fitzroy Sq.—May

l6th [7 J], Tea Paity and Soiree.

South Place, Moorfields.—May l6th [11^ a.m.],

H. lerson, M.A., will Lecture.

Hall of Science, City Road.—May l6th [741,
Thomas Cooper, ' Life and Genius of Burns,'

National Hall, 242, High Holborn.—May l6th

[8], P. W. Perfitt will Lecture.

South London Hall, Webber St., Blackfriars Rd.
—May Kith [7], Chas. Southwell, 'The Devil.*

East London Literary Institution, Bethnal Green.

—May l6th [7J], a Lecture.

Social Institution, Charles Street, Old Garratt,

Manchester.—May l6th [11], a Lecture.

Areopagus CoflFee and Reading Room, 59, Church
Lane, Whitechapel.—Every Sunday, Monday, and
Wednesday (8), a Lecture or Discussion.

City Forum Coffee House, 60, Red Cross Street.

—Every Sunday, Monday, and Thursday [8^], a

Lecture.
Eclectic Institute, Denmark Street, Soho.—

Every Friday [8^], Mr, J. B. O'Brien, Home and
Foreign Politics. Every Sunday [7^], on Moral
and Social Science.
Commercial Hall, Philpot Street, Commercial

Road East.—May 13, [8] Mr. H. R. NichoUs, ' Cha-
racteristics of Ancient Records.'—Theological Dis-

cussions every Sunday morning [11], Sunday
evening [7], Tuesday [8], Thursday [8], and Sa-

turday [8].

Progressionist Hall, Cheapside, Leeds.—May
l6th [6i], Mr. J. Smith, ' Organ of Philopro-

genitiveness.'

ADVERTISEMENTS.

ROBERT OWEN'S 81st BIRTH-DAY.

THE ANNUAL TEA-PARTY & SOIREE in
celebration of the Birth-day and principles of

Robert Owen, the venerable Philanthropist and
Founder of English Socialism, will be held in the
large Hall of the Literary Institution, John Street,
Fitzroy Square, on Sunday afternoon, May l6th.
Mr. Owen has intimated his intention of being

present, health permitting. All the old and able
advocates of progress have been invited. The
speeches will be agreeably interspersed with the
musical performances of the ApoUonic Society.
Tea will be served at half-past 5. Tickets 9d.

each ; Members of the Institution 7d. each. Ad-
mission after Tea—Gallery 3d., Hall 2d.

FOWLER'S WORKS, &c. &c.
Just published, price 6d.,

MARRIAGE — its History and Ceremonies.
With a Phrenological and Physiological

Exposition of the Functions and Qualifications

for Happy Marriages. By L. N. Fowler.
Also, price 4d.,

The Natural Laws of Man—a Philosophical Cate-
chism. By J. G. Spurzheim, M.D.
1 Love and Parentage 3
2 Matrimony 3
3 AmativenesB .. •• . .. 2

4 Physiology, Animal and Mental .. 10

& Memory and Intellectual Improvement 5

6 Hereditary Descent—its Laws, &c. .. 9
7 Familiar Lessons on Physiology . . 3
8 Intemperance and Tight Lacing ... 3

9 Tobacco—its Effects, Krc 6
10 Familiar Lessons on Phrenology .. 6

The above 10 tracts bound in 1 vol., cl. bds. 5

Lectures on the Church of England Prayer
Book. By Joseph Barker. 1 vol.,cl.bda. 2

(To be had in 17 numbers, at Id. each).

Clarkson s Cold Water Cure, ciotb bds. . . i o— — in a wrapper o 8
Popular Introduction to Astronomy. 1 vol. l o
Life of Douglas, the Born Slave. 1 vol.

cloth bds 16
Life of Penn, 1 vol. cloth bds 10
Interesting Memoirs and Documents Re-

lating to American Slavery. 1vol. .. 10
Newton's Reasons for not Believing in the

Doctrine of the Trinity. 1 vol. . . 14
Dr. John Taylor's Doctrine of Original

Sin. Ivol 14
Law's Serious Call to a Devout and Holy

Life. Ivol 14
London: J. Watson, 3, Queen's Head Passage,

Paternoster Row. Abel Heywood, Manchester.
Turner, Stoke-upon-Trent. Green, Leeds. Cook,
Bradford.

A NDREAS DU HAMEL AND CHARLES
il SOUTHWELL (1, Francis Street, Golden
Square) respectfully announce that they have

opened their courses of Elementary Instruction.

Subjects : English to natives of Germany, France,

and Italy. French, German, and Italian, to

Englishmen. Old and new Classsical Course for

Medical Examinations. Composition and Elocu-

tion for Literary Aspirants, whether Speakers or

Writers. A new method of teaching Greek and
Latin together, enabling the pupil to learn both

these languages in less time than is usually em-
ployed upon each. Hours—From 1 1 a.m.till 10 p.m.

Single Lesson Is. 6d.; Six Lessons 6s.

London: Printed by Holyoake, Tyndale, & Co., 3, Queen's Head Passage, Paternoster-row; and Pub-

lished by J. Watson, 3, Queen's Head Passage, Paternoster Row. Wednesday, May I2th, 1862.
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THEOLOGICAL EXAMINER.

Upon points on which philosophers know nothing, philosophers should say nothing. That is a useful
school of philosophy which teaches man to say of most things :

' It may be so, and it may be otherwise
It IS a point on which I only know that I do not knov,'—Edinburgh Review, Januarv 185!i Art'
Genius and Writings of Descartes. * / «» — ««..
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THE POLICY OF PROPAGANDISM.

FINAL WORDS ON THE CONTROVERSY BETWEEN MAZZINI AND LOUIS BLANC.

The reader has seen the letter by M. Louis Blanc, quoted from the Leader, in

reference to the articles which have appeared in this journal, upon the recent com-
munications between himself and Sig. Mazzini. Louis Blanc reminds us, by im-
plication, that the French chiefs are in a better position to perceive the whole truth,

and the necessity of protesting against erroneous accusation, than we are. This is

true ; and we have no wish to diminish the force of this distinction, to which the

notice of our readers is drawn. We are sorry, however, to 6nd that M. Louis

Blanc considers that we have done him an injustice. Mr. Linton, on the other

hand, writes to tell us that we have done Sig. Mazzini an injustice. Anything,

therefore, which we might subtract on one side would augment the alleged wrong

to the other, and the only course now to pursue is to leave the question open.

From these opposite objections, we cannot have been far from right in the main.

We have placed both representations on these pages undisputed, and we now leave

them to the judgment of the reader. In closing our remarks on this question, we
may be permitted to assure M. Louis Blanc, that for his part in the defence of So-

cialism we entertain both admiration and gratitude. His letters in explanation of

that theory are characterised by that power which has made his name deservedly

eminent. A writer in the Nation, who lately passed in review the productions of

modern schools of British Socialism, observed, that the single essay of Louis Blanc

on the ' Organisation of Labour ' would, in the matter of sterling writing, outweigh

a ton weight of them. His present letters on the Labour Question sustain this

credit.

Having thus closed our remarks on the controversy between the Italian and

French chiefs, we desire to explain to our readers the grounds on which those

remarks were founded. M. Louis Blanc has done us the honour to say— * Nor do

we [Louis Blanc, Pierre Leroux, Cabet, Landolphe, Jules Leroux, Malarmet*

Nadaud, Vasbenter] raise any objection to his (the editor of the Rmsoner) recom-

mending moderation of language in every intellectual debate : like him, we think

that reason should speak with calmness when it addresses itself to reason.'

This is noble testimony, and on the authority of this brilliant and impassioned

historian will have salutary influence upon the working class politicians of our

country who revere Louis Blanc for his advocacy of the claims of Labour. We

[No. 3I2.J INo. 27. Vol. XII.
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will not be guilty of the presumption of attempting to enforce the reasons on which
this advice rests by any appeal to the arguments advanced in these columns during

the existence of this journal. Our readers will not object to learn wisdom from a

Jesuit page. Anthony Arnauld, the distinguished author of the * Port Royal
Logic,' has given utterance to more rhetorical wisdom on this subject than we have
ever met with elsewhere. In a letter the present writer published in another

place on ' Arnauld and Archbishop Whately,' it was remarked that * the maxims of

rhetorical wisdom to be met with in Arnauld's "Art of Thinking" are matchless.

For a Propagandist, there is no wiser teacher than Arnauld. Any rhetorician

will warn you against the errors of honesty. To mean well is the soul of all the

virtues ; but good intention by no means implies infallibility or rhetorical wisdom.

For the friends of progress there is no better practice than the study of Anthony
Arnauld and St. Augustine, whom he quotes.'

In this same * Art of Thinking' occurs this sublime passage from the pen of the

eminent Jesuit :—It is necessary for those who write or speak to be thoroughly

convinced of this excellent rule, * There is nothing beautiful except that which is

true.'*

On the world-wide habits of controversialists we find this salutary paragraph :

—
* There is, again, nothing more common than to see people mutually reproaching

each other, and accusing one another—for example, of obstinacy, passion, and

chicanery—when they are of diflferent opinions. There are scarcely any advocates

who do not accuse each other of delaying the process, and concealing the truth by

artifices of speech ; and thus those who are in the right, and those who are in the

wrong, with almost the same language, make the same complaints, and attribute

to each other the same vices. This is one of the most injurious things possible in

the life of men, for it throws truth and error, justice and injustice, into an ob-

scurity so profound, that the world, in general, cannot distinguish between them;

and hence it happens that many attach themselves, by chance and without know-

ledge, to one of these parties, and that others condemn both as being equally

wrong ' (pp. 265, 266).

In the next extract we shall make will be found that admirable passage from

St. Augustine before alluded to. Let the reader peruse the words which follow, and

then judge whether the art of advocacy of opinions was ever more profoundly

conceived, more happily reasoned, or more luminously stated. We believe it is

without parallel, as it is above praise :
—

* It is right, also, that those who wish to

persuade others of any truth which they have discovered, should study to clothe it in

the garb most suitable for making it acceptable, and to avoid those revolting ways

of stating it which only lead to its rejection. They ought to remember that when
we seek to move the minds of people, it is a small thing that we have right on our

side ; and it is a great evil to have only right, and not to have also that which is

necessary for making it relished. If they seriously honour the truth, they ought

not to disgrace it by covering it with the marks of falsehood and deceit ; and if

they love it sincerely, they ought not to attach to it the hatred and aversion of

men, by the oflFensive way in which they propound iti It is the most important,

as well as the most useful, precept of rhetoric, that it behoves us to govern the

spirit as well as the words j for although it is a different thing to be wrong in the

manner from being wrong in the matter, the faults, nevertheless, of the manner are

often greater and more important than those of the matter.

* Port Royal Logic,' Part III., Chap. XX.
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*In reality, all these fiery, presumptuous, bitter, obstinate, passionate manners,
always spring from some disorder of the mind, which is often more serious than

the defect of intelligence and of knowledge, which we reprimand in others ; and it

is, indeed, always unjust to seek to persuade men in this way ; for it is very right

that we should lead them to the truth when we know it ; but it is wrong to compel

others to take as true everything that we believe, and to defer to our authority

alone. We do this, however, when we propose the truth in this offensive manner*

For the way of speaking generally enters into the mind before the reasons, since

the mind is more prompt to notice the manner of the speaker than it is to com-

prehend the solidity of his proofs, which are often, indeed, not comprehended at

all. Now the manner of the discourse being thus separated from the proofs,

marks only the authority which he who speaks arrogates to himself ; so that if he

is bitter and imperious, he necessarily revolts the minds of others, since he appears

to wish to gain, by authority, and by a kind of tyranny, that which ought only to

be obtained by persuasion and reason.

* This injustice is still greater when we employ these offensive ways in combat-

ting common and received opinions ; for the judgment of an individual may indeed

be preferred to that of many when it is more correct, but an individual ought never

to maintain that his authority should prevail against that of all others.

' Thus, not only modesty and prudence, but justice itself, obliges us to assume a

modest air when we combat common opinions or established authority, otherwise

we cannot escape the injustice of opposing the authority of an individual to an

authority either pj^blic, or greater, and more widely established than our own.

"We cannot exercise too much moderation when we seek to disturb the position of

received opinions or ofan ancient faith. This is so true that St. Augustine extended it

even to religious truths, having given this excellent rule to all who have to instruct

others :
—" Observe (says he) in what way the wise and religious Catholics taught

that which they had to communicate to others. If they were things common and

authorised, they propounded them in a monner full of assurance, and free from

every trace of doubt, by being accompanied by the greatest possible gentleness;

but if they were extraordinary things, although they themselves very clearly re-

cognised their truth, they still propounded them rather as doubts and as questions

to be examined, than as dogmas and fixed decisions, in order to accommodate them-

selvejs in this to the weakness of those who heard them "
' (pp. 290-92.)

Jesuit or saint are alike to us when they instruct us, and we thank Arnauld and

Augustine for these words. The reader will probably allow that the advocacy of

the Reasoner has borne some faint resemblance to this advice. We never met with

these passages till Mr. Baynes lately published his translation of the Port Royal

Art of Thinking, or we should have pleaded the authority of the great Jesuit

rhetorician for our course, instead of resting our policy on any personal reasons

we were able to allege.

The present use of these extracts is to enable our readers to judge how far we

were right in the strictures we lately published on the controversy conducted in

the Leader. The prospective use of these passages is to guide the many, daily

augmenting, co-workers—young, ardent, able, and honest, but yet undisciplined—

whom we have now the honour to number among our friends in every town in the

empire.

When we pass in review the imperious contests of party struggling for do-

minion; how rapidly men come to wish for the destruction ot their opponents, on
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the patriotic ground that they are obstructions to public liberty; h6w quickly

force cuts short argument—and life ; do we not see that that rhetoric which makes

Persuasion an effective art, assumes the dignity of an art of progress ?

G. J. HOLYOAKE.

[After the lecture in Sheffield upon the subject of this paper, several who

thought it applicable to the political distraction in which that town is thrown, asked

for some further report than that which the Free Press (so well) rendered. The

above is the fulfilment of the promise made. Will our readers there make it

known to those who asked for it?—Ed.]

THE BIRMINGHAM TRIAL.

On the previous occasion we gave the decision of the Vice-Chancellor in this case.

It amounted to this, that the property was to be taken from the Jacksons and

divided between the plaintiff Russell and the Attorney-General. The portion of

it claimed by the Attorney-General will be appropriated for building Socialist

Schools, provided it can be proved that Mr. Owen's educational notions are legal.

The gentleman who was in the court has furnished us with the following memoran-
dum of the words of the Vice-Chancellor on the subject. Towards the con-

clusion of his remarks, on the 9th March, Mr. Vice-Chancellor Turner said :

—

* I am not satisfied upon this evidence as to the doctrines of Socialism intended

by the testator. Mr. Bray, who prepared the will, states in his evidence that the

secret trust was to establish schools for teaching Socialism^ as he understood,

according to the doctrines of Robert Owen. But this is not plain. According to

another of the witnesses the intention of Socialism, according to Robert Owen,

is to establish a rational system of society, and to subvert all existing religions,

governments, and institutions of society. Now, whether there be any other doctrines

of Socialism than those of Robert Owen I do not know, for I am, happily, unac-

quainted with those doctrines. Let the Master, therefore, take an inquiry <w to what

were the particular doctrines of Socialism intended.'*

This concludes all we have to communicate on the subject at present. We with-

hold all observations upon the unexpected breach of trust committed by the defen-

dants. It is itself an act of severity to put it upon record, and it would ill become
us as Socialists, under the circumstances, to add to that reprobation.

STERLING'S LETTERS.

Another series of letters by Sterling is appearing. Mr. Maccall has lately begun

to publish in the People, some letters addressed to him by Sterling in the latter

years of his life. They are letters which must increase the reader's respect both

for the writer and the receiver thereof; especially the one in No. 20, in which,

with a rare and generous candour, Mr. Maccall shares with the public the severe

criticism bestowed by Sterling on his friend's writings. Criticism given and taken

in the spirit shown by this correspondence, has more than a merely intellectual

interest ; it has a moral charm which will dwell in the hearts of the spectators, when
the controversies which gave occasion for it have been long forgotten.

A second edition has also appeared of Sterling's interesting letters to Coningham,
which can be had at Mr. Watson's.

By way of aiding in the diffusion of Sterling's noble utterances among *our working
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circle,' I copy the following from his detached * Thoughts,' reprinted (chiefly from
Blackwood) in the second volume of Hare's work, now out of print.

Panthba.

Pain has its own noble joy, when it kindles a strong consciousness of life, before

stagnant and torpid.

The more sides a man has to his mind, the more certain he may be of receiving

blows on all of them from one party or other.

It is an old discovery that man passes from knowledge to doubt, and thence

again attains to knowledge. But it is a vulgar error to suppose that we return

not only to the same knowledge, but in the same forms, and under the same limita-

tions as before.

From want of reverence may I and my children be preserved 1 But this prayer

is not heartier than that which 1 oflfer for preservation from the reverence of hollow

notions and smoky dreams, half felt to be lies, while we bow down to them. In

singleness of heart to believe and do what highest we know—how few and simple

are the words I Yet their meaning fathoms the depths, and compasses the horizon

of life.

The firm foot is that which finds firm footing. The weak falters although it be

standing upon rock.

Noble art thou, O man, who canst possess Truth as thine own ! How far nobler,

if thou wouldst be by Truth possessed, and so ennobled by the Sovereign to whom
thou owest allegiance.

Meliora latent ever ;•

Better than the seen lies hid

;

Time the curtain's web will sever,

And will raise the casket's lid.

Thus from earth's immediate sorrow
Toward the skyey future turn.

And from its unseen to-morrow
Fill to-day's exhausted urn.

A BRIEF BULLETIN FROM ALEXANDER CAMPBELL.

My dear Holyoake,—For the information of the numerous friends who have

made inquiries of you regarding my welfare, I am happy to state that after twelve

weeks' suffering and confinement to bed at the Twickenham Railway Station, where

the accident occurred, I was enabled to be removed to my own house at Hampton
Wick. Since then my broken limb has slowly but gradually improved in strength,

until now I am able to move by the aid of crutches, within a very limited sphere
;

and 1 have faith that the Omnipotent Spirit will in course of time enable me to use

my material organism again, for the propagation of Truth with its mysteries made

clear for human improvement. I have also to express my sincere thanks to those

friends who have manifested their sympathy for my misfortune by their contribu-

tions for enabling me to meet the unavoidable expenses which have already been

incurred, as well as those which must still be incurred in my progress towards con-

valescence. Alexander Campbell.

P. S.—Any of my friends desirous of communicating with me can address 18,

Aldermanbury, London.

* The second line is a free translation of the first.
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CONTINGENT LECTURES.

The discussion in the Theatre- of Northampton has been arranged to take place on

Monday and Tuesday, May l7th and 18f.h. It has been postponed till that date to

meet the convenience of Mr. Hamilton, whose professional duties prevented him
being present, except under exigency, on the llth and 12th.

On the 19th Mr. Holyoake lectures in Leicester, and again on the 25th.

On the 16th Mr. Holyoake lectures on the * Tyranny of Despots, and the Despot-

ism of Reformers,' at the Finsbury Institution, Leicester Place, Little Safiron Hill,

London—the Assembly Room of the Metropolitan Delegate Council.

On Sunday, the 23rd of May, Mr. Holyoake lectures at the Literary and Scien-

tific Institution, John Street, London. Subject—*The Positive Side of the Prin-

ciples of Free Inquirers.'

On Monday, May 24, and Tuesday, June 1, 1852, a public discussion will be

held in the Literary Institution, John Street, Fitzroy Square, between the Rev.

H. Townley and Mr. George J. Holyoake. Question :— * Is there Suflficient Proof

of the Existence of a God; that is, of a Being distinct from Nature ?' Chair to be

taken at a quarter-past 8. The doors to be opened at half-past seven o'clock, and
closed when the discussion commences. Admission : Hall 2d., Gallery 3d.

^^ Next week will appear ' Our Impracticable Advocacy,' being an account

of the great meetings at Mr. Holyoake's lectures in Bradford, and the important

discussions thereupon.

CONFERENCE AT MANCHESTER.

On the 9th inst. Mr. Holyoake lectured twice in the Social Institution, Manchester.

In the afternoon a Conference was held of parties present at the morning lecture.

The following were the persons present (Mr. Spurr, of Liverpool, was present in

the morning, but unable to be present at the Conference):—Joseph Etchells,

Ashton-under-Lyne ; Joseph Ryle, William Bantam, Henry Hurst, Stalybridge;

John Hindle, Stockport; Stephen Bulmer, Bolton; James Butterworth, John

Matthews, Heywood ; Charles Broadhurst, Robert Brierly, Jonathan Barrow, Styal

;

Samuel Henshall, Hale ; Robert Rostron, Bury ; James Wingrove, Openshaw
;

John Wood, Wigan ; G. J. Holyoake, London; James Campbell, William Thomp-
son, Thomas Powell, H. R. Trigg, Stanley Wood, Francis Gray, William Caldwell,

Wilkinson Burslam, Edward Kelly, Francis Shanley, Richard Kean,Luke Merry,

Arnold Hamlet, William Price, Joseph Ashmore, John Mottershead, Malcolm

Ross, Charles Macloghlin, Nathan Crompton, Manchester ; Francis Pegg, Cheet-

ham Hill. John Matthews, Chairman ; Wilkinson Burslam, Secretary.

The following resolution was moved by Mr. Holyoake and seconded by Mr.

Butterworth, and carried unanimously :—' Having heard the various statements of

persons present at this Conference, it is resolved that each individual on returning

to his district will proceed to associate parties together, appoint a secretary, in-

dicate objects, and communicate the result to the Reasoner, and contribute the

particular results to a general conference to be held in Manchester as early as

possible.'
,
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(Qa^ici tax ^tutfg.

THE DOCTRINE OF THE RESURRECTION.

BY P. B. BARTON;

II.

How little can they know of the immu-
tabie laws of nature, and what an insult
they put upon virtue—nay how distinctly
they deny that the world is under any
kind of moral government from the all-

powerful, wise, and benevolent Being
whom they profess to believe in and wor-
ship—who assert, that if there is no
future life there is no motive to virtue,

no restraint upon vice and crime !

What! if a man indulge in sensuality,

intemperance, and licentiousness, shall

he not suflFer disease, pain, and prema-
ture death?—shall he not endure general
odium and reproach ? Is a man idle and
imprudent — shall he not suflfer want,
anxiety, and distress, or the miserable
feeling of ennui and lassitude ? Does a
man practice lying and deceit—is he not
disbelieved, distrusted, and shunned ?

B.A.

Is a man unjust, oppressive, and cruel

—does he not excite hatred and resis-

tance?—does he not become a prey to

fear and anxiety ? Does a man indulge

in suspicion and distrust— can any
feelings be more harassing and disquiet-

ing? Is a man engrossed with self

—

does he seek to promote his own sordid

interest, regardless how much it inter-

feres with the welfare and happiness of

others ?—does he not lose all the pure

and delightful feelings of benevolence,

liberality, and disinterestedness ?—and

does he not become a poor, miserable,

isolated being, deprived of all affection,

friendship, and sympathy ?

Does a man indulge ill-temper, anger,

and malevolence— does he not suffer

from the continual irritation and ebulli-

tion of his feelings ?—does he not pro-

voke animosity and ill-will, and alienate

kindness and friendship ?

Have not consciousness, affection,

benevolence,generosity, tenderness, sym-

pathy their delightful internal rewards,

as well as many external advantages ?

Alas for the man who knows not, who

feels not the inestimable reward of pure

and virtuous feeling ! He is indeed to

be pitied. His punishment for neglect-

ing his moral nature is indeed severe.

The natural rewards and punishments
of this life are far more definite and
appropriate and certain, and therefore

more effective, than the rewards and
punishments of a future existence, which
are remote, uncertain, vague, and inde-

finite. Only suppose all natural reward
and punishment removed, how much
would the motives to virtue be di-

minished—how much the restraints upon
vice be lessened ! Nay, may we not
suppose that both the motives and the

restraints would be altogether removed,
and that vice and crime and misery
would prevail without check and with-

out mitigation ? And doubtless the

moral influence of natural rewards and
punishments would be far more eflBcient

than it is, if the connection between
actions and the consequences was more
clearly perceived than is generally the

case. If it be said that natural rewards

and punishments are not found adequate

to make virtue and happiness predomi-

nate, so much as could be wished, over

vice and misery—may not the same ob-

jection be made to the efficacy of the

rewards and punishments of a future

life ? Nay, it is remarkable that those

who insist most upon the necessity and

efficacy of future rewards and punish-

ments are the loudest in their com-
plaints of the prevalence of sin and
wickedness! All men, with them, are

miserable sinners. There is none that

docth good, no not one ; all deserve

the fearful wrath of God, the eternal

damnation of hell ; and the world

with them is nothing but a den of ini-

quity, a vale of tears, and a waste, howl-

ing wilderness. So much for the moral

influence of a belief in a heaven and a

hell, of a future invisible world.

Without altogether denying the in-

fluence of belief in a future life on the

feelings and conduct,itcannot be doubted

that it is very much overrated by its

advocates.

For the great mass of mankind—en-
gaged in the active business of life,

struggling in the vast arena of increas-
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ing competition—the doctrine of a fu-

ture life is too remote, too vague and
indistinct, too uncertain, to exercise any
efficient or permanent influence on the

character ; and especially must this be
the case with those for whom it is thought
mostnecessaryas a restraint—thecoarse-
minded and uneducated. We conse-
quently find that the motives on which
mankind generally act are derived from
their innate feelings, developed or res-

trained by the circumstances by which
they are usually surrounded, or from a

regard to public opinion, or the judg-
ment of the social circle in which they
move, or from the fear of the penalties

of the law.

But if the remote, indistinct, and un-
certain nature of the doctrine itself did

not render it inefficient for any impor-
tant practical purposes, the ease with
which the rewards of a future life may
be attained,and the punishments avoided,

is alone sufficient to render the doctrine

futile and nugatory as a restraining and
reformatory agency.

Is it not the prominent doctrine of

religion, that however viciously or sin-

fully a man may have lived, if he repent,

even on the bed of death, so infinite is

the mercy of God—so all-powerful the

atoning blood of Christ—that all his

vices and sins will be forgiven, and his

attainment of the bliss of heaven unfail-

ingly secured ? Did the most atrocious

criminal that ever forfeited his life to

the laws of his country ever die without

being assured by the priest that his

eternal salvation was secure, or, at

least, without feeling so himself? May
not the condemned cell of Newgate be

termed the manufactory of saints ? May
not the gallows be denominated the rail-

way to heaven ? Might not the news-
paper phrase—that, ' at a few minutes
after 8, the unhappy man was launched

into eternity '—be, without profanation,

more appropriately changed into ' a few
minutes after 8 the happy man was
dismissed to the joys of everlasting

bliss ?' Talk of tha blasphemies, the

demoralising principles of infidelity

!

Infidelity never taught any doctrine so

blasphemous, so demoralising as the

doctrine which teaches that the most
profligate course of life, the most atro-

cious crimes, can be suddenly washed
away and atoned for by a forced death-

bed repentance, and all impediments at

once removed to the attainment of the

eternal happiness of heaven.

The repentance may be sincere at the

time, but it is enforced by the fear of

impending death; and can any man in

his senses believe that a man's motives

and character can be suddenly entirely

changed by the hocus pocus of some
religious talk, some prayers, and some
Bible reading ? Were the criminal, who
is just going to be turned ofi", in the full

assurance of salvation and of heaven, to

be suddenly pardoned, would any pru-

dent man trust to his previous conver-

sion, and take him into his service in

full confidence of his integrityand virtue ?

Would even the clergyman who conver-

ted him do this ?

A case actually occurred where a

clergyman's faith in this sort of conver-

sion was put to the test, and found want-

ing. An attorney in a country village,

who was known as an infidel, and of a

very indifferent moral character— he
had been convicted of dishonesty—was
supposed to be on his death-bed. The
clergyman of the parish visited him,

conversed with him, and prayed with

him, and ultimately converted him, and
administered the sacrament, as the usual

passport to heaven. After all this pre-

paration, the disorder took a sudden
turn, and the dying man recovered.

Having been certified by the legal curer

of souls of his conversion and his fitness

for heaven, the lawyer applied to him
for the office of the collector of his tithes,

which then happened to be vacant, when
the clergyman, who had pronounced him
fit for the society of just men made per-

fect, expressed his astonishment at the

impudence of a man of convicted dis-

honesty applying for an office of trust

and responsibility. So it appears a man
may be fit for heaven who is too dis-

honest for this world. Truly such cha-

racters are sent to heaven, that a good
man might well be afraid to go thither

!

Let not those who teach that the

most profligate of sinners, the most
atrocious of criminals, can secure eter-

nal salvation by a death-bed repentance,

insist upon the superior moral influence

of the doctrine of a future life; let them
not denounce infidelity as destitute of all

motives to virtue, of all restraint upon
vice, because it rejects this doctrine.
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Infidelity, which teaches that every
action receives in this life, sooner or

later, its certain, natural, and appro-
priate reward or punishment, surely in-

culcates a doctrine much more rational,

and much more conducive to virtue and
moral improvement.
As the doctrine of future punishment

is too remote and visionary to affect

coarse and uneducated minds, which are

said most to require it as a restraining

influence, so, unfortunately, it often

makes too strong an impression on re-

fined and sensitive minds, which least

require its corrective agency, and which
are thus made the victims of much
gratuitous misery. How many con-
scientiously religious persons have had
their lives embittered, and their

last moments darkened by terror and
despair, from the dreadful apprehension
of God's wrath, and their eternal damna-
tion ! The diaries of such persons are

nothing but a melancholy record of

bitter self-reproach, agitating fears res-

pecting their salvation, and dreadful

anticipations of their final doom.
The amiable Cowper (the poet) suf-

fered much from this cause ; and though
it may be said that his melancholy and
despondency had their origin in consti-

tutional tendencies and mental derange-

ment, yet it cannot be doubted that they

were much aggravated by religious

fears. So convinced was he of his being

doomed to eternal misery, and so deeply

did he feel it to be his duty to be re-

signed to the divine will, that he de-

clared that if the holding up of his

finger would avert his terrible destiny,

he would not do it. And when on his

death-bed, a friend reminded him that

he was now going to receive the reward

of his blameless life, he replied, in a

tone of despair, * you know it is of no
use.'

Robert Hall, a man distinguished by

a highly-cultivated mind, and a power-

ful intellect, yet suffered great mental

anguish from the dread of final con-

demnation. His, in many respects,

powerful mind, became enfeebled by the

baneful power of the demon supersti-

tion.

In a sermon on death, R. Hall says

—

'Eternal death, the death of the soul,

consists in the perpetual loss of hope, a

cutting off from the presence and favour

of God, a sense of his eternal wrath,
which burns like devouring fire. TIip

second death treads in the footsteps of
the first, and its shadow covers it : it is

the infliction of the sentence of the eter-

nal governor of the universe, and the
fear of it makes those who are awaro
they are sinners willing to struggle with
a load of cares and sorrows, rather than
fall into the hands of the living God

;

for it is a fearful thing—a fearful thing
to fall into the hands of the living God.'
R. Hall himself is recorded to have

apprehended bitterly for himself the
incessant harassment of those days of

darkness, and to have dreaded them
more than he dreaded death itself.

Amongst such persons there is not
only the dread of death, but there is the

dread of that dread ; and death, which,

as a natural event, would be calm and
peaceful, is involved, by the influence ot

superstition, in horror and despair.

Even Thomas Belsham, the Unitarian
minister, who, like most of his sect, did

not believe in the eternity of future

punishments, yet, considering that the

best of men required the corrective dis-

cipline of punishment in a future state,

appears by his journal to have been
frequently much distressed at the anti-

cipation of the punishment that he
should require, as a preparatory disci-

pline for the reception and enjoyment of

final happiness.

Thus it appears that the doctrine of

future punishment does not act where it

is most required, and acts most painfully

and inj uriously where it is not wanted. I

certainly, therefore, cannot help think-

ing that the doctrine can very well be

spared— that, in fact, its influence is

more evil than good.

But it will be objected by many, that

there is a great deal of evil and misery

in the present world, and that the belief

in another and a better world, where
the sufferings of the present life will be

compensated for and rewarded by pure

and everlasting happiness, is a very con-

solatory and delightful faith.

This may be so—and let all who need

and find this consolation retain their

belief in a future life, if they think the

evidence of it is sufficient, liut with

me the question is not what doctrine or

belief is consolatory or delightful, but

what is true. And I firmly believe that



though error may be often pleasing, and
sometimes for awhile useful, yet, in the

long run, that truth will be found most
profitable in every way.

Allow me to say, that I consider the

doctrine of a future life, not only untrue,

as not founded on facts, but that it is

attended with a very mischievous effect,

even that of tending to retard and lessen

human improvement and happiness.

The doctrine of a future li^e is usually

held in connection with the belief that

the present world is intended as a state

preparatory to another and a better

existence— a state of trial and probation,

in which man is destined to struggle

with difficulties and temptations, that

his character may be formed and im-
pr9ved, and that he may earn and
qualify himself for the rewards of a
higher state of existence. The future

life is a reward and compensation for the

evils of man's present condition. Those
who believe this naturally and consis-

tently regard the present world as a
very bad world, as full of sin and wicked-

ness and misery—a 'vale of tears,' 'a

waste, howling wilderness ' (not that I

find, by the bye, they are ever in any
hurry to quit this wicked and miserable

world, in order to go to the other and
better world, where all is unalloyed and
eternal peace and godliness and joy);

and their constant language is, very con-

sistently, when reform and improve-
ment are advocated, that much evil and
misery always has existed and always

will continue to exist— it is a wise ordi-

nation of providence, who has designed

the present transitory existence as a

scene of trial and probation preparatory

to another and a higher state of being.

Now, of course, according to this doc-

trine, many trials, difficulties, and
temptations are absolutely necessary, in

order to enable a man to quality himself

for the rewards of a future life, by con-

tending with and overcoming the trials,

temptations, and difficulties of the pre-

sent state of existence (the maxim is, no

cross no crown) ; and to attempt to les-

sen or remove these trials, temptations,

and difficulties, and thus render the

present life less fitted for a scene of

trial and probation, less adapted for a

state preparatory to a future life of com-
pensation and recompence, would be

actual impiety, would be flying in the

face of providence, and endeavouring to

contravene his will, and oppose his de-

sign. Does it not appear, then, that the

doctrine of a future life, consistently be-

lieved in, has a manifest tendency

to prevent the lessening and removing
of evil from the world ? Hence we so

often hear those who believe in this doc-

trine preach patience and submission

under the evils of life, as unavoidable

and as being necessary to try and prove
us, and enable us to show our patience

and our resignation to the divine 'will

—that we are not to look for peace and
happiness in this state of trial, but must
wait till we are summoned to another
and a better world, where all the evils of

our present life will be amply compen-
sated for by eternal happiness. Hence
these same persons always ridicule the

idea of our being able to lessen or re-

move the evils of the present life to any
important extent. They always have
existed, and always must exist Their
grand doctrine is patience under evil,

not exertion to remove it. I well know
that many that believe in a future life

do exert themselves most energetically

and constantly to remove or lessen the

evils of life ; but in doing so they show
their inconsistency with their belief—

a

very common case, for all who profess

what is called religion must be more
or less inconsistent—but nature and
truth are too strong for education and
error.

Now 1 am quite willing to admit that

there is much evil and misery in the

world, but I have no idea of submitting
to it as unavoidable and necessary, and
of waiting for a better state of existence

in a life beyond the grave.
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Our |3lat(0rm.

From which any earnest opponent may controvert our opinion*, and from which any maveipound Tiewa
not coincident with our own, if tending to the Rationalisation of Theolegy.

'THE TASK OF TO-DAY.»

To the Editor of the Reazoner.

Sir,—After a careful reading and consideration of Mr. Bell's ' Task of To-day,'
I am of opinion that, for the purpose it is intended to serve, it is, as a whole, by
far the best and most useful work that has yet appeared. The style, plain and
simple, is admirably suited for the class of readers which its moderate price is

likely to meet as purchasers; the arrangement is carefully considered and natural

;

and the language, with some few exceptions, perfectly unobnoxious to the most
squeamish piety. The general tone is that of calm, philosophic criticism, and
should, I think, be most rigidly preserved throughout, as offering no salient points

to the ignorant and the bigoted on which to found charges of ribaldry on flippancy,

or what not, as we know they are ever prone to do if they can possibly find an excuse

for so acting; the instances in which pious superciliousness or hypercriticism

may find scope for action are very few, and might be remedied in subsequent

editions, which I take for granted will be called for. As I hope to see the ' Task of

To-day' take rank with the *Age of Reason,' Volney, Mirabeau, * The Deist,'

* Paley Refuted,' &c., what I call the secular classics, I should like it to be made
as perfect as possible, and therefore have a few objections to offer to some pas-

sages and positions towards the end. Pages 110-12 contain remarks on geology

and the length of time man may have been upon the earth which I consider not

warranted, if the statements and reasonings of the highest authorities on geology

are to be accepted ; and also uncalled for, because telling nothing in favour of the

purpose of the work. I say this with great deference to the opinions of a gentle-

man evidently so well read as Mr. Bell, and who has most probably had far greater

opportunities than I have had of consulting the best works on the subject

1. * The creation and the deluge have long been fertile 'fields for visionary

speculation and false reasoning,' says Mr. Bell (p. 110). The Mosaic creation and

the Noachian deluge have been given up for some time by all geological authorities,

as inconsistent with known facts; but Mr. Bell makes no mention of this very

important circumstance.

2. ' One of the most universally-accepted geological theories is that of saccessive

creations, or successive appearances and departures of races and plants and

animals' (p. 110). This I take to be as well-established a fact as the succession

of strata; but I do not see its relevancy to the subject discussed, unless it be intended

to show the possibility of man having been coexistent with the first animal and

vegetable forms which appeared upon the earth, and that all animal and vegetable

forms that ever have appeared are still existing somewhere, though not yet dis-

covered, which would seem to be the aim of the reasoning of the author.

3. Mr. Bell says (p. Ill), * There is no land now in existence that was not formed

beneath the surface of the sea. In those strata in which marine shells are found, we

surely cannot reasonably look for the remains of mammalia.' Why not, if any

existed at the time when those lands were above the water ? We do find the

remains of mammalia in abundance high up in the succession of strata. The bones

of mammals are formed of similar materials to the bones of marine animals, and
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are susceptible to the same preserving influences which operated to prevent the

decomposition of the bones of the plesiosaurus and icthyosaurus.

4. Mr. Bell (p. Ill) appears to speak of animals ' existing in the interior of the

globe.' I do not understand this, and I think others may be equally in the dark.

5. 'No vestiges of the human race have yet been discovered in any of the

stratified rocks, and from this it is presumed that the appearance of mankind on

the globe dates from a comparatively recent period ' (p. 111). That is, as I under-

stand the arguments of geologists, from a comparatively recent period relatively to

the immense epochs of change which the surface of the earth alone would appear to

have gone through. But I do not see the relevancy of the question raised to the

issue involved in Mr. Bell's book—namely, that he is not a supernaturally-formed

or created being; nor any of the animal or vegetable forms, nor the world either.

It is not the length of time man has been upon the earth thai is of any conse-

quence to the sceptic, but the probable mode in which he first made his appear-

ance here. That man was upon the earth many centuries anterior to either the

historical or legendary eras there are abundance of his works to prove ; but the

principal value of this fact, except to the ethnologist, is its refutation of the

absurd and arbitrary chronology of so-called sacred books.

6. * Scriptural geologists believe that vast numbers of men were destroyed in

the Mosaic deluge, and yet they have not yet discovered any of their fossil re-

mains ' (p. 111). Who are these scriptural geologists ? 1 do not know any of

modern date, and I am sorry to see this reiteration of a charge after the public

declaration of a Buckland, a Sedgwick, a Greenough, and several others I could

name—whose words are given by Dr. Pye Smith—that they were mistaken in their

first impressions respecting geological appearances lending support to the Noachian

deluge as recorded in the Bible. Dr. Pye Smith says that the Deluge was an

impossibility : I hope to give his arguments in the Reasoner shortly.

7. * The deepest researches in every department of natural science have not as

yet produced anr/ evidence that our solar system, or this earth, as a planet revolving

round the sun, ever had a commencement.^ This is a bold assertion. I could, were

it worth while, and space was at my command, bring forward high authority and

cogent arguments for an opinion quite the opposite. But again I say, the point

is non-essential.

I should like to see chap. xv. re-written. W. Chilton.

CURIOUS CORRESPONDENCE WITH THE EDITOR OF THE
* FAMILY HERALD.'

SlE,—Would it be agreeable to you to report that I some time ago addressed

the editor of the Family Herald,in reference to the advocacy of the Reasoner? In

No. 443 of that sprightly journal the following reply appeared ;

—

* A Truth-Lover.—Hundreds of years ago, it was disputed whether atheism

could form an association, congregation, or polity ; and its ability to do so has

never yet been practically demonstrated. It is the real rope of sand. It can

only keep up a guerilla warfare, and shoot from behind the dikes and hedges.

Religions are all associative, and to them we are indebted for the establishment

of schools, colleges, universities, hospitals, and charitable institutions of every

variety. There is scarcely a congregation in the United Kingdom that does

not voluntarily collect something for the education, the support, or the help of the
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poor. Thft history of religious benevolence is a great and wonderful history
blotted, it is true, with many crimes and numberleas peccadilloes— for all great
blessings, like wealth, are curses when abused: bat atheism has no history at all

no prestige, no moral influence ; it cannot show itself openly in any country, nor can
its abettors command the admiration of society by those wonderful moral and
intellectual qualities which distinguish the leaders of religious movements. It
wants the poetry of thought, and therefore cannot address itself to the soul of
man. A professed atheist may be both a clever man and a conscientious man •

but what is the tendency of his doctrines with an indiscriminate mass of men ?

Atheism must prove its worth, if it have any, by means of its works, not by its

logic'

In another letter I briefly said to the writer of this reply:— 'Some time since
you told a correspondent that there was not a respectable writer on atheism in

the country, nor a body of men calling themselves so; in answer, I enclosed you
a copy of a small work entitled " The Logic of Death." I can scarcely believe that
in your position you can be entirely ignorant of such writings. It so, I requested
you would give it a perusal, and from the liberal tone of some of your writings in

the Herald I hoped you would correct your error. Your answer, however, in No.
443, completely skipped over the matter. You neither admitted nor re-asserted

the error, but went at once to another branch of the subject; a more important
one, I grant, and it is to it I am more anxious at present to advert. You said

* Religions are all associative, and to them we are indebted for the establishment

of schools, colleges, universities, hospitals, and charitable institutions of every

variety, &c., but that atheism is the real rope of sand, has no history, no prestige,

no moral influence, cfec. Now, sir, are not religions all exclusive, are not religions

all sectarian, uncharitable, persecuting? Can religions be otherwise, indeed, when
they all adhere to a dogma that attaches praise or blame, reward or punishment,

to belief, a circumstance that depends entirely upon conviction, completely in-

dependent of the will ? Can it be wondered at, therefore, when such has been the

case in all ages, that atheism has been prevented from uniting for any of the pur-

poses you mention, more particularly as its aims and aspirations are not confined

to a narrow circle ? These same useful and philanthropic objects can be advanced

in a more universal spirit by giving assistance to and purifying existing institutions,

than by establishing separate branches merely for the sake of having such in their

own name. Assuredly it would be a grievous error to suppose that atheists have

not individually assisted these good works, aye and founded them also. To s-iy

that such institutions would not have existed but for religion, I consider would be

a gratuitous assumption. On the contrary, I think that philosophers and others,

the irreligious of the day, have always been forward in the promotion of such objects.

In some of your answers to correspondents I have sometimes been delighted with

breathings of a universal charity that, if carried out, would admit even atheism,

giving glimpses of a millenarian church or association that would ultimately become

universal. For assuredly it cannot be the true church that would exclude any

set of opinions from lack of charity.

In No. 450 of the Herald this paragraph appeared :
—

* A Truth-Lover.— It is

an unprofitable subject—one without even a common principle to commence with.

We cannot reason with a man who thinks stupidity superior to wisdom.'

This certainly is not my case, but our amusing editor is wilful, and must have

his own way.

Greenock. A Subscriber from the Commencement.
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THE GARDEN OF THE LORD.

When the Rer. Adam Clarke, of Wesleyan fame, was once preaching in Leeds,

he was pleased in an horticultural flight of fancy to name that emporium of smoke

and cotton * the Garden of the Lord.* A man of immense imagination must be the

Rev. Adam Clarke. If detestable streets, bad stenches, ill-constructed homes for

the poor, defective drainage, squalor and palor, are to be regarded as graces, 'the

Garden of the Lord' abounds with them.

Secular views may be objectionable to the good people of Leeds, but certainly

a little more rationalism, as a sort of leaven to the redundant piety of Leeds, might

not be wholly useless. Christians are prompt to appoint 'Town Missionaries'

—

that will be a happier day for the poor man when they shall take to appointing

Sanitary Missionaries.

The Hall of the Progressionists is an agreeable little place, with a small gallery.

I delivered four lectures in it. In addition to this convenience for organisation,

Mr. Smith has taken the Temperance Star Hotel, Swan Street, Briggate. Pre-

viously when visiting Leeds, no coflfee house was in the hands of our friends.

Visitors to Leeds from distant places, or the surrounding districts, will find it

possible to obtain much useful class information here not otherwise accessible.

Mr. Smith has been for twenty years a Wesleyan—a class leader and preacher.

He still retains the genuine tone. He gave out the hymns at the Hall, which all

joined in singing, so Wesleyan like, that I expected some one was goining to say

' Let us pray.' He would be very prepossessed against Free Inquiry who should

look into this Hall and say we outraged the Christian public. It would take a

little acuteness up to a certain point to discover which was which.

On two nights Mr. Barber, one of the Town Missionaries, attended and debated.

Mr. Barber is a man with a great power of feebleness. In personal appearance he

very much resembles Mr. Pickwick, and is indeed a sort of Evangelical Pickwick

— wanting, however, the humour of the original. However, his conduct on the

nights when I met him gave me the impression that he was a funny and agreeable

old gentleman, whose efforts at seriousness were like those of Scharf in tragedy.

The question of organisation is one which occupies the practical attention of our

friends here. Mr. Robert Cooper has promised us a letter upon this subject, and
elsewhere the reader will see references to it. G. J. H.

Hea^aner ^rajpajg;aulia*

To promtrte the efficiency of the Reasoner as an organ of Propagandisra, one friend subscribes lOs.

weekly, another Ss., some a monthly sum,others Is.each weekly— others intermediate amounts or make
special remittances, according to ability or earnestness. An annual contribution of Is. from each reader

would be easy, equitable, and sufficient. What is remitted, in whatever proportion, ia acknowledged
here and accounted for at the end of the Volume.

Acknowledged in No. 303, 634s. 9d.—H. Lucas, 20s.—B. S. (quarterly), 5s.—
Alexander MoGruther, Is.—Thomas Dickens, Is.—Peter Mitchell, la.—S. Noran,

2s. 6d.—J. Sharp, Shelf, Is.—S. K., per Mr. Watson, 2s.—Mr. Gray, do., 6d.—
H. C, ditto, Is.—Joseph Firth, Keighley, Is.—James Stell, per do.. Is.— Crispin

Barrit, per do., Is.—Emanuel Tidswell, per do., Is.—A Friend from Haworth,
per do., is.—Subacriptions from members and friends of the Social Society, Man-
chester, per Wilkinson Burslam : Richard Kean, Is.; William Melrose, Is.;

Wilkinson Burslam, Is.; Joseph Ashmore, Is.; Mr. Gray, Is.; Mr. Thompson,
Is.; Samuellngham, Is. ; Henry Burton, Is.; Thomas Powell, 6d.; William Price,

Is.; Arnold Hamlet, Is. : Luke Merry, Is.; Francis Shanley, Is ; Edward Kelly,

6d. ; John Johnson, Is.; Samuel Henshall, Is.; Mr. Williams, 3s. 6d. ^, R. Hunt,
Is. ; Nathan Crompton, Is, ; McCormack, Is. ; William Caldwell, Is. ; Mr. Strahan,

6d,; Mr. Ring, 4d.—Thomas Whitaker, Is.—Total, 699s. Id.
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Our Open |3aae.

The twelfth volume of the Reasoncr will be concluded with the 30th number, bo that

the half-yearly volumes, as we once before endeavoured to arrange it, may fall in the
middle of the year and at Christmas. Many persons are disinclined to commence tak-

ing in a work which has issued many volumes, as they are unable to procure them all

if they need them. Of the new series we hope to keep perfect sets on hand. We shal^

be obliged by our friends making it known that a new series is about to commence, as

it would lead to our commencing with additional subscribers.

Though brought up most strictly as a Christian among Christians, I have from a very

early period held Deistical views, admitting the existence of a God and the proba.

bility of a future state, but denying the idea of a trinity, the truth of revelation, and

authenticity of the Bible. Mentioning my views to an elderly lady a few day*, ago, an

old friend and connection of my family, whom I know to be naturally a most kind-

hearted and charitably-disposed person, she refused to shake hands with me as I was
going away, saying she should feel it was ' treason to her God.' How far this conduct

is calculated to advance the cause of Christianity I leave others to judge. Having no-

ticed for some few years the extreme liberality to all parties shown in the Reasoner^ I am
led to hope you will insert this from one who, though he differs from some of your

opinions, cordially joins with you in your efforts for freethought of every description.— M.

Mr. James Butterworth, of 6, Ashton's Buildings, Hardfield, Heywood, writes:—
* Having received many communications from friends of freethought since my notice

appeared in the Reasoner, and some of the writers wishing to know if it is my intention

to make the names public^ I beg to state that such is not ray intention. It is customary

with the Reasoner to stipulate that the sanction of all parties shall be obtained

before their names appear in print. For the satisfaction of my friends as to my iden-

tity, I can state that I am myself a freethinker. In the Reasoner^ of some sixteen

months back, they will find my name attached to an article which two other friends and

myself addressed to the Rev. J. Guttridge, Wesleyan Association Minister. I trust

others will forward me their names and addresses forthwith, as the object in view, Pro-

vincial Organisation, is one in which they will all be interested.'

* A Constant Reader,' Rochdale, can procure a treatise upon Bookbinding from W.
Strange, jun.. Amen Corner, Paternoster Row. The book is published at 2s. 6d.

An ' Advocate of Truth,' Burnley, obliged us by forwarding the correspondence.

W. C, Burnley: the Rev. J. E. Smith.

Will Mr. Mawby, late of Chesterfield, send his address?

A discussion between the Rev. W. Woodman, of Kersley, near Bolton, minister of the

New Jerusalem Church, and Mr. C. F, NichoUs, member of the Secular Society, took

place at the Mechanics' Institution, Southampton Buildings, Holborn, on Tuesday, May

11th, on the ' Being of a God.' The arrangement of the proceedings was left to Mr.

Woodman's friends, who took all responsibility and all the proceeds. The notices issued

were headed * Christianity v. Infidelity.' This is an impropriety, as Mr. NichoUs had

personally, at Mr. Woodman's lectures, entered a protest against the term 'infidel'

(unfaithful) being applied to him.

This month's (April) Evangelical Magazine sends forth a saying of the Rev. W. Jay,

that—' There is nothing more pleasing to God thau holy violence in prayer. He loves

to see us, while trusting in his word, disregarding the discouragements of his providence.'

Again : on the same page it states from Bate, that—* The religion of many is Paganism

dressed up in a Christian fashion.' What, in the present and past time, can the vast

number of preachers been about to create a fashion for Christianity, minus the

essence?—S. R. H,
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LITERATURE FOR THE PEOPLE.

Under this head we give a weekly column of

the names of special class books, and the pro-

bable cost of them, for the information of readers

who may not otherwise meet with a notice of them.

Richard Carlile's Manual of Freemasonry.

.

3 6

Sterling's Letters to Coningham, 2nd ed... 1

The Bible and the People 6

Mackay's Intellectual Religion 1 6
Spencer's Social Statics 12

Lewes's Biographical History of Philosophy 4

The Duties of Man. By J. Mazzini 6
First Book of Euclid, with 147 Diagrams. 2 6

Practical Grammar 1 6

Graduated Grammatical Exercises 1

Hints on a Logic of Facts 1 6

Public Speaking and Debate 1 6

Historyof the Last Trial by Jury for Atheism 1 6

Paley Refuted in his own Words 6

Reply to F. W. Newman's Work on the Soul 3

Logic of Death 1

Life of Richard Carlile 6
Literary Institutions 2

Pemberton; or, the Value of Biography ., 2

Oracle of Reason, 2 vols 21

People's Review 1

Last Days of Emma Martin 1

Harriet Martineau's Household Education 3 6
Birch's Religion of Shakspere 4

Newman's Phases of Faith 6
Rlartineau and Atkinson's Letters on Man.

.

9
The Task of To-day. By Evans Bell 1

The Freethinker's Magazine, complete. ... 2 6
Mirabaud's System of Nature, 2 vols 6

Godwin's Political Justice, 2 vols, in 1 ...

.

6
Volney' 8 Ruins of Empires 3
Volney's Law of Nature 4
Letter to the Abb4 Raynal, ditto 6
Letters to the Citizens of America 4
Decline and Fall of our Finance 3
Agrarian Justice 2
Public Good 4
Letter to Camille Jordan 1

Reply to the Bishop of Llandaff 2
Life, by the Editor of the National 6
Rights of Man, ditto 1 3
Common Sense, ditto 6
Portrait, engraved on Steel 6
Address to the People of France 2
Popular Tracts. By Robert Dale Owen 2 6
Tracts on Republican Government 3
Influence of the Clerical Profession 3
Sermons on Loyaity,Free Inquiry,&c.,by do. 3
Hopes and Destinies of the Human Species 2
Address on Free Inquiry 2
Darby and Susan : a Tale of Old England 2

Wealth and Misery, by ditto 2
Situations •- Lawyers, Clergy, Physicians.

.

2
Galileo and the Inquisition, by ditto 2
Lecture on Consistency, by ditto 2
Prossimo's Experience, &c., &c., by ditto 2
Moral Physiology; a brief and plain treatise 6
Cerebral Physiology 4
The Purgatory of Suicides. By T. Cooper 3 6
Wise Saws and Modern Instances 5
Baron's Yule Feast 1 g
Letters to Young Men of the WorkingClasses 6
Cooper's Journal, complete 3
Captain Cobbler 2 Q
Sketch of the Life of Volney 2
Paine's Theological Works 3
Paine's Political Works 5

GUIDE TO THE LECTURE ROOM.
Literary Institution, John St., Fitzroy Sq.—May

23rd [7i], G. J. Holyoake, 'A New Development
of the Principles of Free Inquirers.'

South Place, Moorfields.—May 23rd [11 i a.m.],
H. lerson, M.A., will Lecture.

Hall of Science, City Road.—May 23rd 17^],
Thomas Cooper, ' Life and Genius of Byron.'

National Hall, 242, High Holborn.—May 23rd
[8] , P. W. Perfitt, • Invasion of England by the
Covenanters.*

South London Hall, Webber St., Blackfriars Rd.
—May 23rd [7^], Chas. Southwell, ' The Miracles
ascribed to Jesus Christ.'

East London Literary Institution,Bethnal Green.
—May 23rd [7|], a Lecture.

Social Institution, Charles Street, Old Garratt,
Manchester.-May 23rd [11], a Lecture.

Areopagus Coffee and Reading Room, 59, Church
Lane, Whitechapel.—Every Sunday, Monday, and
Wednesday (8), a Lecture or Discussion.

City Forum Coffee House, 6o, Red Cross Street.

—Every Sunday, Monday, and Thursday [8^], a
Lecture.

Eclectic Institute, Denmark Street, Soho.

—

Every Friday [8^], Mr. J. B, O'Brien, Home and
Foreign Politics. Every Sunday [74], on Moral
and Social Science.

Commercial Hall, Philpot Street, Commercial
Road East.—May 20 [8], Mr.C. F. NichoUs, ' Im-
probability of a written Divine Revelation to Man.'
Theological Discussions every Sunday morning
[11], Sunday evening [7], Tuesday [8], Thursday
[8j, and Saturday [8],

Progressionist Hall, Cheapside, Leeds.

—

May
l6th [64], a Lecture.

Working Men's Academy, Edgar Street, Preston.
—Lecture every Sunday at I04 a.m.—Discussion
every Sunday evening.

ADVERTISEMENT.

A NDREAS DU HAMEL AND CHARLES
n. SOUTHWELL (1, Francis Street, Golden
Square) respectfully announce that they have
opened their courses of Elementary Instruction.

Subjects : English to natives of Germany, France,
and Italy. French, German, and Italian, to
Englishmen. Old and new Classsical Course for

Medical Examinations. Composition and Elocu-
tion for Literary Aspirants, whether Speakers or
Writers. A new method of teaching Greek and
Latin together, enabling the pupil to learn both
these languages in less time than is usually em-
ployed upon each. Hours—From 1 1 a.m. till 10 p.m.
Single Lesson Is. 6d. ; Six Lessons 6s.

THE MEW COLLEGE, ST. JOaN's WOOD.

It is stated by theMorningAdvertiser,the ozly one
of the daily newspapers in the habit of noticing

Dissenting affairs, that three students of this in-

stitution have been expelled, or induced to retire,

on account of heterodox opinions on the subject of

the plenary inspiration of Scripture. The Presi-

dent, Dr. Harris (the account adds), having
earnestly endeavoured to reconcile their views
with his own, felt compelled to enforce the step

taken.

—

NcTisunformist, March 24th.

London: Printed by Holyoake, Tyndale, & Co., 3, Queen's Head Passage, Paternoster-row; and Pub-
lished by J. Watson, 3, Queen's Head Passage, Paternoster Row. Wednesday, May 19th, 1852,
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THEOLOGICAL EXAMINER.

Upon points on which philosophers know nothing, philosophers should say nothing. That is a useful
school of philosophy which teaches man to say of most things : 'It may be so, and it may be otherwise.
It is a point on whicb I only know that I do not know,'

—

Edinburgh Review, January 1853. Art.
Genius and Writings of Descartes.
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OUR IMPRACTICABLE ADVOCACY.

A SCENE like that which I witnessed at Bradford I do not remember before at

provincial lectures. The Odd-Fellows' Hall is large, the lights were dim, the

crowd great, and stretched out (under the circumstances) an undistinguishable

multitude, and as far as my voice could reach. Nine hundred persons were present

on the second night. The receipts showed that there were not less. The first

glance at the meeting reminded me of one of Martin's mezzotintos : the Christian

reader will suggest which—but he must not forget that Christian ministers in this

case were chiefs in the assembly.

The Bradford Branch of the Secular Society had arranged the meeting and in-

vited the local clergy. Mr. W. Cooke, bookseller, occupied the chair the first night.

Leaving the small assemblies at Leeds, and the somnolent Mr. Barber, the Town

Missionary, I was taken by surprise at the numbers, the life, and opponency of

Bradford.

After the lecture on the first night Dr. Godwin, whom many of our readers re-

member as the author of able lectures on the atheistic controversy many years ago,

(in which Squire Farrer, our chairman on the second evening) took part. Dr. God-

win, though old now, spoke with a felicity and vigour which a young man might

envy. I thought him a physician and not a theological doctor, on account of his

courteous bearing and his liberal views. Garrulous with all the grace of age,

humourous with the precaution of the Christian, and the refinement of the scholar,

Dr. Godwin was an opponent to be esteemed. On the last night a letter from him

was read to the meeting at my request. It was written when he expected a cold

would keep him away from the lectures. Dr. Ackworth said there was no com-

mon principle between me and himself, upon which he could reason with me. Dr.

Godwin has, I presume, sounder notions, as he, as before remarked, once conducted a

controversy upon our views. The letter was addressed to Mr. Wilcock :—
'
Sir,—

1

thank you for the courtesy of forwarding to me the bill announcing Mr. Holyoake'a

lectures. I have been labouring under so severe a cold for the last week or two

that I doubt whether it will be prudent for me to venture out in the night air.

But though quite disqualified to take any part in a public discussion in my present

state of health, I should certainly wish to be present. If, therefore, I do not come

to your meeting, be assured that it is not through disrespect or any unkmd teel.ng.

I am now approaching the end of my journey, and in the solemn prospect am

^''''•^"•' [ONE PENNY.]
[No. 38, Vol. XII.]
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thankful for the hope of the Gospel ; but so far from looking with anger or scorn

on any who appear to me to mistake the way to peace and happiness, my earnest

and aflfectionate desire for them is that they may " know the truth,'' and that " the

truth may make them free," Believe me to be, with the best wishes for the whole

family of man, yours, with kind regards, * B. Godwin.'

The Rev. Mr. Green, Classical Tutor of Horton College, spoke after Dr. Godwin.

He said he was accustomed to preach on the other side of the question advocated

by Mr. Holyoake that night, and to invite the public to hear him (Mr. Green),

and he should deem it inconsistent and unmanly not to hear himself an opponent

when invited in his turn.

On the second lecture Br. Ackworth, the Principal of Horton College, Dr.

Godwin, and the Rev. Mr. Green, occupied places on the platform. Other

ministers were present in the meeting. Dr. Godwin said he thought that I might

be allowed to occupy a liberal Dissenting pulpit. My Church, to be erected at

Ashton-under-Lyne, is like the temple of Jerusalem, after Titus had passed over

it—not one stone is at present upon another. But I begin to take hope now Dr.

Godwin will use his influence on my behalf. Dr. Ackworth spoke with power.

There was a mature ability in his delivery that interested me more than the matter

he employed. Albeit he made an attempt to damage us by awakening irrelevant

prejudice by quoting Hume's notion, somewhere expressed but not maintained,

on adultery.

Mr. Jowett, a Christian bookseller, occupied the chair the third night, and

asserted, in the course of the evening, that he was willing to supply the ReasoneVy

or a similar work, to any who ordered it. As a Christian he would give all con-

scientious opinion fair play.

The Rev. Jonathan Glyde, who first rose to address the meeting on the third

night, was less happy and less forcible than when I had the pleasure of meeting

him before. The Rev. Mr. Green by no means fulfilled, on this evening, the

promise he inspired by his short speech on the first night. He committed the

error of speaking without having made up his mind to speak. Another time I

may find in him a stronger opponent than he proved this time.

The Rev. Mr. Carey, of the Episcopalian Church, more devout than argumen-

tative, offered some exhortations, and considered I ought to be * thanked ' for com-

ing to Bradford, I appearing to him as a useful stimulant to Christian life.

Mr. Wainright, a well-meaning but wandering young man, with a faculty for

mistaking what I had said, addressed the meeting ; but, instead of replying to him,

I recalled the meeting to what the Rev. Mr. Glyde and the Rev. Mr. Green had

80 much more pertinently advanced : for had this young man had more ex-

perience, he would have seen it was inexpedient to overlay, by a weight of words,

an impression which his religious superiors had created.

The principal proposition I maintained the second night was :—
* That the re-

jection of religion among intelligent men does not arise in '* the carnal mind which

is enmity against God," but in peculiarity of understanding, or' through defective

evidence offered in support of religious propositions. Consequently freethinking,

rationalism, even atheism, are innocent states of belief, to be changed by in-

struction and not to be punished by men or by the Judge of men.' Dr. Ackworth

did not inpugn the truth of this. In force of speech he sustained his distinction

worthily as principal of the College, and I look forward with some expectation of

instruction to the * foot-to-foot encounter ' which he promised me, and which I

accepted, when I shall next visit Bradford.
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The important concession Dr. Ackworth made was, that 'a man is not culpable
in respect of any disbelief he may have, provided he can prove that he is unable to

believe.' This justifies what the Rev. G. A. Syrao, of Nottingham, told me some
time ago, that the responsible teachers of Dissenting Divinity in our duy have rery
much advanced. On the third night the Rev. Mr. Glyde in his turn said that »he
believed that only those would be punished by Deity who wilfully disbelieved.'

The audience present, when this was said, soon came to see that, provided we
could prove that we were unable to hold the Christian faith, Dr, Ackworth acquitted
us of guilt in the eyes of God. It is therefore no longer true that only those who
believe will be saved, and all who disbelieve will be damned—for those who can
prove their inability to believe will not be held to be guilty. That great audience
perceived that if we do not wilfully disbelieve (which we do not), that the Rev. Mr.
Glyde held that *we should not be in danger of the judgment.' The gates of

heaven are no longer closed against the sincere disbeliever, but opened so wide
that all conscientious freethinkers may enter. The dismal parade (to which we have
been so long accustomed) of the terrible death-beds of infidels, henceforth ceases.

There can be no more terrible death-beds to the men of pure life and honest con-

viction, since there need be no more terror. It seemed to me that many a heart

beat lighter in that meeting that night, when this came to bo understood. The
buoyant joy to which several gave utterance, fell on the ear like the first song of

Spring. Many who think our advocacy one of impracticable negations, would abate

somewhat the rigour of their judgment had they been present this night.

The Morning Chronicle last week told us that Mr. Ducrow earned immortal glory

by riding eight horses at once. Mr. Disraeli possesses the scarcely less remarkable

gift of balancing himself upon a plurality of principles at one and the same time.

In imitation of that celebrated equestrian, he is sometimes seen standing upon one

theory— sometimes upon two—but more generally upon four or five together.

He plants one foot upon Free-trade, and the other upon Protection, and lets

* modification ' and a ' five-shilling duty ' run between his legs. With one hand he

catches at the tail of the ' agricultural lion,' and with the other he takes the * Man-

chester Bull ' by the horns. He makes a broad statement one day, qualifies it on

the next, and denies it altogether on the third. No professed fire-eater ever devoured

his red-hot coals with such apparent gusto as that with which our Chancellor of the

Exchequer swallows his most glowing descriptions and his most fervid arguments.

It is said that Lord Erskine, throughout the first half of one of his speeches,

mistook the side which he was retained to defend, and, when apprised of his

blunder by the horror-stricken looks of his client, proceeded very composedly to

overthrow all his own arguments—alleging that he thought it as well to state his

adversary's case, in order to refute it.

Hitherto this has been the equivocal character of theological opponents. You

never knew when you had them. But among the leaders of the Dissenting schools

a manly candour and seriousness are becoming more manifest. Concessions and

revised statements, such as I have recorded above, have lately been repeated to me

so consecutively that we may proceed to treat Dissent as having attained a new

phase. After men in authority in the Independent Church, as Dr. Ackworth, we

may count the Rev. Angell James as a preacher of the past. Evangelism has

made admission from which it will not again go back.

G. J. HOLYOAKK.
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RESPECT FOR THE DEAD.

A Rationalist Mission to the unenlightened heathens among the Clergy would

be worthy of the support of all philanthropists, whether Christian or otherwise.

There is almost as much ignorance among the majority of ministers of religion

respecting the true character of the speculative opinions of the present day, and

what are the real hopes and aspirations of the great body of modern freethinkers,

as is manifested by the savages of Patagonia regarding ' the true faith of a Chris-

tian.' It has become a common thing to find clergymen saying in their pulpits,

with great gravity and solemnity, that which is utterly without foundation—which

is, in short, untrue.

A correspondent in Montrose called attention to the report of a sermon upon
' Atheism,' by the Rev. R. Ferguson, of Aberdeen, in the Christian News of April

22nd. The rev. lecturer took his text from Psalm xiv, 1—' The fool hath said in

his heart, there is no God.' He gave at the commencement of his sermon an

explanation of the various meanings attached to the word /oo^, one of which was

this—* The word regards a person who, although possessing all his reasoning

powers, acts in a foolish manner ; a person who acts and speaks without

reflection.'

This sermon does not call for any notice here, except that part which makes such

rude reference to one who is now incapable of defending herself. The asser-

tions (there are no arguments) are of such a nature as scarcely to need

refutation. One or two specimens will suffice to show the Rev. Mr. Ferguson's

want of reflection, or want of knowledge of the subject he treats upon. He says

:

—
' Infidelity is the beginning of sin. It gives licence to unbridled indulgence.

Folly is the foundation on which scepticism is reared.' * If the atheist be a moral

man, it is merely because it is best for his own interest.'

The Rev. Mr. Ferguson, we are informed by a correspondent in Newcastle, was

once a spirit merchant; but, after having amassed a fortune by his business, he

had * a call ' to advocate teetotalism and expound the Gospel, when he had to deal

with spirits of another kind. By that part of his sermon to which we specially

wish to refer, it will be seen that he has manifested a most unenviable spirit in

speaking of those who diflfer from him in spiritual matters. He indulges in the

following remarks :
—

* Atheism affords no solace amid the trials and troubles

of life. " Man is born to trouble as the sparks fly upward.'^ In every turn of life

he meets with some new impediment or obstruction. The Christian religion

comforts the soul in the darkest hour of human sorrow. There is a light beyond

the cloud. There is a haven beyond the storm. The Christian looks forward to

a day which is to succeed the darkest night, of which the atheist knows nothing.

When that brazen-faced atheist, Mrs. Martin, died lately near London, she

could only weep when her friend * Holyoake, entered the room.

How differently a humble disciple of Jesus feels when his spiritual adviser ap-

proaches his dying bed. The countenance beams with joy. No tears of regret at

leaving the world are shed. His soul is cheered by lively hope, and the presence

of his beloved teacher, or friend, inspires with new courage. If tears flow, they are

tears of joy at the thought of being so soon with Jesus.'

This reverend follower of Jesus will not impress many with the loving-

kindness of Christianity by thus speaking of one whom he may consider

an erring sister.' The cause of religion and morality will not be promoted by
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the application of coarse epithets to one who, however wrong her opinions might
be, was still a woman. ]\lrs. Martin was not ' brazen-faced,' unless uttering by
tongue and pen her conscientious convictions may be considered as such. Are
the many female preachers of the Gospel in the various religious congregations
ever spoken of as ' brazen-faced V Mr. Ferguson seems to be a representative of
that piety which respects neither age nor sex when opposed to his particular
views, for he speaks of Mrs. Martin with a religious rudeness worthy
only of ' a publican and a sinner.' As was said over her grave—' Let not the
Christian insult her whom only the grave has vanquished. Let him not utter the
word of that triumph over the dead, before whom living his cowar.l tongue would
falter. Let his manliness teach him truth, if his creed has failed to teach him
^^"^•^^«y-'

Austin.

PICTURES OF FREE INQUIRY IN SWITZERLAND.

BY THE REV. L. BURNIER, OF MORQES.

IV.

Sometimes an attorney or notary^s clerk, who has lived in the c^ief place, sung
the songs of Beranger, and familiarised himself, by reading newspapers, with the
spirit of the times, sets forth amongst his companions his contempt of sacred
things, and the stereotype jests which, from the time of Voltaire, have been the
amusement of the enemies of the Gospel, Sometimes it is a fellow-countryman,
returned from foreign countries, and who has acquired in his own village the in-

fluence of a man who has seen the world j who, however, has seen or observed
only what could tend to corrupt him.

Add to this, the rude manners of country people, the habit of swearing
frequenting taverns as a place for making bargains, like the Exchange at Paris or

London ; drunkenness, which, after all efforts to diminish it, is still very general

;

the too early and free intercourse of the sexes, which leads to improprieties, so

that in our country places there are but few respectable marriages ; the progressive

relaxation of paternal authority, the defective training of children, the continual

profanation of the Sabbath, and the total neglect of family worship—and you will

have no difficulty m conceiving that the country people, notwithstanding their

profession of Christianity, bringing their children to baptism, and the Lord's

Supper when of age, and partakmg of this holy ordinance sometimes themselves,

are, nevertheless, plunged in deep infidelity.

I do not say that in all cases they show themselves inaccessible to religious

emotions. There are few who will reject good counsel on certain occasions, or

who do not wish for the prayers of their pastor if they believe themselves on their

death-bed. Were it not for those who lead them astray, we might, I think, with-

out much trouble, bring them back to something better. Those men who in the

Canton de Vaud, especially on two occasions, showed them-selves so hostile to

religion, would never have thought of rising up against assemblies for Christian

edification, if they had not been urged to it; for their first movement is rather

favourable to whatever bears the name of religion. It is not less true, that in

many of our parishes we know not of a single soul converted, and that if our

country parts taken together do not present many open, acknowledged iufidels,
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yet sincere and avowed professors of evangelical religion are still fewer. One of

the most favourite opinions of the country people is, that when we die all is dead
;

man lives again in his children, and there is no other resurrection; all the dead

are declared happy, but it is evident that by happiness they mean only silence and
annihilation. A father or mother will rejoice in going to rejoin the children they

have lost ; that is, going where there is no more suffering, because there is no
more consciousness : according to our country people, the Bible is the book of the

ministers, they only have an interest in circulating it—nay, more, that it is their

own production. It is only black on white—and paper bears whatever you please

To go to church on the Sabbath, and attend to the concerns of the soul, is very

well for the rich, who have nothing better to do. To labour is to pray ; it is better

than prayer. And, lastly, they say, the Bible will not give us our bread. Som€ say

the sun is God, and there is no other. And since nothing is so common as to

hear them say, when speaking of their ordinary affairs, * If it please God/ or,

* with God's help,' it is as when the pagans said, ' Si quafata sinunV
The lowest materialism, with its inevitable consequence, fatalism, is the

peculiar character of the infidelity of our country people. This explains, amongst
other things, their perfect calmness, generally speaking, under the ills of life

(provided these evils are evidently not of human agency), and the resignation with

which they wait their end, fearing only the extreme sufferings of that hour, and

preferring above all things a sudden and unexpected death.

But what is it, sirs, that I am doing? I tell you nothing but what you have

seen around you, for where is the country in which materialism does not exist ?

Does it not lie at the foundation of all infidelity ? And when the Apostle lays down
the distinguishing mark of believers from the men of the world, does he not say,

' We look not at the things which are seen, for the things which are seen are tem-

poral; but the things which are not seen are eternal?' Only, I think, there are

few Protestant countries in which materialism harmonises, as it does in ours, with

those appearances of Christianity which I have already mentioned. For a ma-
terialist, the most spiritual worship is material. Bring forth crosses, images, re-

ligious pomps, the materialist readily receives them, understanding that all his

religion lies in the water of baptism, the elements of the Lord's Supper, hearing a

sermon, or in the walls of a building, the tower of which overlooks the houses of

the village. These things are with him the only realities. But as for the baptism

of the Holy Ghost, fellowship with Christ, the spiritual food ^f the Word of God,

the efl&cacy of prayer, the church, the mystical body of the Lord—all this, if he

ever thinks of it, appears only chimera. The visible, the material, the tangible—

what nourishes the body and satisfies the animal appetites—this only is real ;

—

as for. the invisible and eternal world, no one has ever returned from it to^tell us

what it is. In thus speaking, our self-called Christians deny Jesus Christ, who

came from the Father to teach us things which he himself had seen and heard. If,

then, sirs, we should regard as infidels only professed deists or atheists, renounc-

ing for themselves and theirs all connection with or relation to Christian faith and

practice, I should then say there were few, exceedingly few, infidels in the country

parts of Suisse Romande—no more than in Roman Catholic countries ; but if it is

granted that formality and a certain religious demeanour are a thin covering, which,

however, cannot hide their odious irreligion, is infidelity, then, I repeat it, that

infidelity is general, and the most unvarying form under which it appears is that of

materialism.
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THE DOCTRINE OF THE RESURRECTION.

BT F. B. BARTON, B.A.

III. CONCLUDED.

A MOST mischievous doctrine is that of
patience under evil ; it is better to exert
oneself to remove it. Blessed are the
impatient, for they are most likely to
get rid of evil. The present world is

bad—let us make it better ; it is full of
evils—let us try and remove them. Is
it a * vale of tears '—let us seek to make
it ' the happy valley.' Is it ' a waste,
howling wilderness '—let us endea-
vour to make it a garden, blooming with
flowers, redolent of fragrance, and echo-
ing with joyous music. The present
life we know—it is in our possession;
the future life we know not—we know
not where it is nor what it is like, and
we may never attain it.

But some will exclaim—* It is all very
fine talking to say we must improve the
present world, but it cannot be done;
it always has been full of evil, and al-

ways will be.' 'Fine talking,' indeed!
Truly, it seems to me that the fine talk-

ing refers to the idea of waiting for the

happiness of another life, tor this is all

talk—we have never seen it, and we
know nothing about it.

* It cannot be done !' No, n5thing can

be done if we sit down with our arms
folded, indulging idleness and despair

—

if we are devoid of all faith, hope,

courage, and energy ; we perpetuate the

very evils which we deplore.

No fact is more evident than that

man is a progressive, an improving
being. To this all history and all expe-

rience testify. Mankind is never sta-

tionary, but always in a state of move-
ment and progression. Look at the

various changes which society has un-

dergone : the savage or hunter state,

the patriarchal or agricultural state, the

feudal state—these and other minor

modifications have been the preparatory

steps to our present civilisation. Hav-
ing hitherto been in a state of motion,

of progression, why should we suddenly

stop or retrograde ?

Do not the records of the intelligence,

knowledge, wisdom, science, art, inven-

tion ; the application of the powers
of nature to man's convenience and
happinesss ; of wealth, of the means
of existence and enjoyment, of man-
ners and morals, of the different periods

of society ; all prove how much we,

at the present day, have progressed

and improved in all these respects over

the preceding ages ?

Does not our own experience testify

to the same glorious fact of continual

progression ? Have we not all more
or less seen progress in knowledge,

science, and art; in the acquisition and

distribution of wealth ; in the applica-

tion of the powers of nature to man's

benefit ; in intelligence and liberality

;

in moral and social reform; in the in-

vention and diffusion of the means of

enjoyment ? Scarcely a day passes but

some discovery, some invention is made,

some reform effected or proposed, which

hastens on the great and ceaseless march
of human improvement.
And let it not be said that we progress

only, or chiefly, in material things— in

science and art; for material agencies

have a very direct and important in-

fluence on intellectual and moral im-

provement. Do not railways and steam

vessels, and a cheap postage, tend to

diffuse knowledge, exercise the intellect,

to write man with man all over the

world, and thus call forth and strengthen

the social feelings, the kindly and gene-

rous sympathies of our nature—and thus

increase the sum of human happiness ?

When all history and experience so

loudly proclaim the fact of human pro-

gression, why should we suppose the

march of improvement can suddenly

stop or retrograde ?

The fact is, we advance with an ac-

celerated ratio. The more we proceed

the faster is our progress. Many years'

experience seems to prove this.

Man's powers increase with exercise,

and the more he has done in the past

the more he will be able to do in the

future. The longer he lives the more

)i^
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his knowledge will increase, and increase

of knowledge is increase of power.

Let us not be alarmed, therefore, at

these croakers—those prophets of evil,

who resemble Minerva in nothing but

her owl, with its melancholy hootings,

making day and night hideous—who
remind us of the fall of mighty empires,

and the extinction of former civilisations.

To this it is sufficient to reply, that we,

in our present state of progress, have
attained a height of civilisation never

previously attained by the mightiest and
most extensive empires that ancient

times ever beheld—that Our civilisation

is far superior, in intellect, knowledge,

and virtue, to any that has preceded it,

and therefore is more mighty in power,

more firm in stability. Our present

civilisation is so potent in science and
art and wealth, that no hordes of bar-

barians can come like a torrent and
sweep it away, and plunge us again into

ignorance and barbarism. And the civi-

lisation of the present day is not only

far higher and more powerful, but more
equally diffused. It is not, like that of

Greece and Rome, confined to a small

spot, while all the rest of the surround-

ing and most adjacent portions of the

globe are peopled by fierce barbarians,

ready to break their bounds, and spread

ruin and desolation on all the neighbour-

ing countries. No such enemies threaten

our present civilisation, either in Europe
or America.
But the chief bulwark of our present

civilisation, and the great guarantee of

an indefinite onward progress, and the

most powerful security against our retro-

gression, is the printing press—that

gigantic agent of human improvement
and happiness, which, while it is the

greatdiflfuser of knowledge and enlighten-

ment, perpetuates what is attained, and
creates a firm basis for future indefinite

accessions of intellectual accumulation

and improvement.
The art of printing is the grand dis*-

tinction of our present civilisation, and
gives it a power and a stability never
previously attained by the highest of

former civilisation.

Man is, then, a progressive being—
never satisfied with the present, always

aspiring after something higher and
better ; and in this aspiration after im-
provement, I consider, we may trace the

origin of the doctrine of a future life,

the general diffusion of which is con-

sidered a proof of its reality. But this

aspiration only proves to me man's
desire and power of progression in his

present state of existence, not his indi-

vidual resurrection after death into a

new and superior condition of existence.

Man has an instinctive desire of life

and of happiness ; and feeling an irre-

pressible aspiration after a state superior

to his present condition—and being in a

state of ignorance, sensible of his inca-

pacity to realise the improvement he

desires in this life— his imagination

paints a better condition in a scene of

existence that shall be revealed after

death. But man, enlightened by know-
ledge, feeling his capacities of improve-
ment, and his powers to realise his

desires, exerts himself to elevate his con-

dition and increase his happiness in his

present sphere of existence.

Hence we find the ancient bards and
prophets predicting the future elevation,

grandeur, and happiness, of the nations

amongst which they lived.

We have a striking instance of this

kind of prediction amongst the ancient

Jews, whose prophets foretold the future

triumphs, grandeur, and dominion of the

Jewish people, and the permanent reign

amongst them of peace, righteousness,

and happiness.

It is well known that the more ancient

Jews had no idea of a future life. Moses
did not teach the doctrine of a resurrec-

tion to a future existence, in connection

with a state of rewards and punishments
— a fact which religionists ought well to

consider before they insist on the abso-

lute necessity of belief in that doctrine,

for the stability of the social state, and
the virtue and happiness of a nation,

and are so severe against those who dis-

believe it. The Jews expected a Mes-
siah, a great deliverer; but it is evident,

from the tenor of the language of the

prophets, and from' the sentiments of

the Jews in the time of Christ, that

the Messiah was expected to be a tem-
poral deliverer and king, who was to

rescue the Jews from Xhe bondage of

the Roman yoke, and restore them to

their ancient prosperity and dominion in

the land of Judaea.

"We have seen that some Christians in

the time of Paul positively denied the

doctrine of a resurrection after death,

referring the doctrine apparently to a



resurrection or a rising to an improved
condition of virtue and happiness in this

life.

Peter speaks of the revelation of a
new heaven and a new earth, in which
dwelleth righteousness—in which he
seems to refer to an improved condition
on earth.

We know that it was a prevalent
opinion amongst the early Christians

—

an opinion not yet extinct—that Christ
would come again to reign a thousand
years upon the earth, establishing peace,
righteousness, and happiness amongst
mankind.
Many passages in the New Testament,

generally supposed to refer to the day of
judgment in a future life, have been re-

ferred by some of the best commentators
to the destruction of Jerusalem, and the

separation and distinction that would
then take place between the Christians
and the Jews—the sheep and the goats.

Be this as it may, it is certain that the
ancient Jews, and some of the primitive

Christians, expected that the elevated

position of virtue a»d happiness to which
they looked for their nation would
be realised in the present existence.

The prospect of indefinite progression

and improvement for the human race in

the present life only, will, I know, be

unsatisfactory to many. Such a one
will say, ' What matters it to me how
the human race improve in knowledge
and in happiness, if I am not to partici-

pate in it ? I want a future life, the ad-

vantages of which I shall mypelf partake

of and enjoy. Why should I try to pro-

mote the improvement and happiness of

the future human race, when 1 shall not

live to reap the benefits of my exertions?

Why should 1 do anything for posterity,

when posterity has never done anything

for me V
To such a one I would say :

—
* I pity

the narrowness of your views and the

illiberality of your sentiments. Your
selfishness will bring its own punish-

ment. I fear you are far from being

qualified to enjoy that elevated sphere of

existence in a future life to which you

profess to aspire. What ! are you not

a man, and ought you not to feel an in-

terest in whatever relates to the welfare

and happiness of mankind ? A heathen

poetutteredthis sentiment, and a heathen

audience made the theatre echo with ap-

plause. Are you not one of the human
family ? Are not mankind your kindred ?

And is it nothini; to you that generations

yet unborn phall be better and happier
than yourself ? But have you not chil-

dren ? Have you not relatives ? Have
you not friends? If by emigration to

a distant country you could a<lvance the

welfare and happiness of your children,

and your children's children, would you
not endure all the trials and toils and
hardships and dangers of an emigrant's

life for the sake of those dear to you,

though you yourself should participate

in none of the advantages thus most
painfully acquired ? Know, then, that

by doing all in your power to advance
the welfare and happiness of the human
race, you are promoting the most im-
portant interests of your children, your
children's children, and your most re-

mote descendants, so long as the human
race shall continue to exist.'

T believe, then, there is a future life

—

there is another and a better world

—

there is a higher destiny of improvement
and happiness for the human race— but

that it is in the present existence that

this progression is to be realised. And
surely it must be admitted that they

who confine their expectations and hopes

of human improvement to the present

existence, have a far stronger motive to

exert them^feelves to promote this im-

provement, in which they themselves and

their relatives will more or less partici-

pate; than they who believe that the

present life is a state of trial and proba-

tion, in which, therefore, evils must
exist in order that, by the exercise of

patience and self-denial, of religious faith

and hope, they may gratify themselves

for the recompense of the life beyond

the grave. They must endure the cross

that they may win the crown. In tho

one case self-interest prompts to the

removal of evil, in the other self-iuterest

induces submission to evil—not only

because being a dispensation of Provi-

dence it cannot be removed, but because

it is only through the probationary pro-

cess of evil that the happiness of the

future life can be obtained. However,

whether you believe in or reject the

doctrine of a future life after death,

hold fast the doctrine of human progres-

sion in the present existence. It cannot

fail to animate hope, sustain courage,



and stimulate exertion, and in every-

way make you better and happier. Be
not discouraged if here and there you
perceive symptoms of retrogression.

Remember, if you confine your attention

to only a small portion of a mighty
river, there may appear to be eddies

and backward currents, occasioned by
the inequalities of the banks or some
temporary obstruction ; but, if you take

the whole breadth of the stream in view,

you will see that the waters flow onwards,
with a rapid and a ceaseless course. So,

though there may be in the corners

of society symptoms of retrogression,

depend upon it that the tide of human
improvement is ever rolling onwards
with a power which no resistance can
retard, no obstructions can stay. Re-
member the various changes which have
taken place in social life—the mighty
progress that has been made, since the

earliest times, in knowledge, intelligence,

science, and art, and in wealth—the con-

tinual advancement perceptible in your
own time—that, as compared with the

past, our improvement proceeds with a

constantly-accelerated ratio. Consider
the infinite powers of the human intel-

lect, its vast capacity of knowledge, and
remember that the former is strengthened

by exercise, and that the latter is con-

tinually receiving new accessions; and
above all, bear in mind that omnipotent
engine of improvement the press, which
is so mighty an instrument in diffusing,

perpetuating, and increasing knowledge
and enlightenment; and then doubt, if

you can, of human progression and im-
provement.
Be not moved by the sneers of those

who call every proposition for great

social changes visionary and Utopian.

Remember what great changes have
taken place in the social state since the

earliest times—that society has ever

been progressive, it cannot stand still

—

that, as our present social state took the

place of that which preceded it, so ours,

in its turn, must give place to another
social system, which shall be as supe-
rior to that which it succeeds, as the

present is an improvement on the past;

and change shall thus follow cbaDge,

improvement succeed to improvement,
in * infinite progression,' for who can
say when and where the onward march
of human improvement and happiness
shall be stayed ?

The influence of individuals is com-
paratively weak and limited,but the pow-
er of society is omnipotent; and when I

see the vast agencies and resources which
society has at its command in wealth,

knowledge, science, and art, I confess I

see nothing visionary or Utopian in the

prospect of a social state that shall

realise our fondest wishesand our highest
hopes; in which from the diffusion of

knowledge, science, and education— the

equitable distribution of wealth, and the

general improvement of circumstances

—

disease and vice and crime and misery
shall have no place.

And let us remember, that as all are

interested in the progress of social im-
provement, so every one can do some-
thing to hasten its accomplishment.
Let no one say he is but an individual,

and can do nothing of importance in so

vast a movement. Let every one do
his best, according to his position and
opportunities, and the social progress

will be certain and rapid. Everything
great and powerful is but an aggregation

of that which is small and weak ; the

loftiest mountain is composed of grains

of sand, the mightiest torrent of drops
of water. If every soldier in an army
were to refuse to fight because his indi-

vidual exertion could not decide the

battIe,how could any victory be achieved ?

Let every one fulfil the duties of his

position. Let every one seek his own
mental and moral improvement. Let
every one endeavour to shed a beneficent

influence around him. Let every one
aim to promoteknowledge, truth, virtue,

and happiness.
We none of us can tell the extent of

our influence—it may be greater than we
imagine. Babbage tells us that every
time we speak, as we disturb the air, we
must affect the atmosphere to its re-

motest limits. So our words and ac-

tions go forth, and exert an influence

for good or for evil we dream not of.
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edur platform.
From which any earnest opponent may controvert our opinions, and from which any may eipound viewa

not coincident with our own, if tending to the Rationalisation of TbeologV.

THIRD REPORT FROM MR. ROBERT COOPER.

To the Editor of the Reazoncr.

Sir,—After completing my engagements in Yorkshire, I proceeded to the field

of my youthful labours—Manchester. How changed was the aspect of affairs—at
least, in some features. The Hall of Science—the theatre of so many noble
demonstrations—is converted into a * Free-Lending Library for the Working
Classes.' I believe it is to open next month. I had the pleasure of inspecting the
building under its present management. I was astonished at the transformation.
I think it one of the finest library rooms in England. The effect is very imposing.
The gallery of the splendid lecture hall is removed, and the walls, from the ceiling,

are entirely covered with books. This is a remarkable triumph of popular
opinion over ignorance, bigotry, and selfishness. Twenty years ago—nay ten—the
parties who are at the head of this magnificent institution would have laughed to scorn
all idea of opening such a library for the 'swinish multitude.' Q^he late social

agitation, however, demonstrated the necessity of such a copcession to the in-

tellectual requirements of the masses, and the millocracy of Manchester gave way.
Sbcialism has taught them. They saw first that the pen is a safer weapon than
the sword. In 1819, at the ' Peterloo Massacre,' they would condescend to adopt
no other policy than that of shooting the people. In 1852 they have determined to

enlighten them. And it is a singular coincidence that the representatives of

these very different systems are father and son. Birley, sen., was the man who
headed the officials of Manchester in slaughtering the people. Birley, jun., is the

gentleman who is the most active in supporting the institution which seeks to educate

them. Who will deny that this is an age of progress ?

I lectured twice in the Garratt Road Institution—the room now occupied by our

Manchester friends. The audiences were excellent and enthusiastic. Friends

were present from Bolton, Stockport, Ashton, Middleton, &c. Materials for a

powerful organisation exist in this energetic and populous district, if the agitation

were efficiently followed up. The people are ready if the leaders are. Faces

could be seen amongst the audience which I knew were visible fourteen years ago.

Men whose interest can remain warm for so long a period can be relied on. Truth

has taken firm root.

At Stockport, too, during my lectures there, I met with a large number of old

friends. The pleasure of meeting again was mutual. My tour convinces me of

one fact— that wherever the old standard is raised, in its true colours, our tried

friends will rally round it. Could our veteran general, Robert Owen, once more

take the field, his ' old guards ' would be found at their post. The desire to see

and hear the great founder of Socialism is universal. His appearance amongst

them would work as great a miracle as that recorded in Ezekiel, if it be true as

flippantly said the other day, that his friends are at present in a state of * ossifica-

tion.' We there read that a lot of * dry bones ' were suddenly resuscitated into a

large army.

My last lectures in the provinces were delivered at Blackburn, and they were,

perhaps, under the circumstances, the most important of the whole tour. Mr.

Grubb, of Preston—a temperance advocate of local fame—had caused considerable

excitement in the town, having been engaged by the clergy to deliver a series of

lectures in refutation of the doctrine of Necessity, and Scepticism generally. He
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abused and misrepresented. In the latter object, I am told, he was very successful,

but in the former his efforts were a miserable failure—a mere tissue of exploded

sophistries and shallow declamation. He is a second John Brindley in his way,

with less courage and tact. He challenged discussion, I understand, and when

our friends rose to question him he met them with nothing but personalities.

To such an extent did he carry this, that many parties were heard to say they

never before saw such an unmanly and undignilBed display on the part of any

public man. To give you an idea of his fairness, I need only mention the fact that

in order to prevent our friends having a final reply, he kept talking till after

twelve at midnight! In this act of gross injustice, not to say indecent outrage, he

was cheered on by the ' respectable ' clergy on the platform. Their manners were

evidently no better than their religion.

When it was announced that I should reply the following week to Mr.

Grubb's fallacies, his friends endeavoured to throw disrepute upon the matter in

consequence of the room engaged for our lectures being over a stable. Now they

knew at the time there was no other place in the town available. They could obtain

any room to * refute ' us; but so marked is the Christian courtesy and justice of

Blackburn, that we were excluded from all to reply—excluded, too, by the very

parties who taunted us. A sense of honour and fair play so chivalrous merits

especial notice. In my answer to Mr. Grubb, explaining to the audience why^a

more suitable room had not been engaged, I observed that though I was promul-

gating heterodoxy over a stable, it must not be forgotten that Christianity first

came to light in a stable, and therefore we were not quite so ' low ' as those who

condemned us.

From notes carefully taken at the time I was enabled to reply seriatim to the

objections of Mr. Grubb. The impression produced was such that the pious fell it

necessary to send for Mr. G. back again to improve that which he so palpably

blundered in his former 'refutation.' My opponent resorted to imputations de-

grading to the subject, and unworthy of one ambitious of literary distinction. He
repeatedly stated that those who advocated the doctrine of necessity merely did so

* to give licence to their passions;' and this sentiment, I am informed, was most

vehemently applauded by the clergymen present. Nothing so clearly displays a

vulgar mind as vulgar insinuations. I asked whether the Rev. Dr. Chalmers, in

his University lectures on Predestination, where he so ably develops the doctrine

of necessity, merely did so to give licence to his passions ? Whether my Lord

Brougham, who repudiated the doctrine of free-will in his famous Inaugural Dis-

course at the University of Glasgow, merely did so ' to give licence to his passions?'

Professor Edmonds, in his, hitherto, unanswered and unanswerable book on

Necessity, the Rev. J. Toplady, in his Preface to Calvin's Institutes, and other

eminent men, have done the same thing ? Surely they could not have done so,

* to give licence to their passions,' as Doctors of Divinity, of course, have no
* passions.' Clerical ability and courage in Blackburn must be at a very low ebb

when they have to depend upon such men to defend their dogmas.

I have the pleasure to intimate that our friends in the locality are numerous,

active, and intelligent, and are preparing to carry the war into the enemies' camp.

This is as it should be. The glorious and final struggle between reason and

superstition, knowledge and ignorance, liberty and despotism, will never take place

unless we assume the initiative. I say, therefore, to our friends in conclusion,

arouse to union and to action ! Rise to the greatness of the events that are pas-

sing around you, and our triumph is certain. Though the vulture of oppression,

lay and clerical, is at this moment soaring in brutal ascendancy over Europe, it
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only needs organisation on the part of the peoples themselves to bring it down
to the dust. The power of the millions is in their w/iity—their success, in their

perseverance. Robert Cooper.

FAIR PLAY TO THE * STAR OF FREEDOM.'

The Star of Freedom, noticing our iate paragraph respecting the Westminster
Review, defends itself by saying the names of the writers referred to were * appro-
priated ' from the Critic. But, unless the act itself is right, this of course is no jus-

tification. There is scarcely any impropriety in life which is not an * appropriation'

from the example of some culpable person or other. Other papers besides the Critic

do the same thing— but this does not make up the literary rightfulness of the act.

Col. Mayne, whose favourite 'G. M.', in the Star, thinks I should be, would smile

at this sort of plea if made in Scotland Yard. But enough of this instance,

which with the Star is more accidental than intentional. This is not the time to

pursue these pleasantries of criticism, when the Star of Freedom is described as

struggling to maintain its ground amid its contemporaries—as it might seem that

we would help those who deny it a hearing under its new management.

During Mr. Fleming's editorship the Star was placed on much higher ground

than it ever before occupied, ^nd now it bids fair, in the hands of Mr. Harney and

his coadjutors, more usefully to represent its party than it at any time did before

when under purely Chartist management.

Some time since the cause of the People's Suflfrage received an accession of ad-

vocates—such as Mr. Thornton Hunt and Mr. Robert Le Blond. These gentle-

men, not to mention others, risked the reputation they had earned (in the society

to which they belonged) as advocates of a considerate and a practical reformation.

Mr. Hunt's known chivalrous loyalty did not deter him from giving his voice and in-

fluence to the cause of the people, with a view to inducing others who stood aloof

also to aid. Much is due to them for identifying themselves with a party to whom
violence is constantly ascribed. They foreknew it would be ascribed to them also.

Careful of duty rather than consequences, they took a manful part. It is pleasing

to find the Star of Freedom adopting a new name and a more dispassionate policy;

and we trust it will find fair play on all hands, not less for the sake of its conduc-

tors than for the sake of the wiser aspect Chartism may soon wear, justifying the

confidence so many new friends have reposed in it. G. J. H.

BALANCE SHEET OF THE RATIONAL SOCIETY, FROM
MAY 1851 TO MAY 1852.

PAID.

7 Balance of cash advanced for

• Herald of Progress '
. . 2

For copies & postage of Petition

Postages, &c., during the year. .

Cash in hand 2 10

RECEIVED.
Balance in hand, May 1851
Hyde
Lambeth .

.

Sheffield .

.

Derby
London Al..

* £2 U 1 JC2 13 7

The members and creditors of the Rational Society are requested to take

notice that the Petition presented to the House of Commons last year, for an in-

quiry into the affairs of the Society, cannot be proceeded with this session of

Parliament, in consequence of the gentleman who presented the Petition having

declined to move for a committee. However, another petition will be ready for

presentation to the next Parliament, :ind there is no doubt of there then being

members of the House of Commons willing and desirous to promote measures for

the settlement of the affairs of the Society. T. Whitaker, Hon. Sec.
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ANTHONY ARNAULD.
Sir,—Allow me to correct an error into which you have fallen with respect to

Arnauld, the author of the ' Port Royal Logic' He was not * an eminent Jesuit,'

but an eminent Jansenist, and was celebrated as one of the chiefest bulwarks of

that anti-Jesuit party. The Society of recluses at Port Royal, to which he

belonged, was a sort of spiritual stronghold, from which were sent forth some of

the keenest arrows from which Jesuitism ever suflFered.

A very interesting account of the Port Royalists is to be found in one of Sir

James Stephen's recently-collected Essays, which can be borrowed (by subscribers)

at Mudie's Library. Panthea.
We are disposed to add to this a paragraph from a private note, in which the

writer continues :
—

' What torments do you not deserve for making such an atro-

cious mistake ! You might as well have called Strauss " a distinguished Puseyite,"

or Paine a " remarkable Romanist." But I leave you to the reproaches of your

own conscience, secure that they will be sufficient avengers. Arnauld wrote a

" Port Royal Grammar," which we have in English. The introduction looks

interesting, and, if you would like to see it at any time, you are welcome to do so.

He was a glorious creature, and I am charmed with the extracts you give from

him.' Had the error of calling Arnauld a Jesuit been fallen into through igno-

rance, we deserve more than Panthea indicates. How 'Jesuit' crept in we know
not. In a, previous paper on Arnauld, in another journal, now before Panthea, she

will find that we had carefully described him as a Jansenist.

—

Ed.]

ROBERT OWEN'S BIRTH-DAY.
The principal disciples and followers of Mr. Owen, with that warmth of personal

esteem and genuine aflfection which characterise them, singly and unitedly, kept

his 82nd birthday on the 14th, not only in London, but at Manchester and elsewhere,

Mr. Owen's ardour and industry, his hopefulness and courage, are unabated.

In two addresses—now before us—one of great length, delivered by him to the

Rational Society, in John Street ; and another penned by him, and forwarded to

solicitous adherents at Manchester, we see those signs of confidence, and even of

enthusiasm, which he has always displayed. It is true, they reiterate the same

ideas, prescribe the same remedies, and contain the same mild complaints of being

misunderstood. But the persevering spirit of the brave and steadfast old man is

still apprarent in them With cheerfulness he writes of his health *at his time

of life ;' of * the enjoyment of those faculties ' which enable him still to work daily

in the cause of his life ; and with cheerfulness he reviews the past, surveys ttie

present, and contemplates the To-come.—Abridged from the Leader.

MR. GEORGE DAWSON & THE GLASS MAKERS OF BIRMINGHAM.

The glass makers of Birmingham lately made a public gift to Mr. George Dawson.
It was noteworthy to find working men forward to appreciate one so able to serve

them, and too noble to flatter them. Mr. Holyoake was announced upon the
placard, but his engagements in Sheffield prevented him being present. A letter

which he had sent very early, lest he should not be able to attend, was not read to

the meeting, so that no reason has yet been assigned for his absence. Had the
meeting not fallen so late in the week, the Leader would have been represented by
Mr. Thornton Hunt. Mr. Pellat refusing to be present because Mr. Newton was
invited, is an additional reason why every absence should not be ascribed to the
Pellat cause.
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Thb Weekly Dispatch, of April 25, giveg this account of a man converted in his last

moments:—'Prince Paul of Wurtemberg, brother of the reigning King of Wurtem-
berg, brother-in-law of Jerome Bonaparte, expired last week at his hotel in the Place

Vendome. It is said that the Prince was converted before his death from the Protes-

tant faith to Roman Catholicism. In the dying moments of the Prince, the Papal

Nuncio, to the surprise of everybody, entered the chamber of the hotel where the

nearest friends and relations of the deceased, whose family is Protestant, were gathered.

Madame de Montessuy, the Prince's natural daughter, then announced to the company

that the Prince had abjured Protestantism and embraced the Roman Catholic religion.

Great scandal and a painful impression were caused among the relatives of the deceased

by this sudden disclosure. The members of the family of Nassau protested energetically

against the clandestine abjuration snatched from the Prince in a moment when he was

in the grasp of death, and immediately retired. The Nuncio administered the sacra-

ments, the reception of which disqualified the Prince for succession, in case of survival,

to the throne of Wurtemberg.'

A Manchesterifriend is informed that to publish the letter to Mr. C. would be to

re-open an old controversy, which could not now be judged fairly. It may recommence

again and challenge our attention

Mr. Truelove, of John Street, has become possessed of More's * Utopia,' Bacon's * At-

lantis,' and Plato's ' Republic,' with an Introduction by Mr. St. John; all bound in on©

volume, and at a moderate price.

Mr. Clark, of Derby, has our thanks for his communication.

The author, who tells us he is a freethinker, asks us to say that shortly will be pub-

lished by subscription, price 6d., a poetical work, entitled ' Voices from the Workshop,'

by William Drew, author of 'Rhymes for the People," The Drunkard, or the Two

Pictures.' Town and country friends desirous of becoming subscribers, are requested

to send their names and number of copies required to their respective booksellers.

Published by William Arpthorp, 22, Bishopsgate Street Without; and William Drew,

27, Ann's Place, Pritchard's Road, Hackney Road, London.

Mr. Richard D. Webb has published a valuable pamphlet on the ' National Anti-

Slavery Societies of England and the United States.'

Veritas, of Sunderland, writes:— « At the conclusion of Vol. 11 you wished for ex-

tracts from eminent divines wherein they looked upon religion as a science. I

here give you the only one that has come under my observation at all bearing on the

subject. « It was with the armour of theological science that Luther had attacked

Rome."—History of the Reformation in the Sixteenth Century. By J. M. Merle

D'Aubigne, D.D. Vol, 3. William Collins, Glasgow, 1846.'

From His Eminence Cardinal Wiseman's seventh lecture on Protestant objections,'

published in the Weekly Telegraph, April 3rd, we quote the following :— '
Learned works

ere this have been written to prove that the twelve Caesars are all fictions, and learned

infidels have even gone so far as to say that there never were any such pcrsous as the

twelve Apostles-nay, as Jesus Christ himself. And how do we answer such people ?

Disgusted, we turn aside and say, if such doubts are once begun, no historical tact can

After the weekly lecture on Sunday night, the 16th inst., at the Hall of Science,

Sheffield, it was proposed by Mr. Strawski (a PoUsh refugee), and carried unanimously,

that ' This meeting, deeply sympathising in the efforts of Mr. Robert Owen for the

amelioration of the moral and social condition of mankind, beg to offer to him their

congratulations on the attainment of his 82nd year.'
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LITERATURE FOR THE PEOPLE.

Under this head we give a weekly column of
the names of special class books, and the pro-
bable cost of them, for the information of readers
who may not otherwise meet with a notice of them.

Richard Carlile's Manual of Freemasonry.

.

3 6
Sterling's Letters to Coningham, 2nd ed... 1

The Bible and the People 6
Mackay's Intellectual Religion 1 6
Spencer's Social Statics 12
Lewes's Biographical History of Philosophy 4
The Duties of Man. By J. Mazzini 6
First Book of Euclid, with 147 Diagrams. 2 6
Practical Grammar 1 6
Graduated Grammatical Exercises 1

Hints on a Logic of Facts 1 6
Public Speaking and Debate 1 6
Historyof the Last Trial by Jury for Atheism 1 6

Paiey Refuted in his own Words 6
Reply to F. W. Newman's Work on the Soul 3
Logic of Death 1

Life of Richard CarlUe 6
Literary Institution* 2
Pemberton ; or, the Value of Biography .

.

2
Oracle of Reason, 2 vols 21
People's Review 1 o
Last Days of Emma Martin 1

Harriet Martineau's Household Education 3 6
Birch's Religion of Shakspere 4
Newman's Phases of Faith 6
Martineau and Atkinson's Letters on Man.

.

9
The Task of To-day. By Evans Bell 1

The Freethinker's Magazine, complete.... 2 6
Mirabaud's System of Nature, 2 vols 5
Godwin's Political Justice, 2 vols, in 1 ...

.

5

Volney's Ruins of Empires 3
Volney's Law of Nature 4
Letter to the Abb6 Raynal , ditto 6
Letters to the Citizens of America 4
Decline and Fall of our Finance 3
Agrarian Justice 2
Public Good 4
Letter to Cam ille Jordan 1

Reply to the Bishop of Llandaflf 2
Life, by the Editor of the National 6
Rights of Man, ditto 1 3
Common Sense, ditto 6
Portrait, engraved on Steel 6
Address to the People of France 2
Popular Tracts. By Robert Dale Owen 2 6
Tracts on Republican Government 3
Influence of the Clerical Profession 3
Sermons on Loyalty.Free Inquiry, &c.,by do. 3
Hopes and Destinies of the Human Species 2
Address on Free Inquiry 2

Darby and Susan : a Tale of Old England 2
Wealth and Misery, by ditto. 2
Situations •- Lawyers, Clergy, Physicians.

.

2
Galileo and the Inquisition, by ditto 2
Lecture on Consistency, by ditto 2
Prossimo's Experience, &c., &c., by ditto 2

Moral Physiology ; a brief and plain treatise 6
Cerebral Physiology 4
The Purgatory of Suicides. By T. Cooper 3 6
Wise Saws and Modern Instances 5
Baron's Yule Feast 1 9
Letters to Young Men of theWorkingClasses ti

Cooper's Journal, complete 3
Captain Cobbler 2 9
Sketch of the Life of Volney 2
Paine's Theological Works 3
Paine' s Political Works 5

GUIDE TO THE LECTURE ROOM.

Literary Institution,John Street, Fitzroy Square.
—May 30th [7J], a Lecture.

South Place, Moorfields.—May 30th [Hi a.m.],
H. lerson, M.A., will Lecture.

Hall of Science, City Road.—May 30th 1743

»

Thomas Cooper, ' Life and Genius of Shelley.'

National Hall, 242, High Holborn.—May 30th
[8], P. W. Perfitt, • Opening of the Long Par-
liament.'

South London Hall, Webber St., Blackfriars Rd.
—May 30th [7i], Charles Southwell, ' Bible Pro-
phets and Bible Prophecies.'

East London Literary Institutioa,BethnaI Green.
—May 30th [7J], a Lecture.

Social Institution, Charles Street, Old Garratt,
Manchester.—May 30th [11], a Lecture.

Areopagus Coffee and Reading Room, 59, Church
Lane, Whitechapel.—Every Sunday, Monday, and
Wednesday (8), a Lecture or Discussion.

City Forum Coffee House, 60, Red Cross Street.

—Every Sunday, Monday, and Thursday [8^], a
Lecture.

Eclectic Institute, Denmark Street, Soho.

—

Every Friday [8^], Mr. J. B. O'Brien, Home and
Foreign Politics. Every Sunday [74], on Moral
and Social Science.

Commercial Hall, Philpot Street, Commercial
Road East.—Theological Discussions everySunday
morning [11], Sunday evening [7], Tuesday [8],
Thursday [8j, and Saturday [8].

Progressionist Hall, Cheapside, Leeds.—May
30th [6^], a Lecture.

Working Men's Academy, Edgar Street, Preston.
— Lecture every Sunday at I04 a.m.—Discussion
every Sunday evening.

EXTRAOBDINART RELIGIOUS FANATICISM.

A letter from Drontheim, 29th ultimo, states

that the inhabitants of Finmark, the most nor-
thern district of Norway, are in a complete revo-

lution, not political, but religious. In consequence
of the preaching of missionaries belonging to some
new sect, the people have all abjured the prevail-

ing religion, and driven away their former priests.

The Bishop of Dronthiem, to whose diocese Fin-

mark belongs, on hearing of this event, sent two
members of his clergy, Drs. Zedlitz and Stockfleth,

to explain to the Finlanders tht serious error into

which they had fallen. On these gentlemen
arriving at their destination 4hey found matters
even wor»e than they had been represented. Men,
women, and children were lying about the streets,

their clothes in disorder, and their beads covered
with ashes, lamenting what they had been just

taught to consider the errors of the creed in which
they had hitherto lived, and thus merited eternal

damnation. In some parts of the country this

religious fanaticism had degenerated into perfect

madness, and those who refused to join this new
sect were assailed in the most violent manner, 9nd
their property destroyed. A superior otBcer of the

police and a body ot troops had been despatched
from Drontheim, in order to bring these deluded
people to reason, and to arrest the authors of this

disturbance.

London: Printed by Holyoake, Tyndale, & Co., 3, Queen's Head Passage, Paternosterrrow ; and Pub-
lished by J. Watson, 3, Queen's Head Passage, Paternoster Row. Wednesday, May 26th, 1852.
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THEOLOGICAL EXAMINER.

Upon points on which philosophers know nothing, philosophers should sty nothing. That is • msefal
school of philosophy which teaches man to say of most things: ' It may be so, and it may be otherwise.
It is a point on whicb I only know that I do not know.'

—

Edinburgh Review, January 185). Art.
Genius and Writings of Descartes.
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Thoroughly Understood 401

THE WORKS OF THE REV. THOMAS W1LS0N||^M.A.*

I.

[After the last Soir6e of the Secular Society -we had several things to publish

—

such as an Exposition of Organisation presented to the meeting—among other

matters the speech by Mr. Evans Bell. But soon after Mr. Bell, who thought to

remain among us, determined to return to the East. Colleagues with whom he

had been associated there were likely to be called into active service, involving

extreme personal danger, and Mr. Bell voluntarily rejoined them—rightly deeming

that having adopted the opinions of Free Inquiry, it was incumbent on him to

show that his new views involved no forgetfulness of duty, or insensibility even to

the conventional claim of personal honour. Much as we regretted to lose for a

time—not for a long period, we hope—the pleasure and honour of his coadjutor-

ship, we were proud of the motives which led him to return to India. His absence

renders it impossible that for some time the letter of Mr. Chilton, on the * Task of

To-Day,' can come under his notice. "We are sure he will regard with respect

and peruse with interest Mr. Chilton's friendly criticism. At the time when he

was leaving, he was engaged upon the following paper. Though incomplete, it is,

as far as it goes, very suggestive, and we insert it. It will at least have the effect

of drawing the attention of our readers to the works of the Rev. Mr. Wilson, with

which they will be glad to be made acquainted.

—

Ed.]

Three years ago we read a book of travels, published, we believe, in 1846, called

* Nozrani in Egypt and Syria,' written by Thomas Wilson, M.A., who was, as we

were told, and as indeed appeared from numerous passages of the book itself, a

clergyman of the Established Church. Besides the powers of observation and

description which the writer displayed, we were much struck by the sagacious and

generous liberality of many of the notes and digressions on various moral, social,

and religious topics, by the open-hearted love for everything human, and the

healthy contempt for mere traditional dignities and conventional proprieties,

which pervaded the whole book. The author was evidently very different from

the clergymen to whom we had been accustomed ; we felt that we had learned some-

thing in reading this book, we felt that its author could teach us much. At times

we wondered how such a man could remain in the church, with its' singular old

• Spiritual Catholicity : a Series of Discourses, by Thomas WOson, M.A., late Minister

of St. Peter's Mancroft, Norwich.

(.No. 314.J
[ONE PENNY.]

[No. 19, Vol. X 11.1
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rubrics/ and its infallible Bible, with its compromises and its contradictions, its

popish liturgy and its Calvinist articles—but we thought that if the downfall of

the Church of England were to be retarded by a second Reformation, that he and

such earnest and gifted men as he were the men to play the part of Wiclif and of

Luther. But this was not to be, and the course of public opinion appears to have

gone too far to render a second Christian Reformation necessary, useful, or

possible.

There was internal evidence in this book of a powerful and cultivated mind,

revolting against the rigid dogmatism of orthodoxy, but animated by a deep re-

ligious feeling ; attached to the church, but wishing for a return to greater sim-

plicity in forms and ceremonies, and a broader explanation, or perhaps less ex-

planation on some doctrinal points. For a hopeful movement in the direction of

secularism is to be seen in the earnest wish of so many churchmen of liberal and

reforming sentiments to leave more and more points of Christian doctrine in a

state of what is called * charitable uncertanity,* On this plea Mr. Wilson, in one

of the notes to^jl^is book, repudiated the belief in the doctrine of eternal punish-

ments. We were particularly inpressed with one passage towards the conclusion

of the book, it was as follows :—
' Religion has constantly been abused to the pur-

poses of knavery and folly by hypocrites and enthusiasts, forgetting, or pretending

to forget, that our proper business, while here, as taught by God's truth, is on this

earth such as we find it ; any attempt to Set nature at naught by warping or

cramping the development of body or mind is fanaticism ; we are not meant for

such inward or upward gazing in this stage of existence, it turns the brain dizzy:

our true field of vision is over our own sphere of action, limited by a sensible horizon

;

by looking into the water below we may discern the stars overhead, but gazing

too long at the stars overhead, we perhaps see no water till we tumble into it

;

so must man be content for a time to behold and believe ideal things heavenly,

faintly reflected by real things earthly, as in a glass darkly, creation dimly mani-

festing the Creator to the creature ' (p. 452). Could anything well be written more
thoroughly secular in its aim and language ? ' Our proper business is on this

earth such as we find it.' Mr. Wilson certainly said that this great lesson was
taught by God, but we cared not to whom the teaching was attributed while the

lesson was so good.

Within the last three years Mr. Wilson has given up his preferment in the

church, and in these discourses on 'Spiritual Catholicity' we find his views of

religion expounded. We have said that we derived great instruction from the

* Travels in Egypt and Syria '—we also feel that we owe much to these discourses
;

but we believe the author could teach us much more, that his views would enlarge,

and his powers expand, if he could see that some of the religious doctrines- that he

retains are equally unsupported by reason, and unrevealed by nature, with those

scholastic and orthodox dogmata which he has abandoned, and so powerfully

denounced.

In the first discourse, on the * Planetary System,* he inculcates ^ith great

beauty and force of expression the advantages to be gained in all speculations on
terrestrial things, * spiritual as well as temporal,' of assuming in thought a central

standing-place in the sun, instead of in our own globe; by which means all con-

fusion vanishes, the common law of the planetary motions is recognised, and all

narrow and contracted views of the relative importance of the earth and man in the

universe must be dispelled. His views of revelation may be gathered from the

following passage :—
* All true science is a revelation of and from the JDeity, aflFord-

=;i
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ing an index of His Will and Way and a reflex of himself, throuph his works, bj
which alone in this stage of our existence we have cognisance of His Being '—in

the same way as he said in the sentence we quoted from his 'Travels in Egypt
and Syria,' that * creation dimly manifested the Creator to the creature.*

Mr. Wilson has distinctly in these discourses rejected all ideas of any super-
natural revelation, and of the inspiration of the Bible in any other sense than that

in which he might speak of the inspiration of Shakspere or Milton. He there-

fore rests his belief in a creator and governor of the universe, a God, entirely upon
the discoveries of natural science. So much at least is implied in the terms of

the passage just quoted, and in many others throughout the book. We know, and
shall refer to them presently, that in some other places he speaks of the testimony

afforded by man's inmost soul, ' the inner kingdom,' to the existence of a Deity
;

but that is a species of incommunicable, intangible evidence which cannot resist,

though it will not tolerate close examination.

THE DISCUSSION WITH THE REV. HENRY TOWNLEY.

The Discussion with Mr. Hamilton, in the Northampton Theatre—two visits to

Leicester, the prospective discussion there, and the spasmodic appearance of the

Rqv. Mr. Winks— will receive some notice early. The discussion with the Rev.

Henry Townley, at John Street, was attended by an unexpected number of persons.

The Hall was crowded to the doors before the hour of commencing. Several re-

porters attended, and we shall be able, no doubt, to insert some report.

Previous to the debate, the British Banner of the 19th had, in a leading article,

the following notice, worth inserting from a paper which hitherto has spoken

harshly of our side :—
* It will be seen, from our advertising columns, that the Rev. Henry Townley is

to encounter Mr. G. J. Holyoake, on the subject of atheism. The case is one of

no common interest. Mr. Townley is one of the gentlest and most amiable of men,

and Mr. Holyoake bears the character of a man of very high ability. The one is

distinguished for graces, the other for gifts : the graces, however, combine with

superior intelligence, and the gifts with gentlemanly manners. Under these cir-

cumstances there can be no doubt that the discussion will be conducted in an ex-

cellent spirit, so as in all points to keep within the proprieties of respectable

society. Of the wisdom of the contest we shall at present offer no opinion. That

no evil can possibly come out of it seems plain ; that much good will, is very pro-

blematical. For our own part, we think that they who deny a First Cause, and

the existence of a Creator apart from creation, are not to be reasoned with. We
are even inclined to doubt whether there be, in reality, any such person or persons

in Great Britain. At any rate, we think it impossible that any man who has

ever seriously sat down to ponder the subject can, in his own conscience, have come

to this conclusion. We doubt if any spot of this our habitable globe could last

year have sent to London one individual so bereft of reason as neither to have be-

lieved that the Crystal Palace had a builder, nor its multitudinous, nmliiform, and

wondrous contents a maker. But, in our judgment, such a being would have been

a Solomon compared with him who shall walk abroad on this orb, with the micro-

scope in one hand and the telescope in the other, and proclaim that all must have

been eternal, and can have had no creator ! Pretenders to such a faith there njay

be—there have been. The most ancient of records ex^xut has declared, that " the

fool hath said in his heart there is no God.'*
*
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INFRINGEMENT OF THE RIGHT OF PUBLIC MEETING.

The Derby Government, who professed when taking office to be friends of the

working classes, have shown their solicitude for them by interfering with their

right of meeting in public. The East London Secular Society have been accus-

tomed to lecture and discuss, and hold public meetings, every Sunday during the

summer months, on Bonner's Fields, Victoria Park. These meetings have now
been suppressed. A day or two previous to Sunday, May 16th, the following

police notice was posted in the neighbourhood :
—

' Considerable numbers of per-

sons having been in the habit of assembling on Bonner's Fields, Victoria Park, on

a Sunday, to the annoyance of the inhabitants and against the law ; notice is here-

by given that the police have been directed to prevent such assemblage in future,

and to remove, if necessary, any person.—By authority of the Commissioners of the

Police of the Metropolis, C. H. Marquaed, Superintendent, K Division.'

Our friends have done well in promptly taking steps to vindicate their right to

meet on that day which is most convenient for them to do so. Mr. J. P. Adams,

writing on the 17th inst., said :

—

' The speakers connected with the East London
Secular Society knew nothing of the police notice until Saturday night; but on

Sunday morning they were in attendance, and adjourned to an adjacent Hall in

Morpeth Street, where a public meeting was held, which was presided over by P.

Crellin, Esq., a Christian gentleman, and leading liberal politician of the Tower

Hamlets, and resolutions were passed and a subscription entered upon. In the

meantime Dr. Massie had been advertised to preach in Bonner's Fields, and was

present in the afternoon, when he contented himself by protesting against the

prohibition, and declared his intention of preaching another Sunday, and thus put

to the test the right of the police. The secretary to the committee chosen at the

public meeting (Mr. Benny) will communicate with you—Mr. Crellin is appointed

treasurer. The committee would be glad of your advice and assistance.'

From a statement forwarded by Mr.C.J.Savage,on the 25th, we extract the follow-

ing :
—

' On Sunday, the 16th inst., the field was occupied by a body of foot and mounted
police, armed with swords, who prevented persons from conversing together. In

consequence of this interference, a public meeting was instantly convened at the

Morpeth Street Institution, at which it was decided to convene another public

meeting, to be holden on the field on the following Thursday afternoon. In ac-

cordance with that resolution, posters and hand-bills were distributed ; and at the

appointed time a large meeting took place, which was addressed by twelve gentle-

men accustomed to lecture on the spot. A petition was adopted, and signed by

the chairman on behalf of the meeting, and the representatives of the Tower
Hamlets were communicated with. A committee was also appointed to superin-

tend further proceedings in vindication of public right. On Friday the petition

was presented in the House of Commons by Mr. George Thompson; but Sir W.
Clay, not noticing our petition, which claimed the right for all, presented one from

Dr. Cox, of Hackney, and a few of his followers, praying permission for the

mission to which he belongs to preach there. Mr. Walpole, however, told him no

meetings would be permitted. On Sunday last, 23rd instant, the field was again

occupied by policemen, but was promenaded in all directions by hundreds, and at

one portion of the day by several thousands of persons, who, collecting into groups,

kept the police in constant activity in dispersing them. It appears the instruc-

tions to the force are, to break up the groups, but not to take any person into cus-

tody ; accordingly, though in the afternoon two persons (Mr. Mabbs and Mr.
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Neesom) endeavoured to address the people, and were forcibly removed from their

positions, the policemen and the superintendent rtfuzcd to take them into custody.

Our present policy is to meet on the ground every Sunday as usunl, to walk about

reading, discussing, and reasoning together—offering no resistance to police orders

to keep moving, but, by our presence, asserting our right and protesting against

their interference. The committee held a meeting on Sunday morning at Morpeth
Street, and adopted the following resolutions :— 1. If any speaker appointed by tho

committee be taken into custody, he shall be remunerated for loss of time ; if im-

prisoned, his family shall be supported during his absence. 2. Persons volunta-

rily engaging in the contest without the appointment of the committee, have no

claim upon its funds. 3. No speaker to be appointed by the Committee till they

have a fund of £20 in hand, but that means be taken to raise that amount as

speedily as possible.—The object of the second resolution is to prevent the fund

being dissipated by indiscreet volunteers. The following sums have been received

and placed in the hands of Mr. Crellin, the treasurer :—Collected at meeting, 16th

May, 9s. 4d. ; ditto, at Philpot Street rooms, 5s. 3d. ; ditto, at meeting, 20th May,

lOg. 7d. ; ditto, 23rd May, 10s. 2^i.; ditto, at Hall of Science, City Road, 18s. 3d.

Total, £2 13s. 7id.'

On the 26th of May we received the following from the secretary to the com-

mittee :
—

' The meetings in Bonner's Fields on the Sunday have been conducted

during seven years in a peaceable and orderly manner, but lately they appear to

have given offence to some person or persons who have had sufficient influence

with the Commissioners of Police to secure their interference. The first step of

the committee appointed at Morpeth Street was to hold a public meeting in the

fields, where resolutions were passed condemning the conduct of the authorities
;

and a petition was adopted, and has been sent to the House of Commons, praying

for the restoration of the right of public assembly. The committee are now wait-

ing the result of their efforts ; but, observing the success of the petition of Dr.

Cox upon the same subject, they fear they will not succeed. The committee are

therefore endeavouring to collect sufficient funds to enable them to test legally the

amount of power possessed by the: authorities to put down, by a body of police and

mounted patrols, a peaceable assembly ; and also to call another public meeting,

when the Members for the Porough will be invited to attend and give their opinions

upon the subject. As this course would involve expense, and the committee de-

sire no one to be imprisoned for the cause unless they can support him, they are

raising the fund for that purpose. The committee look upon this as a public

question, as they consider that the right of public speech put down on a Sunday

may serve as a precedent for putting it down on other days.— I have to request

that you will receive subscriptions for this object, and to announce that subscrip-

tions will be received by Mr. Adams, 1, King Street, Stepney; Mr. Savage, 3,

Patriot Square; and Mr. Benny, 13, New Nelson Street, Commercial Road.'

SECULAR EDUCATION.

A LECTURE on secular education was delivered on Monday evening last,

to a numerous and highly attentive audience, in St. Mary's Hall, by Mr. G.J.

Holyoake. Mr. Henry Browett having been voted into the chair, said it gave him

great pleasure to preside on the occasion : but, while he felt deeply interested in
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the question of education, he could not pledge himself to hold all the principles

of the lecturer.—Mr. Holyoake, at the outset of his discourse, claimed to be con-

sidered a disinterested advocate of secular education, inasmuch as, if he wished to

injure the theological views to which he was opposed, he should advocate that

which was directly opposite to secular instruction, namely, the mixed system of

secular and religious teaching at present in vogue. But he took his stand on

higher ground, and pleaded for secular education as that which was needful for the

people, best for the scholar, and safest for the state. The lecturer, in a rapid,

but clear, precise, and withal eloquent and persuasive discourse, dwelt upon the

importance of secular instruction in relation to man's welfare in this world.

Those who were for secular education, by no means contended that man's spiritual

education should be neglected; all they asked for was, that secular instruction

should be separated from religious instruction ; that the two things should not be

mixed, but given at separate times. "Whatever was worth doing at all, was worth

doing well; and to do things well, they must be taken one at a time; whoever,

therefore, mixes secular things with things religious, will advance neither. Hav-

ing secured sound secular instruction, you may at once proceed with that which

is religious, if so disposed. The lecturer contended that the means of education

should be placed within the reach of all. Besides the ordinary elements—reading,

writing, and arithmetic—all should be taught the nature of their own being, and

that of the world around them. They should be taught grammar, in order to be

able to speak and write their own language correctly ; they should be taught logic,

to enable them to reason well ; they should know their own physical constitution,

in order to promote health ; the science of political economy, to create wealth ; the

science of mind, to promote morals. We were arming our people to defend them-

selves from a possible foreign foe; but we leave them unarmed against the enemy

which is at every ignorant man's door. Knowledge is a property and a power to

the man who possesses it. Knowledge is the modern implement with which

civilised man carries on his warfare. We. have ceased to break heads with our

swords ; we break up men's errors by the tongue and pen—by argument and per-

suasion. The lecturer eloquently pourtrayed the advantages of knowledge : and

referring to public competition—to the laws of supply and demand—pointed out

the vital diiference between the hunger of the belly, which must be supplied, and

the nakedness of the body, which must be covered, to the wants of the mind

which the ignorant man is rarely conscious of. The thirst for knowledge is created

by knowledge; but the ignorant man is too blind to perceive his own darkness.

Hence the folly of leaving the supply of knowledge to the demand for it. In

reference to the state, the lecturer contended that secular education is the safest,

because it gives that kind of education to the conscience which is calculated to

make it subordinate to civil laws. The lecturer, in concluding his discourse,

described, in vivid language, the refinements and advantages of knowledge,

and insisted upon the paramount necessity of making it the heritage of the

people.—At the conclusion of his discourse, a vote of thanks was proposed to the

lecturer, and carried with acclamation. A vote of thanks to the chairman was

carried unanimously, and in returning thanks he expressed his entire concurrence

with the views and opinions put forth in the lecture, which he considered perfectly

unexceptional, and of the highest importance.

—

Coventry Herald and Observer,

May 14, 1852.
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THE BEAUTY OP CHASTITY.

BY JANUABT SBAHLB.

Chastity is a rirtne of the highest
value, and cannot be suflSciently com-
mended ; for it is the main bond and
security of nil societies worthy of the
n'ame. Hence the great teachers both
of ancient and modern, times have made
it a cardinal morality, and invested it

with a pure and mystical beauty; whilst
the poets have extolled it as the Flower
of God growing in the human heart ; and
as so sweetening and adorning the inner
nature, that whoever possesses it has a
charmed life which no evil influence can
invade. I am enamoured of this sweet
and lofty beauty; this celestial glory of
the spirit; and love to contemplate it as
a condition not yet impossible to be rea-

lised. Nay, I doubt not that there are
many living examples of this divine
chastity, in spite of the general disease
which infects us. For purity and good-
ness can never wholly die out of the
world, but must always balance their

contraries ; otherwise, the world could
not hold together^ but would rush into

annihilation.

It is nevertheless certain that man is

much degenerated in these modern
times, and that the noble virtues of

antiquity are not common to his expe-

rience. We lack the antique organism

—the strength of the Roman ; the beauty

and strength of the Greek; the shaggy

and savage hardihood of the Laconian
;

and are as incapable of their virtues, as

their vices. Whatever they performed
in either of these directions, was upon a

massive and magnificent scale, with all

the force of their nature. Theirs was

an enthusiasm of the blood as well as of

the heart, and their good and evil deeds

were constitutional. Every schoolboy

is familiar with the traditions of ancient

virtue ; and we have all wondered in our

youth why these fine instances of patriot-

ism, generosity, self-sacrifice, and love

were not repeated in our own day. But
the question never recurs in our later

years, because we see that civilisation

has worn us out, and that our capacities

are no longer eqnal to that growth and
expansion. It is true that English his-

tory is not barren of great and noble
examples, but since the death of Crom-
well, Milton, and Hampden, I cannot
call to mind one large, historic nature,

whose life was tuned to the brave melo-
dies of antique valour and virtue. Still

there are doubtless many private per-

sons, secluded from the glitter of public

life, unnoticed, and unknown to the

general eye, who are worthy to challenge

the old peers of history as their equals.

Exceptions, however, prove the rule

—

and that rule is degeneracy. For our
virtue is a kind of second-hand ware,

and looks very often as if it were stolen

goods which the thief did not know
what to do with, so foreign is the com-
modity to his nature and way of life. It

is very rare to meet with virtue at first

hand ; with men, that is, whose actions

bear the impress of a divine beauty and
reality. I am often pained to think how
deep is the slough of uniformity, same-
ness, and conventionality into which we
are plunged. Death hides us under the

shadow of his wings, and we call the

darkness light, and the skeleton life. It

is the result of our over-refinement,

which has run the rich soil of our nature

to weeds and poison growths, and robbed

us of all true discernment. We lie

under this deadly weight, all unconscious

of its dire effects, and drag out our

slothful life in dreams of that virtue

which we have not, and in hope of thai

heaven which we do not deherve, and

shall never attain to. We are very far

removed from the reality of things, and

only know nature and fact as traditions.

Every thing is done for us—ready made
to our hand—and we have lost the rich

manual experience, as well as the intrin-

sic virtues of our forefathers. It is i.o

doubt convenient to have our Slaves, of

the Lamp, who conjure up for us such

-

curious luxuries, and wonderful enchaut-

ments of skill; but if the convenience

and pleasure be ours, they get all the
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health and wisdom out of their work,
and we are still the losers. It is oar
misfortune that we are too wealthy; for

wealth disposes us to idleness, and idle-

ness to vice, and a general effeminacy.

I would not have every man become his

own builder, shoemaker, or tailor—for

the division of labour is a good thing in

all societies ; but would it not be better

if the state demanded a certain portion

of labour from every one of its mem-
bers?—better for the health, morals, and
intellect of all ? Neither am I an Uto-

pian ; but I think Plato and Sir Thomas
More were wise men, and knew some of
the secrets necessary to establish and
maintain a virtuous republic. And the

incumbancy upon each individual to

perform some kind of hand labour is

certainly one of them. We cannot afford

to do nothing, for thereby we risk the

health and morals of society. Even de-

votional exercises and intellectual pur-
suits—when carried to extremes, and
not balanced by the gymnastics of work
—lead the mind to seek after sensual

gratification as a relief. Extremes meet
—and piety and concupiscence often

shake hands upon the very threshold of

the temple. One part of the man's na-

ture goes out to meet the other ; and
the high becomes low, because it has

been too high. Heaven itself could not
be kept in order if the angels had no
work to do—no employment to relieve

the immense tragedy of its psalms and
hallelujahs I We cannot be always at

prayer, nor always at labour. All work
and no play makes Jack a dull boy, says

the brave common sense of England.
Hence the wisdom of harmonising the

employment of the faculties. Fourier,

in spite of his whimsies, might be studied

by modern politicians with advantage

upon this subject. He had a large,

epical mind, and understood the laws of

human nature with reference to societary

arrangements. His book on the ' Pas-

sions of the Human Soul ' is a noble

contribution to the lore of the time, and
will one day furnish the legislators of

nations with valuable hints. For the

physical health of a people is the base

of its morality. It is a misfortune to us
that this is the law, for we have wofully

transgressed it, and are now paying the

penalty. We have a great deal of lip-

morals, it is true ; but where shall we
find healthy moral action—morality as the

result of mental and bodily health ? Our
very refinement is against us ; our cus-

toms, and ways of living; our exciting

exhibitions; our ball rooms, dances,

plays, operas, and th« general luxuries

of what is called elegant life. I cannot
understand how chastity—in the sense
of spiritual as well as bodily purity

—

can accord with these social customs

;

for the truth is that they are foes to that

sober condition which alone makes
virtue possible. Is it not foolish to in-

sist upon purity from the pulpit, or
from the grave mouths of parents and
guardians, whilst we set an impure ex-

ample at our tables, and pamper our
sons and daughters with wine, and the

stimulants of rich and juicy meats and
condiments ? It is opening the door to

the devil, and bidding him admit the

angels that they may have the satisfac-

tion of ejecting him. But possession is

three points of the law, and the old

devil is too deep to let in the angels.

It is clearly impossible for a chaste

mind to dwell in an unchaste body, how-
ever treasonable the utterance may be

;

and it is better to look the fact fairly in

the face, and mark it as a thing to be re-

membered, than to hide it from false mo-
tives of delicacy and decorum. It is not
profession that the spirit values—this is

but mock virtue, the veriest soap bubble
of life : but it is practice, springing
from an inward conviction of right,

which makes the true merchandise for

heaven. We are shocked at the Laconian
women, who went nearly naked, and at

the laws which permitted such an im-
moral exterior in society ; but who were
so chaste (not in the vulgar acceptation

of the term, and not even from the

modern point of vision, but in reality)

as the Laeonian matrons ? The Roman
matrons, perhaps ; but who else ? A
chaste robe will not make an impure
heart pure—nor is it so good a covering
as a naked skin over a heart that is pure.

There is too much of this chastity of the

robe amongst us. How many would
blush in public at the mention of an im-
pure word, whose private lives will not

bear a very rigid scrutiny ! The Ameri-
can ladies carry this public blushing to

the extreme of immodesty. I have more
than once seen them leave the room
when an unfortunate Englishman, un-
versed in their conventionalities, has
made allusion to, or spoken of, legs and
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ankles I For the American ladies have
no legs and no ankles, as I have before

had occasion to remark ; and yet I never
heard that they were chaster than the

English mothers from whom they sprang,

who had legs and ankles.and other things

besides, and were not ashamed to own it.

There is no greater sign of immodesty
than over modesty, which proves too

much. A well-bred and virtuous
woman can afford to hear and speak of

things which an impure woman, in spite

of her mask of modesty, could not ven-
ture on without proclaiming her infamy.

For chastity is of so ptire and trans-

parent a nature, that it shines through
all the exterior of its possessor, and
permeates his discourse and actions with

an unmistakeahle and celestial lustre.

We cannot hide durselves, no matter
what shacgy satyr skin we wear, or

what garlands and white robes we put
on, or what company we keep; for the

spirit of a man speaks from his eyes and
forehead, and the related people claim

us and the aliens shun us. We are all

found out, and have no secrets that are

not revealed. Even the crew of Comus,
sotted and debased by their infernal re-

velries, were instantly conscious of a

divine beauty and chastity in the person
of the lost lady in the dark and poison-

ous wood. And so public are the secrets

which man hides so privately in the

depths of his heart, that a word, gesture,

or look will often let them out. I have

discovered vices in grave men, by these

super-sensuous signs, which 1 dared

scarcely acknowledge to myself, until an

open display of them rendered my cau-

tion no longer necessary. We cannot

cheat the spirit, and our wisest and
safest course is to obey it.

And in this matter of chastity, which

is the beginning of so many virtues,

and the flower of them all, I think we
can scarcely be too rigid in our obser-

vance of it. It is proper and fitting for

all—not for woman merely, but for man
also. Neither is it entirely a bodily

virtue, consisting only of bodily purity,

but, as I said before, it must have its

growth in the soul, and be so established

there as that it may rule the body as a

lord his servant. We must prepare

ourselves for temptation, and for the

stormy tossing of the passions, and for

the whirlwind and fire which love is

apt to kindle in the heart. For thin

passion enlistR to its service all the army
of the affections and the imngination,
and not unfrequently the burning heats
and uncontrollable desires of the animal
nature. Then it is that chastity is put
to the proof, for it is assailed in its

weakest point, and the array brought
to bear against it makes victory more
splendid when it is achieved. I know
how much may be said in extenuation,
especially of a maiden's downfall, when
thus attacked both within and without
by a common enemy ; and how many
faults love covers in the transgressor.

Neither am I disposed to look upon this

downfall as an unpardonable crime, when
it has been caused by a deep and intense

affection. For there is only one mar-
riage, let the priests say what they will

;

and this consists in the union of two
hearts devoted to each other. And the

consummation of this union, so fatal in

most cases in its results, on account of

the laws and usages of society, cannot

be deemed immoral in the highest courts

ofGod'sjustice,although it is undoubtedly
illegal in man's, and an infringement of

the minor moralities of life, for which
society revenges itself by visiting the

transgressor with the terrible punish-

ment of its curse. I have known, how-
ever, more than one unlicensed union of

the sexes, which was in the highest de-

gree happy and virtuous. But I com-
mend them not, and think it unwise to

set the good opinion of men at such

haughty defiance. Neither would I have

any one construe what I before said res-

pecting the downfall of a maiden into

an apology for so sad an error, or to

suppose that I speak of it as an example
to be imitated. It must be imitated as

seldom as possible ; and, if possible,

never I For, in most cases, it ends in

misery. Men are not good enough, in

the mass, to act rightly and justly inde-

pendent of the law ; and hence, when the

deed is done, love too often cools, and
marriage in the legal sense is out of the

question : so that the confiding girl is

grievously wronged ; and, if she escape

the awful punishment of prostitution,

she can never fly from the contumely and

reproach of society. It is a hard and

most unequal curse, and society is cruel

for inflicting it. Chastity is a beautiful

and holy virtue ; but—it must be spoken



—there are greater crimes than unchas-
tity. Milton said there were many
greater even than adultery ; and no man
will charge him with speaking lightly.

I confess I hold lying and dishonesty, and
the slander that steals away one's good
name, to be quite as heinous and fatal in

their issues. The pride and icy Phari-
seeism, also, wherewith society sits in

judgment upon the unchaste woman, '

and the irrevocable doom to which she
is subject after one false step, are to me
evi<lences of immorality as gross as un-
chastity itself. I am sorry that we are

such tigers against each other, and that

we delight so much in blood. The
misery of the prostitute is so immense
and appalling, that it is sufficient to atone
for all the errors of her sex, whether
past, present, or to come. I could never
join in the general howl of condemnation
and the pitiless revilings which follow

these poor outcasts of society. I have a
kind word for them sometimes, and have
even been wicked enough to help them
in the hour of their distress, when they
have been thrown in my way ; and may
God forgive me for it, if I did wrong. I

know if I had been caught in the act my
character would have been infected by
the blow-flies of slander, and it would
have gone hard with me to find my up-
right posture amongst men any more;
and yet I dare openly to confess my
crime. I am not ashamed of following

the example of the master who did the

same thing to the woman at the well of

Samaria. Who am I, with this load of

sins upon my own back, that I dare cast

a stone even at the most degraded of my
fellow-creatures ? And who, also, art

THOU ? There is, likewise, something
mean, base, and hypocritical in banning
the sinful woman, whilst we suffer our
wives and daughters to be insulted by
the presence of the sinful man. Fiat
justitia! If the ban bo a just infliction

in the one case— and that, alas ! in the

weak and defenceless one—then it is

just in the other; and the seducer ought
to be shut out of our saloons and draw-

ing rooms, and be reduced to the class of
Pariahs. Is not mercy, however, said to

be an attribute of the Deity ? And shall

we degrade ourselves very abjectly by
exercising it in the instance of an erring

woman ? Or shall we continue to arm
oursf Ives with the fangs and claws of the

bloodhound , and hunt her down to misery
and death? There are chaste and holy
matrons yet left in England, whose
office it might' be to minister—as my
friends at Burton Rectory do—to these

forlorn, desolate, and broken-hearted
victims of ignorance, vanity, or a too

trustful affection. There are maiden
ladies whose lives are devoted to good
deeds: can they not become sisters of

mercy to these poor outcasts ? I know
what an abyssmal subject is this upon
which I have entered, and how impos-
sible it is for any casual kindness and
relief to reach its bottom ; but if we
cannot root out the leprosy, we can at

least mitigate its suflerings.

I must leave this dangerous ground,
however, for it is full of pitfalls and
quicksands, and suspicious eyes glare all

round its borders. It would be a cu-

rious, and perhaps an instructive, work,
nevertheless, to investigate the causes
which have produced in England such a
strong abhorrent feeling against these

social outcasts. That it is not natural

we have ample proof in the neighbouring
countries of the continent, where these

persons are licensed, and proper medical
attendance is provided for them by their

respective governments. And in no
other countries except those which are

Anglo-Saxon and Christian are prosti-

tutes so mercilessly treated and so ut-

terly neglected. The licensing of their

houses, persons, etc., may be question-

able policy ; hut the fact shows their

recognition by the state, and is, I think,

to this extent, humane and just. But the

English mind would rebel against such
a recognition, and would denounce it as

subversive ot the decencies and chasti-

ties of life.

[To be concluded next week.]
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^
Our platform.

n(

TAXES SPENT ON RELIGIOUS TEACHING.

From wbieb any earneat opponent m»y controvert our opinions, and from which any may eipound Titwi
not coincident with our own, if tendinpr to the Rationaliiiation of TUeolegy.

To the Editor of the Reasoner.

My Dear H.,—I enclose you a cut from the Daily News, which I vrish yon would
republish in the Reasoner. It may awaken the attention of the people to the use
of the money which is taken from them in takes. I suppose the sum total would
equal the taxes on knowledge. I need not say that the taxes taken off knowledge
would more conduce to education than the sum spent in sectarian teaching. I

think you should call the attention of the people to the Maynooth grant. It is

very significant, that all parties seem agreed that if this grant be taken away, all

other sums for religious teaching must fall. Gladstone said it, Inglis felt it, and
Lord John re-echoed it. All agreed, that not only taxes spent upon religious

teaching could no longer be misappropriated, but the still greater injustice of the

Irish church would have to be repealed, and the principle, once conceded, would
apply to the establishment in England. The principle is that church property is

the property of the people, and should be administered for the good of all—that

its proceeds should be devoted to general and secular education, and that each sect

should support its own idiosyncrasy. Sufficient unto the day is the evil thereof,

and give us this day our daily bread. I would allow the religious only to provide

for their daily wants, and neither government nor individuals to tie up property

to the propagation of dogmas. W. J. B.

A parliamentary paper gives the following particulars of various sums paid out

of the public purse in the year 1851, to the professors of different religious doc-

trines in England, Scotland, and Ireland:

—

England.— Salaries and expenses of the ecclesiastical establishments in the

West Indies, 20,300/.; expenses of the office of the commissioners for building ad-

ditional churches, 3,000/. ; Ecclesiastical Commissioners, England, 3,230/. ; clergy.

North America, 7,677/. ; chaplain at the Gambia, 400/.; ditto, Western Australia,

300/.; Bishop of New Zealand, 600/.; chaplain, &c., at New Zealand, 590/.; ditto

at Falkland Islands, 400/.; ditto at Hong Kong, 795/.; Protestant dissenting

ministers, England, 1,695/.; Bishop of Sodor and ^lan, 89/.; Bishop of Chester,

for two preachers, 93/.; ministers at foreign courts, for chaplains and chapels,

760/.; consuls abroad, for chaplains, chapels, new churches, &c., 5,500/.; the

episcopalian clergy of Scotland, 1,200/. every alternate year; expense of passages

afforded to colonial bishops whilst officially visiting their respective dioceses, 226/.

Scotland.—Augmented stipends to the parochial clergy of the church of Scot-

land, under the acts 50 George III., c. 84, and 5 George IV., c. 72, 11,944/. 19s. 2d.;

stipends to ministers of additional places of worship erected in the highlands and

islands of Scotland in connection with the church of Scotland, under the provisions

of the act 5 George IV., c. 90,5,040/.; allowance to her Majesty's Commissioner

to the General Assembly of the Church of Scotland to defray the charges and sup-

port the dignity of the office, 2,000/.; allowance for defraying the charges of the

church of Scotland and the salaries of its officers, 1,100/.; allowance to itinerant

preachers and catechists in connection with the church of Scotland in the highlands

and islands of Scotland, 2,000/.; grant to the minister of the Gaelic church or

chapel at Cromarty, 100/.
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Ireland.—French minister, Dnndalk, 41 Geo. ITL, c. 32, 52/. I7s. 4d.; French
minister, Portarlington, ditto, 43/. 18s. 4d.; Rector of St. Paul's, Dublin, ditto,

70/. 4s. ; Vicar of Castleknock, ditto, 44/. Ms. 8d. ; Minister of St. Jameses, Dublin,

ditto, 10/. 3s. 8d.; Rector of St. Michan's, Dublin, 8/. 153. 4d.; Archbishop of

Dublin, ditto, 15/. 16s.; Bishop of Meath, ditto, 21. 18s. ; Dean and chapter, Christ-

church, ditto, 39/. 14s. 8d.; Vicars Choral, Christchurch, ditto, 1/. 16s.; Maynooth
College, 8 and 9 Vict., c. 25, 26,360/.; Maynooth College, New Building, 8 and 9

Vict., c. 25, 130/. lOs.; repairs at Maynooth College (Miscellaneous Estimates),

1,236/. ; Nonconforming and Seceding Ministers (commonly called Regium
Donum), 47,420/. 7^. 4d. ; Her Majesty's Chapel of St. Mathew, Ringsend,
chargeable on Concordatum Fund, 216/. I8s. 5d.

The following sums were paid out of the gross revenue of the Customs for re-

ligious services for the year 1851 : To the Clergyman at Arran for the religious

instruction of the Coast Guard and their families, per annum, 20/.; to the Clergy-

man at Spiddall, per annum, 30/.; return of duties on materials used in building,

Ac, churches, 4,714/. 13s. 6d.

The payments out of the gross amount of inland revenue for religions purposes

in the year 1851 are as follow: Payments to the Commissioners for Building

Churches, being the duties on bricks and glass used in repairing or erecting

churches and chapels, under the Act 3 Geo. IV., c. 72, 1,860/. Is. 6d.; payments to

the Queen's Printers and the Universities, being the duty on the paper used in

printing Bibles, &c., 8,342/. Os Id.

BRADFORD AND ITS VICINITY.

Sir,—Please intimate in the Reasoner to the freethinkers of Leeds, Bingley,

Reigley, Halifax, Huddersfield, Howley, Holmfirth, Bury, Crow, Wakefield, Dews-
bury, Birstall, Birkenshaw, Heckmondwike, Queen's Head, Wilsden, Howarth,

and Pudsey, that the Secular Society of Bradford are wishful to have a district

meeting, for the purpose of coming to some arrangements with reference to the

conference to be holden in Manchester, and also with reference to the organisation

of freethinkers. We wish to be able to exchange speakers with one another, for

the purpose of active propagandism. Will the secretaries of the freethinkers cor-

respond from these places, and state their willingness to send two delegates from

each to Mitchell's Temperance Hotel, on Sunday, the 13th June, at 10 o'clock in

the forenoon ?

213, Bolton Road. George Demain, Sec.

OUR DUNDEE FRIEND.

Sir,—With reference to what you say under the head * Logic of Death,* in No.
305 of the Reaioner, I have to state that my answer to the ' Logic of Death,' etc.,

has been pronounced by the Critic to be * powerful and convincing,' and that it re-

presents the Christian public to the extent that it agrees with the Bible. Refer-

ring to what you say concerning me in No. 307 of the Reasoner^ I have to state^

that you appear in it to break your platform offer, and also to be unworthy of

the praise of which I spoke when I first requested you to publish for me—viz., of
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great liberality and fairness to an opponent, and desire that truth should prevail
for you refuse to publish my communications, thouijli I controvert your opinions
and am in earnest; and you give persons an opportunity of attacking me in the
Reasoner, and you do it yourself, while you deny to me an opportunity of defence
in it. What you say about my preaching is founded on assumption.

I am, sir, yours in Christ,

The Author of the Answee to the * Loaio or Death*
April 28th, 1852. published at Dundee.

[Our friend is * ours in Christ,* but not in truth. All we desired of him was to

send us such a revised statement of his further objections, as would do his own
case more justice. This was not exactly * denying him an opportunity of defence.*

Our remark upon our correspondent's preaching might be ' assumption j' but he
does not himself pretend that it was erroneous.^—Ed.]

'THOROUGHLY UNDERSTOOD.*

The following letters appeared in the Sheffield Free Preu in reference to Mr. Holy-
oake's lectures in Sheffield:

—

To THE Editor.—Regret has been expressed that no able champion of truth has

met Mr. G. J, Holyoake, of London, in discussion, during his recent visit to

Sheffield. The following reasons will, however, show that there was not the least

necessity for it. Mr. Holyoake and others have been debated with from time

to time, on the theological question ; and the leading principles of theological

discussion are thoroughly understood by all who take an interest in them. In a

long discussion on this question, there is a deal of extraneous matter introduced

that is wearying to listen to. This question was debated some years since ;

yet as there is still, now and then, a clamour for discussion, if Mr. Holyoake should

have anything new to advance there is no doubt that he will be indulged with a

competent antagonist. Yours respectfully,

Trafalgar Street, Sheffield, May 5th, 1852. A. Hives.

MB. HIVES WANTS SOMETHING NEW.

To THE Editor.—The letter of your correspondent, * A. Hives,' has just been

brought under my notice. The oblivion of that worthy man is enviable. He tells

us that ' the leading principles of theological discussion are thoroughly understood

by all who take an interest in them.' Then it is clear that Mr. Hives take no

• interest ' in the subject upon which he writes—for he does not understand these

* leading principles,' or he would never write in that complacent way about them.

I wonder what Mr. Hives would say if any one asked him—what these * leading

principles ' are ? He says, * This question was debated some years since.'

What question? Mr. Hives does not specify one, and my lectures embraced

several. Mr. Hives «iay have mastered the leading principles of theological

debate, but he has hardly mastered the first principle of public letter writing—

which is that of saying what you mean. Mr. Hives has no doubt that an

antagonist would be visible if I have ' anything new to advance.' What can be

Mr. Hives's idea of anything ' new ?' My lecture on secularism was one of the first
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attempts that has been made to develop the positive side of free inquiry. Judging
from the political distraction into which Sheffield is thrown, and from the gross

electioneering personalities in which the most practised writers in your town in-

dulge, my theory of controversy, as applied to recent letters passing between
Mazzini and Louis Blanc, must have been new in Sheffield. I refer Mr. Hives to

No. 312 of the Reasoner, in which (in obedience to requests made to me when in

your town) I have published the substance of what I advanced on this head. For
the rest, the excellent synopsis of what I had to say, as given in the Sheffield Free
Press, will constitute an answer to the over-confident assertions of your hasty

correspondent. Certainly, if the honey of knowledge and observation be in the

orthodox hiveSy the gentleman of that name who writes to you is very skilful in

keeping it from public notice.

Excuse this galvanic Scribble, on a narrow gauge line (very bad for writing

upon.) Yours respectfully, G. J. Holyoake.
The Morning Train, North Midland line, May 19, 1852.

NEW SERIES OF THE * REASONER ' AND OTHER ISSUES.

The twelfth volume of the Reasoner will be concluded with the 30th number, so

that the half-yearly volumes, as we once before endeavoured to arrange it, may
fall in the middle of the year and at Christmas. Many persons are disinclined to

commence taking in a work which has issued many volumes, as they are unable to

procure them all if they need them. Of the new series we hope to keep perfect

sets on hand. We shall be obliged by our friends making it known that a new
series is about to commence, as it would lead to our commencing with additional

subscribers.

KOW READY, VOL. II. OP ' THE CABINET OF REASON.*

We are now able to announce the appearance of the second volume of the

' Cabinet of Reason,* entitled * Why do the Clergy avoid Discussion, and the

Philosophers Discountenance it ?' The topic being one which will induce our

friends to put it into the hands of the Clergy, the work has been re-written and

condensed so as to make it the first of the Sixpenny Series—the * Cabinet of

Reason ' being intended to have two series, one a shilling, one sixpence per

volume. The subject of ' Organisation ' is reserved for the third volume.

TWELVE FOR SIXPENCE.

It is needful to repeat again that the following pamphlets can be had at one half-

penny each by those who take sixpennyworth, as they are supplied to the trade at

that rate. Single copies are one penny each :

—

The Uses of the Sabbath.

The Workman and the Exhibition,

Words Spoken at the Grave of Mrs. Martin.

The Organisation of Freethinkers.

This last has been overlooked, for in Leeds and other places we find persons anxious

to know all about organisation, unaware that this pamphlet has been published

purposely to assist in the work.
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<9ur Open ^A^e.

In a lecture on Phrenology, on the 18th instant, at the London Mechanics' Institu-

tion, Mrs. Agnes Hamilton referred to Mr. G. J. Holjoake's lectures in Scotland,
where she said he had been remarkably successful in undermining the pn^vailing re-

ligious faith and the morals of the people. In reply to a letter of mine Mrs. H. has
retracted the last assertion, and states that while in Scotland she never heard any re-

ference made, which in the slightest degree impugned the morality of Mr. G. J. Holy-

oake, or the doctrines he has promulgated.—E. W.
In 'Lectures of the History of France,* by the Right Hon. Sir James Stephen,

K.C.B., January 24, 1852, Sir James has this elevated passage:—'I anticipate the

answer, no man is really free amongst us to avow his disbelief of the religion of his age

and country : nay, hardly of any one of the commonly-received articles of it. With
whatever seriousness, decorum, and integrity of purpose such an avowal may be made,

he who makes it must sustain the full issue of all the penalties, civil and social, which

more or less attend upon all dissent, or supposed diss^t, from the recognised standard

of orthodoxy. I acknowledge and lament that this is so. I think they give to disbelief

a motive, and an apology for dishonest self-concealment, they give to the believing a

painful mistrust that there may possibly be existing, and yet concealed, some potent

reasons, which if men could speak their minds with real impunity, would be alleged

against their own most cherished convictions.* A strong position occupied by Sir James

Stephen is the Bible. If you believe in the Bible, you cannot avoid the belief of par-

ticular interferences of Providence to bring about certain results. If you do not believe

in the Bible you should say so.

J. W. K, will find that Chapman's edition of Strauss's *Leben Jesu* is £1 16s.

Intelligence has just reached Amsterdam that M. Schceffler, a young Dutch Catholic

missionary in Cochin China, has been put to death for preaching Christianity. He was

denounced by the mandarins, arrested, bound hand and foot, conveyed to the capital,

Hue Foe, and condemned to death by a sort of judicial commission. He was hanged on

a very lofty gibbet. More than 10,000 troops attended the execution, to prevent any

hostile demonstration on the part of the numerous Christians of Hue Foe.

The Morning Chronicle reported that in a discussion at Carlisle, between a Morraonite

leader and a lecturer named Porter, the latter read some choice extracts from the Mor-

mon Bible. For example, the Almighty Being is there represented as telling the

people to make barges, in which men, women, children, and cattle were to cross the

great Atlantic. * These barges were built after a manner that they were exceeding

tight, even that they would hold water like a dish—and the bottom thereof was tight

like under a disti—and the sides thereof were tight like under a dish— and the ends

thereof were peaked—and the top thereof was tight like under a dish—and the length

thereof was the length of a tree—and the door thereof, when it was shut, was tight like

under a dish. And the Lord said unto the brother of Jared, behold thou ahalt make a

hole in the top thereof, and also in the bottom thereof ; and when thou shalt suffer for

air, thou shalt unstop the hole thereof and receive air ;
and if it be so that the water

come in upon thee, behold ye shall stop the hole thereof, that ye may not perish in the

flood.*

When Henry IV. of France was persuaded by his nephew to bestow on the son of La

Vieuville, the well-known superintendent of that day, the Collar of the Order of the

Holy Ghost, the recipient made use of the usual formula, but with an air of excessive

humility :
' Domine, non sum dignus ' (nay lord, I am not worthy). * I know it well,'

waB the reply of the good-humoured monarch, * I know it well ; but my nephew has

begged it for you.*
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LITERATURE FOR THE PEOPLE.

Under this head we give a weekly column of

the names of special class books, and the pro-

bable cost of them, for the information of readers

who may not otherwise meet with a notice of them.

Sterlinj^'s Letters to Conicgham, 2nd ed... 1

Richard Carlile's Manual of Freemasonry.

.

3 6

The Bible and the People fi

Mackay's Intellectual Religion I 6

Spencer's Social Statics 12

Lewes's Biographical History of Philosophy 4

The Duties of Man. By J. Mazzini 6
First Book of Euclid, with 147 Diagrams. 2 6
Practical Grammar 1 6
Graduated Grammatical Exercises 1

Hints on a Logic of Facts 1 6
Public Speaking and Debate 1 6

History of the Last Trial by Jury for Atheism 1 6

Paley Refuted in his own Words 6
Reply to F. W. Newman's Work on the Soul 3
Logic of Death 1

Life of Richard Carlile it"' ^ ^
Literary Institutions 7\... 2

Pemberton ; or, the Value of Biography .

.

2
Oracle of Reason, 2 vols 21
People's Review 1

Last Days of Emma Martin 1

Harriet Martineau's Household Education 3 6
Birch's Religion of Shakspere 4
Newman's Phases of Faith 6
Martineau and Atkinson's Letters on Man.. 9
The Task of To-day. By Evans Bell 1

The Freethinker's Magazine, complete. ... 2 6
Mirabaud's System of Nature, 2 vols 5

Godwin's Political Justice, 2 vols, in 1 ...

.

5
Volney's Ruins of Empires 3
Volney's Law of Nature 4
Letter to the Abbe Raynal, ditto 6
Letters to the Citizens of America 4
Decline and Fall of our Finance 3
Agrarian Justice 2
Public Good 4
Letter to Camille Jordan 1

Reply to the Bishop of Llandaif 2
Life, by the Editor of the National 6
Rights of Man, ditto 1 3
Common Sense, ditto 6
Portrait, engraved on Steel 6
Address to the People of France 2
Popular Tracts. By Robert Dale Owen 2 6
Tracts on Republican Government 3
Influence of the Clerical Profession 3
Sermons onCoyaIty,Free Inquiry, &c.,by do. 3
Hopes and Destinies of the Human Species 2
Address on Free Inquiry 2
Darby and Susan : a Tale of Old England 2
Wealth and Misery, by ditto 2
Situations: Lawyers, Clergy, Physicians.

.

2
Galileo and the Inquisition, by ditto 2
Lecture on Consistency, by ditto 2
Prossimo's Experience, &c., &c., by ditto 2

Moral Physiology ; a brief and plain treatise 6
Cerebral Physiology 4
The Purgatory of Suicides. By T. Cooper 3 6
Wise Saws and Modern Instances 5
Baron's Yule Feast 1 g
Letters to Young Men of the WorkingClasses 6
Cooper's Journal, complete 3 o
Captain Cobbler 2 Q
Sketch of the Life of Volney , 2
Paine's Theological Works 3 o
Paine' s Political Works , 5 o

GUIDE TO THE LECTURE ROOM.

Literary Institution,John Street, Fitnroy Square.
--June 6th [7i], G. J. Holyoake, ' The Organisa*
tion of Reformers, what does it mean and how is

it to be accomplished ?'

South Place, Moorfields.—June 6th [Uj a.m.],
H. lerson, M.A., will Lecture.

Hall of Science, City Road. — June 6th [741.
Thomas Cooper, ' Columbus and the Discovery of
America.'

National Hall, 242, High Holborn.—June 6th,

[8], P. W. ?er6tt, 'Life and Character of the
Earl of Straflford.'

South London Hall, Webber St., Blackfriars Rd.
—June 6th [7^], Charles Southwell, ' Hell accord*
ing to Believers and Unbelievers.'

East London Literary Institution,Bethnal Green.
—June 6th [7i], a Lecture.

Social Institution, Charles Street, Old Garratt,
Manchester.—June 6th [11], a Lecture.

Areopagus Coffee and Reading Room, 69, Church
Lane, Whitechapel.—Every Sunday, Monday, and
Wednesday (8), a Lecture or Discussion.

City Forum Coffee House, 6o, Red Cross Street.

—Every Sunday, Monday, and Thursday [8^], a
Lecture.

Eclectic Institute, Denmark Street, Soho.

—

Every Friday [8^], Mr. J. B. O'Brien, Home and
Foreign Politics. Every Sunday [74], on Moral
and Social Science.

Commercial Hall, Philpot Street, Commercial
Road East.—Theological Discussions everySunday
morning [11], Sunday evening [7], Tuesday [8],
Thursday [8j, and Saturday [8].

Progressionist Hall, Cheapside, Leeds.—June
6th [6i], a Lecture.

Temperance Star Hotel, Swan Street, Briggate,
Leeds.—Every Wednesday f8], a Discussion.

Working Men's Academy, Edgar Street^ Preston.

—Lecture every Sunday at i04 a.m.—Discussion

every Sunday evening.

SUTTEEISM MOKE POTENT TBAN CHSISTIANITT.

The Calcutta Englishman reports :— The rajah
died, at Pachete, on the 1st of January, at about
four, p.m. A wild cry was raised by the women
ot the zenana that the rajah was dead. On the
death of the rajah being made known to the heir,

he proceeded to the apartments of his mother, re«

ceived the ticca, and was told to enjoy his dignity,

for that her mind was made up. The present rajah
left his mother, and saw her no more. A pile was
hurriedly made within the precincts of the raj-

barry. At about ten o'clock volumes of smoke
told that the horrid custom of that house was be>
ing carried out. The ranee walked seven times
round the pyre, and then threw herself from some
blocks of wood into the flames which had been
placed for that purpose. After a few convulsive
struggles to escape, her ashes mingled with those
of her idiotic husband, who detested her in life..

The farce of sending a long procession to Cutwa,
said to contain the body of the deceased rajah' and
his sick wife, was then carried out. [Can Chris?

tianity, in point of devotion, win sacrifices equal
to these victories of Sutteeism over human nature ?

—Ed. of i^.]

London : Printed by Holyoake, Tyndale, & Co., 3, Queen's Head Passage, Paternoster-row ; and Pub-
lished by J. Watson, 3, Queen's Head Passage, Paternoster Row. Wednesday, June 2nd, 1862.
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THEOLOGICAL EXAMINER.

Upon points on which philosophers know nothing?, philosophers should say nothing. That is a useful
school of philosophy which teaches man to say of most things: ' It may be so, and it may be otherwise.
It is a point on which I only know that I do not know.'

—

Edinburgh Review, January 1852. Art.
Genius and Writings of Descartes.

EIGHT OP THE ARTICLES,

The Works of the Rev. Thomas Wilson .... 465
Pagan and Christian Morality 467
Mr. E. Gruhb's Lectures in Heywood 468
English Liberty Destroyed .....••* •• 470

The Beauty of Chastity ,...«.... 471
The Philosophy of Sport ..........*«..•... 474
Death of Mr. Joshua Hopkins .»»...•* «.. 475
Atheism Forsaken 475

THE WORKS OF THE REV. THOMAS WILSON, M.A»

II. CONCLUDED.

Buf Mr. Wilson says that ' true science ' reveals a God ' throngh his works.* We
maintain, on the contrary, and every page of the history of philosophy justifies us

in saying so, that every advance of science has removed the idea of Deity further

away,and that the science of to-day promises to drive it to seek refuge in the exclusive

protection of ignorance. False science revealed a Thunderer, true science reveals

the electric fluid. False science gave the world a Neptune and an ^olus, Colonel

Reid explains the law of storms. Moses saw a merciful covenant in the rainbow,

modern science the refraction of light. Our forefathers attributed the phenomena

of nature to the active will of a God, we know them to be the manifestation of

absolute laws that could not be otherwise. Theology declares the existence of a

creator and governor of the universe ; natural science negatives, or at least ignores

a beginning, and thereby nullifies the idea of creation. Science teaches that all

things are subordinate to absolute, unchangeable laws, and thereby contradicts the

notion of mere regulations, which is necessarily involved in the belief of an

Almighty Maker. Science teaches that the universe is an absolute fact, and not

the temporary phantom which it must be if instituted by Omnipotence. Surely

Mr, Wilson does not think that modern science has given any additional force to

the ancient arguments for the contrivance, creation, and government of a God.

The idea of God was imagined in dark times to account for mysterious phenomena
j

it has suffered change, it has passed through many stages, it has improved, it has

degenerated, it has swelled, it has dwindled with the varying opinions and knowledge

of man. It now remains merely as a presumptuous hieroglyphic to signify the

origin of the universe. Theology has suffered a rapid succession of losses by the

progress of science : eclipses, earthquakes, and comets have been resolved into

natural events—portents into periodicity, miracles into law, design into develop-

ment. Sober-minded Christians consider the doctrine of special and particular

providences to be impious; philosophic historians deny that a general providence

rules the world. God the governor has already sunk into God the original

stimulus. And what a vast assumption that is which would limit nature either as

to space, duration, or contents. The infinity of matter, which to us appears as

necessary a belief as that of time and space, consigns the idea of a beginning and

of a creator to the regions of the inane.

But Mr. Wilson has alluded in more than one passage to other grounds upon

[Mo. 153]
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which he rests his faith in a Deity. In the following sentence he seems to hold

the opinion which is occasionally advanced by religious authors, that the belief in a

God is naturally implanted in the human breast. He has been speaking of misgivings

and doubts as to the truth of Christian doctrines, which visited him some years

before his ordination, and informs us of the important effect on his mental develop-

ment which was produced by his travels in Syria :
—

* While still painfully em-

barrassed, I travelled through Palestine and found my reverential affection for the

Bible so much enhanced by the Religio loci, that on returning home I ventured

deliberately to adopt on the strength of this sentiment the line of life to which of

all others I aspired. After a weary round, I now find myself holding reasonably

as a man nearly the same religious creed that I held intuitively as a child; believ-

ing in One and One only God, of whose infinite attributes we may have indeed

a relative conception satisfying awhile the soul, but on whose personality and

substance no human thought, far less human language, can be brought to bear.'

Mr. Wilson says he holds the belief in a God * reasonably :' how reasonably?—by
what train of reasoning? By the design and adaptation argument, which can so

easily be proved to lead to contradictions and to greater diflficulties without really

explaning anything, and which is acknowledged by the most eminent theologians

of the day to be insufficient without the aid of revelation ?—not the revelation

which Mr. Wilson sees and hears in every natural form and sound, but a super-

natural revelation, a legendary revelation, of angels, ghosts, magicians, prophets,

burning bushes, and loquacious brutes. And if not by the argument of design,

we are at a loss to imagine what the train of reasoning may be which can appear to

render the belief in a Creator * reasonable.-

But perhaps it would be said that the highest branch of science is to be found in

the facts of human consciousness, and that the belief in a God is natural to man, and

that those who are unable to feel that instinctive faith are destitute of the religious

sense, are spiritually blind. And this we suppose is what Mr. Wilson means when
he says that he held the belief in a God 'intuitively as a child.' At the risk of

appearing to cavil obtrusively and importunately, we must beg Mr. Wilson to

remember the purport of this assertion. Did he then speculate, and does he

remember his speculations, on the origin of nature, before he could speak?

What English child, brought up by religious parents, can ever have had

the opportunity of arriving 'intuitively' at the idea of a God? Is it not

almost the first idea, beyond its own little world of home, that a Christian

child obtains ? Is he not told of the existence of his Father in Heaven long before

he is perhaps aware that he has an uncle in Scotland, or an elder brother in India?

Is not the boy taught by his mother, almost as soon as he can speak, to cease his

prattling, and to check his smiles, and to clasp his little hands at her knee each

night, and to pray to be made good through the merits of his Saviour ? And
must we call in the notion of intuition to account for the pertinacious manner in

which this belief so often clings to the mind through the emotions, in spite of the

misgivings of the reason ? Assiduously instilled in the most impressional period

of life, it has grown into a sentiment hallowed and beautified by every endearing

image of maternal affection, and associated from the earliest youth with all that is

awful in nature, and adorable in ideal good.

In the fourth and last of these discourses Mr. Wilson deprecates and denounces
* the pride and presumption, the folly and mischief,' of * scholastic theology.' But
all theology, if it be not really ' intuitive,' or deduced from science, or received on

authority, is scholastic, however much it may have been swept and weeded. In
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fact the less the idea of God depends upon written, Inspired, authorltatlro records,
the more scholastic it is. If the trinity is to bo rojpctc«l, why is the unity to Ik)

retained ? Why is the personality to be retained ? What buBlnoss has the idea
of God in these days apart from authority ? Whence did it come ? We can only
reiterate that it obviously arose in dark ages as the best explanation of mysteries,
which are mysteries no longer. Natural phenomena, now known to bo regular
and periodical, were then supposed to be the result of caprice or design. And
from the period of theological culmination, when numerous deities hnd coalesced
into one, religion, vainly resisting science, has reluctantly consented to divest him
gradually of his functions. Wo can understand the scriptural idea of a God,
monarch and judge of Hell and Heaven, to bo feared, worsliipped, and propitiated

;

we can fix the orthodox to a definite formula, and attack it on its merits; but
what can be done with God the spectator, God the umpire, this mediatised deity of
our modern spiritualists ? The thunderbolt has fallen from his grasp, providential

interferences have ceased, the sceptre of government has dropped : stripped of the

ancient prerogatives of reward and vengeance, fettered by laws, the origin of which
would seem to be attributed to him only by a sort of compliment, he remains a

shadowing constitutional monarch; or rather, seated on a throne to which it is

confessedly useless to address worship or prayer, the God of the spiritualists is no
longer a monarch, but a Nabob. Yes—like the great Mogul—wo are told that ho
exists, and is the titular monarch of a vast empire; but he has long been stowed

away in a walled palace, and left to the obeisances of his private suite— the outer

world hardly cognisant, and quite careless of his existence. Some day the palace

may be more closely searched; it will be found to be empty, and oven the most
bigoted conservators of ancient forms will cease to mock the world with the name
of an imaginary monarch. For every stop in philosophy and science negatives

the crude and hasty interpretations of dark ages, and seems to teach more impe-

ratively that a discovery of the essential nature nnd foundation of things is in this

life impossible. The time is at hand when all who are not bound by ' supernatural

'

revelations will acknowledge that the Universe cannot owe its origin to a word, or

its stability and harmony to a temporary permission. In short, that it is a reality

and not a phantom.

Theists would call a great part of what wo have written, wanton scoffing and

irreverence. How diilerent do things appear from various points of view I We
consider it to be the greatest irreverence and presumption to parade the dog-

matised guesses of theology as truths of nature. Human life is bounded with a

curtain, shutting out the infinite invisible : ancient ignorance, with crude and ras»h

imaginings, has painted it with shadowy forms; these have been retouched, toned

down, and altered by succeeding generations, in conformity with the changing ideas

of men ; modern theology, pressed by science, has blurred them and covered them

with a veil; reason must efface them entirely, and give us once more the dark

blue spangled with stars. There is no void behind it. E. B.

PAGAN AND CHRISTIAN MORALITY—A WORD TO MISSIONARIES.

Our divine religion, the truth of which is abundantly proved, has no need of such

aids as many are willing to give it, by asserting that the wisest men of this world

were ignorant of the two great maxims, that we must act in respect of others as we

should wish them to act in respect of ourselves : an*d that, instead of returning evil

for evil, we should confer benefits even on those who injure us. The first rule is

implied in a speech of Lysias, and expressed in distinct phrases by Thales and ,
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Pittacus ; and I have oven Rccn it, word for word, in the original of Confucius

(who was 500 years before Christ), which I carefully compared with the Latin

translation. It has been usual with zealous men to ridicule and abuse all those

who dare on this point to quote the Chinese philosopher : but, instead of support-

ing their cause, they would shake it, if it could be shaken, by their uncandid
asperity, for they ought to remember, that one great end of Revelation was not to

instruct the wise and few, but the many and unenlightened. If the conversion,

therefore, of the Pandits and Maulavis in this country should ever be attempted

by Protestant Missionaries, they must beware of asserting, while they teach the

Gospel of Truth, what those Pandits and Maulavis would know to be false. The
former wouM quote the beautiful Aryd couplet, which was written at least three

centuries before our era, and which pronounces the duty of a good man, even in

the moment of his destruction, to consist not only in forgiving, but even in a desire

of benefitting his destroyer; as the sandal tree, in the instant of its overthrow,

sheds perfume on the axe which fells it; and the latter would triumph in repeating

the verso of Sadi, who represents a return of good for good as a slight reciprocity

;

but says to the virtuous man. Confer benefits on hira who has injured thee, using

an Arabic sentence, and a maxim apparently of the ancient Arabs.

Nor would the Musselmans fail to recite four distiches of HAfiz, who has

illustrated that maxim with fanciful but elegant allusions

:

Learn from yon orient shell to love thy foe.

And store with pearls ths hand that brings thee woe
;

Free, like yon rock, from base vindictive pride,

Emblaze with gems the wrist that rends thy aide
;

Mark, where yon tree rewards the stony shower,
With fruit nectarious, or the balmy flower :

All nature calls aloud, ' shall man do less

Than heal the smiter, and the railer bless?'

My principal motive for introducing this topic is to give you a specimen of that

ancient oriental morality which is comprised in an infinite number of Peisian,

Arabic, and Sanscrit compositions. (See Enfield's History of Philosophy. Titles,

* Confucius,' ' liysias,' * Thales,' * Pittacus.')—^rom Sir William Jones's ' Asiatic

Discourses,^ vol. 2, pp. 46-48.

MR. E. GRUBB'S LECTURES IN HEYWOOD—UNUSUAL
PROCEEDINGS.

The above gentleman delivered a course of lectures in Heywood on the evenings

of Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday, the 17th, 18th, 19th, and 20th

of May, in the Mechanics' Institution, to crowded audiences. His Monday night's

address was almost entirely composed of the description of the eyes of various

insects, his general conclusion being that there was sufficient evidence in these

peculiarities to prove the existence of a being whom he called God. On the

platform each evening were gentlemen who represented the various denominations
of religionists in this neighbourhood, instrumental in securing the services of Mr.
Gnibb to deliver this course of lectures in Heywood. The largeness of the

audiences was attributable to the publicity given to the lectures in the various

Sunday-schools, and by the ministers from their several pulpits.

Mr. Grubb having attributed certain assertions to atheists— without giving the

names of the parties—and having said things in an underhand manner about Mr.
Holyoake and the Reasoncr during his Monday night's delivery, Mr. Matthew
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went to Mr. Orubb at the conclusion to ask him if he would meet Mr. Uolyoake
in controversy on the tubjects ho (Mr. Grubb) was lecturing upon? Mr. (Jrubb
intimated that ho would not have anything to do with parties who wished to «lo

their business by deputation, and said that when ho wished to meet Mr. Holyoakw
he would let that gentleman know, and make arrangements. To this Mr. Matthew
had no objections. Ultimately Mr. Grubb wished to know what such a fellow as

Mr. Matthew had to do with Mr. Ilolyoako's business? Mr. Mattliew roplicd tiial

that was Mr. llolyoake's business and not Mr. Grubb's; and further, that Mr,
Holyoake's friends had intended to have him present, but owing to previous en-

gagements he was precluded. Mr. Uolyoake had sent a letter intiuiatiiig his

willingness to debate with Mr. Grubb, and another was expected upon the subject.

On Tuesday night Mr. Grubb was warmer on the subject, and applied many harsh

epithets to the advocates of frecthought, saying that they were a * shally ahallow

set ' of individuals, and that they read very little and thought less—that there was

not a well-educated person amongst them, and that their literature was obscure.

At the conclusion of his lecture I rose and asked the chairman (tlio Kev. J.

Hornby) if he would allow me permission to read a letter received that day from a

friend relating to Mr. Grubb and his course of lectures ? lieforo the chairman

had time to answer Mr. Grubb shouted * No.' 1 asked the reason. lie said that

he wished to keep faith with the public, and that he would not allow anything to

proceed irrelevant to the matter advanced. Some one hero shouted out that tho

letter was from Uolyoake, and the llev. A. Gilbert, Association Minister, shouted at

the top of his voice ' Holyoake is a polygamist.' Mr. Grubb resumed—* I will not

stand here to listen to what every puny, half-washed, unshaved whipster may

have to say. Does the person who wishes to read tho letter know >»hat Mr.

Holyoake is? I know what he is better than any person in the room. Mr.

Holyoake left Blackburn in haste to go to London to be tho public eulogiser of a

public prostitute. Who is George Holyoake? Tho public slanderer of i>ublic

men. The bosom friend of Mrs. Martin. A man whose word cannot be taken

in a court of justice. Ho you think I will meet such a man ? No, 1 fear contami-

nation.' I wished to reply to those allegations of Mr. Grubb, but the rev. chair-

man gave out a hymn, and stifled the defence, so I thought it time to retire. Hero

follows tho letter which I reciuested leave to read. J. Butteuworu.
London, May IG, ir.52.

Sir,—From what I have heard of Mr. Grubb—from his personal friends and

acquaintances—ho is a gentleman I should much wish to meet. As he pro-

fesses to ' unmask infidelity' ho must have made up-or hnve had his minci made

up—to justify himself to those who represent, in public opinion, the subject ho

professes to ' unmask.' Ask permission, therefore, of his chairman to read this

letter after his first lecture in Heywood, an.l hereby you may assure him that he

will oblige me by bringing his heaviest indictment he is able against what ho calls

* infidelity,' and I will meet him in controversy upon it. 1 name the second week

in June. I will accept any subject which goes to the root of the matter, and any

terras which he thinks fair. Yours faithfully.

To Mr. Butterworth. G. J. Holyuaki:.

Our correspondent appends some very natural reflections on Mr. Grubb's pro-

ceedings, but the press of matter in this number compels their onnssion. t torn

a report sent me from Tadiham it appears that Mr. Grubb used harsher language

towards myself than is related above. Mr. Grubb certainly has an unusual way ol

speaking of me, which 1 believe will bo found to be incorrect. 1 hereby inl.>rra

him that if ho will appoint time, place, and subject of discussion, I will endeavour
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to meet him and talk these tilings over publicly. A letter addressed to me at the
Reasoner office will find me speedily. My thanks are due ta my friends who, in

the face of s<5 much rudeness, delivered my message to Mr. Grubb and the
audience. G. J. H.

ENGLISH LIBERTY DESTROYED, OR THE BONNER'S FIELDS
CRUSADE.

We mentioned in our last impression that the Derby government has issued orders

to the metropolitan police to forbid lectures and preaching in the open air. Such

a step was so incredible that the public seem to have passed it over as absurd ; but

we have now to add that, last Sunday, an armed patrol appeared in Bonner's Fields

and dispersed several assemblages which have been in the habit ofmeeting there, with

the same grossness and tyranny as Louis Napoleon's agents have acted in France.

The meetings were assembled under the auspices of three societies, 1st. The Vic-

toria Park mission for the preaching of the gospel ; 2nd. The Temperance Society

Reformation ; and 3rd. An ' East London Secular Society.' We do not exactly

know what the object of the last institution is ; but it is well known that the Victoria

Park mission is under the care of Dr. Cox, Dr. Oxley, and Dr. Massey, whilst the

Temperance Society can boast of the patronage of many of the most distinguished

men in London. Yet Mr. Walpole, the Home Secretary, when asked to explain

the conduct of the government, said these meetings were 'blasphemous and im-

moral,' and would not be tolerated, no -matter by whom held.

Here, then, is a direct and violent overthrow of the English constitution. Crom-
well and the commonwealth burst forth to chastise the despotism which had dared

to restrict our civil and religious liberty; and after Cromwell came * the glorious

Revolution ' of 1688, whereby liberty was guaranteed. From 1688 till the present

day no government has ever dared to interfere with the Englishman's right to hold

peaceable meetings, or with the Christian's privilege to proclaim the gospel of

heaven. But in an unwary moment, the Earl of Derby obtained power, and impu-

dently and daringly tramples under foot the work of centuries, destroys our national

liberty, crushes our constitution, and calls the teaching of all who do not agree

with the National Church ' blasphemous and immoral !'

Never since Magna Charta was granted, never since William of Orange landed

at Torbay, never since the English name assumed power in the world, has an act

been done so impious and so arrogant, so despotic and so tyrannical, as that which

brands the preaching of the gospel as a ' blasphemy,' and sends an armed patrol to

put it down. There once was a time when such an act would, within twenty-four

hours, have roused the populace to rebellion ; and we are at a loss to conceive why
London and the country do not groan in an agony of heartfelt wrath and indig-

nation. The House of Commons is silent, the metropolis is silent, the nation is si-

lent. And yet here we have London placed under the same restriction as Paris

when in a state of siege, or Austria in a state of tyranny. Here we have the com-

mission issued eighteen hundred years ago by Divinity set at naught. Here we

have that principle of * liberty ' for which torrents of blood have been shed, and

martyred sacrifices offered, destroyed. And this is done in a moment of peace,

when no revolution is contemplated, when no public disorder has to be put down,

when scarcely any political agitation exists.

Toryism is thus what it ever was, and ever will be. Three months of govern-

ment can upset the triumphs of three centuries of liberty I

—

Bucks Advertiser and

Aylcshiiry News, No. 807»
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(Sni^iti Car ^tutrji.

THE BEAUTY OF CHASTITY.

BY /ANUABY 8CA&LB,

(concluded pbom last NUMBBB.)

OuB chastity is a monstrous ogre-god,
and eats up the whole of the sister

virtues. How is this ? The Teuton
blood was always chaste, and the old
Teuton laws were severe upon seducers
and adulterers ; but the old Teuton heart
was not unmerciful. Tacitus cites the
ancient Germans as an example of chas-
tity, and taunts the Romans with the
superior morals of these barbarians
over those practised in the imperial
city. The Scandinavians were likewise
severe in their enactments respecting
female violation, and the boldest sea
rover of the peninsulas could not
steal a harmless kiss from a beautiful

savage without subjecting himself to

heavy pains and penalties. But their

women were never banned beyond re-

demption for taking a false step. This,

as I take it, was reserved for the triumph
of Puritanism in England. No doubt
there is a dash of the chaste Teuton
blood in our veins, but this would not
have been sufficient to have washed out

all generosity and pity and tenderness

and compassion from our hearts, in the

instance of the prostitute, if Puritanism
had not stepped in with its austere face

and sable garments to usurp the Holy
Inquisition of God, and deal its dark
and tearful anathemas upon his erring

children. We owe a great deal to Pu-
ritanism, but there is likewise a heavy

debt against it on the other side of the

ledger. Since the days of the Common-
wealth the republican and religious

virtue of Puritanism has worn itself

well-nigh thread-bare, and there is little

of it left amongst us except the form,

the name, and the hate. We are like

people who wear second-hand clothes

which do not fit them, but who never-

theless ape the manners of the original

possessor, and think to pass muster in

the lists of respectability by a little

additional swagger. I think it is an
unbecoming taste, this fondness for old

clothes ; and I regret to see so much of

the Jew spirit beneath them. Perhaps
the fashion will change before long, for,

if I read the times aright, the Puritan
era is about to close for ever. In the

meantime, can we not drop some of the

old sourness, and transfigure Sinai with

the Cross ? I would not have the

aboriginal commandments, the stern

morality of the law, abated one jot or

tittle—let the standard be as high as

you please ; but, in the name of God,
my Christian friends ! do not bury your
Christ and his Gospel together and lor

ever, in the rich man's tomb. For, if

Moaes says. Thou shalt not ! Christ

says. Having broken the law, go thy

way and sin no more. And whilst so-

ciety breeds such monstrous vices in its

bosom—whilst it starves needlewomen
on 4d. a day for wages—there is no saint

or sinner in those islands guiltless of

the consequences.
Nevertheless, chastity is a pure and

holy virtue, and the estimate which a
nation forms of it is a tolerable baro-

meter of its moral character and civili-

sation. This is singularly manifested in

the history of every people that have

made a figure in the world. What a

gulf, for example, stretches between that

Saxon period of barbarism, when the

gangs of the Asloy were the licenced

besiials of public resorts, and the present

age of enlightenment, when female vir-

tue must be immaculate, or—shall I

utter the monstrous anomaly ?—wo con-

demn the unhappy Magdalenes to renew

these gangs in the midst of our happy

and virtuous homes I The high rank

and position, however, winch are as-

signed to the virtuous woman in mo-
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dem society is a proof of the immense
importance we attach to chastity, and a
sign of progress in those grand modern
ideas which are fast developing as grand
a civilisation around us. A barbarous
people are too selfish and too much oc-

cupied with the concerns of the animal
life to esteem their women, who, indeed,

are always, in such cases, slaves. Even
the old societies of India, Egypt, Greece,
and Rome, so enlightened and admirable
in so many ways, were cramped by their

ideas of caste, and never recognised the

freedom and dignity of woman to the

extent and in the same degree as they

are recognised in modern society. The
privileged classes—the Roman matrons
and the wives of the Kyshetras in India

—had honour and recognition enough

;

but there was no idea of equality and of

the universal eacredness of persons
amongst them. In Greece the women,
w^o were very beautiful, stood high in

the social scale ! But it was only the

noble and cultivated women ; not woman
in her generic character. Neither do the

Greek ideas ofchastity appear to have been
very high, if we except those embodied
in the creations of the poets and artists,

and in the teachings of the philosophers.

Courtezans of the rarest accomplish-

ments and the most gorgeous beauty
lived in a large style of public magnifi-

cence, and attracted to their banquet-
ting halls the finest wits, the highest

personages, and the sagest characters in

Greece. Even Thales paid court to one
of them—Aspasia, I think—and forgot

her nightly and luxurious sacrifices to

Venus in the charm of her loveliness

and conversation. The slip which ruins

the character with us, was not regarded

by this graceful, playful, and polished

people as a thing which much concerned

the state, or the public morals. It was
a private matter between the woman
and her lover; and hallowed or not

hallowed by love, it was also a religious

rite. The Greeks invariably threw a

drapery of beauty—a mantle of stars and
lilies—over their sensuality. But sensu-

ality is still sensuality ; although I would
rather see it clad in beauty than bald

and naked.
Still, although the Greeks were a

luxurious and voluptuous, they were not

an immoral people; for every part of

their nature was wisely balanced and

proportioned. They carried pleasure
and sociality to the utmost extreme
compatible with healthy enjoyment, but
they rarely went beyond that ; and con-
sequently their intellectual and moral
character suffered no loss, but stood

firm in the rebound like a graceful tree

whose leaves have been playing all day
with the winds, and dallying with the
sunbeams. They combined amusement
and duty with perfect art and complete
success. Their civilisation was not
grafted upon them, but grew out of their

character. Temples, sculpture, painting,

music, poetry, amusements, and legisla-

tion were the developmentand expression
of this character— the most musical,

plastic, and beautiful in history. There
is a boyish hilarity and joyousness in

them, with a keen love of art, wisdom,
and science, along with an intense sus-

ceptibility of emotion. Hence the zest

with which they pursued all the objects

of common life, and the noble emprises
of arqbition. In love, war, and sport,

they were equally at home, and equally
happy. And then what grace, and often

what intense affection, they manifested
in their attachments ! We have all heard
of * Plaionic love '—a feeling it would bo
impossible for a modern to understand,
but which was nevertheless a part of the

Greek nature, and made it noble and
beautiful to cotemporary observers. It

consisted in the devoted attachment of

two male friends to each other, which
often amounted to passion, and to that

delicious madness, which we are accus-
tomed to feel only for the loved ones
of the other sex. The advantages of

such a connection, so long as the bonds
which cement it are pure and noble, are
sufficiently obvious, and not unfrequently
led, in the Greek instances, to splendid
virtues and heroic manifestations of

character. Its abuses, however, were
infamous, and may not be spoken of in

any writing addressed to the general
public of modern times. I trace the

origin of this singular Platonic love to

the power which the idea of beauty
exercised over the Grecian mind. This
idea was the soul of their civilisation.

They were everywhere surrounded by
its manifestations—in the temple/ the

gardens, and the market-place ; and
their games, where the competitors were
naked, presented living models of form



and beauty. No wonder, therefore, if

we bear in mind the extreme suscepti-
bility, impressionableness, and sociality
of the Greek character, that the culti-
vated Greeks dovotod themselves in
friendship to beautiful persons, and that
they carried it, by a refinement of the
sentiment, into the heights of passion.
No doubt there was a frenzy and in-
fatuation in all this, but it was well
based

; and one might wish, without
treason to virtue, that a phalanx of
sober yet devoted lovers existed in every
town in England. Public and private
affairs, as it seems to me, would then
prosper more abundantly amongst us.

Another curious fact in the Greek
civilisation was this : that they had a
number of women called Hetcercc, or fe-

male companions—persons of very easy
virtue, but often of rare beauty and
accomplishments—who lived in houses
of their own, where the young men
spent much of their leisure hours. This
fact is remarkable, as a further evidence
of the laxity of notion which the Greeks
held upon the subject of chastity. For,
although these women were far re-

moved from the prostitutes, who were
always slaves both in character and for-

tune, still they were anything but chaste,

according to our ideas of chastity. Ne-
vertheless, the existence of this class of

women seemed to operate not unfavour-
ably upon the morals of the young
Grecians, and preserved them from de-

grading connections with the slaves.

The Greeks played at lite. Living
was no serious concern with them, but

a universal holiday. They were essen-

tially a poetic people, and converted all

sensible images into permanent forms.

The religious idea—which was opposed
to that of the Orientals, and, from the

character of the Greeks, was necessarily

free from tho austerity and asceticism

which marked the Brahminical, Persian,

and Hebrew theology—pervaded all their

thoughts and ways, and vivified alike

tlieir pleasures and duties. There is an

extreme chastity in their statues and
architecture, which, springing from a

pure and lofty intellect, denotes, on the

whole, a chaste national character. We
must not, of course, judge the Greeks
by our own standard of morals, but by

theirs. If they entertained notions at

variance with ours respecting tho inter-

course of tho 60X09, thoy woro not bo
gross as wo arc, nor so unchaste in their
general character. Thoy at all events
were faithful to their thoughts and con-
victions as to chastity—put on no mask—and did not protend to bo what they
were not. They were an open, brave,
and candid people ; and what wo under-
stand by the word intrigue was nearly,
if not altogether, unknown to them.
What a dilTorent people were tho

Spartans, and how remarkable a con-
trast does the Spartan civilisation pre-
sent to that of tho Greeks. Here was a
rude system of communism practised
long before tho dawn of history, and
continued for centuries after the Gre-
cians proper had become a powerful
people. For the refined and beautiful
women of Greece, we have here an
Amazonian race, trained in the gymna-
sium, and competing with tlie men in

boxing, wrestling, and running. They
wore open tunics, which gave their
limbs free play, and they despised the
chiton and himation of the Greeks as tho
garments of effeminacy and luxury.
Luxury, indeed, was unknown in Sparta.
Each man had his allotment of ]an<l,

and contributed wine, meal, cheese, figs,

etc., to the general mess. No one could
dine with his wife at home, nor cohabit
with her, except in stolen interviews,

and, if caught in the fact, both were
subjected to tho scorn and contempt of

the comnj unity. Their cliiMrcn wero
abandoned to the wilds and woods, and
had to live by stealth ; and yet thieving,

if discovered, was punishable by tho

Spartan laws. They had neither art,

learning, nor literature amongst them

—

hated long speech and many words—and
were noted far and wide for their brief,

pithy, epigrammatic sentences. * La-
conian brevity ' is a phrase stereotyped

in the civilised languages; and our word
laconic is derived from this strange and
unique people. The only education they

received was oral, and consisted, like

that of the ancient Britons, in poetic

compositions, celebrating religious ser-

vices. They were a people within them-
selves— forbade all foreign interference

—and hnd, consequently, no commerco
with surrounding states. And yet, not-

withstanding this narrow and barbarous

policy, and this singularly-artificial and

restrained life, they were a happy and
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virtnons people. Their ideal was not

beauty, but physical strength—health in

the largest physical sense; and this as a

means of military glory. Hence the

discipline to which their women were
subjected, and the fact that no immature
woman could marry. A fine race of

men was the consequence, for the Spar-

tans paid quite as much attention to the

breeding of their citizens as we pay to

that of our horses ; and we should cer-

tainly gain something considerable if

we followed their example. It was not

always necessary, amongst these Spar-

tans, that marriage should precede the

intercourse of the sexes; nor was the

marriage bond itself held inviolable.

On the contrary, it was an injunction of

the law that fine men and women should

cohabit, no matter whether they were

married or single ; and the husband en-

couraged these intercourses as a duty

he owed to the state. No man could have

two wives, however, although a married

woman could have half-a-dozen lovers.

It should be remembered, however, that

this license was not permitted to gratify

a licentious and depraved appetite, but

for the purpose of perpetuating a splen-

did race of men. We cannot call the
Spartans, therefore, unchaste, for they
were actuated in their loves by patriotic

motives, and a sense of duty—and were
compelled, indeed, to them by the au-
thority of the law.

We see then that ideas of chastity

vary amongst diflferent peoples, and that

an act which is base and low when it

springs from a gross imagination and
impure desires, may be a high and
sacred one under peculiar circumstances
and when inspired by lofty motives. I

do not wish, however, to loosen the

virgin zone of chastity by these antique
instances, nor to offer them as an apology
for vice. God forbid ! But I thought
that by adducing them in these days, to

this highly moral people of England, I

might help to loosen the severe Puritan
judgment by which the Hetoeree of En-
gland are condemned at present without
mercy. Let me repeat, however, that

unchastity of the body is a crime against

humanity, and add, in conclusion, that

unchastity of mind is a crime against

the individual spirit and the God of all

spirits.

THE PHILOSOPHY OF SPORT.

PROM THE 'national ERA.*

Bear lightly on their forehead, Time,
Strew roses on their way I

The young in heart, however old,

That prize the present day.

And wiser than the pompous proud,

Are wise enough to play.

I love to see a man forget

His blood is growing cold,

And leap, or swim, or gather flowers.

Oblivious of his gold ;

And mix with children in their sport.

Nor think that he is old.

I love to see the man of care

Take pleasure in a toy

;

I love to see him row or ride.

And tread the grass with joy,

Or hunt the flying cricket ball.

As lusty as a boy.

All sports that spare thehum blest pain-
That neither maim nor kill-—

That lead us to the quiet field.

Or to the wholesome hill

—

Are duties which the pure at heart

Religiously fulfil.

The road of life is hard enough.
Bestrewn with slag and thorn

;

I would not mock the simplest joy
That made it less forlorn,

But fills its evening patch with flowers

As fresh as those of morn.

Give us but health and peace of mind,
Whate'er our clime or clan,

We'll take delight in things,

Nor deem that sports unman

;

And let the proud who fly no kites

Despise us if they can

!
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DEATH OF MR. JOSHUA HOPKINS.

We have this week to record the death of this gentlomnn, whose name onr renders
will remember occurring in the * Words Spoken at the Grave of Mrs. Martin.'
Next week some ampler notice may appear.

3Rca<f0ncr $3ropa0nnlr<T.

To promote the efficiency of tho R^asoner as an organ of Propagandltim, one Wend mihscrihcn lOn,
weekly, another 5s., some a montlily sum,others Is.each weekly— others intermediate amounts or make
special remittances, according to ability or earnestness. An annual contribution of Is. from each reader
would be easy, equitable, and suthcient. What is remitted, in whatever proportion, U acknowledged
hero and accounted for at the end of the Volume.

Acknowledged in No. 312, 699g. Id.—Aliquis Cannual*), 105s.—Prom H. M., Vaax-
hall, up till last Christmas and this Midsummer, 20s.—Mr. Cloment8, per Mr. Truelove,

2s.—Thomas Johnson, Shelf, per Mr. Sharpe, Is.—Mr. Bunyon, 6d.—Thomas Pay-
ton, 6d.—J. P., Leicester, 10s.—G. R., Brighton, 6d.—John Julian, Whitehaven, 18.

—William McKim, do.. Is.—Charles McKim, do., Is.—William Thompson, do., Is.

—

John Laughlin, do., Is.— William Lea, do., Is.—William Simpson, do., la.—George
Foster, do., Is.—Peter Lennon, do., Is. Total, 8478. 7d.

[Mr. Henry Knight has issued a bill headed 'Atheism Forsaken,' and he proposes

delivering a course of four lectures at the John Street Institution, in which sufTicient rea-

sons will be given for his renunciation of atheism. The subject of the first lecture, on

Monday, June 7th, was 'There is a God.' The second lecture, on Friday the 11th, is

'The Attributes of God,' They commence at 8^. The date of the third and fourth

lectures is not yet announced. No discussion is permitted.

We have received tht; * Family Medical Adviser, by John Skelton,' It is a very su-

perior book to one upon a similar theory by that ' medicine man ' of ominous name—
Dr. Coffin. The matter of the book has, however, no interest for us.

At the Rosherville Gardens two models of landscape scenery in German wool are this

season again in these gardens. This style of landscape modelling is rendered attractive

by its power of representing the inequality of ground and trees in a reality of form

more effective than work on a flat surface, which cannot produce its own shadows, and

but one view of a landscape.

Mr. Butterworth, of Heywood, desires us to say, for the sake of districts to which he

has written, that the date of the Conference of Free Inquirers to be held in Manchester

will be announced in the Reasoner,

One way of drawing a conclusion is given in a passage in the * Comic Grararaar,*

which reads as follows:—' If the year consists of 365 days 6 hours, and January has 31

days, then the relation between the corpuscular theory of light and the new views of

Mr. Owen is at once subverted ; for " when ignorance is bliss 'tis folly to be wise;"

because 1760 yards make a mile, and it is universally acknowledged that war is "the

madness of the many for the gain of the few;" therefore Sir. Isaac Newton was quite

right in supposing the diamond to be combustible. 'J

• Aliqnis, from whom we have not had the pleasure of hearing for a long period,

paid his annual visit in May to our office, and left his subscription as above.
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LITERATURE FOR THE PEOPLE.

Under this head we give a weekly column of

the' names of special class books, and the pro-

bable cost of them, for the information of readers

who may not otherwise meet with a notice of them.

Sterling's Letters to Coningham, 2nd ed..

.

1

Richard Carlile's Manual of Freemasonry.

.

3 6

The Bible and the People 6
Mackay's Intellectual Religion 1 6

Spencer's Social Statics 12

Lewes's Biographical History of Philosophy 4

The Duties of Man. By J. Mazzini 6

First Book of Euclid, with 147 Diagrams. 2 6

Practical Grammar 1 6

Graduated Grammatical Exercises 1

Hints on a Logic of Facts 1 6

Public Speaking and Debate 1 6

History of the Last Trial by Jury for Atheism 1 6

Paley Refuted in his own Words 6
Reply to F. W. Newman's Work on the Soul 3

Logic of Death 1

Life of Richard Carlile 6
Literary Institutions 2

Pemberton ; or, the Value of Biography .

.

2

Oracle of Reason, 2 vols 21

People's Review 1

Last Days of Emma Martin 1

Harriet Martineau's Household Education 3 6

Birch's Religion of Shakspere 4

Newman's Phases of Faith 6

Martineau and Atkinson's Letters on Man.. 9
The Task of To-day. By Evans Bell 1

The Freethinker's Magazine, complete. . .. 2 6

Mirabaud's System of Nature, 2 vols 5

Godwin's Political Justice, 2 vols, in 1 ...

.

5

Volney's Ruins of Empires 3

Volney's Law of Nature 4

Letter to the Abbe Raynal, ditto 6

Letters to the Citizens of America 4

Decline and Fall of our Finance 3

Agrarian Justice 2

Public Good f 4

Letter to Camille Jordan 1

Reply to the Bishop of Llandaff 2

Life, by the Editor of the National 6

Rights of Man, ditto 1 3

Common Sense, ditto 6

Portrait, engraved on Steel 6
Address to the People of France 2

Popular Tracts. By Robert Dale Owen 2 6

Tracts on Republican Government 3

Influence of the Clerical Profession 3

Sermons on Lo}- alty, Free Inquiry,&c.,by do. 3

Hopes and Destinies of the Human Species 2

Address on Free Inquiry 2

Darby and Susan : a Tale of Old England 2

Wealth and Misery, by ditto 2

Situations *- Lawyers, Clergy, Physicians.

.

2

Galileo and the Inquisition, by ditto 2

Lecture on Consistency, by ditto 2

Prossimo's Experience, &c., &c., by ditto 2

Moral Physiology; a brief and plain treatise 6

Cerebral Physiology 4

The Purgatory of Suicides. By T. Cooper 3 G

Wise Saws and Modern Instances .» 5

Baron's Yule Feast 1 9
Letters to Young Men of theWorkingClassea
Cooper's Journal, complete 3

GUIDE TO THE LECTURE ROOM.

Literary Institution,John Street, Fiteroy Square.
—June 13th [7i], a Lecture.

Hall of Science, City Road.—June 13th r7i],
Thomas Cooper, ' Civilisation of the Mexicans and
Peruvians.'

National Hall, 242, High Holbom.—June I3th,

[8], P. W. Perfittwill Lecture.

South London Hall, Webber St., Blackfriars Rd.
—June 13th [7i], Charles Southwell, ' The Moral
Influence of Belief in Rewards and Punishments
beyond the Grave.'

East London Literary Institution,Bethnal Green.
—June 13th [7i], a Lecture.

Social Institution, Charles Street, Old Garratt,
Manchester".—June 13th [7], Discussion between
Mr. Bell and Mr. James Campbell. Question,
* Character and Teachings of Christ.'

Areopagus CofiFee and Reading Room, 59, Church
Lane, Whitechapel.—Every Sunday, Monday, and
Wednesday (8), a Lecture or Discussion.

City Forum Coffee House, 60, Red Cross Street.

—Every Sunday, Monday, and Thursday [8^], a
Lecture.

Eclectic Institute, Denmark Street, Soho.

—

Every Friday [8^], Mr. J- B. O'Brien, Home and
Foreign Politics. Every Sunday [74], on Moral
and Social Science.

Commercial Hall, Philpot Street, Commercial
Road East.—Theological Discussions everySunday
morning [II], Sunday evening [7], Tuesday [8],
Thursday [8j, and Saturday [8].

Progressionist Hall, Cheapside, Leeds.—June
13th [C^], a Lecture.

Temperance Star Hotel, Swan Street, Briggate,
Leeds.—Every Wednesday [8], a Discussion.

Working IMen's Academy, Edgar Street, Preston.

—Lecture every Sunday at 10^ a.m.—Discussion
every Sunday evening.

ADVERTISEMENT.

This is theMedicine of Nature.—Sir J. HiLl, M.D.

NOW PUBLISHING.
Reissue of the 2nd edition of 2000 of

DR. SKELTON'S FAMILY MEDICAL AD-
VISER: a Brief but Comprehensive Trea-

tise on the Vegetable Practice of Medicine. Price

2s. Cd.— Also, the 1st and 2nd numbers of the
MONTHLY BOTANIC RECORD & FAMILY
HE REAL, Price Id. May be had of all Booksellers
in town and country the first Saturday of every
month.
London : Published by Jas. Watson, 3, Queen's

Head Passage, Paternoster Row.

In the press, and shortly will be published.
Price Is. 6d.,

A PLEA for the RESTORATION of the VEGE-
TABLE PRACTICE of MEDICINE.
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